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FOREWORD

This work was performed for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
under interagency agreement obligating document number 3206, dated February 1992.
The CDC technical monitor was Rebecca L. West.

The research was performed by the Environmental Compliance Modeling and Systems
Division (EC) of the Environmental Sustainment Laboratory (EL), U.S. Army Con-
struction Engineering Research Laboratories (USACERL). The Principal Investigator
was Donald H. Wiggins, Environmental Protocol Team, CECER-ECP. Tina M.
Beckler and Donna J. Schell, CECER-ECP, were Associate Investigators. Dr. Diane
K. Mann, CECER-ECP, is Acting Team Leader. Kurt A. Buehler is Acting Chief,
CECER-EC, and Dr. William D. Goran is Chief, CECER-EL.

LTC David J. Rehbein is Commander of USACERL and Dr. L.R. Shaffer is Director.
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NOTICE

This manual is intended as general guidance for personnel at CDC facilities. It is not,
nor is it intended to be, a complete treatise on environmental laws and regulations.
Neither the U.S. Government, nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees,
makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information contained
herein. For any specific questions about, or interpretations of, the legal references
herein, consult appropriate legal counsel.
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MANUAL

ASSESSMENT PROTOCOLS

INTRODUCTION

These environmental assessment protocols are based on Federal environmental regula-
tions and are to be supplemented locally using state and local environmental regula-
tions that are applicable to CDC facilities and are more stringent than Federal regula-
tions included in this manual. This manual, with local supplements, is intended to
serve as the primary tool in conducting an environmental compliance evaluation.
Specifically, this manual:

1. Compiles applicable Federal environmental regulations with Agency
operations and activities

2. Synthesizes environmental regulations, good management practices
(GMPs), and risk management issues into consistent and easy-to-use
checklists

3. Serves as an aid in the evaluation process and management action
development phases of the CDC environmental management program.

* This manual is divided into sections (assessment areas). They are:

Air Emissions Management
Aboveground/Underground Storage Tank (AST/ UST) Management
Hazardous Materials Management
Hazardous Waste Management
Natural and Cultural Resources Management
Pesticide Management
Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricant (POL) Management
Solid Waste Management
Special Pollutants Management (includes asbestos, PCBs, radon, and noise)
Water Quality Management (potable water)

The information in this manual applies to all CDC facilities in the United States and
its territories. The contents of this manual are up-to-date as of 17 August 1993.
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. ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE EVALUATION PROCESS

The environmental assessment process can be divided into three distinct phases:

"• Preevaluation activities.
"* Site evaluation activities.
"• Post evaluation activities.

This manual incorporates the first two phases of the program management process.

Preevaluation Activities - Five key activities should be completed before an evaluation
team begins the evaluation process.

1. Previsit Questionnaire. The purpose of the previsit questionnaire is to collect
information that will familiarize the evaluation team with the facility and its
operations so that they are able to review the applicable regulations and prepare a
detailed evaluation schedule. The previsit questionnaire is an essential part of
preevaluation activities for an external evaluation. It is also an excellent tool for
ensuring internal evaluation team members are starting from the same base of
information. Table 1 contains a sample previsit questionnaire.

2. Define Evaluation Scope and Team Responsibilities. The facility or Agency may
wish to place special emphasis on certain protocols or to review additional areas
not covered in the manual. These goals must be stated clearly so the evaluation
can be planned properly. Additionally, the duration of the evaluation, appointment
of team members, handling of tenants and off-facility sites must be addressed.
Finally, responsibilities for each of the protocols must be assigned to team
members as appropriate.

3. Review Relevant Regulations. Once the evaluation scope and responsibilities are
known, the evaluators should undertake a thorougik review of relevant federal,
state, and local regulations affecting the facility. The applicable environmental
regulations must be determined before evaluation begins. If not already available,
checklist items for state and local requirements must be added to the checklists in
the assessment manual.

4. Develop Evaluation Schedule. The team should develop a detailed evaluation
schedule that includes the activities planned for each day.

5. Review Evaluation Protocols. Each evaluator should know the regulatory require-
ments, schedule, and be familiar with the evaluation checklists that will be used.
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Table 1

Previs.' Environmental Management Questionnaire

This questionnaire will provide bacground infomation necessary to plan and conduct an
environmental compliance assessment.

Name of Facilty:

YES NO N/A

SECTION 1. Air Emissions Management:

1. Does the facility operate a fuel burner (central steam plant
or hot water steam boiler)?

If YES how large and what fuel is used?

Size Fuel

2. Does the facility operate an incinerator? How large?

3. Does the facility dispense, store, or transfer gasoline?

4. Does the facility operate printing presses?

5. Does the facility store petroleum in aboveground storage tanks
(ASTs)? What is the size of the largest tank?

6. Does the facility store volatile organic liquids in ASTs?
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YES NO N/A

7. Does the facility have fugitive emissions from volatile
hazardous air pollutant (VHAP) equipment (currently VHAPs include
vinyl chlorides and benzene)?

8. Does the facility use VOC-based solvent degreasers?

9. Does the facility procure/use CFC or Halon based substances?

10. Does the facility repair any units containing refrigerant?

11. Does the facility recycle/reclaim CFCs or halons?

SECTION 2. Aboveground/Underground Storage

Tank (AST/ UST) Management:

1. Does the facility have any substandard USTs?

2. Does the facility have any new or upgraded USTs? -

3. Has the facility repaired, or is it planning to repair, a UST?

3. Does the facility have hazardous substance USTs?

4. Does the facility have a deferred UST?

5. Does the facility have a metallic UST?

6. Does the facility have newly-installed USTs (i.e., after May, 1986)?

7. Have facility USTs undergone a change of service, or closure?

8. Does the facility have any USTs that were emptied of their contents
and abandoned in place?

9. Does the facility have any aboveground storage tanks with capacity
greater than 660 gallons (gal)?
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YES NO N/A

SECTION 3. Hazardous Materials Management:

1. Does the facility store any hazardous materials such as paints,
solvents, and pesticides?

2. Have there been any releases or spills of hazardous substances at the
facility?

3. Are there any extremely hazardous substances at the facility?

4. Does the facility: have extremely hazardous substances in excess of
500 pounds (lb) or the threshold planning quantity (see Appendix 3-1);
have hazardous chemicals in excess of 10,000 Ib; or fall under
Standard Industrial Classification Codes 20 to 39?

5. Does the facility store flammable/combustible liquids (i.e. paints,
solvents) in lockers, storage sheds, tanks or industrial areas?

6. Does the facility store comprn.osed gases (i.e. oxygen, acrtylene)?

. 7. Does the facility store acids?

8. Does the facility store hazardous materials in laboratories?

9. Does the facility transport hazardous material, or offer such
materials for transport?

SECTION 4. Hazardous Waste Management:

1. Is the facility a generator of hazardous waste?

a. Is the facility a small quantity generator (SQG) (i.e., generates
less than 1000 kilograms (kg) of hazardous waste but more than 100 kg
in 1 month (mo))?

b. Is the facility a conditionally exempt small quantity generator
(CESQG) (i.e., generates less than 100 kg of hazardous waste in
1 mo)?

c. Is the facility a generator that generates more than 1000 kg of. waste in I mo?
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Complete this section before proceeding.

Any waste that is not excepted, is listed in 40 CFR 261. or that exhibits any of the following charac-
teristics is a hazardous waste:

"* Ignitability (flashpoint less than 140 Fahrenheit (F))
"* Corrosivity (pH less than 2, or greater than 12.5)
"* TCLP Toxicity (for As,BaCd.CrPbH-g.Se,Ag, and selected pesticides
"* Reactivity (or CN).

The following are hazardous wastes that may typically be found at a facility:

CHECK IF USED AT THIS FACILITY Vol Gen/mo Vol Accum
lb kg lb kg

Solvents

Liquid Paint -

Paint stripper, remover, or thinner -

Spray paint booth air filters -

Pesticides, Insecticides, Herbicides, etc. -

Battery acid & Caustics (in unserviceable batteries) -

Some pharmaceuticals -

Printing ink, ink solvents and cleaners -

Absorbent materials and soil contaminated
with hazardous waste

Other

Other

Other

TOTAL

i.e., Trichlorethmne, Methylene, chloride, Tetrachloroethylene, 1,1,1 Trichloroetbane, Carbon Tetra-
chloride, Chlorinated Fluorocarbons, Toluene, MEK, Break-free in liquid form, Mineral Spirits, Xylene
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YES NO N/A

2. Does the facility transport hazardous waste?

3. Does the facility generate or dispose of restricted wastes?

SECTION 5. Natural and Cultural Resources Management:

1. Does the facility have any construction projects?

2. Does the facility have land management responsibilities?

3. Does the facility have endangered or threatened species?

4. Does the facility have floodplains or wetlands?

5. Does the facility have any historic properties under its jurisdiction?

6. Does the facility have cultural resources? List the facility's
cultural resources below:

7. Does the facility have any Native American graves or artifacts, or
have any been discovered during an operation?

SECTION 6. Pesticide Management:

1. Do facility personnel engage in the application of pesticides?

2. Does the facility use contractor personnel in the application of pesticides?

3. Does the facility store, mix, or formulate pesticides?

a. Does the facility store/use pesticides classified highly toxic or
moderately toxic (bearing DANGER, POISON, WARNING, or the skull and
crossbones symbol)?

4. Does the facility dispose of pesticides?
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YES NO N/A
SECTION 7. Petroleum, Oil and Lubricant (POL) Management:

1. Does the facility have a current SPCC plan?

2. Have there been any discharges of oil at the facility?

3. Does the facility use dikes as a means of containment for petroleum
storage tanks?

4. Does the facility have used oil?

SECTION 8. Solid Waste Management:

1. Does the facility collect or store solid waste on site?

2. Does the facility contract out the collection of its solid waste?

3. Does the facility recycle and reduce solid waste?
Types of recycling

a. Does the facility have over 100 office workers?

b. Does the facility generate waste corrugated containers?

4. Does the facility handle or dispose of medical waste?

SECTION 9. Special Pollutants Management:

1. Does the facility have PCBs of any kind?

Types Quantities

2. Does the facility have PCB Transformers?

3. Does the facility have PCB Items (PCB-contaminated heat transfer or
hydraulic systems, electromagnets, switches, voltage regulators,
capacitors, circuit breakers, reclosers, or cables)?

5. Does the facility use PCBs in research?
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YES NO N/A

6. Has the facility had a PCB spill?

7. Does the facility store PCBs?

8. Does the facility transport PCBs or PCB Items?

9. Does the facility dispose of PCBs or PCB Items?

10. Does the facility have an in-house asbestos emmoval team?

11. Does the facility demolish, renovate, or strip components from
strctures containing friable asbestos?

12. Does the facility dispose, or transport for disposal, asbestos or
asbestos-containing waste?

13. Is the facility located in an area with a potential radon problem?

14. Does the facility have any possible sources of noise pollution or a
noise hazardous area?

SSECTION 10. Water Quality Management:

1. Does the facility have any point source discharges?

2. Does the facility have a NPDES/SPDES permit?

3. Does the facility have stormwater discharge not covered by a NPDES permit?

4. Does the facility discharge to a wastewater treatment plant?
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YES NO N/A

5. Does the facility operate a wastewater treatment plant?

6. Does the facility operate steam electric power generMing sources?

7. Does the facility operate metal finishing point sources?

8. Does the facility operate a photo lab?

9. Does the facility treat, store, and distribute its own drinking waterT.

Signature of individual completing this form:

Date completed:
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ATTENTION: The following records should be available for review by the
assessment team either prior to the assessment or immediately upon
arrival at the facility.

(NOTE: Not all facilities will have, or are even required to have, all
of the following documents.)

General

1. Detailed maps of the facility indicating street names and
building numbers. Enough for one for every member of the assessment
team.

2. A phone list.

3. Copies of Notices of Violations (NOVs) issued to the facility in any
of these areas.

Air Emissions Management

1. Air emissions inventory
2. All air related permits
3. A list of steam generating units and boilers and their size, fuel

used, and locations

Aboveground and Underground Storage Tanks (ASTsI USTs)

1. Upgrading and/or closure plans
2. A list of all ASTs/USTs and their locations
3. Release detection documentation
4. Integrity test results
5. Site contamination reports after tank removals

Hazardous Materials ManagemenL

1. A list of hazardous material storageA/se areas
2. A waste minimization plan
3. Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs)
4. Documentation of personnel training
5. The Chemical Hygiene Plan
6. A copy of any reports of spills
7. Copies of the Tier I or Tier H reports. 8. Documentation on contaminated sites
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Hazardous Waste Management

1. The Hazardous Waste Management plan
2. A list of hazardous wastes generated at the facility
3. A list of waste generation/storage areas
4. USEPA ID No.
5. Manifests
6. Any permits
7. The biennial report
8. Personnel training records

Natural and Cultural Resources Management

1. The endangered species survey
2. The Natural Resources Management plan
3. Any land management plans
4. Recent EAs, EISs, FNSIs or NOIs.
5. Any cultural or archeological resources surveys
6. Management plans for cultural and archeological resources
7. A list of properties nominated for the National Register

Pesticides Management

1. The Pesticide Management Plan
2. A list of pesticide storage sites
3. Application records
4. MSDSs for pesticides
5. Personnel Certifications for applicators
6. Contracts for pesticide application

POL Management

1. The SPCC plan
2. A list of POL storage areas

Solid Waste Management

1. Any contracts with waste haulers
2. Any recycling plans
3. All documentation pertaining to landfill operation or closure
4. Records on groundwater sampling resulting from monitoring wells
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. Special Pollutants Management

1. The PCB inventory
2. The PCB anmual report
3. The results of the asbestos survey
4. The Asbestos Management plan
5. Noise complaints
6. Radon survey results

Water Quality Management

1. All NPDES/SPDES permits
2. Maps of the storm, sanitary, and industrial sewers
3. A copy of pretreatment standards imposed on the facility.
4. Lmations of holding ponds, sedimentation pits, and open/end-of-pipe

discharge points.
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Site Evaluation Activities - Onsite, the evaluators will conduct record searches, interviews, and
site surveys to determine the compliance status of the facility. Operations am compared with
envirormental standards and any deficiencies are written up as findings. The data collected should
be sufficient, reliable, and relevant to provide a sound basis for evaluation findings and recom-
mendations. A Finding Summary form is available to assist evaluators in compiling needed infor-
mation during an evaluation. A Finding Summary form should be completed for each finding dur-
ing the evaluation. These forms comprise the basis of the assessment report. The format and con-
tent for evaluation reports will be in a separate supplement Figure I shows a blank sample Find-
ing Summary form. Figure 2 shows a sample completed Finding Summary form.

All items of the Finding Summary form must be filled in up to SAMPLING RESULTS for nega-
tive findings and up to CRITERIA for positive findings. The CONDITION is a factual statement
describing the status of the process, permit, or situation under investigation, and the CRITE/_A is
the environmental standard (Federal, state, local, Agency, Good Management Practice) against
which the facility is being measured. A condition may be positive if the facility is going above
and beyond the requirements. SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS is an optional entry and may include
easily identifiable solutions to the deficiency. COMMENTS may include any corrective actions
already taken or scheduled, or any other appropriate information pertaining to the finding.

For example, a team member assigned to evaluate the facility's hazardous waste management pro-
gram, which is an SQG, visited the accumulation point at building 5000. The evaluator noticed
some drums were damaged and took a count of the total number of drums and the number of
damaged drums to get an accurate description for the finding. Three of the five drums were
rusted and bulging. Item 4-27 in the U.S. manual states that 40 CFR 262.34(dX2) and 265.171
requires containers to be tightly sealed and not leaking, bulging, rusting, or badly dented. The
damaged drums were behind the others, so the accumulation point manager may have overlooked
them during his regular inspections. The accumulation point manager immediately put overpack
drums on order. The evaluator is now ready to fill out a Finding Summary.
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* Figum 1

FINDING SUNMMARY

Manual Edition Date:_

INDIVIDUAL FINDING SHEE
(To provide detailed informtion for ute by amnownt brn only)

MANDATOtRY ENEMES

Section (Air, Hazardous Matenals, etc): Question Number_.

Type of Finding (Positive or Negative) Building number or location

FINDING CATEOCRY (Circle one) Significant Maior Minor Manaement Practice

Basis of finding (Citation or Regulation)
(Reference applicable Federal, state, and local regulations)

oONDI'MON (What did you find?)

.C1WTERIA (What is the actual requirement?)

SAMPING RESULIS (mandatory only if sampling was used)
Universe - Sample Size:-

Number of Discremricies rtcentate of Discrenancies:

Is this a repeat finding (NOV, etc)?

PREPARJED BY, DATM

SUGENIM SOLLOMS):

OPnOM- xxnM
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Explanation of Ratings

Deficiencies noted on the Finding Summary are rated as follows:

Significant: A problem categorized as significant requires immediate attention. It poses, or
has a high likelihood to pose, a direct and immediate threat to human health, safety, the
environment, or the facility's mission. A leaking PCB transformer located next to a dining
facility, for example, would likely be a significant deficiency.

Major: A major deficiency requires action, but not necessarily immediate action. Major
deficiencies may pose a threat to human health, safety, or the environment. Any immediate
threat, however, must be categorized as significant.

Minor: Minor deficiencies are usually administrative in nature, even though those findings
might possibly result in a notice of violation. This category may also include temporary or
occasional instances of noncompliance.

Management Practice: Management practice items are those for which there is no specific
regulatory requirement.
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Figure 2

FINDING SUMMARY

Manual Edition Date: •._ I

INDIVIDUAL FINDING SHEET
(To provWie detlaed hibrnad.m for mo by ummmo atm omly)

MANDATORY ENTRIES

Section (Air. Hazardous Materials, etc.): ! A! b L Question Nmnber: LA\-.

Type ofFinding (Psitive or Negative).__LtýL Buildingnumnbera location: L))(

FINDING CATEGORY (Civcle one): S nificamnta Minor !ement Practie

Basis of finding (Citation or Regulation): -L "-t Li • -IC C ( - • L 0C
(Reference apliuLble Federal, state, and local regulations)

CONDITION (What did you find?)
- -. 'U--

CRITERIA (What is the actual requirement?):

SAMPLING RESULTS (mandatDoy only if sampling was used):
Universe: Sunple Size:

Number of Discrm es: Percentage of Discepancies:

Is this a repeat finding (NOV, etc)?_______,

PREPARED BY: i V DATE: -

SUGGESTED SOLUTION(S):

OPTIONAL ENTRIES

COMMENTS:
C U.. LA LC\C-;
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Explanation of Ratings

Deficiencies noted on the Finding Summary are rated as follows:

Significant: A problem categorized as significant requires immediate attention. It poses, or
has a high likelihood to pose, a direct and immediate threat to human health, safety, the
environment, or the facility's mission. A leaking PCB transformer located next to a dining
facility, for example, would likely be a significant deficiency.

Major: A major deficiency requires action, but not necessarily immediate action. Major
deficiencies may pose a threat to human health, safety, or the environment. Any immediate
threat, however, must be categorized as significant.

Minor: Minor deficiencies are usually administrative in nature, even though those findings
might possibly result in a notice of violation. This category may also include temporary or
occasional instances of noncompliance.

Management Practice: Management practice items are those for which there is no specific
regulatory requirement.
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. USING THE MANUAL

THE PROTOCOLS

CDC facilities engage in many operations and activities that can cause environmental
impacts on public health and the environment if not controlled or properly managed.
Many of these activities and operations are regulated by Federal, state, and local regu-
lations.

After a review of these activities at CDC facilities it is apparent that there are major
categories of environmental compliance into which most environmental regulations and
CDC activities could be grouped. This manual is divided into 10 sections that
correspond to major compliance categories.

1 Air Emissions Management
2 Aboveground/ Underground Storage Tank (AST/ UST) Management
3 Hazardous Materials Management
4 Hazardous Waste Management
5 Natural and Cultural Resources Management
6 Pesticide Management
7 Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricant (POL) Management
8 Solid Waste Management
9 Special Pollutants Management (includes asbestos, PCBs, radon, and noise)

10 Water Quality Management

Each section is organized in the following format:

A. Applicability

This section provides guidance on the major activities and operations included in the
protocol and a brief description of the major application.

B. Federal Legislation

This section of each protocol identifies, in summary form, the key legislative issues
associated with the compliance area in the Federal law.
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C. State/ Local Requirements

This section of each protocol identifies the "typical" compliance areas normally
addressed in state and local regulations. This section does not present individual sta/
local requirements. An assessment of state and local requirements must be conducted
and supplemental questions prepared to cover these requirements. The manual is
prepared in loose leaf form to allow state and local requirements to be easily inserted.

D. Agency Rqulation/Requirements

This section of the protocol identifies the relevant regulations, policies, or requiremet
associated with the compliance area that are promulgated by the Agency.

E. Key Compliance Requirements

This section of each protocol summarizes the significant compliance requirements
associated with the regulations included in the checklist. It is a brief abstract summar-
izing the overall thrust of the regulations for that particular compliance category.

F. Responsibility for Compliance

This section identifies and summarizes the individual organizations at an Agency facil-
ity with responsibility for maintenance, operation, or environmental monitoring of
activities associated with the compliance category. W

G. Key Compliance Definitions

This section of each protocol presents definitions taken from the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) and Agency regulations for those key terms associated with each
compliance category.

H. Compliance Assessment Mechanism

The final section of each protocol and its tables and figures contain evaluation pro-
cedures (checklists) composed of requireets or guidelines that serve as indicators to
point out possible compliance problems, as well as practices, conditions, and situations
that could indicate potential problems. They are intended to focus attention on the
key compliance questions and issues that should be investigated. Instructions are pro-
vided to direct the evaluator to the appropriate action, references, or activity that
corresponds to the specific requirement or guideline.
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. MANUAL FORMAT

The protocol portion of assessment manual is divided into two columns. The first of
these is a statement of a requirement This may be a strict regulatory requirement, in
which case the citation is given, or it may be a requirement that is considered to be a
good management practice to maintain compliance, but which is not specifically man-
dated by regulation.

The second column gives instructions to help conduct the compliance evaluation.
These instructions are intended to be specific action items that should be accomplished
by the investigator. Some of the instructions may be a simple documentation check
taking a few minutes; others may require physical inspection of a facility. Contact/
location information in parentheses is intended to give guidance to the assessor. A
legend at the bottom of the worksheet gives a description of the contact/Jocation code.

At the end of each section is an assessment worksheet. This worksheet should be
reproduced and used during the assessment to take notes. It is designed to be inserted
between each page of the protocols, allowing the main text to be kept usable for the
next assessment. The worksheet is divided into two columns. The first column is a
quick check for those items that are in compliance (C), not applicable (N/A) to the
facility being reviewed, or require management action (RMA).

The second column on the worksheet allows for more detailed notations or comments.
These notations will provide a record for use in preparing the final report. These nota-
tions should include both situations of substandard operation needing attention and
those operations that are above requirements or provide examples of good programs.
For future reference and clarity it is essential that the building number (or other refer-
ence to location) be made during the review.

The evaluation procedures are designed as an aid and should not be considered exhaus-
tive. Use of the guide requires the evaluator's judgement to play a role in determining
the focus and extent of further investigation. A review of appropriate state regulations
should be conducted so additional review questions that reflect the substantive require-
ments of qutel local regulations pertinent to individual facilities can be included on the
worksheets,
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

A list of commonly used acronyms (Table 2) is located at the end of this section.
These acronyms are used within the manual and are commonly used in discussions in
environmental compliance.

Any findings discovered through the use of this guidance manual by the internal
assessment should be validated by the environmental coordinator and legal counsel.

Any change or suggestion for improving this guidance manual should be forwarded to
the Environmental Program Manager, Office of Health and Safety.
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. CONTACT/LOCATION CODES

Each point of contact is assigned a number. These numbers are used as cross references
within the text of the checklists. Examples of individuals/offices to include are:

(1) Environmental Program Manager
(2) Facility Supervisor/Director
(3) Facilities Operations Branch
(4) Section Chiefs
(5) Industrial Hygiene Section
(6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
(7) Chemical & Physical Hazards Branch
(8) Training Activity
(9) Medical Services

(10) Biosafety Branch
(11) Procurement & Grants Office
(12) Warehouse
(13) Facilities Design Branch
(14) Grounds Maintenance Section
(15) Engineering Services Office

* (16) Real Property & Space Management Branch
(17) Sanitation Maintenance (Facilities Operations Branch)
(18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch)
(19) Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
(20) Food Services Manager
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Table 2

Glosary of Acronyms

ACM Asbestos Cotaining Marial
ANSI Ameican National Standads Institute
AQCR Air Quality Coued Regulations
ASME American Society of Mcdhncal Engineer
ASTM Amaican Standards Teon Manual
BAT Best Available Technology
ROD Biochemical Oxygen Demand
BPAT Best Practically Available T"•nemnt
Btu British Thermal Units
C Compliance
CAA Clean Air Act
CELDS Corputer-Aided Environmental Legislative

Data System
CEQ Council on Environmental Quality
CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response

Compensation & Liality Act
CFC Cbloofluowrons
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CHEMTREC Chemical Trasotation Emergency Center
CO Caton Monoxide
COD Chemical Oxygen Demand
CO. Cavbon Dioxide
CWA Clean Water Act
DMR Discharge Monitoring Report
DOr Department of Trusortation
EA Environmental Assessment
EIS Environmental Impact Statement
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
EPCRA Emergency Planning & Community

Right-to-lnow Act
FIFRA Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and

Rodenticide Act
FNSI Finding of No Signifricant Impact
GMP Good Management Practice
HCFC Hydrogented Chnouo b
HC1 Hydrogen Chloride
HSWA Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendment
ID Identification
LD Lehal Doae
MOA Memoranmum of Agreement
MOU Memorandum of Understanding
MSDS Material Safety Daft Sheet
tM` Mawrials Testing Report
NA Not Applicabl
NAA Non-Attainment Ares
NAAQS National Ambient Air Quality Standards
NACE National Association of Corrosion Engineers
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Table 2 (continued)

Glosary of Acronyms

NEPA NaiKoa Envimnwnu Policy Act
NESHAP Naional Emission Standards for Hazadous

Air Pollumt
NFPA National Fir Prevention Association
NO2 Mwpn Dimide
NPDES National Pollaim ElWmton Sysman
NSPS New Some Pefomucmm Stmmadrds
O&M Operations and Mmmgement
OHSPC Oil and hadous Substance Pollution

Coningency (Man)
OSHA Occupaiona Safety and Heudi Act
02 Oxygen
PCB Polyý aed i nmyl
PL Public Law
POC Point of Contact
POL Perolem, Oil, mad Lubricants
POTW Public Owned Tremoent Works
PSD Prevention of Significant Detrioration
PSIA Pounds Per Squma Inch Absolute
PSIG Pounds Per Square Inch Gauge
PVC Polyvinyl Chloride
RACT Rauonably Available Conual Techmology
RCRA Resource Ccnservation and Recovery Act
RIMA Requires Management Action
RQ Reptabe Quanity
RVP Reid Vapor Presum
SARA Supeftd Amedaments and u Act
SDWA Safe Drinking Water Act
SIP Sfta Implementaion Plan
SPCC Spill Prevenicaol and Countermeasure (Plan)
SQG Small Quantity Gemerator
THM Tfilalomediaue
TSCA Toxic Submtices Control Act
TSD Treatnent, Swage, or Disposal (Fcility)
TU T kilty Unit
UIC Undegmund Injection Control O(an)
USACERL U.S. Army Commuction Engineering Rsearch Laboratory
USEPA U.S. Evizunnuntal Pomacdon Agency
USFWS United States Fish and Wildlife Service
UST UndVgund StCge Tuak
VOC Volati Organic Compound
WQA Water Quality Act
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Section 1

Air Em•isions Management



SECION 1

AIR ENUSSIOMA MANAQMJI

A. Applicability

This section includes regulations, responsibilities, and compliance requirements
associated with air pollution emissions from equipment and vehicles. The
major sources of air pollution emissions include:

0 Particulates, sulfur dioxide (SO 2 ), nitrogen oxide (NO.), and carbon monoxide
(CO) from fuel burning at steam and hot water generation plants and boilers.

"* Particulates and toxic air emissions from the operation of hazardous waste, gen-
eral waste, classified material, and medical, pathological, and/or infectious
waste incinerators.

"* The emission of volatile organic compound (VOC) vapors from the storage and
transfer of certain petroleum fuels and chemicals (solvents), and the operation
of degreasers and other processes (paint stripping and metal finishing) which
use solvents.

"* The emission of CO from vehicles operated on the facility.

"* Fugitive particulate emissions from training activities and construction/ demoli-
tion operations.

Most CDC facilities have air emissions sources in one or more of these
categories. Therefore, this section is applicable to some extent at all facilities.

BR Federal Legislation

7 The Clean Air Act (CAA) Amendmwnts of 1990. This Act, 42 U.S. Code (USC)
7401-7671q, Public Law (PL) 101-549, is currently the effective, comprehen-
sive Federal legislation regulating the prevention and control of air pollution.
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The purposes of this Act are:

- to protect and enhance the quality of the nation's air resources so as to
promote the public health and welfare and the productivity of its popula-
tion

- to initiate and accelerate a national research and development program
to achieve the prevention and control of air pollution

- to provide technical and financial assistance to state and local govern-
ments regarding the development and execution of their air pollution
prevention and control efforts

- to encourage and assist the development and operation of regional air
pollution prevention and control programs (42 USC 7401(b))

- to achieve a substantial reduction in emission of hazardous air pollutants
from area sources and an equivalent reduction in the public health risks
associated with such sources including a reduction of not less than 75
per centum in the incidence of cancer attributable to emissions from
such sources (42 USC 7412(k)(1))

- to reduce the adverse effects of acid deposition through reductions in
annual emissions of SO2 of 10 million tons from 1980 emission levels,
and of NOx emissions of approximately 2 million tons from 1980 emis-
sion levels, in the 48 contiguous states and the District of Columbia;
and to effectuate such reductions by requiring compliance by affected
sources with prescribed emission limitations by specified deadlines,
which limitations may be met through alternative methods of compli-
ance provided by an emission allocation and transfer system. To
encourage energy conservation, use of renewable and clean alternative
technologies, and pollution prevention as a long-range strategy, con-
sistent with the provisions of this Act, for reducing air pollution and
other adverse impacts of energy production and use (42 USC 7651(b)).

A primary goal of this act is to encourage or otherwise promote reasonable
Federal, state, and local government actions for pollution prevention (42 USC
7401(c)). The prevention and control of air pollution at its source is the pri-
mary responsibility of states and local governments (42 USC 7401(a)(3)).

Unless specified otherwise, nothing in this act precludes or denies the right of
any state or political subdivision to adopt or enforce:

- any standard or limitation respecting emissions of air pollutants
- any requirement respecting control or abatement of air pollution.
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However, if an emission standard or limitation is in effect under an applicable
implementation plan or under section 7411 or 7412 of this Act, such state or
political subdivision may not adopt or enforce any emission standard or limita-
tion which is less stringent than the standard of limitation under such plan or
section (42 USC 7416).

Each department, agency, and instrument of the executive, legislative, and judi-
cial branches of the Federal Government, and each officcr, agent, or employee
of such a unit, must comply with, all Federal, state, interstate, and local
requirements, administrative authority, and process and sanctions respecting the
control and abatement of air pollution in the same manner, and to the same
extent as any nongovernment entity. This applies to:

- any requirement whether substantive or procedural (including record-
keeping, reporting, and emission)

- any requirement to pay a fee or charge imposed by any state or local
agency to defray the costs of its air pollution regulatory program

- the exercise of any Federal, state, or local administrative authority
- any process and sanction, whether enforced in Federal, state, or local

courts, or in any other manner (42 USC 7418(a)).

Each department, agency, or instrument of the Federal Government must not
engage in, support in any way or provide financial assistance for, license or
permit, or approve, any activity which does not conform to an implementation
plan after it has been approved or passed under this Act. Any Federal agency
may not approve, accept or fund any transportation plan, program or project
unless such plan, program or project has been found to conform to any applica-
ble implementation plan in effect (42 USC 7506(c)(1)(2)).

C. State/Local Requirenents

The primary mechanisms regulating air pollutant emissions are the state or air
quality control region (AQCR) regulatiopo. These regulations will normally
follow the Federal guidelines for state programs and will have many similar
features. However, depending on the type and degree of air pollutant problems
within the state/region, the individual regulations will vary. As an example,
photochemical oxidant (ozone) problems are widespread in California and,
therefore, the individual AQCRs in that state have stringent VOC emission
requirements. The state of North Dakota has no such problem and, therefore,
has fewer and less stringent VOC regulations.
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New source performance standards (NSPSs) are established for particular pollu-
tants in iadustrial categories based upon adequately demonstrated control tech-
nology.

A permit is normally required for new, expanded, or modified sources of air
pollutants. Some state regulations apply directly to some facilities and opera-
tions without requiring a permit At a minimum, state regulations should be
reviewed for the following activities:

- fugitive dust emissions
- control of particulate emissions from the transportation of refuse or

materi ls in open vehicles
- certification requirements for boiler operators
- emissions and emission control requirements for the operation of

existing fossil fuel-fired steam generators
- open burning
- vehicle exhaust emissions testing
- spray painting of vehicles, buildings, and/or furniture
- certification of vehicles transporting VOC liquids
- paving of roads and parking lots
- toxic air pollutants
- operation of cold cleaners, degreasers, and open top vapor degreasers
- vapor control requirements for fuel pumps.

D. CDC Rpulatfion/Requir nts

9 This section includes a description of the environmental regulations, policies,
and requirements of the CDC. At this time, the CDC has not issued environ-
mental regulations for its components.

L Key CRlance Requikernets

9 New Source Performance Standards (NSPSs) - Federally established NSPS emis-
sion standards are applicable to stationary sources modified or built after a date
designated by regulation. There are several specific industrial facilities/opera-
tions for which NSPSs have been developed, but only the following might
apply to CDC facilities:

- incinerators for beryllium containing waste
- bulk gasoline terminals with greater than 284,250 liters (L) (75,000 gal-

lons (gal)) gasoline throughput per day that started construction or
modification after 17 December 1980
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- storage vessels for petroleum liquids of greater than 151,600 L (40,000
gal) capacity

- rotogravure printers.

"* Hazardous Air Pollutants - National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pol-
lutants (NESHAPs) are based on health effects with strong reliance on techno-
logical capabilities. They apply to both existing and new stationary sources.
The asbestos NESHAP is likely to have the greatest impact on CDC activities.
This NESHAP imposes controls on demolition, renovation and land disposal of
asbestos containing materials (ACM). See Section 9, Special Pollutants
Management.

Additionally, the NESHAPs address the control of fugitive emissions of volatile
hazardous air pollutants (VHAP) from sources such as compressors, flanges,
pressure relief devices, and pumps. This includes fugitive emissions of benzene
and vinyl chloride.

"* Vehicular Emission Inspections - Many states require owners of fleet vehicles to
have annual inspections of exhaust gases to determine emissions of CO and
hydrocarbons.

"* VOC Emissions Compliance - Most states regulate the emission of VOCs into
the atmosphere. Typical facilities that emit VOCs are fuel storage and dispens-
ing facilities; organic solvent stripping, cleaning or degreasing; surface coating
operations; drycleaning operations; and printing plants. Emissions limitations
will vary from state to state and may vary within the same state depending on
the relative attainment status of its air quality control regions. Limits are are
usually expressed in pounds of VOC/utit volume of substance used.

"* Particulate Emission Compliance - Particulates emitted from fuel burning equip-
ment and incinerators on CDC facilities are typically regulated on the state
level through individual permits.

Many states vary particulate emission limitations depending on the regional air
quality conditions with the state. In addition, visible emissions are regulated to
opacity levels in percent, i.e., 20 percent opacity. Higher levels of visible
emissions (opacity) are normally permitted during certain startrup and mainte-
nance operations for short periods of time (5 minutes (min)jhour (h)).
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" Permits to Operate Air Contaminant Sources - CDC facilities must obtain per-
mits from the appropriate state agency to operate some sources of air contam-
inants. Permits to operate will vary among facilities and may require the instal-
lation of monitoring devices. Also, the operator is required to maintain certain
records, reports, and information as stipulated in the individual permits.

" S02 Emission Compliance - Sources burning fuel containing sulfur are typically
limited to an allowable stack emission rate in pounds of SO2/ million British
thermal uni's (MBtu) heat input (1bAMBtu) or the use of a fuel with a specific
fuel sulfurcontent. Regulations and individual permits will specify these limita-
tions. Testing, monitoring, and sampling data must be retained and available
for inspection. In addition, many states set fuel sulfur limits more stringent
than Federal requirements depending on the local nonattainment status.

"* CFCs and Halons - Restrictions on the use of CFC0 and Halons, as well as ser-
vicing appliances containing CFCs and Halons, are regulated in 40 Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) 82.

F. Responsibility for Compliance

"* Environmental Program Manager - responsible for ensuring that permits are
applied for, obtained, and complied with, and for monitoring the use of CFCs
and Halons. As part of this process, the Environmental Program Manager is
responsible for maintaining an inventory of air emission sources at CDC facili-
ties.

"* Facilities Operations Branch - responsible for the operation and maintenance of
boilers and incinerators. The Facilities Operations Branch is also responsible
for maintaining fuel and VOC storage tanks, both above and below ground.

G. Key Compliance Definitions

These definitions were obtained from the Federal regulations listed previously.

"* Appliance - any device that contains and uses a Class I or Class II substance as
a refrigerant and that is used for household or commercial purposes, including
any air conditioner, refrigerator, chiller, or freezer (82 CFR 152(a)).

"* Approved Equipment Testing Organization - any organization that has applied
for and received approval from the Administrator pursuant to 82 CFR 160 (82
CFR 152(b)).
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" Annual Capacity Factor - the ratio between the actual heat input to a steam gen-
erating unit from an individual fuel or combustion of fuels during a period of
12 consecutive calendar months and the potential heat input to the steam gen-
erating unit from all fuels had the steam generating unit been operated for 8700
h during that 12 month (mo) period at the maximum design heat input capacity
(40 CFR 60.41(c)).

"* Cartridge Filter - a discrete filter unit containing both filter paper and activated
carbon that traps and removes contaminants from petroleum solvent, together
with the piping and ductwork used in installing this device (40 CFR 60.621).

"* Certified Refrigerant Recovery Or Recycling Equipment - equipment certified by
an approved equipment testing organization to meet the standards in 82 CFR
158(b) or (d), equipment certified pursuant to 82 CFR 36(a), or equipment
manufactured before 15 November 1993, that meets the standards in 82
CFR(c), (e), or (g) (82 CFR 152(c)).

"* Closed-vent System - a system that is not open to the atnosphere and is com-
posed of piping, connections, and, if necessary, flow inducing devices that tran-
sport gas or vapor from a piece or pieces of equipment to a control device (40
CFR 61.241).

& Cogeneration Steam Generating Unit - a steam generating unit that simultane-
ously produces both electrical (or mechanical) and thermal energy from the
same primary energy source (40 CFR 60.41(c)).

"* Commercial Refrigeration - means, for the purposes of 82 CFR 156(i), the refri-
geration appliances utilized in the retail food and cold storage warehouse sec-
tors. Retail food includes the refrigeration equipment found in supermarkets,
convenience stores, restaurants and other food service establishments. Gold
storage includes the equipment used to store meat, produce, dairy products, and
other perishable goods. All of the equipment contains large refrigerant charges,
typically over 75 lb (33.75 kilograms (kg)) (82 CFR 152(d)).

"* Commercial/Retail Waste - material discarded by stores, offices, restaurants,
warehouses, nonmanufacturing activities at industrial facilities, and other similar
establishments or facilities (40 CFR 60.51(a)).

"* Continuous Emissions Monitoring Systems (CEMS) - a monitoring system for
continuously measuring the emissions of a pollutant from an affected facility
(40 CFR 60.51(a)).
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"* Designated Volatility Nonattainment Area - any area designated as being in
nonattainment with the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for
ozone pursuant to rule-making under section 107(d)(4)(AXii) of the CAA (40
CFR 80.2).

"* Designated Volatility Attainment Area - an area not designated as being in
nonattainment with the NAAQS for ozone (40 CFR 80.2).

"* Diesel Fuel - any fuel sold in any state and suitable for use in diesel motor vehi-
cles and diesel motor vehicle engines, and which is commonly or commercially
known or sold as diesel fuel (40 CFR 80.2).

" Disposal - the process leading to and including (82 CFR 152(e)):
1. the discharge, deposit, dumping or placing of any discarded

appliance into or on any land or water
2. the disassembly of any appliance for discharge, deposit,

dumping or placing of its discarded component parts into or
on any land or water

3. the disassembly of an appliance for reuse of its component parts.

"* Duct Burner - a device that combusts fuel and is placed in the exhaust duct
from another source (such as a stationary gas turbine, internal combustion
engine, kiln, etc.) to allow the firing of additional fuel to heat the exhaust gases
before they enter a steam generating unit (40 CFR 60.41(c)).

"* Emerging Technology - any SO2 control system that is not defined as a conven-
tional technology and for which the owner or operator of the affected facility
has received approval from the Administrator to operate as an emerging tech-
nology (40 CFR 60.41(c)).

"* Federally Enforceable - all limitations and conditions enforceable by the
Administrator, including those requirements developed pursuant to 40 CFR 60
and 61, requirements within any applicable state implementation plan, and any
permit requirements established pursuant to 40 CFR 52.21 or under 40 CFR
51.18 and 40 CFR 51.24 (40 CFR 60.41(b)).

"* Fuel Pretreatment - a process that removes a portion of the sulfur in a fuel
before combustion of the fuel in a steam generating unit (40 CFR 60.41(c)).

"* Fugitive Emissions - air pollutants entering the atmosphere from other than a
stack chimney, vent, or other functionally equivalent opening. For example:
vapors, dust, fumes (40 CFR 51.301(j)).

"* Good Management Practice (GMP) - practices that, although not mandated by
law, are encouraged to promote safe operating procedures.
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"" Heat Input - heat derived from combustion of fuel in a steam generating unit,
not including the heat derived from preheated combustion air, recirculated flue
gases, or exhaust gases from other sources (40 CFR 60.41(c)).

"* High-Pressure Appliance - an appliance that uses a refrigerant with a boiling
point between -50 and 10 degrees Centigrade ('C) (-122.004 and 50.004
"Fahrenheit (F)) at atmospheric pressure (29.9 inches (in.) (75.946 centimeters

(cm)) of mercury). This definition includes, but is not limited to, appliances
using refrigerants -12, -22, -114, -500, or -502 (82 CFR 152(f)).

"* Household Waste - includes material discarded by single and multiple residential
dwellings, hotels, motels, and other similar permanent or temporary housing (40
CFR 60.51(a)).

"• Incinerator - any furnace used in the process of burning solid waste for the pur-
pose of reducing the volume of the waste by removing combustible matter (40
CFR 60.51).

" Industrial Process Refrigeration - means, for the purposes of 82 CFR 156(i),
complex customized appliances used in the chemical, pharmaceutical, petro-
chemical and manufacturing industries. This sector also includes industrial ice
machines and ice rinks (82 CFR 152(g)).

"* Institutional Waste - includes materials discarded by hospitals, schools, non-
manufacturing activities at prisons, and government facilities (40 CFR
60.51(a)).

"* Lignite - coal that is classified as lignite A or B according to the American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASIM) Standards (40 CFR W0.41(a)).

"* Low-Loss Fitting - any device that is intended to establish a connection between
hoses, appliances, or recovery or recycling machines, and that is designed to
close automatically or to be closed manually when disconnected, thereby
minimizing the release of refrigerant from hoses, appliances, and recovery or
recycling machines (82 CFR 152(h)).

"* Low-Pressure Appliance - an appliance that uses a refrigerant with a boiling
point above 10 IC (50.004 "F) at atmospheric pressure (20.0 in. (75.946 cm) of
mercury). This definition includes, but is not limited to, equipment utilizing
refrigerants -11, -113, and -123 (82 CFR 152(i)).
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"* Major Maintenance, Service, Or Repair - any maintenance, service, or repair
involving the removal of any or all of the following appliance components (82
CFR 152(j)):

1. compressor
2. condenser
3. evaporator
4. auxiliary heat exchanger coil.

"* Maximum Heat Input Capacity of a Steam Generating Unit - is determined by
operating the facility at maximum capacity for 24 h and using the heat loss
method described in Sections 5 and 7.3 of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Power Test Codes 4.1 (see 40 CFR 60.17(h)) no later than
180 days after initial startup of the facility and within 60 days after reaching
maximum production rate at which the facility will be operated (40 CFR
60.51(a)).

"* Medical Waste - when defined as applicable to municipal waste combustors, it is
any solid waste generated in the diagnosis, treatment, or immunization of
human beings or animals, in research pertaining thereto, or in production or
testing of biologicals. Medical waste does not include any hazardous waste
identified under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) or any
household -wiaste as defined in RCRA-C (40 CFR 60.51(a)).

"* Motor Vehicle Air Conditioner (MVAC) - any appliance that is a motor vehicle
air conditioner as defined in 40 CFR 82, subpart B (82 CFR 152(k)).

"* Municipal Type Solid Waste - household, commercialfietaUl, and/or institutional
waste. Household, commercial/retail, and institutional wastes do not include
sewage, wood pallets, construction and demolition wastes, or industrial process
or manufacturing wastes. Municipal type solid waste does include motor vehi-
cle maintenance materials, limited to vehicle batteries, used motor oil, and tires.
Municipal type solid waste does not include wastes that are solely segregated
medical wastes, although any mixture of segregated medical wastes and other
wastes that contains more than 30 percent medical waste discards is considered
to be municipal type solid waste (40 CFR 60.51(a)).

" Municipal Waste Combustor (MWC) - any device that combusts solid, liquid, or
gasified municipal solid waste including, but not limited to, field-erected
incinerators, modular incinerators, boilers, furnaces, and gasification/combustion
units. This does not include combustion units, engines, or other devices that
combust landfill gases collected by landfill gas collection systems (40 CFR
60.51(a)).

10
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* MVAC-Like Appliance - mechanical vapor compression, open-drive compressor
appliances used to cool the driver's or passenger's compartment of a nonroad
motor vehicle. This includes the air conditioning equipment found on agricul-
tural or construction vehicles. This definition is not intended to cover appli-
ances using HCFC-22 refrigerant (82 CFR 152(1)).

9 Opacity - the degree to which emissions reduce the transmission of light and
obscure the viewing of an object in the background (40 CFR 60.2).

e Opening An Appliance - any service, maintenance, or repair on an appliance that
could be reasonably expected to release refrigerant from the appliance to the
atmosphere unless the refrigerant were previously recovered from the appliance
(82 CFR 152(n)).

e Particulate Matter Emissions - any airborne finely-divided solid or liquid
material except uncombined water, emitted to the ambient air (40 CFR 60.2).

a PM10 - particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to a
nominal 10 micrometers (,um) (40 CFR 58.1).

9 Process Stub - a length of tubing that provides access to the refrigerant inside a
small appliance or room air conditioner and that can be resealed at the conclu-
sion of repair or service (82 CFR 15 2(p)).

e Publication Rotogravure Printing - any number of rotogravure printing units
capable of printing simultaneously on the same continuous web or substrate and
includes any associated device for continuous cutting and folding of the printed
web, where the following sellable paper products are printed: catalogues; direct
mail advertisements; display advertisements; magazines; miscellaneous adver-
tisements including brochures, pamphlets, catalogue sheets, circular folders, and
announcements; newspapers; periodicals; and telephone and other directories
(40 CFR 60.431).

e Reclaim Refrigerant - to reprocess refrigerant to at least the purity specified in
the ARI Standard 700-1988, Specifications for Fluorocarbon Refrigerants
(Appendix A to 40 CFR 82, subpart F), and to verify this purity using the
analytical methodology prescribed in the ARI Standard 700-1988. In general,
reclamation involves the use of processes or procedures available only at a
reprocessing or manufacturing facility (82 CFR 152(q)).

e Recover Refrigerant - to remove refrigerant in any condition from an appliance
without necessarily testing or processing it in any way (82 CFR 152(r)).

e Recovery Effriency - the percentage of refrigerant in an appliance that is
recovered by a piece of recycling or recovery equipment (82 CFR 152(s)).
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"* Recycle Refrigerant - to extract refriger-nt from an appliance and clean refri-
gerant for reuse without meeting all of the requirements for reclamation. In
general, recycled refrigerant is refrigerant that is cleaned using oil separation
and single or multiple passes through devices, such as replaceable core filter-
driers, which reduce moisture, acidity, and particulate mater. These procedures
are usually implemented at the field job site (82 CFR 152(t)).

"* Refuse Dcrived Fuel - combustible or organic portion of municipal waste that
has been separated out and processed for use as fuel (40 CFR 60.51(a)).

"* Self-Contained Recovery Equipment - refrigerant recovery or recycling equip-
ment that is capable of removing the refrigerant from an appliance without the
assistance of components contained in the appliance (82 CFR 152(u)).

"* Small Appliance - any of the following products that are fully manufactured,
charged, and hermetically sealed in a factory with 5 lb or less of refrigerant (82
CFR 152(v)):

1. refrigerators designed for home use
2. freezers designed for home use
3. room air conditioners (including window air conditioners and

packaged terminal air conditioners)
4. packaged terminal heat pumps
5. dehumidifiers
6. under-the-counter ice makers
7. vending machines
8. drinking water coolers.

"* Stationary Gas Turbines - any simple cycle gas turbine, regenerative cycle gas
turbine, or any gas turbine portion of a combined cycle steam/lectric general,
ing system that is not self-propelled. It may be mounted on a vehicle for porta-
bility (40 CFR 60.331).

"* Steam Generating Unit - any furnace, boiler, or other device used for combust,
ing fuel for the purpose of producing steam (including fossil fuel-fired steam
generators associated with combined cycle gas turbines). Nuclear steam gen-
erators are not included (40 CFR 60.41(a)).

"* System-Dependent Recovery Equipment - refrigerant recovery equipment that
requires the assistance of components contained in an appliance to remove the
refrigerant from the appliance (82 CFR 152(w)).
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" Techuician - any person who performs maintenance, service, or repair that could
reasonably be expected to release Class I or Class II substances from appliances
into the atmosphere, including, but not limited to, installers, contractor employ-
ees, in-house service personnel, and, in some cases, owners. Technician also
means any person disposing of appliances other than small appliances (82 CFR
152(x)).

"* Rue Vapor Pressure - the equilibrium partial pressure exerted by a petroleum
liquid as determined in accordance with methods described in American
Petroleum Institute Bulletin 2517, Evaporation Loss From Floating Roof Tanks,
1962 (40 CFR 80.111(a)).

"* Very High-Pressure Appliance - an appliance that uses a refrigerant with a boil-
ing point below -50 IC (-122.004 F) at atmospheric pressure (29.9 in. (75.946
cm) of mercury). This definition includes, but is not limited to, equipment using
refrigerants -13 and -503 (82 CFR 152(y)).

"* Very Low Sulfur Oil - an oil that contains no more than 0.5 weighted percent
sulfur or that, when combusted without SO 2 emission control, has a SO2 emis-
sion rate equal to or less than 0.5 lb1MBtu heat input (40 CFR 60.41(b)).

"* VOC Service - in relationship to fugitive emissions, when a piece of equipment
contains or contacts a process fluid that is at least 10 percent VOC by weight
(40 CFR 61.241).

"* Volatile Hazardous Air Pollutant (VMAP) - a substance regulated under 40 CFR
61, subpart V for which a standard for equipment leaks of the substance has
been proposed and promulgated. Benzene and vinyl chloride are VHAPs (40
CFR 61.241).

"* Volatile Hazardous Air Pollutant (MHAP) Service - a piece of equipment that
either contains or contacts a fluid (liquid or gas) that is at least 10 percent
VHAP by weight (40 CFR 61.241).

" Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) - any compound of carbon, excluding CO,
carbon dioxide (CO2), carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates, and
ammonium carbonate, which participates in atmospheric photochemical reac-
tions (40 CFR 51.100).
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AIR ENISSIONS MAN&EMEIJ PROTOCOL

GU[DANE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TO
WOmcEr CoMrrACT
17hM& FERSOrB OR GROIJP&(a)

All Fwilities 1-1 through 1-4 (1)(2)

Incinerators 1-5 (1)(2)

Printing Presses 1-6 (1)(2)

POL Storage Vessels 1-7 and 1-8 (1)(3)

CFCs and Halons 1-9 through 1-11 (1)

Refrigerants
General 1-12 through 1-25 (1)
Recordkeeping 1-26 and 1-27 (i)

(&a)OONr.AC'LOCATION COI3s

(1) Environmental Program Manager
(2) Facility Supervisor~irector
(3) Facilides Operaion Branch
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AIR EINSSIONS MANAMENr

PR•xods to Review

"* State and local air pollution control regulations
"* Agency air pollution control regulations
"* Emissions inventory
"* All air pollution source permits
"* Plans and procedures applicable to air pollution control
"* Emission monitoring records
"* Opacity records
"* Notifications of violations to regulatory authorities
"* Instrument calibration and maintenance records
"* Reports/omplaints concerning air quality
"* Air Emergency Episode Plan
"* State and/br Federal regulatory inspections
"* Regulatory inspection reports
"* Documentation of preventive measure or action
"* Results of air sampling at the conclusion of response action

b•ysical Features to Ispect

"* All air pollution sources (fuel burners, incinerators, VOC sources, etc.)
"* Air pollution monitoring and control devices
* Air emission stacks
"* Air intake vents

Nophe to Intfview

"* Environmental Program Manager
"* Facility Supervisor/Director
"* Facilities Operations Branch
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CONMHJA? CAIEGORY:
AIR IEISSIOM MANAGM(ENr

Cantrs fo Di e Clcbva and Prevention

REXIL4TIRY REVIEWE" R CEECK
REQUIREMN

ALL FACILITIES

1-1. Determine actions Determine if noncompliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since previous copy of the previous report, (1)
review of air quality

1-2. Copies of all Verify that copies of the following regulations are available and kept
relevant Federal, Agency, current: (1)(2)
state, and local regula-
tions and guidance docu- - 40 CFR 60, Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources.
ments on air emissions - 40 CFR 61, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollu-
should be available at the tants.
facility (WMP). - 40 CFR 80, Regulation of Fuels and Fuel Additives.

- 40 CFR 82, Protection of Stratospheric Ozone.
- applicable state and local regulations.

1-3. Facilities are Verify that the facility is complying with state and local air quality
required to comply with requirements. (1)(2)
stake and local air quality
regulations (CAA, 42 Verify that the facility is operating according to permits issued by the
USC 7418(a)). state or local agencies. (1)(2)

(NOTE: Issues typically regulated by state and local agencies include:
- air pollution episode standby plans
- permits for construction and operation of sources of emissions
- placement of control devices on fuel burning sources
- incinerators with less than 50 tons per day heat input
- incinerations of medical, pathological, and infectious waste
- open burning and detonation
- fire fighting U t ing
- motor vehicle , ..issions and inspections
- use of vapor control systems at gas dispensing facilities
- transfer of fuel in tank trucks
- solvent metal cleaners such as degreasers and cold cleaners
- fugitive dust emissions
- control of particulate emissions from woodworking shops
- transportation of refuse or materials in open vehicles
- emissions and emission control requirements for the operation of

existing fossil fuel-fired steam generatois
- the spray painting of vehicles, buildings, and/or furniture
- certification of vehicles transporting VOC liquids
- cerfication for operators of boilers
- paving of roads and parking lots
- toxic air pollutants
- indoor air pollution.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operatons Branch
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COPIAfLANCE CA1E)GORY:
AIR EVMSSION MANkAGFMENT

Qtears fcx DWme Cbnbolr md Pevenbon

RELAMoRY REVIEWIER E
REQUU4NM

1-3. (continued) (NOTE: Under 42 USC 7418(c) and 7418(d) each departnent, agency,
and instrumentality of executive, legislative, and judicial branches of the
Federal Government is required to comply with valid vehicle inspection
and maintenance programs except for vehicles that are considered mili-
tary tactical vehicles. Also, all employees operating vehicles on a pro-
perty or a facility over which the Federal Government has jurisdiction are
required to furnish proof of compliance with applicable requirements of
any valid vehicle inspection and maintenance programs.)

1-4. Facilities must Determine if any new regulations concerning air quality have been issued
meet regulatory require- since the finalization of the manual. (1)(2)
ments issued since the
finalization of the manual Verify that the facility is in compliance with newly issued regulations.
(A finding under this (1)(2)
checklist item will have
the citation of the new
regulation as a basis of
finding).

INCINERAMTRS

1-5. Incinerators that Verify that emissions to the atmosphere do not exceed 10 grams (g) of

process beryllium con- beryllium over a 24 h period unless approval has been received for a
taining waste, beryllium, larger quantity of emissions. (1)(2)
beryllium oxide, or beryl-
lium alloys are required Verify that emissions testing is done within 90 days of the startup of a
to meet specific standards new source. (1)(2)
(40 CFI 61.30 through
61.34). Verify that monitoring sites are operated continuously. (1)(2)

Verify that records of the emissions testing results are kept and made
available for 2 yr. (1)(2)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisoriDirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch
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COMPLIANE CA7EGORY:
AIR EW4SSO1NB WAN0LGE7Er

Ceimw for D es Cbnnd Am wvim

REmkLXJoA Y REVIEAPR CIEa KS(

FRINI1N PIMESES

1-&. Publication rotogra- Determine if the facility operates any publication rotogravure printing
vure printing presses, presses. (1)(2)
except for proof presses,
that started construction, Verify that gases are not being discharged containing VOC equal to more
modification, or recon- than 16 percent of the total mas of VOC solvent and water used at that
struction after 28 October facility during any one performance averaging period. (IX2)
1980 are required to meet
specific standards con- (NOIE: Each performance averaging period is 30 consecutive calendar
cerning VOC emissions days.)
(40 CFR 60.430 through
60.435). Verify that facilities using waterborne ink systems or solvent-borne ink

systems with solvent recovery systems record the amount of solvent and
water used, solvent recovered, and estimated emission percentage for
each calendar month and maintain these record for 2 yr. (1102)

POL STORAGE
VESSELS

1-7. Storage vessels for Determine whether or not the facility has any petroleum storage tanks
petroleum liquids with a meeting these parameter. (IX3)
storage capacity greater
than 151,600 L (40,000 Determine what the vapor pressure is of the petroleum liquids being
gal), but less than stored. (1)(3)
246,350 L (65,000 gal),
that started construction Verify that if the true vapor pressure of the petroleum stored is equal to
or modification after 8 or greater than 1.5 pounds per square inch absolute (psia), but not greater
march 1974 but before 19 than 11.1 psia, the storage vessel is equipped with a floating roof and a
May 1978, or with a vapor recovery system or their equivalents. (1)(3)
capacity greater than
246,350 L (65,000 gal) Verify that if the true vapor pressure of the petroleum liquid being stored
and started construction is greater than 11.1 psia, the storage vessel is equipped with a vapor pres-
or modification after 11 sure recovery system or its equivalent, (IX3)
June 1973 but before 19
May 1978, are required to Verify that if proper vapor recovery and return or disposal systems are
meet specific standards not in place, a record is maintained of the petroleum liquid stored, the
for emissions and moni- period of storage, and the maximum true vapor pressure of the liquid dur-
toring (40 CFR 60.110 ing the storage period. (1)(3)
through 60.113). t NOTE: Facilities storing petroleum liquids with a Reid Vapor pressure

RVP) of less than 1.0 psia are not required to keep records.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch
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1-& Stor.e vessels for Determine if the facili* has any liquid petroleum storage vessels meeting
petroleum liquids with a these parameters. (iX3)
storage capacity greater
than 151600 L (40,000 Determine the true vapor pressure of the liquids stored. (IX3)
gal) constructed after 18
May 1978 are required to Verify that vessels storing petroleum liquid with a tue vapor pressure
meet specific standards equal to or greater than 1.5 ps, but less than 11.1 psia, are equipped
(40 CFR 60.110(a) with one of the following: (1X3)through 8o.115(a)).

- an external floating roof meeting design requirements outlined in
40 CFR S0.112(a)

- a fixed roof with an internal floating type cover equipped with a
continuous closure device between the tank wall and edges

- a vapor recovery system that collects all VOC vapors and gases
discharged from the storage vessel and a vapor retutm or disposal
"system to process the VOC vapors and gases to reduce emissions
by at least 95 percent by weight

- an equivalent, approved system.

Verify that vessels storing petroleum liquids with a vapor pressure greater
than 11.1 psia are equipped with a vapor recovery system that collects all
VOC vapors and gases and a vapor return or disposal system that is
designed to process the VOC vapors to reduce emissions by at least 95
percent by weight. (1)(3)

Verify that the following testing is done: (IX3)

- gap measurement for primary seals of external floating roofs shall
be taken at least once every 5 yr

- gap measurement for secondary seals of external floating roofs
shall be taken at least once a year.

Verify that the following records are kept: (1)(3)

- records of gap measurement are to be kept for at least 2 yr follow-
ing the date of measurement

- records of the petroleum liquid stored, the period of storage, and
the maximum true vapor pressure during the storage unless the
storage vessel has a vapor recovery and return or disposal system.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/irector (3) Facilities Operations Branch
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REGLMMt)Y ItEVIEWE CHECKS:

CHLOROFLUORO.

1-). In order to minim- Verify that ozone-depleting substances are procured only in the absence
ize atmospheric emissions of suitable alternatives. (1)
of ozone-depleting sub-
stances, specific good Verify that there is no disposal of ozone-depleting substance by direct
management practices release to the atmosphere. (1)
should be instituted at the
facility (GMP). Verify that ozone-depleting substances are recycled. (1)

1-10. No person may, Verify that Class I or Class 11 substances are not knowingly vented,
in the course of maintain- released, or disposed of in the environment. (1)
ing, servicing, or dispos-
ing of an appliance or (NOME: Minimal releases associated with good faith attempts to recap-
industrial process, know- ture and recycle or safely dispose of Class I or Class H1 substances are
ingly vent, release, or exempted.)
dispose of any Class I or

* Class II substance used as (NOME: As of November 1995, this prohibition also applies to the vent,
a refrigerant in an appli- ing, release, or disposal of any substitute substances for Class I or II sub-
ance or industrial process stance by any person maintaining, servicing, repairing or disposing of an
refrigeration in such a appliance or industrial process refrigeration that contains and uses a sub-
manner that the substance stitute substance unless the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
enters the environment (USEPA) decides that this does not pose a threat to the environment.)
(42 Usc 7671g(c)).

1-11. As of 1 January Verify that a program is underway to eliminate the use of Class DI sub-
2015 the use of Class 1 stances unless a substance: (1)
substances (see Appendix
1-1) is forbidden except - has been reused or recycled
in specific situations (42 - is used and entirely consumed (except for trace quantities) in the
USC 7671d(a)). production of other chemicals

- is used as a refrigerant in appliances manufactured prior to I Janu-
ary 2020.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorX)irector (3) Facilities Operations Branch
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REGULAIMNY REVEMM CEMCIc

REFGERANIS

1-12. No person main- Determine if the installation is maintaining, servicing, repairing, or
taning, servicing, repair- disposing of appliances containing refrigerants. (1)
ing, or disposing of appli-
ances can knowingly vent Verify that Class I or Class II substances ar not being vented to the
or release to the environ- atmosphere. (1)
ment any Class I or Class
II substance used as a (NOIE: De minimis relemes that are associated with good faith attempts
refrigerant (40 CFR to recycle or recover refrigerants are not considered a violation.)
82A50 and 82.154(a)). (NOTE: These requirements apply to the following:

- any person servicing, maintaining, or repairing appliances except
for MVACs

- persons disposing of appliances, including MVACs
- refrigerant reclaimers, appliance owners, recycling and recovery

equipment.)

1-13. No person can Verify that the required practices outlined in 40 CFR 82.156 are met (see
open appliances other checklist items 1-16 through 1-25). (1)
than MVACs for mainte-
nance, service, or repair, Verify that equipment is used that is certified for the appliance in ques-
and no person can tion. (1)
dispose of appliances
other than small appli-
ances, MVACs, and
MVAC-like appliances,
unless specific require-
ments are met (40 CFR
82.154(b) and 82.156(a)
(5)).

1-14. Installations main- Verify that the installation has submitted certification to the USEPA that
taining, servicing, or it has acquired certified recovery or recycling equipment and is in com-
repamng appliances other pliance applicable requirements. (1)
than MVACs and installa-
tions disposing of appli-
ances other than small
appliances and MVACs,
are required to submit
certification to the
USEPA (40 CFR 82.162
(a)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorDirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch
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1-15. Installations Verify that the installation has submitted certification to the USEPA that
recovering refrigerant it has acquired appropriate recovery equipment, (1)
from small appliances,
MVACs, and MVAC-like
appliances for the pur-
pose of disposing of these
appliances are required to
certify to the USEPA that
appropriate recovery
equipment has been
acquired (40 CFR
82.162(c)).

1-16. Installations open- Verify that the installation has at least one available piece of equipment
ing appliances, except for (1)
small appliances and
MVACs, for maintenance, (NOTE: Refrigerant may be returned to the appliance from which it is
service, or repair, and all recovered or to another appliance without being recycled or reclaimed,
persons disposing of unless the appliance is an MVAC-like appliance.)
appliances, except for
small appliances, must
have at least one piece of
certified, self-contained
recovery equipment avail-
able (40 OFR 82.156(b)
and 82.156(e)).

1-17. System-dependent Verify that system-dependent equipment is not used with appliances nor-
equipment must not be mally containing more than 15 lb of refrigerant. (1)
used with appliances nor-
mally containing more
than 15 lb of refrigerant
(40 CFR 82.156(c)).

1-18. When appliances Verify that refrigerant is evacuated to either a system receiver or certified
other than MVACs are recovery or recycling machine. (1)
opened for service,
maintenance, or repair,
the refrigerant must be
evacuated in either the
entire unit or the part to
be serviced if that part
can be isolated, to a sys-
tem receiver or a certified
recovery or recycling
machine (40 CM 82.150. and 82.156(a)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch
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1-19. When appliances Verify that if disposal is occurring, the refrigerant is being evacuated to a
other than simal appli- certified recovery or recycling machine. (1)
ances, MVACs, and
MVAC-like appliances
are disposed of, the refri-
gerant must be evacuated
from the entire unit to a
certified recovery or recy-
cling machine (40 CFR
82.150 and 82.156(a)).

1-20. When appliances Verify that evacuation is done to the levels in Appendix 1-2 prior to
other than small appli- opening the appliance unless one of the following is met: (1)
ances, MVACs, and
MVAC-like appliances - evacuation of the appliance is not to be done after completion of
are opened for mainte- the maintenance, service, or repair, and the maintenance, service,
nance, service, or repair, or repair is not major
they must be evacuated to - the evacuation limits in Appendix 1-2 are not possible because of
specific levels before they leaks in the equipment or because the refrigerant being recovered
are opened (40 CFR would be substantially contaminated.
82.150, 82.156(a)(1), and
82.156(aX2)). Verify that if evacuation is not to be done after completion of the

maintenance, service, or repair, and the maintenance, service, or repair is
not major, the appliance is: (1)

- evacuated to a pressure no higher than 0 psig before it is opened if
it is a high- or very high-pressure appliance

- pressurized to 0 psig before it is opened if it is a low-pressure
appliance, without using methods, such as nitrogen, that require
subsequent purging.

Verify that if the evacuation limits in Appendix 1-2 are not possible
because of leaks in the equipment or because the refrigerant being
recovered would be substantially ccnatninated, the person opening the
appliance: (1)

- isolates leaking from nonleaking components whenever possible
- evacuates leaking components to be opened to the lowest level that

can be attained without substantially contaminating the refrigerant,
in no case exceeding 0 psig.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorDirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch
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1-21. Appliances, Verify that appliances are evacuated to the levels listed in Appendix 1-2
except for small appli- prior to disposal. (1)
ances, MVACs and
MVAC-like appliances,
that are being disposed of
must be evacuated to the
levels in Appendix 1-2
(40 CFR 82.150 and
82.156(aX3)).

1-22. Specific evacua- Verify that when recycling and recovery equipment manufactured prior to
tion limits must be met 15 November 1993 is used, 80 percent of the refrigerant is recovered or
when opening small the small appliance is evacuated to 4 in. of mercury vacuum. (1)
appliances for mainte-
nance, service, or repair Verify that when recycling and recovery equipment manufactured on or
(40 CFR 82.150 and after 15 November 1993 is used, 90 percent of the refrigerant in the
82.156(aX4)). appliance is recovered when the compressor in the appliance is operating

or 80 percent of the refrigerant when the compressor is not operating or
the small appliance is evacuated to 4 in. of mercury vacuum. (1)

1-23. Installations that (NOTE: This includes, but is not limited to, scrap recyclers and landfill
take the final step in the operators.)
disposal process of a
small appliance, room air Verify that installations: (1)
conditioning, MVACs, or
MVAC-hke appliances - recover any remaining refrigerant from the appliance
must meet specific stan- - check that the refrigerant has been evacuated previously from the
dards (40 CFR 82.156(f), appliance or shipment of appliances by reviewing a signed state-
82.166(i) and 82.166(m)). ment by the person from whom the appliance or shipment of

appliances is obtained that all refrigerant has been recovered.

Verify that copies of signed statements are retained for 3 yr. (1)

1-24. Installations Verify that if the installation recovers refrigerant from MVACs and
recovering refrigerant for MVAC-like appliances for the purpose of disposing of these appliances,
purposes of disposal must the system pressure is reduced to or below 102 millimeters (mm) of mer-
meet specific standards cury vacuum. (1)
(40 CFR 82.156(g) and
82.156(h)). Verify that installations recovering refrigerant from small appliances fo'

the purpose of disposal of these appliances do one of the following: (1)

- recover 90 percent of the refrigerant when the compressor in the
appliance is operating

- recover 80 percent of the refrigerant in the appliance when the
compressor in the appliance is not operating

- evacuate the small appliance to 4 in. of mercury vacuum.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorA)irector (3) Facilities Operations Branch
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1-25. Leaking appli- Verify that if the installation owns commercial and indu jal prcs
ances must be repaired refrigeration equipment, all leals are repaired if the equipment is leaking
when specific limits are at a rate such that the loss of refrigerant will exceed 35 percent of the
exceeded (40 CFR total charge during a 12 mo period. (1)82.156(i)).

Verify that other appliances normally containing more than 50 lb of
refrigerant are repaired if the appliance is leaking at a rate such that the
loss of refrigerant will exceed 15 percent of the total charge during a 12-
mo period. 1)

(NOTE: Leaks are not required to be repaired if, within 30 days, the
installation has developed a 1-yr retrofit or retirement plan for the leaking
equipment. "Ihe plan, or a legible copy, must be kept at the site of the
equipment)

Verify that leaks have been repaired within 30 days of discovery or
within 30 days of when the leak should have been discovered if the
installation intentionally shielded itself from information that would have
revealed a leak. (1)

1-26. Facilities on Verify that facilities on the installation that sell or distribute any Class I
installations that sell or or Class II substance for use as a refrigerant retain invoices indicating the
distribute any Class I or name of the purchaser, the date of sale, and the quantity of refrigerant
Class II substance for use purchased. (1)
as a refrigerant are
required to retain invoices Verify that records are retained for 3 yr. (1)
(40 CFR 82.166(a) and
82.166(m)).

1-27. Facilities at the Verify that documentation of servicing and amounts of refrigerant added
installation servicing is provided to the appliance owner and retained for 3 yr. (1)
appliances normally con-
taining 50 or more
pounds of refrigerant are
required to supply the
owner of the appliance
with documentation as to
how much refrigerant was
added, and the owner of
the appliance must retain
the servicing records (40
CFR 82.166(j) and
82.166(k)).

(I) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch
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Appendix 1-1

Controlled Substance and Ozone Deplton Weights
(40 CFlR 82, Appendix A and Appendix B)

Controlled Substance Ozone Depletion Weight

Cass8 I
Group I

CMCI - Thichlorofluorometkiae (CFC- 11) 1.0

cc 2- Dichloxodifluoroznetbae (CFC-12) 1.0

CCI2F-CCIF 2 - Trihcorottifiuoroethane (CFOC 113) 089

CF2'CI2-Dicblorotebafluoroethane (CFC-114) 1.0

CCIFI-CF3 - (Mono)chloropenthafluoroethane (CFC.I1IS) 0.6

All isomers of the above chemicals

Group El

CF2 BrC1 . Bromochlorodifiuorometklane (Halon 1211) 3.0

CF3 B3r - Bromotzifluorornethane (Halon 1301) 10.0

C2 F Br2 - Dibromotetrafluoroethane (Halon 2402) 6.0

All isomers of the above chemicals

Group III

CF3CI - Chlorotnfluoromethane (CFC-13) 1.0

VC2F 5 - (CFC-111) 10

C2 F2 C14 - (CFG 112) 1.0

C3 F0 7 - (CFC-21 1) 1.0

C3 F2C36 - (CFC,2 12) 1.0

C3 FPC5 - (CFC213) 1.0

C.3F4C14 - (CFC214) 1.0

All isomers of the above chemicals
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Appendix 1-1 (continued)

Controlied Subsiance Ozone DepletioD Weight

Group M (coa~nued)

C3F5C13 - (CF`C-215) 1.0

C3FOCL2 - (CF`C-216) 1.0

C3F7CI - (CF`-217) 1.0

Group rV

001 4- Carbon Tetrachloride 1.1

Group V

C2H3C13 - 1,1 ,1-Trichloroethane (Methyl Chloroform) 0.1

Class II

CHFCI2 - Dichiorofluorome~thane (HCF`C-21) ie.

C~HF2C) - Chiorodifluoromethane (HCFC-22) 0.05

C2 U- Chiorofluoromethane (HCFC-31) fres.]

C2HFCI4 - (HCF`C-121) [res.]

C2HFCI2CI3 - (HCFIC.P122)[M.

C2HF3C12 - (HCF`C-123) 0.02

C2HF4 CI - (HCFC-124) 0.02

C2 H2Ft23 - (HCFC-131) [res.]

C2H2F2CI,, - (HCFC-132b) Ires.]

C2H2F201 - (HCFC.133a) [res.]

C2H3FC12 - (HCF7C-141b) 0.12

C2H3F201 - (HC'FC-142b) 0.06

C3 HFL16 - (HCF`C-221) Ie.
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Appendix 1-1 (continued)

Controlled Substance Ozone Depletion Weights

Clas~s II (continued)

03 HF2C15 - (HCF'O.222) tIes.]

C3Hf,'CI4 - (HCF-C-223) ties.]

C3HF4CI3 - (HCFC-224) fits.]

C3llFC 2 - (HGFC-225ca) [Mts.]

(HCFC--225cb) tIes.]

C3HF6C1 - (HGF)C-226) ires.]

C3H2FC1 5 - (HCFC.231) [Irs.]

S3 H2F201 4 - (HCFC-232) fits.]

S3 H 2F3013 - (HCFC-233) fits.]

C3H 2F4C12 - (HCFC-234) ties.]

C31-12F5 a' ' (HCFC-235) [its.]

03 H 3 F 4 . (I-CFC-241) [Mts.]I

C3H 3F2C13 - (HCFC-242) [ies.]

C3H 3F3012 - (HCFC-243) [its.]

C3H 3F4CI - (HCF)C-244) fits.]

C3H4FCI3 - (HCFr,251) fits.]

C3 C2- (HCFIC-252) [real .

C3H4F3 a - (HCFr,253) ties.]

C3H5Fta 2 - (HCFO-26 1) ires.]

C3H 5F201 - (HC~C-262) lies.]

C3H-6FCI - (HMGF271) fits.]

All isomers of thle above chemicals ties.]

u1e]means resrve. It dinignates that the oxone depletion weight nmb~er has bsun rmervtd
for a future rating.
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Appendix 1- 2

Required Levels of Evacuation for Apklances
(Except for small appliances, MVACs, and MVAC-Iike appliances)

(40 CFR 82.158, Table 1)

Inches of Hg vacuum (relative to standard
and atimspheric prsure of 29.8 in. Hg)

Type of Appliance Using recovery Using recovery
or recycling or recycling

equipment manufactured equipment manufactuwed
or imported before or imported on or

15 Nwv 1993 after 15 Nv 1993

HCFC-22 appliance, or isolated
component of such appliance,
normally containing less than
200 lb of refrigerant 0 0

HCFC-22 appliance, or isolated
component of such appliance,
normally containing less than
200 lb of refrigerant 0 0

HCFC-22 appliance, or isolated
component of such appliance,
normally containing 200 lb
or more of refrigerant 4 10

Other High-pressure appliance,
or isolated component of such
appliance, normally containing
less than 200 lb of refrigerant 4 10

Other High-pressure appliance, or
isolated component of such
appliance, normally contairing
20n lb or more of refrigernat 4 15

Very High-pressure appliance 0 0

Low-pressure appliance 25 25 mm Hg absolute
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Aboveground/ Underground Storage
Tank (AST/LIST) Management,



SECn11N 2

ABOVEROUND/UNDFRGROUND STORAGE
TANK (AST/US1) MANAGC4ENr

A. Applicability

This section applies to CDC facilities which utilize aboveground or under-
ground storage tanks (ASTs/ USTs) for storage of hazardous materials or
petroleum products. The section presents review action items for the proper
management of ASTs/ USTs. The evaluation of AST/ UST management
ranges from the installation of new systems, and the maintenance of existing
systems, to the repair, replacement, or permanent removal of USTs.

USTs have been in use for many years. Many states as well as local agencies
have developed individual requirements for USTs; these may be more stringent
than the Fedcral regulations and should be taken into consideration when
evaluating the facility's UST program.

B. Federal Legislation

"* The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA,, Subtitle I, as amended.
This law, Public Law (PL) 99-49 (42 U.S. Code (USC) 6991-6991i), esta-
blished the standards and procedures for USTs. It required the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency (USEPA) to issue standards on leak detection, record
maintenance, release reporting, corrective actions, tank upgrading, and replace-
ment (42 USC 6991b(a)(c)).

"* The Federal Facilities Compliance Act (FFCA) of 1992. This act provides for a
waiver of sovereign immunity with respect to Federal, state, and local pro-
cedural and substantive requirements relating to RCRA.

e The Federal Water Pollution Control Act, commonly known as the Clean Water
Act (CWA), as amended 4 February 1987, 33 USC 1251-1387, PL 100-4,
governs the control of water pollution in the nation.
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"* The objective of the CWA is to restore and maintain the chemical, physical and
biological integrity of the nation's waters. To achieve this objective, the fol-
lowing must be done:

-the discharge of pollutants into the navigable waters be eliminated by
1985

-wherever attainable, an interim goal of water quality which provides for
the protection and propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife and pro-
vides for recreation in and on the water be achieved by 1 July 1983

-the discharge of toxic pollutants in toxic amounts be prohibited
-Federal financial assistance be provided to construct publicly owned

waste treatment works (PO1W)
-areawide waste treatment management planning processes be developed

and implemented to assure adequate control of sources of pollutants in
each state

-a major research and demonstration effort be made to develop technol-
ogy necessary to eliminate the discharge of pollutants into the navigable
waters, waters of the contiguous zone, and the oceans

-programs for the control of nonpoint sources of pollution be developed
and implemented in an expeditious manner so as to enable the goals of
this Act to be met through the control of both point and nonpoint
sources of pollution (33 USC 1251).

"* 7he Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) of 1970. This Act, last
amended in November 1990, 29 USC 651-678, is a Federal statute which
governs the issues related to occupational safety and health. The purpose and
policy of this Act are to assure every working man and woman in the nation
safe and healthful working conditions and to preserve our human resources by,
among other things, providing for the development and publication of occupa-
tional safety and health standards, providing for an effective enforcement pro-
gram which must include a prohibition against giving advance notice of any
inspection and sanctions for any individual violating this prohibition, and pro-
viding for appropriate reporting procedures with respect to occupational safety
and health which will help achieve the objectives of this Act and accurately
describe the nature of the occupational safety and health (29 USC
651(b)(9)(10)(12)).

C. State/Local Requirerments

Many state and local governments have active UST programs. These various
governments have developed regulations specific to the physical environment
and the regulated communities' needs. It is important to review regulations at
the state and local level to ensure that any differences such as reporting or
notice requirements, and monitoring requirements can be complied with.
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. D. CDC Regulations

W This section includes a description of the environmental regulations, policies,
and requirements of the CDC. At this time, the CDC has not issued environ-
mental regulations for its components.

E. Key Compliance Requirernsnts

"* Bulk ASTs over 2501.4 liters (L) (660 gallons (gal)) are required to have secon-
dary containment under 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 112.7(e). This
secondary containment is required to be managed so that accumulated rainwater
is tested prior to discharge and all discharg,-s of petroleum products are
avoided.

"* New Petroleum USTs, installed after December 1988, must be certified that the
tank and piping were properly installed; by December 1993, the tank must be
equipped with devices to prevent spills and overfill; correct filling practices
must be followed; the tank and piping must be protected from corrosion; and
both the tank and piping must be equipped with leak detection.

* Existing Petroleum USTs, installed before December 1988 and by December
1998, must have corrosion protection for steel tanks and piping that prevent
spills and overfills, and leak detection devices installed.

"* UST leaks must be corrected following short,- and long-term requirements.

"* Release Detection for USTs - Depending on the age, size, and construction of
the tank, acceptable methods of release detection include:

1. inventory control
2. manual tank gauging
3. tank tightness testing
4. automatic tank gauging
5. vapor monitoring
6. groundwater monitoring
7. interstitial monitoring.

"* Closure procedures must be followed when a UST is temporarily or permanently
closed.

"* Reporting to regulatory agencies must be accomplished for installation, closure,
suspected releases and confirmed releases.
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" Records must be maintained to prove leak detection performance and upkeep,
inspection of corrosion protection systems, proper repair or upgrade, and docu-
mentation of proper closure.

" New hazardous substance USTs, installed after December 1988, containing
hazardous materials (hazardous wastes are covered in 40 CFR 260-270) must
meet the same installation, corrosion protection, spill and overfill prevention,
corrective action, and closure requirements, but also have secondary contain-
ment and interstitial monitoring.

" Existing hazardous substance USTs, installed before December 1988, must meet
the same standards as existing petroleum USTs, leak detection; must be
installed on an accelerated schedule; and in addition, chemical USTs must have
secondary containment in place by 1998.

F. Responsibility for Compliance

* Environmental Program Manager - responsible for developing and maintaining
spill plans.

* Facilities Operations Branch (Engineering Services Office) - responsible for
receiving and utilizing petroleum products in a safe and efficient manner, and
for operating and maintaining organizational storage tanks.

G. Key Compliance Definitions

These definitions were obtained from Federal regulations cited previously in
this section.

"* Aboveground Release - any release to the surface of the land or to surface water.
This includes, but is not limited to, releases from the aboveground portion of a
UST system and aboveground releases associated with overfills and transfer
operations as the regulated substance moves to or from a UST system (40 CFR
280.12).

"* Ancillary Equipment - any devices including, but not limited to, pipings, fittings,
flanges, valves, and pumps used to distribute, meter, or control the flow of
regulated substances to and from the UST (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Belowground Release - any release to the subsurface of the land and to ground-
water. This includes, but is not limited to, releases from the belowground por-
tion of a UST system and belowground releases associated with overfills and
transfer operations as the regulated substance moves to or from a UST (40 CFR
280.12).
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" Cathodic Protection - a technique to prevent corrosion of a metal surface by
making that surface the cathode of an electrochemical cell. For example, a
tank system can be cathodically protected through the application of either gal-
vanic anodes or impressed current (40 CFR 280.12).

" Cathodic Protection Tester - a person who can demonstrate understanding of the
principles and measurements of all common types of cathodic protection sys-
tems as applied to buried or submerged metal piping and tank systems. At a
minimum, such persons must have education and experience in soil resistivity,
stray current, structure-to-soil potential, and component electrical isolation
measurements of buried metal piping and tank systems (40 CFR 280.12).

"* CERCLA - Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability
Act of 1980 as amended (40 CFR 280.12).

" Compatible - the ability of two or more substances to maintain their respective
physical and chemical properties upon contact with one another for the design
life of the tank system under conditions likely to be encountered in the UST
(40 CFR 280.12).

" Connected Piping - all underground piping including valves, elbows, joints,
flanges, and flexible connectors attached to a tank system through which regu-
lated substances flow. For the purpose of determining how much piping is con-
nected to any individual UST system, the piping that joins two UST systems
should be allocated equally between them (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Consumptive Use - with respect to heating oil means consumed on the premises
(40 CFR 280.12).

"* Corrosion Expert - a person who, by reason of thorough knowledge of the phy-
sical sciences and the principles of engineering and mathematics acquired by a
professional education and related practical experience, is qualified to engage in
the practice of corrosion control on buried or submerged metal piping systems
and metal tanks. Such a person must be accredited or certified as being
qualified by the National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE) or be a
registered professional engineer who has certification or licensing that includes
education and experience in corrosion control of buried or submerged metal
piping systems and metal tanks (40 CFR 280.12).
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"* Deferred USTs - USTs which are exempt from meeting the requirements in 40
CFR 280 except those concerning release response and corrective action for
UST systems containing petroleum or hazardous substances in 40 CFR 280.60
through 280.67. These tanks include:

1. wastewater treatment tank systems
2. any UST systems containing radioactive material that are regulated

under the Atomic Energy Act of 154
3. any UST system that is a part of an emergency generator system at

nuclear power generation facilities regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission under 10 CFR 50, Appendix A

4. airport hydrant fuel distribution systems
5. UST system with field-constructed tanks (40 CFR 280.10(e)).

"* Dielectric Material - a material that does not conduct direct electrical cunrent.
Dielectric coatings are used to electrically isolate UST systems from the sur-
rounding soils. Dielectric bushings are used to electrically isolate portions of
the UST system (i.e., tank from piping) (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Discharge - when used in relation to section 311 of the Act, includes, but is not
limited to, any spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying, or
dumping, but excludes:

1. discharges in compliance with a permit
2. discharges resulting from circumstances identified and reviewed and

made a part of the public record with respect to an issued permit and
subject to a condition in the permit

3. continuous or anticipated intermittent discharges from a point source,
identified in a permit application, that are caused by events occurring
within the scope of relevant operating or treatment systems (40 CFR
110.1).

"* Electrical Equipment - underground equipment that contains dielectric fluid that
is necessary for the operation of equipment such as transformers and buried
electric cable (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Excavation Zone - the volume containing the tank system and backfill material
bounded by the ground surface, walls, and floor of the pit and trenches into
which the UST system is placed at the time of installation (40 CFR 280.12).
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"" Excluded USTs - USTs that are not required to meet the requirements found in
40 CFR 280 and include:

1. any UST system holding hazardous wastes listed under Subtitle C of
the Solid Waste Disposal Act (SWDA), or a mixture of such hazardous
waste and other regulated substances

2. any wastewater treatment tank system that is part of a wastewater
treatment facility regulated under Section 402 or 307(b) of the CWA

3. equipment of machinery that contains regulated substances for
operational purposes such as hydraulic lift tanks and electrical
equipment

4. any UST system whose capacity is 416.9 L (110 gal) or less
5. any UST system that contains a de minimis concentration of a

regulated substance
6. any emergency spill or overflow containment UST system that is

expeditiously emptied after use (40 CFR 280.10(b)).

"* Existing Tank System - a tank system used to contain an accumulation of regu-
lated substances or for which installation has commenced on or before 22
December 1988. Installation is considered to have commenced if (40 CFR
280.12):

1. the owner or operator has obtained all Federal, state, and local
approvals or permits necessary to begin physical construction of the
site or installation of the tank system, and if

2. either a continuous onsite physical construction or installation program
has begun, or

3. the owner or operator has entered into any contractual obligations -
which cannot be canceled or modified without substantial loss - for
physical construction at the site or installation of the tank system
to be completed within a reasonable time.

"* Flow-through Process Tank - a tank that forms an integral part of a production
process through which there is a steady, variable, recurring, or intermittent flow
of materials during the operation of the process. Flow-through process tanks
do not include tanks used for the storage of material prior to their introduction
into the production process or for the storage of finished products or by-
products from the production (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Free-product - a regulated substance that is present as a nonaqueous phase
liquid (i.e., liquid not dissolved in water) (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Gathering Lines - any pipeline, equipment, facility, or building used in the tran-
sportation of oil or gas during oil or gas production (40 CFR 280.12).
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"* Hazardous Substance UST System - any UST system that contains a hazardous
substance defined in section 101(14) of CERCLA (but not including any sub-
stance regulated as a hazardous waste under subtitle C), or any mixture of such
substances and petroleum, and which is not a petroleum UST system (40 CFR
280.12).

"* Heating Oil - petroleum that is No. 1, No. 2, No. 4-light, No. 4-heavy, No. 5-
heavy, and No. 6 technical grades of fuel oil; other residual fuel oils (including
Navy Special Fuel Oil and Bunker C); and other fuels when used as substitutes
for one of these fuel oils. Heating oil is typically used in the operation of heat-
ing equipment, boilers, or furnaces (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Hydraulic Lift Tank - a tank holding hydraulic fluid for a closed-loop mechani-
cal system that uses compressed air or hydraulic fluid to operate lifts, elevators,
and other similar devices (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Liquid Trap - sumps, well cellars, and other traps used in association with oil
and gas production, gathering, and extracting operations (including gas produc-
tion plants), for the purpose of collecting oil, water, and other liquids. These
liquid traps may temporarily collect liquids for subsequent disposition or rein-
jection into a production or pipeline stream, or may collect and separate liquids
from a gas stream (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Maintenance - the normal operational upkeep to prevent a UST system from
releasing product (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Motor Fuel - petroleum or a petroleum-based substance that is motor gasoline,
aviation gasoline, No. 1 or No. 2 diesel fuel, or any grade of gasohol, and is
typically used in the operation of motor engines (40 CFR 280.12).

"* New Tank System - a tank system that will be used to contain an accumulation
of regulated substances and for which installation has commenced after 22
December 1988 (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Noncommercial Purposes with Respect to Motor Fuel - not for resale (40 CFR
280.12).

"* Oil - is defined in 40 CFR 122.2 as oil of any kind or in any form, including,
but not limited to, petroleum, fuel oil, sludge, oil refuse.

"* On the Premises where Stored (heating oil) - UST systems located on the same
property where the stored heating oil is used (40 CFR 280.12).
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"" Operator - any person in control of or having responsibility for the daily opera-
tion of the UST system (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Overfill Release - a release that occurs when a tank is filled beyond its capacity,
resulting in a discharge of the regulated substance to the environment (40 CFR
280.12).

"* Person - an individual, trust, firm, joint stock company, Federal agency, corpora-
tion, state, municipality, commission, political subdivision of a state, or any
interstate body. 'Pei-son" also includes a consortium, joint venture, commercial
entity, and the U.S. Government (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Petroleum UST System - a UST system that contains petroleum or a mixture of
petroleum with de minimis quantities of other regulated substances. Such sys-
tems include those containing motor fuels, jet fuels, distillate fuel oils, residual
fuel oils, lubricants, petroleum solvents, and used oils (40 CFR 280.12).

"• Pipe or Piping - - hollow cylinder or tubular conduit that is constructed of
nonearthen materials (40 CFR 280.12).

"• Pipeline Facilities - (including gathering lines) are new and existing pipe "-ights-
of-way and any associated equipment, facilities, or buildings (40 CFR 280.12).

"• Recoverable Product - pro,aict which has served its intended purpose or which
contains foreign matter th, t renders it unfit for original or alternate use, but
through processing or refining can be reclaimed for other use by the Agency or
commercial industry (40 CFR 280.12).

"• Regulated Substance -
1. any substance defined in section 101(14) of CERCLA (but not

including any substance regulated as a hazardous waste under subtitle C)
2. petroleum, including crude oil or any fraction thereof that is liquid at

standard conditions of temperature and pressure (60 degrees Fahrenheit
(°F) and 14.7 pounds per square inch absolute (psia)) (40 CFR 280.12).

(NOTE: The term "regulated substance" includes, but is not limited to,
petroleum and petroleum-based substances comprising a complex blend of
hydrocarbons derived from crude oil though processes of separation, conver-
sion, upgrading, and finishing, such as motor fuels, jet fuels, distillate fuel oils,
residual fuel oils, lubricants, petroleum solvents, and used oils.)
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" Release - any spilling, leaking, emitting, discharging, escaping, leaching, or
disposing from a UST into groundwater, surface water, or subsurface soils (40
CFR 280.12).

" Release Detection - determining whether a release of a regulated sulbtance has
occurred from the UST system into the environment or into the interstitial
space between the UST system and its secondary barrier or secondary contain-
ment around it (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Repair - to restore a tank or UST system component that has caused a release of
product from the UST system (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Residential Tank - a tank located on property used primarily for dwelling pur-
poses (40 (WR 280.12).

"* SARA - Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Septic Tank - a water-tight covered receptacle designcd to receive or process,
through liquid separation or biological digestion, the sewage discharged from a
building sewer. The effluent from such a receptacle is distributed through the
soil, and settled solids and scum from the tank are pumped out periodically and
hauled to a treatment facility (40 CMR 280.12).

" Sheen - an iridescent appearance on the surface of the water (40 CFR 110.2).

" Sludge - an aggregate of oil, or oil and other matter of any kind in any form
other than dredged soil, having a combined specific gravity equivalent to, or
greater than, water (40 CFR 110.2).

" Spill Event - a discharge of oil into or upon the navigable waters of the United
States or adjoining shorelines in harmful quantities (40 CFR 112.3).

" Stormuiater or Wastewater Collection System - piping, pumps, conduits, and any
other equipment necessary to collect and transport the flow of surface water
runoff resulting from precipitation, or domestic, commercial, or industrial
wastewater to and from retention areas or any areas where treatment is desig-
nated to occur. The collection of stormwater and wastewater does not include
treatment except where incidental to conveyance (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Surface Impoundment - a natural topographic depression, manmade excavation,
or diked area formed primarily of earthen materials (although may be lined
with manmade materials), that is not an injection well (40 CMR 280.12).
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"" Tank - a stationary device designed to contain an accumulation of regulated sub-
stances and constructed of nonearthen materials (i.e. concrete, steel, plastic) that
provide structural support (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Underground Area - an underground room such as a basement, cellar, shaft, or
vault, providing enough space for physical inspection of the exterior of t.c tank
situated on or above the surface of the floor (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Underground Release - any belowground release (40 CFR 280.12).

"* Underground Storage Tank (UST) - any one or a combination of tanks (includ-
ing underground pipes connected thereto) that is used to contain an accumula-
tion of regulated substances, and the volume of which (including the volume
of underground pipes connected thereto) is ten percent or more beneath the sur-
face of the ground. This term does not include any (40 CFR 280.12):

1. farm or residential tank of 4169 L (1,100 gal) or less capacity used for
storing motor fuel for noncommercial purposes

2. tank used for storing heating oil for consumptive use on the premises
where stored

3. septic tanks
4. pipeline facility (including gathering lines) which are regulated by other

acts
5. surface impoundment, pit, pond, or lagoon
6. stormwater or wastewater collection system
7. flow-through process tank
8. liquid trap or associated gathering lines directly related to oil or gas

production and gathering operations
9. storage tank situated in an underground area if the storage tank is

situated upon or above the surface of the floor such as basements or
tunnels

10. tanks holding 416.9 L (110 gal) or less, or
11. emergency spill and overfill tanks.

(NOTE: The definition of UST does not include pipes connected to any tank
described in paragraphs (1) through (9) of this definition.)

"* Upgrade - the addition or retrofit of some systems such as cathodic protection,
lining, or spill and overfill controls to improve the ability of a UST system to
prevent the release of product (40 CFR 280.12).

"* USTSystem or Tank System - UST, connected underground piping, underground
ancillary equipment, and containment system, if any (40 CFR 280.12).
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0 Wastewater Treatment Tank - a tank that is designed to receive and treat influent
wastewater through physical, chemical, or biological methods (40 CFR 280.12).
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AST/UST MANACEMM PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TO
WORKSHEET CONTACT THESE
I•EMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS.(&)

All Facilities 2-1 through 2-5 (1)(2)(3)

ASTsr 2-6 through 2-9 (1)(3)

Substandard USTs 2-10 (1)(3)

New or Upgraded USTs 2-11 through 2-15 (1)(3)

Metallic USTs 2-16 (1)(3)

Heating Oil USTs 2-17 (1)(3)

UST Filling 2-18 and 2-19 (I)(3)

Corrosion Protection and Repairs 2-20 and 2-21 (1)(3)

Release Detection 2-22 through 2-24 (1)13)

liST Releases 2-25 through 2-31 (1)(3)

lhazardous Substance USTs 2-32 (1)(3)

Deferred UST Systems 2-33 (1)(3)

Documentation 2-34 and 2-35 (1)(3)

Changes in Service or Closure 2-36 thruugh 2-42 (1)(3)

Flammable/Combustible Liquid 2-43 through 2-47 (1)(3)(4)(6)

Storage Tanks

1ipelines 2-48 and 2-49 (1)(3)

(a)CONTACTXLOCA'ION COX)M

(1) Environmental Program Manager
(2) Facility Suprvisor.Director
(3) Facilities Operationz Branch

(4) Section Chiefs
(6) Radiauon Protection S. Fire Safety Section
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AST/ UST MANACI M

Records to Review

* Records of all spills, leaks, and associated site assessment/cleanup activities (for 3 years(yr))

* Official correspondence with state implementing agency
* Spill Prevention and Response plan
e Records of spill response training programs
* Results of all UST testing, sampling, monitoring, inspection, maintenance, and repair work (for 1 yr)

e Registration records for all in-service, temporarily out-of-service, and permanently closed tanks

* Records of all spills, leaks, and associated site assessment/cleanup activities (for 3 yr)

* Records for UST disposal, closure, and removal from activity and results of excavation area assess-

ment (for 3 yr)

Physical Features to Inspect

* ASTs and UST fill points (for signs of overfill/spill)

People to Interview

"• Environmental Program Manager
"* Facility Supervisor/Director
* Facilities Operations Branch
"" Section Chiefs
"* Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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OOMFILIANU-E CAIEGORY:
ABOVEGROUND/UNDERGROUND ST'ORAGE

TANK (AST/US') MANAGEMENr
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECK&
REQ ENIEMF___

ALL FACILITIES

2-1. Determine actions Determine if noncompliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since previous copy of the previous report. (1)
review of storage tank
management (GCmp).

2-2. Copies of all Verify that copies of the following regulations are available and kept
relevant Federal, CDC, current, as needed: (1)(2)
state, and local regula-
tions and guidance docu- - 29 CFR 1910, Occupational Safety and Health Standards
ments on storage tank - 40 CFR 112, Oil Pollution Prevention
operation, maintenance, - 40 CFR 280, 7Tchnical Standards and Corrective Action Require-
and closure should be ments for Owners an! Operators of USTs.
available at the facility - Executive Order (EO) 12088, Federal Compliance with Pollution
(GNIP). Control Standards.

- Appropriate state and local regulations.

. 2-3. Facilities are Verify that the facility is complying with state and local requirements.
required to comply with (1)(2)
state and local regulations
(EO 12088, Section 1-1). Verify that the facility is operating according to permits issued by the

state or local agencies. (1)(2)

(NOTE: Issues typically regulated by state and local agencies include:
- operational standards
- permniuing requirements
- replacement and removal schedules
- cathodic protection requirements
- alarm system requirements.)

2-4. Facilities must Determine if any new regulations concerning storage tanks have been
meet regulatory require- issued since the finalization of the manual. (1)(2)
ments issued since the
finalization of the manual Verify that the facility is in compliance with newly issued regulations.
(A finding under this (1)(2)
checklist item will have
the citation of the new
regulation as a basis of
finding).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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CoNMPLIANCE CATEGRY:-
ABOVEGROUND/UNtERGROUND STORAGE

TANK (AST/USI) MANAGEO4ENT
Centers -ar Diseas Conrol and R-vetim

REGMAATORY REV1EVER CHIECKS
REQUREMFNM ___ ___

2-5. All organizational Verify the following by inspecting forms: (1)(3)
fuel tanks should be
inspected annually - certified tank calibration charts to measure fuel volumes are
(GMP). present on all tanks of 2505.2 L (661 gal) and over

- condition of tanks, piping, and dikes is noted
- verify that any confirmed leaking tanks were repaired or replaced.

ASTs

2-6. All bulk storage Verify that adequate containment is provided for bulk storage tanks in the
tanks (over 2501.4 L (660 storage area and at remote tanks. (1)(3)
gal)) should be provided
with a secondary meais Verify that diked areas are impervious enough to contain spilled oil.
of containment for the (IX3)
entire contents of the
iargest single tank plus (NOTE: Dikes, containment curbs, and pits are commonly employed for
sufficient freeboard to this purpose, but they may not always be appropriate. An alternative sys-
allow for precipitation tern could consist of a complete drainage brench enclosure arranged so
(40 CFR 112.7(e)(2)(ii)). that a spill could terminate and be safely contained in an in-plant catch-

ment basin or holding pond.)

(NOTE: Facilities are exempt from the requirements outlined in 40 CFR
112 if:

- the facility, equipment, or operation is not subject to the jurisdic-
tion of the USEPA as follows:

- onshore and offshore facilities that, due to their location,
could not be reasonably expected to discharge oil into or
upon the navigable waters of the United States or adjoining
shorelines

- equipment or operations of vessels or transportation-related
onshore and offshore facilities that are subject to the author-
ity of the Department of Transportation (DOT)

- both of the following criteria are met
- the underground buried storage capacity of the facility is

159,180 L (42,000 gal) or less of oil
- the storage capacity that is not buried at the facility is 5002.8

L (1320 gal) of oil or less, and no single container exceeds a
capacity of 2501.4 L (660 gal) (40 CFR 112.1(d)(2)).)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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OXMHLAAN-E CATEA0ORY:
AWOVFAMOU/N)/UMNERGRUot STORAGE

TANK (AST/ US) MANAGEMEIN
Canxt for Disease Co l and Prevendco

RE TOLAMRY REVIEWER ECKS
REQKREMENWSM

2-7. Drainage of rain- Verify that valves are closed when not in use by inspecting drainage
water from diked areas valves at diked areas. (1)(3)
must be controlled by a
valve that is closed when Verify that drainage valves are attended when opened to drain
not in active use (40 CFR diked/bermed area by interviewing personnel. (1)(3)
112.7(e)(1) and 112.7(e)
(2)(iii)). Determine if operating personnel understand the meaning of a harmful

discharge as described in 40 CFR 110.6. (1)(3)

Inspect records for any drainage water that was inspected to determine if
it would represent a harmful discharge. (1)(3)

(NOTE: Facilities are exempt from the requirements outlined in 40 CFR
112 if:

- the facility, equipment, or operation is not subject to the jurisdic-
tion of the USEPA as follows:

- onshore and offshore facilities that, due to their location,
could not be reasonably expected to discharge oil into or
upon the navigable waters of the United States or adjoining
shorelines

- equipment or operations of vessels or transportation-related
onshore and offshore facilities that are subject to the author-
ity of the DOT

- both of the following criteria are met:
- the underground buried storage capacity of the facility is

159,180 L (42,000 gal) or less of oil
- the storage capacity that is not buried at the facility is 5002.8

L (1320 gal) of oil or less, and no single container exceeds a
capacity of 2501.4 L (660 gal) (40 CFR 112.1(d)(2)).)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
ABOVEGROUN)/UNDERGROUNDI STORAGE

TANK (AST/UST) MANAGEMENr
Ceters for Dieasae Co•bt-d and Pievention

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUR E MNE_ _ __ _ _

2-8. Drainage water that Determine if discharges containing harmful quantities of petroleum pro-
is determined to contain ducts were properly treated, recovered, or disposed and reported by inter-
petroleum products in viewing onsite personnel. (1)(3)
harmful quantities must
be treated prior to (NOTE: Facilities are exempt from the requirements outlined in 40 C-FR
discharge to meet appli- 112 if:
cable water quality starn- - the facility, equipment, or operation is not subject to the jurisdic-
dards (40 CFR 112.7 tion of the USEPA as follows:
(e)(2)). - onshore and offshore facilities that, due to their location,

could not be reasonably expected to discharge oil into or
upon the navigable waters of the United States or adjoining
shorelines

- equipment or operations of vessels or transportation-related
onshore and offshore facilities that are subject to the author-
ity of the DOT

- both of the following criteria are met:
- the underground buried storage capacity of the facility is

159,180 1, (42,000 gal) or less of oil
- the storage capacity that is not buried at the facility is 5002.8

L (1320 gal) of oil or less, and no single container exceeds a
capacity of 2501.4 L (660 gal) (40 CrIR 112.1(d)(2)).)

2-9. ASTs are subject to Verify that periodic leak tests have been conducted (a decrease in con-
periodic integrity testing verted fuel volume equal to or greater than 0.635 centimeters (cm) (1/4
(40 CFR 112.7(e)(2)(vi)). inch (in.)) constitutes a suspected leak) and check the results of these

tests . (1)(3)

Determine if leaking tanks have been repaired or replaced. (1)(3)

(NOTE: Periodic testing should take tank design into account and
involve such techniques as hydrostatic testing, visual inspection, or a sys-
tem of nondestructive shell thickness testing.)

(NOTE: Facilities are exempt from the requirements outlined in 40 CFR
112 if:

- the facility, equipment, or operation is not subject to the jurisdic-
tion of the USEPA as follows:

- onshore and offshore facilities that, due to their location,
could not be reasonably expected to discharge oil into or
upon the navigable waters of the United States or adjoining
shorelines

- equipment or operations of vessels or transportation-related
onshore and offshore facilities that are subject to the author-
ity of the DOT

- both of the following criteria are met:
- the underground buried storage capacity of the facility is

159,180 L (42,000 gal) or less of oil
- the storage capacity that is not buried at the facility is 5002.8

L (1320 gal) of oil or less, and no single container exceeds a
capacity of 2501.4 L (660 gal) (40 CFR 112.1(d)(2)).)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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COMEHANCE CATEGORY:
ABOVEGROUND/UDERCROUND STRAGE

TANK (AST/ UST) MANAGnMEWr
Centers fcr Dieamse Cntrol and Prevenbcin

REGUATODRY REVIEWER CHECKS
RFLQURENW-NM-_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

S TAMARD USTs (NOTE: See Appendix 2-1 for guidance on applicability of checklist
items.)

2-10. Substandard UST (NOTE: If a release detection system is not available for the UST, it
systems must be must be phased out in 1 to 5 yr.)
upgraded, closed, or
removed from service by Determine if there ar currently any plans for upgrades or decommission-
22 December 1998 (40 ing of a substandard UST. (1)(3)
CFR 280.21(a) through
280.21(c)). Verify that upgrading of steel USTs includes one of the following

methods: (1)(3)

- internal lining according to the following requirements:
- lining is installed so that it prevents releases due to structural

failure or corrosion and meets a recognized code of practice
- within 10 yr after installation of lining and every 5 yr

thereafter, the lined tank is inspected internally and found to
Ze structurally sound, with the lining still performing in
accordance with original design specifications

- cathodic protection with field-installed systems designed by an
expert, impressed current systems, or an approved equivalent sys-
tem and the integrity is assured by one of the following:

- tank is internally inspected and assessed to ensure that the
tank is structurally sound and free of corrosion

- the tank has been installed for less tha, 10 yr and is moni-
tored monthly for releases

- the tank has been installed for less than 10 yr and is assessed
for corrosion holes by conducting two tightness tests, one
before and one 3 to 6 months (mo) after installation of the
cathodic protection system

- tank is assessed for corrosion holes by a method that is deter-
mined to be equally protective by the implementing agency

- lining combined with cathodic protection:
- if lining is installed according to requirements
- if cathodic protection system meets requirements.

Verify that when spill and overfill equipment is added, the tank meets the
same standards as new USTs. (1)(3)

Verify that piping that routinely contains regulated substances and is in
contact with the ground is cathodically protected. (1)(3)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Di rector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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COMPALANCE CAIEGORY:
ABOVEGROUND/UNDERIGROUN STORAGE

TANK (AST/USI) MANAGFMEWF
Centerm for Daem Coutrol and Prevention

REGULA1TRY REVIEWER CHECKS
REQIAREMNWN-:

NEW OR
UPGRADED USTs

2-11. New or upgraded Verify that spill prevention equipment will prevent a release of product to
USTs are required to be the environment when the transfer hose is detached from the fill pipe.
fitted with spill and (IX3)
overfill prevention equip-
ment (40 CFR 280.20(c) Verify that overfill prevention equipment does one of the following:
and 280.21(d)). (1)(3)

- automatically shuts off flow into the tank. when the tank is no more
than 95 percent full

- alerts the transfer operator when the tank is no more than 90 per-
cent full by restricting the flow into the tank or triggering a high-
level alarm

- restricts flow 30 minutes (min) prior to overfilling, alerts the opera-
tor with a high-level alarm I rain before overfilling, or automati-
cally shuts off flow into the tank so that none of the fittings are
exposed to product due to overfilling.

(NOTE: This equipment is not required if approved equivalent equip-
ment is used or the UST system is filled by transfers of no more than
94.8 L (25 gal) atone time.)

(NOTE: All existing tanks must be upgraded by 1998.)

2-12. Notice must be Determine if the facility has brought any USTs into service after 8 May
given within 30 days 1986. (1)(3)
when a UST system is
brought into service after Verify that appropriate notification was issued. (1)(3)
8 May 1986 (40 CFR
280.22). (NOTE: State forms may be used for notification in lieu of a USEPA

form 7530. These notices must be sent to the appropriate agency.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorlDirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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0 COMPLLANCE CAIEGRY:
ABOVEOROUN)/UNDERCROUND STRAGE

TANK (AST/US'1) MANAMM1EN
Centem for Miaeao Control and revention

REGUJLATURY REVIEWER CHIECKS-

2-13. UST systems Verify that USTs conform to industry standards by reviewing records.
installed after 22 (1)(3)
December 1988 must be
constructed in such a Verify that USTs meet the following: (1)(3)
manner that they will
remain structurally sound - they have leak1spill prevention protection
for their operating life - the tank is constructed of one of the following materials:
(40 CFR 280.20(a) and - fiberglass-reinforced plastic
280.20(b)). - steel that has one of the following types of cathodic protec-

tion:
- coated with a suitable dielectric material
- field-installed cathodic protection (expert-installed)
- impressed current systems that allow determination of

current operating status
- steel fiberglass reinforced plastic composite
- metal without additional corrosion protection provided that:

- the site has been determined not to cause corrosion to the
tank by a corrosion expert, and

- records are maintained for the life of the tank that it is in
a corrosion free environment

- construction is done in a manner deemed to prevent release of th(
regulated substance.

(NOTE: Piping must also meet these criteria with the exception of not
being constructed of steel fiberglass reinforced plastic composite.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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COMPIELANE CATEGORY:-
ABOVEGROUt/UNDERGROUND STORAGE

TANK (AST/USI) MANAGEMIN
COenm for Diuem Cotrol and Preventon

REGUI•AoRY REVIEWNER CHECK
REQUIREMENM ~ ______

2-14. Installation of Determine if new UST systems have been properly installed by reviewing
USTs must be done by a records for certification. (1)(3)
certified installer and
according to standard Verify that if the facility does its own installation of USTs, the installa-
practices (40 CFR tion is done according to standard practices. (1)(3)
280.20(d) and 280.20(e)).

Verify that the installer was certified by manufacturer or implementing
agencies. (1)(3)

2-15. Facilities are Verify that the substances stored in UST systems are compatible with the
required to use UST sys- system. (1)(3)
tems made of or lined
with materials compatible Determine which USTs are being used to store a substance other than
with the substance stored that for which it was originally intended. (1)(3)
(40 CFR 280.32).

METALLIC USTs

2-16. Buried metallic Verify that new USTs are appropriately protected from corrosion by
storage tanks installed inspecting records and interviewing personnel. (1)(3)
after 1973 must be pro-
tected from corrosion by Verify that the tanks are pressure tested regularly. (1)(3)
coatings, cathodic protec-
tion or other effective (NOTE: Facilities are exempt from the requirements outlined in 40 CFR
methods (40 CFR 112.7 112 if:
(e)(2)(iv)). - the facility, equipment, or operation is not subject to the jurisdic-

tion of the USEPA as follows:
-onshore and offshore facilities that, due to their location,

could not be reasonably expected to discharge oil into or
upon the navigable waters of the United States or adjoining
shorelines

- equipment or operations of vessels or transportation-related
onshore and offshore facilities that are subject to the author-
ity of the DOT

- both of the following criteria are met:
- the underground buried storage capacity of the facility is

159,180 L (42,000 gal) or less of oil
- the storage capacity that is not buried at the facility is 5002.8

L (1320 gal) of oil or less, and no single container exceeds a
capacity of 2501.4 L (660 gal) (40 CFR 112.1(d)(2)).)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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COMPLANCE CAIEGORY:
ABOVEGROUND/UNDERGROUND TRAGE

TANK (AsT/USI) MANAGEMENr
Centers for Disease Conrol and Preventio

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENI":

HEA'NG OIL USTs

2-17. USTs used to Determine if the facility has tanks used for storing heating oil for con-
store heating oil for con- sumptive use on the premise. (1)(3)
sumptive use on the
premises should meet the Verify that these tanks meet release detection requirements, spill and
requirements outlined in overfill protection requirements, corrosion control requirements, and
40 CFR 280 (GMP). release reporting requirements applicable to tanks that meet the definition

of UST. (1)(3)

(NOTE: Under 40 CFR 280.12, USTs storing heating oil for consumup-
tive use on the premises are exempted from the regulatory definition of
UST.)

UST FILLING

2-18. The filling of a Determine if there is a problem with overfilling of USTs or spills by
UST must include the observing the filling operations, reviewing records, and checking the
prevention of overfilling ground around the fill-lines for visible or odorous indications of contami-
and spilling of the sub- nation. (1)(3)
stance (40 CFR 280.30
(a)). Determine if the level of the UST is checked before a transfer is made

and that the volume available in the tank is greater than the volume of
the product to be transferred. (1)(3)

Verify that fill-lines are capped and locked. (1)(3)

Verify that the transfer is monitored constantly. (1)(3)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operatiom Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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COMPLINAE CATEGORY:
ABOVEGROUrNl/UNDERGROUND STORAGE

TANK (ASI/USI) MANAGONT
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

REGUIATORY REVIEWER CHECK&
REQUIREMEN1M

2-19. Facilities with Determine if the facility has reported, contained, and cleaned up any and
UST systems are required all spills or overfills that met the following criteria: (1)(3)
to contain and immedi-
ately clean up a spill or - spills or overfills of petroleum that resulted in a release to the
overfill and report it to environment of more than 94.8 L (25 gal) or that caused a sheen
the implementing agency on nearby surface water
within 24 hours (h) in - spills or overfills of hazardous substances that result in a release to
specific situations (40 the environment in excess of the reportable quantity (see the
CFR 280.30(b) and Hazardou.s Materials Management appendices).
280.53). (NOIE: Spills or overfills of hazardous substances equal to or greater

than the reportable quantity must be immediately reported to the National
Response Center (NRC).)

Verify that the facility has contained and immediately cleaned-up a spill
or overfill of petroleum that is less than 94.8 L (25 gal) or a spill or
overfill of a hazardous substance that is less than the reportable quantity.
(1)(3)

Verify that if these lesser quantities cannot be accomplished within 24 h,
or another reasonable time period established by the implementing
agency, the implementing agency is notified. (1)(3)

CORROSION
PROIEU.ON AND
REPAIRS

2-20. UST systems with Determine which UST systems have corrosion protection. (1)(3)
corrosion protection must
meet specific require- Verify that the corrosion protection systems operate continuously to pro-
ments (40 CFR 280.31). vide corrosion protection to the metal components that routinely con-

tained regulated substances and are in contact with the ground. (1)(3)

Verify that all cathodic protection systems are tested within 6 mo after
installation and every 3 yr thereafter. (1)(3)

Verify that UST systems with impressed current cathodic protection are
inspected every 60 days. (1)(3)

Verify that inspection records are maintained of the last three inspections
for systems with impressed current cathodic protection and of the last
two inspections for all other cathodic protection systems. (1)(3)

Verify that inspections are carried out by a qualified cathodic protection
tester. (1)(3)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operatiom Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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COXMIANCE CAIEGORY:
ABOVEGROUND/UNDERGROUN) STORAGE

TANK (AST/USr) MANAGEEN r
cniter for Diease Cbmnfo and Prevention

REGJA¶IORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMNWII

2-21. Repairs to USTs Determine if there have been any repairs by reviewing the records and
must be performed interviewing personnel. (1)(3)
according zo industzy
code (40 CFR 280.33, Determine who does repairs to USTs and that the following procedures
280.43, and 280.44). are used to repair USTs: (1X3)

- fiberglass-reinforced tanks are repaired by the manufacturer's
authorized representative or according to industry standards

- metal pipe fittings and sections that have leaked due to corrosion
are replaced, whereas fiberglass may be repaired according to
manufacturer specifications.

Verify that tanks and piping that have been replaced or repaired are
tested for tightness within 30 days. (1)(3)

(NOIE: Tanks and piping need not be tested if:
- repairs that are internally inspected
- the repaired portion is already monitored monthly
- an equally protective test is used.)

Verify that within 6 mo of repair, tanks with cathodic protection systems
ar tested as follows: (1)(3)

- every 3 yr thereafter for all cathodic protection systems
- every 60 days for impressed current cathodic protection systems.

Verify that records of repairs are maintained for the life of the tank.
(1)(3)

(1) Environmental Program Manage, (2) Facility SupervisnrAireetor (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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COM]PLIANE CAIEGORY:
ABOVEGROUND/UNDERGROUIN STORAGE

TANK (Affr/U~IT) MANALGEME~r
Centers fAr DI Control and Preventive

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS
REFUREMENIM__ ___ __

RELEASE
DEIECTION

2-22. Facilities with Verify that the installed release detection system can detect a release
new and existing USTs from any portion of the tank and the connected underground piping.
are required to provide a (1)(3)
method, or combination
of methods, of release Verify that the facility has a program in place (or at least in the proposed
detection (40 CF`R stage)for provisions of release detection. (1)(3)
280.10(d), 280.40, and
280.45). Verify that the facility complies with the appropriate schedule (see

Appendix 2-2). (1)(3)

bNOTE: Any pressurized delivery lines must be retrofitted by 22
ecember 1990.)

(NOTE: Release detection requirements in 40 CFR 280.40 through
280.45 do not apply to USTs that store fuel solely for use by emergency
power generators.)
(NOTE: See Appendices 2-3 and 2-4 for information on release detec-

tion methodologies.)

Verify that records are kept as follows: (1)(3)

- all written performance claims pertaining to any release detection
system used for 5 yr from the date of installation

- the results of any sampling testing or monitoring for 1 yr
- the results of tank-tightness testing, until the next test is done
- written documentation of calibration, maintenance, and repair, of

release detection equipment permanently located onsite, at least 1
yr after the servicing is done

- schedules of required calibration and maintenance provided by the
release detection equipment manufacturer, 5 yr after the date of
installation.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/)irector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiaion Protection & Fire Safety Section
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COMNIFANCE CAIEGORY:
ABOVEGROUND/UNDERGROUND STORAGE

TANK (AST/US¶' MANAGE2ENT
Center ter Diesee, COrol and Prevendim

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS
REQUHU2EWN1M

2-23. UST systems con- Verify that tanks are monitored every 30 days using the method in
taining petroleum must Appendix 2-3 except as follows: (1)(3)
meet specific release
detection system require- - UST systems that meet performance standards for new or upgraded
ments (40 CFR 280.41, systems and meet monthly inventory requirements may use tank-
280.43, and 280.44). tightness testing at least every 5 yr until 22 December 1998 or

until 10 yr after the tank is upgraded or installed
- UST systems that do not meet performance standards for new or

upgraded systems may use monthly inventory controls and annual
tank-tightness testing until 22 December 1998, at which time the
tank must be upgraded or permanently closed

- tanks that hold less than 2084.5 L (550 gal) may use weekly tank
gauging.

Verify that underground piping that routinely contains a regulated sub-
stance has the following release detection done according to the methods
in Appendix 2-4: (1)(3)

- pressurized piping
- equipped with automatic line leak detector
- annual tightness testing or monthly monitoring

- suction piping
- line-tightness testing every 3 yr or monthly monitoring
- no release detection system is needed for suction piping that

is below grade and:
- operates at less than atmospheric pressure
- is sloped so that contents of pipe will roll back to tank

when suction is released
- only one check valve is included in each suction line
- check valve is located directly below and as close as

practical to the suction pump.

(NOIE: Release detection requirements in 40 CFR 280.40 through
280.45 do not apply to USTs that store fuel solely for use by emergency
power generators.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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COMFPLIANCE CATEGORY:
ABOVEGROUD/UNDERGROUrND STORAGE

TANK (AST/Ul MANAGME~r
Ceiters for Diaeae Control and Preventionl

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS.
RE Q U R E MEDA____

2-24. UST systems con- Verify that tanks are monitored every 30 days using the method in
taining fuel used solely Appendix 2-3 except for: (1)(3)
for emergency generators
should meet specific - UST systems that meet performance standards for new or upgraded
release detection system systems and meet monthly inventory requirements may use tank-
requirements (GMP). tightness testing at least every 5 yr until 22 December 1998 or

until 10 yr after the tank is upgraded or installed
- UST systems that do not meet performance standards for new or

upgraded systems may use monthly inventory controls and annual
tank-tightness testing until 22 December 1998, at which time the
tank must be upgraded or permanently closed

- tanks that hold less than 2084.5 L (550 gal) may use weekly tank
gauging.

Verify that underground piping that routinely contains a regulated sub-
stance has the following release detection done according to the methods
in Appendix 2-3: (1)(3)

- pressurized piping
- equipped with automatic line leak detector
- annual tightness testing or monthly monitoring

- suction piping
- line-tightness testing every 3 yr or monthly monitoring
- no release detection system is needed for suction piping that

is below grade and:
- operates at less than atmospheric pressure
- is sloped so that contents of pipe will roll back to tank

when suction is released
- only one check valve is included in each suction line
- check valve is located directly below and as close as

practical to the suction pump.

(NOTE: Release detection requirements in 40 CFR 280.40 through
280.45 do not apply to USTs that store fuel solely for use by emergency
power generators.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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COMFLUL4E CAlEGORY:
ABOVEFROUND/UNDERGROUND STORAGE

TANK (AST/UST) MANAG EMN"
Centers for Disease Con"rol and Prevention

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUTRIDVENTS

UST RELEASES

2-25. Facilities with Determine if the facility has reported any and all releases that met the
UST systems are required following criteria: (1)(3)
to report releases under
specific conditions (40 - released regulated substances were found at the UST site or in the
CFR 280.50). surrounding area (such as the presence of free product or vapors

in soils, basements, sewer and utility lines, and nearby surface
waters

- unusual operating conditions were observed such as the erratic
behavior of dispensing equipment or a sudden loss of product,
unless it is determined that the problem lies in the equipment, but
it is not leaking and is immediately repaired or replaced

- monitoring results indicate a possible release.

Verify that the implementing agency was notified within 24 h (or time
period specified by the implementing agency) of the release. (1)(3)

2-26. Installations must Verify that tightness testing is done within 7 days of a suspected release
investigate and confirm to determine whether a leak is in the tank or the delivery piping. (1)(3)
all suspected releases of a
regulated substance Verify that if environmental contamination is the basis for suspecting a
requiring reporting within leak, and the tightness test does not indicate that a leak exists, a site
7 days unless a corrective check is done that measures for the presence of a release in the areas
action is started immedi- where contamination is most likely to be present, (1)(3)
ately as detailed in 40
CFR 280.60 through (NOTE: If the results indicate that a leak has occurred, corrective
280.67 (40 CFR 280.52). actions must be started.)

(NOTE: If the tightness test does not indicate a leak, and environmental
contamination is not the basis for suspecting a release, no further investi-
gation is needed.)

2-27. Facilities with a Verify that facility personnel are aware of the following initial response
confirmed release from actions: (1)(3)
petroleum or hazardous
substance USTs, except - the release is reported
for excluded USTs (see - immediate action is taken to prevent further release of the regu-
the definitions) and USTs lated substance into the environment
exempted under the - fire, explosion, and vapor hazards are identified and mitigated.
RCRA-C Section 3004(u)
corrective action require-
ments, are required to
perform specific initial
response actions within
24 h of a release (40 CFR
280.60 and 280.61).

(I) Environmental Progran Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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COXONIMPLANCE CAIEGORY:
ABOVEGROUND/UNDERGROUND STORAGE

TANK (ASr/USI) MANAGENr
cezzters for Dieme Ccntrol and Prevention

REGUIAIRY REV[EWER CHECK&
RF~RENW _ _ _ _

2-28. Facilities with a Verify that the following actions are performed: (1)(3)
confirmed release from
petroleum or hazardous - as much of the substance as is necessary to prevent further release
substance USTs, except is removed from the UST system
for excluded USTs (see - visual inspection of aboveground releases or exposed belowground
the definitions) and USTs releases is done, and further migration of the released substance
exempted under the into surrounding soils and groundwaters is prevented
RCRA-C Section 3004(u) - monitoring and mitigation of any fire and safety hazards caused by
corrective action require- vapors or free product is done
ments, are required to - hazards from contaminated soils that are excavated or exposed are
perform specific initial remedied
abatewent measures and - measurements are done for the presence of a release where the
site checks unless contamination is most likely to be present unless the presence and
directed to do otherwise source of the release has previously been confirmed
by the implementing - an investigation for the presence of free product and the removal
agency (40 CFR 280.60 of free product are done as soon as possible.
and 280.62).

Verify that within 20 days after release confirmation, a report is submit,
ted to the implementing agency summarizing the initial abatement meas-
ures and site checks, as well as the resulting information and collected
data. (1)(3)

2-29. Facilities with a Verify that the following information is collected: (I)(3)
confirmed release from
petroleum or hazardous - data on the nature and estimated quantities of the release
substance USTs, except - data from available sources andkr site investigations concerning
for excluded USTs (see surrounding population, water quality, use and approximate loca-
the definitions) and USTs tions of wells potentially affected, subsurface soil conditions, loca-
exempted under the tions of subsurface sewers, climatological conditions, and land use
RCRA-C Section 3004(u) - results of site check
corrective action require- - results of free product investigation.
ments, are required to
assemble information Verify that within 45 days of the release confirmation, this information is
about the site and nature submitted to the implementing agency in a manner that demonstrates the
of the release unless applicability and technical adequacy or according to a format required by
exempted by the imple- the implementing agency. (1)(3)
menting agency (40 CFR
280.60 and 280.63).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section
Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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2-30. Facilities with a Determine if there are any release sites at the facility where free product
confirmed release from has been confirmed. (1)(3)
petroleum or hazardous
substance USTs, except Verify that free product removal is done so that the spread of contamina-
for excluded USTs (see tion is minimized. (IX3)
the definitions) and USTs
exempted under the Verify that, unless exempted by the implementing agency, within 45 days
RCRA-C Section 3004(u) after confirming a release, a free product removal report is submitted to
corrective action require- the implementing agency that includes the following: (1)(3)
ments, where site investi-
gations have indicated - the name of the person responsible for implementing the free pro-
free product must, to the duct removal system
maximum extent possible - the estimated quantity, type, and thickness of free product observed
as required by the imple- or measured
menting agency, remove - the type of free product recovery system used
the free product (40 CIR - whether there will be any onsite or offsite discharges during the
280.60 and 280.64). recovery operation and where this discharge will be located

- the type of treatment used for any discharge during the recovery
operation and where this discharge will be located

- the steps taken to obtain any required permits
- the disposition of the recovered free product,

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operatiom Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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2-31. Facilities with a Verify that an investigation of the release, the release site, and possibly-
confirmed release from affected surrounding areas has been done and identified if any of the fol-
petroleum or hazardous lowing conditions exists: (1)(3)
substance USTs, except
for excluded USTs (see - evidence that groundwater wells have been affected
the definitions) and USTs - free product is evident
exempted under the - evidence that contaminated soil is in contact with groundwater
RCRA-C Section 3004(u) - the implementing agency requests an investigation.
corrective action require-
ments, are required to Verify that the results of the investigation are submitted to the imple-
perform an investigation menting agency according to a time schedule defined by the implemnent-
for soil and groundwater ing agency. (1)(3)
contamination (40 CFR
280.60 and 280.65).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCE US'Im

2-32. Hazardous sub- Verify that existing hazardous substance USTs meet release detection
stance USTs must meet standards for petroleum USTs. (1)(3)
specific standards (40
CFR 280.42). Verify that existing hazardous substance USTs meet the requirements for

new hazardous substance USTs by 22 December 1998 as stated below:
(1)(3)

- secondary containment is checked for evidence of a release at least
every 30 days and is designed and constructed to:

- contain regulated substances released until they are detected
and removed

- prevent releases of regulated substance to the environment at
any time during the operational life of the UST

- dou'le-walled tanks are designed, constructed, and installed to:
- contain releases from any portion of the inner tank within the

outer-wall, and
- detect failure of the inner wall

- external liners, including vaults, are designed, constructed, and
installed in such a mariner that:

- 100 percent of the capacity of the largest tank is contained
within its boundary

- the interference of precipitation or groundwater intrusion is
prevented with the ability to contain or detect release of
regulated substances, and

- the tank is completely surrounded.

Verify that underground piping is equipped with secondary containment
that satisfies the requirements for UST secondary containment. (1)(3)

Verify that piping that delivers regulated substances under pressure is
equipped with an automatic line leak detector. (1)(3)

Verify that when other release detection methods are used, they are
approved by the implementing agency. (1)(3)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Brancd (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiaton Protection & Fire Safety Section
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DEERRED UST
SYSTEMS

2-33. Deferred UST Verify that deferred UST systems (whether single or double-walled) are
systems (see definition) not installed to store regulated substances unless: (1)(3)
are required to meet
specific standards (40 - releases due to corrosion or structural failure will be prevented for
CFR 280.10(c) and the operational life of the system
280.11). - they are cathodically protected against corrosion, constructed of

noncorrodible materials, steel clad with a noncorrodible material,
or designed to prevent release

- they are constructed or lined with material that is compatible with
the stored substance.

Verify that deferred systems meet the standards concerning release
response and action for USTs containing petroleum or a hazardous sub-
stance found in 40 CFR 280.60 through 280.67. (I)(3)

DOCLUM4ENTION

2-34. Facilities with Verify that the facility has submitted the following when applicable:
USTs are required to (1)(3)
meet specific reporting
requirements (40 CFR - notifications of new USTs
280.34(a)). - release reports

- planned or complete corrective actions
- notice of closure or change-in-service.

2-35. Facilities with Verify that records are kept of the following: (1)(3)
USTs are required to
meet specific record- - a corrosion expert's analysis of site corrosion potential if corrosion
keeping requirements (40 protection equipment is not used
CFR 280.34(b), 280.34 - documentation of operation of corrosion protection equipment
(c), and 280.74). - documentation of repairs

- closure records
- results of any site investigations.

Verify that records are available for inspection at one of the following:
(1)(3)

- the UST site
- a readily available alternative site.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operatiom Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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2-38. USTs that are put Determine if the facility has any out-of-service USTs. (1)(3)
out of service temporarily
must have continued Verify that proper maintenance is being performed for the following:
maintenance (40 CFR (1)(3)280.70).

- corrosion protection
- release detection.

Verify that if the UST has been outof-service for near or over I yr,

plans have been made for permanent closure. (1)(3)

(NOTE: If the UST is empty, release detection is not required.)

(NOIE: An empty UST is one that has no more than 2.5 em (I in.) of
residue, or less than 0.3 percent by weight of total capacity or the UST
system.)

Verify that if a UST system is closed for 3 mo or more, the vent lines
are open and functioning and all other lines, pumps, manways, and ancil-
lary equipment are capped and secured. (1)(3)

Verify that if the UST has been out of service for more than 12 mo and
does not meet the standards for new or upgraded USTs, it is permanently
closed unless the implementing agency has provided an extension. (1)(3)

2-37. Notification must Determine if the facility is planning to close of change any USTs. (1)(3)
be given to the imple-
menting agency (USEPA) Verify that notification of changes were given within 30 days. (1)(3)
for any closure or change
in service either 30 days
in advance or within a
reasonable time frame as
determined by the imple-
menting agency (40 CFR280.71(a)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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2-38. UST closure must Determine if there are any closed USTs or USTs in the process of being
be done in one of the fol- closed at the facility. (1)(3)
lowing methods:

- removed from the Verify that tanks being permanently closed are emptied and cleaned by
ground removing all liquids and accumulated sludges. (1)(3)

-left in place with
the substance Determine if there are any possible abandoned USTs and if there are
removed, and plans to close the UST in an appropriate manner. (1)(3)
filled with an inert
solid material, Determine, by reviewing records, if a site assessment was made to ensure
closing it to all that no releases to the environment have occurred. (1)(3)
future outside
access (40 CFR
280.71(b)).

2-39. Prior to a Determine if there are any tanks that the facility has continued to use for
change-in-service, tanks storing a nonregulated substance (a change-in-service). (1)(3)
must be emptied and
cleaned, and a site assess- Verify that prior to the change the tank was emptied and cleaned. (1)(3)
ment conducted (40 CFR
280.71(c)). Verify that prior to the change a site assessment was done. (1)(3)

2-40. Prior to per- Verify that measurements for the presence of a release have been done.
manent closure or the (1)(3)
completion of change-in-
service, measurements (NOTE: These requirements are met if one of the leak detection methods
must be made for the outlined in checklist item 10-11 has occurred.)
presence of a release
where contamination is
most likely to be present
at the site (40 CFR
280.72).

2-41. Facilities with Determine if the facility has any USTs that were closed prior to 22
UST systems closed prior December 1988. (1)(3)
to 22 December 1988
must assess the excava- Verify that the excavation zone of these USTs has been assessed and
tion zone and close the cleanup done as needed. (1)(3)
UST according to current
standards if releases from
the UST may pose a
current or potential threat
to human health and the
environment (40 CFR
280.73).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operatiom Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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2-42. Excavation zone Verify that excavation zone assessment records are maintained for 3 yr in
assessment records shall one of the following ways: (1)(3)
be maintained for 3 yr
(40 CFR 280.74). - by the facility

- at the implementing agency if they cannot be maintained at the
closed facility.

FLAMMABLE/
COMBUS1IBLE
LIQUID STORAGE
T4MCS

2-43. Tanks used for Verify that tanks are built of steel unless: (1)(3)(4)(6)
the storage of flammable/
combustible liquids are - the tank is installed underground
required to meet specific - the properties of the liquid being stored require that materials other
design and construction than steel be used
standards (29 CFR - the tank is designed according to specifications embodying princi-
1910.106(b)(1)). ples recognized as good engineering design for the materials used

- it is an unlined concrete tank that stores flammable or combustible
liquids having a gravity of 40 degrees API or heavier.

Verify that tanks located aboveground or inside buildings are of noncom-
bustible construction. (1)(3)(4)(6)

(NOTE: Tanks designed for underground service not exceeding 7580 L
2000 gal) capacity may be used aboveground, and low-pressure tanks

and pressure vessels may be used as atmospheric tanks.)

Verify that atmospheric tanks are not used for the storage of a flammable
or combustible liquid at a temperature at or above its boiling point.
(1)(3)(4)(6)

Verify that the normal operating pressure of a low-pressure tank does not
exceed the design pressure of the tank. (1)(3)(4)(6)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/D irector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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2-44. Outside above- Verify that there is a minimum distance of 91 cm (3 feet (ft)) between
ground tanks used for the any two tanks. (1)(3)(4)(6)
storage of flammable/
combustible liquids are Verify that the distance between any two adjacent tanks is not less than
required to be installed one-sixth the sum of their diameters. (1)(3)(4)(6)
according to specific
parameters (29 CFR (NOTE: When the diameter of one tank is less than half the diameter of1910.106(b)(2)(i) through the adjacent tank, the distance between the two tanks shall not be less
1910.106(b)(2 )ii)). than one-half the diameter of the smaller tank.)

Verify that where unstable flammable or combustible liquids are stored,
the distance between the tanks is not less than one-half the sum of their
diameters. (1)(3)(4)(6)

Verify that when tanks are compacted in three or more rows, or in an
irregular pattern, greater spacing or other means are provided for
firefighting access. (1)(3)(4)(6)

Verify that there is a minimum distance of 610 cm (20 ft) between a
liquefied petroleum gas container and a flammable or combustible liquid
storage tank. (1)(3)(4)(6)

(NOTE: In the case of flammable or combustible liquid tanks operating
at pressure exceeding 2.5 pounds per square inch gauge (psig), or
equipped with emergency venting that will permit pressures to exceed 2.5psig, spacing of 91 cm (3 ft) or the formula concerning one-sixth of
diameters may be used.)

Verify that means such as diversion curbs or grading are provided to
prevent the accumulation of flammable or combustible liquids under adja-
cent liquid petroleum gas containers. (1)(3)(4)(6)

Verify that if flammablecombustible liquid storage tanks are within a
diked area, liquid petroleum gas containers are outside the diked area and
at least 305 cm (10 ft) away from the centerline of the wall of the diked
area. (1)(3)(4)(6)

(NOTE: The requirement concerning liquid petroleum gas containers and
diked areas does not apply if liquid petroleum gas containers of 473.8 L
(125 gal) or less capacity are installed adjacent to fuel oil supply of
2084.5 L (550 gal) or less capacity.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorOirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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2-45. Tanks for the Verify that the area surrounding a tank or a group of tanks is either pro-
storage of flammable/ vided with drainage or diked as follows: (1)(3X4)(6)
combustible liquids are
are required to meet - drainage systems terminate in vacant land or other area or in an
specific containment impounding basin having a capacity not smaller than that of the
requirements (29 CFR largest tank served
1910.106(b)(2)(vii)). - diked areas have a volumetric capacity of not less than the greatest

amount of liquid that can be released from the largest tank within
the diked area, assuming a full tank.

Verify that walls of diked areas are of earth, concrete, steel, or solid
masonry designed to be liquid tight. (1)(3)(4)(6)

Verify that earthen walls 91 cm (3 ft) or more in height have a top that is
no less than 61 cm (2 ft) wide. (1)(3)(4)(6)

Verify that the walls of the diked area are restricted to an average height
of 183 cm (6 ft) above interior grade. (1)(3)(4)(6)

Verify that there are no loose combustible materials, or empty or full
drums or barrels within the diked area. (1)(3)(4)(6)

2-46. In locations where Verify that sources of ignition such as open flames, smoking, welding
flammable vapors may be and cutting, hot surfaces, sparks, and radiant heat are avoided. (1)(4)(6)
present from storage
tanks, precautions are
required to be taken to
prevent ignition (29 CFR
1910.106(b)(6)).

2-47. Tanks used for %-'enify that the tank is marked with a American Society of Mechanical
the storage of flam- ingineers (ASME) code stamp, American Petroleum Institute (API)
mable/combustible liquids monogram, or the label of the Underwriters Laboratory as evidence of
are required to be having had a strength tebt. (1)(3)(4)(6)
strength-tested before
being placed into service
(29 CFR 1910.106(b)(7)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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2-48. Buried piping at a Verify that buried fuel piping is properly protected from corrosion by
transfer facility, pumping examining records and interviewing personnel. (1)(3)
station, or in-plant pro-
cessing facility is Verify that methods are appropriate and correctly applied if cathodic pro-
required to have a protec- tection is used. (1)(3)
tive wrapping and coat-
ing, and is required to be Verify that detected leaks and failures are being reported. (1)(3)
cathodically protected if
soil conditions warrant (NOIE: Facilities are exempt from the requirements outlined in 40 CFR
(40 CFR 112.7(eX3)(i)). 112 if:

- the facility, equipment, or operation is not subject to the jurisdic-
tion of the USEPA as follows:

- onshore and offshore facilities that, due to their location,
could not be reasonably expected to discharge oil into or
upon the navigable waters of the United States or adjoining
shorelines

- equipment or operations of vessels or transportation-related
onshore and offshore facilities that are subject to the author-
ity of the DOT

- both of the following criteria are met:
- the underground buried storage capacity of the facility is

159,180 L (42,000 gal) or less of oil
- the storage capacity that is not buried at the facility is 5002.8

L (1320 gal) of oil or less, and no single container exceeds a
capacity of 2501.4 L (660 gal) (40 CFR 112.1(d)(2)).)

(1) EnvironmentaJ Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operatiom Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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2-49. All aboveground Verify that regular inspections have been conducted by examining
and belowground fuel records and interviewing personnel. (1)(3)
piping systems at transfer
facilities, pumping sta- Verify that aboveground general condition of items, such as flange joints,
tions, and in-plant pro- valve glands and bodies, catch pans, pipeline supports, locking of valves,
cessing facilities must be and metal surfaces have been assessed. (IX3)
regularly examined, and
any suspected leaks Verify that confirmed leaks have been reported and leaking pipes repaired
should be investigated or replaced. (1)(3)
immediately (40 CFR
112.7(e)(3)(iv)). (NOTE: Facilities are exempt from the requirements outlined in 40 CMR

112 if:
- the facility, equipment, or operation is not subject to the jurisdic-

tion of the US A as follows:
-onshore and offshore facilities that, due to their location,

could not be reasonably expected to discharge oil into or
upon the navigable waters of the United States or adjoining
shorelines

- equipment or operations of vessels or transportation-related
onshore and offshore facilities that are subject to the author-
ity of the DOT

- both of the following criteria are met:
- the underground buried storage capacity of the facility is

159,180 L (42,000 gal) or less of oil
- the storage capacity that is not buried at the facility is 5002.8

L (1320 gal) of oil or less, and no single container exceeds a
capacity of 2501.4 L (660 gal) (40 CFR 112.1(d)(2)).)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisorpirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
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Appendix 2-1

UST Applicability Guide

Applicable CFR Checklist #s
Citations

USTs all as defined in
(see definitions) 40 CFR 280.12

Excluded USTs none
(see definitions)

Deferred USTs 40 CFR 280.11 2-33
(see definitions)

USTs storing fuel for 40 CFR 280.20 through 280.22 2-10 through 2-14
emergency generators 280.30 through 280.34 2-15, 2-18 through 2-21, 2-34, and 2-35

280.50 through 280.53 2-25 and 2-26
280.60 through 280.67 2-27 through 2-31
280.70 through 270.74 2-36 through 2-42
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Appendix 2-2

Schedule for Phase-in c0' Release Detection

Year system Year when release detection is required
was installed (by 22 December of the year indicated)

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Before 1965 or RD P
date unknown.
1965-69 P/Pd)
1970-74 P RD
1975-79 P RD
1980-88 P RD

P = must begin release detection for all pressurized piping as defined in 40 CFR 280.41(b)(1).
RD = must begin release detection for tanks and suction piping.

S
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Appendix 2-3

Release Detection Requirements
40 CFR 280.43

Each method of release detection for tanks used to meet the requirements for petroleum UST systems
must be conducted in accordance with the following:

1. Iventory control: Product inventory control must be conducted monthly to detect a release of at
least 1.0 percent of flow-through plus 130 gal on a monthly basis in the following manner:

1. inventory volume measurements for regulated substance inputs, withdrawals, and the
amount still remaining in the tank are recorded each operating day

2. the equipment used is capable of measuring the level of product over the full range
of the tanks height to the nearest one-eighth of an inch

3. the regulated substance inputs are reconciled with delivery receipts by measurements
of the tank inventory volume before and after delivery

4. deliveries made through a drop tube that extends to within one foot of the tank bot,
tom

5. product dispensing is metered and recorded within the local standards of product
withdrawn

6. the measurement of any water level in the bottom of the tank is made to the nearest
in. at least once a month.

2. Manual pu&Wn manual tank gauging must meet the following requirements:
1. tank liquid level measurements are taken at the beginning and end of a period of at

least 36 h during which no liquid is added to or removed from the tank
2. level measurements are based on an average of two consecutive stick readings at both

the beginning and end of the period
3. the equipment used is capable of measuring the level of product over the full range

of the tank's height to the nearest in.
4. a leak is suspected and subject to the requirements of subpart E if the variation

between beginaing and ending measurements exceeds the weekly or monthly stan-
dards of Table A below

5. only tanks of 550 gal or less nominal capacity may use this as a sole method of
release detection. Tanks of 551 to 2000 gal may also use inventory control. See para-
graph 1 in this Appendix. Tanks of greater than 2000 gal nominal capacity may not
use this method to meet release detection requirementr

2
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Table A

Nominal Weekly Standard Monthly Standard
Tank Capacity (one testg (average of four)

550 gal or less 10 gal 5 gal
551-1000 gal 13 gal 7 gal
10,001-2000 gal 26 gal 13 Kal

3. T"nk tighoam tming Tank tightness testing must be capable of detecting a 0.1 galih leak rate
from any portion of the tank that routinely contains product while accounting for the effects of thermal
expansion or contraction of the product, vapor pockets, tank deformation, evaporation or condensation,
and the location of the water table.

4. TU& automatic glxng Equipment for automatic tank gauging that tests for the loss of product
and conducts inventory control; must meet the following requirements:

1. the automatic product level monitor test can detect a 0.2 gal/h leak rate from any
portion of the tank that routinely contains product

2. inventory control is conducted according to requirements (see paragraph 1 above).
. Vapor nmitorhn Testing or monitoring for vapors within the soil gas of the excavation zone must

meet the following requirements:

1. the materials used as backfill are sufficiently porous (i.e., gravel, sand, crushed rock)
to easily allow diffusion of vapors from releases into the excavation area

2. the stored regulated substance, or a tracer compound placed in the tank system, is
sufficiently volatile (i.e., gasoline) to result in a vapor level that is detectable by the
monitoring devices located in the excavation zone in the event of a release from the
tank

3. the measurement of vapors by the monitoring device is not rendered inoperative by
the ground water, rainfall, or soil moisture or other unknown interferences so that a
release could go undetected for more than 30 days

4. the level of background contamination in the excavation zone will not interfere with
the method used to detect releases from the tank

5. the vapor monitors are designed and operated to detect any significant increase in
concentration above background of the regulated substance stored in the tank system,
a component or components of that substance, or a tracer compound placed in the
tank system

6. in the UST excavation zone, the site is assessed to ensure compliance with the
requirements of paragraph 5 subparagraph 1 through 4 above and to establish the
number and positioning of monitor wells that will detect any releases within the
excavation zone from any portion of the tank that routinely contains product

7. monitoring wells are clearly marked and secured to avoid unauthorized access and
tampering.
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. 6. (Coundwate. mmaitwainV Testing or monitoring for liquids in the ground water must meet the fol-
lowing requirements:

1. the regulated substance stored is immiscible in water and has a specific gravity of
less than one

2. ground water is never more than 20 feet (ft) from the ground surface and the
hydraulic conductivity of the soil(s) between the UST system and the monitoring
wells or devices is not less than 0.01 cmsecond (sec) (i.e., the soil should consist of
gravels, coarse to medium sands, coarse silts or other permeable materials

3. the slotted portion of the monitoring well casing must be designed to prevent mnigra-
tion of natural soils or filter pack into the well and to allow entry of regulated sub-
stance on the water table into the well under both high and low ground water condi-
tions

4. monitoring wells should be sealed from the ground surface to the top of the filter
pack

5. monitoring wells or devices intercept the excavation zone or are as close to it as is
technically feasible

6. the continuous monitoring devices or manual methods used can detect the presence of
at least one-eight of an inch of free product on tip of the ground water in the moni-
toring wells

7. within and immediately below the UST system excavation zone, the site is assessed
to ensure compliance with the requirements of paragraphs 6 1-5 above and to estab-
lish the number and positioning of monitoring wells or devices that will detect
releases from any portion of the tank that routinely contains product

8. monitoring wells are clearly marked and secured to avoid unauthorized access and
tampering.

7. Interstitial rmmnitori Interstitial monitoring between the UST system and a secondary barrier
immediately around or beneath it may be used, but only if the system is designed, constructed and
installed to detect a leak from any portion of the tank that routinely contains product and also meets
one of the following requirements:

1. for double-walled systems, the sampling or testing method can detect a release
through the inner wall in any portion of the tank that routinely contains product

2. for UST systems with a secondary barier within the excavation zone, the sampling or
testing method used can detect a release between the UST system and the secondary
barrier:

1. the secondary barrier around or beneath the UST system consists of
artificially constructed material that is sufficiently thick and impermeable (at
least i0' cmfiec for the regulated substance stored) to direct a release to the
monitoring point and permit its detection

2. the barrier is compatible with the regulated substance stored so that a release
from the UST system will not cause a deterioration of the barrier allowing a
release to pass through undetected

3. for cathodically protected tanks, the secondary barrier must be installed so
that it does not interfere with the proper operation of the cathodic protection
system

4. the ground water, soil moisture, or rainfall will not render the testing or sam-
pling method used inoperative so that a release could go undetected for more
than 30 days
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Appueflix 2-3 (continud)

5. the site is assessed to ensure that the secondary barrier is always above the
ground water and not in a 25-yr flood plain, unless the barrier and monitor-
ing designs are for use under such conditions

6. monitoring wells are clearly marked and secured to avoid unauthorized
access and tampering.

3. for tanks with an internally fitted liner, an automated device can detect a release
between the inner wall of the tank and the liner. The liner is compatible with the sub-
stance stored.

8. Othrw metidxk Any other type of release detection method, or combination of methods, can be
used if:

1. it can detect a 0.2 gal/b leak rate or a release of 150 gal within a mo with a probabil-
ity of detection of 0.95 and a probability of false alarm of 0.05

2. the implementing agency may approve another method, if it can be demonstrated that
this method can detect releases as effectively as the methods listed in this Appendix.

Each method of release detection for piping, used to meet the requirements must be conducted in
accordance with the following:

a. AtAx==tc line detectarm Methods which alert the operator to the presence of a leak by restricting
or shutting off the flow of regulated substances through piping, or triggering an audible or visual alarm
m;.y be used only if they detect leaks of 3 gal/n at 10 pounds per square inch (ppi) line pressure within
1 h. An annual test of the operation of the leak detector must be conducted in accordance with the
manufacturer's requirements.

b. Line tightzem timing. A periodic test of piping may be conducted only if it can detect a 0.1 gal/h,
leak one and one-half times the operating pressure.

C. Applicable tank methods Vapor monitoring, ground water monitoring and interstitial monitoring
may be used if they are designed to detect a release from any portion of the underground piping that
routinely contains regulated substances.
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Appendix 2-4

Options for Rdease Detection

The most immediate and demanding requirements of 40 C¶T 280 are the release detection methods
which must be implemented or installed in all UST systems. (See Appendix 2-2 for phase-in schedule).

A synopsis of 40 CFR 280.20 through 280.45 follows. The type of release detection method used will
vary with the type and age of the tank or pipeline. Remember that aircraft hydrant refueling systems
and "field constructed" bulk tanks have been deferred and do not have to comply with 40 C0FR 280 at
this time. In addition to USTs used to store fuel, emergency generators are deferred from meeting the
requirements for release detection. Emergency generator fuel tanks must comply with all other parts of

this requirement.

Raoaw T4winfr ar Tar

Option I - Qnmhinatinn of P:ecise Invpntnry Continl and Tightness Tesfing

If tanks meet 40 CFR 280.20 new tank standards, tightness is required every 5 yr. If tanks do not meet
new tank standards, tightness test is required every year until 1998 when the tank must either meet new
tank standards or be closed.

OOpfin.2 - Cbmbination of Precise Inventory Contnl and an Antomaled Gmaging Device

The automatic gauging device must be able to detect a leak of 0.758 L/h (0.2 gal/h).

Optin 3 - Vapor Mnnitoring in Soils Surmrunding Tank

- Only in sandy or gravelly soils
- Monthly gas sampling
- Must detect vapor levels above background levels
- Groundwater must not interfere
- Sufficient number of vapor monitoring wells

Oplin 4 - Groundwatpr Monitoring Near Tanks

- Stored liquid must be immiscible in water and have specific gravity <1
- Groundwater must be within 610 cm (20 ft) of ground surface
- Soils must have hydraulic conductivity of 16-2 cmasec (0.0039 in.Asec) or greater
- Proper monitoring well design and proper number of wells
- Use an automatic or manual method capable of detecting a 0.3175 cm (1M in.) layer of floating

fuel

Option 5 - Tntrstiial Monitoring
This method only applies to tanks surrounded by a secondary containment barrier. Monitoring
wells must be placed between the tank and the containment barrier.
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DmA - An otherMethnA (approved by the implementing agency)

which cau detect a 0.758 L/h (0.2 galA) leak or 569 L (150 gal) release per month with a 95 per-

cent probability of false positives.

Pipeline Releas Mnnitnring

The EPA regulation places much more stringent requirements on pipes which convey regulated
liquids under pressure. Whenever possible, base engineers should modify pumps and pipelines to

reduce the length of pressurized piping. The following release detection requirements apply to pip-
ing:

Must be equipped with sensitive automatic leak detector with alarm or auto shut down capabilities;
and

Have annual tightness test or monthly monitoring system soil vapors, groundwater monitoring,
interstitial monitoring or other approved method.

Suetinn Aping

"Tightness test every 3 yr and in some cases no release detection is required at all.
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SECrON 3

HAZARDOUS MAMIALS MANAGEMENT

A. Applicabmity

This section primarily addresses the proper storage and handling of chemicals
and the spill contingency and response requirements related to hazardous
materials. Oil, pesticides, and asbestos are hazardous materials that require spe-
cial management practices at CDC facilities, and are addressed in separate sec-
tions. Radioactive substances and the general category of hazardous wastes are
also not included in this section. This section does not focus on individual
hazardous chemicals or substances used, but deals with the generic require-
ments and good management practices (GMPs) associated with minimizing
impacts on the environment due to spills or releases of hazardous materials
because of improper storage and handling.

All storage tank regulations that apply to hazardous materials have been conso-
lidated into the section titled Aboveground/Underground Storage Tank
(AST/UST) Management.

. 1. Federal Legislation

"* 7he Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970. This Act, last amended in
November 1990, 29 U.S. Code (USC) 651-678, is a Federal statute that governs
the issues related to occupational safety and health. The purpose and policy of
this Act are to assure every working man and woman in the nation safe and
healthful working conditions and to preserve our human -esources by, among
other things, providing for the development and publication of occupational
safety and health standards, providing for an effective enforcement program
that must include a prohibition against giving advance notice of any inspection
and sanctions for any individual violating this prohibition, and providing for
appropriate reporting procedures with respect to occupational safety and health
which will help achieve the objectives of this Act and accurately describe the
nature of occupational safety and health (29 USC 651(b)(9)(10)(12)).

"* 7he Hazardous Materials Transportation Act of 1975. This Act, as last
amended in November 1990, 49 USC 1801-1819, et al, is the Federal legisla-
tion that governs the transportation of hazardous materials in the nation. The
policy of Congress is to improve the regulatory and enforcement authority of
the Secretary of Transportation to protect the Nation adequately against the
risks to life and property that are inherent in the transportation of hazardous
materials in commerce (49 USC 1801).
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" Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act

(CERCLA) of 1980. This Act was amended by the Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986, 42 USC 9601-11050, 10 USC 2701-2810
et al. CERCLA/SARA regulates the prevention, control, and compensation
relating to environmental pollution.

" The Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986 (EPCRA).
This Act was designed to promote emergency planning and preparedness at
both the state and local levels. It provides citizens and local governments with
information regarding the potential hazards in their community. EPCRA
requires the use of emergency planning and designates state and local govern-
ments as recipients for information regarding chemicals and toxins used in the
community. Federal facilities are not currently required to comply with Title
III.

"* The National Fire Code, Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 80, prohibits the storage of Class I and
Class II liquids in plastic containers in general-purpose warehousing.

C. State/Local Requirements

Hazardous materials may be regulated on the state level as well as by local
agencies (county/ity fire departments) who may require flammable/combustible
materials to meet certain storage requirements. Usually, these local ordinances
will follow the NFPA Fire Protection Guide on Hazardous Materials (Pam-
phlets 325A, 325M, 49, 491F and 704M).

D. CDC Regulaions/Requirements

This section includes a description of the environmental regulations, policies,
and requirements of the CDC. At this time, the CDC has not issued environ-
mental regulations for its components.

It is currently the policy for each individual laboratory to be responsible for
procuring, handling, and storing hazardous materials. As a result, there is no
comprehensive hazardous materials inventory or hazardous materials minimiza-
tion program. Assessors will need to carefully check throughout each building
for hazardous materials storage areas.
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S. Key Cnpiance Requirenients

"* Hazardous Substance Release Reporting - Persons in charge of CDC facilities or
vessels are required to notify U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
and appropriate state agencies when a release of a reportable quantity of a
hazardous substance occurs. The release includes any discharge, spill, or leak
to the air, water, or onto the land as stipulated in 40 Code of Federal Regula-
tions (CFR) 302.

"* Hazardous Materials Transportation - Facilities that ship hazardous materials
offsite must comply with regulations regarding packaging, labeling, and spill
response. Depending on the type of hazardous materials trai-portation activity
at the facility, certain sections of 49 CFR 171-173 will apply.

"* Storage and Handling of Hazardous Materials - Facilities that store or handle
hazardous materials, such as flammablekombustible materials, acids, caustics,
compressed gases, oxidizers, etc., are required to comply with facility storage
requirements found in 29 CFR 1910.

"* Community Right-to-Know - Facilities that use or manufacture hazardous or
toxic chemicals will conform with substantive requirements of EPCRA, partici-
pate in local Emergency Planning Committees, and provide emergency
notification upon release of substances regulated by the Act.

F. Responsibility for Compliance

"* Occupational Health and Safety Committees - Each center has its own Occupa-
tional Health and Safety Committee that is responsible for reviewing safety
issues, including the handling and storage of hazardous materials, and setting
policy within its center. Each committee sends one representative to a central
committee. The central Occupational Health and Safety Committee is an
information-sharing body only, and has no authority over the individual centers.

"* Radiation Protection and Fire Safety Section - This section, a part of the Chemi-
cal and Physical Hazards Branch of the Office of Health and Safety, has
responsibility for ensuring that flammablekombustible materials are stored in a
safe manner.

"* Industrial Hygiene Section - This section, a part of the Chemical and Physical
Hazards Branch of the Office of Health and Safety, has responsibility for ensur-
ing that hazardous materials (except for flammablekombustible materials - see
above) are stored in a safe manner.
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G. Key Comphianc Deflnitions

These definitions were obtained from the regulations previously cited in this
section.

"* Aerosol - a material that is dispensed from its container as a mist, spray, or
foam by a propellant under pressure (29 CFR 1910.106(a)(1)).

"* Airbourne Radioactivity Area - this includes:
1. any room, enclosure, or operating area in which airborne radioactive

materials, composed wholly or partly of radioactive material, exist
in concentrations in excess of the amounts specified in column 1 of
Table 1 of Appendix B of 10 CFR 20)

2. any room, enclosure, or operating area in which airborne radioactive
materials exist in concentrations that, averaged over the number of
hours in any week during which individuals are in the area, exceed 25
percent of the amounts specified in column 1 of table 1 of Appendix B
to 10 CFR 20 (29 CFR 1910.96(e)(4)(i)).

"* Approved - listed or approved by Underwriter's Laboratories, Inc., Factory
Mutual Engineering Corporation, the Bureau of Mines, the National Institute of
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI), the NFPA, or other nationally recognized agencies that list,
approve, test, or develop specifications for equipment to meet fire protection,
health, or safety requirements (29 CFR 1910.106(a)(35)).

"* Atmospheric Tank - a storage tank that has been designed to operate at pressures
from atmospheric through 0.5 pounds per square inch gauge (psig) (29 CFR
1910.106(a)(2)).

"* Barrel - a volume of 42 gallons (gal) (29 CFR 1910.106(a)(33)).

"* Basement - a story of a building or structure having one-half or more of its
height below ground-level and to which access for fire fighting purposes is
unduly restricted (29 CFR 1910.106(a)(4)).

"* Boiling Point - the temperature at which a liquid starts to boil when at atinos-
pheric pressure (14.7 pounds per square inch absolute (psia), as determined by
the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) test D-86-72) (29 CFR
1g10.106(a)(5)).
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" Bulk Plant - that portion of the property where flammable or combustible liquids
are received by tank vessel, pipelines, tank car, or tank vehicle, and are stored
or blended in bulk for the purpose of distributing such liquids by tank vessel
pipeline, car, tank vehicle, or container (29 CFR 1910.106(a)(7)).

"* Closed Container - a container so sealed with a lid or other closing device that
neither liquid and/br vapor will escape from it at ordinary temperatures (29
CFR 1910.106(a)(9)).

"* Combustible Liquid - a liquid having a flashpoint at or above 100 "Fahrenheit
(F) (37.8 "Centigrade (C)). Combustible liquids are categorized as Class II or
Class III liquids and are further subdivided as follows (29 CFR
1910.106(a)(18)):

1. Class II liquids are those having a flashpoint at or above 100 OF
(37.8 °C), and below 140 OF (60 °C), except for any
mixture having components with flashpoints of 200 OF (93.3 0 C)
or higher, the volume of which makes up 99 percent or more of the
total volume of the mixture.

2. Class III A liquids are those having flashpoints at or above 140 OF
(60 "C), and below 200 OF (93.4 "C), except for an(
mixture having components with flashpoints of 200 'F or higher,
the total volume of which makes up 90 percent or more of the total
volume of the mixture.

3. Class III B liquids have flashpoints at or above 200 OF (93.4 "C).

"• Fire Area - that portion of a building separated from the remainder by construc-
tion having a rated fire resistance of at least 1 hour (h) and having all commun-
icating openings properly protected by an assembly having a fire resistance rat-
ing of at least 2 h (29 CFR 1910.106(a)(12)).

"* Flammable Aerosol - an aerosol that is required to be labeled FLAMMABLE
under the Federal Hazardous Substance Labeling Act (15 USC 1261). These
aerosols are considered Class IA liquids (29 CFR 1910.106(a)(19)).

"* Flammable Liquid - a liquid with a flashpoint below 100 OF (37.8 "C), except
for any mixture having components with flashpoints of 100 OF or higher, the
total of which makes up 99 percent or more of the total volume of the mixture.
Flammable liquids are categorized as Class I liquids, and are further subdivided
as follows (29 CFR 1010.106(a)(19)):

1. Class I A are those that have a flashpoint below 73 OF (22.8 "C)
and boiling point below 100 OF (37.8 "C).

2. Class I B are those that have a fQashpoint below 73 OF (22.8 "C)
and boiling point at or above 100 "F (37.8 "C).

3. Class I C are those that have a flashpoint at or above 73 OF (22.8
°C) and below 100 OF (37.8 "C).
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"• Flashpoint - the minimum temperature at which a liquid gives off vapor in
sufficient concentration to form an ignitable mixture with air near the surface of
the liquid. Flashpoints ame established using several standard closed-cup test
methods (29 CFR 1910.106(a)(14)).

"* Good Managemnent Practice (GMP) - practices that, although not mandated by
law, are encouraged to promote safe operating procedures.

"* Hazardous Chemical - in relationship to laboratories, a chemical for which there
is statistically significant evidence based on at least one study conducted in
accordance with established scientific principles that acute or chronic health
effects may occur in exposed employees (29 CFR 1910.1450(b)).

"* High Radiation Area - any area accessible to personnel, in which there exists
radiation at such levels that a major portion of the body could receive in any 1
h a dose in excess of 100 millirem (29 CFR 1910.96(d)(3)(iii)).

"* Institutional Occupancy - the occupancy or use of a building or structure or any
portion thereof, by persons harbored or detained to receive medical, charitable,
or other care or treatment, or by persons involuntarily detained (29 CFR
1910.106(a)(16)).

"* Laboratory - a facility where the laboratory use of hazardous chemicals occurs.
It is a workplace where relatively small quantities of hazardous chemicals are
used on a nonproduction basis (29 CFR 1910.1450(b)).

"* Laboratory Scale - work with substances in which the containers used for reac-
tions, transfers, and other handling of substances are designed to be easily and
safely manipulated by one person (29 CFR 1910.1450(b)).

"* Laboratory Use of a Hazardous Chemical - handling or use of such chemicals in
which all of the following conditions are met-

- chemical manipulations are carried out on a laboratory scale
- multiple chemical procedures or chemicals are used
- the procedures involved are not part of a production process, nor in any way

simulate a production process
- protective laboratory practices and equipment are available and in common

use to minimize the potential for employee exposure to hazardous chemicals
(29 CFR 1910.1450(b)).

o Liquid - any material with a fluidity greater than that of 300 penetration asphalt
when tested in accordance with ASTM Test D-5-73. When not otherwise
identified, the term "liquid" will include both flammable and combustible
liquid (29 CFR 1910.106(a)(17)).
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"" Low Pressure Tank - a storage trenk that has been designed to operate at pres-
sures above 0.5 psig but not more than 25 psig (29 CFR 1910.106(a)(21)).

"* Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) - written or printed material that contains
information on hazardous chemicals such as common name, physical hazards,
and health hazards (29 CFR 1200(c)).

"* Office Occupancy - the occupancy or use of a building or structure or any por-
tion thereof for the transaction of business or the rendering or receiving of
professional services (29 CFR 1910.106(a)(24)).

" Personnel Monitoring Equipment - devices designed to be worn or carried by
an individual for the purpose of measuring the dose received (29 CFR
1910.96(d)(3)(i)).

"* Portable Tank - a closed container having a liquid capacity over 60 gal and not
intended for fixed installation (29 CFR 1910.106(a)(25)).

"* Pressure Vessel - a storage tank or container designed to operate at pressures
above 15 psig (29 CFR 1910.106(a)(29)).

"" Protection for Exposure - adequate fire protection for structures on property
adjacent to tanks, where there are employees of the establishment (29 CFR
1910.106(a)(27)).

"* Rad - a measure of the dose of any ionizing radiation to body tissues in terms
of the energy absorbed per unit of mass of the tissue (29 CFR 1910.19(a)(6)).

"* Radiation - includes alpha rays, beta rays, gamma rays, X-rays, neutrons,
high-speed electrons, high-speed protons, and other atomic particles, but does
not include sound or radio waves, visible light, ( infrared or ultraviolet light
(29 CFR 1910.96(a)(1)).

"* Radiation Area - aty area accessible to personnel in which there exists radia-
tion, originating in whole or in part with licensed material, at such levels that
a major portion of the body could receive in any 1 h a dose in excess of 5
millirem, or in any 5 consecutive days a dose in excess of 100 millirems (29
CFR 1910.96(d)(3)(ii)).

"* Radioactive Material - any material that emits, by spontaneous nuclear disin-
tegration, corpuscular or electromagnetic emanations (29 CFR 1910.106
(a)(2)).
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" Rem - a measure of the dose of any ionizing radiation to body tissue in terms
of estimated biological effect relative to a dose of I roentgen (r) of X-rays (29
CFR 1910.96(a)(7)).

"* Restricted Area - any area the access to which is controlled by the employer
for purposes of protection of individuals from exposure to radiation or
radioactive materials (29 CFR 1910.96(a)(3)).

"* Safety Can - an approved flammable liquid container having a spring-closing
lid, spout cover, and other features designed to safely relieve internal pressure
and to provide safe storage for the liquid (29 CF`R 1910.106(a)(29)).

"* Select Carcinogens - any substances that meet one of the following criteria;
- regulated by th: Occupational Safety and Health Administation (OSHA)

as a carcinogen
- listed under the category "known to be carcinogens" in the Annual Report

on Carcinogens published by the National Toxicology Program (NTP)
- listed under Group 1 (carcinogenic to humans) by the International Agency

for Research on Cancer Monographs (LARC)
- listed in either Group 2A or 2B by IARC, or under the category "reason-

ably anticipated to be carcinogens" by NTP, and cause statistically
significant tumor incidences in experimental animals under specific situa-
tions (29 CFR 1910.1450(b)).

" Unrestricted Area - any area the access to which is not controlled by the
employer for purposes of protection of individuals from exposure to radiation
or radioactive materials (29 CFR 1910.96(a)(4)).

"* Vapor Pressure - the pressure, measured in psia, exerted by a volatile liquid
(29 CFR 1910.106(a)(30)).
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HAZARDOUS MAIThIALS MANACMWEETr PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFR TO
WORKSHELT CONAC SE
I la& PEOPLE OR GROUPe(&)

All Facilities 3-1 through 3-11 (1)(2)(4)(5)(6)

Personnel T1raining 3-12 and 3-13 (1)(4)(8)

Laboraories 3-14 through 3-17 (1)(2)(4)(5)(8)(9)

Releases 3-18 through 3-21 (1)(2)(4)(5)

Emergency Planning 3-22 (1)(2)(4)(5)

Right-to-Know 3-23 (1)(4)(5)(6)

Flammable/Combustible
Liquid Storage

General 3-24 through 3-32 (1)(3)(4)(5)(6)
Industrial Areas 3-33 through 3-35 (1)(4)(6)

Compressed Gas Storage 3-36 and 3-37 (1)(4)(5)

Transportation 3-38 (1)(5)(11)(12)

Radioactive Materials 3-39 through 3-44 (1)(2)(6)

(a)CONrACTLOCATION COUD

(1) Environmental Program Manager
(2) Facility Superviaorpirector
(3) Facilities Operations Branch
(4) Section Chiefs
(5) Industrial Hygiene Section
(6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
(8) Training Activity
(g) Medical Services

(11) Procurement & Grants Office
(12) Warehouse
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANA(EMENr

Records to Review

"* Hazardous Substance Spill Control and Contingency plan
"* Spill records
"* Emergency plan documents
"* MSDSs
"* Inventory records
"* Hazardous substance release reports
"• Shipping papers
"* Taining records
"* Placarding of hazardous materials

Physical Features to Inspect

"* Hazardous material storage areas
"* Shop activities
"* Shipping and receiving area

Peophe to Interview

" Environmental Program Manager
"• Facility Supervisor/Director
"* Facilities Operations Branch
"* Section Chiefs
"* Industrial Hygiene Section
"• Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
"* Training Activity
"* Medical Services
"* Procurement & Grants Office
"* Warehouse
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COMPLIANCE CATF)GRY-
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENr

Centem fcr Diase Cbtral and Prevention

REGULATORY REVIEWER CEECK&
REQUIREMNNW____

ALL FACILITIES

3-1. Determine actions Determine if noncompliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since previous copy of the previous report. (1)
review of hazardous
materials (GMP).

3-2. Copies of all Verify that copies of the following regulations are available and kept
relevant Federal, CDC, current, as needed: (1)(2)
state, and local regula-
tions and guidance docu- - 29 CFR 1910, Occupational Safety and Health Standards.
ments on hazardous - 40 CFR 300, National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution
materials should be avail- Contingency Plan.
able at the facility - 40 CFR 302, Reportable Quantities of Hazardous Materials (Table
(GMP). o02.4.

- 40 C 355, Emergency Planning and Notification.
- 40 CFR 370, Hazardous Chemical Reporting: Community Right-

To-Know.
- 49 CFR 171, General Information, Regulations, and Definitions.
- 49 CFR 172, Hazardous Materials Tables, Hazardous Materials

Communications Requirements and Emergency Response Info rma-
tion Requirements.

- 49 CFR 173, Shippers, General Requirements for Shipments and
Packaging.

- 49 CFR 178, Specifications by Packaging.
- 49 CFR 179, Specifications for Tank Cars.
- Executive Order (EO) 12088, Federal Compliance with Pollution

Control Standards.
- NFPA, Fire Protection Guide of Hazardous Materials.

3-3. Facilities are Verify that the facility is complying with state and local requirements.
required to comply with (1)(2)
state and local regulations
(EO 12088, Section 1-1). Verify that the facility is operating according to permits issued by the

state or local agencies. (1)(2)

(NOIE: Issues typically regulated by state and local agencies include:
- transportation of hazardous materials
- notification requirements
- response plan requirements
- spill response requirements.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor•)irector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (6) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) Training Activity' (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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COMHLIANI CA'EGORY:
HAZARDOUS MAIERLALS MANAGE24ErNr

mftes for fl6me Cbord and Prevendon

REGUTL¶ORY REVIEWER CHECKS&
REQUIREMEN1

3-4. Facilities will meet Determine if any new regulations concerning hazardous materials have
regulatory requirements been issued since the finalization of the manual. (IX2)
issued since the finaliza-
tion of the manual (A Verify that the facility is in compliance with newly issued regulations.
finding under this check- (1X2)
list item will have the
citation of the new regu-
lation as a basis of
finding).

3-5. A master listing of Determine the locations of all hazardous materials storage areas on the
all hazardous materials facility by interviewing staff. (1)(2)(4)(5X6)
storage sites should be
maintained at the facility (NOIE: Hazardous constituents of expired materials discovered during
(GWM). the inventory process, or at any other time, should be identified prior to

disposal. See the appropriate checklist item in the Hazardous Waste
Managenwet section.)

3-6. CDC should main- Verify that each laboratory documents hazardous materials requirements.
tain inventory control (1X2)
over the procurement,
distribution, storage, and Verify that each laboratory inventories hazardous materials on hand and
disposal of hazardous assesses hazardous materials management. (1)(2)
materials (GMP).

Verify that centralized inventory and management records are maintained.
(1X2)

3-7. Hazardous materi- Determine if the Safety Officer inspects hazardous material storage sites
als storage sites should be and which sites are inspected. (1)(5)(6)
inspected by the Safety
Officer (GMP). Verify that corrective actions have been made when needed as noted in

the safety inspection records. (1)(5)(6)

3-8. Facilities should Determine if the facility has coordinated efforts with the local fire depart,
coordinate with the local ment. (1X2X6)
fire department concern-
ing the types of hazar- Determine if the department is aware of areas that are at high risk for
dous chemicals used at chemical incidents. (1)(2)(6)
the facility, the areas
where they are used, what
they are used for, and the
quantities that are used in
a given operation (GNMP).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisorpirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & FIre Safete Section (8) "1hining Activity (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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COMIIALNE CATIERY:
HAZARDOUS MATIMALS MANAGEMENI

Citera for Daimse Cbmtrol and Fkeveuitan

REGULA•RY REVIEWER CHECKS
RMIUR2EFNM ___ ___

3-0. Specific persons Verify that specific individuals have been designated as responsible for
should be designated as hazardous materials storage areas. (1)(2)(4)
responsible for hazardous
materials storage areas, Verify that the individuals designated as responsible for hazardous
and the precise nature of materials storage areas are aware of the precise nature of their responsi-
their responsibilities bilities. (1)(2)(4)
should be specified

3-10. Facilities are Verify that an MSDS is on file and readily accessible to workers on all
required to have on file shifts in the workplace for each hazardous material stored or used.
an MSDS for each hazar- (1)(2)(5)
dous chemical stored and
used at the facility (29 (NOTE: These requirements do not apply to:
CFR 1910.1200(b)(3)(ii), - hazardous waste
1910.12001b) (4(ii), - tobacco or tobacco products
1910.1200 b)(6), - wood or wood products
1910.1200 g)(1 and - articles
1910.1200 g) 8)). - food, drugs, or cosmetics intended for personal consumption by

employees while in the workplace
- any consumer product or hazardous substance as defined in the

Consumner Product Safety Act and the Federal Hazardoua Sub-
stances Act, for which the facility can demonstrate that it is used
in the workplace in the same manner as normal consumer use, and
whose use results in a duration md frequency of exposure that is
not greater than exposure experienced by consumers.)

(NOTE: This requirement applies to laboratories and to work operations
where employees only handle chemicals in sealed containers that are not
opened under normal conditions of use.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisorpirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
tzial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) Training Activity (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKSc

3-11. Containers of Verify that all containers of hazardous chemicals in the workplace are
hazardous chemicals in labeled with the following information: (1X2)(5)
the workplace are
required to be labeled, - identity of the hazardous chemical
tagged, or marked with - appropriate hazard warnings.
specific information (29
CFR 1910.1200(b)(3)(i), (NOTE: The facility may use signs, placards, process sheets, batch tick-
1910.120 b)(4)(i), ets, operating procedures, or other written materials instead of attached
1910.120b)(5), labels to individual stationary process containers, as long as the alternate
1910.120f)(5) through method identifies the container to which it is applicable.)1010.1200(f)(7)). (NOIE: Portable containers into which hazardous chemicals are

transferred from labeled containers, and which are intended only for the
immediate use of the employee who performs the transfer, are not
required to be marked.)

(NOTE: These requirements do not apply to:
- any pesticide as such term is defined in the Federal Insecticide,

Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), when subject to the
labeling requirements of that Act and regulations issued under that
Act

- any food, food additive, color additive, drug, cosmetic, or medical
or veterinary device as defined in the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act

- any consumer product or hazardous substance as defined in the
Consumer Product Safety Act and the Federal Hazardous Sub-
stances Act when subject to a consumer product safety standard or
labeling requirement under those Acts.)

(NO'IE: This requirement also applies to laboratories and to work opera-
tions where employees only handle chemicals in sealed containers that
are not opened under normal conditions.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisorpirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (6) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) Training Activity (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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PERSOMML
TRAIlNG

3-12. Facilities are Verify that there is a written hazard communication program that con-
required to provide all tains the following: (1)(4)(8)
employees with informa-
tion about the hazardous - a list of the hazardous chemicals known to be present (can be done
chemicals to which they for the entire workplace or individual work areas)
are exposed (29 CFR - the methods the facility will use to inform the employees of the
1910.1200(b)(6) and hazards associated with nonroutine tasks, and the hazards associ-
1910.1200(e)(I)). ated with chemicals contained in unlabeled pipes in their work

areas
- the methods the facility will use to ensure that each container of

hazardous chemicals in the workplace is labeled, tagged, or
marked with the following:

- identity of the hazardous chemicals contained
- appropriate hazard warning
- details of employee training.

(NOTE: These requirements do not apply to:
- hazardous waste
- tobacco or tobacco products
- wood or wood products
- articles
- food, drugs, or cosmetics intended for personal consumption by

employees while in the workplace
- any consumer product or hazardous substance as defined in the

Consumer Product Safety Act and the Federal Hazardous Sub-
stances Act, for which the facility can demonstrate that it is used
in the workplace in the same manner as normal consumer use, and
whose use results in a duration and frequency of exposure that is
not greater than exposure experienced by consumers.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorDirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indum
tr•a Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) Trining Activity (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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3-13. Personnel working Verify that employees are provided with information and trained on
with hazardous materials hazardous chemicals in their workplace at the time of initial assignment
are required to be trained and whenever a new hazard is introduced into the workplace. (IX4)(8)
in their use and hazards
29 CFR 1910.1200(b) Verify that employees are informed of the following: (1X4X8)3)(iii), 1910.1200(b)(4)

iii), 1910.1200(b)(6), and - any operations in their work areas where hazardous chemicals are
1910.1200(h)). present

- the location and availability of the written hazard communication
program, including the required lists of hazardous chemicals and

Verify that training includes: (1)(4)(8)

- methods and observations used for detecting a release
- the physical and health hazards of the chemicals in the work areas
- protective measures and procedures to use
- an explanation of the labeling system, MSDSs, and how employees

can obtain and use the appropriate hazard information.

(NOTE: These requirements do not apply to:
- hazardous waste
- tobacco or tobacco products
- wood or wood products
- articles
- food, drugs, or cosmetics intended for personal consumption by

employees while in the workplace
- any consumer product or hazardous substance as defined in the

Consumer Product Safety Act and the Federal Hazardous Sub-
stances Act, for which the facility can demonstrate that it is used
in the workplace in the same manner as normal consumer use, and
whose use results in a duration and frequency of exposure that is
not greater than exposure experienced by consumers.)

(NOOTE: These requirements also apply to laboratories and, as necessary
or protection in event of a spill or leak, to work operations where

employees only handle chemicals in sealed containers that are not opened
under normal conditions of use.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorDirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) "aining Activity (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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LABORATORIES (NOTE: The requirements for hazardous materials in laboratories do not
apply to:

- uses of hazardous chemicals that do not meet the definition of
laboratory use

- laboratory uses of hazardous chemicals that provide no potential
for exposure such as:

- commercially prepared kits, such as pregnancy tests, in which
all the reagents needed to conduct the test are contained in
the kit

- procedures using chemically-impregnated test media such as
Dip-and-Read tests.)

3-14. Facilities engaged Verify that a written Chemical Hygiene Plan exists and is: (1)(2)(4)(5)
in the laboratory use of
hazardous chemicals (see - capable of protecting employees from health hazards associated
definitions) are required with hazardous chemicals in the laboratory
to have a Chemical -capable of keeping exposure to regulated substances below
Hygiene Plan (29 CFR required limits.1910.1450(e)). Verify that the plan is readily available to employees and employee

representatives. (1)(2)(4)(5)

Verify that the plan includes the following elements and indicates specific
measures to be taken when laboratory work involves the use of hazardous
chemicals: (1)(2)(4X5)

- standard operating procedures (SONs) relevant to safety and health
considerations

- criteria that will be used to determine and implement control meas-
ures to reduce employee exposure to hazardous chemicals, includ-
ing engineering controls, the use of personal protective equipment,
and hygiene practices

- a requirement that fume hoods and other protective equipment are
functioning properly and that specific measures are taken to
ensure proper and adequate performance of the equipment

- provisions for employee information and training
- circumstances and situations that require prior approval from a

designated individual
- provisions for medical consultations and medical exams
- designation of individuals responsible for the implementation of

the plan
- assignment of a Chemical Hygiene Officer and, if appropriate,

establishment of a Chemical Hygiene Committee

I
(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorA)irector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
tial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) Training Activity (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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REGULAt MY REVIEWER CIECKIc

3-14. (continted) - provisions for additional employee protection when working with
parricularly hazardous substances, including select carcinogens,
reproductive toxins, and substances that have a high degree of
acute toxicity. Provisions might include:

- establishment of a designated area
- use of containment devices such as fume hoods or glove

boxes
- procedures for safe removal of contaminated waste
- decontamination procedures.

Verify that the plan is reviewed annually and updated as needed.
(1X2)(4)(5)

3-15. Facilities engaged Verify that information about the hazards of the chemicals in the work
in the laboratory use of area is provided at the time of initial employment and prior to assign-
hazardous chemicals (see ment involving new exposure risks. (1)(4)(5)(8)
definitions) are required
to provide employees (NOTE: "The frequency of refresher training is to be determined by the
with information and facility.)
training concerning the
hazards of the chemicals Verify that employees are informed of: (1)(4)(5)(8)
in their work areas (29
CFR 1910.1450(f)). - the requirements about which to be tained and informed

- the location and availability of the Chemical Hygiene Plan
- the permissible exposure limits for OSHA-regulated substances or

recommended exposure levels for other hazardous chemicals
where there is no OSHA limit

- signs and symptoms associated with exposure
- the location and known availability of known reference material

such as MSDSs.

Verify that training includes: (1)(4)(5)(8)

- methods and observations that may be used to detect the presence
or release of a hazardous chemical

- physical and health hazards of chemicals in the work area
- measures employees can take to protect themselves
- applicable details of the Chemical Hygiene Plan.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorOirector (3) Facilities Operations Banch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) 'raining Activity (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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3-16. Facil'ties engaged Verify that labels on incoming containers of ,azardous chemicals are not
in the laboratory use of removed or defaced. (1)(4)(5)
hazardous chemicals (see
definitions) are required Verify that MSDSs are maintained and readily accessible to lab employ-
to follow specific han- ees. (1)(4)(5)
dling and operating pro-
cedures (29 CFR Veiify that if the facility is developing chemical substances, a determina-
!910.1450(h)). tion is made as to whether or not a substance is a hazardous chemical if

the composition of the chemical is known and the chemical is produced
only for use by the laboratory. (1)(4)(5)

Verify that if the facility is developing chemical substances as a bypro-
duct, and the composition of a substance is not known, it is assumed to
be hazardous. (1)(4)(5)

Verify that if a chemical substance is produced for a user outside the lab,
the lab meets the standards outlined in 40 CFR 1910.1200 (checklist
items 3-10 through 3-13). (1)(4)(5)

3-17. Facilities engaged Verify that records of monitoring for employee exposure are maintained
in the laboratory use of along with any medical records or test results. (1)(4)(5)(9)
hazardous chemicals (see
definitions) are required
to maintain specific
records (29 CFR
1910.1450(j)).

RELEASES

3-18. Absorbant materi- Verify that absorbant materials are available for spill cleanup. (1)(2)(4)
als should be available
for spill and/or release
cleanup in areas where
hazardous materials are
used or stored (GMP).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisorpirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) Training Activity (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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3-19. Releases in excess Verify that spills in excess of the reportable quantities listed in Appendix
of or equal to reportable 3-1 have been reported. (1)(2)(4X5)
quantities of hazardous
substances shall be Verify that a procedure is in place for the notification of the NRC
reported immediately to immediately after becoming aware of the release. (1)(2)(4)(5)
the National Response
Center (NRC) (40 CFR Verify that if mixtures or solutions of hazardous substances are released,
302.1 through 302.6). except for radionuclides, it is reported when: (1)(2)(4X5)

- the quantity of all hazardous constituents of the mixture or solution
is known, and a reportable quantity or more of any hazardous
constituent is released, or

- the quantity of one or more of the hazardous constituents of the
mixture or solution is unknown, and the total amount of the mix-
ture or solution released equals or exceeds the reportable quantity
for the hazardous constituent with the lowest reportable quantity.

(NOTE: Notification requirements for radionuclide releases are not
included in this protocol.)

3-20. Facilities with Determine if the facility has any releases that are continuous and stable
releases that are continu- in quantity and rate. (1)(2)(4X5)
ous and stable in quantity
and rate are required to Verify that the following notifications have been given: (1)(2X4)(5)
meet limited notification
requirements (40 CFR - initial telephone notification
302.8). - initial written notification within 30 days of the initial telephone

notification
- follow-up notification within 30 days of the first anniversary date

of the initial written notification
- notification of changes in:

- the composition or source of the release
- information submitted in the initial written notification
- the follow-up notification required on the first anniversary date

of the initial written notification notification when there is an
increase in the quantity of the hazardous substances being
released in any 24 h period that represents a statistically
significant increase.

(NOTE: Instead of the initial written report or follow-up report, the
facility may submit a copy of the Toxic Release Inventory form submitted
under SARA Tide HI section 313 for the previous 1 July, provided that
conditions are met as described in 40 CFR 302.8(j).)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor)Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indtu-
"rial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) Trining Activity (g) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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3-21. Facilities where Verify that a procedure is in place to immediately notify the community
an extremely hazardous emergency coordinator or local emergency planning committee (or
chemical is produced, Governor if there is no planning committee) of any area likely to be
used, or stored where affected, and the state emergency response commission of any state likely
there is a release of a to be affected, by the release of a reportable quantity or greater of an
reportable quantity of any extremely hazardous substance or a CERCLA hazardous substance.
extremely hazardous sub- (IX2)(4)(5)
stance of CFRCLA
hazardous substance are (NOTE: Check Appendix 3-1 for a listing of extremely hazardous sub-
required to meet specific stances and look up the reportable quantities for those substances in
notification requirements Appendix 3-1.)
(40 0Fh 355.40). Verify that a procedure is in place to provide a written follow-up emer-

gency notification as soon as practicable after the release. (1)(2)(4)(5)

(NOTE: These notification requirements do not apply to:
- any release resulting in exposure to persons solely within the boun-

daries of the facility
- any release which is a "Federally permitted release" as defined by

CERCLA
- any release which is continuous and stable exceptz

- initial notification
- notification of statistically significant increase
- notification of a new release
- notification of any change in the normal range

- any release of a pesticide exempt by CERCLA
- any release meeting the definition of release under CERCLA.)

EMERGENCY
PLArSNNG

3-22. Facilities where Determine if the facility has any of the items listed in Appendix 3-1 in
there are extremely hazar- amounts equal to or greater than those listed in Appendix 3-1.
dous substances present (1)(2)(4)(5)
in amounts equal to or
greater than the threshold Verify that the facility has notified the state emergency response commis-
limits found in Appendix sion, or Governor if there is not an emergency response commission, that
3-1 are required to follow the facility is subject to emergency planning requirements within 60 days
specific emergency plan- after the facility fist becomes subject to these requirements. (1)(2)(4)(5)
ning procedures (40 CFR
355.10 through 355.30, Verify that a representative has been designated as the facility response
and 355 Appendix A). coordinator to participate in the local emergency planning process.

(1)(2)(4)(5)

Verify that the facility has notified the local emergency planning commit.
tee, or Governor if there is no committee, of the facility representative on
or before September 1987 or 30 days after establishr-ent of a local emer-
gency planning committee, whichever is earlier. (1)(2j(4)(5)

Verify that a procedure is in place to notify the local emergency planning
committee of changes at the facility that are relevant to emergency plan-
ning. (1)(2)(4)(5)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor)Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) 7laining Activity (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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3-23. Facilities that are Verify that MSDSs are submitted to the emergency commission and the
required to prepare or fire department with jurisdictions over the facility for each hazardous
have available an MSDS chemical present at the facility according to the following thresholds:
for a hazardous chemical (1X4)(5)(6)
under OSHA are required
to meet specific reporting - for all hazardous chemicals present at the facility at any one time
requirements (40 CFR in amounts equal to or greater than 10,000 pounds (lb)
370.20 through 370.28). - for all extremely hazardous substances present at the facility in

amounts greater than or equal to 500 lb or the threshold planning
quantity (INQ) (See Appendix 3-1).

Verify that the facility submitted MSDSs on or before 17 October 1990
(or within 3 months (mo) after the facility has become subject to these
requirements) for al hazardous chemicals and extremely hazardous sub-
stances. (1)(4)(5)(6)

Determine if instead of submitting MSDSs, the following have been sub-
mitted: (1)(4k5)(6)

- a list of hazardous chemicals for which the MSDS is required,
grouped by hazard category

- the chemical or common name of each hazardous chemical
- any hazardous component of each hazardous chemical except when

reporting mixture.

Verify that revised MSDSs are provided within 3 mo after the discovery
of significant new information concerning the hazardous chemical.
(1)(4)(5)(6)

Verify that a Tier I or Tier 11 form has been submitted on or before 1
March 1990 (or 1 March of the year after the facility first becomes sub-
ject to these requirements), and annually thereafter, to the emergency
response commission, emergency planning committee, and the fire depart-
ment with jurisdictions over the installation for: (1)(4)(5)(6)

- all hazardous chemicals present at the facility at any one time in
amounts equal to or greater than 10,000 lb (4540 kilograms (kg))
during the preceding year

- extremely hazardous substances present at the facility in amounts
greater than or equal to 500 lb (227 kg - approx. 55 gal) or the
TPQ, whichever is lower.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisoriirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (8) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) Training Activity (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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FLAMMAME/ (NOTE: The requirements pertaining to the handling, storage, and use of
CONBUSTIBLE flammable/combustible liquids with a flashpoint below 200 1' outlined
LIQUID through 29 (1CT{ 1910.106 (checklist items 3-25 through 3-32) do not
STORAGE apply to the following:

- bulk transportation of flammable/combustible liquids
- storage, handling, and use of fuel oil tanks and containers con-

nected with oil burning equipment
- storage of flammable and combustible liquids on farms
- liquids without a flashpoint that may be flammable under some

conditions, such as halogenated hydrocarbons and mixtures con-
taining halogenated hydrocarbons

- mists, sprays, or foams, except in flammable aerosols
- the following facilities when they meet NFPA standards:

- drycleaning plants
- manufacture of organic coatings
- solvent extraction plants
- stationary combustion engines and gas turbines (29 CFR

1910.106(j)).)

General. 3-24. Specific good Verify that the following GMFs are followed: (1)(3)(4)(5)(6)
management practices
should be considered - there are no positive sources of ignition (coen flames, welding,
when storing and han- radial heat, mechanical sparks) in the immediate area
dling flammable/combus- - items are not stored against pipes or coils producing heat
tible materials (GMP). - paint drums that are stored horizontally are rolled a half turn every

90 days
- containers of paint are palletized prior to storage
- aerosol containers are stored in well-ventilated areas.

Verify that containers are stored and handled such that: (1)(3X4)(5)(6)

- open flame devices are not in use in the storage area
- combustible materials, other than wood pallets used in the storage

of flammable/combustibles, are not stored in the storage facility
- handling is done so as to avoid damaging the label
- materials received without a date of manufacture label are marked

with the shipping document date
- leaking containers are immediately removed from the storage area
- containers are stored so that they are issued or used in the order of

dates of manufacture, with the oldest material being used first
- there are no open containers.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor)Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-

trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & ',re Safety Section (8) "lhsining Activity (g) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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3-25. Drums and other Verify that flammable and combustible liquid containers meet the con-
containers of less than 60 straints outlined in Appendix 3-2 except that glass or plastic containers of
gal individual capacity no more than I gal capacity may be used for a Class 1A or IB flammable
and portable tanks less liquid if: (1X3)(4)(5X6)
than 660 gal individual
capacity used to store - the liquid would be rendered unfit for its intended use by contact
flammable or combustible with metal or would excessively corrode a metal container
materials are required to - the user's process either would require more than 1 pint (pt) of a
meet specific standards Class IA liquid or more than 1 quart (qt) of a Class 1B liquid of a
(29 CFR 1910.106(d)(1) single assay lot to be used at one time, or would require the
and 1910.106(d)(2)). maintenance of an analytical standard liquid of a quality which is

not met by the specified standards of the liquids available, and the
quantity of the analytical standard liquid required to be used in
any one control process exceeds 1/16 the capacity of the container
allowed under Appendix 3-2 for the class of liquid.

Verify that each portable tank has one or more devices installed in the
top with sufficient emergency venting capacity to limit internal pressure
under fire exposure conditions to 10 psig or 30 percent of the bursting
pressure of the tank, whichever is greater. (1)(3)(4)(5)(6)

(NOTE: These standards do not apply to:
- storage of containers in service stations, Class I or Class II liquids

in the fuel tanks of motor vehicles, aircraft, boats, or portable or
stationary engines

- flammable or combustible paints, oils, varnishes, or similar mix-
tares used for painting or maintenance when not kept for a period
in excess of 30 days.)

3-26. Flammable or Verify that exits or common traffic routes are not blocked. (1)(4)(6)
combustible liquids shall
not be stored in ways that (NOTE: These standards do not apply to:
limit the use of exits, - storage of containers in service stations, Class I or Class II liquids
stairways, or areas nor- in the fuel tanks of motor vehicles, aircraft, boats, or portable or
mally used for the safe stationary engines
egress of people (29 CFR - flammable or combustible paints, oils, varnishes, or similar mix-
1910.106(d)( 5)(i)). tUires used for painting or maintenance when not kept for a period

in excess of 30 days.)

3-27. Storage cabinets Verify that storage cabinets meet the following: (1)(4X6)
used for the storage of
flammable/ombustible - no more than 60 gal of Class I or Class II liquids nor any more
liquids must meet specific than 120 gal of Class Il liquids are stored in the cabinet
requirements (29 CFR - the cabinets are fire resistant
1910.106(d)(3)). - cabinets are constantly closed and are conspicuously labeled

FLAMMABLE-Keep Fire Away.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor)irector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) Training Activity (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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3-28. Storage cabinets Verify that storage cabinets meet the following: (1)(4X6)
used for the storage of
flammable/combustible - materials within the cabinet are segregated
liquids should meet - there are no open containers within the cabinet
specific requirements - all containers in the cabinet are labeled.
(GMP).

3-29. Inside flammable/ Verify that the facility's flammable/combustible storage facility meets the
combustible storage following: (1)(4)(6)
rooms must meet certain
specifications (29 CFR - the walls meet fire resistance test NFPA 251-1969
1910.106(d)(4)). - a 4-inch (in.) raised sill or ramp is provided to adjacent rooms or

buildings, or the floor of the storage area is 4 in. lower than the
surrounding floors

- an open grated trench that drains to a safe area is in the building if
a sill or ramp is not present

- liquid-tight wallfttoor joints exist
- self-closing fire doors exist (NFPA 80)
- the electrical wiring and equipment meet NFPA 70 requirements
- the storage in the rooms meets the requirements in Appendix 3-3
- there is either a gravity or mechanical exhaust ventilation system
- the exhaust system provides for six changes of air in the mom per

hour
- mechanical exhaust systems are controlled by a switch outside the

door and have exhaust outlets on exterior walls
- for gravity ventilation, the fresh air intake is on exterior walls
- there is one clear aisle at least 3 feet (ft) wide
- containers over 30 gal capacity are not stacked one upon tht other
- all wood shelving is at least 1 in. thick
- dispensing is done by an approved pump or self-closing faucet,

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor•)irector (3) Facilities Operatios Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) Training Activity (g) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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3-30. The storage of Verify that the following requirements are met: (1X4)(6)
flammable or combustible
liquids in warehouses or - if the storage facility is located 50 ft or less from a building or line
storage buildings shall of adjoining property that may be built upon, the exposing wall is
meet specific require- a blank wall having a fire-resistance rating of at least 2 h
ments (29 CFR 1910.106 - any quantity of liquids may be stored as long as the storage
(d)(5)(vi)). arrangements outlined in Appendix 3-4 are met

- containers are separated by pallets or dunnage when necessary to
provide stability and prevent excess stress on container walls

- portable tanks stored over one tier high are designed to nest
securely

- no pile is closer than 3 ft to the nearest beam, chord, girder, or
other obstruction

- piles are 3 ft below sprinkler deflectors or discharge points of
water spray

- aisles are at least 3 ft wide when necessary for access to doors,
windows, or standpipe connections.

3-31. Flammable/com- Verify that outdoor flammable/combustible storage meets the following
bustible materials stored requirements: (1)(4)(6)
outside of buildings must
meet certain storage and - no more than 1100 gal of flammable/combustible liquids are stored
handling criteria (29 CFR adjacent to buildings located on the same premises unless 10 ft or
1910.106(d)(6)). more exists between buildings and the nearest flammable con-

tainer
- the storage area is graded to divert spills or is surrounded by a

curb at least 6 in. high
- drains terminate in a safe location
- the storage area is protected against tampering and kept free of

wastes or other combustible materials
- all containers bear contents, labels, and hazard markings
- total quantity and arrangement of liquids outside a building com-

plies with the requirements in Appendix 3-4.

(NOTE: These standards do not apply to:
- storage of containers in service stations, Class I or Class II liquids

in the fuel tanks of motor vehicles, aircraft, boats, or portable or
stationary engines

- flammable or combustible paints, oils, varnishes, or similar mix-
tures used for painting or maintenance when not kept for a period
in excess of 30 days.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorOirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) "l-aining Activity (g) Medical Serv ces (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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3-32. Areas where Verify that all flammable ombustible storage locations meet the follow-
flammables/combustibles ing requirements: (1)(4)(6)
are stored must meet cer-
tain fire protection stan- - there is at least one 12-B rated portable fire extinguisher located
dards (29 CFR 1910.106 outside and within 10 ft of the door opening into any room for
(d)(7)). storage

- there is at least one 12-B rated portable fire extinguisher located
within 10 to 25 ft of any Class I or Class H liquid storage area
outside of a storage room, but inside a building

- fire extinguishing sprinklers or systems meet the standards in 29
CFR 1910.159

- no smoking or open flame is permitted within 50 ft, and signs to
this effect are posted

- incompatible materials ame not stored together
- no water reactive materials are stored in the same room with

flammable*ombustible liquids.

(NOIE: These standards do not apply to:
- storage of containers in service stations, Class I or Class I liquids

in the fuel tanks of motor vehicles, aircraft, boats, or portable or
stationary engines

- flammable or combustible paints, oils, varnishes, or similar mix-
uires used for painting or maintenance when not kept for a period

in excess of 30 days.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisorpirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiailon Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) Tr~aining Activity (g) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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Industrial Areas (NOIE: Items 3-33 through 3-35 pertain to industrial areas where the
use of flammable or combustible liquid is incidental to the principal busi-
ness or where flammable or combustible liquids are handled or used only
in unit physical operations such as drying, evaporating, filtering, distilla-
tion, and similar operations that do not involve chemical reactions.)

3-33. Areas where Verify that the following provisions are met: (1)(4X6)
flammable/combustible
materials are stored, - portable fire extinguishers and fire control equipment shall be in
dispensed, or used in place in quantity and type as needed for the hazards of operation
industrial plants shall and storage at the site
meet specific guidelines - adequate precautions shall be taken to prevent sources of ignition
(29 (FR 1910.106(e)(4) at the site
through 1910.106(e)(9)). - Clasw I liquids shall not be dispensed into containers unless nozzles

and containers are electrically interconnected
- operations such as welding and cutting for repairs to equipment

shall be done under the supervision of an individual in responsible
charge

- maintenance and operating practices shall control leakage and
prevent the accidental escape of flammable or combustible liquids:

- adequate aisles shall be maintained
- combustible waste material and residues shall be kept to a

minimum, stored in covered metal containers, and disposed
of daily

- thegrounds area around the buildings and unit operating areas
sh e kept free of weeds, trash or other unnecessary com-
bustibles

- tank vehicle and tank car loading or unloading facilities are
separated from aboveground tanks, warehouses, and other plant
buildings or nearest line of adjoining property by a distance of 25
ft for Class I liquids and 15 ft for Class II and mI liquids.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Superviaorpirector (3) Facilities Operationm Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Satety Section (8) Training Activity (g) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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3-34. Incidental storage Verify that flammable and combustible liquids are stored in closed con-
of flammable/combusti- tainers. (1)(4)(6)
ble liquids in industrial
areas must conform to Verify that the storage areas meet the requirements outlined in 29 (YR
certain requirements (29 1910.106(d)(3) through 1910.106(d)(4) as listed in checklist items 3-27
CFR 1910.106(eX2)). and 3-29 except that- (1)(4)(6)

- the quantity of liquid that can be located outside of an inside
storage room or storage cabinet in a building, or in any one fire
area of a building, shall not exceed:

- 25 gal of Class IA liquids in containers
- 120 gal of Class IH, IC, II, or mI liquids in containers
- 660 gal of Class 1B, 1B, II, or 111 liquids in a single portable

tank
- where large quantities of flammable or combustible liquids are

needed, storage may be in tanks.

Verify that areas where flammablecombustible liquids are transferred
from one container to another container are separated from other opera-
tions in the building by an adequate distance or by construction having
fire resistance. (IX4)(6)

Verify that drainage or other means is provided to contain spills, and ade-
quate natural or mechanical ventilation is present, (1)(4)(6)

Verify that the following practices are observed at the point of final use:
(IX4)(6)

- flammable liquids are kept in covered containers when not actually
in use

- where flammable/combustible liquids are used or handled means
are provided to dispose promptly and safely of spills and leaks

- Class I liquids are only used where there are no open flames or
other sources of ignition

- flammable*ombustible liquids are drawn from or transferred into
vessels, containers, or portable tanks within a building only
through a closed piping system, from safety cans, by means of a
device drawing through the top, or from a container or portable
tank by gravity through an approved self-closing valve. Transfer
by means of air pressure on the container or portable tanks is
prohibited.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) Training Activity (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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3-35. Those areas where Verify that the the following parameters are met: (IX4)(6)
flammable/combustible
liquids are used in unit - these areas are located so that each building or unit of equipment
operations such as mix- is accessible from at least one side for firefighting
ing, drying, evaporating, - areas where unstable liquids ame handled or small scale unit chemi-
filtering, or distillation cal processes are carried on shall be separated from the remainder
are required to meet of the area by a fire wall of 2 h minimum fire resistance rating
specific operating stan- - emergency drainage systems direct leakage and fire protection
dards (29 CFR 1910.106 water to a safe location
(e)(3)). - emergency drainage systems, if connected to public sewers or

discharged into public waterways, are equipped with traps or a
separator

- when Class I liquids are being used, ventilation is provided at a
rate of not less than 1 cubic foot (cu ft) per min per square foot
(sq ft) of solid floor area through either natural or mechanical
means

- equipment is designed to limit flammable vapor-air mixtures.

COWRESSID GAS
STORAGE

3-36. The in-plant Verify that compressed gas cylinders and tanks have safety relief devices.
storage, handling, and (1X4)(5)
utilization of all
compressed gases in
cylinders, portable tanks,
rail tankers, or motor
vehicles must be done
according to the
Compressed Gas Associa-
tion Pamphlet P-1-1965
(29 CFR 1910.101).

3-37. Compressed gases Verify that the following practices and procedures are followed: (I)X4)(5)
should be handled
according to specific pro- - oxygen cylinders are free from grease or oil
cedures and practices - numbers or markings that are stamped on the cylinders are not
(GMP). altered or defaced

- additional markings are not applied to cylinders without approval
- empty cylinders are stored separately but in the same manner as

full cylinders
- valves on empty cylinders are closed
- NO SMOKING signs are posted in and around compressed gas

storage sheds.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisorpirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (6) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) Taining Activity (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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TRANWORTA'IION

3-38. Transportation of Determine if CDC personnel transport hazardous materials on and/bo
hazardous materials offsite. (1)(5)(11)(12)
should be done in a
manner that prevents Verify that precautions are taken when transporting including the follow-
spills to the environment, ing: (1)(5)(11)(12)
exposure risks to person-
nel and promotes safe - MSDSs are available in case of an accident
handling practices - personnel are trained in how to handle the materials being tran-
(GMP). sported

- materials are closed when being transported
- vehicles are placarded to indicate the types of materials being tran-

sported.

(NOME: The regulations found in Tide 49, Subchapter C of the CFR
etail requirements for the transportation of hazardous materials. 49 CFT

171.1(c) stipulates that these requirements apply when materials are being
transported in commerce. According to a representative from the Depart,
ment of Transportation (DOT), commerce is defined in terms of making a
profit in this instance, therefore Subchapter C does not apply to Federal
agencies.)

RADIOACTIVE
MAMMhRALS

3-39. Personnel working Verify that all individuals working in or frequenting any portion of a
around radioactive radiation area are: (1)(2)(6)
materials are required to
be notified of specific - informed of the existence of radioactive materials
information and trained - instructed in the safety problems associated with exposure to such
(29 CFR 1910.96(i)). materials and radiation and in precautions or devices to minimize

exposure
- advised of reports that must be made concerning exposure.

Verify that the facility has conspicuously posted a current copy of its
provisions and operating procedures in locations where radioactive
materials are found or keeps the documents in a place where they are
available on request, (1)(2)(6)

I
(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisorpirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) Training Activity (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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3-40. Specific Verify that the facility notifies the Assistant Secretary of Labor or his
notification requirements duly appointed representative by telephone or telegraph of any incident
must be met for radioac- that may have caused or threatens to cause: (IX2X6)
tive material incidents (29
CFR 1910.96(1) and - exposure of the whole body or any individual to 25 renms or more
1910.96(m)). of radiation

- exposure of the skin of the whole body of any individual to 150
rems or more of radiation

- exposure of the feet, ankles, hands, or forearms of any individual
to 375 rent or more of radiation.

Verify that the facility notifies the Assistant Secretary of Labor or his
duly appointed representative by telephone or telegraph of any incident
that may have caused or threatens to cause the release of radioactive
material in concentrations which, if averaged over a period of 24 h,
would exceed 5000 times the limits specified in Appendix 3-6 (table II of
Appendix B of 10 CFR 20). (1)(2)(6)

Verify that notification is made within 24 h of the following: (1)(2)(6)

- exposure of the whole body or any individual to 5 reins or more of
radiation

- exposure of the skin of the whole body of any individual to 30
reins or more of radiation

- exposure of the feet, ankles, hand o- forearms to 75 rems or more
of radiation.

Verify that a written report of overexposure is made within 30 days.
(lX2)(6)

(I) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorDirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (8) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) Training Activity (g) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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3-41. Specific signs zre Verify that each radiation area is posted with a conspicuous sign or signs
required in radiation areas bearing the radiation symbol and the words CAUTON, RADIATION
(29 C 1910.96(e)(1) AREA. '1)(2)(6)
through 1910.96(e) 3)(i),
1910.96qe)t4) e throug Verify that each high radiation area is posted with a conspicuous sign or
1910.96(e )5), and signs bearing the radiation symbol and the words CAUTION, HIGH
1910.96(g)). RADIATION AREA. (IX2)(6)

Verify that each airborne radioactivity area is posted with a conspicuous
sign or signs bearing the radiation symbol and the words CAUTION,
AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVITY AREA. (1)(2)(6)

Verify that each area or room in which radioactive material is used or
stored and which contains any radioactive material (other than natural
uranium or thorium) in any amount exceeding 10 times the quantity of
such material specified in Appendix 3-7 (Appendix C of 10 CFR 20) is
conspicuously posted with a sign or signs bearing the radiation caution
symbol and the words CAUTION, RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS.
(1 X2)(6)

(NOIE: The following are exempted from sign posting reo-irements:
- a room or an area with a sealed source then the radiation level 12

in. from the surface of the source containei or housing does not
exceed 5 millirenskh

- rooms or other areas containing radioactive material for periods of
less than 8 h if:

- the materials are constantly attended duing such periods by
an individual who takes appropriate precautions

- the room is under the control of the facility.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisorpirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & FIre Safety Section (8) Thining Activityr (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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3-42. Containers of Verify that each container in which is transported, stored, or used a quan-
radioactive materials are tity of radioactive material (other than natural uranium or thorium)
required to be labeled greater than the quantity of the material specified in Appendix 3-5 beam
according to specific stan- a durable, clearly visible label with the radiation caution symbol and the
dards (29 CFR words CAUTION, RADIOACTIVE MA1ERIAL. (1)(2)(6)
1910.96( e)(6) and
1910.96(h)). (NOTE: A label is not required if:

- the concentration of the material in the container does not exceed
that specified in Appendix 3-5

- the containers are laboratory containers such as beakers, flasks, and
test tubes used transiently in laboratory procedures, and the user is
present,)

Verify that when containers are used for storage, the labels also state the
quantities and kinds of radioactive materials in the containers as well as
the date of measurement of the quantities. (1)(2)(6)

(NO'IE: Radioactive materials packaged and labeled according to DOT
rules do not have to be labeled according to these requirements if the
inside containers are labeled according to these requirements.)

3-43. High radiation Verify that each high radiation area is equipped with a control device
areas are required to be that either causes the level of radiation to be reduced below the level at
equipped with specific which an individual might receive a dose of 100 millirems in 1 h upon
control devices (29 CFR entry into the area or energizes a conspicuous visible or audible alarm
1910.96(e)(3)(ii)). signal so that the individual entering and the supervisor of the activity are

aware of the entry. (1)(2)(6)

(NOTE: This requirement does not apply to high radiation areas esta-
blished for a period of 30 days or less.)

3-44. Radioactive Verify that radioactive materials are stored in a manner that they are
materials stored in a non- secured against unauthorized removal. (1)(2)(6)
radiation area must be
secured against unauthor-
ized removal from the
place of storage (29 CFR1910.96(j)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorA)irector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section Chiefs (5) Indus-
trial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section (8) "aining Activity (9) Medical Services (11) Procurement
& Grants Office (12) Warehouse
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Appendix 3-1

Consolidated List of Chenicals Covered in Title MI
of Superfund Arneridnment and Reauthorization Act (SARA)

"This consolidated chemical list includes chemicals subject to reporting requirements under TilMe
III of SARA of 1986. This consolidated chemical list does not contain all chemicals that are
subject to reporting requirements in Section 311 and 312 of SARA 'fdle III. These hazardous
chemicals, for which MSDS must be developed under OSHA Hazard Communication Stan-
dards, are identified by broad criteria, rather than enumeration. There are over 50,000 such
substances that meet the criteria. The consolidated list has been prepared to help determine
whether there is a need to submit reports under Section 304 or 313 of 'itle III and, for a
specific chemical, whLt reports need to be submitted.

The list includes chemicals referenced under the four following Federal statutory provisions:

1. SARA Section 302 Extremely Hazardous Substances - The presence of which, in sufficient quan-
tities, requires certain emergency planning activities to be conducted. Releases of these sub-
stances are also subject to reporting under Section 304 of Title HI. 'The final rule listing the
extremely hazardous substances and their IMQ, is found in 40 CER 355.

2. CERCLA Hazardous Substances Reportable Quantity (RQ) Chemicals - Releases of which are sub-
ject to reporting under the CERCLA or "Superfund" of 1980. Such releases are also subject to
reporting under Section 304 of ritle III. CERCLA hazardous substances, and their RQ, are
listed in 40 CFR Part 302, Table 302.4.

3. SARA Section 313 Toxic Chemicals - Emissions or releases of which must be reported annually as
part of SARA Title mI's community right-to-know provisions. A list of these toxic chemicals is
found in 40 CFR 372.65.

4. RCRA Hazardous Wastes - from the "1' and "U" lists (40 CF`R 261.33), of specific chemicals.
RCRA hazardous wastes from the "F' and "K" lists are not included here; such waste streams
are also CERCLA hazardous substances. This listing is provided as an indicator that you may
already have data on a specific chemical that can be used for Title Ill reporting purposes.

There are four columns in the consolidated list corresponding to these four statutory provisions. If a
chemical is listed as an extremely hazardous substance under Section 302, its TPQ is given in the
extremely hazardous sunstance column. Similarly, the CERCLA RQ is given for those chemicals that
are listed as hazardous substances. A key to the symbols used in the Section 302 and CERCLA
columns precedes the list. An 'X' in the column for Section 313 indicates that the chemical is subject
to reporting under Section 313.

The letter-and-digit code in the column for 40 CFR 261.33 is the chemical's RCRA hazardous waste
code. A blank in any of these columns indicates that the chemical is not subject to the corresponding
statutory authorities.

The Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) registry number is provided for each chemical on the list,

0
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For additional copies of this list, address requests to:

Tide III Hotline
US Environmental Protection Agency
WH-562A
401 M Street, SW
Washington, DC 20640
Phone: (800) 535-0262

Key to Symbols in the Cbmolidatled Checnal List

#- Indicates that the RQ is subject to change when an assessment of potential carcinogenicity and/or
chronic toxicity is completed; until then, the statutory RQ applies.

I- Indicates that an adjusted RQ has been proposed, but a final judgment has not been made.

+ - EPA has proposed to adjust the RQ for radionuclides by establishing RQS in units of curies; until
then, the 1 lb RQ applies.

* - Indicates that the chemical is proposed for deletion from the list of extremely hazardous sub-

stances.

- Indicates that no RQ is assigned to this generic or broad class.

0
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SAR MILhE II
CONSOLIDAT1ED CHEM[CAL LIST

Tibs is an alphabetical listing of the consolidated list of chemicals.
Numbered chemicals are listed first.

Eicfremexly Ha&. Sub. Tcade Has. Wastes
C1he~rncai 1N&i" Has. Sub. RQ Chemicals which are RCIRA CAS ND.

40 CFR 366 40 CFIR 30M. 40 (FR 32A6 Haz. Mat.
(1b) (1b)

1,Amino-2-methyl- x 82-28-0
antliaquinone

I-Butatiazine,N-butyl-N- 10 x U172 924-16-3
nitwoso-

1-Methylbutadiene 100 U186 504-601-9
I-Naphthalaniine 100 x U167 134-32-7
1-Propanainnne 5000 U194 107-10-8
I-Propanol,2,3-dibromo- 10 x U235 1265-72-7

phosphate (3: 1)
(1,1'-Biphenyl}-4,4'diarrnne, 100 x U091 119-90-4

3,3'dimetkioxy-
(1,1'-Biphenyl)-4,4'diazinne, 10 x U095 119-93-7

3,3'dimethyl-
1,1-Dichloroethane 1000 U076 75-34-3
1,1-Dichloroethylene 100 x U078 75-35-4
1,2-Benzeriedicarboxylic 100 x U028 117-81-7

yl)] ester
1,2-Benzenedicarboxylic 1000 x U088 84-6&-2

acid, diethyl ester
(diethyl phthlate)

1,2-Benzenediol,4- [ -hy- 1000 P042 51-43-4
droxy-2-(methylainino)
ethyll-

1,2-Benzisothiazolin-3(2H) 100 x U202 81-07-2
one, 1,1-dioxide

1,2-Benzphenanthrene 100 U050 218-01-9
1,2-Butylene oxide x 106-88-7
1 ,2-Dibrorno-3- 1 x U066 96- 12-8

chioropropane
1,2-Dichloroetbhane 100 x U077 107-06-2
1 ,2-Dichloroethylene x 540-59-0
1,2-Dichloropropane 1000 x U083 78-87-5
1,2-Dimethylbydrazine 1 U099 540-73-8
1,2-Dipbenylhydmizne 10 x U109 122-66-7
1,2-Oxathiolane,2,2-diox 10 x U193 1120-71-4

ide
1,2-trans-Dichloroetirylene 1000 U079 156-60-5
1,3-Benzenediol 5000 U201 108-4&-3
1,3-Benzodioxole, 5-propyl 10 U090 94-58-6
1,3-Benzodioxole,S-)1- 100 x U141 120-58-1

1 propenyl)
1,,3-Benzodioxole, 5-) 100 x U203 94-59-7

2, propenyl)
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E]t[aenrly Hm. Sub. Tkode Mm. Wastm
CHanical Nsm Has. Sub. RQ (wnicalns which are RCRA CAS Na'

(1b) (Ib)

1,3-Butadiene x
1,3-DichlororoIpylene 100 x U084 542-75-6
1,3-Isobenzofurandione 5000 x U190 85-44-9
1,4-Diethylene dioxide 100 x U108 123-91-1

(1,4-Dioxane)
1,4-Naphthaenedione 5000 U166 130-15-4
2-Acetylaminofluorene I x U005 53-96-3
2-Aminoanthraquinone x 117-79-3
2-Butanone peroxide 10 UI60 1338-23-4
2-Butanone 5000 x U159 78-93-3

(Methyl ethyl ketone)
2-Butene,1,4-dichloro- I U074 764-41-0
2-Chioroacetophenone x 532-27-4
2-Chloroethyl vinyl ether 1000 U042 110-75-8
2-Chlorophenol 100 U048 95-57-8
2-Cyclohexl-4, 100 P034 131-89-5

6-dinitmphenotl
2-Ethoxyethanol 100 x 110-80-5
2-Furancarboxaldehyde 5000 U125 98-01-1
2-Methoxyethanol x 109-86-4
2-Naphthylamine 10 x U168 91-59-8
2-Nitropropane 10 x U171 79-46-9
2-Phenylphenol x QO-43-7
2-Phcoline 5000 U191 109-06-8
2,2-Dichloropropionic acid 5000 75-99-0
2,3-Dichloropropene 100 x 78-88-6
2,3,4- Trichlorophenol 10 x 15950-66-0
2,3,5-"richlorophenol 10 933-78-8
2,3,6- Trichlorophenol 10 933-75-5
2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo 1 1746-01-6

p-dioxin (TCDD)
2,4-D acid 100 x U240 94-75-7
2,4-D esters 100 94-11-1
2,4-D esters 100 94-79-1
2,4-D esters 100 94-80-4
2,4-D esters 100 1320-18-9
2,4-D esters 100 1928-38-7
2,4-D esters 100 2971-38-2
2,4-D esters 100 53467-11-1
2,4-D esters 100 1928-61-6
2,4-D esters 100 1929-73-3
2,4-D esters 100 25168-26-7
2,4-Diaminoanisole sulfate x 39156-41-7
2,4-Diaminosole x 615-41-7
2,4-Diaminotoluene 10 U221 823-40-5
2,4-Dichlorophenol 100 x U081 120-83-2
2,4-Dimethylphenot 100 x UI01 105-67-9
2,4-Dinitrophenol 10 x P048 51-28-5
2,4,5-T esters 1000 25168-15-4
2,4,5-T salts 1000 13560-99-1
2,4,5-T amines 5000 1319-72-8
2,4,5-T amines 5000 3813-14-7
2,4,5-T amines 5000 6369-96-6
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O EreTmey Ha. Sub. TMade Hax. Waste
CheriuCad Nmm Has. Sub. RQ Cicuals which ace RCRA GAS ND.

40 CR 3 40 CFR 302.4 40 oIt 372A6 HAL Ma.
(1b) (1b)

2,4,5-T amines 5000 6369-97-7

2,4,5-T amines 5000 2008-46-0

2,4,5-T esters 1000 93-79-8

2,4,5-T esters 1000 1928-47-8

2,4,5-T esters 1000 2545-59-7

2,4,5-T esters 1000 61792-07-2

2,4,5-T 1000 U232 93-76-5

2,4,5-TP acid esters 100 32534-95-5

2,5-Furandione 5000 x U147 108-31-6

2,6-Dichlorophenol 100 U082 87-65-0

2,6-Xylidine x 87-62-7

3,3-Dichlorobenzidine x 91-94-1

3,4-Diaminotoluene 10 x U221 95-80-7

3,4-Dinitrotoluene 10 610-39-9

3,4,5- Tchlorophenol 10 609-19-8

3,5-Dichloro-N-(I, l-di- 5000 U192 23950-58-5

methyl-2-propynyl)
benzamide

4-Aminoazobenzene x 60-09-3

4-Aminobiphenyl x 92-67-1

4-Chloro-m-cresol 5000 U039 59-50-7

4-Chlorophenyl phenyl 5000 7005-72-3

ether
4-Nitrobiphenyl x 92-93-3

4,4'-Diaminodiphenyl ether x 101-80-4

4,4 '-Isopropylidenediphenol x 80-05-7

4,4'-Methylene bis(N,N-di- x 101-61-1

methyl) benzenamine
4,4'-Methylenedianiline x 101-77-9

4,4'-Thiodianiline x 139-65-1

6-dinitrophenoll
5-Nitro-o-anisidine x 99-59-2

Acenaphthene 100 83-32-9

Acenaphthylene 5000 208-96-8

Acetaldehyde 1000 x U001 75-07-0

Acetaldehyde, trichloro- 5000 U034 75-87-6

Acetamide x 60-35-5

Acetamide-N-(4- 100 U187 62-44-2

ethoxyphenyl)-
Acetamide,N-(aminothi- 1000 P002 591-08-2

oxomethyl)-
Acetic acid 5000 64-19-7

Acetic acid, ethyl ester 5000 U112 141-78-6

Acetic acid, fluoro, I0/10,000 10 P058 62-74-8

sodium salt
Acetic acid, lead2-+) salt 10 U144 301-04-2

Acetic acid, thalliunI(+) 100 U214 563-68-8

salt
Acetic anhydride 5000 108-24-7

Acetone 5000 x U002 67-64-1

Acetone cyanohydrin 1000 10 P069 75-86-5

Acetone thiosemicarbazide 1000/10,000 1752-30-3

Acetonitile 5000 x U003 75-05-8
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Appencifx 3-1 (amtinued)

]EktUwrly Has. Sub. Taodc Ha:. Waptes
Chenical Nume HAX. Sub. RQ Cturicilb which we R( CAS NiL

43 CIR 366 40 CFR •34 40 (FR 372.6 Him FN6.
fib) (1b)

Acetophenone 5000 U004 98-86-2
Acetyl bromide 5"00 506-96-7
Acetyl chlonde 5000 U006 75-36-5
Acrolein 500 I x P003 107-02-8
Acrylamide 1000/10,000 5000 x U007 79-06-I
Acrylic acid 5000 x U008 79-10-7
Acrylonitrile 10,000 100 x U009 107-13-1
Acrylyl chloride 100 814-68-6
Adipic acid 5000 124-04-09
Adiponitrile 1000 111-69-3
Aldicarb 10040,000 I F070 116-06-3
Aldrin 500/0,000 1 x P0O4 309-o0-2
Allyl alcohol 1000 100 x P005 107-18-6
Allyl chloride 1000 x 107-05-1
Allylamine 500 107-11-9
alpha,alphahDimethyl 5000 P046 122-09-8

phenethylamine
alpha-Endosulfan 1 959-98-8
alphaBHC 10 319-84-6
Aluminum (fume or dust) x 7429-90-5
Aluminum oxide x 1344-28- 1

(fibrous forms)
Aluminum phosphide 500 100 P006 20859-73-8
Aluminum sulfate 5000 10043-01-3
Aminopterin 50040,000 54-62-6
Amiton 500 78-53-5
Amiton oxaJate 100I0,000 3734-97-2
Amitrole 10 U011 61-82-5
Ammonia 500 100 x 7664-41-7
Ammonium acetate 5000 631-61-8
Ammonium benzoate 5000 1863-63-4
Ammonium bicarbonate 5000 1066-33-7
Ammonium bichromate 10 7789-09-5
Ammonium bifluoride 100 1341-49-7
Ammonium bisulfite 5000 10192-30-0
Ammonium carbamate 5000 1111-78-0
Ammonium carbonate 5000 506-87-6
Ammonium chlonde 5000 12125-02-9
Ammonium chromate 10 7788-98-9
Ammonium citrate,dibasic 5000 3012-65-5
Ammonium fluoborate 5000 13826-83-0
Ammonium fluoride 100 12125-01-8
Ammonium hydroxide 1000 1336-21-6
Ammonium nitrate x 6484-52-2

(solution)
Ammonium oxalate 5000 5972-73-6
Ammonmum oxalate 5000 6009-70-7
Ammonium oxalate 5000 14258-49-2
Ammonium picrate 10 P009 131-74-8
Ammonium silicofluonde 1000 16919-19-0
Ammonium sulfamate 5000 7773-06-0
Ammonium sulfate x 7783-20-2

(solution)
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Appendix 34i (uxilnned)

EicrenKwy Has. Sub. TaMde Hi. Wastes

aherical Num Has. Sub. RQ Cherric&6 which ace RRA CAS ND.

4D (FR 366 4D CIFR 363. 40 CFR 372.6 Ma" ?ivbt

(lb) (hb)

Ammonium sulfide 100 12135-76-1

Ammonium sulfite 5000 10196-04-0

Ammonium tarb-ak 5000 14307-43-8

Ammonium bwtirate 5000 3164-29-2

Ammonium thiocyanate 5000 1762-95-4

Ammonium vanadate 1000 P119 7803-55-6

Amphetamine 1000 300-62-9

Amyl acetate 5000 628-63-7

Analine,2,4,6-trimethyl- 500 88-05-1

Aniline 1000 5000 x U012 62-53-3

Anthracene 5000 x 120-12-7

Antimony 5000 x 7440-36-0

Antimony pentachloride 1000 7647-18-9

Antimony pentafluoride 500 7783-70-2

Antimony potassium 100 28300-74-5

Antimony tnbrornde 1000 7789-61-9

Antimony trichloride 1000 10025-91-9

Antimony tifluonde 1000 7783-56-4

Antimony trioxide 1000 1309-64-4

Antimycin A 1000/10,000 1397-94-0

Antu 500o/0,000 86-88-4

Aroclor 1016 1 12674-11-2

SAroclor 1221 1 11104-28-2

Aroclor 1232 1 11141-16-5

Aroclor 1242 1 53469-21-9

Aroclor 1248 1 12672-29-6

Aroclor 1254 1 11097-69-1

Aroclor 1260 1 11096-82-5

Arsenic I X 7440-38-2

Arsenic acid I Polo 1327-52-2

Arsenic acid I POlo 7778-39-4

Arsenic disulfide 1 1303-32-8

Arsenic pentoxide 100/10,000 I PO11 1303-28-2

Arsenic trisulfide 1 1303-33-9

Arsenic trioxide 100/10,000 I P012 1327-53-3

Arsenous trichloride 500 1 7784-34-1

Amine 100 7784-42-1

Amine, diethyl- I P038 692-42-2

Asbestos 1 x 1332-21-4

Azaserine 1 U015 115-02-6

Azinophos-ethyl 100/10,000 2642-71-9

Azinophos-methyl 10/10,000 86-50-0

Barium and compounds x 7440-39-3

Barium cyanide 10 P013 542-62-1

Bensza chloride 500 5000 x U017 98-87-3

Benzamide x 55-21-0

Benz[a] anthracene 10 U018 56-55-3

Benzanthracene,7,12- 1 U094 57-97-6

dimethyl-

Benz[cjacridine 100 U016 225-51-4

Benzenamine,2-methyl, 100 U181 99-55-8

5-nitro-
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Appemlfx 3-1 (ctmtinued)

Ekvcn~ly Has. Sub. Tcodc Has. Wastes
aherncal N~um Has. Sub. RQ hafflcals which are RCIIA CAS NDb. W

40 aii 366 40 CFRt 303.4 40 CFIR 372A6 HALg Iat.
(lb) (lb)

Benzenamine,2-methyl, 100 xU222 636-21-5
bydiochloride

Benzenamnine,3-(btnffuoro- 500 98-16-8
methyl)-

Benzenamine-4-chloro 1000 P024 106-47-8
Benzenamine,4-chloro-2- 100 U049 3165-93-3

methyl-hydwochoiode
Benzenenaznine, 4-methyl 100 U353 106-49-0
Benzenamzne,4-nhtro- 5000 P077 100-01-6
Benzenazmne 4,4'- 10 x U158 101-1+4-

methylenebis-2-chloro
Benzenamine,NN-dimeth- 10 x U093 60-11-7

yl-4-phenylazo
Benzene 10 x U019 71-43-2
Benzene, 1- bromo-4- 100 U030 101-55-3

phenoxy-
Benzene, 1-(chloro- 50040,000 100-14-1

Benzene, 1-methyl-2,4- 10 x UlO5 121-14-2
dinjiro-

Benzene, 1-methylethyl- S00 x U055 98-82-8
(Owunene)

Benzene, 1,2-dichloro 100 x U070 95-50-1
Benzene, 1,2,4,5- 5000 U207 95-94-3

tetrwhioro-
Benzene, 1,3-dichloro 100 x U071 541-73-1
Benzene, 1,3-diisocy- 100 x U223 26471-62-5

anatomethyl
Benzene, 1,3,5- trinitro- 10 U234 99-35-4
Benzene, 1 ,4dichlor 100 x U072 106-46-7
Benzene,2-methyl- 1,3- 100 x U106 606-20-2

dinibo-
Benzene, chioro- 100 x U037 108-90-7
Benzene, dimethyl- 1000 x U239 1330-20-7
Benzene, hexachioro- 10 x U127 118-7+-1
Benzene, hexahydro- 1000 x U056 110-82-7

(cyclohexane)
Benzene, m-dimethyl- 1000 x 108-38-3
Benzene, methyl- 1000 x U220 108-88-3

(t~ulene)
Benzenae, o-dianethyl- 1000 X 95-47-6
Benzene, p-dimethyl- 1000 x 106-42-3
Benzene, pentachloro- 10 U183 608-93-5
Benzene, pentachloronitro- 100 x U185 82-68-8
Benzeneamsnic acid 10/10,000
Benzenesulfonyl chloride 100 TJO20 98-09-9
Benzidine 1 x U021 92-87-5
Benzimidazole,4,5-di- 50040,000 3615-21-2

chloro-2-(tnfluorometbyl)
Benz~jj~aceanhirylene,1,2- 10 U157 56-49-5

dibydro-3-methyl-
Benzoic acid 5000 65-85-0
Benzoaj pyrene I U022 50-32-8
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Appemiix 3-1 (ccmfinued)

Ekotremely Ha.. Sub. Todc Ham. Woobw
Cbefical NTue Has. Sub. RQ Chbufnial which wre RCRA GAS No.

4D CUR 366 40 CR 30M. 40 CFR 372A6 sh. Mat.
(ob) (Ib)

Ben.,obifluoranthene 1 205.99-2

Benzo[ghilperylene 5000 191-24-2

Benzoic acid 5000 65-85-0

Benzoljklfluorene 100 U120 206-44-0

Benzo~kj fluv-nthene 5000 207-08-9

Benzonit'ile 5000 100-47-0

Benzotnchloride 500 10 x U023 98-07-7

Benzoyl chloride 1000 x 98-88-4

Benzoyl peroxide x 94-36-0

Benzyl chloride 500 100 x F028 100-44-7

Benzyl cyanide 500 140-29-4

Beryllium chloride 1 7787-47-5

Beryllium fluonde 1 7787-49-7

Beryllium nitrate 1 13597-99-4

Beryllium nitrate 1 7787-55-5

Beryllium 10 x P015 7440-41-7

beta-Endosyulfan I 33213-65-9

beta-BHC 1 319-85-7

beta- Chloronaphthalene 5000 U047 91-58-7

Bicyclo[2.2. 1 heptane-2- 500/10,000 15271-41-7

carbonitrile,5-chloro-6-
(((methyla

Biphenyl x 92-52-4

Bis(2-chloroethoxy) 1000 U024 111-91-1

methane
Bis(2-chloroisopropyl) 1000 x U027 108-60-1

ether
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)adipate x 103-23-1

Bis(chloromethyl)ketone 10/10,00W 534-07-6

Bitoscanate 500/10,000 4044-65-9

Boron trichloride 500 10294-34-5

Boron frifluonde compound 1000 353-42-4

with methyl ether (1:1)
Boron trifluonde 500 7637-07-2

Bromadiolone 100/I0,000 18772-56-7

Bromine 500 7726&95-6

Bromoacetone 1000 P017 598-31-2

Bromochlorodi- x 353-59-3

fluoromethane
(Halon 1211)

Bromoform 100 x U225 75-25-2

Bromotrifluoro- x 75-63-8

methane (Halon 1301)
Brucine 100 P018 357-57-3

Butanoic acid,4-Ibi42- 10 U035 305-03-3

chloroethyl)arnino]
benzene-

Butyl benzyl Phthalate 100 x 85-68-7

Butyl acetate 5000 123-86-4

Butyl acrylate x 141-32-2

Butylamine 1000

Butyraldehyde x 123-72-8

Butyric acid 5000 107-92-6
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Appendix 3-1 (etmfinusd)

Etrernely HAs. Sub. Toxic Has. Wastes
Chemrcal Name Has. Sub. RQ Ccb a6 which are RCIA CAS ND.

40 CM~ 366 40 CFR 303.A 40 CFIR 372AS 11". Mat
(Ib) (1b)

Cl Acid Green 3 x 4680-78-8
Cl Basic Green 4 x 569-64-2
CY Basic Red I x 989-38-8
CI Direct Black 38 x 1937-37-7
CI Direct Blue 6 x 2602-46-2
CI Direct Brown 95 x 16071-86-6
CI Disperse Yellow 3 x 2832-40-8
C1 Food Red 15 x 81-88-9
CI Food Red 5 x 3761-53-3
CI Solvent Orange 7 x 3118-97-6
CI Solvent Yellow 14 x 824-07-0
CI Solvent Yellow 34 100 x U014 492-80-8

(Aummine)
Cl Solvent Yellow 3 x 97-56-3
Cl Vat Yellow 4 x 128-66-5
Cacodylic acid 1 U136 75-60-5
Cadmium 10 X 7440-43-9
Cadmium acetate 10 543-90-8
Cadmium bromide I0 7789-42-6
Cadmium chlonde 10 10108-64-2
Cadmium oxide 100A0,000 1306-19-0
Cadmium stearate 1000/A0,000 2223-93-0
Calcium arsenate 500/10,000 1 7778-44-1
Calcium arsenite I 52740-16-6
Calcium carbide I0 75-20-7
Calcium chromate 10 U032 13765-19-0
Calcium cyanamide x 156-62-7
Calcium cyanide I0 P021 592-01-8
Calcium dodecylbenzene 1000 26264-06-2

sulfonate
Calcium hypochlorite 10 7778-54-3
Canthandin 100/1O,000 56-25-7
Captan 10 x 133-06-2
Carbachol chloride 500/10,000 51-83-2
Carbamic acid, ethyl ester 100 x U238 51-79-6
Carbamic acid, methyl- I U178 615-53-2

niroso-,ethyl ester
Carbamic acid, methyl-o- 100A0,000 26419-73-8

(((2,4-dimethyl- 1,3-
dithiolan-2-y

Carbamnic chloride, 1 x U097 79-44-7
dimethyl-

Carbaryl 100 x 63-25-2
Carbofuran 10/10,000 10 1563-66-2
Carbon disulfide 10,000 100 x P022 75-15-0
Carbon oxyfluoride 1000 U033 353-50-4
Carbon tetrachloride 10 x U211 56-23-5
Carbonyl sulfide x 463-58-1
Carbophenothion 500 786-19-6
Catechol x 120-80-9
Chloramben x 133-90-4
Chlordane 1000 1 x U036 57-74-9
Chlorfenvinfos 500 470-90-6
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Appendix 3-1 (aecmlimd)

Ekbenielly HAL Sub. Toxdc H~z. Wskt
Clmdca1 NmE Has. Sub. RQ ChenicAls which are RCIRA CAS ND

40 CII 366 40 CFR 3M.4 40 CER s2A. 1. M32.
(ib) (1b)

Chlornated fluorocarbon 76-13-1

(Freon 113)
Chlorine 100 10 x 7782-50-5

Chlonne cyanide 10 P033 50&77-4

Chlorine dioxide x 10049-04-4

Chlormephos 500 24934-91-6

Chlormequat chloride 100/10,000 999-81-5

Chlornaphazine 100 U026 494-03-1

Chloroacetaldehyde 1000 P023 107-20-0

Chioroacetic acid 100/10,000 x 79-11-8

Chlorobenzilate 10 x U038 510-15-6

Chlorodibromomethane 100 124-48-1

Chloroethane 100 X 75-00-3

Chloroethanol 500 107-07-3

Chloroethyl chloroformate 1000 627-11-2

Chloroform 10,000 10 x U044 67-66-3

Chioromethyl methyl ether 100 10 x U046 107-30-2

Chlouopbacinone 100/10,000 3691-35-8

Chloroprene x 126-99-8

Chlorothalonil x 1897-45-6

Chloroxuron 500/10,000 1982-47-4

Chlorpynfos 1 2921-88-2

Chlorsulfonic acid 1000 7790-94-5

Chlorthiophos 500 21923-23-9

Chromic acetate 1000 1066-30-4

Chronic acid 10 11115-74-5

Chromic acid 10 7738-94-5

Chromic chloride 1/10,000 10025-73-7

Chromic sulfate 1000 10101-53-8

Chromium 5000 x 7440-47-3

Chromous chloride 1000 10049-05-5

Cobalt x 7440-50-8

Cobalt,((2,2'- 1,2- 10/O0,000 62207-76-5

ethanediylbis (ni-
trilomethylidyne))bis(6)

Cobalt carbonyl I0/10,000 10210-68-1

Cobaltous bromide 1000 7789-43-7

Cobaltous formate 1000 544-18-3

Cobaltous sulfamate 1000 14017-41-5

Colchicine 1O/10,000 64-86-8

Copper 5000 x 7440-50-8

Copper cyanide 10 P029 544-92-3

Coumaphos 100/I0,000 10 56-72-4

Coumaeeralyl 500/O0,000 5836-29-3

Cresol(s) 1000 x U052 1319-77-3

(mixed isomers)
Cresolo- 1000/10,000 1000 x U052 95-48-7

Creosote I x U051 8001-58-9

Crimidine 100/10,000 535-89-7

Crotonaidehyde,(E)- 1000 100 U053 123-73-9

Crotonaldehyde 1000 100 U053 4170-30-3

Cumene hyroperoxide x 80-15-9

Cupferron x 135-20-6
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Appendix 3-1 (c~mtimmd)

Eteenkwy Has. Sub. Taodc Ha& Wastes
hericalid Num Has. Sub. RQ Chwnicals which ace RFA CAS YND.

40 ClIit 365 49 Clii 302. 4) CMR 372M 1Ha& X"
Oib) (ib)

Cupric acetate 100 142-71-2
Cupric chloride 10 7447-39-4
Cupric nibtate 100 3251-23-8
Cupnc oxalate 100 5893-66-3
Cupric sulfate 10 7758-9-7
Cupric sulfate ammoniated 100 10380-29-7
Cupnc tartrate 100 815-82-7
Cyanides (soluble cyanide 10 P030 57-12-5

salts
Cyanogen 100 P031 460-19-5
Cyanogen bromide 500/10,000 1000 U246 506-68-3
Cyanogen iodide 1000/10,000 506-78-5
Cyanophos 1000 2636-26-2
Cyanunc fluonde 100 675-14-9
Cyclohexanone 5000 U057 108-94-1
Cycloheximide 100/10,000 66-81-9
Cyclohexylamine 10,000 108-91-8
Cyclophosphamide 10 U058 50-18-0
D-Glucopyranose,2-deoxy- I U206 18883-66-4

2-(3-methyl-3-ni-
rcsoureido)-

Daunomycin 10 U059 20830-81-3
DDD I U060 72-54-8
DDE 1 72-55-9
DDT I U061 50-29-3
Decaborane(14) 500/10,000 17702-41-9
Decabromodiphenyl oxide x 1163-19-5
DeltaBHC 1 319-86-8
Demeton 500 8065-48-3
Demeton-S-methyl 500 919-86-8
Di-(2-ethylhexyl)phthlate x 177-81-7

(DEHP)
Di-n-octyl phthaiate 5000 x U107 117-84-0
Di-n-propylnitrosamine 10 x U1li 621-64-7

(N-Nitrosod,-n-propylamine)
Dialifor 100/10,000 10311-84-9
Diallate 100 x U062 2303-16-4
Diaminotoluene 10 x U221 25376-45-8

(mixed isomers)
Diaminotoluene 10 496-72-0

(mixed isomers)
Diazinon 1 333-41-5
Diazomethane x 334-88-3
Dibenz(a)lpyrene 10 U064 ;89-55-9
Dibenzia,h] anthracene I U063 53-70-3
Dibenzofuran x 132-64-9
Diborane 100 19287-45-7
Dibromotetrafluor- x 124-73-2

ethane (Halon 2402
Dibutyl phthalate 10 x U069 84-74-2
Dicamba, 1000 1918-00-9
Dichlone 1 117-80-6
Dichlorobenzene (mixed isomers) 100 x 25321-22-6
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Ap1pendix 3.1 (cmatimwd)

Ektreaerly Has. Sub. T~idc Has. Wastes

Chffca NmHa. Sub. RQ (lemficals which are RLIRA CAS N.L
40 C1FR 356 40 CUR 302.4 40 CdR 372.86 Ha,. Ma.

(1b) (1b)

Dichlorobromomethane 500 x 75-27-4

Dichlorodifluoromethane 5000 X U075 75-71-8

(CFr,12)
Dichioroethyl ether 10,000 10 x U025 111-44-4

Dichloromethyl ether 100 10 X IPJ16 542-88-1

Dichloromethyl- 1000 149-74-C

phertylsi lane
Dichloropropane 1000 26638-1:9-7

Dichloropropane- 100 8003-19-8

Dichioropropene
(mixture

Dichloropropene 100 26952-23-8

Dichlorotetrafuoro- x
ethane (CFG 114)

Dichlorvos 1000 10 X 62-73-7

Dicliolobenil 100 1194-65-6

Dicofol x 115-32-2

Dicrotophos 1oo 141-66-2

Dieldrin 1 P0)37 60-57-1

Diepoxybutane 500 10 x U085 1464-53-5

Diethanolamine X 111-42-2

Diethyl chlorophosphate 500 814-49-3

Diethyl-p-nitrophenyl 100 P041 311-45-5

phosphate
Diethyl sulfate x 64 57-5

Dietbylarnine 100 109-89-7

Diethylcarbainazine citrate 100/10,000 1642-54-2

Diethylstilbestrol 1 U089 56-53-1

Digitoxin 100/10,000 71-63-6

Diglycidyl ether 1000 2238-07-5

Digoxin 10/10,000 20830-75-5

Diisopropyifiuorophosphate 100 100 P043 55-91-4

Dimefox 5W0 115-26-4

Dimethoate 500/0,000 10 P044 60-51-5

Dimethyl-p-phenyl- 10/10,000 99-98-9

enediamine
Dimethyl phosphoro- 500 2524-03-0

chloridothioate
Dimethyl phthalate 5000 X U102 131-11-3

Dimetkiyl sulfate 500 100 x U103 77-78-1

Dixnethylamine 1000 U092 124-40-3

Dimethyidichlorosilane 500 75-78-5

Dimethylhydrazine 1000 10 x U098 57-14-7

Dimetilan 500/10,000 644-64-4

Dinitrvbenzene (mixed) 100 'ýs 15.4-5.4-5

Dinjitophenol 10 25550-58-7

Dinitroo~ulene 10/10,000 10 X P047 534-52-1

Dinitrotoluene 10 x 25321- 14-6

(mixed isomers)
Dinoseb 100/10,000 1000 P020 88-85-7

Dinoterb 500/0,000 1420-07-1

Dioxathion 500 7b-34-2

Diphacinone 10/10,000 82-66-6
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Apwend~x 3.1 (ocxiimmd)

Extaely Ham. Sub. Tcxic Ha. Wateo
Chemical IM" Has. Sub. RQ Chemicals which are RCRA CAS N).

40 CFR 366 40 O7R~ 302.4 40 CFIR 372.86 HAI.. MM..
(lb) (lb)

Diphosphoramide, 100 100 P085 152-16-9
octamethyl-

Dipropylamine 5000 UIl 0 142-84-7
Diquat 1000 85-00-7
Diquat 1000 2764-72-9
Disuifoton 500 I P039 298-04-4
Dithiazinine iodide 500/10,000 514-73-8
Dithiobiuret 100/10,000 100 P049 541-53-7
Diuron 100 330-54-1
Dodecylbenzenesulf- 1000 27176-87-0

onic acid
EZmetine,dibyrochloride 1/10,000 316-42-7
Endosulfan 10/10,000 1 P050 115-29-7
Endosulfan sulfate 1 1031-07-8
Endothall 1000 P088 145-73-3
Endothion 500/1u,000 2778-04-3
Endrin 500 A 0,000 1 P051 72-20-8
Endrin aldehyde 1 7421-93-4
Epichlorohydrin 1000 100 x U041 106-89-8
EPN I00./0,000 2104-64-5
Ergocalciferol 1000/0,000 50-14-6
Fzgotamine tartrate 500/10,000 379-79-3
Ethanamine,N-ethyl-N- I x U174 55-18-5

Ethane, 1, I'-oxybis- 100 U117 60-29-7
Ethane, 1,2-dibromo- 1 x U067 106-93-4
Ethane, 1,1,2-trchloro 100 x U227 79-00-5
Ethane,1,1,1,2- 100 U208 630-20-6

tetwrhloro-
Ethane, 1, 1,2,2- 100 X U209 79-34-5

tetrachloro-
Ethane, hexachloro 100 x U131 67-72-1
Ethanesulfonyl chlonde, 500 1622-32-8

2-chloro-
Ethanethioarnide 10 x U218 62-55-5
Ethanol,1,2-dichloro- 1000 10140-87-1

acetate
Ethanol,2,2'-(nitroso 1 U173 1116-54-7

imino) bis-
Ethene, tetrzachloro 100 x U210 127-18-4
Ethene, chloro- I x U043 75-01-4
Ethion 1000 10 563-12-2
Ethoprophos 1000 13194-48-4
Ethyl acrylate 1000 x U113 140-88-5
Ethyl chlorofornate x 541-41-3
Ethyl methacrylate 1000 U118 97-63-2
Ethyl methanesulfonate 1 UI 19 62-50-0
Ethylbenzene 1000 X 100-41-4
Ethylbis42- 500 538-07-8

chloroethyl)amine
Ethylene x 74-85- 1
Ethylene glycol x 107-21-1
Ethylene oxide 1000 10 x U115 75-21-8
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Appendix 3-1 (ccxxiznued)

Eitrermdy Ham. Sub. Tcmic HlA. WaatM

Caienical Num Hax. Sub. RQ QCcA which are RCIRA CAS ND.

40 -I' 36.5 40 (h 30a2. 40 CIR 72.6 Hm.&& M".
(lb) (Ib)

Ethylene thiourea 10 X U116 96-45-7

Ethylenebisdithiocarbamic- 5000 U114 111-54-6

acid, salt & esters/
Ethylenediamine 10,000 5000 107-15-3

Ethylenediazmne teta, 5000 60-00-4

acetic acid (EDTA)
Ethyleneimine 500 1 x P054 151-56-4

Ethylenethiocyanate 10,000 542-90-5

Famphur 1000 P097 52-85-7

Fenamiphos I0/10,000 22224-92-6

Fenrutrthion 500 122-14-5

Fensulfothion 500 115-90-2

Femc ammomum citrate 1000 1185-57-5

Ferrc ammonium oxalate 1000 2944-67-4

Femc ammonium oxalate 1000 55488-87-4

Femc chloride 1000 7705-08-0

Ferric fluoride 100 7783-50-8

Ferric nitrate 1000 10421-48-4

Femc sulfate 1000 10028-22-5

Ferrous ammonium sulfate 1000 10045-89-3

Ferrous chloride 100 7758-94-3

Ferrous sulfate 1000 7720-78-7

Ferrous sulfate 1000 7782-63-0

Florouracil 500/10,000 51-21-8

Fluenetil 100/O0,000 4301-50-2

Fluometuron X 2164-17-2

Fluorene 5000 86-73-7

Fluorine 500 10 P056 7782-41-4

Fluoroacetamide 1O0/O0,000 100 P057 640-19-7

Fluoroacebc acid 10/0,000 144-49-0

Fluoroacetyl chloride 10 359-06-8

Fonofos 500 944-22-9

Formaldehyde 500 100 x U122 50-00-0

Formaldehyde cyanohydnn 1000 107-16-4

Formetanate hydrochlonde 500/10,000 23422-53-9

Formic acid 5000 U123 64-18-6

Formothion 100 2540-82-1

Formparanate 100/10,000 17702-57-7

Fosthietan 500 21548-32-3

Fuberidazole 100/10,000 3878-19-1

Fulminic acid, mercu- 10 P065 628-86-4

iY(ll) salt

Funanc acid 5000 110-17-8

Furan 500 100 U124 110-00-9

Furan, tetxahydro- 1000 U213 109-99-9

Gallium tichlonde 500/10,000 13450-90-3

Glycidylaldehyde 10 U126 765-33-4

Guanidine,N-nitroso-N 10 U163 70-25-7

methyl-N'-nitro
Heptachlor I x P059 76-44-8

Heptachlor epoxide 1 1024-57-3

Hexachloro-1,3-butadiene I x U128 87-68-3

Hexachlorocyclopentadie ne 100 10 x U130 77-47-4
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Appendfix 3.1 (cwmfinued)

Extreriely H&& Sub. Tadc Baa. Wastm
Chadcal Nume Ha.. Sub. RQ Cheaimca which are RCIRA CAS ND

40 crIR a3i 40 crn aX.. 4 c40R 3•6.s f. MHa.
(Ib) (Ib)

Hexachloronaphthalene x 1335-87-1
Hexachlorophene 100 U132 70-30-4
Hexachloropropene 1000 U234 1888-71-7
Hexaethyl tetraphosphae 100 P062 757-58-4
Hexamethylenediamine, 500 4835-11-4

N,N-dibutyl-
Hexawethylphosphoramide x 680-31-9
Hydrazine 1000 1 x U133 302-01-2
Hydrazine sulfate x 10034-93-2
Hydrochloric acid (Hydro- 500 5000 x 7647-01-0

gen chloride
(gas only))***

Hydrocyanic acid 100 10 x P063 74-90-8
Hydrogen fluoride 100 100 x U134 7664-39-3
Hydrogen penoxide 1000 7722-841

(conc >52%)
Hydrogen selenide 10 7783-07-5
Hydrogen sulfide 500 100 U135 7783-06-4
Hydroquinone 500A0,000 x 123-31-9
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 100 U137 193-39-5
Iron, pentacarbonyl- 100 13463-40-06
iso-Arnyl acetate 5000 123-92-2
iso-Butyl acetate 5000 110-19-0
iso-Butylamine 1000 78-81-9
iso-Butyric acid 5000 79-31-2
Isobenzan 100/0,000 297-78-9
Isobutyl alcohol 5000 U140 78-83-1
Isobutyraidehyde x 78-84-2
Isobutyromnitrile 1000 78-82-0
Isocyanic acid,3,4- 500/10,000 102-36-3

dichlorophenyl ester
lsodnn 100/10,000 1 P060 465-73-6
Isophorone 5000 78-59-1
Isophorone diisocyanate 100 4098-71-9
Isoprene 100 78-79-5
Isopropanolamine dode- 1000 42504-46-1

cyclbenzene sulfonate
Isopropyl alcohol (mfg- 67-63-0

strong acid processes)
Isopropyl chloroformate 1000 108-23-6
Isopropylmethylpyrazolyl 500 119-38-0

dimethylcarbamate
Kepone 1 U142 143-50-0
Lactonitile 1000 78-97-7
Lasiocarpine 10 U143 303-34-4
Lead 10 x 7439-92-1
Lead arsenate 1 10102-48-4
Lead arsenate 1 7645-25-2
Lead arsenate 1 7784-40-9
Lead chloride 10 7758-95-4
Lead fluoborate 10 13814-96-5
Lead fluoride 10 7783-46-2
Lead iodide 10 10101-63-0
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Appendix 3-1 (continued)

SExtrenmely H&& Sub. Tacuc Has. Wastes
Chernicall ? Hat. Sub. RQ Ownicals which are RCRA CAS ND.

40 CFR 356 40 CFR 302.4 40 oCl 32A6 Ha.. Mat.
(1b) (Ib)

Lead nitrae 10 10099-74-8
Lead phosphate 10 U145 7446-27-7
Lead stearate 10 1072-35-1
Lead stearate 10 52652-59-2
Lead stearate 10 7428-48-0
Lead stearate 10 56189-09-4
Lead subacetate 10 U146 1335-32-6
Lead sulfate 10 15739-80-7
Lead sulfate 10 7446-14-2
Lead sulfide 10 1314-87-0
Lead thkocyanate 10 592-87-0
Leptophc6 500/A0,000 21609-90-5
Lewisite 10 541-25-3
Lindane 1000/l0,000 1 x U129 58-89-9
Lithium chromate 10 14307-35-8
Lithium hydride 100 7580-67-8
m-Cresol 1000 x U052 108-39-4
m- Nitrophenol 100 554-84-7
m-Nitrotoluene 1000 99-08-1
Malathion 100 121-75-5
Maleic acid 5000 110-16-7
Maleic, hydrazide 5000 U148 123-33-1
Malononitrle 500OA0,000 1000 U149 109-77-3
Maneb x 12427-38-2
Manganese x 7439-96-5
Manganese, tricarbonyl 100 12108-13-3

methylcyclopentadienyl
Mechlorethamine 10 x 51-75-2
Melphalan 1 U150 148-82-3
Mephosfolan 500 950-10-7
Mercuric acetate 500/I0,000 1600-27-7
Mercuric chloride 500/10,000 7487-94-7
Mercuric cyanide 1 592-04-1
Mercuric nitrate 10 10045-94-0
Mercuric oxide 500/10,000 21908-53-2
Mercunc sulfate 10 7783-35-9
Mercunc thiocyanate 10 592-85-8
Mercurous nitrate 10 7782-86-7
Mercurous nitrate 10 10415-75-5
Mercury I x UI51 7439-97-6
Methacrolein diacetate 1000 10476-95-6
Methacrylic anhydride 500 760-93-0
Methacryloyl chlonde 100 920-46-7
Methacryloyloxyethyl 100 30674-80-7

isocyanate
Methacrylonutrle 500 1000 U152 126-98-7
Methamidophos 100/10,000 10265-92-6
Methane, chloro 100 x U045 74-87-3
Methane, dibromo- 1000 x U068 74-95-3
Methane, dichloro- 1000 x U080 75-09-2
Methane, iodide- 100 x U138 74-88-4
Methane, trichlorofluoro- 5000 U121 75-69-4

(CFC 1)
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Apperxftx 3-11 (amtinued)

Ektre y Has. Sub. Thdc Hass. Wastes
Chaff" Nu" Has. Sub. RQ aiunlcah which mae RCIRA CASMN. N

40 (11t 366 40 CFIR 2•.4 40 CF1R 372. Haz. MaL
(1b) fIb)

Methanesulfanyl chlonde, 500 100 P118 594-42-3
trichloro

Methanesulfonyl fluonde 1000 558-25-8
Methanol 5000 U154 67-56-1
Methapynlene 5000 UIS5 91-80-5
Methidathion 500/10,000 950-37-8
Methiocarb 500/10,000 10 2032-65-7
Methomyl 500/10,000 100 P066 16752-77-5
Methoxychlor I x 72-43-5
Methoxyethylmercunc 500/10,000 151-3&-2

acetate
Methyl 2-chloroacrylate 500 80-63-7
Methyl acrylate x 96-33-3
Methyl bromide 1000 1000 x U029 74-83-9
Methyl chloroformate 500 1000 U156 79-22-1

(Methylchlorocabonate)
Methyl chloroform 1000 x U226 71-55-6
Methyl hydrazine 10 x P068 60-34-4
Methyl isobutyl ketone 5000 x U161 108-10-1
Methyl isocyanate 500 10 x P064 624-83-9
Methyl isothiocyanate 500 556-61-1
Methyl mercaptan 500 100 U153 74-93-1
Methyl methacrylate 1000 x U162 80-62-6
Methyl phenkapton 500 3735-23-7
Methyl phosphowc 100 676-97-1

dichlonde
Methyl tert-butyl ether 1634-04-4
Methyl thiocyanate 10,000 556-64-9
Methyl vinyl ketone 10 78-94-4
Methylene-bis-(phenyliso- 101-68-8

cyanate)(MBI)
Methylmercunc dicy- 500/10,000 502-39-6

anamnide
Methylthiouracil 10 U164 56-04-2
Methyltnchlorosilane 500 75-79-6
Metolcarb 100/10,000 1129-41-5
Mevinphos 500 10 7786-34-7
Mexacarbate 500/10,000 1000 315-18-4
Michler's ketone x 90-94-8
Mitomycin C 500/10,000 10 U010 50-07-7
Molybdenum trioxide x 1313-27-5
Moncrotophos 10/10,000 6923-22-4
(Mono)chlompenta- x 76-.15-3

fluoroethane (CFC 115)
Monoethylamine 100 75-04-7
Monomethylamine 100 74-89-5
Muscimol 500/10,000 1000 P007 2763-96-4
Mustard gas 500 x 505-60-2
n-Butyl alcohol x 71-36-3
N,N'-Dimethylaniline x 121-69-7
N,N'-Diethylhydrazine 10 U086 1615-80-1
N-Nitrosc-N-ethylurea I x 759-73-9
N Nitroso-N-methylurea 1 x 684-93-5
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Appendfix 3-1 (cmtmned)

SExfremely Ha. Sub. Tradc Has. Wastes

hrmidcail fm Has. Sub. RQ Chenicals which we RCA CAS ND.

40 Ciii 366 40 CFR 302A 40 CFR 372AS Has. Mat.
(Ib) (i1b)

N-Nitosodhphenylarnme 100 x 86-30-6

N-Nitroomethylvinylamune 10 x 4549-40-0

N-Nibtromorpholine x 59-89-2

N-Nit•g•onormcotzne x 16543-55-8

N-Nitrcsopipendine 10 x U179 100-75-4

N-Nibosopyrrolidine 1 U180 930-55-2

Naled 10 300-76-5

Naphthalene 100 x U165 91-20-3

Naphthenic acid 100 1338-24-5

Nickel 100 x 7440-02-0

Nickel ammonium sulfate 100 15699-18-0

Nickel carbonyl 1 10 P073 13463-39-3

Nickel chloride 100 37211-05-5

Nickel chlonrd 100 7718-54-9

Nickel cyanide 10 P074 557-19-7

Nickel hydroxide 10 12054-48-7

Nickel nitrate 100 14216-75-2

Nickel sulfate 100 7786-81-4

Nicotine 100 100 P075 54-11-5

Nicotine sulfate 100/O0,000 65-30-5

Nitric acid 1000 1000 x 7697-37-2

Nitric oxide 100 10 P076 10102-43-9

Nithlotnacetic acid x 139-13-9

Nitrobenzene 10,000 1000 x U169 98-95-3

Nitrocyclohexane 500 1122-60-7

Nitrofen x 1836-75-5

Nitrogen dioxide 100 10 P078 10102-44-0

Nitrogen dioxide 10 P078 10544-72-6

Nitroglycerine 10 x P081 55-63-0

Nitrophenol (mixed) 100 25154-55-6

Nitrosodimethylamine 1000 10 x P082 62-75-9

Nitrotoluene 1000 1321-12-6

Norbormide 100/10,000 991-42-4

O,O-Diethyl S-methyl 5000 U087 3288-58-2

dithiophosphate
o-Anisidine hydrochloride x 134-29-2

o-Anisidine x 90-04-0

o-Dinitrobenzene 100 x 528-29-0

o-Nitrophenol 100 x 88-75-5

o- Nitrotoluene 1000 88-72-2

o-Toluidine 100 x U328 95-53-4

Octachloronaphthalene x 2234-13-1

Osmium tetroxide 1000 x P087 20816-12-0

Ouabain 100/0,000 630-60-4

Oxamyl 100/10,000 23135-22-0

Oxetane,3,3- 500 78-71-7

bis(chloromethyl)-
Oxydisulfoton 500 2497-07-6

Ozone 100 10028-15-6

p-Anisidine x 104-94-9

p-Benzoquinone 10 x U197 106-51-4

p-Cresidine x 120-71-8

p-Cresol 1000 x U052 106-44-5
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Appendix 3-1 (ecmtirnued)

Ektventvly Haa. Sub. Tcadc lla. Waate
Chmuical N~m Has. Sub. RQ Chervicals which are RCIRA CAS ND. W

40 CFIR 366 40 CFR 3OL4 40 Cli 372AS H&L Mt.
(1b) (1b)

j>Dinitrobenzene 100 x 100-25-4
p-Nitropbenol 100 x U170 100-02-7
p-Nitzveodipbenylazrune x 156-10-5
p-Nitrot~oluene 1000 99-99-0
p-Phenylenediainune x 106-50-3
Parafonnaldebyde 1000 30525-89-4
Paraldehyde 1000 123-63-7
Phraquat 10/10,000 1910-42-5
PW-aquat methosuilfate 10/10,000 2074-54-2
Parathaon 100 10 x P089 56-38-2
Parathion. methyl 100/10,000 100 P071 298-00-0
Paris green (Cuprie 500/10,000 1 12002-03-8

acetoarsenite)
Pentaborane S00 19624-22-7
Pentachloroethane 10 U184 76-01-7
Pentachloriophenol 10 x U242 87-8&-5
Pentadecyclaznine 100/10,000 2570-26-5
Peracetic acid 500 x 79-121-0
Phenanthrere 5000 85-01-8
Phenol 500/10,000 1000 u U188 108-95-2
Phenol,2,2'-thiobis 100/10,000 4418-66&0

(4-cbloro-6-methyl
Phenol,2,3,4,6-tetrachloro 10 U212 58-90-2
Phe nol,2,4,5- trichloro 10 x U230 95-95-4
Fiienol,2,4,6-trichloro 10 x U231 88-06-2
Phenol,3-( 1-methylethyl), 500/10,000 64-00-6

methylcarbainate
Phenoxarsine, 10, 1 0-oxydi - 500/10,000 58-36-6
Phenyl dichloroarine 500 1 P036 696-28-6
Phenylhydmazine hydro- 1000/10,000 59-88-1

chloride
Phenylmercwry acetate 500/10,000 100 P092 62-38-4
Phenylsilabwae 100/10,000 2097-19-0
Phenylthiourea 100/10,000 100 P093 103-85-5
Phorate 10 10 P094 298-02-2
Phosacefan 100/10,000 4104- 14-7
Phosfolan 100/10,000 947-02-4
Phosgene 10 10 x P095 75-44-5
Phosmet 10/10,000 732 11-6
Phosphamnidon 100 13171-21-6
Phosphine 500 100 P096 7803-51-2
Pbosphonotkuoic acid 500 2665-30-7

methyl-O-(4-iutrophe-
nyl)O-phenyl ester

Phosphonothioic acid, 500 2703-13-1
methyl-O-ethyl-O-(4-
(methylthio)phenyk Ester

Phospbonothioic acid, 100 50782-69-9

methyletkayl)amnino Ethyl
a-Ethyl Ester

Phosphoric acid 5000 x 7664-38&2
Phosphoric acid, dimethyl 500 3254-63-5
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Appendfix 3-11 (cimdnued)

Ekovie,,my Has. Sub. Tacic Hm. W tme

C0 rmrcai NDh Has. Sub. RQ Owinica/s which we RCIRA CAS ND.
40 CFRt 366 4) CFIR 302.4 40 (FIt 3=5 1Hz M"t

(lb) (hb)

4-(methylthio)phenyl
ester

Pnosphorothioc acid 500 100 P040 297-97-2

O,O-diethyl, O-pyrazinyl ester
Phosphorothioic acid,O,O- 500 2587-90-8

dimethyl-S-(2-
methylthio)ethyl est

Phosphorus 100 1 x 7723-14-0

Phosphorus oxychlonde 500 1000 10025-87-3

Phosphorus pentachlonde 500 10026-13-8

Phosphorus pentasulfide 100 U189 1314-80-3

Phosphorus pentoxide 10 1314-56-3

Phosphorus bichlonde 1000 1000 7719-12-2

Physostgmine 1l0/O0,000 57-47-6

Physostagmine, sali- 100/0,000 57-64-7

cylate (1:1)
Picnc acid X 88-89-1

PMcrotoxin 500/10,000 124-87-8

PIpendine 1000 110-89-4

Pinmifos-ethyl 1000 23505-41-1

Pblychlonnated biphenyls 1 x 1336-36-3

(PCBs)
Potassiumn arsenate 1 7784-41-0

Pbtassium amenite 500/10,000 1 10124-50-2

Pbtassium bichromate 10 7778-50-9

Potassiumn chromate 10 7789-00-6

Potassium cyanide 100 10 P098 151-50-8

Potassium hydroxide 1000 1310-58-3

Potassium permanganate 100 7722-64-7

Potassium silver cyanide 500 1 P099 506-61-6

Promecarb 500/10,000 2631-37-0

Propairgite 10 2312-35-8

Propargyl alcohol 1000 P102 107-19-7

Propargyl bromide 10 106-96-7

Propiolactone,beta- 500 x ,7-57-8

Propionaldehyde x 123-38-6

Propionc acid 5000 79-09-4

Propionic acid,2-(2,4,5- 100 U233 93-72-1

bichlorophenoxy-
PFroponic anhydride 500 123-62-6

Propiophenone,4'-aznino- 100/10,000 70-69-9

Propenenitrile 500 10 PIOI 107-12-0

Propene mtrile,3-chloro- 1000 1000 P027 542-76-7

Propoxur x 114-26-1

Propyl chloroformate 500 109-61-5

Propylene (Propene) x 115-07-1

Propylene oxide 10,000 100 x 75-56-9

Propyleneimine 10,000 1 x P067 75-55-8

Prothoate 10lOA0,000 2275-18-5

Fyrene 1000/10,000 5000 129-00-0

Pyrethnns 1 121-21-1

SPyrethnns 1 121-29-9

Fyrethrins 1 8003-34-7
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Appencrix 3.1 (cufitnuad)

Extwemey H&. Sub. Taodc Has. Waatea
OCeical dNum Has. Sub. RQ CVemicA6 which w-e RIRA GAS ND.

40 CUR 36 40 C"R 30•.4 40 CFR 372AS Has. NML
(Ib) (Ib)

Pyndine 1000 x U196 110-86-1
Pyndine,2-methyl-5-vinyl- 500 140-76-1
Pyndine,4-aamino- 500/0,000 1000 P008 504-24-5
Pyridine,4-mtro- I-oxide 50010,000 1124-33-0
Pyriminil 10040,000 53558-25-1
Quinoline 5000 X 91-22-5
Reserpine 5000 U200 50-55-5
Salcomine 500/0,000 14167-18-1
Sarin 10 107-44-8
sec-Amyl acetate 5000 626-38-0
sec-Butyl acetate 5000 105-46-4
sec-Butyl alcohol 78-92-2
sec-Butylamine 1000 13952-84-6
sec-Butylamine 1000 513-49-5
Selenium 100 X 7782-49-2
Selenium dioxide 10 U204 7446-08-4
Selenium disulfide 10 U205 7448-56-4
Selenium oxychloride 500 7791-23-3
Selenious acid 1000/0,000 10 U204 7783-00-8
Selenouree 1000 P103 630-10-4
Semicarbazide hydro- 100040,000 563-41-7

chloride
Silane,(4-aminobutyl) 1000 3037-72-7

diethoxymethyl-
Silver 1000 x 7440-22-4
Silver cyanide 1 P104 506-64-9
Silver nitrate 1 7761-88-8
Sodium 10 7440-23-5
Sodium arsenate 1000/0,000 1 7631-89-2
Sodium arsenite 50040,000 1 7784-46-5
Sodium azide (Na(N3)) 500 1000 P105 26628-22-8
Sodium bichromate 10 10588-01-9
Sodium bifluoride 100 1333-83-1
Sodium bisulfite 5000 7631-90-5
Sodium cacodylate 100O0,000 124-65-2
Sodium chromate 10 7775-11-3
Sodium cyanide (Na(CN)) 100 10 P106 143-33-9
Sodium dodecylbenzene 1000 25155-30-0

sulfonate
Sodium fluoride 1000 7681-49-4
Sodium fluoroacetate 10/10,000 10 P058 62-74-8
Sodium hydrceulfide 5000 16721-8C-5
Sodium hydroxide 1000 1310-73-2
Sodium hypochlorite 100 10022-70-5
Sodium hypochlonte 100 7681-52-9
Sodium methylate 1000 124-41-4
Sodium nitrite 100 7632-00-0
Sodium phosphate,dibaic 5000 10039-32-4
Sodium phosphate,dibasic 5000 10140-65-5
Sodium phosphate,dibasic 5000 7558-79-4
Sodium phosphate,tbasic 5000 10101-89-0
Sodium phosphate,tribasic 5000 10 12 4-56-8
Sodium phosphate,tribasic 5000 10361-89-4
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Append~x 3-1 (ccmtimud)

Ektrenrrey H&a. Sub. Tcaxc Has. Wasten

Chenial Nw Has. Sub. RQ aIMicale which are R(IRA CAS N,.
4D (FIR 355 40 (FR 302.4 40 (FR 372.A5 Haa. Mat.

Ob) (b)

Sodium phosphate,tnbasic 5000 7601-54-9

Sodium phosphae,tnbasic 5000 7758-29-4

Sodium phosphate,tribasic 5000 7785-84-4

Sodium selenate 100/10,000 134 IO-01-OSodium

Sodium selewte 100/10,000 100 10102-18-8

Sodium selenite 100 7782-82-3

Sodium tellurite 500/10,000 10102-20-2

Strannane,acetoxy- 500/10,000 900-95-8

triphenyl-
Strontium chromate 10 7789-06-2

Strychmne 100/10,000 10 P108 57-24-9

Strychnine, sulfate I00/10,000 60-41-3

Styrene 1000 x 100-42-5

Styrene oxide x 96-09-3

Sulfotep 500 100 P109 3689-24-5

Sul foxide,3-chloropropyl 500 3569-57-1

octyl
Sulfur dioxide 500 7446-09-5

Sulfur monochlonde 1000 12771-08-3

Sulfur tetafluonde 100 7783-60-0

Sulfur trioxide 100 7446-11-9

Sulfuric acid 1000 1000 x 7664-93-9

Sulfuric acid 1000 8014-95-7

Tabun 10 77-81-6

Tellurium 500/10,000 13494-80-9

Tellurium hexafluonde 100 7783-80-4

Tet-aethyldithiopyr 100 10 Pill 107-49-3

phosphate
Terbufos 100 13071-79-9

tert-Amyl acetate 5000 625-16-1

tert-Butyl acetate 5000 540-88-5

tert-Butyl alcohol x 75-65-0

tert-Butylamine 1000 75-64-9

Tetrachlorvinphos x 961-11-5

Tetraethyllead 100 10 P110 78-00-2

Tetraethyltin 100 597-64-8

Tetrarmethyl Lead 100 75-74-1

Tetranitromethane 500 10 P112 509-14-8

Thallic oxide 100 PI13 1314-32-5

'Thallium 1000 x 7440-28-0

'Inallium(1) carbonate 100/10,000 100 U215 6533-73-9

Thallium (1)sulfate I00/10,000 100 PI15 10031-59-1

Thallium(l)nitrate 100 U217 10102-45-1

Thallium(l)selenide 1000 P114 12039-52-0

Thallous chlonde 100/10,000 100 U216 7791-73-9

Thallous malonate 100/10,000 2757-18-8

Thallois sulfate 100/10,000 100 ?115 7446-18-6

Thiocarbazide 1000/10,000 2231-57-4

Thiofanox 100/10,000 100 P045 39196-18-4

ThIram 10 U244 137-26-8

Thiophenol 500 100 P014 108-98-5

Thosemicarbazide 100/10,000 100 P116 79-19-6

Thiourea 10 x 62-56-6
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Appe~ifflx 3-1 (ccmfinued)

Ekbernwey Has. Sub. Tcwdc His. Wastes
Cbfiecrdc N'um Ha.. Sub. RQ Obeffcaia which wre RCRA GIAS N. W

40 CaIR 356 40 (YR 30O.4 40 (YR 372A56 Ha,. MP&.
(lb) (lb)

Thaourea,(2-chlorophenyl)- 100/10,000 100 P026 5344-82-1
'lbourea,(2- 50040,000 614-78-8

methylphenyl).
Tflorium dioxide x 1314-20-1
Mtaniumn dioxide x 13463-67-7
¶fltamuum tetrachloride 100 x 7550-45-0
Toluene2,4-cdnsocyanate 500 100 x 58484-9
Toluene2,6-diisocyanate 100 100 x 91-0&-7
Toxaphene(Campheclor) 1 x P123 8001-35-2
IMarn 1,1-dichlorobutene S00 110-57-6
Miamniphos 500/10,000 1031-47-6
Thaziquone x 68-76-8
Thazofos S00 24017-47-8
Tinchioroacetyl chloride 500 76-02-8
Tbchloro(chlorometiryl) 100 1558-25-4

silane
lbchloro~dichlorophenyl) 500 27137-85-5

silane
Thchloroethylerie 100 x U228 79-01-6
Trichloroethylsilane 500 115-21-9
Tncblorofon 100 x 52-68-6
Thchloronate 500 327-98-0
Thchlorophenol 10 25167-82-2
Ibchlorophenylsilane 500 98-13-5
Thethanolamine dode- 1000 27323-41-7

cylberizene sulfonate
Thiethoxysi lane 500 998-30-1
Triethylaxnine 5000 12 1-44-8
Thfluralin x 1582-09-8
Thimetlrylanrnie 100 75-W03
Thmetkrylchlorosilane 1000 75-77-4
Thimethlyol propane 100/10,000 824-11-3

phosphite
Thimethyltin chloride 500/10,000 1066-45-1
Thpbhenyltin chloride 500/10,000 639-58-7
Tris(2-chloroethyl)arnrne 100 555-77-1
Tlypan blue 10 U236 72-57-1
UracilS5- [bis(2- 10 U237 66-75-1

chloroethyl)azmnol-
Uranyl acetate 100 541-09-3
Uranyl nit-ale 100 10102-06-4
Uranyl nib-ate 100 36478-76-9
Valinomycin 1000/10,000 2001-95-8
Vanadium(furne or dust) x 7440-62-2
Vanadium pentoxide 100/10,000 1000 P120 1314-62-1
Vanadyl sulfate 1000 27774-13-6
Vinyl acetater 1000 5000 x 108-05-4
Vinyl bromide x 593-60-2
Warfarin 500/10,000 100 Poo1 81-81-2
Warfarin sodium 100/10,000 129-06-6
Xylenol 1000 1300-71-6
Xylylene dichloride 100/10,000 28347-13-9
Zinc n x 7440-66-6
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Appendix 3.1 (camtinued)

Extremidy Ha". Sub. Toidc HUs. Wastes
Chenirc.Jl Nan Has. Sub. RQ Qiuuicals which are RCIA CAS ND.

40 CTR 365 V0 CVR 302.4 40 CFRt 32A6 Has. Pu.
(ib) (Ib)

Zinc acetate 1000 557-34-6
Zinc ammonium chlonde 1000 52628-25-8
Zinc ammonium chloride 1000 14639-97-5
Zinc ammonium chlonde 1000 14639-98-6
Zinc borate 1000 1332-07-6
Zinc bromide 1000 7699-45-8
Zinc carbonate 1000 3486-35-9
Zinc chlonde 1000 7646-85-7
Zinc cyanide 10 P121 557-21-1
Zinc, dichloro(4,4-dimeth- 100AO,000 58270-08-9

yl-5(((methylamino)car-
bonyl)oxy)imino)Pentane-
wntrle)-,(T-4)

Zinc fluoride 1000 7783-49-5
Zinc formate 1000 557-41-5
Zinc hydrosulfite 1000 7779-8&-4
Zinc nitrate 1000 7779-88-6
Zinc phenolsulfonate 5000 127-82-2
Zinc phosphide 500 100 P122 1314-84-7
Zinc silicofluoride 5000 16871-71-9
Zinc sulfate 1000 7733-02-0
Zineb x 12122-67-7
Zirconium nib-ate 5000 13746-89-9
Zirconium potassium 1000 16923-95-8

fluoride
Zirconium sulfate 5000 14644-61-2
Zirconium tetrachlonde 5000 10026-11-6

0
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Appendix 3 - 2

Maximum Allowable Capacity of Containers
And Portable Tanks

(29 CFR 1910.106(d)(2), Table H-12)

Container Type Flammable Liquids Combustible Liquids

[A 18 IC II II

Glass or approved plastic I pt I qt I gal I gal I gal
Metal (other than DOT drums) I gal 5 gal 5 gal 5 gal 5 gal
Safety cans 2 gai 5 gal 5 gal 5 gal 5 gal
Metal drums (DOT specifications) 60 gal 60 gal 60 gal 60 gal 60 gal
Approved portable tanks 660 gal 660 gal 660 gal 660 gal 660 gal

3
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Appendix 3 - 3

Storage in Inside Roons
(29 CFR 1910.106(d)(4), Table H-13)

Fire Protecton Fire Maximum Total Allowable Quantit'es
Provided Resistance Size (gals/sq ft floor area)

Yes 2 h 500 sq ft 10
No 2 h 500 sq ft 4
Yes 1 h 150 sq ft 5
No 1 h 150 sq ft 2

1 Fire protection system will be sprinkler, water spray, or other approved method.
2 If metric containers are being stored, use the nearest metric equivalent.
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Appendix 3-4

29 CFR 1910.106(d)(5) and 1910.106(d)(6), Tables H-14 through H-17

Flammable)omsautible Materials
Indoor Containe Strg

Class Protected Storage Unprotected Storage
Liquid Storage Level Maximum per Pile Minimum per Pile

A Ground and upper floors 2750 600
(50) (12)

Basement Not permitted Not permitted

B Ground and upper floors 5500 1375

(100) (25)
Basement Not permitted Not permitted

C Ground and upper floors 16,500 4125

(300) (25)
Basement Not permitted Not permitted

II Ground and upper floors 16,500 4125
(300) (75)

Basement 5500 Not permitted
(100)

IlI Ground and upper floors 55,000 13,750

(1000) (250)
Basement 8250 Not permitted

(450)

Numbers in parenthesis indicate corresponding number of 55 gal drums.

NOWE 1: When two or more classes of materials are stored in a single pile, the maximum gallonage
permitted in that pile will be the smallest of the two or more separate maximum gallonages.

NOW 2: Aisles will be provided so that no container is more than 12 ft from an aisle. Main aisles
will be at least 8 ft wide and side aisles at least 4 ft wide. (Numbers in parentheses indicate
corresponding number of 55 gal drums.)

NOWE 3: Each pile shall be separated from the others by at least 4 ft,

6
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Appendilx 3-4 (contimd)

Flammble/ Cmombutible Mateials
Od Contaier SoraWe

Distance to
property line Distance to

Maximum per Distance be- that can be sureet, alley or
pile tween piles built upon public way

Class

(gal) (ft) (ft) (5t)

IA 1100 5 20 10

1I3 2200 5 20 10

IC 4400 5 20 10

II 8800 5 10 5

m 22,000 5 10 5

NOTE 1: When two or more classes of materials are stored in a single pile, the maximum gallonage
permitted in that pile will be the smallest of the two or more separate gallonages.

NOIE 2: Within 200 ft of each container, there will be a 12 ft-wide accessway to permit approach of
fire control apparatus.

NOIE 3: The distances listed apply to properties that have protection for exposures as defined. If
there are exposures, and such protection for exposures does not exist, the distances in
column 3 will be doubled.

NOTE 4: When total quantity stored does not exceed 50 percent of maximum per pile, the distance in
columns 4 and 5 may be reduced 50 percent, but not less than 3 ft.
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Appendix 3-4 (amondned

FlanunabZe/cambnhible Materials
Lubor Po-table Tank Storage

Class Protected Storage Unprotected Storage
Liquid Storage Level Maximum per Pile Minimum per Pile

(gal) (gal)

IA Ground and upper floors Not permitted Not permitted
Basement Not permitted Not permitted

IB Ground and upper floors 20,000 2000
Basement Not permitted Not permitted

IC Ground and upper floors 40,000 5500
Basement Not permitted Not permitted

II Ground and upper floors 40,000 5500
Basement 20,000 Not permitted

III Ground and upper floors 60,000 22,000
Basement 20,000 Not permitted

NOIE 1: When one or more classes of materials are stored in a single pile, the maximum gallonage
permitted in that pile will be the smallest of the two or more separate maximum gallonages.

NOTE 2: Aisles will be provided so that no container is more than 12 ft from an aisle. Main aisles
will be at least 8 ft wide and side aisles at least 4 ft wide.

NOTE 3: Each pile shall be separated from each other by at least 4 ft,
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Al. is M 3-4 (ccmtimzed)

Flauxxnahe/ Ccmbusbl~e Matalials
Outdoor Fbrtable Tank St•nrae

Distance to
property line Distance to

Maximum per Distance be- that can be streetý alley
pile tween piles built upon public way

Class

(gal) (ft) (ft) (ft)

IA 2200 5 20 10

IB 4400 5 20 10

IC 8800 5 20 10

11 17,600 5 10 5

m 44,000 5 10 5

NOTE 1: When two or more classes of materials are stored in a single pile, the maximum gallonage
permitted in that pile will be the smallest of the two or more separate gallonages.

NOWE 2: Within 200 ft of each container, there will be a 12 fti-wide accessway to permit approach of
fire control apparatus.

NO'IE 3: The distances listed apply to properties that have protection for exposures as defined. If
there are exposures, and such protection for exposures does not exist, the distances in
column 3 will be doubled.

NOME 4: When total quantity stored does not exceed 50 percent of maximum per pile, the distance in
columns 4 and 5 may be reduced 50 percent, but not less than 3 ft.
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Section 4

Hlazardous Waste Mfanagernxnt



SECON 4

HAZARDOUS WASIE MANACEMENT

A. Applicability

This section applies to CDC facilities that generate, store, transport, treat, or
dispose of any type of hazardous waste. Federal regulations establish different
regulatory requirements based on the amount of hazardous waste generated.

This section and its associated evaluation worksheets are more complex than
other sections in this volume. All evaluation items will not be applicable. Gui-
dance is provided on the worksheets to direct the evaluator to the regulations
related to the type of hazardous waste activities/facilities on the facility.

Additionally, this section covers the requirements pertaining to the storage of
radioactive waste. Radioactive waste is required to be handled according to a
different set of criteria than hazardous waste. It is included in this section due
to the potential dangers involved in storing it.

.RB. Federal Legislation

" 7he Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), Subtitle C, as amended.
This law, Public Law (PL) 98-616 (42 U.S. Code (USC)) 6921-6939b) esta-
blished standards and procedures for the handling, storage, treatment, and
disposal of hazardous waste. Specifically, RCRA prohibits the placement of
bulk or noncontainerized liquid hazardous waste or free liquids containing
hazardous waste into a landfill. It also prohibits the land disposal of specified
wastes and disposal of hazardous waste through underground injection within
1,4 mile (mi) of an underground source of drinking water.

" 7he Federal Facility Compliance Act (FFCA) of 1992. This act provides for a
waiver of sovereign immunity with respect to Federal, state, and local pro-
cedural and substantive requiremena relating to RCRA solid and hazardous
waste laws and regulations. Additionally, it defines hazardous waste in relation
to public vessels, expands the definition of mixed waste, addresses the issue of
munitions, and discusses waste discharges to Federally owned treatment works
(FOTWs).
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C. State/Local Requirenents

Many states ha,'-. uiet U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) require-
ments in 40 ,Ade of Federal Regulations (CFR) 271 and have been authorized
to manpg neir own state programs. RCRA encourages states to develop their
own hazardous waste statutes and to operate regulatory programs in lieu of the
Federal USEPA managed program. Many of the states have adopted the
USEPA regulations by reference or have promulgated regulations that are ident-
ical to the USEPA regulations, while other states have promulgated regulations
stricter than the Federal RCRA. These differences between individual state
regulations and the Federal program require that evaluators check the status of
the state's authorization and then determine which regulations apply. Since the
section worksheets are based exclusively on the requirements of the Federal
RCRAPUSEPA program, it is necessary to determine in what ways the applica-
ble state program differs from the RCRAAJSEPA program.

D. CDC Regulations/Requirwents

9 This section includes a description of the environmental regulations, policies,
and requirements of the CDC. At this time, the CDC has not issued environ-
mental regulations for its components.

E. Key CoVur~ace Requienm

* Generator Requirements - Responsibilities of CDC facilities are based on the
amount of waste being generated in 1 month (mo). Typical wastes include sol-
vents, paint, contaminated antifreeze or oil, and sludges. In some states, waste
oil and other substances have been classified as a hazardous waste and therefore
need to be included in the total amount of waste being generated. Within
Federal regulations there are three classifications:

1. A Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator (CESQG) produces
no more than 100 kilogram (kg) of hazardous waste or 1 kg of acutely
hazardous waste in a 1 mo time period. CESQGs also do not accumu-
late onsite more than 1000 kg of waste at any one time. When either
the volume of waste produced in 1 mo exceeds 100 kilograms (kg) or
more than 1000 kg of waste has accumulated onsite, the facility is
required to comply with the more stiringent standards applicable to an
SQG.
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2. An SQG produces between 100 and 1000 kg of hazardous waste in 1
mo. The waste cannot accumulate onsite for more than 180 days unless
the waste is transported more than 200 mi to a Treatment, Storage, or
Disposal Facility (TSDF). In that situation, the waste can accumulate
for 270 days. But at no time is there to be more than 6000 kg of waste
accumulated at the facility. When the volume of waste generated
exceeds 1000 kg, the accumulation time onsite is exceeded, or more
than 6000 kg of waste is onsite, the facility is required to comply with
the standards for a Generator.

3. A Generator (also referred to as a Large Quantity Generator (LQG))
produces more than 1000 kg of hazardous waste in 1 mo.

(NOTE: Using water, which weighs approximately 8 pounds/gallon (lb/gal)
(3.67 kg/gal) as a basis of measurement, 100 kg would equal about 28 gal
(one-half of a 55 gal drum), 1000 kg would equal about 273 gal (almost five,
55 gal drums).)

Whether the facility is a CESQG, an SQG, or a generator determines the type
of records the facility is required to keep and design standards for storage
areas. Small storage areas connected with a generation point are often referred
to as accumulation points.

Regardless of the amount of hazardous waste generated, every CDC facility is
required to test its solid waste or use prior knowledge to determine if it has
hazardous characteristics. Every CDC facility is also required to store and/br
accumulate hazardous waste in containers that are compatible with the waste,
undamaged, and labeled to indicate the contents.

"* Transport Requirements - Containers of hazardous waste shipped off post must
be labeled identifying the waste and its hazard class.

"* Accumulation Point Management - An accumulation point is an area in or near
the workplace where hazardous waste is accumulatedAtored before being turned
in for disposal. Storage in these areas is temporary and the permissible length
of time for accumulation depends on what size generator the facility is.

"* Satellite Accumulation Point Management - A satellite accumulation point is
where no more than 55 gal of a hazardous waste or 1 quart (qt) of acute hazar-
dous waste is accumulated. The satellite accumulation point is under the con-
trol of one operator. When the 55 gal limit is reached, the operator has 3 days
to move the waste to a 90-day storage area or a permitted TSDF.
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F. Responsibility for Compliance

e Environmental Program Manager - responsible for all aspects of the hazardous
waste management program. This office receives copies of the manifest labels
from the contractor who comes onto the facility to pick up hazardous waste for
disposal.

G. Key Compliance Definitions

These definitions were obtained from the previously cited regulations.

"* Aboveground Tank - a device that meets the definition of a "tank" in 40 CFR
260.10 and that is situated in such a way that the entire surface area of the tank
is completely above the plane of the adjacent surrounding surface and the entire
surface area of the tank (including the tank bottom) can be visually inspected
(40 CFR 260.10).

"* Acute Hazardous Waste - any waste listed under 40 CFR 261.31 - 261.33(c)
with a hazard code of 'H." These include USEPA hazardous waste numbers
F020, F021, F022, FU23, F026, and F027 (40 CFR 261.31 through 261.33).

" Airborne Radioactivity Area - this includes:
1. any room, enclosure, or operating area in which airborne radio-

active materials, composed wholly or partly of radioactive material,
exist in concentrations in excess of the amounts specified in column 1
of Table 1 of Appendix B of 10 CFR 20

2. any room, enclosure, or operating area in which airborne radioactive
materials exist in concentrations which, averaged over the number of
hours in any week during which individuals are in the area, exceed 25
percent of the amounts specified in Column 1 of Table 1 of Appendix B
to 10 CFR 20 (29 CFR 1910.96(e)(4)(i)).

"* Ancillary Equipment - any device including, but not limited to piping, fittings,
flanges, valves, and pumps used to distribute, meter, or control the flow of
hazardous waste from its point of generation to a storage or treatment tank(s),
between hazardous waste storage and treatment tanks to a point of disposal
onsite, or to a point of shipment offsite (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Aquifer - a geologic formation or group of formations, or part of a formation
capable of yielding a significant amount of groundwater to wells or springs (40
CFR 260.10).
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"" Boiler - an enclosed device using controlled-flame combustion with the follow-
ing characteristics:

1. the unit has physical provisions for recovering and exporting thermal
energy in the form of steam, heated fluids, or heated gases

2. the unit's combustion chamber and primary energy recovery section(s)
,-re of integral design

3. while in operation, the unit maintains a thermal energy recovery
efficiency of at least 60 percent

4. the unit has been approved by the Administrator (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Certification - a statement of professional opinion based upon knowledge and
belief (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Characteristics of Hazardous Waste - the characteristics of ignitability, corro-
sivity, reactivity, and toxicity that identify hazardous waste (40 CFR 261.20
through 261.24).

"* Component - refers to either the tank or the ancillary equipment of the tank sys-
tem (40 CFR 260.10).

9 Consignee - the ultimate TSDF in a receiving country to which the hazardous
waste will be sent (40 CFR 262.51).

"" Container - any portable device in which a material is stored, transported,
treated, disposed of, or otherwise handled (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Containment Building - a hazardous waste management unit that is used to store
or treat hazardous waste under 40 CFR 264.1100 through 264.1103 and
265.1100 through 1103 (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Contingency Plan - a document setting out an organized, planned, and coordi-
nated course of action to be followed in case of a fire, explosion, or release of
hazardous waste or hazardous waste constituents that could threaten human
health or the environment (40 CFR 260.10).

" Corrosion Expert - a person who, by reason of knowledge of the physical sci-
ences and the principles of engineering and mathematics, acquired by a profes-
sional education and related practical experiences is qualified to engage in the
practice of corrosion control on buried or submerged metal piping systems and
metal tanks. Such a person must be certified as being qualified by the National
Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE) or be a registered professional
engineer who has certification and licensing that includes education and experi-
ence in corrosion control and/or buried or submerged metal piping systems or
tanks (40 CFR 2e0.10).
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" Debris - solid material exceeding a 60 millimeters (mm) particle size that is
intended for disposal and that is: a manufactured object; or plant or animal
matter, or natural geologic material. The following materials are not debris:
any material for which a specific treatment standard is provided; process residu-
als such as smelter slag and residues from the treatment of waste, wastewater,
sludges, or air emissions residues; and intact containers of hazardous waste that
are not ruptured and retain at least 75 percent of their original volume (40 CFR
268.2).

"* Designated Facility - a hazardous waste TSDF that is identified on a manifest as
the destination of a hazardous waste shipment. The facility must have an
appropriate permit, interim status, or be regulated under specific recycling
requirements (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Dike - an embankment or ridge of either natural or man-made materials used to
prevent the movement of liquids, sludges, solids, or other materials (40 CFR
260.10).

"* Discharge or Hazardous Waste Discharge - the accidental or intentional spilling,
leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying, or dumping of hazardous waste
into or onto any land or water (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Disposal - the discharge, deposit, injection, dumping, spilling, leaking, or plac-
ing of any solid waste or hazardous waste into or on any land or water so that
such solid waste or hazardous waste or any constituent thereof may enter the
environment or be emitted into the air or discharged into any waters, including
groundwaters (40 CFR 260.10).

"* EPA Hazardous Waste Number - the number assigned by the USEPA to each
hazardous waste listed in 40 CFR 261, Subpart D and to each characteristic
identified in 40 CFR 261, Subpart C (40 CFR 260.10).

"* EPA Identification Number - the number assigned by the USEPA to each gen-
erator, transporter, and TSDF (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Existing Hazardous Waste Management (HWM) Facility or Existing Facility - a
facility that was in operation or for which construction commenced on or
before 19 November 1980 (40 CI' 260.10).
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* Existing Tank System or Existing Component - a tank system or component that
is used for the storage or treatment of hazardous waste and that is in operation,
or for which installation has commenced on or before 14 July 1086. Installa-
tions will have been considered to be commenced if the owner or operator has
obtained all Federal, state, and local approvals or permits necessary to begin
physical construction of the site or installation of the tank system and if either:.

1. a continuous onsite physical construction of the site or iAstallation
program has begun, or

2. the owner or operator has entered into contractual obligations that
cannot be canceled or modified without substantial loss for physical
construction of the site or installation of the tank system to be com-
pleted within a reasonable time (40 CFR 260.20).

"* Food-Chain Crops - tobacco, crops grown for human consumption, and crops
grown for feed for animals whose products are consumed by humans (40 CFR
260.10).

"* Free Liquids - liquids that readily separate from the solid portion of a waste
under ambient temperature and pressure (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Freeboard - the vertical distance between the top of a tank or surface impound-
ment dike, and the surface of the waste contained within it (40 CFR 260.10).

" Generator - any person, by site, whose act or process produces hazardous waste
identified or listed in 40 CFR 261, or whose act first causes a hazardous waste
to become subject to regulation (40 CFR 260.10).

(NOTE: This term typically refers to a facility that produces hazardous waste
in quantities greater than 1000 kg/mo.)

"* Good Management Practice (GMP) - schedules of activities, prohibitions of
practices, maintenance procedures, and other management procedures, that
prevent or reduce hazards to the environment.

"* Groundwater - water below the land surface in a zone of saturation (40 CFR
260.10).

"* Halogenated Organic Compounds (HOC) - those compounds having a carbon-
halogen bond that are listed in Appendix 4-1 (40 CFR 268.2).

"* Hazardous Debris - debris that contains a hazardous waste or that exhibits a
characteristic of hazardous waste (40 CFR 268.2).
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"* Hazardous Waste - a solid waste identified as a characteristic or listed hazardous
waste in 40 CFR 261.3 (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Hazardous Waste Constituent - a constituent that caused the hazardous waste to
be listed in 40 CFR 261, Subpart D (lists of hazardous wastes from non-
specific and specific sources, and listed hazardous wastes), or a constituent
listed in the table of maximum concentrations of contaminants for the toxicity
characteristic (40 CFR 260.10).

"* High Radiation Area - any area accessible to personnel, in which there exists
radiation at such levels that a major portion of the body could receive in any 1
hour (h) a dose in excess of 100 millirem (29 CFR 1910.96(d)(3)(iii)).

"* Incinerator - an enclosed device using controlled flame combustion that neither
meets the criteria for classification as a boiler nor is listed as an industrial fur-
nace (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Incompatible Waste - a hazardous waste that is unsuitable for.
1. placement in a particular device or facility because it may cause

corrosion or decay of containment materials (i.e., container liners
or tank walls)

2. comingling with another waste or material under uncontrolled condi-
tions because the comingling conditions produce heat or pressure, fire
or explosion, violent reaction, toxic dusts, mist, fumes, or gases,
or flammable fumes or gases (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Individual Generation Site - the contiguous site at or on which one or more
hazardous wastes are generated. An individual generation site, such as a large
manufacturing plant, may have one or more sources of hazardous waste, but is
considered a single or individual generation site if the site or property is con-
tiguous (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Industrial Furnace - any of the following enclosed devices that are integral com-
ponents of manufacturing processes and that use controlled flame devices to
accomplish recovery of materials or energy: cement kilns, lime kilns, aggregate
kilns, phosphate kilns, coke ovens, blast furnaces, smelting, melting and
refining furnaces, titanium dioxide chloride process oxidation reactors, methane
reforming furnaces, pulping liquor recovery furnaces, combustion devices used
in the recovery of sulfur values from spent sulfuric acid, halogen acid furnaces,
and other devices designated by the Administrator (40 CFR 260.10).
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" Inground Tank - a device meeting the definition of "tank" in 40 CFR 260.10
whereby a portion of the tank is situated to any degree within the ground,
thereby preventing visual inspection of that external surface area of the tank
that is in the ground (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Injection Wells - a well into which fluids are injected (40 CFR 260.10).

" Inner Liner - a continuous layer of material placed inside a tank or container
that protects the construction materials of the tank or container from the con-
taimed waste or reagents used to treat the waste (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Installation Inspector - a person who by means of his knowledge of the physical
sciences and the principles of engineering, acquired by a professional education
and related practical experience, is qualified to supervise the installation of tank
systems (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Large Quantity Generator (LQG) - see Generator.

"* Leachate - any liquid, including any suspended components in the liquid, that
has percolated through or drained from hazardous waste (40 CFR 260.10).

"" Leak Detection System - a system capable of detecting the failure of either the
primary or secondary containment structure or the presence of a release of
hazardous waste or accumulated liquid in the secondary structure. Such a sys-
tem must employ operational controls (i.e., daily visible containment for
releases into the secondary containment system of aboveground tanks) or con-
sist of an interstitial monitoring devise designed to detect continuously and
automatically the failure of the primary or secondary containment structure or
the presence of a release of hazardous waste into the secondary containment
structure (40 CFR 260.10).

" Management or Haz- d-7us Waste Management - the systematic control of the
collection, source separation, storage, transportation, processing, treatment,
recovery, and disposal of hazardous waste (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Manifest - the shipping document originated and signed by the generator con-
taining the information required by 40 CFR 262, Subpart B (40 CFR 260.10).

" Manifest Document Number - the USEPA twelve-digit number assigned to the
generator plus a unique 5-digit number assigned to the Manifest by the genera-
tor for recording and reporting purposes (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Movement - that hazardous wab i -ported to a facility in an individual vehi-
cle (40 CFR 260.10).
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"* New Tank System or New Component System - a tank system or component that
will be used for the storage and treatment of hazardous waste and for which
installation has commenced after 14 July 1986, except however, for purposes of
2 64.193(g)(2) and 2 65 .193(g)(2), a new tank system is one for which construe-
tion commenced after 14 July 1986. (See also 'existing tank system.") (40
CFR 260.10).

"* Nonwastewaters - wastes that do not meet the criteria for wastewaters (40 CFR
268.2).

"* On-Ground Tank - a device meeting the definition of "tank" in 40 CFR 260.10
and that is situated in such a way that the bottom of the tank is on the same
level as the adjacent surrounding surface so that the external tank bottom can-
not be visibly inspected (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Onsite - the same or geographically continuous property that may be divided by
a public right-of-way, provided the entrance and exit between the properties is
at a cross-roads intersection and access is by crossing as opposed to going
along the right-of-way (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Open Burning - the combustion of any material without the following charac-
teristics:

1. control of combustion air to maintain adequate temperature for efficient
combustion,

2. containment of the combustion-reaction in an enclosed device to provide
sufficient residence time and mixing for complete combustion,

3. control of emission of the gaseous combustion products (40 CFR 260.10).

"• Personnel Monitoring Equipment - devices designed to be worn or carried by an
individual for the purpose of measuring the dose received (29 CFR 1910.96(d)(3)(i)).

"* Point Source - any discernible, confined, and discrete conveyance, including, but
not limited to any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete fissure,
container, rolling stock, concentrated animal feeding operation, or vessel or
floating craft, from which pollutants are or may be discharged. This term does
not include return flows from irrigated agriculture (40 CFR 260.10).
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* Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTM - any device or system used in the
treatment (including recycling and reclamation) of municipal sewage or indus-
trial wastes of a liquid nature that is owned by a "state" or "municipality" (as
defined by section 502(4) of the Clean Water Act (CWA)). This definition
includes sewers, pipes, or other conveyances only if they convey wastewater to
a POTW providing treatment (40 CFR 260.10).

" Pump Operating Level - a liquid level proposed by the owner or operator and
approved the the Regional Administrator based on pump activation level, sump
dimensions, and level that avoids backup into the drainage layer and minimizes
head in the sump (40 CFR 264.226(d)(3)).

"* Qualified Groundwater Scientist - a scientist or engineer who has received a
baccalaureate or post-graduate degree in the natural sciences or engineering and
has sufficient training and experience in groundwater hydrology and related
fields as may be demonstrated by state registration, professional certification, or
completion of accredited university courses that enable that individual to make
sound professional judgements regarding groundwater monitoring and contam-
inant fate and transport (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Rad - a measure of the dose of any ionizing radiation to body tissues iu terms of
the energy absorbed per unit of mass of the tissue (29 CFR 1910.19(a)(6)).

"• Radiation - includes alpha rays, beta rays, gamma rays, X-rays, neutrons, high-
speed electrons, high-speed protons, and other atomic particles, but does not
include sound or radio waves or visible light, or infrared, or ultraviolet light (29
CFR 1910.96(a)(1)).

"* Radiation Area - any area accessible to personnel in which there exists radiation,
originating in whole or in part with licensed material, at such levels that a
major portion of the body could receive in any 1 h a dose in excess of 5 mil-
lirem, or in any 5 consecutive days a dose in excess of 100 millirems (29 CFR
1910.96(d)(3)(ii)).

"* Radioactive Material - any material that emits, by spontaneous nuclear disin-
tegration, corpuscular or electromagnetic emanations (29 CFR 1910.106(a)(2)).

"* Rem - a measure of the dose of any ionizing radiation to body tissue in terms of
estimated biological effect relative to a dose of 1 roentgen (r) of X-rays (29
CFR 1910.96(a)(7)).

"* Representative Sample - a sample of a universe or whole (i.e., waste pile,
lagoon, groundwater) that can be expected to exhibit the average properties of
the universe or whole (40 CFR 260.10).
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"* Restricted Area - any area access to which is controlled by the employer for
purposes of protection of individuals from exposure to radiation or radioactive
materials (29 CFR 1910.96(a)(3)).

"* Restricted Wastes - those categories of hazardous wastes that are prohibited from
land disposal either by regulation or by statute, in other words, a hazardous
waste that is restricted no later than the date of the deadline established in
RCRA Section 3004 (40 CFR 268).

"* Runoff- any rainwater, leachate, or other liquid that drains over land from any
part of a facility (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Run-on - any rainwater, leachate, or other liquid that drains over land onto any
part of a facility (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Sludge - any solid, semi-solid, or liquid waste generated from a municipal, com-
mercial, or industrial wastewater treatment plant, water supply treatment plant,
or air pollution control facility exclusive of the treated effluent from a wastewa-
ter treatment plant (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Small Quantity Generator (SQG) - a generator that generates less than 1000 kg
but more than 100 kg of hazardous waste in a calendar month (40 CFR
260.10).

"* Storage - the holding of hazardous wastes for a temporary period, at the end of
which the hazardous wastes are treated, disposed of, or stored elsewhere (40
CFR 260.10).

"* Sump - any pit or reservoir that meets the definition of tank and those
troughsIrenches connected to it that serve to collect hazardous waste for tran-
sport to hazardous waste TSDFs; except that as used in the landfill, surface
impoundment, and waste pile rules, "sump" means any lined pit or reservoir
that serves to collect liquids drained from a leachate collection and removal
system or leak detection system for subsequent removal from the system (40
CFR 260.10).

"* Tank - a stationary device designed to contain an accumulation of hazardous
waste that is constructed primarily of nonearthen materials (i.e., wood, concrete,
steel, plastic) that provide structural support (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Tank System - a hazardous waste storage or treatment tank and its associated
ancillary equipment and containment system (40 CFR 260.10).
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e Tansport Vehicle - a motor vehicle or rail car used used for the the trasporta-
tion of cargc ",y any mode. Each cargo-carrying body (trailer, railroad freight
car, etc.) is a separate transport vehicle (40 CFR 260.10).

e Transporter - a person engaged in the offsite transportation of hazardous wastes
by air, rail, highway, or water (40 CFR 260.10).

e Treatability Study - a study in which a hazardous waste is subjected to a treat-
ment process to determine:

1. if the waste is amenable to the treatment process
2. what pretreatment, if any, is required
3. the optimal process conditions needed to achieve the desired treatment
4. the efficiency of a treatment process for a specific waste or wastes
5. the characteristics and volumes of residuals from a particular treatment

process (40 CFR 260.10).

Also included in this definition for the purpose of the 261.4 (e) and (f) exemp-
tions are liner compatibility, corrosion, and other material compatibility studies
and toxicological and health effects studies. A "treatability study" is not a
means to commercially treat or dispose of hazardous waste.

e Treatment - any method, technique, or process, including neutralization,
designed to change the physical, chemical or biological character or composi-
tion of any hazardous waste to neutralize such waste, or to recover energy or
material resources from the waste, or to render such waste nonhazardous, or
less hazardous; safer to transport, store, or dispose of; or amenable for
recovery, amenable for storage, or reduced in volume (40 CFR 260.10).

* Treatment Zone - a soil area of the unsaturated zone of a land treatment unit
within which hazardous constituents are degraded, transformed, or immobilized
(40 CFR 260.10).

* Underground Injection - the subsurface emplacement of fluids through a bored,
drilled or driven well; or thmugh a dug well, where the depth of the dug well
is greater than than the largest surface dimension (40 CFR 260.10).

* Underground Tank - a device meeting the definition of "tank" in 40 CFR 260.10
whose entire surface area is totally below the surface and covered by the
ground (40 CFR 260.10).
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"* Unfit-for-Use Tank Sstem - a tank system that has been determined through an
integrity assessment or other inspection to be no longer capable of storing or
treating hazardous waste without posing a threat of release of hazardous waste
to the environment (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Unrestricted Area - any area the access to which is not controlled by the
employer for purposes of protection of individuals from exposure to radiation
or radioactive materials (29 CFR 1910.96(a)(4)).

"* Unsaturated Zone or Zone of Aeration - the zone between the land surface and
the water table (40 CFR 260.10).

"* United States - the 50 states, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Com-
monwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (40 CFR 260.10).

"• Uppermost Aquifer - the geologic formation nearest the natural ground surface
that is an aquifer, as well as lower aquifers that are hydraulically interconnected
with this aquifer within the facility's property boundary (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Wastewater Treatment Unit - a device that is part of a wastewater treatment
facility subject to regulation under section 402 or 307 of the OWA and receives
and treats or stores an influent wastewater that is a hazardous waste (as defined
in 40 CFR 261.3) or that generates and accumulates a wastewater treatment
sludge that is a hazardous waste, or treats or stores a wastewater treatment
sludge and meets the definition of tank or tank system (40 CFR 260.10).

"* Wastewaters - wastes that contain less than 1 percent by weight total organic
compounds (40 CFR 268.2).

"* Zone of Engineering Control - an area under the control of the owner/operator
that upon detection of a hazardous waste release, can be readily cleaned up
before the release of hazardous waste or hazardous constituents to groundwater
or surface water (40 CFR 260.10).
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HAZARDOUS WASTE MANA(2MEN PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSH1EI USERS

-REE TU
NVRKSHET CONTACT "THESE
I SM FERSOM OR GROUPSI(a)

All Facilities 4-1 through 4-7 (1)(2)

All Generators
General 4-8 through 4-13 (1)(2)
Personnel training 4-14 and 4-15 (1)(2X8)
Satellite accumulation points 4-16 (1)(2)

Conditionally Exempt Small 4-17 through 4-20 (1)(2)
Quantity Generators (CESQGs)

Small Quantity Generators (SQ(s)
General 4-21 through 4-25 (1)(2)
Containers 4-26 through 4-31 (1)(2)
Container Storage Areas 4-32 through 4-34 (1)(2)

Large Quantity Generators (LQGs)

General 4-35 through 4-42 (1)(2)
Personnel Training 4-43 and 4-44 (1)(2)(8)
Containers 4-45 through 4-50 (1)(2)(8)
Container Storage Areas 4-51 through 4-53 (1)(2)
Containment Buildings 4-54 through 4-60 (1)(2)

Transportation 4-61 through 4-65 (1)(2)

Land Disposal of Restricted Wastes 4-66 through 4-75 (1)(2)

Radioactive Waste 4-76 through 4-82 (1)(2)

(a)OONTACTILOCATION CODE•

(1) Environmental Program Manager
(2) Facility Supervisor/Director
(8) Training Activity
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HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

Records to Rev-ew

"* Notification (USEPA ID No.)
"* Hazardous waste manifests
"* Manifest exception reports
"* Biennial reports (LQGs only)
"* Delistings
"* Speculative accumulation records
"* Land disposal restriction certifications
"* Employee training documentation
"* Contingency plan (LQGs only)
"* Notifications of hazardous waste oil fuel marketing or blending activity

Physical Feturc to Inspect

"* Disposal sites
"* Accumulations points
"* Incinerators
"* Vehicles used for transport
"* Storage facilities (including drums)

People to Interview

e Environmental Program Manager
a Facility Supervisor/Director
9 Training Activity

4
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COMPLL4IE CAIEORY:
HAZARDOUS WASIE MANAGMET

Cetere for Dmi Coantol and Preventim

REXXJLATORY REVIEWER cEOXKS
REQLIIfiEWN1M

ALL FACILITIES

4-1. Determine actions Determine if noncompliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since previous copy of the previous report. (1)
review of hazardous
waste (aMP).

4-2. Copies of all (NOIE: State may obtain partial authorization to operate the RCRA pro-
relevant Federal, CDC, gram from USEPA, provided regulations at least as stringent as USEPA
state, and local regula- regulations have been passed and an agreement has been signed with
tions and guidance docu- USFPA.)
ments on hazardous waste
should be available at the Verify that copies of the following regulations are available and kept
facility (GMP). current, as needed: (1)(2)

- 40 CFR 260, Hazardous Waste Management Systems: General.
- 40 CFR 261, Identification and Listing of Hazardous Waste.
- 40 CFR 262, Standards Applicable to Generators of Hazardous

Waste.
- 40 CFR 268, Land Disposal Restrictions.
- Executive Order (EO) 12088, Federal Compliance with Pollution

Control Standards. State hazardous waste management regula-
tions.

Determine if facility staff involved in hazardous waste generation,
storage, or disposal are familiar and knowledgeable of regulatory require-
ments. (1)(2)

4-3. Facilities are Verify that the facility is complying with state and local hazardous waste
required to comply with requirements. (1)(2)
state and local hazardous
waste regulations (Federal Verify that the facility is operating according to permits issued by the
Facilities Compliance state or local agencies. (1)(2)
Act, Section 102(a)(3)). (NOTE: Issues typically regulated by state and local agencies include:

- additional manifesting requirements
- more frequent reporting requirements
- transportation
- identification of special waste or waste categories
- regulation of specific substances as hazardous waste such as: med-

ical, pathological, and infectious waste; used oil, explosives; used
batteries

- small and very small quantity generator requirements
- disposal requirements
- construction and operation of storage and disposal facilities.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) T3aining Activity
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

Centers for Disese Control and Prtevention

"IEGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

4-4. Facilities will meet Determine if any new regulations concerning hazardous waste have been
regulatory requirements issued sinct the finalization of the manuanl. (1X2)
issued since the finaliza-
tion of the manual (A Verify that the facility is in compliance with newly issued regulations.
finding under this check- (1X2)
list item will have the
citation of the new regu-
lation as a basis of find-
ing).

4-5. Material resources Veriy that the facility has a plan to recycle, reuse material, and substi-
should be procured and tute less hazardous products to the greatest extent possible. (1X2)
used in a way that
minimizes waste produc-
tion (GMP).

4-6. Specific Persons Verf that specific individuals have been designated responsible for
should be designated hazardous waste storage areas. (IX2)
responsible for hazardous
waste storage areas, and Veriy that the individuals designated responsible for hazardous waste
the precise nature of their storage areas are aware of the precise nature of their responsibilities.
responsibilities should be (1X2)
specified (GMP).

4-7. A survey of past Determine if the facility has had previous spills or actions occur that
actions and activities at could lead to possible contamination of groundwater, surface water, soil,
the facility should be or structures. (1)(2)
done and ap rate
sampling and testing ini- Verify that actions such as nioitoing and sampling have been done to
dated to identify pawn- ascertamin the extent of contanination. IX2)
dally contaminated sites
(GNP). Verify that records of releases, and subsequent sampli and monitoring

results for each site am maintained in a cntalized location, or by the

Envikonental Program Manager. (1X2)

Verify that the reconds of laboratory and animal research activities that
may have resulted in contamintmion am maintained in a centralized loca-
tion. (1X2)

Verify that any information gathered in the identification process is main-
tained for documnataion. (IX2)

(1) Environmental Program Managqe (2) Facility Superviar/Dinctor (8) Training Activity
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

Ceaters for Dbase Control and Preveation

aEGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

ALL GENERATORS

General

4-8. Facilities that gen- Determine if thr is a hazardous waste inventory describing all the waste
erai solid wastes must struams and a hazardous waste analysis plan identifying and cdaracteiz-
determine if the wastes ing the facility hazardous waste streams. (IX2)
ae hazardous wastes (40
CFR 261.3, 261.24, and (NOTE: Expired materials that cannot be excessed, and unidentified
262.11). waste materials, may have to be dispose of as hazardous waste depend-

ing on their constituents. Determination of whether or not a waste is a
hazardous waste can be done through one o( the following:

- knowledge of all the constituents of the waste
- -rmocy aunys s.)

Discuss with staff how wastes generated on the facility were identified
and classified. (IX2)

Determine if the facility followed USEPA criteria for identifying the
characteristics of hazardous waste and USEPA's listed wastes in 40 CFR
261.(l)(2)

Determine whether the facility generates, tnsports, treats, stores, or
disposes of any hazardous waste (see Appendix 4-1 for guidance) and the
quantity. f so, go to the appropriate section. (1X2)

(NOTE: The following solid wastes are not considered to be hazardous
wastes:

- household waste
-fly ash waste, bottom ash waste, ad flue gas emission control

waste generated prmarily from the combutio of coal or other
fossil fuels except for fciities that bum hazardous waste

- drilling fluids, produced waters and other wastes affiliated with the
explorations, development, or production of crude oil, nmatual gas,
or geohnnal energy

- solid waste that consists of discarded arsenical-treatd wood or
wood products that fail the test for Toxicity Characteristics for
Hazardous Waste Codes 0004 throu•h 0017 and that is not a
hazardous waste for any other reason if the waste is generated by
persons who utilize the arsenmc treated wood and wood products
for those materials intended end use

- petroleum contaminated media and debris that fail the test for Tox-
xicty Characteristic (Hazadous Waste Codes D018 through D043
only) ard and are requinrd to meet the corrective action regula-
bons under 40 CFR 280 (see Aboveground/Underground Storage
Tank Management)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Training Activity
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY-
HAZARDOUS WASIE MAN1G&EMENr

Qmttera fcr Dinee Cbtrol and Fkeventkm

REGUtLATORY REVIEWER CECKc
REQUHMAN1M

4-& (continued) - used chiorofluorocarbon (CFC) refrgerants from totally enclosed
heat transfer equipment, including mobile air conditioning sys-
tems, mobile refrigeration and commercial and industrial air con-
ditioning and reftigeration systems that use CFCs as the heat
transfer fluid in a refrigeration cycle, provided that the refrigerant
is reclaimed for further use

- used oil containing less than 1000 ppm halogens
- non-tem plated used oil filters that ame not mixed with a listed

hazardous waste if these oil filters have been gravity hot-drained
using one of the following methods:

- puncturing the filter anti-drain back valve or the filter dome
end and hot-draining

- hot-draining and crushing
- dismantling and hot-draining
- any other equivalent hotrdraining method that will remove

used oil.)

Verify that wastes are tested for ignitability, reactivity, and corvsivity.
(1X2)

Verify that wastes are tested for toxicity characteristics or are previously
identified as toxic (see Appendix 4-2). (1)(2)

Determine if wastes contain contaminants in greater concentrations than
the Toxicity Characteristics listed in Appendix 4-3. (1)(2)

Verify that wastes that exceed toxicity characteristics are handled as
hazardous wastes. (1)(2)

Verify that all data, including quality assurance data is maintained and
kept available for reference or inspection. (1)(2)

4-9. Facilities that gen- Determine if the generator tests for restricted wastes. (1)(2)
erate hazardous wastes
must test their wastes or Determine if the facility generates restricted wastes by reviewing test
use prior knowledge to r!:Ilts (see Appendix 4-4). (1)(2)
determine if it is res-

tricted from land disposal (f-TViE: Use the Land Disposal section questions for generators of these
(40 CFR 268.7). wastes in addition to the questions in this section.)

4-10. A facility must Examine records pertaining to TSDF or transporter contract awards; ver-
not offer its hazardous ify that all transporters of hazardous wastes or TSDFs have a USEPA ID
waste to transporters or to No. (1X2)
TSDFs that have not
received a USIPA ID
No. (40 CFR 262.12(c)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) 7vaining Activity
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COMNLIANICE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

Centea for Diaeme Control and Prevention

REGULAIORMY REVIEWER CEECKSc
FLEX"EMENSc _

4-11. All generators of Verify that the biennial report (USEPA Form 8700-13A) is complete and
hazardous waste must was submitted in a timely manner. (1)(2)
submit a biennial report
to the Regional Adminis- Verify that copies are kept for 3 years (yr). (1)(2)
trator by 1 March of even
numbered years (40 CFR (NOTE: Reporting for exports of hazardous waste is not required.)
262.40(b) and 262.41(a)). (NOIE: This does not apply to CESQGs.)

4-12. Facilities that are Verify that copies of manifests are kept for 3 yr. (1)(2)
generators are required to
use manifests, and main- (NOTE: Periods of retention for manifests may be extended automati-
tain records (40 CFR cally during the course of any unresolved enforcement action.)
262.40(a)a 262.40(b), and
262.40(d)).

4-13. Generators are Verify that appropriate records are kept for at least 3 yr from the date the
required to keep records waste was last sent to onsite or offsite ISDF. (1)(2)
of waste analyses, test
and waste determinations
(40 CFR 262.40(c)).

(1) Enviromnental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Training Activity
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COWLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGE

Cumtrs for DI~ae Control md Pkn. m

BEGLAITOY REVIEWEi aIE(XSr
REQUEREM~~

4-14. All facility per- Verify that the training program is directed by a person trained in hazar-
sonnel who handle hazar- dous waste management procedures. (1)(2)(8)
dous waste should meet
certain training require- Verify that the training program includes the following: (1)(2)(8)
ments (CMII. - contingency plan implementation

- key parameters for automatic waste feed cutoff system
- procedures for using, inspecting, and repairing emergency and

monitoring equipment
- operation of communications and alarm systems
- response to fire or explosion
- response to leaks or spills
- waste turn -in procedures
- identification of hazardous wastes
- container use, marking, labeling, and on-facility tramportation
- manifesting and off facility transportation
- accumulation point management
- personnel health and safety and fire safety
- facility shutdown procedures.

Verify that new employee training is completed within 6 mo of employ-
ment (1)(2)(8)

Verify that an annual review of initial training is provided. (1)(2)(8)

Verify that employees do not work unsupervised until training is com-
pleted. (1)(2)(8)

Verify specifically that accumulation point managers and hazardous waste
handlers have been trained. (1)(2)(8)

4-15. Training records Examine training records and verify they include the following: (1)(2)(8)
should be maintained for
all facility staff who - job title and description for each employee by name
manage hazardous waste - written description of how much training each position will obtain

- documentation of training received by name.

Determine if training records are retained for 3 yr after employment at
the facility. (IX2)(8)

Verify that records are transferred with employees. (1)(2)(8)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Training Activity
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CODNLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASTIE MANGEMEWr

CEmters for Diee Qxvz and Ireventam

REGLTIA¶oY REVIEV WEMR CECKS
REXMURKENME

Satellite Accumilation
Points

4-1&. All generators (NOTE: This type of storage is often referred to as a satellite accumula-
may accumulate as much tion point.)
as 55 gal of hazardous
waste or I quart (qt) of Verify that the satellite accumulation point is near the point of generation
acutely hazardous waste and is under the control of the operator of the waste generating process.
in containers at or near (1X2)
any point of initial gen-
eration without comply- Verify that the containers are in good condition and are compatible with
ing with the requirements the waste stored in them and that the containers are kept closed except
for onsite storage if when waste is being added or removed. (1)(2)
specific standards are met
(40 CFR 262.34(c)). Verify that the containers are marked HAZARDOUS WASTE or other

appropriate identification. (1)(2)

(NOTE: See Appendix 4-1 and Appendix 4-5 for a guidance list of
hazardous and acute wastes.)

Verify that when waste is accumulated in excess of quantity limitations
the following actions are taken by interviewing the shop managers: (1)(2)

- the excess container is marked with the date the excess amount
began accumulating

- the waste is transferred to a 90 day storage area or permitted
storage area within 3 days.

(1) Enviwnmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisortirector (8) 'lainng Activity
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COMFLIANCE CAIEGORY:-
HAZARDOUS WASTfE MANAOGENEr

Cntas for Diem Coanrd and Peventim

REG'ILAIRY REVILWER CHECKS&

COINDI'IONALLY
MXEMPT SMALL
QUANIXTY
GENATORS
(CESQo.)

4-17. Generators of no Verify that the following quantity and storage limitations are met: (1)(2)
more than 100 kg (220
lb)/mo of hazardous - no more than 100 kg (220 lb) of hazardous waste is generated in a
waste may qualify as calendar month
conditionally exempt - total onsite accumulation does not exceed more than 1000 kg
small quantity generators (2200 Ib) of hazardous waste
when they meet specific - no more than 1 kg (2.2 Ib) of acute hazardous waste (see Appendix
requirements (40 CFR 4-5) is generated in a calendar month, or
261.5). - no more than a total of 100 kg (220 ib) of any residue or contam-

inated soil, waste, or other debris resulting from the cleanup of
any acute wastes in a calendar month is generated.

Verify that wastes are either treated or disposed of in an onsite facility or
delivered to an offsite "ISDF, either of which are one of the following:
(IX2)

- permitted
- in interim status
- authorized to manage hazardous waste by a State with an approved

hazardous waste management program
- permitted, licensed, or registered by a state to manage municipal or

industrial solid waste
- a facility that does one of the following:

- beneficially uses or reuses, or legitimately recycles or reclaims
its waste

- treats it waste prior to beneficial use or reuse, or legitimate
recycling or reclamation.

(N(YIE: If a hazardous waste generator meets the requirements for being
a CESQG, they are not required to meet any of the standards outlined in
40 CFR 262 through 266 (except 262.11, 268, and 270.)

(NOIE: If a facility mixes its waste with used oil, the mixture is subject
to the requirements in Subpart G of Part 279 if it is destined to be burned
for energy recovery, see POL Management.)

(NO1E: Quantities of acute hazardous waste greater than listed amounts
are required to be handled according to the standards in 40 CFR 262
through 266, 268, and Parts 270 and 124.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Taining Activity
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COMfLIAANC CATEGXRY:
HIAZARDOUS WASIE MANAGEI•(ENr

Cmtera fcr Dium Csd md Prevnibm

REG)u•AIAY REVIEWER CECKs
REQUMEMEM1g

4-18. Empty containers Verify that for containers or inner liners holding hazardous wastes, all
at CESQGs previously wastes awe removed that can be removed using common practices and no
holding hazardous wastes more than 2.5 centimeters (cm) (1 inch (in.)) of residue remains. (1)(2)
must meet the regulatory
definition of empty before Verify that for containers or inner liners if the container is less than or
they are exempted from equal to 417 L (110 gal), no more than 3 percent by weight of total con-
hazardous waste require- tainer capacity remains. (1)(2)
ments (40 CFR 261.7). Verify that for containers or inner liners when the container is greater

than 417 L (110 gal) no more than 0.3 percent by v eight of the total
container capacity remains. (1)(2)

Verify that for containers that held a compressed gas the pressure in the
container approaches atmospheric. (1)(2)

Verify that for containers or inner liners that held an acute hazardous
waste listed in Appendix 4-5 that one of the following is done: (1)(2)

- it is triple rinsed
- it is cleaned by another method identified through the literature or

testing as achieving equivalent removal
- the inner liner is removed.

4-19. Containers at Verify the following by inspecting storage areas: (1)(2)
CESQGs should be
managed in accordance - containers are not stored more than 2 high and have pallets
with good management between them
practices (GM?). - containers of highly flammable wastes are electrically grounded

(check for clips and wires and make sure wires lead to ground rod
or system)

- at least 1 meter (m) (3 feet (ft)) of aisle space is provided between
rows of containers.

4-20. Containers of Verify that all hazardous waste containers are identified and stored in
hazardous waste should appropriate areas. (1)(2)
be kept in designated
storage areas at CESQGs (NOIE: Any unidentified contents of solid waste containers and/or con-
(GMP). tainers not in designated storage areas must be tested to determine if

solid or hazardous waste requirements apply.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisorpirector (8) Training Activity
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MALL QUANnTY

GENERATO)RS (SQC.)

Generai

4-21. Generators of Inspect containers, storage, and records. (1)(2)
more than 100 kg (220
lb) but less than 1000 kg Verify that no more than 1000 kg (2200 lb) of hazardous waste is gen-
(2200 lb) of hazardous erated in any month. (1)(2)
waste per month may
qualify as a small quan- Verify that the onsite accumulation time does not exceed 180 days.
tity generator that can (IX2)
accumulate hazardous
waste onsite for 180 days (NOIE: The 180 day time period is extended to 270 days if the waste
without a permit if must be transported more than 200 mi to a TSDF.)
specific conditions are
met (40 CFR 262.34 Verify that no more than 6000 kg is allowed to accumulate at the facility.
(d)(1), 262.34(dfl4), (1X2)262.34(e), and 262.34(t)). Verify that containers are marked with the date accumulation began and

the words HAZARDOUS WASIE. (1)(2)

Verify that the containers and the areas where containers are stored meet
the requirements outlined in the questions ap yi to SQGs (Containers,
Container Storage, and Tank System Storage. (1)2)

(NOTE: When an SQG exceeds the quantity generation or the amount
accumulation it becomes subject to either LGQ requirements or all TSDF
requirements. When an SQG exceeds storage time limitations, it
becomes subject to full TSDF regulation.)

4-22. SQGs that gen- Examine documentation from USEPA for the facilities generator ID No.
erate, transport, or handle (1)(2)
hazardous wastes must
obtain a USEPA ID No. Verify that correct ID No. is used on all appropriate documentation (i.e.,
(40 CFR 262.12(a), manifests). (1)(2)
262.12(b), and 265.11).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) "hrning Activity
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4-23. SQC storage areas Determine if the following required equipment is easily accessible and in
must be designed, con- working condition by inspecting the SQO facility: (1)(2)
structed, maintained, and
operated to minimize the - internal communications or alarm system capable of providing
possibility of a fire, immediate emergency instruction to facility personnel
explosion, or any - a telephone or hand-held two way radio
unplanned release of - portable fire extinguishers and special extinguishing equipment
hazardous waste (40 CER (foam, inert gas, or dry chemicals)
262.34(d)(4) and 265.30 - spill control equipment
through 265.37). - decontamination equipment

- fire hydrants or other source of water (reservoir, storage tank, etc.)
with adequate volume and pressure, foam producing equipment, or
automatic sprinklers, or water spray systems.

Determine if equipment is tested and maintained as necessary to insure
proper operation in an emergency. (1)(2)

Verify that sufficient aisle space is maintained to allow unobstructed
movement of personnel, fire protection equipment, spill control equip-
ment, and decontamination equipment to any area of the facility opera-
tion. (1)(2)

Verify that police, fire departments, emergency response teams are fami-
liar with the layout of the facility, properties of the waste being handled,
and general operations. (1)(2)

Verify that the hospital is familiar with the site and the types of injuries
that could result in an emergency. (1)(2)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Thining Activity
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REGULATORY REVIEWER CECK&

4-24. SQGs of hazar- Verify that signed copies of returned manifests are kept for 3 yr. (1)(2)
dous waste are required
to use manifests and keep (NOIE: The requirement to prepare a manifest does not apply if:
records of hazardous - the waste is reclaimed under contractual agreement and
waste activity (40 CFR - the type of waste and frequency of shipments are specified in
262.20 262.42(b) and the agreement
262.44). - the vehicle used to transport the waste to the recycling facility

and to deliver regenerated material back to the generator is
owned and operated by the reclaimer

- the generator maintains a copy of the reclamation agreement for at
least 3 yr after termination of the agreement)

Verify that exception reports were submitted to the USEPA Regional
Administrator when a signed manifest copy was not receivcd within 60
days of the waste being accepted by the initial transporter.

Verify that exception reports are kept for at least 3 yr. (IX2)

Verify that records of test results, waste analyses, and determinations are
kept for 3 yr. (1)(2)

(NOTE: Period of retention of records is extended automatically during
the course of any unresolved enforcement action.)

4-25. SQGs an required Verify that the facility has an emergency coordinator. (1)(2)
to have an emergency
coordinator and emer- Verify that emergency information is posted next to the telephone: (1)(2)
4ency response planning
40 CFR 262.34(d)(5)). - name and telephone number of emergency coordinator

- location of fire extinguishers and spill control materials
- location of fire alarms (if present)
- telephone number of fire department.

Verify that waste handlers an familiar with waste handling and emer-
gency procedures. (1)(2)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Training Activity
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4-26. Empty containers Verify that for containers or inner liners holding hazardous wastes, all
at SQGs previously hold- wastes are removed that can be removed using common practices and no
ing hazardous wastes more than 2.5 cm (1 in) of residue remains. (1 )(2)
must meet the regulatory
definition of empty before Verify that for containers or inner liners if the container is less than or
they are exempted from equal to 417 L (110 gal), no more than 3 percent by weight of total con-
hazardous waste require- tainer capacity remains. (1)(2)
ments (40 CFR 261.7).

Verify that for containers or inner liners when the container is greater
than 417 L (110 gal) no more than 0.3 percent by weight of the total
container capacity remains. (1)(2)

Verify that for containers that held a compressed gas the pressure in the
container approaches atmospheric. (1)(2)

Verify that for containers or inner liners that held an acute hazardous
waste listed in Appendix 4-5 that one of the following is done: (1)(2)

- it is triple rinsed
- it is cleaned by another method identified through the literature or

testing as achieving equivalent removal
- the inner liner is removed.

4-27. Containers used to Verify that containers are not leaking, bulging, rusting, damaged or
store hazardous waste at dented. (1)(2)
SQGs must be in good
condition and not leaking Verify that waste is transferred to a new container or managed in another
(40 CFR 262.34(d)(2) and appropriate manner when necessary. (1)(2)
265.171).

4-28. Containers used at Verify that containers are compatible with waste, in particular, check that
SQGs must be made of or strong caustics and acids are not stored in plastic drums. (1)(2)
lined with materials com-
patible with the waste
stored in them (40 CFR
262.34(d)(2) and
265.172).

4-29. Containers of Verify that containers are closed except when it is necessary to add or
hazardous waste at SQGs remove waste (check bungs on drums, look for funnels). (1)(2)
must be closed during
storage and handled in a Verify that handling and storage practices do not cause damage to the
safe manner (40 CFR containers or cause them to leak. (1)(2)
262.34(d)(2) andS 265.173).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Thining Activity
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4-30. The handling of Verify that incompatible wastes or incompatible wastes and materials are
incompatible wastes, or not placed in the same containers unless it is done so that it does not
incompatible wastes and (1)(2)
materials in containers at
SQGs must comply with - generate extreme heat or pressure, fire, or explosion, or violent
safe mangement practices reaction
(40 CFR 262.34(d)(2) and - produce uncontrolled toxic mists, fumes, dusts, or gases in
265.177). suflfcient quantities to threaten human health

- procuce uncontrolled flammable fumes or gases in sufficient quan-
tities to pose a risk of fire or explosions

- damage the structural integrity of the device or facility
- by any other like means threaten human health.

(NOIE: Check for hydrocarbons in acid drums and other incompatible
wastes as listed in Appendix 4-6.)

Verify that hazardous wastes are not placed in an unwashed container
that previously held an incompatible waste or material. (1)(2)

Verify that containers holding hazardous wastes incompatible with wastes
stored nearby in other containers, open tanks, piles, or surface impound-
ments are separated or protected from each other by a dike, berm, wall or
other device. (1)(2)

4-31. Containers of Inspect containers and storage areas to determine the following: (1)(2)
hazardous waste at SQGs
should be managed in - containers are not stored more than two high and have pallets
accordance with good between them
manaement practices - containers of highly flammable wastes are electrically grounded
(GMP). (check for clips and wires and make sure wires lead to ground rod

or system)
- at least 1 m (3 ft) of aisle space is provided between rows of con-

tainers.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) "lYaining Activity
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Storag Arew

4-32. Containers of Verify tdag all containers are identified and stored in appropriate areas.
hazardous waste at SQGs (IX2)
should be kept in desig-
nated storage areas (NOIE: Any unidentified contents of solid waste containers and/br con-
(OMP). tainers not in designated storage areas must be tested to determine if

solid or hazardous waste requirements apply.)

4-33. SQG storage areas Determine, by inspecting the SQG facility, if the following required
must be designed, con- equipment is easily accessible and in working condition: (1)(2)
structed, maintained, and
operated to minimize the - internal communications or alarm system capable of providing
possibility of a fire, immediate emergency instruction to facility personnel
explosion, or any - a telephone or hand-held two way radio
unplanned release of - portable fire extinguishers and special extinguishing equipment
hazardous waste (40 CFR (foam, inert gas, or dry chemicals)
262.34(d)(4) and 265.30 - spill control equipment
through 265.37). - decontamination equipment

- fire hydrants or other source of water (reservoir, storage tank, etc.)
with adequate volume and pressure, foam producing equipment, or
automatic sprinlders, or water spray systems.

Determine if equipment is tested and maintained as necessary to insure
proper operation in an emergency. (1)(2)

Verify that sufficient aisle space is maintained to allow unobstructed
movement of personnel, fire protection equipment, spill control equip-
ment, and decontamination equipment to any area of the facility opera-
tion. (1)(2)

Verify that police, fire departments, emergency response teams are fami-
liar with the layout of the facility, with the properties of the waste being
handled, and with general operations. (1)(2)

Verify that the hospital is familiar with the site and the types of injuries
that could result in an emergency. (1)(2)

4-34. SQGs must con- Verify that inspections are conducted at least weekly to look for leaking
duct weekly inspections containers and signs of deterioration of containers. (IX2)
of container stor ge areas
(40 CFR 262.34(d)(2) and
265.174).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/irector (8) Training Activity
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LARG QUANEITY
ERTIOR S (LQGs)

GeneraI

4-35. An LQG that gen- Examine documentation from USEPA for the facilities generator ID No.
erates, transports, or han- (1X2)
dies hazardous wastes
must obtain an USEPA Verify that correct ID No. is used on all appropriate documentation (i.e.,
ID No. (40 CFR 262.12 manifests). (1)(2)
(a), 262.12(b), 264.11,
and 265.11).

4-36. LQGs may accu- Inspect each accumulation point and interview the accumulation point
mulate hazardous waste manager. Verify that: (1)(2)
onsite for 90 days or less
without a permit or - the recorded start date indicates no container or tank has been
interim status provided accumulating a hazardous waste longer than 90 days
they meet certain condi- - each container and tank is labeled or marked clearly with the
tions (40 CFR 262.34 words HAZARDOUS WASTE.
(a)(2), 262.34(a)(3), and
262.34(b)). Verify that containers, drip pads and tanks meet the standards outlined in

the section titled Large Quantity Generators (Containers, Container
Storage Areas, Tank System Storage, and Containment Buildings). (1)(2)

(NO'IE: A generator who meets these standards is exempt from meeting
the closure requirements outlined in 40 CFR 265.110 through 265.150,
except 265.112 and 265.114.)

(NOME: A generator who accumulates hazardous waste for more than 90
days (without an extension), is subject to all storage facility and permit-
ting requirements.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorA)irector (8) TYaining Activity
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4-37. All LQG facilities Determine if the following required equipment is easily accessible and in
must be designed, con- working condition at the facility: (1)(2r

structed, maintained, and
operated to minimize the - internal communications or alarm system capable of providing
possibility of a fire, immediate emergency istruction to facility personnel
explosion, or any - a telephone or hand-held two way radio
unplanned release of - portable fire extinguishers and special extinguishing equipment
hazardous waste (40 CFR (foam, inert gas, or dry chemicals)
262.34(aX4) and 265.30 - spill control equipment
through 265.37). - decontamination equipment

- fire hydrants or other source of water (reservoir, storage tank, etc.)
with adequate volume and pressure, foam producing equipment, or
automatic sprinklers, or water spray systems.

Determine if equipment is tested and maintained as necessary to insure
proper operation in an emergency. (1)(2)

Verify that sufficient aisle space is maintained to allow unobstructed
movement of personnel, fire protection equipment, spill control equip-
ment, and decontamination equipment to any area of the facility opera-
tion. (1)(2)

Verify that police, fire departments, emergency response teams are fami-
liar with the layout of the facility, properties of the waste being handled,
and general operations. (1)(2)

Verify that the hospital is familiar with the site and the types of injuries
that could result in an emergency. (1)(2)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Training Activity
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4-38. LQGs must have (NOTE: Generating facilities may be addressed in the facilities SPR)
a contingency plan (40 plan or other emergency plan, or if none exists, in a separate contingency
CFR 262.34(a)(4) and plan.)

Verify that the contingency plan is designed to minimize hazards to
human health or the environment from fires, explosions, or any unplanned
sudden or nonsudden release of hazardous waste or hazardous waste con-
stituents. (1)(2)

Verify that the plan includes the following: (1)(2)

- a description of actions to be taken during an emergency
- a description of arrangements made with local police departments,

fire departments, hospitals, contactors, and state and local emer-
gency response teams

- names, addresses, and phone numbers of all persons qualified to
act as emergency coordinator

- a list of all emergency equipment at the facility and where this
equipment is required, located, and what it looks like

- an evacuation plan for facility personnel where there is a possibil-
ity evacuation would be needed.

Verify that copies of the contingency plan are maintained at the facility
and also have been submitted to organizations that may be called upon to
provide emergency services. (1)(2)

Verify that the contingency plan is routinely reviewed and updated, espe-
cially when the facility is issued a new permit, the plan fails in an emer-
gency, the emergency coordinators change, the waste being handled
changes, and/or the list of emergency equipment change,. (1X2)

4-3). Each LQG must Verify that, at all times, there is at least one employee at the facility or
have an emergency coor- on call with responsibility for coordinating all emergency response meas-
dinator on the facility ures. (1)(2)
premises or on call at all
times (40 CFR 262.34 Verify that the emergency coordinator is thoroughly familiar with the
(a)(4) and 265.55). facility, the characteristics of the waste handled, and the provisions of the

contingency plan. In addition, verify the emergency coordinator has the
authority to commit the resources needed to carry out the contingency
plan. (1)(2)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Training Activity
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4-40. Emergency coor- Review the contingency plan for the LQG facility. (1)(2)
dinators at LQGs must
follow certain emergency Verify that the emergency coordinator is required to follow these emer-
procedures whenever gency procedures: (1)(2)
there is an imminent or
actual emergency situa - immediately activate facility alarms or communication systems and
tion (40 CFR 262.34 notify appropriate facility, state, and local response parties
(a)(4) and 265.56(a) - identify the character, exact source, amount, and a real extent of
through 265.56(i)). any released materials

- assess possible hazards to human health or the environment,
including direct and indirect effects (i.e., release of gases, surface
runoff from water or chemicals used to control fire or explosions,
etc.)

- stop processes and operations at the facility when necessary to
prevent fires, explosions, or further releases

- collect and contain the released waste
- remove or isolate containers when necessary
- monitor for leaks, pressure buildup, gas generation, or ruptures in

valves, pipes, or other equipment whenever appropriate
- provide for treatment, storage, or disposal of recovered waste, con-

taminated soil, or surface water, or other material
- ensure that no waste that may be incompatible with the released

material is treated, stored, or disposed of until cleanup is com-
pleted

-ensure that all emergency equipment is cleaned and fit for its
intended use before operations are resumed

-notify USFPA, and appropriate state and local authorities when
cleanup is complete and operation resumes.

4-41. LQG facility Determine if incidents have been recorded and corrective actions taken
operators must record the through a review of the facility operating records. (1)(2)
time, date, and details of
any incident that requires Verify that written reports have been submitted to the USEPA regional
implementing the con- administrator within 15 days after the incident (1)(2)
tingency plan (40 CFR
262.34(a)(4) and 265.56
(J)).

4-42. Facilities that are Verify that exception reports are filed with the USEPA Regional
LQGs are required to use Administrator if a copy of the manifest is not received within 45 days of
manifests, maintain after the waste is accepted by the initial transporter. (IX2)
records, and file manifest
exception reports (40 Verify that exception reports are kept for 3 yr. (1)(2)
CFR 262.42(a)). (NOTE: Periods of retention for reports may be extended automatically

during the course of any unresolved enforcement action.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) T"ining Activity
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REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

RE1QUIRELMENTS: ____________________________

Peuionan Training

4-43. All LQG person- Verify that the training prga sdirected, by a person trained in haza-
nel who handle hazardous dous waste maniagement p rocdu . (1X2X8)
waste must meet certain
training rerpurements (40 Verify that the training program includes the following: (1X2X8)

265.16(a) through 265.16 - contingency plan implementation
(c)). - key jwrameters for automatic waste feed cut-off system

- procedures for using, inspecting, and repairing emergency and
monitoring equipment

- operatio of communications and alarm systems
- response to fire or explosion
- response to Ieaks or spills
- waste turni-in procedures
- identifiation of hazardous wastes
-container wa, marking, labelng, and on-facility transponation

- manifesting and off-facility transportation
- accumulation point management
-persne health and safety aind fire safety

- ficlit suldwnprocedures.

Verify that new employee training is completed within 6 mo of employ-
ment. (lX2X8)

Verify that an annual review of initial training is provided. (1X2X(8)

Verify that employees do not work unsupervised until training is corn-
pleted (1X2)(8)

Verify specifically that accumulation point managers and hazardous waste
handlers have been traned. (1X2X8)

4-44. Training records Examine traiining records and verify they include the following: (1X2X8)
must be maintained for
all LQG staff who - job title and description for each employee by name
manage hazardous waste - written description of how much trinning each position will obtain
(40 CFR 265.1(d) and - docxnnentatii of training received by name.
265.16(e)).

Determine if training records are retained for 3 yr after employment at
the facility. (lX2X8)

Verify that recoirds wre transferred with employees& (1X2X8)

(1) Environmnental Program Manager (2) Facility SupwvisorDirector (3) Training Activity
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Center for Dhenm Cntrol and Prevmmli

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

Containers

4-45. Empty containers Verify that for conainas or inter liners holding hazardous wastes, all
at LQGs previously hold- wastes are removed that can be removed using common practices and no
ing hazardous wastes more than 2.5 cm (1 in) of residue remains. (IX2X8)
must meet the regulatory
definition of empty Verify that for containers or inner liners if the container is less than or
before they are exempted equal to 417 L (110 gal), no nwre than 3 percent by weight of total con-
from hazardous waste taner capacity remains. (1X2X8)
requirements (40 CFR
261.7). Verify that for containers or inaer liners when the container is greater

than 417 L (110 gal) no more than 0.3 percent by weight of the total
container capacity remains. (IX2X8)

Verify that for containers that held a compressed gas the pressure in the
conainer approaches atmospheric. (IX2X8)

Verify that for containers or inner liners that held an acute hazardous
waste listed in Appendix 4-5 that one of the following is done: (1X2)(8)

- it is triple rinsed
- it is cleaned by another method identified through the literature or

aging as i chieving equivalent removal
-the inner li en is removed.

4-46. Containers used to Verify that containers are not leaking, bulging, rusting, damaged or
store hazardous waste at dented. (1X2)
LQGs must be in good
condition and not leaking Verify that waste is t fa ed ID a new contaim or managed in another
(40 CFR 262.34(aX1)i) appropriate manner when necessary. (1X2X8)
and 265.171).

4-47. Containers used at Verify that containers ae compatible with waste, in particular, check that
LQGs must be made of strong caustics and acids are not stored in plastic drums. (1X2)
or lined with materials
compatible with the waste
stored in than (40 CFR
262.34(aXlXi) and
265.172).

4-48. Containers must Verify that containers are closed except when it is necessary to add or
be closed during storage remove waste (check bungs on drums, look for funnels). (IX2)
and handled in a safe
manner at LQGs (40 CFR Verifý tht handling and atorage pracuces do not cause damage to the
262.34(aXlXi) and contaners or cause them to leak. (1)(2X8). 265.173).

(1) Environmental Programn Manager (2) Facility Supervibr/Director (8) Training Activity
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REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

"4-49. The handling of Verify that incompatible wastes or incompatible wast and materials we
incompatible wastes, or not placed in the same containers unless it is done so that it does not
incompatible wastes and (IX2)
matrials in containers at
LQGs must comply with - generate extreme heat or pressme, fin, or explosion, or violent
safe mangement practices reaction
(40 COR 262.34(aXlXi) - produce uncontrolled toxic mists, fumes, dusts, or gases in suffi-
and 265.177). clent quantities to threaten human health

- produce uncontrolled flammable fumes or gaes in sufficient quan-
tities to pose a risk of fire or explosions

- damage tie s6rctrl integrity of the device or facility
by any other like means threaten human health.

(NOTE. aieck for hr in acid drums and other incompatible
wastes as listed in Appendix 4-6.)

Verify that hazardous wastes ae not placed in an unwashed container
that previously held an incompatible waste or material. (IX2X8)

Verif d contdners hoklin$ hazardous wastes incompaible with wastes
stored nearby in other contaners, open tanks, piles, or surface impound-
ments are separated or protected from each other by a dike, berm, wall or
other device. (IX2X8)

4-50. Containers used to Verify the following by inspecting container storage areas: (1)(2)
store hazardous waste at
LQGs should be managed - containers we not stored more than two high and have pallets
in accordance with good between them
management practices -containers of highly flammable wastes are electrically grounded
(GMP). (check for clips and wires and make sure wires lead to ground rod

or system)
- at least 1 m (3 ft) of sisle space is provided between rows of con-

tainers.

0
(1) Enviromennt Progrm Manaer (2) Facility SupuyirDirecw (8) Training Activity
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REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

RtEQUIREMENTS:

ContiAmer Storage
Areas

4-51. At LQGs, con- Vezify that all containb m identified and stored in approriate am.
miners of hazardous (IX2)
waste should be kept in
designated storage areas (NOTE: Any unidentified conents of solid wate conainets and/or con-
(tMP). miners not in designated storge amas must be tested to determine if

solid or hazardous waste requirements apply.)

4-52. Containers hold- Determine the distance from storage containers holding ignitable or reac-
ing ignitable or reacive tive waste to the property line. (1)(2)
waste must be located
15.5 m (50 ft) from the
amline at LQGs (40

22.34(aXXi) and
265.176).

.4-53. LQGs must con- Veify that inspections ate conducted at least weekly to look for leaking
duct weekly inspections contaiers and signs of deterioration of containers. (IX2)
of container storage meas
(40 CFR 262.34(aXlXi)
and 265.174).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervism/Director (8) Training Activity
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cbmt Buil&

4-54. LQGs with con- Verify +Ihat the containment building meets the following: (1)(2)
tainment buildings that
are in compliance are not -it is a completely enclosed, self-supporting structure that is
subject to the definition designed and constructed of manmade materials of sufficient
of land disposal if strength and thickness to support themselves, the waste contents,
specific requirements are and any personnel and heavy equipment that operate within the
met (40 CFR 262.34 unit
(a)(l(iv) 264.1100, and -it is designed to prevent failure due to pressure gradients, settle-

65. ment, compression, or uplift, physical contact with the hazardous
wastes, climatic conditions, and the stress of daily operations

- it has a primary barrier that is designed to be sufficiently durable
to withstand the movement of personnel, wastes, and handling of
equipment within the unit

- if the unit is used to manage liquids:
- there is a primary barrier designed and constructed of materi-

als to prevent migration of hazardous constituents into the
barrier

- there is a liquid collection system designed and constructed of
materials to minimized the accumulation of liquid on the pnr-
mary barrier

- there is a secondary containment system designed and con-
strxcted of materials to prevent migration of hazardous con-
stitients into the barrier, with a leak detection and liquid col-
lection system capable of detecting, collecting, and removing
leaks of hazardous constituents at the earliest practicable time

- it has controls sufficient to prevent fugitive dust emisions
- it is designed and operated to ensure containment and prevent the

tracking of materials from the unit by personnel and equipment

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorDirector (8) Training Activity
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4-55. Containment Verify that containment buildings meet the following design standards:
buildings are required to (1X2)
be designed according to
specific standards (40 - it is completely enclosed with a floor, walls, and a roof to prevent
CFR 262.34(a)(1)(iv), exposure to the elements and to assure containment of wastes
264.1101(a)(1) through - the floor and containment walls, including any required secondary2641101(a .1 containment system, ae designed and constructed of manmade

(b), 265.1101(a)(1) materials of sufficient strength and thickness to support them-
through 265.1101(a)(2), selves, the waste contents, and any personnel and heavy equip-
and 265.1101(b)). ment that operate within the unit

- it is designed to prevent failure due to pressure gradients, settle-
ment, compression, or uplift, physical contact with the hazardous
wastes, climatic conditions, and the stress of daily operations

- it has sufficient structural strength to prevent collapse or other
failure

- all surfaces in contact with hazardous wastes are compatible with
the wastes

- it has a primary barrier that is designed to be sufficiently durable
to withstand the movement of personnel, wastes, and handling of
equipment within the unit and is appropriate for the chemical and
physical characteristics of the waste.

Verify that if the containment building is going to manage hazardous
wastes with free liquids or treated with free liquids the following design
requirements are also met: (1)(2)

- there is a primary barrier designed and constructed of materials to
prevent migration of hazardous constituents into the barrier (i.e., a
geomembrane covered by a concrete wear surface)

- there is a liquid collection and removal system designed and con-
structed of materials to minimize the accumulation of liquid on
the primary barrier.

- the primary barrier is sloped to drain liquids to the associated
collection system

- liquids and wastes are collected and removed to minimized
hydraulic head on the containment system at the earliest
practicable time

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Training Activity
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4-55. (continued) - there is a secondary containment system, including a secondary
barrier, designed and constructed of materials to prevent migration
of hazardous constituents into the barrier, with a leak detection
and liquid collection system capable of detecting, collecting, and
removing leaks of hazardous constituents at the earliest practicable
time

- the leak detection component of the secondary containment system
meets the following:

- it is constructed with a bottom slope of 1 percent or more
- it is constructed of a granular drainage materials with a

hydraulic conductivity of 1 x 10 2 cmfecond (sec) or more
and a thickness of 30.5 cm (12 in.) or more, or constructed of
synthetic or geonet drainage materials with a transmissivity
of 3 x 10-6 m2*ec or more

- if treatment is to be conducted in the building, the treatment area
is designed to prevent the release of liquids, wet materials, or
liquid aerosols to other portions of the building.

- the secondary containment system is constructed of materials that
are chemically resistant to the waste and liquids managed in the
building and of sufficient strength and thickness to prevent col-
lapse under pressure exerted by overlaying materials and by any
equipment used.

(NOTE: An exception to the structural strength requirement may be
made for lightrweight doom and windows based on the nature of the
waste management operations if the follcwing criteria are met

- the doors and windows provide an effective barrier again fugitive
dust emissions

- the unit is designed and operated in a manner that ensures that the
waste will not come in contact with the doom or windows.)

(NOME: A containment building can serve as secondary containment
systems for tanks within the building if:

- it meets the requirements of 264.193(dXl) (see checklist item 4-
59)

- it meets the requirements of 264.193(b) and 264.193(c)(1 - 2) (see
checklist item 4-59).)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/D)rector (8) TYaining Activity
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4-56. Containment Verify that incompatible wastes or treatment reagents are not placed in
buildings are required to the building or its secondary containment system if they could cause the
be operated according to unit or the secondary containment system to leak, corrode, or otherwise
specific standards (40 fail. (1)(2)
CFR 262.34(a)(1)(iv),
264.1101(a)(3), 264.1101 Verify that the following operational procedures are done: (1)(2)
(c)(l), 54.1101(c)(4),

265.1101(a)(3), 265.1101 - controls and practices are used to ensure the containment of the
(c)(1), and 265.1101 waste within the building
c)4) - the primary barrier is maintained so that it is free of significant

cracks, gape, corrosion, or other deterioration that could cause
hazardous waste to be released from the primary barrier

-the level of the storedjtreated hazardous waste is maintained so
that the height of any containment wall is not exceeded

- measures are implemented to prevent the tracking of hazardous
waste out of the unit by personnel or equipment used in the han-
dling of the waste

- there is a designated area for the decontamination of equipment
and collection of rinsate

- any collected rinsate is managed as needed according to its consti-
tuents

- measures are implemented to control fugitive dust emissions so
that no openings exhibit visible emissions

- particulate collection devices are maintained and operated accord-
ing to sound air pollution control practices.

Verify that data is gathered from monitoring equipment and leak detec-
tion equipment and the site is inspected at least once every 7 days and
the results recorded in the operating record. (1)(2)

Verify that there is a written description of procedures to ensure that
waste does not remain in the building for more than 90 days. (1)(2)

Verify that there is documentation that the waste does not remain for
more than 90 days. (1)(2)

4-57. Containment Verify that the building has been certified by a registered professional
buildings are required to engineer. (1)(2)
be certified by a
registered professional
engineer (40 CFR 262.34
(a)(1)(iv), 264.1101(c)(2),
and 265.1101(c)(2)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorOirector (8) TIaining Activity
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458. Leaks in contain- Verify that if a condition is detected that could lead to a leak or has
ment buildings must be already caused a leak, it is repaired promptly. (1)(2)
repaired and reported (40
CFR 262.34(a)(1)(iv), Verify that when a leak is discovered: (1)(2)
264.1101 (c)(3), and
265.1101(c)(3)). - the discovery is recorded in the facility operating record

- the portion of the containment building that is affected is removed
from service

- a cleanup and repair schedule is established
- within 7 days the Regional Administrator is notified and within 14

working days written notice is provided to the Regional Adminis-
trator

- the Regional Administrator is notified upon the completion of all
repairs and certification from a registered professional engineer is
also submitted.

4-59. Containment Verify that each area is designed and operated according to the appropri-
buildings that contain ate requirements. (1)(2)
areas both with and
without secondary con- Verify that measures are taken to prevent the release of liquids or wet
tainment must meet materials into areas without secondary containment. (1)(2)
specific requirements (40
CF1 262.34(a)(1)(iv), Verify that a written description is maintained in the facility operating
264.1101(d), and log of operating procedures used to maintain the integrity of areas
265.1101(d)). without secondary containment (1X2)

4-60. When a contain- Determine if the facility has closed a containment building recently.
ment building is closed (1X2)
specific requirements
must be met (40 CFR Verify that at closure, all waste residues, contaminated containment sys-
262.34(a)(1)(iv), tem components, contaminated subsoils, and strucetres and equipment
264.1102, and 265.1102). contaminated with waste and leachate were removed or decontaminated.

(IX2)

Verify that the containment building is closed in accordance with closure
and post-closure requirements for TSDFs. (1)(2)

(NOTE: Currently, the requirements for ISDFs are not outlined in this
manual.)

Verify that if it is found that not all contaminated subsoils can be practi-
cably removed or decontaminated, the facility is closed and landfill
postclosure requirements are implemented. (1)(2)

(1) Environmentai Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Training Activity
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TRLANSPORTATION

4-61. Transporters of (NOTE: These requirements do not apply to the onsite transportation of
hazardous waste that are hazardous waste.)
required to be manifested
must have a USEPA ID Determine if the facility transports hazardous waste offsite using their
No. and must comply own vehicles or a contractor. (1)(2)
with manifest manage-
ment requirements (40 Verify that the transporter has a USEPA ID No. (1)(2)
CFR 263.10(a), 263.10
(b), 263.11, 263.20(a) Verify that all waste accepted for transport is accompanied by a manifest
through 263.20(d), (IX2)
263.21, and 263.22(a)). Verify that prior to transport, the transporter signs and dates the manifest

and returns a copy to the generator before leaving the facility. (1)(2)
Verify that the transporter retains a copy of the manifest after delivery.

(1X2)

Verify that manifests are kept on file for 3 yr. (1)(2)

(NOTE: Special issues involved in the transportation of hazardous waste
by rail or water are not addressed in this manual.)

4-62. Before transportý Verify, by inspecting a sample of containers awaiting transport, that con-
ing hazardous waste or tainers are properly constructed and contain no leaks, corrosion, or
offering hazardous waste bulges. (1)(2)
for transportation offsite
in the United States, the Examine endseams for minor weeping that indicates drum failure. (1)(2)
facility must package and
label the waste in accor- Verify labeling and marking on each container is compatible with the
dance with Department of manifests. (1)(2)
Transportation (DOT)
regulations contained in Verify that the following information is displayed on a random sample of
49 CFR 172, 173, 178, containers of 110 gal or less in accordance with 49 CFR 172.304: (1)(2)
and 179 (40 CFR 262.30
through 262.33). - HAZARDOUS WASIE - Federal Law Prohibits Improper Disposal

- If found, contact the nearest police or public safety authority or the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Generator's name and
address Manifest Document Number.

Verify that proper DOT placarding is available for the transporter. (1)(2)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) IYaining Activity
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4-63. Transporters of Verify that transport operators have instructions to notify local authorities
waste offsite must take and take clean-up action so that the discharge does not present a hazard.
immediate notification (IX2)
and clean-up action if a
discharge occurs during Verify that transporters give notice to the National Response Center
tranport (40 CFR 263.30 NRC) and report in writing as required by 49 CFR 171.15 and 171.16.and 263.31). (1X2)

4-64. The facility Determine from the transportation branch if procedures exist to manage
should ensure that tran- movement of hazardous wastes throughout the facility. (1)(2)
sportation of hazardous
wastes between buildings Determine if drivers are trained in spill control procedures. (1)(2)
is accomplished in accor-
dance with good manage- Determine if provisions have been made for securing wastes in vehicles
ment practices to help when transporting. (1)(2)
prevent spills, releases,
and accidents (GMP).

4-65. Transportejs must Determine if the facility has a transfer facility. (1)(2)
not store manifested ship-
ments in containers meet- Verify the following: (1)(2)
ing DOT packaging
requirements for more - transfer facility storage is for 10 days or less
than 10 days at a transfer - DOT packaging requirements are met
facility (40 CFR 263.12). - shipments are manifested and manifests accompany shipments

- storage is consistent with good management practice.

(NOTE: Storage for more than 10 days will require a ISD permit)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Thaining Activity
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LAND DISPOSAL
OF RESTIC'IED
WASTES

4-66. Facilities must not Verify that the wastes listed in Appendix 4-4 are not disposed of on land
dispose of the wastes after the indicated dates in the table unless: (1)(2)
listed in Appendix 4-4 on
land unless specific - the facility was granted an extension
parameters are met (40 - the waste is hazardous only because it exhibits a hazardous charac-
CFR 268.1, 268.4 and teristic, and is otherwise prohibited from land disposal, is not
Appendix VII). prohibited from land disposal if the waste:

- is disposed of into a nonhazardous or hazardous injection well
- does not exhibit any prohibited characteristic of a hazardous

waste at the point of injection
- disposal is done in a surface impoundment if:

- treatment of the wastes occurs at the impoundment
- sampling, testing, and removal procedures and design require-

ments outlined in 40 CFR 268.4 are followed
- the waste is treated.

(NOTE: The following are exempted from all of the requirements con-
cerning restricted wastes found in 40 CFR 268:

- waste generated by small quantity generators of less than 100 kg
(220 lb) of non-acute hazardous waste or less than I kg (2.2 lb) of
acute hazardous waste per month

- waste pesticides that a farmer disposes of
- wastes identified or listed as hazardous after 8 November 1984 for

which USFPA has not promulgated land disposal prohibitions or
treatment standards

- De minimis losses to wastewater treatment systems of commercial
chemical product or chemical intermediates that are ignitable
(D001), or corrosive (D002), and that contain underlying hazar-
dous constituents

- laboratory wastes displaying the characteristic of ignitability
(D001), or corrosivity (D002), that are commingled with other
plant wastewaters under designated circumstances

- laboratory wastes that are ignitable and corrosive containing under-
lying hazardous constituents from laboratory operations that are
mixed with other plant wastewaters at facilities whose ultimate
discharge is subject to CWA regulations, if the annualized flow of
laboratory wastewater into the facility's headwork does not exceed
one percent or the laboratory wastes combined annualized sewage
concentration does not exceed one ppm in the facility's head-
work.)

NOTE: As of 8 May 1993, debris that is contaminated with the wastes
isted in Appendix 4-4 and debris that is contaminated with any charac-

teristic waste for which there are treatment standards is prohibited from
land disposal.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Training Activity
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4-67. Wastes that are Verify that restricted wastes or the residual from the treatment of res-
restricted from land tricted wastes are not diluted unless they are hazardous only because they
disposal or the residual exhibit a characteristic in a treatment system that treats wastes that are
from the treatment of a then discharged into a waste of the United States by permit or that treats
waste restricted from land wastes for the purpose of pretreatment or unless the waste is a D003
disposal must not be reactive cyanide wastewater or nonwastewater. (1)(2)
diluted as a substitute for
adequate treatment (40
CFR 268.3).

4-68. Appendix 4-7 lists Verify that restricted wastes that are disposed of on land meet the criteria
restricted wastes and the in Appendix 4-7. (1)(2)
concentrations of their
associated constituents (NOIE: Appendix 4-8 lists extract concentrations for the constituents of
that must not be exceeded wastes FOOl through F005 as a supplement to Appendix 4-7.)
by the waste or residual
for allowable disposal of
the waste or residual (40
CFR 268.40(c) and
268.43).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor~irector (8) Training Actvity
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4-69. When a generator Verify that for restricted waste that does not meet the applicable treat-
is managing a restricted me*nt standards or exceeds the applicable prohibition levels, the notice is
waste, a notice must be issued and includes: (1X2)
issued to the TSDF in
writing of the appropriate - the USEPA hazardous waste number
treatment standards and - treatment standards
prohibition levels (40 - the manifest number associated with the shipment
CFR 268.7(aX1) through - for hazardous debris, the contaminants subject to treatment and the
268.7(a)(3), and 268.7 following statement "This hazardous debris is subject to the alter-
(a)(10)). native treatment standards of 40 CFR 268.45"

- the waste analysis data, when available.

Verify that for restricted waste that can be land-disposed without further
treatment (this does not include debris that does not contain hazardous
waste) the notice includes: (1)(2)

- the USEPA hazardous waste number
- treatment standards
- the manifest number associated with the shipment
- the waste analysis data, when available
- the signature of an authorized representative certifying that the

waste complies with the treatment standards of 40 CFR 268.

Verify that, for restricted waste that is subject to an exemption from a
prohibition of the type of land disposal used, the notice states that the
waste is not prohibited from land disposal and includes: (1)(2)

- the USEPA hazardous waste number
- treatment standards
- the manifest number associated with the shipment
- the waste analysis data, when available
- for hazardous debris, the contaminant subject to treatment
- the date the waste is subject to prohibitions.

(NOIE: SQGs with tolling agreements are required to comply with
notification and certification requirements for the initial shipment of
waste subject to the agreement,)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisorbirector (8) Training Activity
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4-70. Generators that Verify that the plan describes the procedures that the generator will carry
are managing prohibited out to comply with treatment standards. (1)(2)
wastes in tanks, con-
tainers, or containment (NOTE: Generators treatinF bazardous debris under the alternative treat-
buildings and treating the ment standards are not required to conduct waste analysis.)
waste to meet applicable
treatment standards, must Verify that the plan is kept onsite and: (1)(2)
develop and follow a
written waste analysis - the plan is based on a detailed chemical and physical analysis of
plan (40 CFR 268.7 representative sample of the prohibited waste being treated
(a)(4)) and 268.7(a)(10)). - the plan is filed with the US A Regional Administrator or state

authorized official at least 30 days prior to the treatment activity,
with delivery verified.

(NOTE: SQGs with tolling agreements are required to comply with
notification and certification requirements for the initial shipment of
waste subject to the agreement)

4-71. Generators axe Verify that if the facility is using generator knowledge to determine
required to keep specific whether a waste meet Land Disposal Restriction (LDR) requirements, the
documents pertaining to supporting data used in making this determination is retained in the facil-
restricted wastes onsite ity operating record. (1)(2)
(40 CFR 268.7(a)(5)
through 268.7(a)(7) and Verify that if the facility has determined whether a waste is restricted
268.7(a)(10)). using appropriate test methods, the waste analysis data is retained. (1)(2)

Verify that if the facility has determined that they are managing a res-
tricted waste that is excluded from the definition of a hazardous waste or
solid waste or exempt from RCRA-C, a one-time notice is placed in the
facility files stating that the generated waste is excluded. (1)(2)

Verify that a copy of all notices, certifications, demonstrations, waste
analysis data and other documentation is kept for at least 5 yr from the
date that the was was last sent to onsite or off site treatment, storage, or
disposal. (1X2)

Verify that small quantity generators with tolling agreement retain the
agreement and copies of notification and certification for at least 3 yr
after the agreement expires. (1)(2)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisorpirector (8) Training Activity
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4-72. Treatnent facili- Verify that treatment facilities are testing their waste according to the
ties are required to follow procedures outlined in their waste analysis plan. (1)(2)
specific procedures for
restricted wastes (40 CFR Verify that the treatznent facility sends a notice with each waste shipment
268.7(b)). going to a land disposal facility, except for debris excluded from the

definitions of hazardous waste, that includes the following: (1)X2)

- USEPA hazardous waste number
- treatment standards
- the manifest number associated with the the shipment of waste
- waste analysis data, where available.

Verify that the treatment facility submits a certification with each ship-
ment of waste or treatment residue of a restricted waste, except for debris
excluded from the definitions of a hazardous waste, to the land disposal
facility stating that the waste has been treated in compliance with appli-
cable standards. (1)(2)

(NOIE: If waste or treatment residues will be further managed at a
different treatment or storage facility, the TSDF sending the waste or
treatment residue offsite must comply with notice and certification
requirements.)

(NOTE: Where the wastes are recyclable materials used in a manner
constituting disposal, the facility treatment facility is not required to
notify the receiving facility.)

4-73. Land disposal Verify that copies of the certifications and notification are kept on hand.
facilities for restricted (1)(2)
wastes are required to
maintain copies of notices Verify that the facility is testing waste as specified in the facility's waste
and certifications and test analysis plan. (1)(2)
the waste except when
disposing of waste that is
recycled material used in
a manner constituting
disrsal (40 CIR 268.7(C))

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Training Activity
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4-74. Generators who Verify that a one-time notification is submitted to the Director or author-
first claim that hazardous ized state including the following: (1)(2)
debris is excluded from
the definition of hazar- - the name and address of the facility receiving the treated waste
dous waste are required - a description of the hazardous debris as initially generated, includ-
to meet specific ing the applicable USEPA hazardous waste number
notification and - for excluded debris, the technology used to treat the debris.
certification requirements
(40 CFR 268.7(d)). Verify that the notification is updated if the debris is shipped to a

different facility. (IX2)

Verify that for debris that is excluded, if a different type of debris is
treated or if a different technology is used to treat the debris the
notification is updated. (1)(2)

4-75. The storage of Verify that land disposal restricted waste is not stored at the facility
hazardous waste that is unless: (1)(2)
restricted from land
disposal is not allowed - the generator is storing the wastes in tanks, containers, or contain-
unless specific conditions ment buildings onsite only for the purpose of accumulating
are met (40 CFR 268.50). enouigh quantity of of hazardous waste to facilitate proper

recovery, treatment, or disposal and all appropriate standards for
containers, tanks, and containment buildings are met

- the 1SDF is storing the wastes in tanks, containers, or containment
buildings in order to accumulate the necessary quantities for
proper recovery, treatment or disposal and:

- each container is marked to identify contents and the date
accumulation began

- each tank is clearly marked with a description of the contents,
the quantity of of each hazardous waste received, and the
start date of accumulation or a record of such information is
maintained.

Verify that transporters do not store manifested shipments of land dispo-
sal restricted wastes for more than 10 days. (1)(2)

(NOME: A ISDF may stored the land disposal restricted wastes for up to
1 yr if they can prove that the reason for storage is to accumulate such
quantities of hazardous waste as are necessary to facilitate proper storage,
treatment and disposal.)

(NO'IE: The prohibition on storage does not apply to hazardous wastes
that have met treatment standards.)

Verify that liquid hazardous wastes containing PCBs at concentrations
greater than 50 ppm are stored at a facility that meets the requirements of
40 CFR 761.65(b) (see Special Pollutants Management) and is removed
from storage within 1 yr of the date it was first placed into storage. (1)(2)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/,irector (8) Training Activity
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RADIOACTIVE (NOTE: Throughout the repulations, radioactive substances are referred
WASTE to as radioac ve materials regardless of their condition as a new pro-

duct or a waste.)

4-76. Personnel working Verify that all individuals working in or frequenting any portion of a
around radioactive radiation area are: (1)(2)
materials are required to
be notified of specific - informed of the existence of radioactive materials
information and trained - instructed in the safety problems associated with exposure to such
(29 CFR 1910.96(i)). materials and radiation, and in precautions or devices to minimize

exposure
- advised of reports that have to be made concerning exposure.

Verify that the facility has conspicuously posted a current copy of its
provisions and operating procedures in locations where radioactive
materials are found, or keeps the documents in a place where they are
available on request (1)(2)

4-77. Specific Verify that the facility notifies the Assistant Secretary of Labor or his
notification requirements duly appointed representative by telephone or telegraph of any incident
must be met for radioac- that may have caused or threatens to cause: (1)(2)
tive material incidents (29
CFR 1910.96(1) and - exposure of the whole body or any individual to 25 reins or more1910.96(m)). of radiation

- exposure of the skin of the whole body of any individual to 150

reins or more of radiation
- exposure of the feet, ankles, hands, or forearms of any individual

to 375 reis or more of radiation.

Verify that the facility notifies the Assistant Secretary of Labor or his
duly appointed representative by telephone or telegraph of any incident
that may have caused, or threatens to cause, the release of radioactive
material in concentrations that, if averaged over a period of 24 h, would
exceed 5000 times the limits specified in Table II of Appendix B of 10
CFR 20. (Due to the extreme length of this table, it is not included in
this manual). (1)(2)

Verify that notification is made within 24 h of the following: (1)(2)

- exposure of the whole body or any individual to 5 reins or more of
radiation

- exposure of the skin of the whole body of any individual to 30
reins or more of radiation

- exposure of the feet, ankles, hand or forearms to 75 reins or more
of radiation.

Verify that a written report of overexposure is made within 30 days.
(IX2)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Training Activity
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4-78. Specific signs are Verify that each radiation area is posted with a conpicuous sign or signs
required in radiation areas beauing the radiation symbol and the words CAUTION, RADIATION
(29 CFR 1910.96(e)( 1) AREA. (1)(2)
through 1910.96(e)(3)(i),
1910.96( e(4) through Verify that each high radiation area is posted with a conspicuous sign or
1910.96(e)(5), and signs bearing the radiation symbol and the words CAUTION, HIGH
1910.96(g)). RADIATION AREA. (1X2)

Verify that each airborne radioactivity area is posted with a conspicuous
si or si bearing the radiation symbol and the words CAUTION,M O RADIOACTnVITY AREA. (1)(2)

Verify that each area or room in which radioactive material is used or
stored and that contains any radioactive material (other than natural
uranium or thorium) in any amount exceeding 10 times the quantity of
such material specified in Appendix 4- 9 is conspicuously posted with a
sign or signs bearing the radiation caution symbol and the words CAU-
TION, RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS. (IX2)

(NOWE: The following are exempted from sign posting requirements:
- a room or an area with a sealed source where the radiation level

12 in. from the surface of the source container or housing does
not exceed 5 millirems per hour

- rooms or other areas containing radioactive material for periods of
less than 8 h if:

- the materials are constantly attended during such periods by
an individual who takes appropriate precautions

- the room is under the control of the facility.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisorb)irector (8) Taining Activity
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4-7g. Containers of Verify that each container in which is transported, stored, or used a quan-
radioactive materials are tity of radioactive material (other than natural uranium or thorium)
required to be labeled greater than the quantity of the material specified in Appendix 4-9 bears
according to specific stan- a durable, clearly visible label with radiation caution symbol and the
dards (29 CFR words CAUTION, RADIOACTIVE MATEIUAL. (1X2)
1910.96(e)(I) and
1910.96(h)). (NOTE: A label is not required if:

- the concentration of the material in the container does not exceed
that specified in Column 2 of Table I of Appendix B of 10 CTh
20 (due to its extreme length, the table is not included in this
manual)

- the containers are laboratory containers such as beakers, flasks, and
test tubes used transiently in laboratory procedures, and the user is
present.)

Verify that when containers are used for storage, the labels also state the
quantities and kinds of radioactive materials in the containers and the
date of measurement of the quantities. (1)(2)

(NOTE: Radioactive materials packaged and labeled according to DOT
rules do not have to be labeled according to these requirements if the
inside containers are labeled according to these requirements.)

4-80. High radiation Verify that each high radiation area is equipped with a control device
areas are required to be that either causes the level of radiation to be reduced below that at which
equipped with specific an individual might receive a dose of 100 millirems in I h upon entry
control devices (29 CFR into the area, or energizes a conspicuous visible or audible alarm signal
1910.96(e)(3)(ii)). so that the individual entering and the supervisor of the activity are aware

of the entry. (1)(2)

(NOTE: This requirement does not apply to high radiation areas esta-
blished for a period of 30 days or less.)

4-81. Radioactive Verify that radioactive materials are stored in a manner that they are
materials stored in a non- secured against unauthorized removal. (1)(2)
radiation area must be
secured against unauthor-
ized removal from the
place of storage (29 CFR
1910.96(j)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Tranming Activity
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4-82. Radioactive Verify that hazadous materials slated for disposal are going to approved
materials must be facilities. (1)(2)
disposed of by transfer to
an authorized recipient or
in a manner approved by
Atomic Energy Commis-
sion or a state (29 CFR
1910.96(k)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (8) Training Activity
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Appendix 4-1

40 CFR 261 Identification and Listing of Hazardous Waste

TABLE I

Hazdous Waste fran Nonspecific Sources

(40 CFR 261.30 through 261.31)
(Effective a of 5 June 1991)

Industry and USEPA
Hazardous Waste Hazard
No. Hazardous Waste Codes

Generic

Fool The spent halogenated solvents used in degreasing. THchwmethylene. (t)
methylene chloride, 1,1,1-trichloroetiane, carbon tesrachloride, and the
chlorinated fluomcarbons; all spent solvent muzuredbend used in de-
greasing conaining, before usf, a total of ten percent or more (by
volume) of one or mor of the above halogenated solvents listed in MO0Z
FI)04, and F005; and still bottoms from the recovery of these spent sol-
vents and spent solvent mixtrm.

S F002 The following spent halogenated solvents: Tetrachioroethylene, (t)
methylene chloride, trichloroethylene, 1,l,1-uchloethiae, ch¢-oben-
zene, 1,1,2-trichlom-1,1,2-trifluootmhae, onho-dichlorobenze, tri-
chlorofluorornehane, and 1,1,2-tri4hroedte; all spent solvent
mixtumesdblends conining, before use, a total of ten percent or more (by
volume), of one or more of the above halogenated solvents or those listed
in F001, )004, or F005; and still bottoms from the recovery of these
spent solvents and spent solvent mixtures.

1003 The spent nonhalogenated solvents, Xylene, acetone, ethyl acetate, ethyl (i)
benzene, ethyl ether, methyl isobutyl ketone, n-butyl alcohol, cyclohex-
anone, and methanol; and the still bottoms from the recovery of these
solvents and spent solvent mixtures.

HAZARD CODES (Column 3)
t = toxic waste
i = ignitable waste
r = reactive waste
h = acute hazardous waste
(except wastewater and spent carbon fim hydrogen chdoride purifi-

cation); the manufacturing or production use: As a reactant. chemical in-
termediate, or component in a fornulating process. The listing for F020
and P023 does not include wastes from the production of hexachloro-
phene fro highly purified 2,4,5-tichkwophenoL
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Appendix 4-1 (coamtved)

ladustry mad USEPA
Hazardous Waste Hazard
Nimber Hazardous Waste Code*

F004 The spent o solvents, cresols and cresylic acid, and nitro- (t)
benzene; and the still bottoms houm the recovery of these solvents.

F005 The following spent o logenated solvents: Toluene, methyl ethyl (i~t)
ketone, carbons disulfide, isobutinol, pyrduine, benzene, 2-ethoxylethanol,
and 2-nitropropane; all spent solvent mixturesblends containing, before
use, a total of ten percent or more (by volume) of one or moar of the
above noh e solvents or those solvents listed in F001, F002, or
F004; and still bottoms from the recovaey of these solvents.

F006 Wastewater teatment sludges from elecumplating operations except from (t)
the following processes: (1) sulfuric acid anodizing of aluminum; (2) tin
plating on carbon steel; (3) zinc plating (segregated basis) on carbon
steel; (4) aluminum or zinc-aluminum plating on carbon steel; (5) clean-
ing stripping associated with tin, zinc and aluminum plating on carbon
steel; and (6) chemical etching and milling of aluminum.

F007 Spent cyanide plating bath solution from electroplating operations. (r,t)

F008 Plating bath residues from the bottom of plating baths from electroplating (rt)
operations where cyanides are used in the process.

F009 Spent stripping and cleaning bath solutions from electioplating operations (rt)
where cyanides are used in the process.

F010 Quenching bath residues from oil baths from metal heat treating opera- (rt)
tions where cyanides are used in the process.

FPOl Spent cyanide solutions from salt bath pot cleaning from metal heat treat- (rt)
ing operations.

* HAZARD CODES (Column 3)
t = toxic waste
i = ignitable waste
r = reactive waste
h - acute hazardous waste

* (except wastewater and spent carbon from hydrogen chloride purifi-
cation); the manufacturing or production use: As a reactant, chemical in-
wernediate, or component in a formulating process. The listing for F020
and P023 does not include wastes from the pirouction of hexachloro-
phene from highly purified 2,4,5-trichlorophenoL

0
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Appeadix 4-1 (coasamed)

. hIdustry anid USEPA
Hazardous Waste Hazard
Number Hazardous Waste Code*

FI012 Quenching wastewater treatment sludges from metal heat treating opera- (t)
tons where cyanides are used in the process.

F019 Wastewater treatment sludges from the chemical conversion coating of (t)
aluminum except from zirconiwm phosphatnmg in alumimun can washing
when such phosphating is an exclusive conversion coating process.

F020 Wastes from use of tri-, or tetrachlorphenol, or intermediates uwd to (h)
produce its pesticide derivatives. **

F021 Wastes of pentachlorophenol, or intermediates used to produce its deriva- (h)
yives. *

FT22 Wastes, of tetra-, penta-, or hexachlorobenzenes under alkaline condi- (h)
tions. **

F023 Wastes, of tri and tetrachlorophenols. (

F024 Wastes, including but not limited to distillation residues, heavy ends, tars, (t)
and reactor cleanout wastes from the producion of chlorinated aliphatic
hydrocarbons, utilizing free radical catalyzed processes having carbon
chain lengths from one to five, (Omits light ends, spent filters and filter
aids, spent desiccants, wastewater, wastewater treatment sludges, spent
catalysts and wastes listed in 40 CFR 261.32).

F025 Condensed light ends, spent filters aids, and spent desiccant wastes from (t)
the production of certain chlorinated aliphawic hydrocarbons, by free radi-
cal catalyzed processes. These chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons are
those having carbon chain lengths ranging from one to and including
five, with varying amounts and positions of chlorine substitution.

* HAZARD CODES (Column 3)
t - toxic waste
i = ignitable waste
r = reactive waste
h = acute hazardous waste

* (except wastewater and spent carbon from hydrogen chloride purifi-
cation); the manufacturing or production use: As a reactant, chemical in-
tennediate, or component in a formulating process. The listing for F020
and F023 does it include wastes ftrm the production of hexachioro-
phene from highly purified 2,4,5-trichlorophenoL.
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Appendix 4-1 (continued)

Industry and USEPA
Hazardous Wadte Hazard
Nmzber Hazardous Waste Code*

F026 Wastes of ceam-, pent-. or %eahouezn under alkailine conditions. (h)

F027 Discarded unused formulations containing tri-, tMa-, or pentachioro- (Ii)
phenol or disarded unused fonnulations containing compounds derived
from these chiorophenols (does not include hexachiorophene synthesized
from preppwified 2,4 5tchkxophenol as the sdie component.

P028 Residues from incineration or thermal treatment of soil contuininated (t)
with USEPA hazardous waste Nos. P020. P021, P022, F023, F026 and
F027.

F032 Wastewaters (except tOwe that have noot come introt contact with process (t)
contarmiants), process residues, preservative drippege, and spent formula-
tions from wood preserving processes generated at plants that currently
use of have previously used chkweopbenolic formulations (except posen-
tially cross-contarmiated wastes that have had the P032 waste code deet-
ed in accordance with 261.35 and where the generator does not resume or
initate use of chorophewlic formulations). Mwi listing does not include

K001 bottom sediment sludge from the tzcatment of wastewater firom
wood preserving processes that use creosote and/or pentachlorophenol.

P034 Wastewaters (except those that have not come into contact with process (t)
contaminants), process residuals, preervative drippage, and spent fonnu-
lotons firom wood preserving processes generated at plants that use
cresote formulations. Ti's listing does riot include KOOl bottom sludge
from the treatment of wastewater forom wood preserving processes that
use creosote and or phentachlorophenoL.

P035 Wastewaters (except those that have no come into contact with process (t)
contamninants), process residuals. preservative drippage, and spent formu-
latons from wood preserving processes generated at plants that use inor-
ganic preservatives containing amei or chormium. Ti's lostng does not
include KOOl bottom sediment sludge from the treatment of wastewater
from wood preserving processes that use creosote and/or pentachoro-

____phenl.
*HAZARD CODES (Column 3)

t - toxic waste
i ignitable waste

r = reactive waste
h - acute hazardous waste

S(except wastewater and spent carbon from hydrogen chloride purifi-
cation); the mariu~aturing or production use: As a reactant, chemical in-
termediate, or component in a formulating process. The listing for P020
and P023 does am include wastes from the production of hexachloro-
phene from highly purified 2,4,5-tricilorophenol.
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Appendix 4-1 (comatised)

. Industry and USEPA
Hazardous Waste Hazard
Number Hazardous Wase Code*

F037 Petroleum refiney primary ol/waWt/sods sparatimo sludge-Any sludge
Sgam ed frm the SravitMaUta aration of oi/wwewWs during the
sorage or areaunet of process wutewaters and oily cooling watewaters
ftom petroleum rfiners. This includes, but is not limited Io, sludges
generated in: Oil/wat/solids squmwr ; umts and imts;
ditches and other conveyac; SUmps; and m-Inwoaw units receiving
dry weather flow. Sludges generated in stormwar units that do not re-
ceive dry weather flow, sluds generated from noncontact once through
cooling waters sgeazed for reatment from other juvcem of oily cool-
ing waters, sludges generated in aggressive biological treatment units***
(including sludges generated in one or more additional units after waste-
waters have been treaed in aggressive biological treatment units) and
K051 wastes are not included in this listing.

NOTE:
*hazard code:

t= toxic waste
i= ignitable waste
r= reactive waste
h= acute hazardous waste
c= corrosive waste
e= toxicity characteristic waste

* Note: The listing of wastewaters tha have not come into contact with
process contaminants is stayed administratively. The listing for plants
that have previously used chlorophenoic formulations is administratively
stayed whenever these wastes are covered by the P034 or P035 listings.
These stays will reamin in effect until further administrative action is tak-
en.

** (except wastewater and spent carbon from hydrogen chloride purifica-
tion); the manufacturing or production use: As a reactant, chemical inter-
mediate, or component in a formulating lroreus. The listing for F020
and F023 does not include wastes from the production of hexachloro-
phene from highly purified 2,4.5- trichlorophenol.

*** Aggressive biological treatment units am defined as units which em-
ploy one of the following treatment metwds: Activated sludge; trikling
filmr, rotating biological contactr for the continuous accelerated biologi-
cal oxidation of wastewaters; or high-rate aermation. High-rate aration is
a system of srfadc impoudments or tanks, in which inense mechanical
aeratin is used to completely mix the wastes, enhance biological activi-
ty, and (A) the units employs a minimum of 6hp per million gallons of
treatment volume; and either (B) the hydraulic retention time of the unit
is no longer than 5 days; of (C) the hydraulic retention time is no longer
than 30 days and the unit does not generate a sludge that as a hazardous
waste by the Toxicity Characteristic.
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Appendix 4.1 (coationwd)

Industry and USEPA
Hazardous Waste H1azard
Number Hazardous Waste Code*

F038 Petroleum refinery secondary (emulsifid) oij/~wae/.olid separation (t)
sludge--Any sludge and/or float generated from die physical and/or tOlm-
scal separatio of oil/walff/uolid in jaucess wastewaters and oily cooling
wasewaters fromn petrolewin reftnwies. Such wases include, but are not
limited to, all sludges and floats generated in: Induced air flotation (IAF)
uniits, tanks and lmonhnns and ail sludge generated in DAF uinits.
Sludges generated in sainrwaser wnits dind do not receve dry weather
flow. sludges generated from moneontac once-through cooling waters
segregated for ftratment from other process or oily cooling waters,
sludges and floats generated in aggressive biological treatment units**
(including sludges and float geeatwed in one or more additional units
after wastewaters have been treated in aggressive

NOTE:
*hazard code:
t= toxic waste
t-- ignitable waste
r- reactive waste
hs= acute hazardous waste
c= corrosive waste
e= toxicity characteristic waste

*Note: The listing of wastewaters that have not come into contact with
process contaminants is stayed achninistatvely. The listing for plants
that have previously used chlorphenolic fornulations is administratively
stayed whenever these, wastes mre covered by the P034 or F035 listings.
These stays will reamin in effect until further administrative action is tak-
en.

** (except wastewater mid spent carbon from hydrogen chloride purifica-
tion); the manufacturing or production use: As a reactant, chemical inter-
mediate, or component in a formulating process. The listing for F020
and F1023 does not include wastes from the production of hexachloro-
phene from highly purified 2,4,5- trichlorophenol.

** Aggressive biological treatment units ame defined as units which em-
ploy one of the following ftratment methods: Activated sludge; trcking
filter. rotating biological contacior for the continuous accelerated biologi-
cal oxidation of wastewaters; or high-rate aeration. Hfigh-rate seation is
a system of surface inpoundidmets or taks, in which intense mechanical
seration is used to completely mix the wastes, enhance biological activi-
ty, and (A) the units employs a minimum of 6hp per million gallons of
treatment volume; and editer (B) the hydraulic retention time of the unit
is no longer than 5 days; of (C) the hydraulic retention time is no longer
than 30 days and the, unit does not generate a sludge that is a hazardous
waste by the Toxicity Characteristic.
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S Industry aad USEPA
Hazardous Waste Hazard
Number Hazardous Waste Code'

F038 (cont) biological treatment units) and F037, K048, and K051 wastes are not in-
cluded in this listing.

F039 Leachate (liquids that have percolated through land disposed wastes) (t)
resulting from the disposal of more thn one restricted waste clasified as
hazardous under Subplt D. (Leachase resulting from the management of
one or more of the following wastes and no other hazardous waste retains
its hazardous waste number(s): F020, F021. F022, P023, F026, P027,
and/or P028.)

NOTE:
*hazard code:

t- toxic waste
i-- ignitable waste
r= reactive waste
h= acute hazardous waste
c- corrosive waste
e- toxicity characteristic waste

* The listing of wastewaters tht have not come into contact with process
contaminants is stayed adihinistraisvely. The listing for plants that have
previously used chiorophenolic fonnulations is administratively stayed
whenever these wastes are coverd by the F034 or F035 listings. These
stays will reamin in effect until further administrative action is taken.

** (except wastewater and spent carbon from hydrogen chloride purifica-
tion); the manufacturing or production use: As a reactant, chemical inter-
mediate, or component in a formulaing process. The listing for F020
and F023 does not include wastes from the production of hexachloro-
phene from highly purified 2,4,5- trichorophenol.

"*** Aggressive biological treatment units we defined as units which em-
ploy one of the following treatment methods: Activated sludge; rickling
filter, rotating biological contactor for the continuous accelerated biologi-
cal oxidation of wastewaters; or high-rate aeration. High-rate aeration is
a system of surface impoundments or tanks, in which inense mechanical
aeration is used to completely mix the wastes, enhanmce biological activi-
ty, and (A) the units employs a minimum of 6hp per million gallons of
treatuew volume; and either (B) the hydraulic retention time of the unit
is no longer than 5 days; of (C) the hydraulic retention time is no longer
than 30 days and the unit does not genuat a sludge that is a hazardous
waste by the Toxicity Characteristic.
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Appank 4-1 (coaamimd)

Hazardous Wases frm Organic and inoanc Chemical industries
(40 CFR 261.30 t*rough .31)

(effective as of 20 Novanbe 1990)

USEPA Hazardom Hamrd

Waste Number Hazardom Waste Code

Organic Chemicals

K009 Distillation bottoms from die production of aceuadehyde from ethylene ()

KOO Distillation side cuts from tie production of acealdehyde from ethylene. (t)

KO 1 Bottom stream from the wastewater stipper in the production of acrylon- (r.t)
itrile.

K013 Bottom stream from die aceoniutile column in the production of acrylon- (rt)
itrie.

K014 Botoms from he; acearonitrile purification colum in tie production of (t)
w-ylonitile.

K015 Still booms from the distillation of benzyl chloride. (t)

K016 Heavy ends or distillation residues from the production of carbon tetra- (t)
chloride.

K017 Heavy ends (still bottoms) from the purification column in the production (t)
of epichlorohydrin.

K018 Heavy ends from frtionation in ethyl chloride production. (t)

K019 Heavy ends from the distillation of ethylene dichloride in ethylene di- (t)
chloride production.

K020 Heavy cnds froom the distillation of vinyl chloride in vinyl chloride mono- (t)
mer production.

K021 Aqueous spent antimony catalyst waste from flumomethanes production. (t)

K022 Distillation bottom tars from the production of phenol/icetoe from cu- (t)
mene.

* HAZARD CODES (Column 3)
r = rective wate
t = toxic waste
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. USEPA Hazardous
Waste Number Hazdo Waste Code

K023 Distillation light ends from the production of phthalic anhydride from ma- (t)
plihalene.

K024 Ditillation botoms fomn the production of phthalic anhydride from na- (t)
phthalene.

K025 Distillation botnoms from the production of nitrobeazene by die nitration (M

of benzene.

K026 Stripping still tails from the production of methyl ethyl pyridines. (t)

K027 Centrifuge residue from toluene diisocyanate production. (r,t)

K028 Spent catalyst from the hydrochiorinatm" reactor in the production of (M
11,1-trichloroethane.

K029 Waste from the product stream stripper in the production of 1,1,1- (t)
tnchloroethane.

K030 Column bottoms or heavy ends from the combined production of tn- (t
chlaxoethylene and perchloroeAhylene.

. K083 Distillation bottoms from aniline production. (M

K085 Distillation of fractionation column bottoms from the production of (t)
chlorobenzene.

K103 Process residues from aniline extraction from the production of aniline. (t)

K104 Combined wastewater streams generated from nitrobenzene or aniline (t)
production.

K105 Separated aqueous stream from the reactor product washing step in the (t)
production of chlorobenzenes.

K107 Column bottoms from product separation from the production of 1,1- (C,-)
dimethylhydrazine (UDMH) from carboxylic acid

K108 Condensed Column overheads from product separation and condensed (IT)
reactor vent gases from the production of 1,1-dimethylhydrazine (UDMH)
from carboxylic acid hydrazides

HAZARD CODES (Column 3)
r - reactive waste
t = toxic waste
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USEPA Hazurdous
Waste Nmber Hmnldom Wme Code

K109 Speft filter cartridges from product Frrificati n hum production of 1,1- (1)
dimethylhydrazine (UDMH) from carboxyli¢ acid hydrazides

KIlO Condensed column oveihds from inannediam sepation from the pro- (T)
duction of ll-dimethyli.ydrazine (UDMH) from carboxylic acid hydra-
zides

K093 Distillation light ends from the production of phthalic anydride from (t)
eathoxylene.

K094 Distillation bottoms from the pmduction of phthalic anhydride fron (M
orhozylene.

K095 Distillation bottoms from the production of l,1,1-michloroehmne. (M

K096 Heavy ends from the heavy ends column from the production of 1,1,1- (t)
tichioroethane.

KIII Product washwaters from the production of dinirotowluene via nitration of (c.t)
toluene.

Ki12 Reaction byproduct water from the drying column in the production of (t)
toluenediamine via hydrogenation of dinitrotoluene.

KI 13 Condensed liquid light ennation of dinitrotoluene. (t)

KI 14 Vicinals from the purification of toluenediamine in the production of to- (t)
luenediamine.

KI15 Heavy ends from the purification of toluenediamine in the production of (t)
toluenediamine via hydrogenation of dinitrotoluene.

KI16 Organic condensate from the solvent recovery column in the production (t)
of toluene diisocyanate via phosgenation of toluenediamine.

KI17 Wastewater from the reactor vent gas scrubber in the production of (t)
ethylene dibromide via romination of tfhene.

KI18 Spent adsorbent solids from purification of ethylene dibromide in the pro- (t)
duction of ethylene dibromide via bromination of ethene.

HAZARD CODES (Column 3)
r = reactive waste
t = toxic waste
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.USEPA Hazardous
Waste Numsber Hazardous Wasse Code

K136 Still botoms from the purification o" ethylene dibemide in the produc- (t)
non of ethylene dilxoumide via tumuitnaon of ethea.

Inorsaic Chemicals

K071 Brine purification muds from the mercury cell process in chlorine pro- (M)
duction, where separately prepurified brine is not used.

K073 Chlorinated hydrocarbon waste from the purification step of the (t)
diaphragm cell poms using gV ft anodes in chlorine puodaction.

K106 Wastewater treatment sludge from the mercury cell process in chlorine (t)
production.

Hazardous Waste from Explosives Manufacturing

K044 Wastewater treatment sludge from the manufacturing and processing of (r)

explosives.

K045 Spent carbon from the treatment of wastewater conining explosives (r)

K046 Wastewater treatment sludges from the manufacturing, formulation and (t)
loading of lead-based initiating compounds.

K047 Pink/red water from TNT opeations. (r)

HAZARD CODES (Column 3)
r = reactive waste
t = toxic waste
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Appendix 4-2

Commercial Chemical Products or Manufacturing Chemical Intermediates
Identified as Toxic Wastes

CFR 261.33 (effective 8 May 1990)

(COMMENT: primary hazdous properies of these materials have been indicated by the letter (t) (lox-
icily), (r) (reactivity), (i) (ignitabiity) and (c) (coffocivity); absence of a letter indicates that the com-
pound is only listed for acute toxicity.)

USEPA Hazardous
Waste No. Substance

U001 acetaldehyde (i)
U034 acetaldehyde, uichloro-
U187 acetumide, N-(4-ethoxyphenyl)-
U005 acetamide, N-9H-fluoren-2-yI-
U240 acetic acid,

(2,4-dichloropleoxy)-, salts and esters
U112 acetic acid, ethyl ester (i)
U144 acetic acid, kad(2+) salt
U214 acetic acid, thallium(l+) salt
see F027 acetic acid,

(2,4,5-trichloropheoxy)-
U002 acetone (i)
U003 acetonitrile (i,0)
U004 acetophenone
U005 2-acetylaminoflorne
U006 acetyl chloride (c, r, t)
U007 acrylamide
U008 acrylic acid (i)
U009 acrylonitrile
U011 amitrole
U012 aniline (i, t)
U136 arsenic acid, dimethyl-
U014 auramine
U015 azaserine
UOIO azirino(2,3,3,4(pyuolo(l,2-a)indole

-4.7-dione. 6-wnino-8-[((aninocarbonyl)
oxy)methyl]-l,la,2,8,Sa,8b-
hexahydro-8a-methoxy-5-methyl-,

U157 benz~laceandhylene, 1,2-dihydro-3-
methyl-

U016 benzalciridine
U017 benzal chloride
U192 benzamide, 3,5-dichloro-n-

(1,1-diethyl-2-propynyl-
U018 benz[alanluwacene
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USEPA Hazarimen

waste NO. Substanme

U094 I,-bw 'ucee 7,12-dimethyl-
U012 benzaaunine (4~t)
U014 beuonamuine, 4.4-cwboaiidyb" s(NN-

dimethyl-
U049 benzwenuine 4-cbkxu-2-methyl-.

hyd~kohkide
U1093 beazenunine, NN-diethyl-4-

U328 beazenwaine, 2-methyl-
U353 beazeammine, 4-methyl-
U158 beaenuine 4.4-methyleiwa(2-chwo>-
U222 beazenamnine, 2-methyl-, hydrochicride
U181 beazenainine, 2,-mothyl-5-nitr
U019 benizene (i, t)
U038 be. ene-etc acid, 4-chkxo-apha-

(4-chlacpheyl)-alpiahydroxy,
ethyl ester

U030 benzene, 1-bromo-4-phenoxy-
U035 --- acid, 4-[bis

C2-ChWOCthyIninoF-
U037 benzene, chloro-
U221 benameedianiine. ar-methyl-
U028 1,12--beazendicarboxylic acid,

[bis(2-ethyl-hexyl)leste
LU069 I -ezneiuoylic acid,

dabutyl ester
U088 1.2-benzenedicaroxylic acid,

diethyl ester
U102 1,2-benzerAicazboxylic acid, dimethyl. ester
U107 1,2-beazenedicaboxylic acid,

dioclyl ester
U070 benzene, 1,2-dichioro-
U071 benzene, 1,3-dichioro-
U072 benzene, 1,4-dichioro-
U060 benzene, 1,1-

(2,2-dichloroeshylidene)
bis[4-cbkwo

1J017 benzsee (dckbwvmethyl)-
U223 benzsene l,3-diisocyanatethyl-

(r-0
U239 benzene, dimnethyl-(iLt)
U201 1,3-benzenediol
U127 benzene, hexachkxxo-
U056 beaeme, hexahydro- (i)
U220 be==en, methyl-
U105 benzene, l-methyl-2,4-diniu-

U106benzene, 2-mnethyi-l,3-dinit-
U055benzene, (1-mdehylethyl)-(i)
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Appeadix 4-2 (cualimued)

USEPA Hmzrdotm
Waste No. Substawe

U169 beazne, nitr- (iLt)
U183 Bewmem, pentschloro-
U185 benzme, pumacbloronitm-
U020 bezaeload cd chloride (cr)
U020 beamcesulffonyl chloride (c~r)
U207 benzene, l.2.4,S-tetracbkxo-
U061 benzene 1,1.422,2.-

tmchlorvethylidene)
bis[4-cbioro

U247 benzene, 1,1 '(2.22-
trichloroethylklene)[4-methoxy-

U023 benzene (trichlosmethyl)-
U234 benzene, 1.3,5-irinitro-
U021 benzidine
U202 I -ezsoiaoi-3-one. 1,1-dioxide

and salts
U203 1,3-beazodioxole.

542-propeyl)-
U141 1., -benzodioxole,

5-(1-propenyl)-
U090 1.3-benzdioxole. 5-jaupyl-
U064 be=z[rstjpentphene
U248 2-H1-i1 -benzopytan-2-on2,

4-.Iiydroxy-3-(3-oxo-l-phenylbutyl)-,
and salts, when present at
coaicentma~iom of 0.3% or
less

U022 benzo[alpyr~em
U197 p-beatzoquinone
U023 benzoiiciiloride (cfr~t)
U085 2,2-bioxirane (it)
U021 (1,1-biphenyl)-4,4-diamine
U073 (1,1-biphenyl)-4.4-diamine,

3,3-dichior
U091 (1,1-bipbeYl-0,-diamine, 3,3-

dimethoxy-
U095 (lI-biphenyl)4,4-diamine, 3,3-

dimethyl-
U225 bronofonn
U030 44brwnophenyl phtenyl ether
U128 1,3-bldiene, 1,1,2,3,4,4-

U172 1-butanunine, N-btyl-N-nitroo-
U031 1-butanol (i)
U159 2-butanon (i~t)
U160 2-butanone peroxide (r~t)
U053 2-butenal
U074 2-butene 1,4-dichioro- (iA)
U143 2-butenidc acid, 2-methyl-, 7-
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Appendix 4-2 (continedl)

USEPA Hazardoms
Waste No. Substaftce0

[(2,3-dihythoxy-2-(l-methoxyethyl)
-3-methyl- l-oxobutuy)methyl]
*2,3.5,7s-yrytshyfto- 1-
pyrrrolizin-1.y1 ester,
(1S-talpbaMZ)7(2S.3R),
7salphalI-

U031 a-Butyl alcohol (i)
U136 cacodyli aid
U032 calciumn chromate
U238 cgbarnac wid. ethyl ester
U)178 cabamc acid, inethylnitroso-

ethyl ester
UT097 carbamnc chlorde, dimethyl-
UI 14 cabanodithioic acid, 1.2-

ethanedjylbis-, salts and

U1062 cabamothioic aid.,
bis(1-methylethyl)-S-
(2,3-dichkoro-2-pqpenyl)

U215 carbonic acid,
dithaiun( l+)salt

U)033 cabonic difluoride
U)156 cabonochl~od~ic acid. methyl

U033 carbon oxyflucxide (r~t)
U)211 carbon tetrachloride
U)034 chloral
U035 chloxunbucil
U036 chlordane. alpha and garnma

U026 chlomnaphazine
U)037 chkvoronzene
U039 P-chlcro-m-cresdl
U04 1 1-ciiloro-2-4-epoxypropmne
LU042 2-chioroethyl vinyl ether
1)044 chloroform

U)046 chkxromethyl methyl ether
L)047 beta-chkwnahtal=n
1)048 oclrpeK
U)049 4-chloro-otoiuidine, hydrochloride
U)032 chromic "ci 1420x4. calcium salt
1)050 chrysen
U)051 Creosote
1)052 cresols (acrsylic acid)
U)053 crotonadehyde
1)055 cumene (i)
U)246 cyanogei bromide

1)197 2-i-cyclohexadiene-l, 4-dione
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Appemdix 4-2 (ceutiued)

USEPA Hazardous

Waste No. Substamice

U056 cyclohexane (i)
U129 cyclohexm 1.23,4,5.6-

hexachlowo-. (laipha,
2aipha, 3beta. 4epa.m
6beta)-

U057 cyclohezuamm (i)
U130 1,3-cyclopentadiene, 1,2,3,4,5,5-

hexaciN&ro
U058 cyclophosphunide
U240 2,4-4 salts and esters
U059 daunomycin
U060 ddd
U061 ddt
U062 diallaze
U063 dibenz[a~hjuflhxacene
U064 dibenzo~a~ijpyrene
U066 1,2-dilwomo-3-chd rpvpn
U069 dibutyl phthalate
U070 o-Dichkwobenzen
LU071 m-Dichkwobenzene
U072 p-Diddorobenzene
U073 3,3'-dihlorobenzidine
U074 lk4dkchkm-2-butene 0.0t
U075 dclrdfuriein

U0791,2-dichkxroedaylene
U025 dichlcroedhyl ether
U027 dichlcomiso~m~yI ether
U024 dichlooniethoxy eahan
U081 2,44dchkruphenl
U082 2,6-dichlorophenol
U084 1,3-dichicuprpene
U085 1,2-3,44dipoxybummn 0I, 0)
U108 1,4-diethyleneoxide
U028 diethyiheyl phthalate
U086 N~N-dieihylhydrazine
U087 O,O-d4"yl-s-ethyl dithopOsphate
U088 diethyl phihalai
U089 diethylaulbestrol
UT090 dihydrosafrole
U091 3,3'-dmnedboxybeazidine
U1092 dimethylamine (i)
U1093 dimethy~aiocezn
U094 7.124kinethylbenz[aAnWK1alce
U095 3,3-imethylbeazidins
U096 a*"Omelhyletzylbeyhydrpewxide (r)
LU097 dimethykcu1bunyl chloride
U098 1,1-dunethylhydrazine
U099 1.2-dimethylhydrazine
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Appendix 4-2 (continued)

USEPA Hazardous

Wuuge No. SuuIbsamc

Ul01 2,4-diznethyliftwl
U102 dimehyl phthaua
U103 dimetyl sulfae
UlOS 2.4-dtiniutoluaen
U106 2,6avinbuoluene
U107 di-n-octyl Plathalate
U108 1,4-diozane
U109 la4Ocnheylhydkazin
Ull 10 &rOPYlunine (1)
Ul 11 di-*.pwopylnizrsuuine
U041 -ph~hdi
UOO1 ethanal (i)
U174 ethanaine, N-ethyl-N-nitrwo-
U155 1,-taeim nen-

dkmethyl-n'-2-pyridinyl-
n'-(2-thionylmethyl)-

U067 ethane 1,2-dibwmo-
U076 ethan, l,1-dichkio-
U077 ethan, 1,2-dihioo-
U131 ethan, hexackwo-
U024 ethane l,1-(methylnebis(oxy)j

bis[2-chloro-
U1 17 ethan, l,l-oxykis- (0)
U025 ethan ll-oxybis[2-chlaro-
U184 ethane, pentachlro-
U208 ethane 1,ll,,-teltrshklro-
U209 ethane, l,1,22-twwrhloro-
U218 ethanethiownide
U359 ethane, 1,1.2-tichloro-
U173 ethanol,

2Z2'-nitrsimn)bis-
U004 ethanone 1-phenyl-
U043 ethene, chioro-
U042 ethene, (2-dhlorotoxy-)
U078 ethene, 1,1-dichiaro-
LU079 ethene 1,2-dichicro- (e)
U210 ethene tetrneloro.-

U1 12 ethyl acut aie)
Ul113 ethyl acrylate (i)
U238 ethyl cabanate (uzrthae)
U117 ethyl ether (i)
U1 14 ethylawiaiti Kmii acid,

Saks and eama
LU067 ethylene dibraniie
UT077 ethylene &dihorie
U359 ethylene glycol mnonethyl

U115 ethylene oxid (itz)
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Appendix 4-2 (coudamed)

USEPA Hazardous

wasde NO. Substanc

U116 cihylenethiourea
U076 edtylidme dickxiddc
Ul 18 ediyl inedwaylue
Ul 19 ethyl methanesuilfonale
U120 fluorntbene
U122 fomnaldehyde
U123 formnic acid (c.0
U124 furan(i)
U125 2-fuacrbzleyde (i)
U147 2,5-furandione
U2 13 furan tetrahydro- (i)
U1125 furfural (i)
U124 furfuran(i)
U206 glucopyranose, 2-deoxy-2

(3-methyl-3-niurwoureido)-
U126 glycidylaldehyde
U163 guanidine, N-methyl-N'-niou-

N-niumoo-
U127 hexachlorobenzene
U128 hmxachlorobutadiene
U130 hexachlorocyclopentadiene
U13 1 hexachloroethane
U132 hexwchorophen
U243 hexacoropropene
U133 hydrazine (jr,t)
U086 hydrazine, 1.2-diethyl-
U098 hydrazine, 1,1-dimethyl-
U099 hydrazine, 1,2-dimethyl-
U109 hydrazine, 1,2-diphenyl-
U134 hydrofluoric acid (c,t)
U134 hydrogen fluoride (ct)
U135 hydrogen sulfide
U096 hydroperoxide, 1-methyl-1-pbenylethyl- (r)
UI 16 2-iidzolidineahione
U137 indcno(1.2,3-c)pymwe
U190 1,3-isobenzofuandxione
U140 isobutyl alcohol (it)
U141 isosafrole
U142 kepone
U143 lasiocarpine
U144 lead acetai
U146 lead, bis(wxatcca-.O)

tetrahydroxytri-
U145 lead pOsphale
U146 lead subacelale
U129 lkndan
U163 mnng
U147 maleic anhydride
U148 maleic hydrazide
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Appeodix 4-2 (coodmlid)

USEPA Hazadousn

Waste No. Substanc

U149 malononitrile
U150 melphalan
Ul51 macwry
U152 methaylonitrile 0i.0
U1092 methaunine (N-methyl- (i)
UT029 Methane, biwno-
LU045 methane chioro- (i~t)
U046 methane,. chloxwnethoxy-
LU068 -ithw dbromo-
U080 methan, dichicro-
U075 n umthe, dichiarodifluoro-
U138 methane, iodo-
Ul 19 methaneulfonic acid, ethyl eswe
U21 1 methane, ltehachloro-
U153 mcthanethil 0'A)
U225 methane, Utrimuo-
U044 mbethane, trichioro-
U121 methan, trichlorofluwo-
U154 methanol (i)
U155 nmethyrilene
U142 i,3.4-metheno-2H1-

cyclobuataec4pentalen-2-one-
1,la,3,3a,4,S,5,5AaSb,6-

decchlrootaydro-
U247 methoxychior
U154 methyl alcohol (i)
U029 methyl bromide
U186 1-meihylbutadfiene (i)
U045 methyl chloride (iLO
U156 methyl ch0.0roae it
U226 methyl. chkxofonn
U157 3-mtylcholanmhzene
U158 4,4-methylenebis-(2-chlmoaoniline)
LU068 methylene bromide
U080 methylene chirde
U159 methyl ethyl beowe (mek) (i~t)
U160 nmethyl ethyl ketone perxide (rt)
U138 methyl, iodide
U161 methyl isobutyl keton (i)
U162 mtethyl meiharylaz (L~t)
U161 4-methyl-2-penaanone (i)
U164 methylthiouracil
U0lO miaxniycin C
U059 5,12-Napluhacenedione, (Bs(ciS)8-

acezyl-10-[(-unino-2,3,6-aideoxy-
aiphaL4yxo,-hezoqyzuiosyl)oxyll-
74U.,1O-1carhydro-6,8,11-
trihydroxy-l-mezhoxy-

U167 1-naphthalenwmine
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Appendix 4.2 (cemlimmed)

USEPA Hawadowa

Wauge No. Substance

U168 2 niuueuine
LT026 nphaeaneNN'-bis

(2,-chhxeshyl)-
U165 nhpbshwmn
UT047 naphthalene, 2.chlwu
U166 1,lAmphdimalendione
U236 2,7-naphdhalcndiufbnic acid,

3,3'-[(3,3'-diznedyl-(l,l'-biphcnyl)-
bis(azoWbi(S-mino-4-hydroxy)-.
tetrasodiumn salt

U166 1.4-Naphthoquinone
U167 alphanaphthylamine
U168 beta-naphthylamine
U217 nitric acid. t~huallw(+)

Salt
(2-chloromethyl)-

U169 nitrobcnzen (L~t)
U170 p-nitrophenoi
U171 2-nitroprmpne (i)
U172 n-niumoodi-n-butylmine
U173 n-nitrosodielhanolunine
U174 n-nitrosodiethylaniine
U176 n-natroso-n-ethyJwea
U177 n-nilroso-n-methylurea
U178 n-nitroso-n-methylurethane
U179 n-nitrosopiperidline
U180 n-nitroopyrrolidin
U181 S-nitro-o-toluidine
U193 1,2-oxazhiolane, 2,2-dixide
U058 2H-l.3a2-Oazaphosphorine,2(bis(2-

chkmoediyl)aminojtetrahydro-,
2-oxide.

U1 15 oxirane 0ij0
U126 oxnec-arboxyaklehyde
U041 oxirane 2-(chloromnedyl)-
U182 paraldehyde
U183 pentachloroberuene
U194 pentachkwocdiane
U185 PCIg'dmwk
see FM7 pentahlorophtmol
U161 pentanol, 4-methyl-
U186 1,3-pe.Vdicew(i)
U187 phenacetin
U188 phenol
U048 phenol, 2-choro-
U039 phenol, 4-chlcxD-3-methyl-
U081 phenol, 2,4-dihkuo-
U082 phenol, 2b6-ichloro-
U089 phenol, 4,4'4l,2-diethyl-
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Appendix 4.2 (cemulmed)

USEPA Hazardous

Wadte No. Substanc

l,2.etheaediyl)bis-,
U101 phenol. 2.4-dimethyl-
U052 phenol, methyl
U132 phenol. 2,2'-methylenebis

[3,04,6-uhlo'o-
U170 phenol, 4-nitro-
see F027 -,w' pentahwoo-
see F027 phenol. 2.3,4,4etrachkxro-
see F027 phenol, 2,4,5-tuichkro-
wee F027 phenol. 2,4,6-richioro-
U150 1-phenylalanine, 4-

IR*s2-chloroctliyl)uninoj-
U145 phosphoric acid, lead salt
UT087 phoqzhorodihioioc acid, 0,0-diethyl

S-methyl ester
U189 phosphorus sulfide (r)
U190 phthalic anhydride
U191 2-piolin
U179 piperidine, 1-nitnSo-
U192 pronurnide
U194 1-propanamnine (i~t)
Ulli I-propanwnmne,

n-niiroso-n-propyl-
UllO I-Propanarnmincjx-opyH-(i

U066 ~propane, 1.2-dfchlon-3-ho

U027 propane, 2,2-oxybis[2-chloro-
U193 1,3-propane aizone
see P027 propanoic acid, 24(2.4,5-

trichiorophenoxy)-
U235 I-propanol, 2,3-dibromo-, phosphate

(3:1)
U140 1-propmnol, 2-methyl- (Lt1)
LT002 2-propuwnce (i)
U007 2-propenamide
U084 1-propene, 1.3-dichioro-
U243 1-propene,

1,l,2,3,3,3-hexachkwo-
U009 2-propenenitrile
U152 2-propanenitrile, 2-methyl- (it)
UT008 2-propenoic adid (i)
Ul 13 2-propenic adid, ethyl ester (i)
UI 18 2-propenoic acid, 2-methyl-, ethyl ester
U162 2-propenoic acid, 2-methyl-, methyl

estr Wi)
U194 n-pvplunine 0-0t

U083 propylene dichioide
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Appeaidix 4-2 (coadmed)

USEPA Hazardous
Wast No. Subduce

U148 3,6.pyridazinedione.
1,2-dihydr(o-

U196 pyridint
U191 pyridine. 2-methyl-
U237 2,4(1.3H)-pyrinidinedione. 5-

(bis2-chlrohyl)unino]-
U164 4(1H)-yrimnidinone. 2,3-dihydro-6-mediyl

2-thimx-
U180 pyrroldine, 1-nits--
U200 reserpin
U201 resorvinl"
U202 saccharin and salts
U203 saftole
U204 selenious acid
U204 weleiwn dioxide
U205 seleniumn sulfide
U205 selenium sulfide SeS2 (rt)
U015 1-weine, diazoacetate (ester)
see FM2 silvex (2.4,5-tp)
U206 streptozotocin
U103 sulfuric acid, dimethyl ester
U189 sulfur pOsphide (r)
U232 2.4.5-T
U207 1245giahtoezn
U208 1.,1.l2-taahrehn
U209 1.1.2,2-wserchloroedhae
U210 tetrachiloroethyiene
see F027 2,3,4bnerchlorophenol
U213 tetrahydroturan (i)
U214 thalliwn (i) acetate
U215 thalliumn (i) carbonate
U216 thalliumn chloride
U216 thallium chloride TIc!
U217 thallium (i) nitrate
U218 thioacetarmide
U153 thiinlethanol (iot)
U244 thioperoxydicarbmoic diamnide,

tetramethyl-
U219 thiourea
U244 thiuumn
U220 toluene
U221 tleeimn
U223 toluene dijiocyanate (r~t)
U328 o-toluidine
U353 p-toluidine
U222 o-toluidine hydrochloride
UOI 1 11H-1,2,4-triazol-3-amine
U227 1,1.2-trichloroehume
U228 tuichioroethylene
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Appendix 4-2 (continued)

USEPA Hazard...
waste NO. Subulance

U121 L U

U230 2,4.54rchwphal
U231 2,4.6-trihlropbenol
U234 1.3.4iitrkemene (0~)
U182 13.3-5-troxane, 2.04.4umethyl-
U235 tuWs2.3-ilxwcpropyl)pboqhate
U236 trypmn blue
U237 uracil mustad
U176 urea. n-clhyl-n-nitroso-
U177 ueae, n-inethyl-n-nitrwo-
LU043 vinyl chkxride
U248 Wafarn., when present at

cconeautions of .3% or
Iess

U239 zylene (i)
U200 yobimban-16.cuboxylic acid,

11l,l7-dimnedioxy-l&-.(34,5-
tuiMethoxy-benryl)oxyl, methyl ester

U249 Zinc phospidde, when present at
concentrations of 10% or less.
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Appendix 4-3

Toxicity Characteristics Constituents and Regulatory Levels
(40 CFR 261.24)

USEPA Cmmituent CAS No Chmok tldlty Rqpkdwy level
HW No refasace levd (ttaLL)

D)004 Arsenic 7440-38-2 0.05 5.0
DOO5 Barum 7440-39-3 1.0 100.0
DOS Beazene 71-43-2 0.005 0.5
D)006 Cadmium 744043-9 0.01 1.0
1D019 Crbon etruahloride 56-23-5 0.005 0.5
D020 Chlordane 57-74-9 0.0003 0.03
D021 Chlorobenzene 108-90-7 1 100.0
D022 Chloroform 67-66-3 0.06 6.0
D007 Chromium 7440-47-3 0.05 5.0
D023 o-Cresol 95-48-7 2 200.0 1
D024 m-Cresol 108-39-4 2 200.0 1
D025 p-Cresol 106-44-5 2 200.0 1
D026 Cresol 2 200.01
1)016 24-D 94-75-7 0.1 10.0
D027 1,4-Dichkorobenzene 106-46-7 0.075 7.5
1)028 1,2-Diddoroedwmne 107-06-2 0.005 0.5
D029 1.1-Diddoroethylene 75-354 0.007 0.7
1)030 2,4-Dizutrotoluene 121-14-2 0.0005 0.13 2
D)012 Endrin 72-20-8 0.0002 0.02
1)031 Heptahlor (and its hydroxide) 76-44-8 0.00006 0.00*2
1D032 Hexachlcrobenzeme 118-74-1 0.0002 0.13
D033 Hexachloro-1,3-butediene 87-68 3 0.005
D034 Hexauloroethane 67-72-1 0.03 3.0
D100 Lad 7439-92-1 0.05 5.0
D013 Lindae 58-89-9 0.004 0.4
D009 Mercy 7439-97-6 0.002 0.2
D014 Methoxychlor 72-43-5 0.1 10.0
1D035 Methyl ethyl ketone 78-93-3 2 200.0
1)036 Nitrobenzene 98-95-3 0.02 2.0

)037 Pentachlomphenol 87-46-5 1 100.0
1)038 Pyridine 110-86-1 0.04 5.0 2
1)010 Selenium 7782-49-2 0.01 1.0
1)011 Silver 7440-22-4 0.05 5.0
1)039 Tetrachiaroethylene 127-18-4 0.007 0.7
D015 Toxaphene 8001-35-2 0.005 0.5
1)040 Trichloroethylene 79-01-6 0.005 0.5
D041 2.4,5-Trichlorophenol 95-954 4 400.0
1)042 24,6-Trichlorophenol U8-06-2 0.02 2.0
D017 Z4,5-TP (Silvex) 93-72-1 0.01 1.0
1)043 Vinyl chloride 75-01-4 0.002 0.2

U 0,-. mtd p-col coafoiwmom anwMo be dIffTmged. do. OWa am (D030) s is SeO&
2 Quanutwim himt is proew & di. calcuted igalomy level. Thdon. do qumiua- Ihimt beomte duguimwy level.

Soee: Feduan gi 55:61. pg 11804.
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Appendix 4-4

Land Disposal Restricted Wastes and Their Effective Dates
(40 CFR 268, Appendix VII)

Part 1--Land Disposal Restricted Wastes and 7heir Effective Dates

Waste Code Waste C"0MY Effecti Date

California list Liquid hazardous wastes, including free liquids associated 8 July 1987
with solid or sludge, containing free cyanides at concentra-
tions greater than or equal to 1000 mg/L or certain metals or
compounds of these metals greater than or equal to the prohi-
bition levels.

California list Liquid (aqueous) hazardous wastes having a pH less than or 8 July 1987
equal to 2.

California list Dilute HOC wastewaters, defined as HOC-waste mixtures that 8 July 1987
are primarily water and that contain greater than or equal to
1000 mg/L but less than 10,000 mg/L.

California list Liquid hazardous waste containing PCBs greater than or equal 8 July 1987
to 50 ppm.

California list Other liquid and nonliquid hazardous wastes containing HOGs 8 November 1988
in totai concentration greater than or equal to 1000 mg/L.

Dow0 All 8 August 1990
D002 All 8 August 1990
D003 All 8 August 1990
D004 Wastewater 8 August 1990
D005 Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
D006 All 8 August 1990
D007 All 8 August 1990
D007 All 8 August 1990
D008 Lead materials before secondary smeting 8 May 1992
D008 All others 8 August 1990
D009 Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
DOW1 All 8 August 1990
DOll All 8 August 1990
D012 All 8 August 1990
D013 All 8 August 1990
D014 All 8 August 1990
D015 All 8 August 1990
D016 All 8 August 1990
D017 All 8 August 1990
FOOl SQGs, CERCLA response/RCRA corrective action, initial 8 November 1988

generator's solvent,.water mixtures, solvent-containing sluiges
and solids.

F001 All others 8 November 1986
F002(1,1,2 -trichloro- Wastewater and nonwastewater 8 August 1990
ethane)
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Appe"x 4-4 (ataved)

Wale Code Wa Category Effective Date

F002 SQGs, C.RCLA nmsqtueiRCRA corrective action, initial 8 November 1988
generator's solven-water mixtures, solvent-conaning sludges
and solids. P0021AI odmch !8 November 1986 P003!T{
SQGs, CERCLA reqonscIRCRA corrective action, initial
generator#s slvet-water mixtures, solveat-containg sludges
and solids.

F003 All others 8 November 1986
F004 SQGs, CERCLA neqsome, RCRA corrective action, initial 8 November 1988

genamor's solvent-water mixum solvat-coaining sludges
and solids.

F004 All others 8 November 1986
F005 (benzene, 2-ethoxy Wastewater and nonwasiewaser 8 August 1990
ethanol 2-nitropropane)
F005 SQGs, CERCLA respons/RCRA corrective action, initial 8 November 1988

generator's solvent-water mixtures, solvent-containing sludges
and soils.

P005 All others 8 November 1986
F006 Wastewater 8 August 1990
F006 Nonwastewaser 8 August 1988
F006 (cyanides) Nonwastewater 8 July 1989
1007 All 8 July 1989
F008 All 8 July 1989
F009 All 8 July 1989
F010 All 8 June 1989
FOI 1 (cyanides) Nonwastewaser 8 December 1986
Fo 1 All others 8 July 1989
1012 (cyanides) Nonwastewater 8 December 1989
F012 All others 8 July 1989
F019 All 8 August 1990

020 All 8 November 1988
F021 All 8 November 1988
F022 All 8 November 1988
F023 All 8 November 1988
F024 (metals) Wastewater 8 June 1989
F024 fmetals) Nonwastewaier 8 August 1990
F024 All others 8 June 1989
F025 All 8 August 1990
F026 All 8 November 1988
F027 All 8 November 1988
F028 All 8 November 1988
F037 Other than fanx 30 June 1993

surface impoundments
F037 All 30 June 1994
F038 Other than from 30 June 1993

surface impoundments
F038 All 30 June 1994
F039 Wastewater 8 August 1990
F039 Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
K001 (organics)b All 8 August 1988
K001 All others 8 August 1988
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Appendix 4-4 (contiued)

.Wule Code Wme Category Effective Date

K002 All 8 August 1990
K003 All 8 August 1990
K004 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K004c Nonwastewaler 8 August 1990
K005 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K005 Nonwassewater 8 June 1989
K006 AD 8 August 1990
K007 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K007c Nonwastewater 8 June 1989
K008 Wastewaler 8 August 1990
K00 8 c Nonwastewater 8 August 1988
K009 All 8 June 1989
KOO AU 8 June 1989
K0 1 Wastewater 8 August 1990
KO1 Nonwastewater 8 June 1989
K013 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K013 Nonwastewater 8 June 1989
K014 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K014 Nonwastewater 8 June 1989
KOS Wastewater 8 August 1988
K015 Nonwastewater 8 August 1990
1(016 All 8 August 1988
K017 AU 8 August 1990
K018 All 8 August 1988
K019 All 8 August 1988
K020 All 8 Auigust 1988
K021 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K021C Nonwastewater 8 August 1988
K022 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K022 Nonwastewater 8 August 1988
K023 All 8 June 1989
K024 AU 8 August 1988
K025 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K025c Nonwastewaler 8 August 1988
K026 All 8 August 1990
K027 AU 8 June 1989
K028 (metals) Nonwastewater 8 August 1990
K028 AU odiers 8 June 1989
K029 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K029 Nonwastewater 8 June 1989
K030 AU 8 August 1990
K031 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K031 Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
K032 All 8 August 1990
K033 All 8 August 1990
K034 All 8 August 1990
K035 AU 8 August 1990
K036 Wastewater 8 June 1989
K036c' Nonwastewater 8 August 1988
K037b Wastewater 8 August 1988
K037 Nonwastewater 8 August 1988
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Appemdj 4"4 (camdaed)

Wnsu Code Wse Categry Elfaeve Date

K038 All 8 June 1989
K039 All 8 June 1989
K040 All 8 June 1989
K041 All 8 August 1990
K042 All 8 August 1990
K043 All 8 June 1969
K044c All 8 August 1988
K045c al 8 August 1988
K046 (Nonreactive) Nonwassewaser 8 August 1988
K046 All odhers 8 August 1990
K047 All 8 August 1988
K048 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K048 Nonwastewaser 8 November 1990
K049 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K049 Nonwastewaler 8 November 1990
K050 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K050 Nonwastewaler 8 November 1990
K051 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K051 Nonwastewaser 8 November 1990
K052 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K052 Nonwastewawer 8 November 1990
K060 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K060c Nonwastewafer 8 August 1988
K061 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K061 Nonwastewaler 8 August 1988

(low zinc) (interim standard for high zinc remains in effect
until 7 August 1991).

K062 All 8 August 1988
K069 (Non-Calcium Sul- Nonwastewater 8 August 1988
fate)c
K069 All others 8 August 1990
K071 All 8 August 1990
K073 All 8 August 1990
K083 All 8 August 1990
K084 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K084 Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
K085 bAll 8 August 1990
K086 (organics) All 8 August 1988
K086 All others 8 August 1988
K087 All 8 August 1988
K093 All 8 June 1989
K094 All 8 June 1989
K095 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K095 Nonwastewaser 8 June 1989
K096 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K096 Nonwastewater 8 June 1989
K097 All 8 August 1990
K098 All 8 August 1990
K099 All 8 August 1988
K100 Wastewater 8 August 1990
KlOOF Nonwastewater 8 August 198
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Appendx 4-4 (ceauded)

. Waste Code Waste Category Ffecftve Date

KIO0 (organics) Wastewater 8 August 1988
KIOl (metals) Wastewater 8 August 1990
KIOI (organics) Nonwastewater 8 August 1988
KIO0 (metals) Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
K102 (organics) Wastewater 8 August 1988
K102 (metals) Wastewater 8 August 1990
K102 (organics) Nonwastewater 8 August 1988
K102 (metals) Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
K103 All 8 August 1988
K104 All 8 August 1988
KI05 All 8 August 1990
K106 Wastewater 8 August 1990
K106 Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
K107 All 8 November 1992
KI08 All 8 November 1992
K109 All 8 November 1992
KIl0 All 9 November 1992
Kill All 9 November 1992
K112 All 9 November 1992
K113 All 8 June 1989
KI14 All 8 June 1989
KI15 All 8 June 1989
K116 All 8 June 1989
KI17 All 9 November 1992
K118 All 9 November 1992
K123 All 9 November 1992
K124 All 9 November 1992
K125 All 9 November 1992
K126 All 9 November 1992
K131 All 9 November 1992
K132 All 9 November 1992
K136 All 9 November 1992
Pool All 8 August 1990
P002 All 8 August 1990
P003 All 8 August 1990
P004 All 8 August 1990
P005 All 8 August 1990
P006 All 8 August 1990
P007 All 8 August 1990
P008 All 8 August 1990
P009 All 8 August 1990
P010 Wastewater 8 August 1990
P010 Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
Poll Wastewater 8 August 1990
Poll Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
P012 Wastewater 8 August 1990
P012 Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
P013 (bariun) Nonwastewater 8 August 1990
P013 All others 8 June 1989. P014 All 8 August 1990
P015 All 8 August 1990
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Appendix 4.4 (cmtinmed)

Waste Code Waste Caleory Effective Date

P016 All 8 August 1990
P017 All 8 August 1990
P018 All 8 August 1990
P020 All 8 Augsot 1990
P021 All 8 June 1989
P022 All 8 August 1990
P023 All 8 August 1990
P024 All 8 August 1990
P026 All 8 August 1990
P027 All 8 August 1990
P028 All 8 August 1990
P029 All 8 June 1989
P030 All 8 June 1989
P031 All 8 August 1990
P033 All 8 August 1990
P034 All 8 August 1990
P036 Wastewater 8 August 1990
P036 Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
P037 All 8 August 1990
P038 Wastewater 8 August 1990
P038 Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
P039 All 8 June 1989
P040 All 8 June 1989
P041 All 8 June 1989
P042 All 8 August 1990
P043 All 8 June 1989
P044 All 8 June 1989
P045 All 8 August 1990
P046 All 8 August 1990
P047 All 8 August 1990
P048 All 8 August 1990
P049 All 8 August 1990
P050 All 8 August 1990
P051 All 8 August 1990
P054 All 8 August 1990
P056 All 8 August 1990
P057 All 8 August 1990
P058 All 8 August 1990
P059 All 8 August 1990
P060 All 8 August 1990
P062 All 8 June 1989
P063 All 8 June 1989
P064 All 8 August 1990
P065 Wastewater 8 August 1990
P065 Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
P066 All 8 August 1990
P067 All 8 August 1990
P068 All 8 August 1990
P069 All 8 August 1990
P070 All 8 August 1990
P071 All 8 June 1989
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Appedix 4.4 (cmtinued)

.Waste Code Waste Category Efftive Date

P072 All 8 August 1990
P073 All 8 August 1990
P074 All 8 June 1989
P075 All 8 August 1990

P076 AlU 8 August 1990
P077 AlU 8 August 1990
P078 All 8 August 1990
P079 AlU 8 August 1990

P081 All 8 August 1990
P082 All 8 August 1990
P084 AU 8 August 1990

P085 All 8 June 1989
P087 AlU 8 May 1992

P088 All 8 August 1990

P089 All 8 June 1989

P092 Wastewater 8 August 1990

P092 Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
P093 AlU 8 August 1990
P094 AU 8 June 1989
P095 All 8 August 1990
P096 AlU 8 August 1990
P099 (silver) Wastewater 8 August 1990

P099 All others 8 June 1989. P1O1 AU 8 August 1990
P102 All 8 August 1990
P103 All 8 August 1990
P104 (silver) Wastewater 8 August 1990
P104 AlU others 8 June 1989

P105 AlU 8 August 1990

P106 All 8 June 1989
P108 AlU 8 August 1990

P109 All 8 June 1989

Pi10 AlU 8 August 1990
Pill AlU 8 June 1989
P112 All 8 August 1990

P113 AlU 8 August 1990
P114 AlU 8 August 1990

P115 All 8 August 1990

P116 All 8 August 1990

P118 AlU 8 August 1990

P119 All 8 August 1990

P120 AlU 8 August 1990

P121 All 8 June 1989

P122 All 8 August 1990

P123 AU 8 August 1990

11001 All 8 August 1990

U002 AU 8 August 1990
L1003 AlU 8 August 1990

11004 AU 8 August 1990

S U1005 All 8 August 1990
U006 All 8 August 1990
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Appendix 4-4 (caotiued)

Waste Code Waste Category Effective Date

U007 All 8 August 1990
U008 All 8 August 1990
U009 All 8 August 1990
U010 All 8 August 1990
U011 All 8 August 1990
U012 All 8 August 1990
U014 All 8 August 1990
U015 All 8 August 1990
U016 All 8 August 1990
U017 All 8 August 1990
U018 All 8 August 1990
U019 All 8 August 1990
U020 All 8 August 1990
U021 AU 8 August 1990
U022 AD 8 August 1990
U023 All 8 August 1990
U024 All 8 August 1990
U025 All 8 August 1990
U026 All 8 August 1990
U027 All 8 August 1990
U028 All 8 June 1989
U029 All 8 August 1990
1U030 All 8 August 1990
U031 All 8 August 1990
U032 All 8 August 1990
U033 All 8 August 1990

U034 All 8 August 1990
U035 All 8 August 1990
U036 All 8 August 1990
U037 All 8 August 1990
U038 All 8 August 1990
1U039 All 8 August 1990
LU041 All 8 August 1990
U042 All 8 August 1990
U043 All 8 August 1990
U044 All 8 August 1990
U045 All 8 August 1990
U046 All 8 August 1990
U047 All 8 August 1990
U048 All 8 August 1990
U049 AUl 8 August 1990
U050 All 8 August 1990
U051 All 8 August 1990
U052 All 8 August 1990
U053 All 8 August 1990
U055 All 8 August 1990
U056 All 8 August 1990
U057 All 8 August 1990
U058 All 8 June 1989
U059 All 8 August 1990
U060 All 8 Auuvut 19o0
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Appendix 4-4 (coatimued)

. Waste Code Waste Catelory ifecive Date

U061 All 8 August 1990
U062 All 8 August 1990
U063 All 8 August 1990
U064 All 8 August 1990
U066 All 8 August 1990
U067 All 8 August 1990
U068 All 8 August 1990
U069 All 8 June 1989
U070 All 8 August 1990
U071 AlU 8 August 1990
U072 All S. Augusr 1990
U073 All 8 August 1990
U074 All 8 August 1990
U075 All 8 August 1990
U076 All 8 August 1990
U077 All 8 August 1990
U078 All 8 August 1990
U079 All 8 August 1990
U080 All 8 August 1990
U081 AD 8 August 1990
U082 AHl 8 August 1990
U083 All 8 August 1990
U084 All 8 August 1990. U084 All 8 August 1990
U085 All 8 August 1990
U086 All 8 August 1990
U087 All 8 June 1989

U088 All 8 June 1989
U089 All 8 August 1990
U090 AD 8 August 1990
U091 AU 8 August 1990
U092 All 8 August 1990
U093 All 8 August 1990
U094 All 8 August 1990
U095 All 8 August 1990
U096 All 8 August 1990
LU097 All 8 August 1990

U098 All 8 August 1990

U099 All 8 August 1990

U101 All 8 August 1990
UI01 All 8 June 1989

U103 All 8 August 1990

U105 All 8 August 1990
U106 All 8 August 1990

U107 All 8 June 1989
U108 All 8 August 1990

U109 All 8 August 1990

U1110 All 8 August 1990

U.11 AD 8 August 1990
U1112 All 8 August 1990
U113 All 8 August 1990
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Appendix 4-4 (coeaumud)

Waste Code waste categor Efftive Date

U114 All 8 August 1990
U115 All 8 August 1990
U116 All 8 August 1990
UI17 AD 8 August 1990
U1I8 AD 8 August 1990
U119 AU 8 August 1990
U120 All 8 August 1990
U121 AU 8 August 1990
U122 AU 8 August 1990
U123 All 8 August 1990
U124 All 8 August 1990
U125 AU 8 August 1990
U126 All 8 August 1990
U127 AU 8 August 1990
U128 All 8 August 1990
U129 All 8 August 1990
U130 All 8 August 1990
U131 AU 8 August 1990
U132 AU 8 August 1990
U133 All 8 August 1990
U134 AU 8 August 1990
U135 AU 8 August 1990
U136 Wastewater 8 August 1990
U136 Nonwastewaser 8 May 1992
U137 AU 8 August 1990
U138 AU 8 August 1990
U140 AU 8 August 1990
U141 AU 8 August 1990
U142 All 8 August 1990
U143 AU 8 August 1990
U144 AU 8 August 1990
U145 All 8 August 1990
U146 AU 8 August 1990
U147 All 8 August 1990
U148 AU 8 August 1990
U149 All 8 August 1990
U150 AU 8 August 1990
U151 Wastewater 8 August 1990
UI5I Nonwastewater 8 May 1992
U152 All 8 August 1990
U153 All 8 August 1990
U154 All 8 August 1990
U155 All 8 August 1990
U156 All 8 August 1990
U157 All 8 August 1990
U158 AU 8 August 1990
U159 AU 8 August 1990
U160 All 8 August 1990
U161 All 8 August 1990
U162 AU 8 August 1990
U163 AU 8 August 1990
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Appendix 4-4 (ONWnaed)

. Waste Code Waste Category Effective Date

U164 All 8 August 1990
U165 All 8 August 1990
U166 All 8 August 1990
U167 All 8 August 1990
U168 All 8 August 1990
U169 All 8 August 1990
U170 All 8 August 1990
U171 All 8 August 1990
U172 All 8 August 1990
U173 All 8 August 1990
U174 All 8 August 1990
U176 All 8 August 1990
U177 All 8 August 1990
U178 All 8 August 1990
U179 All 8 August 1990
U180 All 8 August 1990
U181 All 8 August 1990
U182 All 8 August 1990
U183 All 8 August 1990
U184 All 8 August 1990
U185 All 8 August 1990
U186 All 8 August 1990
U187 All 8 August 1990
U188 All 8 August 1990
U189 All 8 August 1990
U190 All 8 June 1989
U191 All 8 August 1990
U192 All 8 August 1990
U193 All 8 August 1990
U194 All 8 August 1990
U196 All 8 August 1990
U197 All 8 August 1990
U200 All 8 August 1990
U201 All 8 August 1990
U202 All 8 August 1990
U203 All 8 August 1990
U204 All 8 August 1990
U205 All 8 August 1990
U206 All 8 August 1990
U207 All 8 August 1990
U208 All 8 August 1990

U209 All 8 August 1990

U210 All 8 August 1990

U211 All 8 August 1990

U212 All 8 August 1990

U213 All 8 August 1990

U214 All 8 August 1990

U215 All 8 August 1990

U216 All 8 August 1990. U217 All 8 August 1990

U218 All 8 August 1990
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Appendix 4-4 (caniued)

Waste Code Waste Category Effective Date

U219 All 8 August 1990
U220 All 8 August 1990
U221 All 8 June 1989
U222 All 8 August 1990
U223 All 8 June 1989
U225 All 8 August 1990
U226 AU 8 August 1990
U227 All 8 August 1990
U228 All 8 August 1990
U234 All 8 August 1990
U235 All 8 June 1989
U236 All 8 August 1990
U237 All 8 August 1990
U238 All 8 August 1990
U239 All 8 August 1990
U240 All 8 August 1990
U243 All 8 August 1990
U244 AU 8 August 1990
U246 All 8 August 1990
U247 All 8 August 1990
U248 All 8 August 1990
U249 All 8 August 1990
U328 All 9 November 1992
11353 All 9 November 1992
U359 All 9 November 1992

MThe previos tabl doem not inlude miued radioacive wanes (fin the Firt. Seouid, Md Thi niMle) &Ma ue am ivugs a

natos1a capscity variance until8 May 1992. for all ia uwmemt techndogies. This table also does not incude con-
taminated sOil and debis wast.

b The stadard has bern nmised in e Third Thi Final Rule.

C No land disposal ndard has been revised in the Third Trd Fi•n Rule.
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Appendix 4-4 (coatinued)

. Part 2--Summary of Effective Dates of Land Disposal Restrictions for Contaminated Soil and Debris
(CSD)

Restricted hazardous waste in CSD Effective date

1. Solvent-(F001-FO05) and dioxin-(F"20-F023 and F026-4)28) 8 November 1990
containing soil and debris from CERCLA response of
RCRA corrective actions.

2. Soil and debris not from CERCLA response or RCRA 8 November 1990
corrective actions contaminated with less than 1% total sol-
vents (FOO-FO05) or dioxins (F020-F023 and F026-FO28).

3. Soil and debris contaminated with California list HOCs from 8 November 1990
CERCLA response or RCRA corrective actions.

4. Soil and debris contaminated with California list HOCs not 8 July 1989
from CERCLA response or RCRA corrective actions.

5. All soil and debris contaminated with First Third wastes for 8 August 1990
which treatment standards are based on incineration.

6. All soil and debris contaminated with Second Third wastes 8 June 1991
for which treatment standards ae based on inceration.

7. All soil and debris contaminated with Third Third wastes or, 8 May 1992
First or Second Third "soft hanmmer" wastes which had treat-
ment standards promulgated in the Third Third rule, for
which treatment standards are based on incineratim, vitrifi-
cation, or mercury ,etorting, acid leaching followed by
chemical precipitation, or thennal recovery of metals; as
well as all inorganic solids debris contaminated with D004-
D011 wastes, and all soil and debris contaminated with
mixed RCRA/radioactive wastes.
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Appendix 4-5

Commercial Chemical Products or Manufacturing Chemical
Intermediates Identified as Acute Hazardous Waste

(40 CFR 261.33(a) - 261.33(e))

(COMMENT: primary hazardous properties of these matrials have been indicated by the leters (t)
(toxicity), and (r) (reactivity); absence of a letter indicates that the compound only is
listed for acute toxicity.)

Hazardous Substance
Waste Number

P023 Acetaldehyde, chloro-
P002 Acetaide, N-(aminothioxomethyl)-
P057 Acetamide, 2-fluoro-
W058 Acetic acid, flucro-, sodium salt
P002 1-Acetyl-2-hiourea
P003 Acolein
P070 Aldicarb
P0 Aldrin
P005 Allyl alcohol
P006 Aluminum phosphide
P007 5-(Aminomethyl)-3-isoxazolol
P008 4-Aminopyridine
P009 Ammonium picrate
P119 Ammonium vanadate
P099 Argebate(l), bis(cyano-Q)-, potassium

Polo Arsenc acid
P012 Arsenic oxide As203
P011 Arsenic oxide As205
P011 Arsenic pentoxide
P012 Arsenic trioxide
P038 Arsine, diethyl
P036 Arsonous dichloride, phenyl
P054 Aziridine
P067 Aziridine, 2-methyl
P013 Barium cyanide
P024 Benzenamine, 4-chloro-
P077 Benzenamine, 4-nito-
P028 Benzene, (chiaroethyl)-
P042 1,2-BenzenedioL 4-[l-hydmxy-

2-(methylamino)ethyl]-
P046 eee ine, alphalpha-

dimethyl-
P014 Benzenethiol
P0)1I 2H-1-Benzopyran-2-one,4-hydroxy-3-

(3-oxo-l-phenylbutyl)-, and
salts when present at concentrations
greater than 0.3%
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Appeadix 4.S (esmaiuusd)

Hazrdu Substnc
Wade Number

P028 Denzyl chloride
Pots Beryliwln
P016 Bis(chlwvmmnhyl)edier
P017 Brunfoacelone
P018 Brucine
P021 Calcium cyanide
P021 Calcium cyanide Ca(CN)2
P022 Carbon disulfide
P095 Carbonic dchiorid
P023 Cl'aeadbd
P024 Clilu
P026 l-(O-aimphýY1)hiouea
P027 3-Cbkrvxpionitfile
P029 Copper qwdd
P029 Copper cyanide Cu(CN)
P030 Cyanides (soluble cyanide salts), D.Os.S
P031 CYanogen
P033 Cyanogen chloride
P033 Cyanogen chloride (CN)CI
P034 2-Cyclohexyl-4,6-finirrphnol
P016 Dichloronbethyl eMwe
P036 Dichloropbnylisine
P037 Dieldrin
P039 1)itftihysine
P041Dehlpnohnlphsht

P043 fiisopropyl fluaropliosphate (DEP)
P004 1,4:5,8-Dimiesiiannapshaene,

1,2,3,4,10,l04heachloro-1,4,4a,5,8,8a-
hexahydro-,(Ialpha,4alpha,4abesaalpha,

P060 1,4:5,8-Diznedhannapthene,
1,2,3,4,10,10-hezachlowo-1,4,4a,5,8,8a-
bexahydro-,(lalpha,4alpha,4abetabeia,

P037 2,7:3,6-Dimeahanonapthli2,3bloxirane,
3A,6,59,9-hexwhlono-la.,2,1a,3
6,6a,7.7A-octahydwo.(1-aalpha,
2heM,2aalpha,3beta~hetAaalpha
7beta.7aalpba)-

P051 2,7:3,6-Dimeihannapth[2,3bjoxirane,

P045 3,3-Diinethyl-l-(methyldiio)-2-buraone,
O-[(mcdiylaminio)carbonylloxime

P046 &lbaapha-l*Dftmeahylphenethylaanine
P047 4,6-Dhinizo-o-cesl and salts
P048 2,4-Dininopienol
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Appeadix 4-5 (coadmimed)

Hazardous Substamc
Waste Ninmbar

P020 Dinoseb
P085 Diphosphoraanide~octamethyl-
Pill Diphosphoric acid, zusrethyl ester
P039 Disulffton
P049 Dithiobiumt
P050 Endosulfan
P088 Eadothal
P051 Endrin
P051 Endrin and mietabolites
P042 Epinephrine
P031 Edthaedinitrile
P066 Ethanmidothioic adid,

N-[[(mcthylainino)cabonyl oxy].. methyl
ester

P101 Ethyl cyanide
P054 Ethyleneimine
P097 Famphur
P056 Fluorine
P057 Fluoroacetarnide
p058 Fluoroacetic acid, sodium salt
p065 Fulminic wkidmeaury(2+)salt
P059 Heptachlor
P062 Hexaethyl tetraphosphate
p116 Hydrazinecarbothioamide
P068 Hydrazine, methyl-
P063 Hydrocyanic acid
P063 Hydrogen cyanide
P096 Hydrogen phosphide
P064 lsocyanic acid, methyl ester
P060 180dri
P007 3(2H)-lsoxazolone, 5-(aminoenethyl)-
P092 Mercury (aceatao-O)phenyl-
P065 Mercury fulminate
P082 Metharnunine, N-methyl-N-nitrwos
P064 Methane, isocyanato-
P016 Methane, ozybistchloro-
P112 Methane, tetranitio-
P118 Methanethiol, trichioro-
P050 6,9-Methano-2,4,3-benzodioxathlepen,

6,7,8,9.10,10-heauhlcro-
1,,5a,6.9,9s-hexahydro-,3-xki

P059 4,7-Methano-1H-indene. 1,4,5,6,7,8,8-
heptachkxDo-3a,4,7.7a-Ierahydro-

P066 Methomyl
P068 Methyl hydrazine
P064 Methyl isocyanate
P069 2-Methyilactonitrile
P071 Methyl parathion
P072 alpha-Naphthylthiourea
P073 Nickel carbonyl
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Appeudix 4-3 (combusd)

Hazardo. Subsoac
Waste Number

P073 Nickel cmbonyl, (T-4)-
P074 Nfickel cyanide
P074 Nickel yuide Nri (CN)2
P075 Nicotin and salts
P076 Nitric oxide
P077 P-Nitrvsntln
P078 Nitroen dioxide
P076 Nitrogen oxide NO
P078 Nitogen oxide N02
P081 Nitroglycerine
P082 N-Nibosodimeaylainine
PON4 N-NibWasoethylvinylunine
P074 Nickel cyanide
P085 Octunethylpyrqvwpoqbamiide
P087 Osmium oxide
P087 Osmium tecroxide
P088 7-Oxabicycio[2.2.l~hepiane-2,3-

dicaz'ooxylic acid
P089 Plbo
P034 PhenoL, 2-cycoloexyl-46-diniro
P048 Phenol, 2,4-dintro
P047 PenoL, 2-methyl-4,6-dii- and salts
P020 PhenoL, 2-(l-mdIhylprvyl)-4,6-dintro
P009 Phenol, 2,4,6-tinkro-,

P092 hmyb~uryacewWt
P093Phnykhiou=e
P094 Pherale

P095 Phoqgene
P096 PO~n
P041 Phoq~lwri acid, diethyl 4-

niwrphenyl ester
P039 Phoq~boodthioic acid, 0,0-dethyl

S-[2-(cehylthio)ethyl] ester
P094 Phoqibordithioic acid, OO-dietiiyl

S4(edtylduo)ei~yl] ester
P044 Phoqiborodithioic acid, O,O0dimethyl

S[2-(methylainin)-2-oxoeihyl] ester
P043 Phoqiicofluoxic acid bis(I-methyethyl)

P089 Moptvhoroddoic acid, 0,0-diethyl 0-
(4-nkapro~nyI) ester

P040 Phqtosp uhidoic acid, 0,0-diethyl 0-
pyrazinyl ester
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Appendix 4-5 (comlinved)

*Hazrdou Substanc
Waste Number

P097 Ptuwpbordlioic acid,
O-[4-((dimcsbylamino~sufonyllphenylJ
O,O-dianchyl ester

P071 Phosphcuuhioic acid, 0,0-dimnethyl 0-
(4-nitrephenyl) ester

Pil0 Plumbaie, tenacohyl-
P098 Posassiwn cyanide
P098 Potsusiw cyanide K(CN)
P099 PoWAsim silver Cyanide
P070 Pnopmnal , 2-methyl-2-(methyldiio)-.

04[(mncthylamino~carbonylloxim
P101 Ptopmnenitrile
P027 Propanenitrile, 3-chicro-
P069 Propanenitrile. 2-bydroxy-2-miethyl
P081 1U3-Propanetriol, trinitrte
P017 2-Propanone. 1-bixomo-
P102 Propargyl alcohol
P003 2-Propenal
P005 2-Propen- 1 -ol
P067 1,2-Pfopylenimnine
P102 2-Propyn-1I -01
P008 4-Pyridinammie
P075 Pyridine.

(S)-341-methyl-2-pyrrolinyl)-,(S)-. and salt
P103 Seleiourca
P104 Silver Cyanide
P104 Silver cyanide Ag(CN)
P105 Sodium azide
P106 Sodium cyanide
P106 Sodium cyanide Na(CN)
P108 Stuychnidin-10-one, and salts
P01N Strychnidin 10-one 2,3-dimeihoxy-
P108 Strychnine and salts
P115 Sulfuric acid, dilha nllm) salt
P109 Tetratihyldithiopyropomsphfte
Pi10 Tevwacyl lead
Pill Tetraeth ylprphslit
P112 Tetraniftrmethane (r)
P062 Tetraphosphcwic acid, hexaethyl ester
P113 Thatlic, oxide
P113 ThalliumQ(Ill) oxide
P114 Thaluium(1) selcaite
P1 15 mwhalumQl) sulfste
P109 Thiodipowsphoric acid, tweiethyl ester
P045 Thiolanox
P049 Thkmniidodicubonic diamide
P014 Thwopheol
P116 Thiosemicabazide
P026 Thiourea, (2-chlciuphenyl)-

isP072 Thiourea, 1-naphihalnyl-
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Appem~x 4-5 (co.8kmd)

Hazardoussuhstmce
Wasge Number

P093 Thioýwa phenyl-
P123 Toxapbui
P118 Trichkoeont o
P119 Vanaffi acid. amxmmimi salt
P120 Vanadinim o"id V203
P120 Vanadim penmxide
P084 Vinylamine, N-mcelyl-N-nitros
Pool Wufmwn, and sailts, when jxeaet at

-- - - - eaw than 0.3%
P121 Zinc cyande
P121 Zinc cyande Zn(CN)2
P122 Zinc pbosphide Zn3P2, when jwvean at

Concnirtiasgtate dh= 0.3%
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Appendix 4-6

Potentially Incompatible Hazardous Wastes

Below ae examples of potentially incompaible wases, waste component, and materials, along with
the harmful consequences tha result fiom mixing marals in one group with maerials in mather
group. The list is intended as a guide to indicate the need for special precautions when managing these
potentially incompatible waste materials or components. This list is not intended to be exhaustive.
Operators must, as the regulations require, adequinely analyze their wastes so they can avoid creatng
uncontrolled substances or reactions of the type listed below, whether listed below or noL

In the lists below, the mixing of a Group A material with a Group B material may have the potential
consequences as noted.

Group 1-A Group 1-B

Acetylene sludge Acid sludge
Alkaline caustic liquids Acid and water
Alkaline cleaner Battery acid
Alkaline corrosive liquids Chemical cleaners
Alkaline corrosive battery acid Electrolyte, acid
Caustic wastewater Etching acid liquid or solvent
Lime sludge and other Pickling liquor and other

corrosive alkalies corrosive acids
Lime wastewater Spent acid
Lime and water Spent mixed acid
Spent caustic Spent sulfuric acid

Potential Consequences: Heat generation, violent reaction.

Group 2-A Group 2-B

Aluminum Any waste in Group I-A or I-B
Beryllium
Calcium
Lithiuv'
Magnetdmn
Potassium
Sodium
Zinc powder
Other reactive metals and

metal hydrides

Potential Consequences: Fire or explosion; gemeratka of flammable hydrogen gas.
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Appendix 4-6 (continued)

Group 3-A Group 3-1

Alcohols Any concenurmed waste in
Water Groups I-A or I-B

Calcium
LUdwin
Metal hydrides
Potasium

so2c32, SOC 2 , CHSCl3
Othe water-reactive waste

Potential Consequences: Fire, explosion, or beat generation; gemeration of flammable or toxic
gas.

Group 4-A Group-4"

Alcohols Concenrazed Group I-A or
Aldehydes Group I-B wastes
Halogenated hydrocarbons Group 2-A wastes
Nitrated hydrocabons
Unsaturated hydrmcarbons
Other reactive organic

compounds and solvents

Potential Consequences: Fire exploion, or violent reaction.

Group S-A Group S-B

Spent cyanide and sulfide solutions Group I-B waste

Potential Consequences: Generation of toxic hydrogen cyanide, or hydrogen sulfide gs.
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Appendix 4-6 (continued)

Group 6-A Group 6-B

Chlorates Acetic acid and other organic
Chlorine acids
Chlorites Concentrated mineral acids
Chromic acid Group 2-A wastes
Hypochlorites Group 4-A wastes
Nitrates Other flammable and combustible
Nitric acid, fuming wastes
Perchlortes
Pennanganates
Perioxides
Other strong oxidizers

Potential Consequences: Fire, expskioa, or violent reaction.

Source: "Law, Regulations, and Guidelines for Handling of Hazarcous Wate." Cdifornia Department of Health,
Februay 1975. (As referenced in 40 CFR, Part 264, Appenix V)
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Appendix 4-7

Coutitimnt Concentrabot i Wastes (CCw)
40 CFR 268.43(a)

Waste Codes
Regulated Haww&As Constient Wastewaters N wtawat
with applicable CAS numbers (nWAL) N&e (wgjcg) Notes

D003 (CAS 57-12-5) (reactive cyanides
category- based on 261.23(a)(5))

Cyanides (Total) Reserved 590 (3)
Cyanides (Amenable) 0.86 30

D004* (CAS 7440-38-2)
Arsenic 5.0 NA

D005* (CAS 7440-39-2)
Baium 100 NA

D006* (CAS 7440-43-9)
Cadmium 1.0 NA

D007* (CAS 7440-47-32)
Chromium (Total) 5.0 NA

D008* (CAS 7439-92-1)
Lead 5.0 NA

D009* (CAS 7439-97-6)
Mercury 0.20 NA

D010* (CAS 7782-49-2)
Selenium 1.0 NA

D011* (CAS 7440-22-4)
Silver 5.0 NA

D012** (CAS 720-20-8)
Endrin NA 0.13 (1)

D013** (GAS 58-89-9)
Lindane NA 0.066 (1)

D014** (CAS 72-43-5)
Methoxychlor NA 0.18 (1)
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Appendix 4-7 (cmfinued)

Waste Codes Coneentratiom
Reglated Haardoum Coritient Wastewatpf rIbN waswaters
with applicable CAS numbers (m/L) Notes (nmg) Notes

D015** (CAS 8001-35-1)
Toxaphene NA 1.3(1)

D016** (CAS 94-75-7)
2,4-D NA 10.0(1)

D017** (CAS 93-76-5)
2,4,5-TP Silvex NA 7.9 (1)

F001-4105 spent solvents***
1,1,2-Trichloroethane (CAS 71-55-6) 0.030 7.6 (1)
Benzene (CAS 71-43-2) 0.070 3.7 (1)

FOO-FOO5 spent solvents
(Pharmaceutical industry wastewater subcategory)

Methylene chloride (CAS 75-09-2) 0.44 NA

F'006*
Cyanides (Total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.2 590
Cyanides (Amenable) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.86 30
Cadmium (CAS 7440-43-9) 1.6 NA
Chromium (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.32 NA
Lead (GAS 7439-92-1) 0.040 NA
Nickel (CAS 7440-02-0) 0.44 NA

F'007*

Cyanides (total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.9 590
Cyanides (amenable) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.1 30
Chromium (total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.32 NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.04 NA
Nickel (CAS 7440-02-0) 0.44 NA

F008*
Cyanides (total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.9 590
Cyanides (amenable) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.1 30
Chromium (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.32 NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.04 NA
Nickel (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.44 NA

F009*
Cyanides (total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.9 590
Cyanides (amenable) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.1 30
Chromium (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.32 NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.04 NA
Nickel (CAS 7440-02-0) 0.44 NA
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Append~x 4-7 (cormtinued)

.Waste Codes Conoentratin
Regulated Hawdoin Consimti Wastewaters r~mrWastewaterin
with applicable CAS nmbters (nwA4 ) Notes (uag)cg Noe

F'01
Cyanides (total) (GAS 57-12-5) 1.9 1.5
Cyanides (amenable) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.1 NA

Foil1*
Cyanides (total) (GAS 57-12-5) 1.9 110
Gyanides (amenable) (GAS 57-12-5) 0.1 9.1
Chrom-ium (total) (GAS 7440-47-32) 0.32 NA
Lead (GAS 7439-92-1) 0.04 NA
Nickel (GAS 7440-02-0) 0.44 NA

R)12*
Cyanideb (total) (GAS 57-12-5) 1.9 110
Cyanides (amenable) (GAS 57-12-5) 0.1 9.1
Ghrom-,ium (total) (GAS 7440-47-32) 0.32 NA
Lead (GAS 7439-92-1) 0.04 NA
Nickel (GAS 7440-02-0) 0.44 NA

F'09*

Cyanides (total) (GAS 57-12-5) 1.2 590 (3)
Cyanides (amenable) (GAS 57-12-5) 0.86 30 (3)
Chromium (total) (GAS 7440-47-32) 0.32 NA

F024**
Note: FID24 organic standards must be treated via incineration (INGIN)

2-Ghloro-1,3-buta~diene (GAS 126-99-6) 0.28 (l) 0.28 (l)
3-Chioropropene (GAS 107-05- ) 0.28 (1) 0.28 (l)
1,1-Dichioroethane (GAS 75-34-3) 0.014 (1) 0.014 (l)
1,2-Dichloroethane (GAS 107-06-2) 0.014 (l) 0.014 (l)
1,2-Dichlor~opropane (GAS 78-87-5) 0.014 (1) 0.014 (1)
cis-1,3-Dichloropropene (GAS 10061-01-5) 0.014 (1) 0.014 (1)
trans-1,3-Dicbloropropene (GAS 10061-02-6) .0.014 (1) 0.014 (l)
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthaate (GAS 117-81-7) . 0.036 (1) 1.8 (l)
Hexachloroethane (GAS 67-72-1) 0.036 (l) 1.8 (l)
Chromium (total) (GAS 7440-47-32) 0.35 NA
Nickel (GAS 7440-02-0) 0.47 NA

F'025 (light ends subcategory)
Chloroform. (GAS 67-66-3) 0.046 (2) 6.2 (1)
1,2-Dichioroethane (GAS 107-06-2) 0.21 (2) 6.2 (1)
1,1-Dichlor~oethylene (GAS 75-35-4) 0.025 (2) 6.2 (l)
Methylene chloride (GAS 75-9-2) 0.089 (2) 31 (1)
Carbon tetrachloride (GAS 56-23-5) 0.057 (2) 6.2 (l)
1,1,2-Trichloroethane (GAS 79-00-5) 0.054 (2) 6.2 (1)
Trichioroethylene (GAS 79-01-6) 0.054 (2) 5.6 (l)

Vinyl chloride (GAS 75-01-4) 0.27 (2) 33 (1)
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Appendix 4-7 (continued)

Waste Cb C entratiomn
Regulated HaardoDU Comtituent Wastewate NMwMtewaters
with applica.se CAS nnmbem (nvJL) No (nhac) Notes

F025 (spent filtersaids and desiccants subcategory)

Chloroform (CAS 67-66-3) 0.046 (2) 6.2 (1)
Methylene chloride (CAS 75-9-2) 0.089 (2) 31 (1)
Carbon tetrachloride (CAS 56-23-5) 0.057 (2) 6.2 (1)

1,1,2-Trichloroethane (GAS 79-00-5) 0.054 (2) 6.2 (1)
Trichloroethylene (CAS 79-01-6) 0.054 (2) 5.6(1)
Vinyl chloride (CAS 75-01-4) 0.27 (2) 33 (1)

Hexachlorobenzene (CAS 118-74-1) 0.055 (2) 37 (1)
Hexachlorobutadiene (CAS 87-68-3) 0.055 (2) 28 (l)
Hexachioroethane (CAS 67-72-1) 0.055 (2) 30 (1)

F039***(and DOO and D002 wastes prohibited under 268.37)

Acetone (GAS 67-64-1) 0.28 (2) 160 (1)
Acenaphtalene (CAS 208-96-8) 0.059 (2) 3.4 (1)
Acenaphthene (CAS 83-32-9) 0.059 (2) 4.0 (1)
Acetonitrile (CAS 75-05-8) 0.17 (2) NA
Acetophenone (CAS 96-86-2) 0.010 (2) 9.7 (1)

2- (GAS 53-9&-3) 0.059 (2) 140 (1)
Acetylaminofluorene (CAS 107-02-8) 0.29 (2) NA

Acrolein (CAS 107-13-1) 0.24 (2) 84 (1)

Acrylontrile (CAS 309-00-2) 0.021 (2) 0.066 (1)
Aldrin
4-Aninobiphenyl (CAS 92-67-1) 0.13 (2) NA
Aniline (CAS 62-53-3) 0.81 (2) 14 (1)
Anthracene (CAS 120-12-7) 0.059 (2) 4.0 (1)
Aramite (CAS 140-57-8) 0.36 (2) NA
Aroclor 1016 (CAS 12674-11-2) 0.013 (2) 0.92 (1)

Aroclor 1221 (CAS 11104-28-2) 0.014 (2) 0.92 (1)

Aroclor 1232 (CAS 11141-16-5) 0.013 (2) 0.92 (1)
Aroclor 1242 (CAS 53469-21-9) 0.017 2) 0.92 (1)
Aroclor 1248 (CAS 12672-29-6) 0.013 (2) 0.92 (1)

Aroclor 1254 (CAS 11097-69-1) 0.014 (2) 1.8 (1)
Aroclor 1260 (CAS 11096-82-5) 0.014 (2) 1.8 (1)

alpha-BHC (CAS 319-84-6) 0.00014 (2) 0.066 (1)
beta-BHC (CAS 319-85-7) 0.00014 (2) 0.066 (1)

delta-BHC (CAS 319-86-8) 0.023 (2) 0.066 (1)
gamma-BHC (GAS 58-89-9) 0.0017 (2) 0.066 (1)

Benzene (CAS 71-34-2) 0.14 (2) 36 (1)

Benzo(a)anthracene (CAS 56-55-3) 0.059 (2) 8.2 (1)

Benzo(b)fluoranthene (CAS 205-99-2) 0.055 (2) 3.4 (1)
Benzo(k)fluoranthene (CAS 207-08-9) 0.059 (2) 3.4 (1)
Benzo(g,hi)perylene (CAS 191-24-2) 0.0055 (2) 1.5 (1)
Benzo(a)pyrene (CAS 5-32-8) 0.061 (2) 8.2(l)
Bromodichloromethane (CAS 75-27-4) 0.35 (2) 15 (1)
Bromoform (CAS 72-25-2) 0.63 (2) 15 (1)
(Tribromomethane)

Bromomethane (CAS 74-83-9) 0.11 (2) 15 (1)
(methyl bromide)

4-Bromophenyl phenyl ether (CAS 101-55-3) 0.055 (2) 15 (1)
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AppendIx 4-7 (ccviinued)

S Waste Coes Concentrsaiow
Regulated Hazadous Consibint Wastewatersr Isnwastewaters
'with applicable CAS nunibes (nvLL) Notes (rgy"g NIe

n-Butyl alcohol (CAS 71-36-3) 5.6 (2) 2.6 (1)

Butyl benzyl phthalate (CAS 85-68-7) 0.017 (2) 7.9 (1)

2-sec-Butyl-4,6-dinitrophenol (CAS 88-85-7). 0.066 (2) 2.5 (1)
Carbon tetrachloride (CAS 56-23-5) 0.057 (2) 5.6 (1)

Carbon disulfide (CAS 75-15-0) 0.014 (2) NA

Chlordane (CAS 57-74-9) 0.0033 (2) 0.13 (1)
p-Chloroaniline (CAS 106-47-8) 0.46 (2) 16 '1)
Chlorobenzene (CAS 108-90-7) 0.057 (2) 5.7 (1)

Chlorobenzilate (CAS 510-15-6) 0.10 (2) NA
2-Chioro-1,3-butadiene (CAS 126-99-8) 0.057 (2) NA
Chlorodibromomethane (CAS 124-48-1) 0.057 (2) 15 (1)

Chioroethae (GA2 75-00-3) 0.27 (2) 6.0 (1)
bis(2-Chloroethoxy) methane (CAS 111-91-1) 0.036 (2) 7.2 (1)
bis(2-Cldoroethyl) ether (CAS 111-44-4) 0.033 (2) 7.2 (1)

Chloroform (CAS 67-66-3) 0.046 (2) 5.6 (1)
bis(2-Chloroisopropyl) ether(CAS 39638-32-9) 0.055 (2) 7.2 (1)

p-Chloro-m-cresol (CAS 59-50-7) 0.018 (2) 14 (1)
Chloromethane (Methyl chloride)(CAS 74-87-3).0.19 (2) 33 (1)
2-Chloronaphthalene (CAS 91-8-7) 0.055 (2) 5.6 (1)
2-Chlorophenol (CAS 95-57-8) 0.044 (2) 5.7 (1)

3-Chloropropylene (CAS 107-05-1) 0.036 (2) 28 (1)
Chrysene (CAS 218-01-9) 0.059 (2) 8.2 (1)
o-Cresol (CAS 95-48-7) 0.11 (2) 5.6 (1)
Cresol (In- and p-isomers) 0.77 (2) 3.2 (1)
Cyclohexanone (CAS 108-94-1) 0.36 (2) NA
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropane (CAS 96-12-8) 0.11 (2) 15 (1)
1,2-Dibromoethane (CAS 106-93-4) 0.028 (2) 15 (1)

(Ethylene dibromide
Dibromomethane (CAS 74-95-3) 0.11 (2) 15 (1)

2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) 0.72 (2) 10 (1)
(CAS 94-75-7

o,p'-DDD (CAS 53-19-0) 0.023 (2) 0.087 (1)

p,p'-DDD (GAS 72-54-8) 0.023 (2) 0.087 (1)
o,p'-DDE (CAS 3424-82-6) 0.031 (2) 0.087 (1)
p,p'-DDE (CAS 72-ob-9) 0.031 (2) 0.087 (1)

o,p'-DDT (CAS 780-02-6) 0.0039 (2) 0.087 (1)
p,p'-DDT (CAS 50-29-3) 0.0039 (2) 0 087 (1)
Dibenzo(a,h)antiracene (CAS 53-70-3) 0.055 (2) 8.2 (1)

Dibenzo(a,e)pyrene (CAS 192-65-4) 0.061 (2) NA
m-Dichlorobenzene (CAS 541-73-1) 0.036 (2) 6.2 (1)
o-Dichlorobenzene (CAS 95-50-1) 0.088 (2) 6.2 (1)

p-Dichlorobenzene (CAS 106-46-7) 0.090 (2) 6.2 (1)
Dichlorodifluoromethane (CAS 75-71-8) 0.23 (2) 7.2 (1)
1,1-Dichloroethane (CAS 75-34-3) 0.059 (2) 7.2 (1)
1,2-Dichloroethane (CAS 107-06-2) 0.21 (2) 7.2 (1)
1,1-Dichioroethylene (CAS 75-35-4) 0.025 (2) 33 (1)
trans-i,2-Dichloroethene 0.054 (2) 33 (1)
2,4-Dichlorophenol (CAS 120-83-2) 0.044 (2) 14 (1)

2,6-Dichlorophenol (CAS 87-65-0) 0.044 (2) 14 (1)
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Wase Codes Qehentraiomu
Regulated Hawrm Coctmuemt Wawates , xrwastmfrrs
,with applicable CAS numbem (nxL) Note (MS"g NAms

1,2-Dichloropropane 0.85 (2) 18 (1)
cis-1,3-Dichloropropene (CAS 10061-01-5) 0.036 (2) 18 (1)
wans-1,3-Dichloroprpene (CAS 10061-02-6) 0.036 (2) 18 (1)

Dieldrin (CAS 60-57-1) 0.017 (2) 0.13 (i)
Diethyl phthalate (CAS 84-66-2) 0.20 (2) 28 (1)
2,4-Dimnethyl phenol (CAS 105-67-9) 0.036 (2) 14 (1)
Dimethyl phthalate (CAS 131-11-3) 0.047 (2) 28 (1)
Di-n-butyl phthalate (CAS 84-74-2) 0.057 (2) 28 (1)
1,4-Dinitrobenzene (CAS 100-25-4) 0.32 (2) 2.3 (1)
4,6-Dinitro-o-cresol (CAS 534-52-1) 0.28 (2) 160 (1)
2,4-Dinitrophenol (CAS 51-28-5) 0.12 (2) 160 (1)
2,4-Dinitrotoluene (CAS 121-14-2) 0.32 (2) 140 (1)
2,6-Dinitrotoluene (CAS 606-20-2) 0.55 (2) 28 (1)
Di-n-octyl phthalate (CAS 117-84-0) 0.017 (2) 28 (1)
Di-n-propylnitrvsoamine (CAS 621-64-7) 0.40 (2) 14 (1)
Diphenylamine (CAS 122-39-4) 0.52 (2) NA
1,2-Diphenyl hydrazine (CAS 122-66-7) 0.087 (2) NA
Diphenylnitrosamine (CAS 621-64-7) 0.40 (2) NA
1,4-Dioxane (CAS 123-91-1) 0.12 (2) 170 (1)
Disulfoton (CAS 298-04-4) 0.017 (2) 6.2 (1)
Endosulfan I (GAS 939-98-8) 0.023 (2) 0.066 (1)
Endosulfan II (CAS 33213-6-5) 0.029 (2) 0.13 (1)
Endosulfan sulfate (CAS 1031-07-8) 0.029 (2) 0.13 (1)
Endrin (CAS 72-20-8) 0.0028 (2 0.13 (1)
Endrin aldehyde (CAS 7421-93-4) 0.025 (2) 0.13 0")
Ethyl acetate (CAS 141-78-6) 0.34 (2) 33 (1)
Ethyl cyanide (CAS 107-12-0) 0.24 (2) 360 (1)
Ethyl benzene (GAS 100-41-4) 0.057 (2) 6.0 (1)
Ethyl ether (CAS 60-29-7) 0.12 (2) 160 (1)
bis(2-Ethylhexyl) phthalate (CAS 117-81-7) 0.28 (2) 28 (1)
Ethyl methacrylate (CAS 97-63-2) 0.14 (2) 160 (1)
Ethylene oxide (CAS 75-21-8) 0.12 (2) NA
Famphur (CAS 52-85-7) 0.017 (2 15 (1)
Fluoranthene (CAS 206-44-0) 0.068 (2) 8.2 (1)
Fluorene (CAS 86-73-7) 0.059 (2) 4.0 (1)
Fluorotrichloromethane (CAS 75-69-4) 0.020 (2) 33 (1)
Heptachlor (CAS 76-44-8) 0.0012 (2) 0.066 (1)
Heptachlor epoxide (CAS 1024-57-3) 0.016 (2) 0.066 (l)
Hexachlorobenzene (CAS 118-74-1) 0.055 (2) 37 (1)
Hexachlorobutadiene (CAS 87-68-3) 0.055 (2) 28 (1)
Hexachlorocycpentadiene (CAS 77-47-4) 0.057 (2) 3.6 (1)
Hexachlorodibenzo-furans 0.000063 (2) 0.001(1)
Hexchlorodibenzo-p-dioxins 0.000063 (2) 0.001(1)
Hexchloroethane (CAS 67-72-1) 0.055 (2) 28 (1)
Hexachloropropene (CAS 1888-71-7) 0.035 (2) 28 (1)
Indeno(1,2,3,-c,d)pyrene (CAS 193-39-5). 0.0055 (2) 8.2 (1)
lodomethane (GAS 74-88-4) 0.019 (2) 65 (1)
Isobutanol (GAS 78-83-1) 5.6 (2) 170 (1)
Isodrin (CAS 465-73-6) 0.021 (2) 0.066 (1)
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. Waut• Coxks C enatioode

Regulated Haaarom Coaibent Wastawatem
,with applic,, l. CAS nu, bers (ngAj Noe (nw,. Not• s

Isosafrole (CAS 120-58-1) 0.081 (2) 2.6 (1)

Kepone (CAS 143-50-8) 0.0011 (2) 0.13 (1)

Methacrylonitrile (CAS 126-98-7) 0.24 (2) 84 (1)

Methanol (CAS 67-56-1) 5.6 (2) NA

Methapyrilene (CAS 91-80-5) 0.081 (2) 1.5 (1)

Methoxychlor (CAS 72-43-5) 0.25 (2) 0.18 (1)

3-Methylcholanthrene (CAS 56-49-5) 0.0055 (2) 15 (1)

4,4-Methylene-bis-(2-chloroaailine) 0.50 (2) 35 (1)

(CAS 101-14-4)
Methylene chloride (CAS 75-09-2) 0.089 (2) 33 (1)

Methyl ethyl ketone (CAS 78-93-3) 0.28 (2) 36 (l)

Methyl isobutyl ketone (CAS 108-10-1) 0.14 (2) 33 (1)

Methyl methacrylate (CAS 80-62-6) 0.14 (2) 160 (1)

Methyl methansulfonate (CAS 66-27-3) 0.018 (2) NA

Methyl parathion (CAS 298-00-0) 0.014 (2) 4.6 (1)

Naphthalene (CAS 91-20-3) 0.059 (2) 3.1 (1)

2-Naphtylamnine (CAS 91-59-8) 0.52 (2) NA

p-Nitroaniline (GAS 100-01-6) 0.028 (2) 28 (1)

Nitrobenzene (CAS 96-95-3) 0.068 (2) 14 (1)

5-Nitro-o-toluidine (CAS 99-55-8) 0.32 (2) 28 (1)

4-Nitrophenol (CAS 100-02-7) 0.12 (2) 29 (1)

N-Nitrosodiethylamnine (CAS 55-18-5) 0.40 (2) 28 (1)

N-Nitosodimethylaxnine (CAS 62-75-9) 0.40 (2) NA

N-Nitso-di-n-butylamnine (CAS 924-16-3).0.40 (2) 17 (1)

N-Nitrosomethylethylamine 0.40 (2) 2.3 (1)

(GAS 10595-95-6)
N-Nitrosomorpholine (CAS 59-89-2) 0.40 (2) 2.3 (1)

N-Nitrosopiperidine (CAS 100-75-4) 0.013 (2) 35 (1)

N-Nitrosopyrrolidine (CAS 930-55-2) 0.013 (2) 35 (1)

Parathion (CAS 56-38-2) 0.014 (2) 4.6 (1)

Pentachlorobenzene (CAS 608-93-5) 0.055 (2) 37 (1)

Pentachlorodibenzo-furans 0.000063 (2) 0.001(1)

Pentachlorodibenzo-p-dioxins 0.000063 (2) 0.001(1)

Pentachloronitrobenzene (CAS 82-68-8) 0.055 (2) 4.8 (1)

Pentachlorophenol (CAS 87-86-5) 0.089 (2) 7.4 (1)

Phenacetin (CAS 62-44-2) 0.081 (2) 16 (1)

Phenanthrene (CAS 85-01-8) 0.059 (2) 3.1 (1)

Phenol (CAS 108-95-2) 0.039 (2) 6.2 (1)

Phorate (CAS 298-02-2) 0.021 (2) 4.6 (1)

Phthalicanhydridr (CAS 85-44-9) 0.069 (2) NA

Pronamide (CAS 23950-58-5) 0.093 (2) 1.5 (1)

Pyrene (CAS 129-00-0) 0.067 (2) 8.2 (1)

Pyridine (CAS 110-86-1) 0.014 (2) 16 (1)

Safrole (CAS 94-59-7) 0.081 (2) 22 (1)

Silvex (2,4,5-1P) (CAS 93-72-1) 0.72 (2) 7.9 (1)

2,4,5-T (CAS 93-76-5) 0.72 (2) 7.9 (1)

1,2,4,5,-Tetrachlorobenzene 0.055 (2) 19 (1)

(CAS 95-94-3
Tetrachlorodibenzo-furans 0.000063 (2) 0.001(1)
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Wasi Cods Clncenradomu
Regulated Hazardous Constiuent Waswatewn Nwta tei
with applicable CAS num3brs (nygL) Notes (mgkg) Notm

Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxins 0.000063 (2) 0.001 (l)
1,1,1,2-Tetrachloroethane (CAS 630-20-6) 0.057 (2) 42 (1)
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane (GAS 70-34-6). 0.057 (2) 42 (1)
Tetrachloroethene (CAS 127-18-4) 0.056 (2) 5.6 (1)
2,3,4,6-Tetrachlorophenol (CAS 58-90-2). 0.030 (2) 37 (1)
Toluene (CAS 108-88-3) 0.080 (2) 28 (1)
Toxaphene (CAS 8001-35-1) 0.0095 (2) 1.3 (1)
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene (CAS 120-82-1) 0.055 (2) 19 (1)
1,1,1-Trichloroethane (CAS 71-55-6) 0.054 (2) 5.6 (1)
1,1,2-Trichloroethane (CAS 79-00-5) 0.054 (2) 5.6 (1)
Trichloroethylene (CAS 79-01-6) 0.054 (2) 5.6 (1)
2,4,5-Trichlorophenol (CAS 95-95-4) 0.18 (2) 37 (1)
2,4,6-Trichlorophenol (CAS 88-06-2) 0.035 (2) 37 (1)
1,2,3-Trichioropropane (CAS 96-18-4) 0.85 (2) 28 (l)
1,1,2-Trichoro-1,2,2-trifloro-ethane 0.057 (2) 28 (1)

(CAS 76-13-1)
Tris(2,3-dibromopropyl (CAS 126-72-7) 0.11 (2) NA
Vinyl chloride (CAS 75-01-4) 0.27 (2) 33 (1)
Xylene(s) 0.32 (2) 28 (1)
Cyanides (total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.2 (2) 1.8 (1)
Fluoride (CAS 16964-48-8) 35 (2) NA
Sulfide (CAS 8496-25-8) 14 (2) NA
Antimony (GAS 7440-36-0) 1.9(2) NA
Arsenic (CAS 7440-38-2) 1.4(2) NA
Barium (CAS 7440-39-3) 1.2(2) NA
Beryllium (CAS 7440-41-7) 0.82 (2) NA
Cadmium (CAS 7440-43-9) 0.20(2) NA
Chromium (total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.37 NA
Copper (CAS 7440-50-8) 1.3 (2) NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.28 (2) NA
Mercury (CAS 7439-97-6) 0.15 (2) NA
Nickel (GAS 7440-02-0) 0.55 (2) NA
Selenium (GAS 7782-49-2) 0.82 (2) NA
Silver (CAS 7440-22-4) 0.29 (2) NA
Thallium (CAS 7440-28-0) 1.4 (2) NA
Vanadium (CAS 7440-62-2) 0.042 (2) NA
Zinc (CAS 7440-66-6) 1.0(2) NA

K001*
Naphthalene (CAS 91-20-3) 0.031 (1) 1.5 (1)
Pentachlorophenol (CAS 87-86-5) 0.18 (1) 7.4 (1)
Penanthrene (CAS 85-01-8) 0.031 (1) 1.5 (1)
Pyrene (CAS 129-99-0) 0.028 (1) 1.5 (1)
Toluene (CAS 108-88-3) 0.028 (1) 28 (1)
Xylenes (total) 0.032 (1) 33 (1)
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.037 NA
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K002*, K003*, and K004*
Chromium (total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.9 (2) NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 3.4 (2) NA

K005*
Chromium (total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.9 (2) NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 3.4 (2) NA
Cyanides(total) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.74 (2) Reserved

K006*
Chromium (total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.9 (2) NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 3.4 (2) NA

K007*
Chromium (total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.9 (2) NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 3.4 (2) NA
Cyanides (total) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.74 (2)

K008*
Chromium (total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.9 (2) NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 3.4 (2) NA

1K009
Chloroform (CAS 67-66-3) 0.1 6.0(1)

K010
Chloroform (CAS 67-66-3) 0.1 6.0 (1)

K1011, K013, and K014
Acetonitrile (CAS 75-05-8) 38 1.8(I)
Acrylonirile (CAS 107-13-1) 0.06 1.4 (1)
Acrylamide (CAS 79-06-1) 19 23 (1)
Benzene (CAS 71-34-2) 0.02 0.03 (1)
Cyanide(total) (CAS 57-12-5) 21 57

K015*
Anthracene (CAS 120-12-7) 1.0 3.4 (1)
Benzal chloride (CAS 98-87-3) 0.28 6.2 (1)
Sum of Benso(b) fluoranthene (CAS 205-99-2) and

Benzo(k)fluoranthene (CAS 207-08-9) 0.029 3.4 (1)
Phenanthrene (CAS 85-01-8) 0.27 3.4 (1)
Toluene (CAS 108-88-3) 0.15 6.0 (1)
Chromium (total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.32 NA
Nickel (CAS 7440-02-0) 0.44 NA
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K016
Hexachlorobenzene (CAS 118-74-1) 0.033 (1) 28 (1)
Hexachlorbutadiene (CAS 87-68-3) 0.007 (1) 5.6 (1)
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene (CAS 77-47-4). 0.007 (1) 5.6 (1)
Hexachloroethane (CAS 67-72-1) 0.033 (1) 28 (1)
Tetrachloroethene (CAS 127-18-4) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)

K017
1,2-Dichloropropane (CAS 78-87-5) 0.85 (1,2) 18 (1)
1,2,3-Trichloropropane (CAS 96-16-4) 0.85 (1,2) 28 (1)
Bis(2-chloroethyl)ether (CAS 111-44-4) 0.033 (1,2) 7.2 (1)

K018
Chloroethane (CAS 75-00-3) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)
Chloromethane (CAS 74-87-3) 0.007 (1) NA
1,l-Dichloroethane (CAS 75-34-3) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)
1,2-Dichloroethane (CAS 107-06-2) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)
Hexachlorobenzene (CAS 118-74-1) 0.033 (1) 28 (1)
Hexachlorobutadiene (CAS 87-68-3) 0.007 (1) 5.6 (1)
Hexachloroethane (CAS 67-72-1) NA 28 (1)
Pentachloroethane (CAS 76-01-7) 0.007 (1) 5.6 (1)
1,1,1-Trichloroethane (CAS 71-55-6) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)

K019
Bis(2-chloroethyl)ether (CAS 111-44-4). 0.007 (1) 5.6 (1)
Chlorobenzene (CAS 108-90-7) 0.006 (1) 6.0 (1)
Chloroform (CAS 67-66-3) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)

p-Dichloronbenzene (CAS 106-46-7) 0.008 (1) NA
1,2-Dichloroethane (CAS 107-06-2) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)
Fluorene (CAS 86-73-7) 0.007 (1) NA
Hexachloroethane (CAS 67-72-1) 0.033 (1) 28 (1)
Naphthalene (CAS 91-20-3) 0.007 (1) 5.6 (1)
Phenantrene (CAS 85-01-8) 0.007 (1) 5.6 (1)
1,2,4,5-Tetrachlorobenzene 0.017 (1) NA

(CAS 95-94-3)
Tetrachloroethene (CAS 127-18-4) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene (CAS 120-82-1) 0.023 (1) 19 (1)
1,1,1-Trichloroethane (CAS 71-55-6) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)

K020
1,2-Dichl-,•oethane (CAS 107-06-2) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane (CAS 79-34-6) 0.007 (1) 5.6 (1)
Tetrachloroethene (CAS 127-18-4) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)

K021 *
Chloroform (CAS 67-66-3) 0.046 (2) 6.2 (1)
Carbon tetrachloride (CAS 56-23-5) 0.057 (2) 6.2 (1)
Antimony (GAS 7440-36-0) 0.60 (2) NA (1) i
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K022*
Toluene (CAS 108-88-3) 0.080 (2) 0.034 (1)

Acetophenone (CAS 96-86-2) 0.010 19(1)

Diphenylamine (GAS 22-39-4) 0.52 (2) NA

Diphenylnitrosamine (CAS 86-30-60) 0.40 (2) NA

Sum of Diphenylamine and
Diphenylnitrosaxine NA 13 (1)

Phenol (CAS 108-95-2) 0.039 12 (1)
Chromium (total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.35 NA

Nickel (GAS 7440-02-0) 0.47 NA

K023 and K024
Phthalic anhydride (measured as

Phthalic acid) (CAS 85-44-9) 0.54 (1) 28 (1)

K028*
l,1-Dichloroethane (CAS 75-34-3) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)

trans-I,2-Dichloroethane 0.033 (1) 6.0 (1)

Hexachlorobutadiene (CAS 87-68-3) 0.007 (1) 5.6 (1)

Hexachloroethane (CAS 67-72-1) 0.033 (l) 28 (1)

Pentachloroethane (CAS 76-01-7) 0.033 (1) 5.6 (1)

1,1,1 ,2-Tetrachloroethane 0.007 (1) 5.6 (1)

(CAS 630-20-6)
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 0.007 (1) 5.6 (l)

(GAS 79-34-6)
1,1,1-Trichlorethane (CAS 71-55-6) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)

1,1,2-Trichlorethane (GAS 79-00-5) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)

Tetrachloroethylene (CAS 127-18-4) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)
Cadmium (CAS 7440-43-9) 6.4 NA

Chromium (total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.35 NA

Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.037 NA

Nickel (CAS 7440-02-0) 0.47 NA

K029
Chloroform (CAS 67-66-3) 0.046 6.0 (1)
1,2-Dichloroethane (CAS 107-06-2) 0.21 6.0 (1)

1,1-Dichloroethylene (CAS 75-35-4) 0.025 6.0 (1)
1,1,1-Trichoroethane (CAS 71-55-6) 0.054 6.0 (1)

Vinyl chloride (CAS 75-01-4) 0.27 6.0 (1)

K030
o-Dichlorobenzene (GAS 95-50-1) 0.008 (l) NA

p-Dichlorobenzene (CAS 106-46-7) 0.008 (1) NA

Hexachlorobutadiene (CAS 87-68-3) 0.007 (1) 5.6 (1)

Hexachloroethane (CAS 67-72-1) 0.033 (1) 28 (1)

Hexachloropropene (CAS 1888-71-7) NA 19 (1)

Pentachlorobenzene (CAS 608-93-5) NA 28 (1)

Pentachloroethane (CAS 76-01-7) 0.007(l) 5.6(1)
1,2,4,5-Tetrachlorobenzene (CAS 76-01-7)0.017 14 (1)
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Tetrachioroediane (CAS 127-18-4) 0.007 (1) 6.0 (1)
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene (CAS 120-82-1) 0.023 (1) 19 (01

K031*
Arsenic (CAS 7440-38-2) 0.79 NA

K032
Hexachloropentadiene (CAS 77-47-4) n.057 (2) 2.4 (1)
Chlordane (CAS 57-74-9) 0.0033 (2) 0.26 (1)
Heptachlor (CAS 76-44-8) 0.012 (2) 0.066 (1)
Heptachlor epoxide (CAS 1024-57-3) 0.016 (2) 0.066 (1)

K033 and K034
Hexachlorocylopentadiene (CAS 77-47-4). 0.057 (2) 2.4 (1)

K035
Acenapthene (CAS 83-32-9) NA 3.4 (1)
Anthracene (CAS 120-12-7) NA 3.4 (1)
Benz(a)anthracene (CAS 56-55-3) 0.059 (2) 3.4 (1)
Benzo(a)pyrene (CAS 5-32-8) NA 3.4 (1)
Chrysene (CAS 218-01-9) 0.059 (2) 3.4 (1)
Dibenz(a,h)anthuacene (CAS 53-70-3) NA 3.4 (1)
Fluoranthene (CAS 206-44-0) 0.068 (2) 3.4 (1)
Fluorene (CAS 86-73-7) NA 3.4 (1)
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene (CAS 193-39-5). NA 3.4 (1)
Cresols (rn-and p-isomers) 0.77 (2) NA
Naphthalene (CAS 91-20-3) 0.059 (2) 3.4 (1)
o-cresol (CAS 95-48-7) 0.11 (2) NA
Phenantrene (CAS 85-01-8) 0.059 (2) 3.4 (1)
Phenol (CAS 108-95-2) 0.039 NA
Pyrene (CAS 129-00-0) 0.067 (2) 8-2 (1)

K036
Disulfoton (CAS 298-04-4) 0.025 (2) 0.1 (1)

K037
Disulfoton (CAS 298-04-4) 0.025 (2) 0.1 (1)
Toluene (CAS 108-88-3) 0.080 (2) 28 (1)

K038
Phorate (CAS 298-02-2) 0.025 (2) 0.1 (1)

K040
Phorate (CAS 298-02-2) 0.025 (2) 0.1 (1)

K041
Toxaphene (CAS 8001-35-1) 0.0095 (2) 2.6 (1)
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K042
1,2,4,5-Tetrachlorobenzene 0.055 (2) 4.4 (1)

(GAS 95-943)
o-Dichlorobenzene (CAS 95-50-1) 0.088 (2) 4.4 (1)

p-Dichlorobenzene (CAS 106-46-7) 0.090 (2) 4.4 (1)

Pentachlorobenzene (CAS 608-93-5) 0.055 (2) 4.4 (1)

1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene (CAS 120-82-1). 0.055 (2) 4.4 (1)

K043
2,4-Dichiorophenol (GAS 120-83-2) 0.049 (1) 0.38 (1)

2,6-Dichlomphenol (CAS 87-65-0) 0.013 (1) 0.34 (1)

2,4,5-T•ichlorophenol (CAS 95-95-4) 0.016 (1) 8.2 (1)

2,4,6-Trichiorophenol (CAS 88-06-2) 0.039 (1) 7.6 (1)

Tetrachlorophenols (total) 0.018 (1) 0.68 (1)

Pentachlorophenol (CAS 87-86-5) 0.22 (1) 1.9 (1)

Tetwachloroethene (CAS 79-01-6) 0.006 (1) 1.7 (1)

Hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxim 0.001 (1) 0.001 (1)

Hexachlorodibenzo-furans 0.001 (1) 0.001 (1)

Pentachloodibenzo-p-dioxins 0.001 (1) 0.001 (1)

Pentachlorodibenzo-furmans 0.001 (1) 0.001 (1)

Tet orodibenzo-p-dioxins 0.001(1) 0.001 (1)

Tetrachlorodibenzo-furans 0.001(1) 0.001(1)

K046*
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.037 NA

K048*
Benzene (CAS 71-43-2) 0.011 (1) 14 (1)

Benzo(a)pyrene (CAS 50-32-8) 0.047 (1) 12 (1)

Bis(2-ethylhexy)phthaate 0.043 (1) 7.3 (1)

(CAS 117-81-7)

Chrysene (CAS 218-01-9) 0 '143 (1) 15 (l)

Di-n-butyl phthalate (CAS 84-74-2) 0.06 (1) 3.6 (1)

Ethylbenzene (CAS 100-41-4) 0.011 (1) 14 (1)

Fluorene (CAS 86-73-7) 0.005 (1) NA

Naphthalene (CAS 91-20-3) 0.033 (1) 42 (1)

Phenanthrene (CAS 85-01-8) 0.039 (1) 34 (1)

Phenol (CAS 108-95-2) 0.047 (1) 3.6 (1)

Pyrene (CAS 129-00-0) 0.045 (1) 36 (1)

Toluene (GAS 108-88-3) 0.011 (1) 14 (1)

Xylene(s) 0.011 (1) 22 (1)

Cyanides(total) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.028 (1) 1.8 (1)

Chromiun(total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.2 NA

Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.037 NA
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K049*
Anthracene (CAS 120-12-7) 0.039 (1) 28 (1)
Benzene (CAS 71-43-2) 0.011 (1) 14 (I)
Benzo(a)pyrene (CAS 5-32-8) 0.047 (1) 12 (1)
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 0.043 (1) 7.3 (1)
(CAS 117-81-7

Carbon disulfide (CAS 75-15-0) 0.011 (1) NA
Chrysene (CAS 2218-01-9) 0.043 (l) 15 (1)
2,4-Dimethylphenol (CAS 105-67-9) 0.033 (1) NA
Ethylbenzene (CAS 100-41-4) 0.011 (1) 14 (1)
Naphthalene (CAS 91-20-3) 0.033 (1) 42 (1)
Phenanthrene (CAS 85-01-8) 0.039 (1) 34 (1)
Phenol (CAS 108-95-2) 0.047 (1) 3.6 (1)
Pyrene (CAS 129-00-0) 0.045 (1) 36 (1)
Toluene (CAS 108-88-3) 0.011 (1) 14 (1)
Xylene(s) 0.011 (1) 22 (1)
Cyanides(total) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.028 (1) 1.8 (1)
Chromium(total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.2 NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.037 (1) NA

K050*
Benzo(a)pyrene (CAS 50-32-8) 0.047 (1) 12
Phenol (CAS 108-95-2) 0.047 (1) 3.6 (1)
Cyanides(total) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.028 (1) 1.8 (1)
Chromium(total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.2 NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.037 NA

K051*
Acenaphthene (CAS 208-96-8) 0.05 (1) NA
Anthracene (CAS 120-12-7) 0.039 (1) 28 (1)
Benzene (CAS 71-43-2) 0.011 (1) 14 (1)
Benzo(a)anthracene (CAS 50-32-8) 0.043 (1) 20 (1)
Benzo(a)pyrene (GAS 117-81-7) 0.047 (1) 12 (1)
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 0.043 (1) 7.3 (1)
(CAS 75-15-0)

Chrysene (CAS 2218-01-09)
Di-n-butyl phthalate (CAS 105-67-9) 0.06 (1) 3.6 (l)
Ethylbenzene (CAS 100-41-4)
Fluorence (CAS 86-73-7) 0.011 (1) 14 (1)
Naphthalene (CAS 91-20-3) 0.05 (1)
Phenanthrene (CAS 85-01-8) 0.033 (1) 42 (1)
Phenol (CAS 108-95-2) 0.039 (1) 34 (1)
Pyrene (CAS 129-00-0) 0.047 (1) 3.6 (1)
Toluene (CAS 108-88-3) 0.045 (1) 36 (1)
Xylene(s) 0.011 (1) 14 (1)
Gyanides(total) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.011 (1) 22 (1)
Chromiurn(total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.028 (1) 1.8 (1)
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.2 NA
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K052*
Benzene (CAS 71-43-2) 0.011 (1) 14 (l)
Benzo(a)pyrene (CAS 50-32-8) 0.047 (1) 12 (1)
o-Oresol (CAS 95-48-7) 0.011 (1) 6.2 (1)
p-Cresol (CAS 106-44-5) 0.011 (1) 6.2 (1)
2,4-Dimethylphenol (CAS 105-67-9) 0.033 (1) NA
Ethylbenzene (CAS 100-41-4) 0.011 (1) 14 (1)
Naphthalene (CAS 91-20-3) 0.033 (1) 42 (1)
Phenanthrene (CAS 85-01-8) 0.039 (1) 34 (1)
Phenol (CAS 108-95-2) 0.047 (1) 3.6 (1)
Toluene (CAS 108-88-3) (1011 (1) 14 (1)
Xylenes 0.011 (1) 22 (1)
Cyanides(total) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.028 (1) 1.8 (1)
Chromium(total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.2 NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.037 NA

K060
Benzene (CAS 71-43-2) 0.17 (1,2) 0.071 (1)

Benzo(a)pyrene) (CAS 50-32-8) 0.035 (1,2) 3.6 (1)
Naphthalene (CAS 91-20-3) 0.028 (1,2) 3.4 (1)
Phenol (CAS 108-95-2) 0.042 (1,2) 3.4 (1)
Gyanides(total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.9 1.2

K061 *
Cadmnium (CAS 7440-43-9) 1.61 NA
Chromium(total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.32 NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.51 NA
Nickel (CAS 7440-02-0) 0.44 NA

K062*
Chromium(total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.32 NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.04 NA

Nickel (CAS 7440-02-0) 0.44 NA

K069**
Cadmium (CAS 7440-43-9) 1.6 NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.51 NA

K071*
Mercury (CAS 7439-97-6) 0.030 NA

K073
Carbon tetrachloride (CAS 56-23-5) 0.057 (2) 6.2 (1)
Chloroform (CAS 67-66-3) 0.046 (2) 6.2 (1)
Hexachloroethane (CAS 67-72-1) 0.055 (2) 30 (1)
Tetrachloroethene (CAS 127-18-4) 0.056 (2) 6.2 (1)
1,1,l-Trichloroethane (CAS 71-55-6) 0.054 (2) 6.2 (1)
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K083* -

Benzene (CAS 71-34-2) 0.14 (2) 6.6 (1)
Aniline (CAS 62-53-3) 0.81 14 (1)
Diphenylamine (CAS 22-39-4) 0.52 (2) NA
Diphenynitrosarnine (CAS 86-30-6) 0.40 (2) NA
Sum of diphenylamine and Diphenyl-

nitrosamine NA 14 (1)
Nitrobenzene (CAS 98-95-3) 0.068 (2) 14 (1)
Phenol (CAS 108-95-2) 0.039 (2) 5.6 (1)
Cyclohexanone (CAS 108-94-1) 0.36 NA
Nickel (CAS 7440-02-0) 0.47 NA

K084
Arsenic (CAS 7440-38-2) 0.79 NA

K085
Benzene (CAS 71-43-2) 0.14 (2) 4.4 (1)
Chlorobenzene (GAS 108-90-7) 0.057 (2) 4.4 (1)
o-Dichlorobenzene (CAS 95-50-1) 0.088 (2) 4.4 (1)
m-Dichlorobenzene (CAS 541-73-1) 0.036 (2) 4.4 (1)
p-Dichlorobenzene (CAS 106-46-7) 0.090 (2) 4.4 (1)
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene (CAS 120-82-1) 0.055 (2) 4.4 (1)
1,2,4,5-Tetrachlombenzene 0.055 (2) 4.4 (1)

(CAS 95-94-3)
Pentachlorobenzene (CAS 608-93-5) 0.055 (2) 4.4 (1)
Hexachlorobenzene (CAS 118-74-1) 0.055 (2) 4.4 (1)
Aroclor 1016 (CAS 12674-11-2) 0.013 (2) 0.92 (1)
Aroclor 1221 (CAS 11104-28-2) 0.014 (2) 0.92 (1)

Aroclor 1232 (CAS 11141-16-5) 0.013 (2) 0.92 (1)
Aroclor 1242 (CAS 53469-21-9) 0.017 (2) 0.92 (1)
Aroclor 1248 (CAS 12672-29-6) 0.013 (2) 0.92 (1)
Aroclor 1254 (CAS 11097-69-1) 0.014 (2) 1.8 (1)
Aroclor 1260 (GAS 11096-82-5) 0.014 (2) 1.8 (1)

K086*
Acetone (CAS 67-64-1) 0.28 160 (1)

Acetophenone (CAS 96-86-2) 0.010 9.7 (1)
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 0.28 (2) 28 (1)
n-Butyl alcohol (CAS 71-36-3) 5.6 2.6 (1)
Butylbenzylphthaiate (CAS 85-68-7) 0.017 (2) 7.9 (1)
Cycloghexanone (CAS 108-94-1) 0.36 NA
1,2-Dichlorobenzene (CAS 95-50-1) 0.088 6.2 (1)
Diethyl phthalate (CAS 84-66-2) 0.20 (2) 28 (1)
Dimethylphthalate (CAS 131-11-3) 0.047 (2) 28 (l)
Di-n-buthylphthalate (CAS 84-74-2) 0.057 (2) 28 (1)
Di-n-octylphthalate (CAS 117-84-0) 0.017 (20 28 (1)
Ethyl acetate (CAS 141-78-6) 0.34 (2) 33 (1)
Ethylbenzene (CAS 100-41-4) 0.057 (2) 6.0
Methanol (CAS 67-56-1) 5.6 (2) NA
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.Waste Ckdes Cbincentration
Regulated Hazardou Cmci nt Wastewaters • wastewaters
with applicable CAS numbers (rngL) Note (mgAg) Note

Methyl isobutyl ketone (CAS 108-10-1) 0.14 33 (1)
Methyl ethyl ketone (CAS 78-93-3) 0.28 36 (1)
Methylene chloride (CAS 75-09-2) 0.089 (2) 33 (1)
Naphthalene (CAS 91-20-3) 0.059 (2) 3.1 (1)
Nitrobenzene (CAS 98-95-3) 0.068 (2) 14 (1)
Toluene (CAS 108-88-3) 0.080 (2) 28 (1)
i,1,1-Trichloroethane (CAS 71-55-6) 0.054 (2) 5.6 (1)
Trichloroethylene (CAS 79-01-6) 0.054 (2) 5.6 (1)
Xylenes (Total) 0.32 (2) 28 (1)
Cyanides (Total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.9 1.5
Chromium (Total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.32 NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.037 NA

K087*
Acenaphthalene (CAS 208-96-8) 0.028 (1) 3.4 (1)
Benzene (CAS 71-43-2) 0.014 (1) 0.071 (1)
Chrysene (CAS 218-01-9) 0.028 (1) 3.4 (1)
Fluoranthene (CAS 206-44-0) 0.028 (l) 3.4 (1)
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene (CAS 193-39-5) 0.028 (1) 3.4 (1)
Naphthalene (CAS 91-20-3) 0.028 (1) 3.4 (1)
Phenanthrene (CAS 85-01-8) 0.028 (10 3.4 (1)
Toluene (CAS 85-01-8) 0.008 (1) 0.65 (1)
Xylenes 0.014 (1) 0.07 (1)
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.037 NA

K093 and K094
Phthalic anhydride (CAS 85-44-9) 0.54 (1) 28 (1)
(measured as Phthalic acid)

K095
1,1,1,2-Tetrachloroethane (CAS 630-20-6). 0.057 5.6 (1)
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane (CAS 79-34-6) 0.057 5.6 (1)
Tet-achloroethene (CAS 127-18-4) 0.056 6.0 (1)
1,1,2-Trichloroethane (CAS 79-00-5) 0.054 6.0 (1)
Trichloroethylene (CAS 79-01-6) 0.054 5.6 (1)
Hexachloroethane (CAS 67-72-1) 0.055 28 (1)
Pentachloroethane (CAS 76-01-7) 0.055 5.6 (1)

K096
1,1,1,2-Tetrachioroethane (CAS 630-20-6) 0.057 5.6 (1)
1,1,2,2-Tetrachioroethane (CAS 79-34-6) 0.057 5.6 (1)
Tetrachloroethene (CAS 127-18-4) 0.056 6.0 (1)
1,1,2-Tiichloroethane (CAS 79-00-5) 0.054 6.0 (1)
Trichloroethene (CAS 79-01-6) 0.054 5.6 (l)
Trichloroethylene (CAS 79-01-6) 0.054 5.6 (1)
1,3-Dichlorobenzene (CAS 541-73-1) 0.036 5.6 (1)
Pentachloroethane (CAS 76-01-7) 0.055 5.6 (1)
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene (CAS 120-82-1) 0.055 19 (1)
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Woste Cbdeso •

Regulatd d HaaarxCnsti tuent Wastewaters wasfrwaters
with applicable CAS numbers (niruL) Note (wIks) Note

K097
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene (CAS 77-47-4) 0.057 (2) 2.4 (1)
Chlordane (CAS 57-74-9) 0.0033 (2) 0.26 (1)
Heptachlor (CAS 76-44-8) 0.0012 (2) 0.066 (1)
Heptachlor epoxide (CAS 1024-57-3) 0.016 (2) 0.066 (1)

K098
Toxaphene (CAS 8001-35-1) 0.0095 (2) 2.6 (l)

K099
2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid 1.0 (1) 1.0 (1)
(CAS 94-75-7)

Hexachlorodibenxo-p-dioxins 0.001 (1) 0.001 (1)
Hexachlorodibenzofurans 0.001 (1) 0.001 (1)
Pentachlorodibenzo-p-dioxins 0.001 (1) 0.001 (1)
Pentachlorodibenzofurans 0.001 (1) 0.001 (1)
Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxins 0.001(1) 0.001 (1)
Terachlorodibenzofurans 0.001 (1) 0.001 (1)

KIOO*
Cadmium (CAS 7440-43-9) 1.6 NA
Chromium (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.32 NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.51 NA

KIO0
o-Nitroaniline 0.27 (1) 14 (1)
Arsenic (CAS 7440-38-2) 0.79 NA
Cadmium (CAS 7440-43-9) 0.24 NA
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.17 NA
Mercury (CAS 7439-97-6) 0.082 NA

K102*
o-Nitrophenol 0.028 (1) 13 (1)
Azsenic (CAS 7440-38-2) 0.79 NA
Cadmium (CAS 7440-43-9) 0.24 NA
Lead (GAS 7439-92-1) 0.17 NA
Mercury (CAS 7439-97-6) 0.082 NA

K103
Aniline (CAS 62-53-3) 4.5 5.6 (1)
Benzene (CAS 71-34-2) 0.15 6.0 (1)
2,4-Dinitrophenol (CAS 51-28-5) 0.61 5.6 (1)
Nitrobenzene (CAS 98-95-3) 0.073 5.6 (1)
Phenol (CAS 108-95-2) 1.4 5.6 (1)

K104
Aniline (CAS 62-53-3) 4.5 5.6 (1)
Benzene (CAS 71-43-2) 0.15 6.0 (1)
2,4-Dinitrophenol (CAS 51-28-5) 0.61 5.6 (1)
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S Wa Codes nentratio

Regiulated Hasardous Cmatituent Wastewaters Diouwastewaters

with applicable CAS numbers (nfwAL) Not~es (nvLcg) Notes

Nitrobenzene (CAS 98-95-3) 0.073 5.6 (1)

Phenol (CAS 108-95-2) 1.4 5.6 (1)

Cyanides (Total) (GAS 57-12-5) 2.7 1.8 (1)

K105
Benzene (CAS 71-43-2) 0.14 4.4 (1)

Chlorobenzene (CAS 108-90-7) 0.057 4.4 (1)

o-Dichlorobenzen- (CAS 95-50-1) 0.088 4.4 (1)

p-Dichlorobenzene (CAS 106-46-7) 0.090 4.4 (1)

2,4,5-Trichlorophenol (CAS 95-95-4) 0.18 4.4 (1)

2,4,6-Trichlorophenol (CAS 88-06-2) 0.035 4.4 (l)

2-Chlorophenol (CAS 95-57-8) 0.044 4.4 (1)

Phenol (GAS 108-95-2) 0.039 4.4 (1)

K106***
Mercury (GAS 7439-97-6) 0.030 NA

K115*
Nickel (CAS 7440-02-0) 0.47 NA

P004 (Aldrin)
Aldrin (CAS 309-00-2) 0.21 (2) 0.066 (1)

P010* (Arsenic acid)
Arsenic (CAS 7440-38-2) 0.79 NA

Po11* (Arsenic pentoxide)
Arsenic (CAS 7440-38-2) 0.79 NA

P012* (Arsenic trioxide)

Arsenic (CAS 7440-38-2) 0.79 NA

P013* (Barium cyanide)
Cyanides (Total) 1.9 110

Cyanides (Amenable) 0.1 9.1

P020 (Dinoseb)
2-sec-Butyl-4,6-dinitrophenol 0.066 2.5 (1)

(CAS 88-85-7)

P021 (Calcium cyanide)
Cyanides (Total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.9 110

Cyanides (Amenable) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.1 9.1

P022** (Carbon disulfide)
Carbon disulfide (CAS 75-15-0) 0.014 NA

P024 (p-Chloroaniline)
p-Chloroaniline (CAS 106-47-8) 0.46 16(1)
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P029 (Copper %cyanide)
Cyanides (Total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.9 110
Cyanides (Amenable) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.1 9.1

P030 (Cyanides (soluble salts and complexes)
Cyanides (Total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.9 110
Cyanides (Amendable) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.1 9.1

P036" (Dichlorophenylarsine)
Arsenic (CAS 7440-38-2) 0.79 NA

P037
Dieldrin (CAS 60-57-1) 0.017 (2) 0.13 (1)

P038* (Diethylarsine)
Arsenic (CAS 7440-38-2) 0.79 NA

P039
Disulfoton (CAS 298-04-4) 0.017 0.1 (1)

P047
4,6-Dinitzo-o-cresol (CAS 534-52-1) 0.28 160 (1)

P048
2,4-Dinitrophenil (CAS 51-28-5) 0.12 (2) 160 (1)

P050
Endosulfan I (CAS 939-98-8) 0.023 (2) 0.066 (1)
Endosulfan II (CAS 33213-6-5) 0.029 (2) 0.13 (1)
Endosulfan sulfate (CAS 1031-07-8) 0.029 (2) 0.13 (1)

P051
Endrin (CAS 72-20-8) 0.0028 (2) 0.13 (1)
Endrin aldehyde (CAS 7421-93-4) 0.025 (2) 0.13 (1)

P056**
Fluoride (CAAS 16964-48-8) 35 NA

P059
Heptachlor (CAS 76-44-8) 0.0012 (2) 0.066 (1)
Heptachior epoxide (GAS 1024-57-3) 0.016 (2) 0.066 (1)

P060
Isodrin (CAS 465-73-6) 0.021 (2) 0.066 (1)

P063 (Hydrogen cyanide)
Cyanides (Total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.9 110
Cyanides (Amenable) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.10 9.1
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Waste Codes

withappic.able CAS numbers (nw ) Names (nu~q)kx oe

P065*** (Mercury fulminate)
Mercury (CAS 7439-97-6) 0.030 NA

P071
Methyl parathion (CAS 298-00-0) 0.025 0.1 (I)

P073* (Nickel carbonyl)
Nickel (CAS 7440-02-0) 0.32 NA

P074* (Nickel cyanide)

Cyanides (Total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.9 110
Cyanides (Amenable) (Cas 57-12-5) 0.10 9.1
Nickel (CAS 7440-02-0) 0.44 NA

P077
p-Nitroaniline (CAS 100-01-6) 0.028 (2) 28 (1)

P082**
N-Nitrosodimethylamine (CAS 62-75-9) 0.40 (2) NA

P089
Parathion (CAS 56-38-2) 0.025 0.1 (1)

P092*** (Phenyimercury acetate)
Mercury (CAS 7439-97-6) 0.030 NA

P094
Phorate (CAS 298-02-2) 0.025 0.1 (1)

P097
Famphur (CAS 52-85-7) 0.025 0.1 (1)

P098 (Potassium cyanide)
Cyanides (Total) (GAS 57-12-5) 1.9 110
Cyanides (Amenable) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.10 9.1

P099* (Potassium silver cyanide)
Cyanides (Total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.9 110
Cyanides (Amenable) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.1 9.1
Silver (CAS 7440-22-4) 0.29 NA

pIo1
Ethyl cyanide (Propanenitrite) 0.24 (2) 360 (1)
(CAS 107-12-0)

P103* (Selemourea)
Selenium (CAS 7782-49-2) 1.0(2) NA

P104* (Silver cyanide)
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WmiD Code dwneafrafo
Regulated Hasardom Coxtituben Wtasewaters aswewatm
with applicable CAS number (nyLL) Note (nriA No

Cyanides (Total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.9 110
Cyanides (Amendable) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.10 9.1
Silver (CAS 7440-22-4) 0.29 NA

P106 (Sodium cyanide)
Cyanides (Total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.9 110
Cyanides (Amenable) (CAS 57-12-5) 0.10 9.1

PII0*** (Tetraethyl lead)
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.040 NA

P113** (Thallic oxide)
Thallium (CAS 744 -1-28-0) 0.14 (2) NA

P114* (Thallium selenite)
Selenium (CAS 7782-49-2) 1.0 NA

P115** (Thallium(t)sulfate)
Thallium (CAs 7440-28-0) 0.14 (2) NA

PI19** (Ammonia vandate)
Vanadium (CAS 7440-62-2) 28 (2) NA

P120** (Vanadium pentoxide)
Vanadium (CAS 7440-62-2) 28 (2) NA

P121 (Zinc cyanide)
Cyanides (Total) (CAS 57-12-5) 1.9 110
Cyanides (Amenable) (GAS 57-12-5) 0.10 9.1

P123
Toxaphene (CAS 8001-35-1) 0.0095 (2) 1.3 (1)

U002
Acetone (CAS 67-64-1) 0.28 160 (1)

U003**
Acetonitrile (CAS 75-05-8) 0.17 0.17

U004
Acetophenone (CAS 98-86-2) 0.010 (1) 9.7 (1)

U005
2-Acetylaminofluorene (CAS 53-96-3) 0.059 (2) 140 (1)

U009
Acrylonitrile (GAS 107-13-1) 0.24 (2) 84 (1)

U012
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.WWAte Codes Conentrations
Regulated Hwasat&u Cb~nsiwt Wastewaters Mi I. waer
with~ applicable CAS numbers (xrw)L) Notes (nwxcg Notes

Aniline (CAS 62-53-3) 0.81 14 (l)

U018
Benz(a)anthracene (CAS 56-55-3) 0.059 (2) 8.2 (1)

U019
Benzene (CAS 71-34-2) 0.14 (2) 36 (l)

U022
Benzo(a)pyrene (GAS 50-32-8) 0.061 (2) 8.2 (1)

U024
Bis(2-chloroethoxy)methane (CAS 111-91-1). 0.036 7.2 (1)

U025
Bis(2-chloroethyl)ether (CAS 111-44-4) 0.033 7.2 (1)

U027
Bis(2-chloroisopropyl)ether 0.055 (2) 7.2 (1)
(CAS 39638-32-9)

U028
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthaiate 0.54 (1) 28 (1)
(GAS 117-81-7)

U029
Bromomethane (Methyl bromide) (CAS 74-83-9) 0.11 (1) 15 (1)

U030
4-Bromophenyl phenyl ether (CAS 101-55-3) 0.055 (1) 15 (1)

U031
n-Butyl alcohol (CAS 71-36-3) 5.6 2.6

U032* (Calcium chromate)
Chromium (Total) (CAS 7440-47-32) 0.32 NA

U036
Chlordane (alpha and gamma)(GAS 57-74-9) 0.033 (2) 0.13 (1)

U037
Chlorobenzene (CAS 108-90-7) 0.057 (2) 5.7 (l)

U038**
Chlorobenzilate (CAS 510-15-6) 0.10 (2) NA

U039
p-Chloro-m-cresol (GAS 59-50-7) 0.018 (2) 14 (1)
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U042*
2-Chloroethylvinyl (CAS 110-75-8) 0.057 NA

U043
Vinyl chloride (CAS 75-01-4) 0.27 (2) 33 (1)

U044
Chloroform (CAS 67-66-3) 0.046 (2) 5.6 (1)

U045
Chloromethane (Methyl chloride) (CAS 74-87-3). 0.19 (2) 33 (1)

U047
2-Chloronaphalene (CAS 91-58-7) 0.055 (2) 5.6 (I)

U048
2-Chlorophenol (CAS 95-57-8) 0.044 (2) 5.7 (1)

U050
Chrysene (CAS 218-01-9) 0.059 (2) 8.2 (1)

U051* (Creosote)
Napthalene (CAS 91-20-3) 0.031 1.5 (1)
Pentachlorophenol (CAS 87-86-5) 0.18 7.4 (1)
Phenanthrene (CAS 85-01-8) 0.031 1.5 (1)
Pyrene (CAS 129-00-0) 0.028 1.5 (1)
Toluene (CAS 108-88-3) 0.028 28 (1)
Xylenes (Total) 0.032 33 (1)
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.037 NA

U052 (Cresols-Cresylic acid)
o-Cresol (CAS 95-48-7) 0.11 (2) 5.6 (l)
Cresols (m- and p- isomers) 0.77 (2) 3.2 (1)

U057**
Cyclohexanone (CAS 108-94-1) 0.36 NA

U060 (DDD)
o,p'-DDD (CAS 53-19-0) 0.023 0.087 (1)
o,p'-DDD (CAS 72-54-8) 0.023 0.087 (1)

U061 (DDT)
o,p'-DDT (CAS 780-02-6) 0.0039 (2) 0.087 (1)
p,p'-DDT (CAS 50-29-3) 0.0039 (2) 0.087 (1)
o,p'-DDD (CAS 53-19-0) 0.023 (2) 0.087 (1)
p,p'-DDD (CAS 72-54-8) 0.023 (2) 0.087 (1)
o,p'-DDE (CAS 3424-82-6) 0.031 (2) 0.087 (1)
p,p'-DDE (CAS 72-55-9) 0.031 (2) 0.087 (1)
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U063
Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene (CAS 53-70-3) 0.055 (2) 8.2 (1)

U066
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane (CAS 96-12-8) 0.11 (2) 15 (1)

U067
1,2-Dibromo ethane (Ethylene dibromide) 0.028 (2) 15 (1)

(CAS 106-93-4)

U068
Dibromethane (CAS 74-95-3) 0.11 (2) 15 (1)

U069
Di-n-butyl phathalate (CAS 84-74-2) 0.54 (1) 28 (1)

U070
o-Dichlorobenzene (CAS 95-50-1) 0.088 (2) 6.2 (1)

U071
m-Dichlorobenzene (CAS 541-73-1) 0.036 6.2 (1)

U072
p-Dichlorobenzene (CAS 104-46-7) 0.090 (2) 6.2 (2)

U075
Dichlorodifluoromethane (CAS 75-71-8) 0.23 (2) 7.2 (1)

U076
1,1-Dichloeoethane (CAS 75-34-3) 0.059 (2) 7.2 (1)

U077
1,2-Dichloroethane (CAS 107-06-2) 0.21 (2) 7.2 (1)

U078
1,1-Dichioroethylene (CAS 75-35-4) 0.025 (2) 33 (1)

U079 (1,2-Dichloroethylene)
traI-1,2-Dichloroethylene (CAS 156-60-5) 0.054 (2) 33 (1)

U080
Methylene chloride (CAS 75-09-2) 0.089 (2) 33 (1)

U081
2,4-Dichiorophenol (CAS 120-83-2) 0.044 (2) 14 (1)

U082
2,6-Dichiorophenol (CAS 87-65-0) 0.044 (2) 14 (1)
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U083
1,2-Dichlorophnol (CAS 78-87-5) 0.85 (2) 18 (1)

U084 (1,3-Dichloropropene)
cis-1,3-Dichloopropylene (CAS 10061-01-5) 0.036 (2) 18 (1)

raw-l1,3-Dicbloropropylene 0.036 (2) 18 (1)

(CAS 10061-02-6)

U088
Diethyl phthalate (CAS 84-66-2) 0.54 (2) 28 (1)

U093**
p-Dimethylaminoazobenzene (CAS 60-11-7) 0.13 (2) NA

U101
2,4-Dimethylphenol (CAS 105-67-9) 0.036 (2) 14 (1)

U102
Dirnethyl phthalate (CAS 131-11-3) 0.54 (1) 28 (1)

U105
2,4-Dinitrotoluene (CAS 121-14-2) 0.32 (2) 140 (1)

U106
2,6-Dinitrotoluene (CAS 606-20-2) 0.55 (2) 28 (1)

U107
Di-n-octyl phthalate (CAS 117-84-0) 0.54 (1) 28 (1)

UI08
1,4-Dioxane (CAS 123-91-1) 0.12 (2) 170 (1)

U111
Di-n-propylniutosoamine (CAS 621-64-7) 0.40 (20 14 (l)

UI 12
Ethyl acetate (CAS 141-78-6) 0.34 (2) 33 (1)

U1117
Ethyl ether (CAS 60-29-7) 0.12 (2) 160 (1)

Ul 18
Ethyl methacrylate (CAS 97-63-2) 0.14 (2) 160 (1)

U120
Floranthene (CAS 206-44-0) 0.068 (2) 8.2 (1)
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U121
Trichloromonofluoromethane (CAS 75-69-4) 0.020 (2) 33 (1)

U127
Hexachlorobutadiene (CAS 118-74-1) 0.055 (2) 37 (1)

U128
Hexachiarobutadiene (CAS 87-68-3) 0.055 (2) 28 (l)

U129 (Lindane)
alpha-BHC (CAS 319-84-6) 0.00014 (2) 0.66 (1)
beta-BHC (CAS 319-85-7) 0.00014 (2) 0.66 (1)
Delta-BHC (CAS 319-86-8) 0.023 (2) 0.66 (1)
gamma-BHC (Lindane) (CAS 58-89-9) 0.0017 (2) 0.66 (1)

U130
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene (CAS 77-47-7) 0.057 (2) 3.6 (1)

U131
Hexachloroethane (CAS 67-72-1) 0.055 (2) 28 (1)

U134** (Hydrogen floride)
Floride (CAS 16964-48-8) 35 NA

U136* (Cacodylic acid)
Arsenic (CAS 7440-38-2) 0.79 NA

U137*
Indeno(1,2,3-c,d)pyrene (CAS 193-39-5) 0.0055 (2) 6.2 (1)

U138
lodomethane (CAS 74-88-4) 0.19 (2) 65 (1)

U140
Isobutyl aichol (GAS 78-83-1) 5.6 170 (1)

U141
Isosafrole (CAS 120-58-1) 0.081 2.6 (1)

U142
Kepone (CAS 143-50-8) 0.0011 0.13 (1)

U144* (Lead acetate)
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.040 NA

U145* (Lead phosphate)
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.040 NA
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Wade2 Codes
Regulated Ha dw Q aofilbet Wasbawaters Nm mwmew rs
with applicable CAS numbers (mnIL) Nots (nm*g) Notm

U146* (Lead subacetate)
Lead (CAS 7439-92-1) 0.040 NA

U151***
Mercury (CAS 7439-97-6) 0.030 NA

U152
Methacylonitrile (CAS 126-98-7) 0.24 (2) 84 (1)

U154
Methanol (CAS 67-56-1) 5.6 NA

U155
Methapyrilene (CAS 91-80-5) 0.081 1.5 (1)

U157
3-Methyichlolanthrene (CAS 56-49-5) 0.0055 (2) 15 (1)

U158
4,4'-Methylenebis(2-chloroaniline) 0.50 (2) 35 (1)
(CAS 101-14-4)

U159
Methyl ethyl ketone (CAS 78-93-3) 0.28 36 (1)

U161
Methyi isobutyl ketone (CAS 108-10-1) 0.14 33 (1)

U162
Methyl methacrylate (CAS 60-62-6) 0.14 160 (1)

U165
Naphthalene (CAS 91-20-3) 0.059 (2) 3.1 (1)

U168**
2-Naphthylamine (CAS 91-59-8) 0.52 (2) NA

U169
Nitrobenzene (CAS 98-95-3) 0.068 (2) 14

U170
4-Nitrophenol (CAS 100-02-7) 0.12 (2) 29 (1)

U172
n-Nirosodi-n-butylamine (CAS 924-16-3) 0.040 (2) 17 (1)

U174
n-Nitrosodiethylarnine (CAS 55-18-5) 0.40 (2) 28 (1)
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O Wasta Codes Memf-ftio
Repillted Hamadots CoQnent Wastewaters Nanwastewatm
with applicable CAS numbers (niL) Notes (nuwc) Note

U179
n-Nitboopipendien (CAS 100-75-4) 0.013 (2) 35 (1)

U180
n-Nitropyrialidine (CAS 930-55-2) 0.013 (2) 35 (1)

U181
5-Nitro-o-toluidine (CAS 99-55-8) 0.32 (2) 28 (1)

U183
Pentachlorobenzene (CAS 608-93-5) 0.055 (2) 37 (1)

U185
Pentachloronitmbenzene (CAS 82-68-8) 0.055 (2) 4.8 (1)

U187
Phenacetin (CAS 62-44-2) 0.081 16 (1)

U188
Phenol (CAS 108-95-2) 0.039 6.2 (1)

U190
Phthalic anhydride (CAS 85-44-9) 0.54 (1) 28 (1)

(measured as Phthaiic acid)

U192
Pronanide (CAS 23950-58-5) 0.093 1.5 (1)

U196
Pyridine (CAS 110-86-1) 0.014 (2) 16 (1)

U203
Safrole (CAS 94-59-7) 0.081 22 (1)

U204* (Selenium dioxide)
Selenium (CAS 7782-49-2) 1.0 NA

U205* (Selenium sulfide)
Selenium (CAS 7782-49-2) 1.0 NA

U207
1,2,4,5-Tetrachlorobenzene (CAS 95-94-3) 0.055 (2) 19

U208
1,1,1,2-Tetrachoroethane (CAS 630-20-6) 0.057 42

U209
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane (CAS 79-34-5) 0.057 (2) 42 (1)
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Whte CodM Ccenradom
Regulated Hazardom Comastment Watewafem Nam ewaters
with applicabl CAS number. (nuL) Notjes (nuAWa Ngtes

U210
Tetrachioroethylene (CAS 127-18-4) 0.056 (2) 5.6 (1)

U211
Carbon tetrachoride (CAS 56-23-5) 0.057 (2) 5.6 (1)

U214* (Thallium(l)acetate)
"[hallium (CAS 7440-28-0) 0.14 (2) NA

U215** (Thalliurn(I)carbonate)
Thallium (CAS 7440-28-0) 0.14 (2) NA

U216** (Thallium(l)chloride)
Thallium (CAS 7440-28-0) 0.14 (2) NA

U217** (Thalliumn(l)nibte)
Thallium (CAS 7440-28-0) 0.14 (2) NA

U220
Toluene (CAS 108-88-3) 0.080 (2) 28 (1)

U225
Tribomomethane (Bimoform) (CAS 75-25-2) 0.63 (2) 15 (1)

U226
1,1,1-Trichlorethane (CAS 71-55-6) 0.054 (2) 5.6 (1)

U227
1,1,2-Trichloroethane (CAS 79-00-5) 0.054 (2) 5.6 (1)

U228
Trichloroethylene (CAS 79-01-6) 0.054 (2) 5.6 (1)

U235
bis-(2,3-Dibromopropy) phosphate 0.025 0.10 (1)

U239
Xylenes 0.32 (2) 28 (1)

U240
2,4-Dichiorophenoxyacetic acid 0.72 10 (1)
(CAS 94-75-7)

U243
Hexachloropropene (CAS 1888-71-7) 0.035 (2) 28

U247
Methoxyxhlor (CAS 72-43-5) 0.25 (2) 0.18 (1)
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Appezix 4-7 (eaitmied)

*See also Table CCWE in 40 ClIR 268.41
**See also Table 2 in 40 CFR 268.42

***See also Table CCWE in 40 CFR 268.41 and Table 2 in 40 CFR 268.42

1. Treatment standards for this organic constituent were established based upon incineration in units
operated in accordance with the technical requirements of 40 CFR 264 Subpart 0 or 265 Subpart 0,
or based upon combustion in fuel substitution units operating in accordance with applicable techni-
cal requirements. A facility may certify compliance with these treatment standards according to
provisions in 40 CFR 268.7.

2. Based on analysis of composite samples.
3. As analyzed using SW-846 Method 9010 or 9012; sample size 10 g; distillation time: one h and

fifteen minutes (min).
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Appendix 4-8

Land Disposal Restricted Wastes Treatment Standards
(40 CFR 268, Appendix I)

CONSTITUENTS OF EXTRACT CONCENTRATIONS'
F001-+035 (in mg

SPENT SOLVENT WASTE WASTEWATERb OTHER
Acetone 0.05 0.59
n-Butyl alcohol 5.00 5.00
Cambon disulfide 1.05 4.81
Carbon teuachloride 0.05 0.96
Chlcorbenzene 0.15 0.05
Cresols (cresylic acid) 2.82 0,75
Cyclohexanone 0.125 0.75
1,2-Dichlorobenzene 0.65 0.125
Ethyl acetate 0.05 0.75
Ethylbenzene 0.05 0.053
Ethyl ether 0.05 0.75
Isobutanol 5.00 5.00
Methanol 0.25 0.75
Methylene chloride 0.20 0.96
Methyl ethyl ketone 0.05 0.75
Methyl isobutyl ketone 0.05 0.33
Nitrobenzene 0.66 0.125
Pyridine 1.12 0.33
Tetrachloroethylene 0.079 0.05
Toluene 1.12 0.33
1l1,1-Trichloroethane 1.05 0.41
1.1,2 Trichloro-1,2,2-teAfluoroethane 1.05 0.96
Trichloroethylene 0.062 0.091
Trichlorofluoromethane 0.05 0.96
Xylene 0.05 0.15

1. An extract of the waste is obtained by employing the Toxicity Characteristic Leaching
Procedure (TCLP). The TCLP is an analytical method used to determine whether the
concentrations of hazardous constituents in the waste extract or an extract of the treat-
ment residual meet the treatment standards.

2. For determining the applicable treatment standard, F-solvent wastewaters are defined
as solvent-water mixtures containing less than or equal to 1% total organic carbon
(TOC).

3. Wastewaters that contain > 1% TOC solvent-containing solids, solvent-containing
sludges, and solvent-contaminated soils.
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Appendix 4-9

Quantities of Materia that Require Labeling,

(Appendix C to 20.1001 through 20.2401)

Radiamucdle Quamfity (anu Cl)

Hydrogen-3 1000
Baylhum-7 1000
Berylfiuni-lO 1
Carbou-11 1000
Carbon-14 1000
Fluorine-IS 1000
Sodium-22 10
Sodium-24 100
Magnesium-28 100
Aluminum-26 10
Silicon-31 1000
Silicon-32 1
Ptioepbors-32 10
Pholosbrus-33 100
SWlfur-35 100
Chlouine-36 10
Chlorine-38 1000
Chlofine-39 1000
Argon-39 1000

Poamssiu-40 1000
Potassium-43 1000
Potasium-43 1000
Potassium-44 1000
Calciwn-45 1000
Calcium-41 100
Calcium-45 100
Caciwndu-43 1000
Scandium-44m 1000
Scandium-44m 100
Scandium-44 100
Scandiun-46 100
Scandium-47 100
Scandium-48 1000

Titanium-44 1
Titanium-45 1000
Vanadium-47 1000
Vanadium-48 100
VamAdum-49 1000
Chroinium-48 1000
Chrornium-49 1100
Chromium-5 1 1000
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Appmdix 4-9 (moaliamd)

Radlemundie Quamiley (us Cl)

Mangnese-Si 1000
M wngance-52in 1000

_agnee52 100
Mnaee53 1000
Mnaee54 100
Mnaee56 1000
Io-2 100

boi-5S 100
Irvn-59 10

hal-601
Cobalt-55 100
Cobalt-:56 10
Cobalt-Si 100
Cobaht-58m 1000
Cobalt-S8 100
Cobalt-6Oni 1000
Cobalt-60 I
Cobalt-61 1000
Cobalt-62m 1000
Nickel-56 100
Niwckel-57 100
Nickde-59 100
Nickel-63 1oo
NiCkel-65 1000
Nickel-66 10
CvOer-60 1000
Cqipe-61 1000
Copper-64 1000
Copper-67 1000
Zinc-62 100
Zinc-63 1000
Zinc-65 10
Zinc-69m 100
Zinc-69 1000
Zinc-7rn 1000
Zinc-72 100
Gallium-65 1000
Galliurn-66 100
Galliurn-67 1000
Gaffiwn-68 1000
Galliumn-70 1000
Gallium-72 100
Gallium-73 1000
Gennaniton-66 1000
Gennaniurn-67 1000
Geuinuiiu-68 10
Gesnanamum-69 1000
Gennanium-71 1000
Gcnnaniwm-75 1000
Genmdnan -77 1000
Gennaniumn-78 1000
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Appendi 4-9 (oaiftlae)

Radleavld~e Qumadey (we Ci)

Aruenic-69 1000
Arsnac-70 1000
Arsenic-? 1 100
Arsenic-72 100
Arsenic-73 100
Aruenic-74 100
Arsenic-76 100
Arsenic-77 100
Arsenic-78 1000
Secaiwni-70 1000
Selniumn-73,n 1000
Seleniunm-73 100
Selenium-75 100
Seceniwn-79 100
Seloeniu-8im 1000
Selenium-81 1000
Seleniwn-83 1000
Bromine-74m 1000
Bromine-74 1000
Bromine-75 1000
Bromine-76 100
Bromine-7? 1000
Bromine-8(rn 1000
Bromine-BO 1000
Bromine-82 100
Bromine-83 1000
Bromine-84 1000
Kryptm-74 1000
Krypo-76 1000
Kzyjnon-77 1000
Kqyton-79 1000
Kzymo-81 1000
Krypton-83m 1000
XMWeo-85m 1000
IXryton-85 1000
XWMco-87 1000
X~ryon-88 1000
Rubidium-79 1000
Rubidium-Birn 1000
Rubidium-81 1000
Rubidiumn-82m 1000
Rubidium-83 100
Rubiditum-84 100
Rubidium-86 100
Rubidima-87 100
Rubidium-sB 1000
Rubidium-89 1000
Strontum-SO 100
Sutrontu-gi 1000
Strontium-83 100
Stmotium-85m 1000
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AppeMik 4-9 (awmtsmud)

Radiomucido Qwuamay (mua Ci)

SruOItium485 100
Stuudium-87m 1000
Suwuiwu-89 10
SUUWviM-90 0.1
Svvuawm-91 100
Strcagum-92 100
Ytarium-86m 1000
Yttrium-86 100
Yurium-87 100
Yttriuin-88 10
Yttriwm-9(kn 1000
Yitrium-90 10
Yarium-91m 1000
Ywtium-9 1 10
Yttrium-92 100
Yttriun-93 100
Yttrium-94 1000
Yttium-95 1000
Zircowniu-86 100
Zirconitun-88 10
Zirconium-89 100
Zirconium-93 1
Zhwduium-95 10
Zirconium-97 100
Niobium-88 1000
Niobium-89mn (66 mirn) 1000
Niwbium-89 (122 min) 1000
Niobium-90 100
Niobium-93m 10
Nkobium-94 1
Nicbium-95m 100
Niobium-95 100
Niobiwu-96 100
Niobium-97 1000
Niobium-98 1000
Molybdenum-90 100
Molybdenuum-93m 100
Molybdcnum-93 10
Molybdenum-99 100
Molybdenum-l0l 1000
Technetium-93m 1000
Techwdium-93 1000
Teciinetium-94m 1000
Tedwhnct -94 1000
Technctum-96m 1000
Tecdbnezu-96 100
Technetum-97m 100
Techuetium.97 1000
Technetium-98 10
Teclrnetium-99m 1000
Tccbncium-99 100
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Radloanmcide Quamtty ( us CI)

Technetium- 101 1000
Techdnciu-104 1000
RuidweAdum-94 1000
Rudwdnum-97 1000
Rudienium- 103 100
Ruth wniu-lOS 1000
Ruthenium- 106 I
Rhodium-99mn 1000
Rhodium-99 100
Rhodium-100 100
Rhodium- l0im 1000
Rhodium- 101 10
R~hodium-102mn 10
Rhodiun- 102 10
Rhodium- 103m 1000
Rhodium- 105 100
Rhodium- 106in 1000
Rhodium-107 1000
Palladium- 100 100
Palladium- 101 1000
Palladiun- 103 100
Puiladeum-107 10
Palladium- 109 1oo
Silver-102 1000
Silvcr-103 10000Silver-104m 1000

Silver-lOS100
Silver-106m 100
Silver-106i 1000
Silver-108m 100
Silver-i08 I~i1
Silver-Ill0i 100
Silver-II12 100
Silver-11S 1000
Calmium-104 1000
Cadmium-Wi4 1000

Cadmnium-109 1
Cadmium-i 13m 0.1
Cadmium-i 13 100
Cadmnium-i i5m 10
Cadmnium-i 15 100
Cadmium-i urn 1000
Cadmium-il? 1000
Indium- 109 1000
Indum-11O (69.1mim.) 1000
Indum-i 10
(4.9h) 1000
Indium-ill 100
Indium-i 12 1000
Indium-i I13m 1000
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Radismadide Qwamtky (as Ci)

Inimnk- I1l4ni 10
Indium-i i5m 1000
Inditum-I15 100
Indim-i itin 1000
Indium-i1 17m 1000
Indium-ill 1000
Indiwm-lI 9 1000
M1n-I 10 100
rth-III 1000
Tln-113 100
Tin-i 17m 100
Tin-i 19mn 100
7in-121m 100
Thi-121 1000
Tin-123m 1000
fln-123 10
tm- 125 10
Tin-126 10
Tn- 127 1000
rin-128 1000
Antimony-I 15 1000
Antimony-i 16mn 1000
Andimony-i 16 1000

Annimony-lif7 1000

Antimony-i119 1000

Antimony-120 57d 0
Antimony- 124m 1000
Antimony-124m 100
Annimony-124 100
Annimony-126m 1000
Antimony-M26 1000
Antimony- 127 100

Antimony-128 (10.4min.) 1000
Antimony-128 (9.01h) 100
Antimony-129 100
Antimony-130 1000
Antimony-131 1000
Telluritum-I16 1000
Tellurium-12lm 10
Tolluiuum-121 100
Teilunium-123m 10
Telluriuin-123 100
Teiluritam-125m 10
Teliluritu-127m 10
Teflurium-127 1000
Tellurium- 129m 10
Tellurium- 129 1000
Teiluuitun-131m 10
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Appendix 4-9 (cafmiwed)

Radiamudide Quantty ( ma Ci)

Teliurium-13 1 100
Telbluriw-132 10
Teilurium-133m 100
Telluriwn-133 1000
Telluriwn-134 1000
Iodine120mn 1000
lodkwl-20 100
Iodine-121 1000
Iodine-123 100
Iodine-124 10
lodbne-25 1
Iodine- 126 1
Iodkne-2g 1000
lodine-129 1
Iodine-130 10
Iodine-13 1 1
lodbwe-32in 100
Iodine-32 100
Iodine-133 10
Iodine-134 1000
Iodine-135 100
Xenon-120 1000
Xenon-121 1000
Xenon-122 1000
Xenon-123 1000
Xenon-125 1000
Xenon- 127 1000
Xenon-129wn 1000
Xcnon-131m 1000
Xenon-133m 1000
Xenon-133 1000
Xenon-135m 1000
Xenon-135 1000
Xenon-138 1000
Cesium-125 1000
Cesiwn-127 1000
Ceswu-129 1000
Cesium-130 1000
Cesium-13 1 1000
Cesium-132 100
Cesium.134m 1000
Cesium-134 10
Cesium-135m 1000
Cesiwm-135 100
Cesium-136 10
Cesium-137 10
Cesium-138 1000
Bauiwn- 126 1000
Barium-128 100
Bariw-131m 1000
Bgriwn-131 100
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RadlaaiNel Qwamtil(us Ci)

Bmium-133ni 100
Buiuin-133 100
Dinium-135m 100
Bawium-139 1000
Barium-140 100
Barium- 141 1000
Bwium- 142 1000
Landianum-131 1000
Landianvin-132 100
Laaahanwn-135 1000
Landianwn-137 10
Larndanwui-138 100
Landianwn- 140 100
Landhanw- 141 100
Lanthawn- 142 1000
Lmndiawn- 143 1000
Cerium-134 100
Cerium-135 100
Ceuium-137m 100
Ceriumf-137 1000
Cerium-139 100
Critum-141 100
Cerium-143 100
Cerium-144 1
Piaseodymium-136 1000
Prasoodymiium-137 1000
Prasoodymiun-138mn 1000
Prasoodymiium-139 1000
Praseodymium- 142m 1000
Psaseodytaium-142 100
Prasoodymium- 143 100
Praseodymiium- 144 1000
Prasoodymium- 145 100
Praseodymium- 147 1000
Neodymium-136 1000
Neodymium-138 100
Neodymiium-139m 1000
Neodymium-139 1000
Neodyiium- 141 1000
Neodymitum-147 100
Neodyiium- 149 1000
Neodymnium-I51 1000
Promethium- 141 1000
Promethiu- 143 100
Promethium- 144 10
Promehium- 145 10
Pmromthuw- 146 1
Promethium-147 10
Promethium- 148mn 10
Promethium- 148 10
Prosethium- 149 100
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Appa.dh 4-9 (ctmtaedm)

R iadlmuld~e Quadty (so. Ci)

Piomeihiwn-150 1000
Promeibiwn-i51 100
Samarium-14 im 1000
Samarium- 141 1000
Safmuium-142 1000
Samarium- 145 100
Samarium- 146 1
Sainariwn- 147 100
Samariumn-151 10
Samauium-153 100
Sanmium-155 1000
Samtarium-156 1000
Europiwn-145 100
Europiwn- 146 100
Europium- 147 100
Europium- 148 10
Europium- 149 100
Europiwn-iSO (12.62h) 100
Europiwm-ISO (34.2y)I
Europium-152m 100
Europiwn-152 1
Europium-154 1
Europium-iSS 10
Europium-156 100
Europium-157 100

Gadopiium-146 00
Gadolinium- 147 1000
Gadolinium- 148 10.1
Gadoliniu-149 100

Gadolinwn-iS 1 100
Gadolinium-151 100
Gadolinium-153 100
Gadolinum-159 100
Terbliium- 147 1000
Teibium- 149 1000
Terbium-1SO 1000
Terbium-i3i 1000
Tesbiwn-153 1000
Terbium-154 1000
Terbium-154 1000

Terbiwn-156mn (5.0h) 1000
Terbium-156mn (24.4h) 1000
Terbiwn-156 100
Terbium-iS? 10
Tezbium-158 1
Terbium-160 10
Terbium-161 100
Dyspwium-155 1000

10Dysprosium-iS? 1000
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AppoMhk4 (cooamdmi)

Rdamudiude Qinadty (anm CO

Dyuprwium-1S9 100
DysRxosiwn- 165 1000
DyqVvsim-166 100
Holinium-iSS 1000
Hoknium-157 1000
Holmniwn- 159 1000
Holmium- 161 1000
Holmniw-162 1000
Hokbinu- 162 1000
Hohnium-164m 1000
Holmium- 164 1000
Holmium-166mn 1
Hobmium- 166 100
Holmium-167 1000
Ezbium-161 1000
Exbium- 165 1000
Erbium-169 100
Earbiwn-171 100
Ezbiwn-172 100
¶bulium-162 1000
Thulium-166 100
7buliumn-167 100
lbulium-170 10
lbuliwn-171 10

hlbuhm-172 100
Thulium-173 100
lhulium-175 1000
Yzierkw-162 1000
Ytkeibum-166 100
Y1Iea1~um-167 1000
Yderkum-169 100
Ytlcgbjum-175 100
Y~utdium-177 1000
Yoaut~um- 178 1000
Lutetimn-169 100
Lutetiwn-170 100
Lutetuiwn- 171 100
Lutetiiun-172 100
Lutetium-173 10
Lutetiwn-174m 10
Lutetumn-174 10
Lutetimn-176mn 1000
Luteduwn-176 100
Liaieiiw-177m 10
Lutetwn- 177 100
Lutetiwn-178m 1000
Luteiumn- 178 1000
Lutetiu- 179 1000
Hafiiium-170 100
Hafnkium-172 1
Hafnium-173 1000
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Appemik 4-u (ainmsd)

Radlammdide Quantiy ( me Ci)

Hafnium-175 100
Hafwni-177m 1000
Hafniumn-178m 0.1
Hafnium-179mn 10
Hafnium-180in 1000
Hafnitiu-181 10
Hafnium-182mn 1000
Hafniumn-182 0.1
Hafuniu-183 1000
Hafniiu-184 100
Tantlu- 172 1000
Tantalum- 173 1000
Tantaum-174 1000
Tantalum- 175 1000
Tantalu-176 100
Tanralu-177 1000
Tantalum- 178 1000
Tantaum-179 100
Tantulmn-180mn 1000
Tantalum-180 100
Tantalwin-192m 1000
Tantalum-182 10
Tuutalum- 183 100
Tantalum-184 100
Tanwlumn-185 1000

Tantalm-1861000

Tungsten- 178 1000
Tungame-179 1000
Tungume-lB17 1000
Tungsten-185 1000
Tungsten-187 1000
Tungsten-188 100
Rheniun- 177 1000

Rheniumn-178 1000
Rhenitum-i17 1000
Rhenhum-182 12. 1000
Rhenium-182 (12.7h) 1000
Rhenium- 18(4.0h 100
Rhenium-184m 100
Rhenium- 186m 100
Rhenium-186x 100
Rhenium- 187 1000
Rheuuwn-188m 1000
Riienium-188m 1000
Rhenium- 189 100
Osmniun- 180 1000
Osinium-181 1000

Osmium- 182 100

Osmnium-185 100
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Appeaft4. (amadaui)

Ra adlu wed Quminmty(no ai)

oaumw-189M 1000
Ouniwn-191m 1000
Ouuniwn-191 100
Omniium-193 100
Ominm-194 1
kidiwm-182 1000
Ikidum-184 1000
kidiwn-185 1000
bidiuzn-186 100
Iriiun-187 1000
Iridium-188 100
Indiwm-189 100
bidiwn-19(ku 1000
hidium-190 100
Ihium-192 (73.MdI
Ihiumw-192m (1A4mi.) 10
Iridwn-194ui 10
Iridium-194 100
Iridium- 195m 1000
Iridium-195 1000
PbAinwndB86 1000
Platinum-iSS 100
Pladainu-189 1000
Pbaznum-191 100
Plainum-193m 100
Pleainum-193 1000
Piafinwm-195,n 100
Pbainuni-197m 1000
Plaiinum-197 100
Pbadnum-199 1000
Platinum-200 100
Gold-193 1000
Gokl-194 100
Gold-195 10
Goid-198m 100
Gold-198 100
Gold-199 100
GokI-200in 100
Gold-200 1000
GaM-201 1000
bfrcuy-193m 100
bmeaury- 193 1000
Mcrcury-194I
Mcivury-195m 100
Macwtty-195 1000
Mczvury-197m 100
bmurny-197 1000
Mczvmr199mg 1000
Memury-203 100
Thalliw-194m 1000
ThIUMn- 194 1000
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Appemdih 4-9 (cmadaMM)

RadikmuIidt Qumatity (nu Ci)

Thallwn-195 1000
lballimn-197 1000
ThaIliwn-198m 1000
Tafliwn.198 1000
iballwn- 199 1000
Thailiwul-2) 1000
Th1liW~n-201 1000
Thallimn-202 100
Thalliwnn-2D4 100
Lead- 195m 1000
Lead-198 1000
Ltad-199 1000
Leai-200 100
Leat-201 1000
LeAW-202m 1000
Lcad-202 10
LeaI-203 1000
Lead-205 100
LUad-209 1000
Leai-210 0.01
Leat-21 1 100
Lrwi-212 I
Lead-214 1tXc
Bismuth-200 1000
Bistnuth-201 1000

Bismuh-2021000
Bismuth-203 0
Bismuth-205 100
Bismuth-206 100
Bismudi-20m 10.
Bisniuth-210k 01
Bismuth-*210 10
Bismuth-212 10
Bismuth-213 100
Biloauth-203 1000

Polonium-203 1000
Polonuwn-205 1000
Polowium-210 10.1
Aszanium-210 010
Asuaiiz-21 1 100
Asatine-2101
Radon-m2 1
FRadnim-222 10
Francium-22 100
Rawium-223 10.1
Radium-223 0.1
RvAdum-224 0.1
Radiwn-225 0.1

Radiwm-277 1000

Radium-228 0.1
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Appendix 4-9 (condoned)

Radlawadide Quantity (as Ci)

Actaniumn-224
Actiniwm-225 0.01
Actinwn-226 0.1
Actinium-227 0.001
Actinium-228 I
Thcriun-226 10
lboriuin-227 0.01
Thwrium-228 0.001
lboriurn-229 0.001
Thorwn-230 0.001
Thoriwn-231 100
Thcriurn-232 100
Thorium-234 10
Thwimn-rnuhal 100
Pnoiauwnum-~'27 10
Prouwdiu-228 1
Protactinidum-230 0.1
Proactini-23 1 0.001
Prowctinium-232 1
Protactinium-233 100
Proacriwni-234 100
Uranium-230 0.01
Uanvium-23 1 100
Uranitun-232 0.001
Uranium-233 0.001
Uranium-234 0.001
Uraniwn-235 0.001
Uraniwm-236 0.001
Uranium-237 100
Uranium-238 100
Uraaium-239 1000
Uranium-240 100
Uranium-nauzral 100
Nepaunium-232 100
Nepmunum-233 1000
NepmWiumn-234 100
Nqxunium-235 100
Nepunium-236 (l.l5xlO5y) 0.001
Nepwnium-236 (22.5h) I
Nepaiwni-237 1.001
Neptumium-238 10
Neptunium-239 100
Nepamium-240 1000
Plutonium-234 10
Plutonium-235 1000
Pluwtuniu-236 0.001
Plutonium-237 100
Plutonium-238 0.001
Plutonium-239 0.001
Plutonium-240 0.001
PluWonum-24 1 0.01
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Appemdk 4-9 (aimdmmed)

Radlommdide Quaadty ( ms Ci)

Fluamiun-242 0.001
Plutonium-243 1000
Plumxiiwn-2A4 0.001
Pluioniwn-245 100
Amnaicivin-237 1000
Amerxiciwn-238 100
Amakiwn-239 1000
Amakimn-240 100
Arnaiciuni-24 1 0.001
Americijmn-242mn 0.001
Americiumn-242 10
Amer~ciun-243 0.001
Amencium-244m 100
Amnericium-244 10
Americitun-245 1000
Amaicitun-246mn 1000
Amaeiciwrn-246 1000
Curium-238 100
Curium-240 0.1
Curium-241 1
Curitun-242 0.01
Curitum-243 0.001
Curiumn-244 0.001
Cwrium-245 0.001
Curium-246 0.001
Curium-247 0.001
Curitum-248 0.001
Curitun-249 1000
Berkelimn-2.45 100
Berkelitum-246 100
Berkelium-247 0.001
Berkelium.-249 0.1
Beakeliwn-250 10
Caifornium-244 100
Californium-246 1
Calffornitum-248 0.01
Californium-249 0.001
Calffonitum-250 0.001
Californium-251 0.001
Californium-252 0.001
Califomnium-253 0.1
Californium-254 0.001
Any alpha emitting radionixlide not listed above or 0.001
mixture of alpha enimitr of unknown coinposition .001
Einsteinitun-250 100
Einsteinium-25 1 100
Einsteiniumn-253 0.1
Einsteinium-254m 1
Einsteinium-254 0.01
Fezmiurn-252 I
Fermiurn-253 1
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Appendi 4-9 (asamudR )

RadimscUdle Quantity ( ni Cl)

Ftnnium-234 10
Fenniwn-255 I
Fezmimun-2S7 0.01
Meeadelevium-257 10
Mlendlevium-258 0.01
Any radionuclie odwo dian alpha emitting 0.01
radionucldes not liste above, or mixtures of beta .01
ernittff of unknown composidon .01
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Natural and Cultural Resources Management



SECUON 5

NA11RAL AND CULIURAL RESOURCES MANAMMJr

A. Applicability

This section applies to all CDC facilities. This section integrates the require-
ments of regulations pertaining to the protection of cultural and natural
resources and normally will apply to any facility with land or property manage-
ment programs.

B, Federal Regulations

"* Nahtural Resources

"* The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1970. The purpose of this
Act, 42 U.S. Code (USC) 4321-4370c, as last amended in November 1990, was
to declare a national policy that will encourage productive and enjoyable har-
mony between man and his environment. Additionally it provides for the pro-
motion of efforts that will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment and
biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of man (42 USC 4321).

Under NEPA, the continuing policy of the Federal government is to use all
practicable means and measures in a manner calculated to foster and promote
the general welfare, and to create and maintain conditions under which man
and nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic,
and other requirements of present and future generations of Americans (42 USC
4331(a)). It is the continuing responsibility of the Federal government to use
practicable means and resources to the end so that the Nation may preserve
important historic, cultural, and natural aspects of our national heritage (42
USC 4331(b)(4)).

"* Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1979. The purpose of this Act, (16 USC
1531-1547, et al, last amended in October 1988), is to provide a means
whereby the ecosystems upon which endangered and threatened species depend
may be conserved, to provide a program for the conservation of such
endangered and threatened species, and to take such steps as may be appropri-
ate to achieve the purposes of the treaties and conventions for protection of
endangered species (16 USC 1531(b)).
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Under ESA, the policy of Congress is that all Federal departments and agencies
must seek to conserve endangered species and threatened species and must use
their authority in furtherance of the purposes of this Act. Further, Federal
agencies must cooperate with state and local agencies to resolve water resource
issues in concert with conservation of endangered species (16 USC 1531(c)).

o The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWVA) of 1946. This Act, last
ameneded in July 1965, 16 USC 666c, is the Federal legislation that coordi-
nates programs and activities regarding the conservation and rehabilitation of
fish and wildlife in the United States. For the purpose of conserving and reha-
bilitating fish and wildlife resources, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized
to:

1. provide assistance to, and cooperate with, Federal, state, and public or
private agencies and organizations in the development, protection, rear-
ing, and stocking of all species of wildlife, resources, and their habitat,
in controlling loses of the same from disease or other causes, in minim-
izing damages from overabundant species, in providing public shooting
and fishing areas, including easements across public lands for access to,
and in carrying out other measures necessary to effectuate the purposes
of this Act

2. make surveys and investigations of the wildlife of the public domain,
including lands and waters or interests acquired or controlled by any
Federal agency

3. accept donations of land and contributions of funds in furtherance of the
purposes of this Act (16 USC 661).

Unless provided for otherwise, whenever the waters of any stream or other
body of water are proposed or authorized to be impounded, diverted, the chan-
nel deepened, or the stream or other body of water otherwise controlled or
modified for any purpose whatsoever, including navigation and drainage, by
any department or agency of the United States, or by any public or private
agency under Federal permit or license, such department or agency first must
consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), Department of the Inte-
rior, and with the head of the agency exercising administration over the wildlife
resources of the particular state where the impoundment, diversion, or other
control facility is to be constructed, with a view to the conservation of wildlife
resources by preventing loss of and damage to such resources as well as pro-
viding for the development and improvement thereof in connection with such
water-resource development (16 USC 662(a)).
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Federal agencies authorized to construct or operate water-control projects are
authorized to modify or add to the structures and operations of such projects,
the construction of which has not been substantially completed on the date of
enactment of this Act, and to acquire lands in accordance with this Act, in
order to accommodate the means and measures for such conservation of
wildlife resources as an integral part of such projects; provided, that for pro-
jects authorized by a specific Act of Congress before the date of enactment of
this Act, such modification or land acquisition must be compatible with the pur-
poses for which the project was authorized (16 USC 662(c)).

The Act requires that any report submitted to Congress by a Federal agency in
support of a recommendation for authorization of any new project for the con-
trol or use of water, including any new division of such project or new supple-
mental works on such project, must include an estimation of the wildlife
benefits or losses to be derived from such, including benefits to be derived from
measures recommended specifically for the development and improvement of
wildlife resources, the cost of providipv wildlife benefits, the part of the cost of
joint-use facilities allocated to wildlife, and the part of such costs, if any, to be
reimbursed by non-Federal interests (16 USC 662(f)).

Unless exempted, whenever the waters of any stream or other body of water
are impounded, diverted, the channel deepened, or the stream or other body of
water otherwise controlled or modified for any purpose whatsoever, including
navigation and drainage, by any department or agency of the United States,
adequate provision must be made for the use, together with any areas of land,
water, or interests therein, acquired or administered by a Federal agency in con-
nection with, for the conservation, maintenance, and management of wildlife
resources thereof, and its habitat thereon, including the development and
improvement of such wildlife resources under section 662 of this Act (16 USC
663(a)). The use of such waters, land, or interests therein for wildlife conser-
vation purposes must be in accordance with general plans approved jointly by:

1. the head of the particular agency exercising primary administration in
each instance

2. the Secretary of the Interior
3. the head of the agency exercising the administration of the wildlife

resources of the particular state where the waters and ares lie (16 USC
663(b)).
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* The Migratory Bird 7Tcaty Act of 1918. This Act, last amended in December
1989, 16 USC 703-711, is a Federal law that enforces international conventions
for the protection of migratory birds and game animals to which the United
States is a party. Unless permitted by regulations, it is unlawful at any time,
by any means or in any manner, to pursue, hunt, take, capture, kill, attempt to
take, capture, or kill, possess, offer for sale, sell, offer to barter, barter, offer to
purchase, purchase, deliver for shipment, ship, export, import, cause to be
shipped, exported, or imported, deliver for transportation, transport or cause to
be transported, carry or cause to be carried, or receive for shipment, transporta-
tion, carriage, or export, any migratory bird, any part, nest, or egg of any such
bird, or any product, whether or not manufactured, that consists, or is composed
in whole or in part, of any such bird or any part, nest, or egg thereof, included
in the terms of the conventions for the protection and conservation of migratory
birds and game mammals between the United States and the USSR, the United
States and Mexico, and the United States and Japan (16 USC 703).

Under the Act, it is also unlawful to ship, transport, or carry, by any means
whatsoever, from one state, territory, or district to or through another state, ter-
ritory, or district, or to or through a foreign country, any bird, or any part, nest,
or egg thereof, captured, killed, taken, shipped, transported, or carried at any
time contrary to the laws of the state, territory, or district in which it was cap-
tured, killed, or taken, or from which it was shipped, transported, or carried (16
USC 705).

* The Executive Order (EO) No. 11990. This EO, The Protection of Wetlands, 24
May 1077, 42 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 26961, as amended by EO
12608, 0 September 1087, 52 F.R. 34617, is a presidential order that imple-
ments the NEPA of 1969. Under this EO each Federal agency must provide
leadership and take action to minimize the destruction, loss or degradation of
wetlands, and to preserve and enhance the natural and beneficial values of wet-
lands in carrying out the agency's responsibilities for.

1. acquiring, managing, and disposing of Federal lands and facilities
2. providing Federally undertaken, financed, or assisted construction and

improvements
3. conducting Federal activities and programs affecting land use, including,

but not limited to, water and related land resources planning, regulating,
and licensing activities (Section 1(a)).
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Each agency, to the extent permitted by law, must avoid undertaking or provid-
ing assistance for new construction located in wetlands unless the head of the
agency finds that:

1. there is no practical alternative to such construction
2. the proposed action includes all practical measures to minimize harm to

wetlands that may result from such use. In making this finding the head
of the agency may take into account economic, environmental and other
pertinent factors (Section 2(a)).

Each agency must also provide opportunity for early public review of any plans
or proposals for new construction in wetlands (Section 2(b)).

e 7he Convention on Wetlands of International Importance Especially as Water-
fowl Habitat. This Convention was created on 2 February 1971, in Ramsar,
amended by Paris Protocol of 12 March 1982, and entered into force for the
United States on 18 December 1986. Those countries that are Contracting Par-
ties to the convention agreed:

1. wetlands constitute a resource of great economic, cultural, scientific and
recreational value, the loss of which would be irreparable

2. the progressive encroachment on and loss of wetlands now and in theS future should be stemmed
3. waterfowl in their seasonal migration should be regarded as an interna-

tional resource
4. conservation of wetlands and their flora and fauna can be ensured by

combining farsighted national policies with coordinated international
action.

Each country must designate suitable wetlands within its territory for inclusion
in a List of Wetlands of International Importance (hereafter "the List") that is
maintained by the bureau established under this Convention. The boundaries of
each wetland must be precisely described and also delimited on a map and they
may incorporate riparian and coastal zones adjacent to the wetlands, and islands
or bodies of marine water deeper than 6 meters (m) at low tide lying within the
wetlands, especially where these have importance as a waterfowl habitat (Arti-
cle 2, para 1).

Each country must promote the conservation of wetlands and waterfowl by
establishing nature reserves on wetlands, whether they are included in the List
or not, and adequately provide for their wardening (Article 4, para 1).

The contracting countries must promote the training of personnel competent inp the fields of wetland research, management, and wardening (Article 4, para 4).
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* EO 11988. This EO, Floodplain Management, 24 May 1977, 42 F.R. 26951, as
amended by EO 12148, 20 July 1979, 44 F.R. 43239, is a presidential order
that implements the Environmental Policy Act of 1969, the National Flood
Insurance Act of 1968, and the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973.

Each agency must provide leadership and take action to reduce the risk of flood
loss, to minimize the impact of floods on human safety, health and welfare, and
to restore and preserve the natural and beneficial values served by floodplains
in carrying out its responsibilities for.

I. acquiring, managing, and disposing of Federal lands and facilities
2. providing Federally undertaken, financed, or assisted construction and

improvemepts
3. conducting Federal activities and programs affecting land use, including,

but not limited to, water and related land resources planning, regulating,
and licensing activities (Section 1).

Each agency must evaluate the potential effects of any actions it may take in a
floodplain to:

1. ensure that its planning programs and budget requests reflect considera-
tion of flood hazards and floodplain management

2. prescribe procedures to implement the policies and requirements of this
EO.

Each agency must take floodplain management into account when formulating
or evaluating any water and land use plans, and must require land and water
resources use appropriate to the degree of hazard involved. Agencies must
include adequate provision for the evaluation and consideration of flood hazards
in the regulations and operating procedures for the license, permits, loan or
grants-in-aid programs that they administer (Section 2(c)).

Agencies responsible for Federal real property and facilities must take the fol-
lowing additional actions:

1. The regulations and procedures established under Section 2(d) of this
EO require, at a minimum, the construction of Federal structures and
facilities to be consistent with standards, criteria, and the intent of those
issued under the National Flood Insurance Program. They may deviate
only to the extent that the standards of the Flood Insurance Program are
demonstrably inappropriate for a given type of structure or facility.
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2. If, after compliance with the requirements of this EO, new construction
of structures or facilities are to be located in a floodplain, accepted
flood-proofing and other flood protection measures must be applied to
new construction or rehabilitation. To achieve flood protection, agencies
must, wherever practicable, elevate structures above the base flood level
rather than filling in land (Section 3(a)(b)).

7he Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. This Act, last amended in
November 1990, 16 USC 1451-1464, is the Federal legislation that governs the
preservation and management of coastal waters in the nation. In relation to
coastal zones, the national policy is to:

1. preserve, protect, develop, and where possible, to restore or enhance, the
resources of the Nation's coastal zone for this and succeeding genera-
tions

2. encourage and assist the states in effectively exercising their responsibil-
ities in the coastal zone through the development and implementation of
management programs to achieve wise use of the land and water
resources of the coastal zone, giving full consideration to ecological,
cultural, historic, and aesthetic values as well as the needs for compati-
ble economic development

3. encourage the preparation of special area management plans that provide
for increased specificity in protecting significant natural resources, rea-
sonable coastal-dependent economic growth, improved protection of life
and property in hazardous areas, including those areas likely to be
affected by land subsidence, sea level rise, or fluctuating water levels of
the Great Lakes, and improved predictability in governmental decision-
making

4. encourage the participation and cooperation of the public, state and local
governments, and interstate and other regional agencies, as well as of
the Federal agencies with programs affecting the coastal zone, in carry-
ing out the purposes of this Act

5. encourage coordination and cooperation with and among the appropriate
Federal, state, and local agencies, and international organizations where
appropriate, in collection, analysis, synthesis, and dissemination of coa-
stal management information, research results, and technical assistance,
to support state and Federal regulation of land use practices affecting the
coastal land ocean resources of the United States

6. respond to changing circumstances affecting the coastal environment and
coastal resource mangement by encouraging states to consider such
issues as ocean uses potentially affecting the coastal zone (16 USC
1452).
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"S The Federal Noxious Weed Act of 1970. This Act, last amended in September
1988, 7 USC 2803 and 2809, states that no person is permitted to move any
noxious weed identified in a regulation into or through the United States or
interstate, unless such movement is:

1. from Canada, or authorized under general or specific permit from the
Secretary of Agriculture

2. made in accordance with such conditions as the Secretary may prescribe
in a permit and in regulations to prevent the dissemination into the
United States, or interstate, of such noxious weeds (42 USC 2803).

"* Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) (33 USC 1344) requires that all
discharges of dredged and fill material in the waters of the United States,
including wetlands, must meet the requirements of the U.S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency's (USEPA's) 404(b)(1) guidelines (40 CFR 230) and obtain
water quality certification from the state (33 USC 1341) unless exempted by
Congress through implementation of Section 404(r).

"* Cultural Resources

There are many Federal statutes and regulations concerning the preservation of
historic and prehistoric properties. The provisions of the following statutes and
their implementing regulations outline a comprehensive assertion of ntional
preservation policy and the means to reach the goal of that policy.

"* Antiquities Act of 1906. Within this Act, 16 USC 431-433, the President of the
United States is authorized to declare historic landmarks, historic and prehis-
toric structures, and other objects of historic or scientific interest that ame
situated upon the lands owned or controlled by the Federal government to be
national monuments (16 USC 431). Permits for the examination of ruins, the
excavation of archaeological sites, and the gathering of objects of antiquity
upon the lands under their respective jurisdictions may be granted by the Secre-
taries of the Interior, Agriculture, and Army to institutions that may be deemed
properly qualified to conduct such examination, excavation, or gathering, sub-
ject to such rules and regulations as they may prescribe (16 USC 432).

"* Hi3toric Sites Act of 1935. This Act, Public Law (PL) 74-292 (16 USC 470-
470w-6), authorizes the designation of national historic sites and landmarks,
authorizes interagency efforts to preserve historic resources, and establishes a
maximum fine of $500 for violations of the Act

"* National Historic Preservation Act (NIPA) of 1966. This Act, 16 USC 470-
470w-6, last amended in August 1989, addresses the issue of preserving our
national history. The Congress declares that the historical and cultural founda-
tions of the Nation should be preserved as a living part of our community life
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and development; and that the preservation of this irreplaceable heritage is in
the public interest so that its vital legacy of cultural, educational, aesthetic,
inspirational, economic, and energy benefits will be maintained and enriched for
future generations of Americans (16 USC 470(b)(2)(4)).

The policy of the Federal Government is to:

1. use measures, including financial and technical assistance, to foster con-
ditions under which our modem society and our prehistoric and historic
resources can exist in productive harmony and fulfill the social,
economic, and other requirements of present and future generations

2. provide leadership in the preservation of the prehistoric and historic
resources of the United States and of the international community of
nations

3. administer Federally owned, administered, or controlled prehistoric and
historic resources in a spirit of stewardship for the inspiration and
benefit of present and future generations

4. contribute to the preservation of nonfederally owned prehistoric and h;s-
toric resources and give maximum encouragement to organizations and
individuals undertaking preservation by private means

5. encourage the public and private preservation and utilization of all
usable elements of the Nation's historic built environment

6. assist state and local governments and the National Trust for Historic
Preservation in the United States to expand and accelerate their hiistoric
preservation programs and activities (16 USC 470-1).

9 7he National Environmental Policy Act (AEPA) of 1970. The purpose of this
Act, 42 USC 4321-4370c, as last amended in November 1990 was to to
declare a national policy that will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony
between mar. and his environment. Additionally, it provides for the promotion
of efforts that will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment and bio-
sphere and stimulate the health and welfare of man (42 USC 4321).

Under NEPA, the continuing policy of the Federal government is to use all
practicable means and measures in a manner calculated to foster and promote
the general welfare, and to create and maintain conditions under which man
and nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic,
and other requirements of present and future generations of Americans (42 USC
4331(a)). It is the continuing responsibility of the Federal government is to use
practicable means and resources to the end that the Nation may preserve impur-
tant historic, cultural, and natural aspects of our national heritage (42 USC
4331(b)(4)).
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"* EO 11593, Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environrnent, 13 May
1971. This EO directs Federal agencies to provide leadership in preserving,
restoring, and maintaining the historic and cultural environment of the Nation;
to ensure the preservation of historic resources; to locate, inventoy, and nom-
inate to the National Register all properties under their control that meet the
criteria for nomination; and to ensure that historic resources are not inadver-
tently damaged, destroyed, or transferred before the completion of inventories
and evaluation for the National Register.

"* Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974. This Act, PL 93-291
(amends PL 86-523); (16 USC 469-469c), directs Federal agencies to notify the
Secretary of the Interior when they find that any Federal construction project or
Federally licensed activity or program may cause irreparable loss or destruction
of significant scientific, prehistoric, historical, or archeological data. It also
provides criteria for funding historical and archeological protection for such
projects.

"* Public Buildings Cooperative Use Act of 1976. This Act, 40 USC 490, 601
note, et seq., was last amended in November 1988. Under this Act, the
Administrator cf General Services must, among other duties, acquire and use
space in suitable buildings of historic, architectural, or cultural significance,
unless use of such space would not prove feasible and prudent compared with
available alternatives (40 USC 601a(a)(1)).

Whenever the Administrator of General Services takes a survey of the public
building needs of the Federal government within a geographical area, he must
request that, within 60 days, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
(ACHP) identify any existing buildings within such geographical area that:

1. are of historic, architectural, or cultural significance
2. would be suitable, whether or not in need of repair, alteration, or addi-

tion, for acquisition or purchase to meet the public building needs of the
Federal government (40 USC 611(c)).

"* Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979. This Act, 16 USC 470aa-
470mm, was last amended in October 1988. The purpose of this Act is to
secure, for the present and future benefit of the American people, the protection
of archaeological resources and sites that are on public and Indian lands, and to
foster increased cooperation and exchange of information between governmen-
tal authorities, the professional archaeological community, and private individu-
als with collections of archaeological resources and data that were obtained
before 19 October 1979 (16 USC 470aa(b)).
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* Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of October 1990. This
Act, 25 USC 3001-3013, permits the intentional removal from or excavation of
Native American cultural items from Federal or tribal lands for purposes of
discovery, study, or removal of such items only if:

1. such items are excavated or removed pursuant to a permit issued that
must be consistent with this Act

2. such items are excavated or removed after consultation with or, in the
case of tribal lands, consent of the appropriate, if any, Indian tribe or
Native Hawaiian organization

3. the ownership and right of control of the disposition of such items must
be as provided in subsections A and B of this section

4. proof of consultation or consent under paragraph 2 is shown (25 USC
3002(c)).

Each Federal agency and museum that has possession or control over holdings
or collections of Native American human remains and associated funerary
objects must compile an inventory of such items and, to the extent possible
based on information processed by such museum or Federal agency, identify
the geographical and cultural affiliation of such items (25 USC 3003(a)).

Each Federal agency or museum that has possession or control over holdings or
objects of Native American unassociated funerary objects, sacred objects, or
objects of cultural patrimony must provide a written summary of such objects
based on available information held by such agency or museum. The summary
must describe the scope of the collection, kinds of objects included, reference
to geographical location, means and period of acquisition and cultural
affiliation, where readily ascertainable.

The Federal agency or museum, upon the request of a Native American party
designated, must expeditiously return the remains and associated funerary
objects and other objects if:

1. the cultural affiliation of Native American human remains and associated
funerary objects with a particular Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organ-
ization is established under this Act

2. the cultural affiliation with a particular Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian
organization is shown with respect to unassociated funerary objects,
sacred objects or objects of cultural patrimony under this Act.
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C. State/Local Requirern-nts

@ ratural Resources

States develop regulations and good management practices (GMPs) for the pro-
tection of surface waters and prevention of nonpoint source pollution. These
GMPs primarily apply to agricultural and silvicultural (forestry) activities, but
are also to be followed whenever any activity may affect surface waters or con-
tribute to nonpoint source pollution.

State and local governments may establish laws and regulations on wetland pro-
tection; rare, threatened, or endangered species, water quality certification, state
wild and scenic rivers, floodplain protection, and erosion and sediment control.

e Cultural Resources

At the state level, the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) provides
assistance in determining cultural significance and eligibility for the National
Register, but may also nominate properties, irrespective of ownership. The
SHPO must be consulted during all cultural resources planning.

States may also issue regulations designating state historical sites.

D. CDC Regulationseqlurenuints

9 This section includes a description of the environmental regulations, policies,
and requirements of the CDC. At this time, the CDC has not issued environ-
mental regulations for its components.

E. Key Compliance Requirennfts

"* Na-ral Resources

"* EA/US - Management actions that will significantly impact the quality of the
human environment may requi-e an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) or
an Environmental Assessment (iA).

"* Cooperative Agreements - Facilities will maintain liaisons with agencies through
cooperative agreements. These agreements assist in developing and implement-
ing well-coordinated, multiple-use natural resources programs.

0
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* Endangered Species - The Department of the Interior officially designates the
Federal list of endangered species of those species that he determines to be in
danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range.

* Cultural Resources

o Historic Preservation - CDC facilities are required to protect, restore, and main-
tain cultural properties and to locate, inventory, and nominate to the Secretary
of the Interior all proper-ies under their ownership or control that appear to
qualify for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. They must con-
sider effects of their actions on eligible properties and consult with the SHPO
and Advisory Council.

F. Responsibility for Compliance

e Environmental Program Manager - is responsible for coordinating the NEPA
review of all plans and activities for CDC facilities.

* Grounds Maintenance Section - is responsible for land management activities at
CDC facilities.

* Engineering Services Office - through its sections, is responsible for incorporat-
ing NEPA requirements into the planning and design process.

G. Key Compliance Definitions

"* Action - all activities or programs of any kind authorized, funded, or carried out,
in whole or in part, by Federal agencies in the United States or upon the high
seas. Examples include, but are not limited to (50 CFR 402.02):

1. actions intended to conserve listed species or their habitat
2. the promulgation of regulations
3. the granting of licenses, contracts, leases, easements, rights-of-way, per-

mits, or grants-in-aid, or
4. actions directly or indirectly causing modifications to the land, water, or

air.

"• Action Area - means all areas to be affected directly or indirectly by the Federal
action and not merely the immediate area involved in the action (50 CFR
402.02).
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"* Archeological Resource - any material remains of prehistoric or historic human
life or activities. Such resources include, but are not limited to: pottery,
basketry, bottles, weapons, weapon projectiles, tools, structures or portions of
structures, pit houses, rock paintings, rock carvings, intaglios, graves, human
skeletal materials, or any portion or piece of any of the foregoing items (16
USC 470bb).

"* Associated Funerary Objects - objects that, as a part of the death rite or
ceremony of a culture, are reasonably believed to have been placed with indivi-
dual human remains either at the time of death or later, and both the human
remains and associated funerary objects are presently in the possession or con-
trol of a Federal agency or museum, except for other items exclusively made
for burial purposes or to contain human remains shall be considered as associ-
ated funerary objects (PL 101-601, Section 2).

"* Associated Records - original records (or copies thereof) that are prepared or
assembled, and document efforts to locate, evaluate, record, study, preserve, or
recover a prehistoric or historic resource (36 CFR 79.4).

"* Building - a structure created to shelter any form of human activity, such as a
house, barn, church, hotel, or similar structure. Building may refer to a histori-
cally related complex such as a courthouse and jail, or a house and barn (36
CFR 60.3).

"• Burial Site - any natural or prepared physical location, whether originally below,
on, or above the surface of the earth, into which as a part of the death rite or
ceremony of a culture, individual human remains are deposited (PL 101-601,
Section 2).

"* Candidate Species - any species being considered by the Secretary of the Inte-
rior for listing as an threatened or endangered species (50 CFR 404.02).

"* Collection - materials remains that are excavated or removed during a survey,
excavation or other study of a prehistoric or historic resource, and associated
records that are prepared or assembled in connection with the survey, excava-
tion or other study (36 CFR 79.4).

"* Cultural Affliation - a relationship of shared group identity that can be reason-
ably traced historically or prehistorically between a present day Indian tribe or
Native Hawaiian organization and an identifiable earlier group (PL 101-601,
Section 2).

"* Cultural Items - associated and unassociated funerary objects, sacred objects,
and cultural patrimony (PL 101-106, Section 2(3)(a-d)).
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" Cultural Patrimony - an object with ongoing historical, traditional, or cultural
importance central to the Native American group or culture itself, rather than
property owned by an individual Native American, and that, therefore, cannot
be alienated, appropriated, or conveyed by any individual regardless of whether
or not the individual is a member of the Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organ-
ization (PL 101-601, Section 2).

"* Destruction or Adverse Modification - a direct or indirect alteration that appreci-
ably diminishes the value of critical habitat for both the survival and recovery
of a listed species. Such alterations include, but are not limited to, alterations
adversely modifying any of those physical or biological features that were the
basis for determining the habitat to be critical (50 CFR 402.02).

"* Determination of Eligibility - a decision by the Department of the Interior that a
district, site, building, structure, or object meets the National Register criteria
for evaluation although the property is not formally listed in the National
Register (36 CFR 60.3).

"• District - a geographically definable area, urban or rural, that possesses a
significant concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, structures, buildings, or
objects united by past events or aesthetically by plan or physical development.
A district may also compromise individual elements separated geographically
but linked by association or history (36 CFR 60.3).

"* Effect - direct effects are caused by the undertaking and occur at the place and
time of the undertaking. Indirect effects are those caused by the undertaking
that are later in time or further removed in distance, but are still reasonably
foreseeable (50 CFR 1508.8).

"* Endangered Property - a historic property that is, or is about to be, subjected to
a major impact that will destroy or seriously damage the qualities of
significance that make it eligible for National Historic Landmark or National
Register of Historic Places designation (36 CFR 65.3).

"* Endangered Species - any species that is in danger of extinction throughout all
or a significant portion of its range (other than a species of the Class Insect
determined to constitute a pest). Federally listed endangered species are
officially designated by the Department of Interior (50 CFR 81.1).

"• Environmental Assessment (EA) - a concise public document for which a Federal
agency is responsible that serves to briefly provide sufficient evidence and
analysis for determining whether to prepare an EIS or a finding of no
significant, impact (FNSI) (40 CFR 1508.9).
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"* Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) - a detailed statement by the responsible
official on (40 CFR 1508.11):

1. the envirorunental impact of the proposed action
2. any adverse environmental effects that cannot be avoided should the

proposal be implemented
3. alternatives to the proposed action
4. the relationship between local short.term uses of man's environment and

the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity, and
5. any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources that would

be involved in the proposed action should it be implemented.

" Federal Agency Offirial - any officer, employer, or agent officially representing
the secretary of the department or the head of any other agency or instrumental-
ity of the United States having primary management authority over a collection
that is subject to 36 CFR 79 (36 CFR 79.4).

"* Federal Lands - any land other than tribal lands that are controlled or owned by
the United States, including lands selected by, but not yet conveyed to, Alaska
Native Corporations and groups pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
ment Act of 1971 (PL 101-601, Section 2).

"• Federal Preservation Officer - the person who is responsible for coordinating the
agency's activities under the NHPA and EO 11593, including nominating pro-
perties under the agency's ownership or control to the National Register (36
CFR 60.3).

"* Finding of No Significant Impact (FNSI) - a document that briefly presents the
reasons why an action, not otherwise excluded, does not need an EIS (40 CFR
1508.13).

"* Historic Preservation - identification, evaluation, documentation, curation,
acquisition, protection, rehabilitation, restoration, management, stabilization,
maintenance, recording, and reconstruction of cultural resources, and any com-
bination of the foregoing (16 USC 470w(8)).

"* Historic Property or Resource - any prehistoric or historic district, site, building,
structure, or object included in, or eligible for inclusion on the National Regis-
ter, such term includes artifacts, records, and remains that are related to such a
district, site, building, structure, or object (16 USC 470W).

"* Indian ribe - any tribe, band, nation, or other organized group or community of
Indians, including any Alaska Native village that is recognized as eligible for
the special programs and services provided by the United States to the Indians
because of their status as Indians (FL 101-601, Section 2).
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"" Inventory - an itemized list of human remains and funerary objects along with
their geographical and cultural affiliations (PL 101-601, Section 5 (a) and (e)).

"* Jeopardize the Continued Existence of - to engage in an action that reasonably
would be expected, directly or indirectly, to reduce appreciably the likelihood
of both the survival and recovery of a listed species in the wild by reducing the
reproduction, numbers, or distribution of that species (50 CFR 402.02).

" Landmark - a district, site, building, structure or object, in public or private
ownership, judged by the Secretary of the Interior to possess national
significance in American history, archeology, architecture, engineering, and cul-
ture, and is so designated by the Secretary (36 CFR 65.3).

"* Material Remains - artifacts, objects, specimens, and other physical evidence
that are excavated or removed in connection with efforts to locate, evaluate,
document, study, preserve or recover a prehistoric or historic resource. Classes
of material remains that may be in a collection include, but are not limited to
(36 CFR 79.4):

1. components of structures and feaWres (such as houses, mills, piers,
fortifications, earthworks, and mounds)

2. intact or fragmentary artifacts of human manufacture
3. intact or fragmentary natural objects used by humans (such as rock cry-

stals, feathers and pigments)
4. by-products, waste products, or debris resulting from manufacture or use

of man-made or natural materials
5. organic materials (such as vegetable and animal remains)
6. human remains
7. components of petioglyphs, pictographs, intaglios or other works of

artistic or symbolic representation
8. components of shipwrecks
9. environmental and chronometric specimens
10. paleontological specimens that are found in direct physical relationship

with a prehistoric or historic resource.

"* National Historic Landmarks Program - the program that identifies, designates,
recognizes, lists, and monitors National Historic Landmarks, conducted by the
Secretary through the National Park Service (36 CFR 65.3).

"* National Register of Historic Places (National Register) - the listing of districts,
sites, buildings, structures, and objects of national, state, or local significance in
American history, architecture, archeology, or culture that is maintained by the
Secretary of the Interior (Keeper of the Register) (36 CFR 65.3).
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"* Native American - of, or relating to a tribe, people, or culture that is indigenous
to the United States (PL 101-106, Section 2).

"* Native Hawaiian - any individual who is a descendent of the aboriginal people
who, prior to 1778, occupied and exercised sovereignty in the area that now
constitutes the state of Hawaii (PL 101-106, Section 2).

"* Nominate - to complete and submit National Register of Historic Places form
proposing that a resource be included in the National register. Nominations can
be made for individual resources, multiple resources, or thematic groups (36
CFR 60.4).

"* Notice Of Intent (NOI) - means a notice that an EIS will be prepared and con-
sidered. It should contain (40 CFR 1508.22):

1. a description of the proposed action and possible alternatives
2. the proposed scoping process and schedule
3. the name and address of the person who can give more information.

"* Property - a site, building, object, structure, or a collection of the above that
forms a district (36 CFR 65.3).

"* Public Lands - lands owned and administered by the United States including the
national park system, national wildlife refuge system, and national forest sys-
tern. Additional public lands are those whose fee tide is held by the United
States, the Outer Continental Shelf, and lands under the jurisdiction of the
Smithsonian Institute (PL 96-95, Section 3(3)).

"• Religious Remains - material remains that the Federal Agency Official has deter-
mined are of traditional, religious, or sacred importance to an Indian tribe or
other group because of customary use in religious rituals or spiritual activities.
This determination is made in consultation with appropriate Indian tribes or
other groups (36 CFR 79.4).

"* Repository - a facility such as a museum, archeological center, laboratory or
storage facility managed by a university, college, museum, other educational or
scientific institution, a Federal, state or local Government agency or Indian tribe
that can provide professional, systematic, and accountable curatorial services on
a long-term basis (36 CFR 79.4).

"* Restoration - the act or process of accurately recovering the form and details of
property and its setting as it appeared at a particular period of time by means of
the removal of later work or by the replacement of missing earlier work (36
CFR 68.2).
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"" Sacred Objects - specific ceremonial objects that are needed by traditional
Native American religious leaders for the practice of their traditional Native
American religions by their present day adherents (PL 101-601, Section 2).

"* Section 106 Consultation - a compliance procedure in which an agency requests
the comments of the SHPO and/or the ACHP when an undertaking may affect
a property on, or eligible for, the National Register (36 CFR 800.3 through
800.9).

"* Significant - having a characteristic that makes a property eligible for listing on
the National Register (DOD Directive 4710.0).

"* State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) - the official, who is responsible for
administering the Act within the state of jurisdiction, or a designated represen-
tative authorized to act for the SHPO (36 CFR 60.3).

"* Threatened Species - any species that is likely to become an endangered species
within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range.
Federally listed threatened species are officially designated by the Department
of Interior (50 CFR 81.21).

"* Tribal Official - the chief executive officer or any officer employee or agent
officially representing the Indian tribe (36 CFR 79.4).

"* Unassociated Funerary Objects - objects that, as a part of the death rites or
ceremony of a culture are reasonably believed to have been placed with indivi-
dual human remains either at the time of death or later, where the remains are
not in the possession or control of the Federal agency or museum and the
objects can be identified by a preponderance of the evidence as related to
specific individuals or families or to known human remains or, by a preponder-
ance of the evidence, as having been removed from a specific burial site of an
individual culturally affiliated with a particular Indian tribe (PL 101-106, Sec-
tion 2).

"* Undertaking - any project, activity, or program that can result in changes in the
character or use of historic properties, if any such historic properties are located
in the area of potential effects (36 CFR 800.2).

1
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. NA4I[RAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES MANACMEN PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORSEET USERS

REER 1TO
WORKNUcEET CONrACT THESE
ITEMS FERSOMs OR GROUPS:(&)

All Facilities 5-1 through 5-5 (1)(2)(3X13)

Land Management
General 5-6 and 5-7 (1)(14)
Floodplains/Wetdands 5-8 and 5-9 (1)(15)

Endangered/Threatened Species 5-10 and 5-11 (1)(6)(13)(15)

Migratory Birds 5-12 (1)(14)

Environmental Impacts 5-13 through 5-25 (1)(2)(16)

Cultural Resources 5-26 through 5-29 (1)(14)(15)(16)

. Documentation 5-30 and 5-31 (1)

Native American Graves 5-32 (1)
Protection

(a)CONrACTAOCATION CXJOD

(1) Environmental Program Manager
(2) Facility SupervisorDirector
(3) Facilities Operaions Branch

(13) Facilities Design Branch
(14) Grounds Maintenance Section
(15) Engineering Services Office
(16) Real Property & Space Management, Branch
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NA11JRAL AND CULIURAL RESOURCES MANAG1Mv

Records to Review

"* Environmental Impact Documentation
"* Installation Master Plan
"* Land Management Plan
"* Fish and Wildlife Cooperative Agreement
"* Outdoor Recreation Cooperative Agreement
"* Forest Management Ran
"* Grounds Maintenance Contracts
"* Agricultural and Grazing Lease Contracts

Physical Featazr to Inspect

"* Construction sites (erosion control, runoff, sedimentation, and landscaping)
"* Facilities constructed in the past 2 years (yr) (erosion and landscaping)
"* Wildlife containment areas (condition and management)
"* Wildlife habitat and land and water resources (condition and management)
"* Equipment that could damage wildlife, its habitat, or land and water resources (use and control)
"* Grounds Maintenance areas (beautification and condition)
"* Forest Management areas (condition and management)
"* Agricultural and Grazing Lease areas (condition and management)
"* Stormwater drainage areas and improvements (condition)
"* Erosion sites (condition and erosion)
"* Shorelines

People to Interview

"* Environmental Program Manager
"* Facility Supervisor/Director
"* Facilities Operations Branch
"* Facilities Design Branch
"* Grounds Maintenance Section
"* Engineering Services Office
"* Real Property & Space Management Branch

S
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SCOMPLIANCE CATFCORY:
NA'RAL AN) CJLIURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMEWr

Centers ftr Disease Control and Preventim

REGLIATORY REVIEWER CHECKSc
REQUAREMENM

ALL FACILIMTES

5-1. Determine actions Determine if noncompliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since previous copy of the previous report. (1)
review of natural and cul-
tural resources manage-
ment (GMP).

5-2. Copies of all Verify that copies of the following regulations are available and kept
relevant Federal, CDC, current, as needed: (1)(2)
state, and local regula-
tions and guidance docu- Natural Resources
ments on natural
resources management - 40 CFR 1500-1508, Council on Environmental Quality.
should be available at the - 50 CFR 17, Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants.
facility (GMP). - 50 CFR 402, Interagency Cooperation-Endangered Species Act

1978, as amended.
- FO 12088, Federal Compliance with Pollution Control Standards.

Cultural Resources

- 25 CFR 261, Preservation of Antiquities.
- 32 CFR 229, Protection of Arcehological Resources: Uniform

Regulations.
- 36 CFR 60, National Register of Historic Places.
- 36 CFR 62, National Landmarks Program.
- 36 CFR 63, Determinations of Eligibility for Inclusion in the

National Register of Historic Places.
- 36 CFR 65, National Historic Landmarks Program.
- 36 CFR 79, Curation of Federally-owned and Administered

Archeological Collections.
- 36 CFR 296, Protection of Archeological Resources: Uniform

Regulations.
- 36 CFR 800, Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties.
- 43 CFR 3, Preservation of American Antiquities.
- 43 CFR 7, Protection of ArcheologiceI Resources.
- state and local regulations.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (13) Facilities
Design Branch (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (15) Engineering Services Office (16) Real Property & Space
Management Branch
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CONOPLLAN-' CATE RY"

NAIURAL AM CXLMURAL RESOURCS MANAGEMUN
Cm mtrs fcr Dmae Control wd Prewinti

REJLA•TORY REVIEWER CHECKS

5-3. Facilities are Verify that the facility is complying with state and local requirements.
required to comply with (IX3)(13)
state and local regulations
concerning natural and Verify that the facility is operating according to permits issued by the
cultural resources (EO state or local agencies. (1)(3)(13)
12088, Section 1-1). (NOTE: Issues typically regulated by state and local agencies include:

- endangered and threatened species lists
- hunting and trapping restrictions
- erosion control requirements
- wetlands management
- floodplains designation and management
- coastal zones management
- designation of historic sites
- protection of historic sites.)

5-4. Facilities must Determine if any new regulations concerning natural and cultural
meet regulatory require- resomrces have been issued since the finalization of the manual. (1)(3)(13)
ments issued since the
finalization of the manual Verily that the facility is in compliance with newly issued regulations.
(A finding under this (1)(3)(13)
checklist item will have
the citation of the new
regulation as a basis of
finding).

5-5. Personnel should be Verify that the Environmental Program Manager responsible for NEPA
designated and trained for compliance has received appropriate training in NEPA requirements.
environmental responsi- (1)(3)(13)
bilities (GMP).

Verify that the person responsible for NEPA compliance is included in
all master planning meetings. (1)(3)(13)

Verify that the person responsible for NEPA compliance is an early
reviewer of all plans for construction, renovation or significant changes
in operations, that might impact the environment. (1)(3)(13)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (13) Facilities
Design Branch (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (15) Engineering Services Office (16) Real Property & Space
Management Branch
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OCOMFLIANCE CAlE4ORY:
NATURAL AND CULIURAL RESOLRES MANAGEMENT

Centers fo Disease Cmtrol and Prevention

RNEAXJLmIOY REVIEWER CECKSc

LAND MANAGEMNENT

General

5-6. A protective Determine if the facility has been surveyed to locate areas where bare
vegetative cover or other soil is exposed and current or potential erosion requires correction.
measures should be pro- (1)(14)
vided to control dust and
erosion damage to land Verify that remedial actions have been initiated. (1)(14)(OMP).

5-7. Noxious weeds Verify that the installation is not moving noxious weeds without a permit
must not be moved (1)(14)
through the U.S. unless
the movement is allowed
by a permit (7 CFR
360.100 through
360.300).. Fioodplains/Wetiands

5-8. Floodplains and Verify that floodplains and wetlands are identified and protected by
wetlands should be reviewing the Master Plan. (1X15)
identified and protected
(G'P). Verify that activities in floodplains are conducted in accordance with the

National Permit. (1)(15)

Verify that proper permits are obtained for activities in floodplains.
(1)(15)

5-9. Department of the Determine if the installation has wetlands. (1)(15)
Army permits are
required for the discharge Verify that any activities involving dredging and filling wetlands are per-
of dredged or fill material mitted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). (1)(15)
into waters of the United
States (33 CFR 323.3 (NOTE: 'Till material" means any material used for the primary purpose
(a)(b)). of replacing an aquatic area with dry land or of changing the bottom

elevation of a waterbody. The term does not include any pollutant
discharged into the water primarily to dispose of waste, as that activity is
regulated under section 402 of the CWA.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (13) Facilities
Design Branch (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (15) Engineenng Services Office (16) Real Property & Space
Management Branch
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COMIFIAINE CAITEORY:
NA11JRAL AN4D CUL11RAL RESOURCES MANAGE7r

Cente" for Disease Control and Prevention

REGULATORY REVIEWER CECKS:
REQUIRMEM_

EMNGAERED/
THREA¶END

5-10. Facilities with Verify that a survey has been done to determine if the facility has any
Federally designated threatened or endangered species and is reflected in the Master Plan or
endangered and equivalent management plans. (1)
threatened species must
carry out programs for Verify that consultations have been held with FWS and state conservation
their conservation (50 agency. (1)
CFR 402.01(a), 402.10,
and 402.12). Verify that measures have been initiated to maintain threatened and

endangered species by checking records of FWS consultations/opinions
received. (6)(13)(15)

Verify that action has been taken to comply with FWS requirements if a
jeopardy biological opinion has been given. (6)(13)(15)

5-11. All facilities must Verify that the following documents are considered in the review process:
review proposed actions (1)
and activities to ensure
that they are not likely to - 40 CFR 1500-1508, Council on Environmental Quality.
jeopardize the continued - 50 CFR 17, Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants.
existence of a listed - 50 CFR 402, Interagency Cooperation-Endangered Species Act
species or to destroy or 1973, as amended.
adversely modify its criti- - 50 CFR 450, Endangered Species Exemption Process: General
cal habitat (50 CF1 Provisions.
402.01(a) and 40 CFR - 50 CFR 451, Endangered Species Ezemption Process: Application
1500). Procedures.

MIGRATORY BIRDS

5-12. Individuals may Determine if the installation is on a migratory bird path. (1)(14)
not take, possess, import,
export, transport, sell, Verify that prior to killing birds for any reason, it is determined if they
purchase, barter, or offer are migratory birds. (1)(14)
for sale, purchase, or bar-
ter any migratory bird, or Verify that if actions are taken with regard to migratory birds, the facility
the parts, nests, or eggs has a permit to do so. (1)(14)
without a permit (50 CFR
21.11 through 21.50). (NOIE: Exemptions from the permit requirement are available for the

following:
- captive-reared and properly marked mallard ducks
- captive-reared and properly marked migratory waterfowl.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (13) Facilities
Design Branch (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (15) Engineering Services Office (16) Real Property & Space
Management Branch
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COMPLIANE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AN CUMRAL RESOURCES MANAWMEMr

CAnters for Disease Control and Frevenlon

REGULARIRY REVEhY.ER CIIEOKSc
RQREMENTS__ ___ __

ENVIRONMENrAL
IMPACTS

5-13. The NEPA pro- Verify that the NEPA process is routinely reviewed as a part of new pro-
cess must be integrated ject development and potentially significant issues identified. (1)(2)(16)
into planning for projects
at the facility as early as Verify that early cooperative consultation among agencies is also a part
possible in order to of new project development. (1)(2)(16)
prevent delays in project
implementation (40 CFR Verify that the facility identifies environmental effects and values in ade-
1501.1 and 1501.2). quate detail so they can be compared to economic and technical analysis.

(1)(2)(16)

Verify that the facility develops and describes appropriate alternatives to
recommended actions in any proposal that involves unresolved conflicts
concerning alternative uses of available resources. (1)(2)(16)

5-14. An EA must be Determine if an EA has been completed and submitted to the Director for
produced, under certain review before any contract for action is entered into or action is begun
circumstances, to deter- unless the actin: (1)(2)(16)
mine if an EIS is neces-
sary (40 CFR 1501.1(b) - normally requires an UIS
and 1508.9). - does not normally require either an EIS or an EA (a categorical

exclusion (CX)).

Verify that the assessment was prepared according to agency policies.
(1)(2)(16)

(NOTE: Title 40 CFR 1501.3 states that Agencies will adopt procedures
to indicate when an EA is required to be done.)

5-15. A facility must Verify that the facility produces an EIS for any activity that normally
produce an EIS if certain requires an environmental impact statement including: (1)(2)(16)
conditions exist due to a
proposed action (40 CFR - the adoption of new CDC programs or regulations
1501.4(a), 1501.4(c), and - technological developments
1502.4). - broad actions

- an indication by the EA that it is necessary.

(NOTE: Federal Agencies are required to develop policies indicating
what types of actions require an EIS.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (13) Facilities
Design Branch (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (15) Engineering Services Office (16) Real Property & Space
Management Branch' 5 - 29



COMF¶•IAC CA'IEGORY:
NATURAL AN¶D CULTURAL RESOURC MANAGENJ•

CE"Mu f.r DIamie Cbntol maid Preventi

PEXJLAIMRY REVIEWER CIECKSc
REQUIRENWNM

5-16. If, due to the Verify that FNSIs include the following information: (1)(2)(16)
results of an EA, an EIS
is not going to be - the name of the action
prepared, a FNSI must be - a brief description of the action (including any alternatives con-
prepared according to sidered)
specific parameters (40 - a short discussion of anticipated environmental effects
CFR 1501.4(e) and - the conclusions that have led to the FNSI.
1508.13).

Verify that in general the FNSI is made available for public review.
(1X2)(16)

Verify that the FNSI is made available for public review for 30 days
prior to making a final determination whether to prepare an EIS and
before the action begins when: (1)(2)(16)

- the proposed action is, or is closely similar to, one that normally
requires the preparation of an EIS by the CDC

- the natum of the proposed action is without precedence.

5-17. When two or Determine if the facility is involved in an EIS the includes Agencies
more Agencies propose or other than their own. (1)(2)(16)
are involved in the same
action or are involved in Determine who the lead agency is. (1)(2X16)
a group of ac tions
directly related to each (NOME: Federal, state, or local agencies, including at least one Federal
other because of their agency, may act as joint lead agencies to prepare an EIS.)
functional interdepen-
dences or geographical Verify that there is a letter or memorandum indicating which Agency is
proximity, a lead agency the Federal agency and which are the cooperating agencies. (1)(2)(16)
must supervise the

reparation of the EIS Verify that if the facility is a lead agency it, (1)(2)(16)
40 CFR 1501.5 and

1501.6). - requests the participation of each cooperating agency in the NEPA
process at the earliest possible time

- uses the environmental analysis and proposals of cooperating agen-
cies with jurisdiction by law or special expertise, to the maximum
extent possible consistent with its responsibility as lead agency

-meets with a cooperating agency at the cooperating agency's
request.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (13) Facilities
Design Branch (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (15) Engineering Services Office (16) Real Property & Space
Management Branch
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cMCOMILIAN•E CATEGORY:
NA'IRAL AND CULIURAL RESOURLMM MANAGMAE7

Cmters for Disease Coutiol and Preventim

RE)GLJIA1OY REVIEWER CHECKS

5-18. A draft EIS must Determine if a NOI of the proposed action is published in the Federal
be prepared according to Register and made available to the media in the areas potentially affected
a specific format and pro- by the proposed action. (1)(2)(16)
cess (40 CFR 1501.5(d),

1501.7, 1502.5(a), 1502.6, Verify that after the NOI has been published, "scoping" procedures have
1502.9 through 1502.18, begun, to determine the relative significance of issues and to what depth
and 1508.22). they must be addressed in the EIS. (1)(2)(16)

Verify that for projects directly undertaken by the CDC, the EIS is
prepared at the feasibility analysis stage. (1)(2)(16)

Verify that a preliminary draft is prepared from the "scoping" procedure
with the following format- (1)(2)(16)

- cover sheet list of responsible agencies; title of proposed action;
name, address, and telephone number of the person at the agency
who can supply further information; the designation of the state-
ment as draft, final, or draft or final supplement; a one paragraph
abstract; date by which comments must be received

- summary: must adequately summarize the statement, stressing
major conclusions, areas of controversy, and issues to be resolved

- table of contents
- purpose of and need for action: briefly specifying the underlying

purpose and need to which the facility is responding in proposing
the alternatives including the proposed action

- alternatives including the proposed action: explore and objectively
evaluate all reasonable alternatives, identify preferred alternative
and explain reasoning

- affected environmený, description of the area(s) to be affected or
created by the alternatives under considerations

- environmental consequences: discussion of direct effects and their
significance, indirect effects and their significance, possible
conflicts between the proposed action and the objectives of NEPA,
environmental effects of alternatives, energy requirements and
conservation potential of various alternatives and mitigation meas-
ures, natural or depletable resource requirements and conservation
potential of various alternatives and mitigation measures, means to
mitigate adverse effects

- list of preparers: names and qualifications of persons primarily
responsible for preparing the EIS or background papers

- list of agencies, organizations, and persons to whom copies of the
statement are sent

- index
- appendix: material prepared in coordination with the EIS, nor-

mally analytic and relevant to discussions being made.

Verify that the EIS is prepared using an interdisciplinary approach.
(1X2)(16)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (13) Facilities
Design Branch (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (15) Engineering Services Office (16) Real Property & Space
Management Branch
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CONMIANCE CAl1EGRY:
NA111RAL AND CUL¶XURAL RESOURCES MANAGMWff

CetMr fAV DiWene Cozoll md Prevention

RE(GJLAIDRY REVIEWER CIIECKSt
REQUREMEMV____

5-11D. As a part of the Verify that in the scoping process the lead agency: (1)(2)(16)
EIS process, scoping
must be done according - invited the participation of affected Federal, state, and local agen-
to specific requirements cies, any affected Indian tribe, the proponent of the action and
(40 CFR 1501.7(a)). other interested persons unless there is a limited exception as

defined by CDC regulations
- determines the scope and the significant issues to be analyzed in

depth in the EIS
- identifies and eliminates from detailed study the issues that are not

significant or that have been covered by prior environmental
review

- allocates assignments for preparation of the EIS among the lead
and cooperating agencies with the lead agency retaining responsi-
bility for the statement

- indicates any public environmental assessments and other environ-
mental impact statements that are being or will be prepared that
are related but are not part of the scope of the EIS under con-
sideration

- identifies other environmental review and consultation requirements
so that other analyses and studies may be prepared concurrently
with, and integrated with the EIS

- indicates the relationship between the timing of the preparation of
environmental analyses and the agency's tentative planning and
decision making schedules.

5-20. Public involve- Verify that the CDC made a diligent effort to involve the public includ-
ment is a required part of ing: (1)(2)(16)
the EIS process (40 CFR
1506.6). - providing public notice of NEPA-related hearings, public meetings,

and the availability of environmental documentation such as:
- mailing of notices to those who have requested it on an indi-

vidual action
- notice in the Federal Register and mailings to national organi-

zations reasonably expected to be interested if the action is of
national concern

- notice to the state, local Indian tribes, local newspapers and
other local media if the action is of local concern

- holding or sponsoring public meetings in response to:
- substantial environmental controversy or substantial interest ih

holding the meeting
- a request for a hearing by another agency with jurisdiction

over the action supported by reasons the hearing would be
helpful

- soliciting appropriate information from the public
-explanations of where individuals can get information or status

reports.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (13) Facilities
Design Branch (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (15) Engineering Services Office (16) Real Property & Space
Management Branch
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COMNEFLANE CAIEGORY:
NATURAL ANfD CULTURAL R L MANAGMEN

C &tei far Dime Comboi 2ad Pr~eDUM

REtIAlARY REVIEWER CHECK&
REFlAREMEM_ __ __ __ _

5-21. After preparing Verify that prior to preparing the final EIS, the agency obtained the corn-
the draft EIS, the CDC is ments of any Federal agency with jurisdiction by law or special expertise
required to obtain and with respect to any environmental impact involved or that is authorized
request comments from to develop and enforce environmental standards. (1)(2)(16)
specific individuals (40
CFR 1502.19 and Verify that prior to preparing the final EIS, comments were requested
1503.1). from the following: (1)(2)(16)

- appropriate state and local agencies that are authorized to develop
and enforce environmental standards

- Indian tribes, when the effects may be on a reservation
- any agency that has requested that it receive statements on actions

of the kind proposed.

Verify that comments were requested from the applicant. (1)(2X16)

Verify that comments were requested from the public. (1)(2)(16)

5-22. When preparing Verify that when preparing the final EIS, all comments are assessed and.the final EIS specific considered and responded to in one of the following ways: (1)(2)(16)
actions are required (40
CFR 1503.4). - the alternatives are modified, including the proposed action

- alternatives not previously given serious consideration by the
agency are developed and evaluated

- the analysis is supplemented, improved, or modified
- an explanation is provided as to why the comments do not wanrant

further agency response.

Verify that all substantive comments received on the draft (or a summary
of the comments) is attached to the final statement whether or not the
comment is thought to merit individual discussion. (1)(2X16)

5-23. Under certain cir- Verify that a supplement is prepared if one of the following occurs:
cumstances, supplements (1)(2)(16)
to the draft or final EIS
must be prepared (40 - the agency makes substantial changes in the proposed action that
CFR 1502.9(c)(1) and are relevant to environmental concern
1502.9(c)(4)). - there are significant new circumstances or information relevant to

environmental concerns and bearing on the proposed action or its
impacts.

Verify that the supplement is prepared, circulated, and files in the same
way that a draft and final statement unless alternate procedures have been
approved by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ). (1)(2)(16)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (13) Facilities
Design Branch (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (15) Engineering Services Office (16) Real Property & Space
Management Br-.nch
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COMMiIANCE CAIEGORY:-
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAMJ

'...ntars ir DWin C~ximol wxl Preventkm

REG TOLA1UY REVIEWER, CE[ECKC
4 "REY~~f_ __ __ __

5-24. At the time of a Verify that the record states what the decision was and: (1)(2)(16)
dec*sion, Agencies are
r quired to prepare a con- - identifies all alternatives considered in reaching the decision, speci-
cise public record of fying the alternative or alternatives considered to be environmen-
decision (40 CFR tally preferable
1505.2). - a statement as to whether all practicable means to avoid or minim-

ize environmental harm from the alternative selected have been
adopted, and if not, why not.

5-25. When implement,- Verify that mitigation and other conditions established in the EIS or dur-
ing the decision, the CDC ing its review and committed as a part of the decision are implemented.
must meet specific (1)2)(16)
requirements (40 CFR
1505.3). Verify that appropriate conditions are included in grants, permits, or other

approvals. (1)(2)(16)

Verify that funding is based on actions of mitigation. (1)(2)(16)

Verify that results of relevant monitoring are made available upon
request. (IX2)(16)

CULTURAL
R ESOURCES

5-26. All Federal Agen- Determine if the facility has a program to locate, inventory and nominate
cies are required to estab- properties that includes the following: (1)(16)
lish a program to locate,
inventory, and nominate - assignment of responsibility for recognizing and maintaining cul-
to the Secretary of the rural resources
Interior all properties - an inventory and evaluation of all known cultural resources
under the agency's own- - identification of the likelihood (based on scientific study) of the
ership or control that presence of other significant cultural resources
appear to qualify for - description of the facility's strategies for maintaining cultral
inclusion on the National resources and the methods used for compliance with this regula-
Register of Historic tion
Places (36 CFR 60.9). - clear identification of the impacts on historic resources of ongoing

projects and the resolutions to those impacts.

Determine if the SH{PO is given the opportunity to review and comment
on all aspects of the program. (1)(16)

Verify that known historic properties have been nominated. (1)(16)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisorpirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (13) Facilities
Design Branch (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (15) Engineering Services Office (16) Real Property & Space
Management Branch
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COMNa]INE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Centers far Disease Controland APreventicn

REGRJLAIUY REVIEWER CECKS:
REQUIREMENM

5-27. Archaeological Determine if there is currently any excavation, removal, or disturbing of
resources located on pub- archaeological resources on the facility. (1)(14)
lie lands or Indian lands
cannot be excavated, Verify that any actions taken in relationship to archaeological resources
removed, damaged, or have been permitted. (1)(14)
otherwise altered, defaced
without a permit (32 CFR Verify that the facility is following the parameters of the permit. (1)(14)
229.4(a), 229.5(b), and
229.18). (NOTE: A permit is not required in the following circumstances:

- for activities being conducted on public lands under other permits,
leases, licenses, or entitlements for use when those activities are
exclusively for activities other than excavation and/or removal of
archaeological resources even if those activities might disturb the
archaeological resources

- for the collection for private purposes any rock, coin, bullet, or
mineral that is not an archaeological resource if the collection of
the item does not result in the disturbance of an archaeological
resource

- excavations done by an Indian tribe or member of an Indian tribe
on the lands of that tribe.)

(NOTE: Federal land managers will not make available information
about the nature and location of any archeological resources except under
the following circumstances:

- the disclosure furthers the purposes of the NHPA without risking
harm to the archeological resource or the site at which it is
located

- when the governor of any state submits a request for the informa-
tion if the request includes:

- the specific archeological resource or area about which infor-
mation is sought

- the reason the information is requested
- the Governor's written commitment to adequately protect the

confidentiality of the information.)

5-28. Prior to the start Verify that prior to the start of a new undertaking, the impact of that
of a new undertaking, undertaking on property inc:uded in or eligible for the National Register
facilities are required to of Historic places has been investigated through the Section 106 process
take into account the of consultation and documentation. (1)(15)
effects of the undertaking
on property included in Verify that the facility determines the area of potential effect for every
or eligible for the undertaking. (1)(15)
National Register of His-
toric Places (36 CFR Determine if a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) has been drafted and
800.1). review a copy for compliance. (1)(15)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (13) Facilities
Design Branch (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (15) Engineering Services Office (16) Real Property & Space
Management Branch
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COMNLIA E CATEGORY:
NAIURAL AN) CULTURAL RESOURCS MANAEMENr

Centers for Dime Control and Prevention

REGJIATORY REZVIEWER CHEECKS&

5-29. The facility is Determine if the SHPO and staff have been consulted during all cultural
required to consult with resources planning including: (A'
the SHPO during the
identification, location, - identification of cultural properties
and evaluation of historic - research design
properties and in assess- - applying criteria of National Register
ing the effect of any - requesting a determination of eligibility from the Keeper (Chief of
undertaking on historic Registration) of the National Register when an agency and a
property (36 CFR 800.4 SHPO disagree on eligibility
and 800.5). - interaction with ACHP

- determination-of-effect in a single property compliance procedure.

DOCUMENTATION

5-30. The Environmen- Verify that the individual responsible for cultural resources is involved in
tal Program Manager the planning process. (1)
should be involved with
the master planning and
the preparation, updating,
and implementation of
plans (GM).

5-31. Facilities with Determine if the facility has any historic properties. (1)
historic properties should
have a Historic Properties Verify that the Historic Properties Management Plan has been or is being
Management Plan (GMP). prepared with the following components: (1)

- overview
- initial inventory

- identification of documented properties
- establishment of historic context
- identification of missing data

- inventory process to locate missing data
- missing data goals
- field survey methods
- prioritizing investigation topics

- protection strategies.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (13) Facilities
Design Branch (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (15) Engineering Services Office (16) Real Property & Space
Management Branch
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COMFIIANCE CAIEGORY:
NATRAL AN CULWURAL RESORCES MANA•G]M

Centers for Disease Cnbrol and Preventinc

REGULAIMRY REVIEWER CIEECK&
REQUIRE~ME_ __ __ __

NAMTVE AMERICAN
GRAVES
PROIECT[ON

5-32. Native American Verify that if Native American human remains, funerary objects, or other
graves and artifacts are cultural items are discovered at the facility, that the Department of
protected under Federal Health and Human Services is notified through command channels, and
law. Facilities are the appropriate Indian tribe, Native Hawaiian organization, or Alaskan
required to take measures Native Corporation or group is notified. (1)
to identify them, protect
them, and cooperate with Verify that if the discovery is the result of an activity such as construe-
Native American groups tion, mining, logging, or agriculture, the activity is stopped and a reason-
in returning them to their able effort is made to protect the item discovered. (1)
rightful owners (Native
American Graves Protec- (NOIE: The activity may resume 30 days after receipt of certification
ticn and Repatriation Act that notification has been received.)
of 1990 (PL 101-601);
Sections 3(d), 5, and 6). Verify that if the facility museum has possession or control over holdings

or collections of Native American human remains and associated funerary
objects an inventory of such items is being prepared, and that it: (1)

- includes information on the geographical origin and cultural infor-
mation of the items

- is completed in consultation with tribal government and Native
Hawaiian organization officials and traditional religious leaders

- is scheduled for completion no later than 16 November 1995
- is made available for review at all times and stages of completion

to the reviewing Committee established by the Secretary of the
Interior.

Verify that the facility museum supplies, upon request by an Indian tribe
or Native Hawaiian organization, additional available documentation in
the form of a summary of existing museum records, including inventories
and catalogues, for the limited purpose of determining the geographical
origin, cultural affiliation, and basic facts surrounding acquisition and
accession of Native American or Native Hawaiian human remains and
associated funerary objects. (1)

Verify that if a determination of cultural affiliation of any particular
Native American human remains or associated funerary objects is made
that the affected Native American group is notified within 6 months (moo
of the completion of the inventory and a copy of the notice is sent to the
Secretary of the Interior. Each notice shall contain information thatz (1)

- identifies each Native American human remains or associated fun-
erary objects and the circumstances surrounding its acquisition

- lists the human remains or associated funerary objects that are
clearly identifiable as to tribal origin

- lists the Native American human remains and associated funerary
objects that are not clearly identifiable as to cultural affiliation,
but which are likely to be affiliated with that Indian tribe or
Native Hawaiian organization.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (13) Facilities
Design Branch (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (15) Engineering Services Office (16) Real Property & Space
Management Branch
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COMPLIANCE CATIGORY-
NAIIJRAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMIEJr

Caiters for Disease C rol and Preventio

REXJLAAX)RY REVIEWER CIIECK&
REQUIREENM

5-32. (continued) Determine if facility museum has possession or control over unassociated
funerary objects, sacred objects, or objects of cultural patrimony. If so,
confirm that a written summary of such objects is prepared that contains:(1)

- a description of the scope of the collection
- kinds of objects included in the collection
- reference to geographical origin of the objects
- description of the means and time period of acquisition
- cultural affiliation of the object

Verify that completion of the summary is scheduled for no later than 16
November 1993, and is followed by consultation with tribal officials and
traditional religious leaders. (1)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor•irector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (13) Facilities
Design Branch (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (15) Engineering Services Office (16) Real Property & Space
Management Branch
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INSTALLATION: COMPLIANCE CATEGORY: DATE: EEVJEWRV S):
NATURAL AND CULTURAL
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Centers for Disese Cmtrol and Prevetiom

STATUS
NA C RMA REVIEWER COMMgENTS:

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch. (13) Facilities Design Branch (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (15) Engineering Services Office (16)
Real Property & Space Management Branch
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Pesticide Management



SECIION 6

ES1CIDE MANACOWNr

A. Applicabilt

This section applies to CDC facilities that use, store or handle pesticides. Pes-
ticides are regulated on the Federal level by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) and on the state level.

B. Federal Legislation

e The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). This Act, as
last amended in December 1991, 7 U.S. Code (USC) 136-136y, deals with the
sale, distribution, transportation, storage, and use of pesticides. The USEPA
may by regulation, or as part of an order issued under section 136d of this Act,
or an amendment to such an order:

- issue requirements and procedures to be followed by any person who
stores or transports any container of a pesticide the registration of which
has been suspended or cancelled, any rinsate containing the pesticide, or
any other material used to contain or collect excess or spilled quantities
of the pesticide

- issue requirements and procedures to be followed by any person who
disposes of stocks of any container of a pesticide the registration of
which has been suspended, any rinsate containing the pesticide, or any
other material used to contain or collect excess or spilled quantities of
the pesticide

- issue requirements and procedures for the disposal of any container of a
pesticide the registration of which has been cancelled, any rinsate con-
taimng the pesticide, or any other material used to contain or collect
excess LC spilled quantities of the pesticide (7 USC 136q(a)(3)).

Although specific state reguations are not included in this section, all major
areas that are typically regulated oa the state level are included here in a gen-
eric manner.

C. State/Local Requiremients

State pesticide regulatory programs are to be at least as stringent as FIFRA.
State and local pmgr&az,, yr'ally contain regulations that are tailored to an
industry or activity that is prevalent or particularly sensitive in a state. State
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and local pesticide regulations in many cases provide more stringent standards
or specifically identify a requirement that may be qualitatively regulated under
the Federal program.

State and local pesticide programs generally include regulations that address the
following topics:

- restrictions or requirements for the sale, distribution, or use of selected
pesticides

- disposal requirements for excess, pesticides and pesticide wastes such as
pesticide containers

- restrictions on the control of specific animal or insect species
- specifications for bulk pesticide storage tanks, or storage facilities
- operational requirements for selected application methods
- recordkeeping and applicator certification requirements.

D. CDC RegulationsPIequbwmenlB

e This section includes a description of the environmental regulations, policies,
and requirements of the CDC. At this time, the CDC has not issued pesticide
regulations for its components.

F- Key Compliance Requirements

" Certification - A trained applicator should be on each facility. Certification must
be obtained for specific pest management activities (40 Code of Federal Regu-
lations (CFR) 171.3). Contractors used for pest management must have current
state certification for the types of applications to be performed.

"* Recordkeeping and Reporting - The certification status of applicators should be
compiled in a list showing certification expiration dates.

"* Health Monitoring - Facilities must schedule, perform, and record the results of
physical examinations for all persons involved in pesticide storage or applica-
tions.

"* Mixing and Personnel Facilities - Facilities are required to provide some separa-
tion for select components of the pest management program. Pest management
chemicals must be stored separate from other operations areas. Facilities must
provide areas for mixing, equipment storage, decontamination, and personnel
amenities as well as systems for spill containment, ventilation, personnel safety,
entry control, and runoff retention (40 CFR 165).
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S F. Responsibility for Compliance

"* Grounds Maintenance - responsible for applying pesticides on facility grounds,
and storing, mixing, and disposing of pesticides in a safe manner.

"* Training Activity - responsible for ensuring that employees of CDC who engage
in pesticide application receive the proper training.

"* Medical Services - responsible for monitoring the health of all CDC employees
applying pesticides.

G. Key Compliance Definitions

These definitions were obtained from Federal regulations previously cited in
this section.

"* Acute LD50 - a statistically derived estimate of the concentration of a substance
that would cause 50 percent mortality to the test -opulation under specified
conditions (40 CFR 152.3).

"* Caution - the human hazard signal word required on the front panel of a pesti-
cide container determined by the Toxicity Category of the pesticide. All pesti-
cide products meeting the criteria of Toxicity Category III or IV must bear on
the front panel the signal word CAUTION (see definition of Toxicity Category)
(40 CFR 156.10(h)).

"* Commercial Applicator - a certified applicator, other than a private applicator,
who uses or supervises the use of any pesticide, for any purpose, on any pro-
perty, or performs other pest control related activities (40 CFR 171.2).

"* Crisis Exemption - utilized in an emergency condition when the time from
discovery of the emergency to the time when the pesticide use is needed is
insufficient to allow for the authorization of a specific quarantine or public
health exemption (40 CFR 166.2).

"* Danger - the human hazard signal word required on the front panel of a pesti-
cide container determined by the Toxicity Category of the pesticide. All pesti-
cide products meeting the criteria of Toxicity Category I must bear on the front
panel the signal word DANGER (see definition of Toxicity Category) (40 CFR
156.10(h).

"* Good Management Practice (GM)) - practices that, although not mandated by
law, are encouraged to promote safe operating procedures.
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" Imminent Hazard - a situation that exists when the continued use of a pesticide
during the time required for cancellation proceedings would be likely to result
in unreasonable adverse effects on the environment or would involve unreason-
able hazard to the survival of a species declared endangered by the Secretary of
the Interior under Public Law (PL) 91-135 (40 CFR 165.1).

"* Pesticide - any substance or mixture of substances intended for preventing, des-
troying, repelling, or mitigating any pest, or intended for use as a plant regula-
tor, defoliant, or disinfectant, and is further categorized into the following:

"- aExcess pesticides" - all pesticides that cannot be legally sold pursuant
to the Act or that are to be discarded

- "Organic pesticides" - carbon-containing substances used as pesticides,
excluding metallo-organic compounds

- 'Inorganic pesticides" - noncarbon-containing substances used as pesti-
cides

- 'Metallo-organic pesticides" - a class of organic pesticides containing
one or more metal or metalloid atoms in the structure (40 CFR 165.1).

"* Pesticide Product - a pesticide in the particular form (including composition,
packaging, and labeling) in which the pesticide is, or is intended to be, distri-
buted or sold. This includes any physical apparatus used to deliver or apply
the pesticide if distributed or sold with the pesticide (40 CFR 152.3).

"* Public Health Exemption - may be authorized in an emergency condition to con-
trol a pest that will cause a significant risk to human health (40 CFR 166.2).

"• Quarantine Exemption - may be authorized in an emergency condition to control
the introduction or spread of any pest new to or not known to be widely pre-
valent or distributed within and throughout the United States and its territories
(40 CFR 166.2).

"• Restricted Use Pesticides - pesticides designated for restricted use under the pro-
visions of Section 3(d)(1)(c) of FIFRA (40 CFR 171.2).

"* Specific Exemption - may be authorized in an emergency condition to avert:
- a significant economic loss
- a significant risk to endangered species, threatened species, beneficial

organisms, or the environment (40 CFR 166.2).
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o Toxicity Category - required warnings and precautionary statements are based on
the Toxicity Category of the pesticide. The category is assigned on the basis of
the highest hazard shown in the table listed in 40 CFR 156.10 (40 CFR
156.10(h)).

e Warning - the human hazard signal word required on the front panel of a pesti-
cide container determined by the Toxicity Category of the pesticide. All pesti-
cide products meeting the criteria of Toxicity Category II shall bear on the
front panel the signal word WARNING (see 40 CFR 156.10 for listing of indi-
cators necessary to meet specific criteria of toxicity categories) (40 CFR
156.10(h)).
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PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TO
WORKSHEET CONTACT THESE
ITEMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS:(a)

All Facilities 6-1 through 6-6 (1)(14)

Pesticide Applications 6-7 through 6-15 (1)(5)(9X14)

Storage 6-16 through 6-26 (1)(5)(6X14)

Mixing/Formulation 6-27 (1)(14)

Disposal 6-28 through 6-34 (1)(14)(20)

(a)CONTACTILOCATION CODE:

(1) Envinmmental Pogram Manager
(5) Industrial Hygiene Section
(6) Radion Petectkm & Fire Safety Section
(9) Medical Services

(14) Grouds Maintenance Section
(20) Food Service Manager
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PESTICIDE MANAGFMEN1

Records to Review

"* Records of pesticides purchased by the facility (purchase orders, inventory)
"* Pesticide application records
"* Description of the facility's pest control program
"* Certification status of pesticide applicators
* Pesticide disposal manifests
* Any emergency exemption granted to the Federal agency by the USEPA

Physical Feaures to Inspect

"* Personnel Protection Equipment
"* Pesticide Application Equipment
"* Pesticide Storage areas, including storage containers

People to Interview

"* Environmental Program Manager
"* Industrial Hygiene Section
* Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
"* Medical Services
"* Grounds Maintenance Section
"* Food Service Personnel
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

ALL FACILITIES

6-1. Determine actions Determine if noncompliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since previous copy of the previous reporm (1)
review of pesticides
management (GMP). (NOTE: The term PESTICIDES in this protocol refers to Insecticides,

Rodenticides, Herbicides, and other pest control chemicals (See the defin-
ition in the introduction).)

6-2. Copies of all Verify that the following documents are maintained and kept current at
relevant Federal, CDC, the facility, as needed: (1)
state, and local regula-
tions and guidance docu- - 29 CFR 1910, Occupational Safety and Health Standards.
ments on pesticide - 40 CFR 152, Pesticide Registration and Classification Procedures.
management should be - 40 CFR 165, Regulations for the Acceptance of Certain Pesti-
available at the facility cides and Recommended Procedures for the Storage and Disposal
(GMP). of Pesticides and Pesticide Containers.

- 40 CFR 166, Exemption of Federal and State Agencies for Use of
Pesticides Under Emergency Conditions.

- 40 CFR 171, Certiication of Pesticide Applicators.
- 50 CFR 402, Interagency cooperation - Endangered Species Act of

1973, as amended.
- Executive Order (EO) 12088, Federal Compliance with Pollution

Control Standards.
- State pesticide regulations.

6-3. Facilities are Verify that the facility is complying with state and local requirements.
required to comply with (1)(14)
state and local pesticide
regulations (EO 12088, Verify that the facility is operating according to permits issued by the
Section 1-1). state or local agencies. (1X14)

(NOTE: Issues typically regulated by state and local agencies include:
- applicator certification
- restricted use pesticides
- application procedures
- banned pesticides
- disposal methods.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (5) Industial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
(9) Medical Services (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (20) Food Service Manager
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Centers for Disease Control and Prevestion

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

6-4. Facilities must Determine if any new regulations concerning pesticides have been issued
meet regulatory require- since the finalization of the manual. (IX14)
ments issued since the
finalization of the manual Verify that the facility is in compliance with newly issued regulations.
(A finding under this (1X14)
checklist item will have
the citation of the new
regulation as a basis of
finding).

6-5. All pesticides Verify that pesticide products at the facility are registered unless the
present on the facility facility or product is considered exempt, such as the following: (lX14)
must be registered or
ruled exempt from the - certain biological control agents
reistration requirements - certain human drugs
(4 CFR 152.15 through - treated articles or substances, such as paint treated with a pesticide
152.a,). - pheromones and pheromone traps

- preservatives for biological specimens
- vitamin hormone products
- pesticide transferred between registered establishments operated by

the same producer
- a pesticide distributed or sold under an experimental use permit
- a pesticide transfenred solely for export
- a pesticide distributed or sold under an emergency exemption.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section

(9) Medical Services (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (20) Food Service Manager
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

6-6. All facilities must Verify that pesticide use requirements we followed unless one or more of
comply with pesticide use the following emergency conditions exist: (IX14)
requirements wiless an
emergency exemption has - SPECIFIC EXEMPTIONS may be authorized to avoid conditions
been granted by the of:
USEPA (40 CFR 166.1, - significant economic loss
166.2, 166.20, 166.28, - significant risk to threatened or endangered species
166.32, 166.45, and - significant risk to beneficial organisms
166.50). - significant risk to the environment.

-QUARANTINE EXEMPTIONS may be authorized to control the
introduction or spread of any pest new to or unknown to be
widespread throughout the United States and its territories

- PUBLIC HEALTH EXEMPTIONS may be authorized to control a
pest that imposes significant risk to human health

-CRISIS EXEMPTIONS may be utilized when the time constraint
between discovery and implementation of pesticide use will not
allow a Specific, Quarantine, or Public Health Exemption to be
issued.

Verify that applications for exemptions are submitted to the Regional
Administrator in writing and include: (IX)14)

. a description of the pesticide
- the proposed use
- any alternative means of control and why those means are not

feasible.

Verify that exemptions are issued for a specific length of time, as fol-
lows: (IX14)

- no more than I year (yr) for Specific and Public Health exemp-
tions

- for no longer than 3 yr for a Quarantine Exemption, but it may be
renewed

- no longer than 15 days (unless an application for another type of
exemption has been submitted) for a crisis exemption.

Verify that any unexpected adverse affects fron the use of a pesticide
under exemption conditions are reported to the Agency. (1X14)

Verify that a report summarzig the use Of a pesticide under an exemp-
tion was submitted within 6 months (too) after the expiration of the
exemption to the agency (3 mo for a Crisis Exemption). (1X14)

(I) Environmental Program Manager (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section

(9) Medical Services (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (20) Food Service Manager
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Centers for Dises Control and Prevention

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUMEMENTS:

PESTICIDE
APPLICATIONS

6-7. persnn applying Determine if pesticide applicators ae trained and/or certified (IX14)
restricted use pesticides
must be certified to apply Verify that trainini recertification is scheduled and performed as required
restricted-use pesticides to maintain cer on and that certification is relevant to the pest
(40 CFR 171.9). management activities undertaken. (1X14)

Verify the certification status of contractors used for pest management.
(iX)14)

(NOTE: Check the list of restricted-use pesticides in Appendix 6-1.)

64. Personnel routinely Determine if personnel at the facility routinely apply pesticides. (1)(14)
applying any pesticides
should be trained in Verify that personnel is trained in appropriate handling and use pro-
safety procedures and cedures. (IX14)
application procedures
(GMP).

6-9. Health monitoring Verify that all pest management personnel have received baseline physi-
should provided for cal examinations within 30 days of starting pest management work.
government personnel (IX9XI4)
applying pesticides other
than bug bombs, space Verify that pest management personnel receive physical examinations in
sprays, and no-pest strips addition to the baseline examination once each year. (IX9XI4)
(GMP).

Verify that cholinesterase tests are given to pest management personnel
who work regularly with pesticides that contain organophosphates or N-
alkyl-carbamates. (IX9X14)

6-10. Public safety Verify the elimination of hazardous exposure to the general public by
should be ensured when checking for the following: (IX5X14)
applying or using pesti-
cides (GMP). - qopriate signs for treatment area are posted

%-heduling for low use periods or restricted usage for a number of
days

water use restrictions and reentry times are followed according to
the pesticide labels.

(1) Environmental Progran Manger (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section

(9) Medical Services (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (20) Food Service Manager
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

6-11. Records should be Verify that records am kept on file for a minimum of 2 yr. (1)(14)
maintained of each appli-
cation of a pesticide,
whether performed by
hired labor or contract,
and retained at the facil-
ity (OMP).

6-12. Facilities must Determine if surveys have been conducted to identify the presence of
ensure that the use of threatened or endangered species in ares where pesticides are used.
pesticides does not jeop- (1)(14)
ardize the existence of
threatened or endangered Determine what measures are taken to ensure that threatened or
species (50 CFR 402.01). endangered species are not impacted. (IX 14)

Verify that applications are made according to label instructions regard-
ing the protection of endangered species. (1)(14)

(NOTE: Refer to the section on endangered species in Natural Resources
Management.)

6-13. Spills of pesti- Determine if the facility has had any spills of pesticides. (IX14)
cides should be contained
and reported in accor- Verify that pesticide spills are addressed in the Oil and Hazardous
dance with the Spill Plan Materials Spill Plan. (1X14)(GMP).

6-14. Security measures Verify that a climb-resistant fence completely encloses the facility.
should assure that only (IX14)
authorized personnel can
access pesticide storage, Verify that vehicles used to transport pesticides have locking compart-
mixing, and preparation ments. (1)(14)
areas (GMP).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
(9) Medical Services (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (20) Food Service Manager
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

RGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

6-15. Pesticide storage, Detemnine if ventilation system is specifically provided for all indoor
mixin" and preparation pesticide mixing/preparation areas. (IX14)
facilities must provide
facilities and procedures Verify that an emergency deluge shower and eyewash station are located
to ensue safety of p to provide immediate access to all personnel performnn" -iixing. (iX)14)
sonnel (29
1910.133). Verify that personal protective clothing and equipment is provided and

used by pest management personnel The following equipment depends
upon magnitude and type of operations: (IX14)

- respirators
-masks
- gloves
- safety shoes
- coveralls
- specialized personal protective equipment for fumigation.

Verify that operations include health and safety procedures emphasizing
good work habits, reduction or elimination of hazards, and use of per-
sonal protective equipment. (1)(14)

STORAGE (NOTE: Storage areas must also meet the general requirements for the
storage of hazardous materials found in 29 CFR 1910.106, see Hazardous
Materials Management).

6-16. A spill contain- Verify that there is curbing aound the required areas. (IX14)
ment system constructed
of impervious materials Determine if there ae drains and cracks in floors. (IX14)
should provide contain-
ment for pesticide Determine if pest management shop personnel are familiar with spill
storage, mixing, prepara- response procedures. (IX14)
tion and management
areas (GMP). Verify that spill response procedures are written and understood by staff.

(1)(14)

6-17. Storage facilities Verify that storage facilities for pesticides have ventilation at a rate of 10
for pesticides should have air changes per hour. (IX5XI4)
ventilation at a rate of 10
air changes/owur (GMP).

(1) Environmental Programn Manager (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section

(9) Medical Services (14) Grounds Maintenam Section (20) Food Service Manager
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Centers for Disease Contro and Prevention

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

6-18. Storage facilities Verify that fire extinguisher are installed near the door of pesticide
for pesticides should have storage rooms. (1)(6X14)
separate drainage systems
and fire extinguishers Verify that the drainage systems are separad from the regular systems.
(GMP). (1)(6X14)

6-19. Storage facilities Verify that storage is in a dry, separate room, building, or covered area
for pesticides and excess where fire protection is provided. (1X14)
pesticides classes as
highly toxic or Verify, that when relevant and practicable, the entire storage facility is
moderately toxic that are secured by a climb-proof fence and the doors and gates are kept locked.
required to be labeled (IX14)
with DANGER. POISON,
WARNING, or the skull Verify that pesticides we not stored near food or feed. (1X14)
and crossbones symbol
should meet specific (NOTE: These GMPs are based on recommendations found in 40 CFR
-tnictural requirements 165.10(cXI).)
(GMP).

6-20. The storage of Verify that pesticide containers we stored with the label plainly visible.
pesticides and excess pes- (14)
ticides classed as highly
toxic or moderately toxic Verify that all containers awe in good condition. (14)
that ae required to be
labeled with DANGER, Verify that the lids and bungs on metal or rigid plastic containers are
POISON, WARNING, or tight. (14)
the skull and crossbones
symbol should meet Verify that the pesticides awe segregated. (14)
specific operational
requirements (GMP). Verify that a complete inventory is kept indicating the number and iden-

tity of containers in a storage unit. (14)

Verify that containers are regularly inspected for corrosion and leaks and
that absorbent material is available for spill cleanup. (14)

Verify that diluted oil based pesticides ae stored separately from other

materials since they are flammable. (14)

Verify that excess pesticides and containers awe segregated. (14)

(NOTE: These GMPs we based on recommendations found in 40 CFR
165.10(d).)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section

(9) Medical Services (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (20) Food Service Manager
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Centers for Disease Comtrol and Preventiom

REGUIATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

6-21. Pesticide storage Verify that pesticide storage areas are inspected quarterly. (6X)14)
arm should be inspected
quarterly by certified

I and an

officer (GNP).

6-22. Pest management Determine if facilities am available for personnel decontamination and
programs that use pesti- where they are located (lXSX 14)
cides classed as highly
toxic or moderately toxic Determine if facilities are available for the decontamination of equip-
and are required to bear ment, including vehicles that have been used for pesticide applications.
the signal words (1X5XI4)
DANGER, POISON,
WARNING, or the skull Verify that berms, curbing, surfaces and catchment drains that am used to
and coessbones symbol on impound washwater resulting from decontamination are impervious.
the label should have (1X5)X4)
decontamination facilities
(GMP). Verify that drains impound washwater and do not connect to sanitary

sewer or stornwater systems. (1X5Xl4)

Verify that the procedure for disposal of washwater resulting from decon-
tamination activities is the same as for excess pesticides. (1)(5)(14)

(NOTE: These GMPs am based on recommendations found in 40 CFR
165.10(cX3) and 165.10(c)(4).)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section

(9) Medical Services (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (20) Food Service Manager
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT
Centers for Disee Control and Prevention

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

6-23. Storage of pesti- Verify that the site location, where possible, is in an area where flooding
cides and excess pesti- is unlikely and where hydrogeologic conditions prevents contamination of
cides that are classed as any water system by runoff or percolation by: (IX(14)
highly toxic or
moderately toxic and are - inspecting area surrounding facilities and determine proximity to
required to be labeled surface water
DANGER. POISON, - noting location relative to floodplains. depth of groundwater, and
WARNING, or the skull general soil types and typical penneabilities
and crossbones should - verifying that the spill management system is in existence.
meet specific require-
ments (GMP). Verify that an environmental monitoring system exists for facilities that

do not have spill management system when the facility handles large
quantities of pesticides and is located near sensitive environmental recep-
tor. Reviewer should: (1X14)

- note approximate quantity of pesticides and location of sensitive
environmental receptors

- check whether groundwater, or surface water, or air monitoring
program exists to determine any effects caused by pesticide
storage, mixing and preparation

- inspect facility operations and layout to determine if operations ae
likely to allow nmoff of water that may have contacted pesticides.

Verify that, when needed, drainage from the site is contained by natural
or artificial barriers or dikes. (1)(14)

(NOTE: These GMPs are based on recommendations found in 40 CFR
165.10(b).)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section
(9) Medical Services (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (20) Food Service Manager
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

6-24. Facilities that Verify that no food consumption, drinking, smoking, or tobacco use is
store/use pesticides that undertaken in any area where pesticides are present. (IX14)
am classed as highly
toxic or moderately toxic Verify that the following practices are performed in pest management
and aw required to bear operaions:(IX14)
the signal words
DANGER. POISON, - persons handling pesticides keep hands away from mouths and
WARNING, or the skull eyes and wear rubber gloves during all pesticide handling
and crossbones symbol - persons handling pesticides wash hands immediately upon comple-
should provide facilities tion of working with pesticides and always prior to eating, smok-
and procedures to ensure ing or using toilet facilities
the safety of personnel - persons handling concentrated pesticides wear protective clothing
(GMP). that is removed if found to be contaminated

- a stock of protective clothing is available
- self-contained breathing apparatus and impermeable suits are avail-

able when handling pesticides that present the potential of being
absorbed through the skin

- inspections are made once a month to determine if any pesticide
containers are leaking

- pesticide containers are inspected for leakage prior to handling
- unauthorized persons are not allowed in storage areas.

(NOTE: These GMPs ae based on recommendations found in 40 CFR
165.10(e) and 165.10(f).)

6-25. Pesticide storage Verify that signs that read DANGER, POISON, and PESTICIDE
facilities and equipment STORAGE, are placed in or near entries to storage facilities. (IX14)
that contain or use pesti-
cides classed as highly Verify that safety precautions and accident prevention measures are
toxic or moderately toxic posted. (IX14)
and arm labeled
DANGER, POISON, Verify that mobile equipment is not removed unless thoroughly decon-
WARNING, or the skull taminated. (IX14)
and crossbones symbol
should have signs and Verify that an inventory of pesticides is displayed outside of the storage
safety procedures posted facility identifying all chemicals in storage. (IX14)
(GMP).

Verify that mobile equipment used for pesticide applications is labeled
CONTAMINATED WITH PESTICIDES and is not removed from the
site unless thoroughly decontaminated. (IX14)

(NOTE: These GMPs am based on recommendations found in 40 CFR
165.10(cX2) through 165.10(cX3), 165.10(e) and 165.10(g)(7).)

(1) Environmental Programn Manager (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section

(9) Medical Services (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (20) Food Srvice Manager
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Centers for Disease Control and Preventiom

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUMEMENTS:

6-26. Where large Verify that notification has been submitted and includes a statement of
quantities of pesticides the hazards that pesticides may pmesent during a fire. (IX6XI4)
classed as highly toxic or
moderately toxic and are Verify that a floor p" of the storage facility indicating the location of
labeled DANGER, the different pesticide classifications has been submitted to the fire
POISON, WARNING, or department (1X6X14)
the skull and crossbjaes
symbol are being stored, Verify that the fire chief has the home telephone numbers of the
or other conditions war- person(s) responsible for the pesticide storage facility. (1X6)(14)
rant, the local fire depart-
ment, hospitals, public (NOTE: These GMPs are based on recommendations found in 40 CFR
health officials, and pol- 165.10(gXi).)
ice department should be
notified in writing that
pesticides are being
stored in the event of a
fire (GMP).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section

(9) Medical Services (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (20) Food Service Manager
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Centers for Disease Coatrol and Prevemli..

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUtEMENTS:

MUIXNG/
FORMULATION

6-27. Mixing/ formula- Determine if the facility has any mixing or formulation areas. (iX)14)
tion ars should meet
specific standards (GMP). Verify that enclosed mixing areas have a local exhaust ventilation with a

minimum face velocity of 100 linear feet per minute (f!Mnin) to contol
toxic vapors. (1X14)

Verify that drainage systems are separate from the regular system.
(IX14)

DISPOSAL

6-28. Facilities are Verify that pesticides, pesticide containers, and/or pesticide residues are
required to dispose of or stored and/or disposed of such that: (1X14)
store any pesticide, pesti-
cide container, or pesti- - it is not inconsistent with labeling
cide residue according to - open dumping of pesticides or pesticide containers is not done
specific restrictions (40 - open burning is not done except when allowed by state and local
CFR 165.7). regulation

- water dumping or ocean dumping does not occur.

6-29. Organic pesti- Determine if the facility uses organic pesticides. (iX14)
cides, except organic
mercury, lead, cadmium, Verify that the organic pesticides are disposed of through incineration at
and arsenic compounds an incinerator that meets the air quality standards for for gaseous emis-
should be disposed of sions or in a specially designated landfill if incineration is not available
according to specific pro- or by another approved method. (IX14)
cedures (GMP).

(NOTES: Municipa solid waste incinerators may be allowed to be used
to incinerate pesticides and pesticide containers if they meet criteria of
the state.)

(NOTE: These GMPs are based on guidelines found in 40 CFR 165.8
and 165.9.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section

(9) Medical Services (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (20) Food Service Manager
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

6-30. Metallo-organic Determine if the facility uses metallo-organic pesticides. (1)(14)
pesticides, except organic
mercury, lead, cadmium, Verify that metallo-organic pesticides are subjected to kn apprriate
o0 arsenic compounds chemical or physical treatment to recover the heavy metals from the
should be disposed of hydrocarbon stnrcture prior to disposal. (1X14)
according to specific pro-
cedures (GMP). Verify that metallo-organic pesticides are disposed of through incinera-

tion at an approved incinerators or in a specially designated landfill or by
another approved method. (IX14)

(NOTE: These GMPs are based on guidelines found in 40 CFR 165.8
and 165.9.)

6-31. Organic mercury, Determine if the facility uses organic mercury, lead, cadmium, arsenic, or
lead, cadmium, arsenic, any inorganic pesticides. (1)(14)
and all inorganic pesti-
cides should be disposed Verify that these pesticides are convened to a nonhazardous compound
of according to specific and the heavy metal resources are recovered. (iX)14)
procedures (GMP).

Verify that if chemical deactivation facilities are not available, these pes-
ticides are encapsulated and buried in a specially designated landfill and
records sufficient to permit location and retrieval are maintained. (iX)14)

Determine if an alternate method of disposal has been approved. (IX14)

(NOTE: These GMPs are based on guidelines found in 40 CFR 165.8
and 165.9.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section

(9) Medical Services (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (20) Food Service Manager
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Centers for Diseae Control and Prevenion

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

6-32. Containers should Determine which of the following types of containers the facility has
be disposed of according onsite: (IX14)
to their classification as
either a Group I, Group - Group I Containers: combustible containers that formerly con-
U, or Group MI container tained organic or metallo-organic pesticides
(GMP). - Group II Containers: noncombustible containers that formerly held

organic or metallo-organic pesticides
-Group L Containers: containers (both combustible and non-

combustible) that formerly held organic mercuy, lead, cadmium,
or arqic or inorganic pesticides.

Verify dazt Group I containers are disposed of in an incinerator or buried
in a specially designated landfilL (1)(14)

(NOTE: Small quantities of Group I containers may be burned in open
fields by the user of the pesticide when allowed by the state.)

Verify that Group II containers are triple rinsed. (1)(14)

Verify that Group II containers in good condition we returned to the
manufactuer, formulator, or drum reconditioner to reuse with the same
chemical class of pesticides. (iX)14)

Verify that Group II containers that are going to be transpoed to a facil-
ity for recycle as scrap metal or for 4isposal are punctured. (IX14)

Determine if rinsed Group HI containers are crushed and disposed of in a
landfill according to state or local requirements. (IX14)

Verify that unrinsed Group U containers are disposed of in a specially
designated landfill or incinerated. (1X)14)

Verify that Group MI containers that ae not rinsed are encapsulated and
disposed of in a specially designated landfill. (1X14)

(NOTE: Group M1 containers that are rinsed may be disposed of in a
sa-tary landfill.)

(NOTE: These GMPs awe based on guidelines found in 40 CFR 165.8
and 165.9.)

6-33. Pesticide residues Verify that pesticide residues or rinse liquids are reused. (iX(14)
and rinse liquids should
be added to spray mix- Verify that if they are not reused they are disposed of according to their
tures odispfsed f pesticide type. (1X14)according t ~rpsi
cide type (GMP). (NOTE: These GMPs are based on guidelines found in 40 CFR 165.8

and 165.9.)

(1) Environmental Program Manage (5) Indugrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section

(9) Medical Services (14) Grounds Mainteance Section (20) Food Service Manager
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

6-34. Dining facilities Verify that food services personnel ae notified of scheduled applications.
should be notified at least (14X20)
24 hours (h) in advance
of pesticide application
(GMP).

(1) Environmental Program Maxager (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation Protection & Fire Safety Section

(9) Medical Services (14) Grounds Maintenance Section (20) Food Service Manager
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Appendix 6-1

The following uses of pesticide products containing the active ingredients specified below have been
classified for restricted use and are limited to use by or under the direct supervision of a certified appli-
cator.

Active Formulation Use Pattern Claa..ificaionI Crit-ia

Rerftrorickn

Acrolein As sole active All uses. Restricted Inhalation
ingredient. No hazard to
mixtures re- humans.
gistered. Residue

effects on
avian species
and aquatic
organisms.

Acry- In combination *do do Other hazards-
lonitrile with carbon accident

tetrachloride. history of
No registrations acrylonitrile
as the sole and carbon
active ingredient. tetrachioride

products.

Aldicarb As sole active Ornamental do Other hazards-
ingredient, uses (indoor accident

and outdoor). history.
No mixtures Agricultural Under further
registered. crop uses. evaluation.

Allyl alcohol All formu- All uses. Restricted Acute dermal
lations. toxicity.

Aluminum As sole do do Inhalation
phosphide active in- hazard to

gredient No humans.
mixtures re-
gistered.

*do means
same as above.
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Appendx 6-1 (contnued)

Active Fornitdation Use PNtaern aamdflain Criteria
in ecent h uel

Azinphos All liquids do do do
methyl with a con-

centration
greater than
13.5%
All other do Under further
formu- evaluation.
lations.

Calcium As sole do Restricted do
cyanide active in-

gredient. No
mixture re-
gistered.

Carbofuran All con- do do Acute in-
crete suspen- halation toxicity.
sions and
wettable powders
40% and greater.
All granular Rice Under evaluation.
formulations.
All granular All uses do
and fertilizer except rice.
formulations.

Chlorfenvin- All concen- All uses Restricted Acute dermal
phos trate solutions (domestic toxicity.

or emulsifiable and non-
concentrates domestic).
21% and greater.

Chloropicrin All formula- All uses Restricted Acute inhalation
tions greater toxicity
than 2%
All formula- Rodent control Restricted Hazard to non-
tions. target organisms.
All formula- Outdoor uses Unclassified
tions 2% and (other than
less. rodent control).

*do means
same as above.
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Appendix &I (ccmtinued)

Active Fornulation Use Pattern wificionI Criteria

Ingre'ient nLO&Uenchg
Resrction

Clonitralid All wettable All uses do Acute inhalation

powders 70% toxicity.

and greater.
All granulars Molluscide do Effects on aquatic

and wettable uses. organisms.

powders.
Pressurized Hospital Unclassified
sprays 0.55% antiseptics.
and less.

Cyclo- All formula- All uses. Restricted Acute dermal

heximide tions greater toxicity.

than 4%
All formula- All uses. Under evalu-
tions 0.027% ation.
to 4%
All formula- Domestic uses. Unclassified
tions 0.027%
and less.

Demeton 1% fertilizer All uses, in- Restricted Domestic uses:

formulation, cluding Acute oral toxicity

1985 pct domestic uses. Acute dermal

granular. toxicity.
Nondomestic
outdoor uses.
Residue effects on
avian and mammalian
species.

All granular All uses. do Acute dermal

formulations, toxicity. Residue

emulsifiable effects on

concentrates mammalian and

and concentrated avian species.

solutions.

Dicrotophos All liquid All uses. Restricted Acute dermal

formula- toxicity; residue

tions 8% and effects on avian

greater. species (except
for tree in-
jections).

*do means
same as above.
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Appercflx 6-1 (cmitnued)

Formlation aUin Patrn aamifcaion I riteria

Dioxathion All concen- All uses Restricted Acute dermal
trate solutions toxicity.
or emulsifiale
concentrates
greater than
30%.
Concentrate Livestock Unclassified
solutions and agri-
or emulsi- 2 cultural uses
concentrates (nondomestic
30% and less uses only).
and wettable
powders 25%
and less. 2
All solutions Domestic Restricted do
3% and greater
2.5% solutions 2  All uses. Under evaluation.
with toxaphene
and malathion.

Disulfoton All emulsi- do Restricted do
fiable con-
centratpr 65% Acute inhalation
and greater, all toxicity.
emulsifiable con-
centrates and
concentrate
solutions 21%
and greater with
fensulfothion 43%
and greater, all
emulsifiable con-
centates 32% and
greater in com-
bination with 32%
fensulfothion
and greater.
Non-aqueous Commercial Restricted Acute dermal
solution 95% seed treatment. toxicity.
and greater.
Granular Indoor uses do Acute inhalation
formulations (greenhouse). toxicity.
10% and greater.

*do means
same as above.
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APPendix &I1 (ctmntind)

Active Formulatiom Use ttern Cmauudf on1  Criria

hngec~ent hrkacng
Reeirtim

Endrin All emulsions, All uses. Restricted. Acute dermal

dusts, wettable toxicity.

powders, pastes, Hazard to nontarget

and granular organisms.

formulations
2% and
above.
All concen- do do Hazard to non-

trations less target organisms.

dman 29

EPN All liquid All uses. Restricted Acute dermal

and dry toxicity; acute

formulations inhalation toxicity;

greater than residue

4%. effects on avian
species.

Aquatic uses. Restricted Effects on aquatic
organisms.

Ethoprop Emulsifiable do do Acute dermal

concentrates toxicity.

40% and
greater.
All granular do Under
and fertilizer evaluation.
formulations.

Ethyl All granular do Restricted Inhalation hazard

parathion and dust to humans.

formulations Acute dermal

greater than toxicity.
2%, Residue effects

fertilizer or mammalian,

formulations, aquatic, avian

wettable powders, species.
emulsifiable
concentrates,
concentrated
suspensions,
concentrated
solutions.
Smoke do do Inhalation hazard

fumigants. to humans.

*do means
same as above.
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Appencrix 6-1 (ocaitinued)

Active Formulation Une Pattern a fl c 1  Griteia

Restrictikn

Ethyl Dust and do do Other hazards-
parathion granular accident history.
(Continued) formulations

2% and
below.

Fenamiphos Emulsifiable do do Acute dermal
concentrates toxicity.
35% and greater.

Fensulfothion Concentrate do Restricted do
solutions 63%
and greater,
all emulsifiable Acute inhalation
concentrates toxicity.
and concentrate
solutions 43%
and greater with
disultoton 21%
and greater, all
emulsifiable
concentrates 32%
and greater in
combination with
disulfoton
32% and greater.
Granular Indoor uses do do
formulations (greenhouse).
10% and
greater.

Fluoroace- As sole All uses. Restricted Acute oral toxicity.
tamide/10$1 active in-

gredient in
baits. No
mixtAires
registered.

Fonofos Emulsifiable All uses. do Acute dermal
concentrates toxicity.
44% and
greater.
Emulsifiable Tobacco Unclassified
concentrates
12.6% and less
with pebulate
50.3% and less.

*do means
same as above.
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Appendix 641 (cmtinu4d

SFormuiation Use Pa r gfiCat 1  altwia
bzigedent bn~iencing

Restr~cion

Hydrocyanic As sole do do Inhalation hazard

acid active in- to humans.

gredient. No
mixtures
registered.

Methlami- Liquid formu- All uses Restricted Acute dermal

dophos lations 40% toxicity;
and greater. residue effects

on avian species.

Dust formu- All uses Restricted Residue effects

lations 2.5% on avian species.

and greater.

Methidathion All formu- All uses Restricted Residue effects

Maions. except on avian species
stock,
safflower,
and sunflower.

All formu- Nursery Unclassified
lations. stock,

safflower,
and sunflower

Methomyl As sole Nondomestic Restricted. Residue effects

active in- outdoor on mammalian
gredient in agricultural species.
1% to 2.5 crops,
baits (except ornamental
1% fly and turf.
bait). All other

registered
uses.

All con- do do Other hazards-
centrated accident history.

solution
formulations.
90% do do do

wettable
powder
formulations
(not in
water soluble
bags).

*do meam
same as above.
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Appencrix &-I (ccmtnued)

Acgve Formulation Use Pattern a1 Criteriaa t

Restri io

Methomyl 90% wettable do Unclassified
(continued) powder

formulation
in water soluble
bags.
All granular do do
formulations.
25% do do
wettable
powder
formulations.
In 1.24% do do
to 2.5%
dusts as
sole active
ingredient
and in
mixtures
with fungi-
cides and
chlorinated
hydrocarbon,
inorganic
phosphate ar-d
biological
insecticides.

Methyl All formu- All uses. Restricted Other hazards-
bromide lations in accident history.

containers
greater
than 1.5 lb

Containers Single Unclassified
with not more applications
than 1.5 lb (nondomestic
of methyl use) for
bromide with soil treat-
0.25% to ment in closed
chloropicrin systems.
as an in-
dicator.
Containers All uses. Restricted do
with not
more than 1.5
lb having
no indicator.

*do means
same as above.
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Appendrix 6-1 (ccmtinued

Active Fornuilation Use Pattern Caimiflcation Criteria

Ingeclent bIfun&==

Methyl All dust do do Other hazards-

parathion and granular accident history.

formulations All foliar

less than applications

5%. restricted based
on residue
effects on
mammalian and
avian species.

Microencap- do do Residue effects

sulated. on avian species.

All dust and Hazard to bees.

granular Acute dermal

formulations toxicity.

5% and Residue effects

greater and on mammalian

all wettable and avian

powders and species.

liquids.

Mevinphos All emulsi- do do do

fiable
concentrates
and liquid
concentrates.
Psycodid do do Acute dermal

filter fly toxicity.

liquid
formulations.
2% dusts, do do Residue effects

on mammalian
and avian species.

Monocrotophos Liquid fornu- do do Residue effects

lations 19% on avian species.
and greater.

Residue effects
on mammalian
species.

Liquid do do Acute dermal

formulations toxicity.

55% and Residue effects

greater. on avian species.
Residue effects
on mammalian
species.

*do means

same as above.
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Appendix 6&1 (ccmtiumd)

Agtive Forrmiato Lime Pattern Qafic fiofl QituoRe a

Nicotine Liquid and Indoor Restricted Acute inhalation
(alkaloid) dry formu- (greenhouse) toxicity.

latious 14%
and above.
All formnu- Applications Restricted Effects on aquatic
latiom. to cranberries organisms.

Nicotine Liquid and All uses Unclassified
(alkaloid) dry formu- (domestic
(Continued) iaMons 1.5% and non-

and less. domestic).

Paraquat All forrnu- All uses. Restricted Other hazards.
(dichloride) lations and Use and accident
and paraquat concen- history, human
bis(methyl trations except toxicological data.
sulfate) those listed

below.
Pressurized Spot weed do
spray formnu- and grass
lations con- control.
taining 0.44%
Paraquat
bis(methyl
sulfate) and
15%
petroleum
distillates as
active ingredients.
Liquid All uses. Unclassified
fertilizers
containing
concentrations
of 0.025%
paraquat
dichloride and
0.03 percent
atrazine;
0.03%
iparaquat
dichloride and
0.37%
atrazine, 0.04%
paraquat
dichloride and
0.49%
atrazine.

*do means
same as above.
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Appendix 6-1 (cxditined)

Active Fornmlation Use Patter CaIAifiiicon Qriteria

Rmtrk-6on
Phorate Liqud formu- doRestrictdAut ema

Phorate Liquid fonmu- do Restricted Acute dermal
latioes 65% toxicity.

and greater. Residue effects
on avian
species (applies
to foliar
applicaions
only).

Residue effects
on mammalian
species (applies
to foliar
application only).

All granular Rice Restricted Effects on
formulations. aquatic organisris.

Phosacetim Baits 0.1% All uses. Restricted Hazard to non-

and greater. target species.
Residues effects
on mammalian
species.
Residue effects
on avian species.

Phosphamidon Liquid formu- do do Acute dermal

lations 75% toxicity.

and greater. Residue effects
on mammalian
species.
Residue effects
on avian species.

Dust formu- do do Residue effects

lations on mammalian
1.5% and species.
greater.

*do means
same as above.
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Appendix 6-1 (umlinued)

Active Formulation Use Pattern Ch.aificationI Crteria

LwedieRestredh -

Picloram All formu- do do Hazard to non-
lations and target organisms
concen- (specifically
traions nontarget plants
except tordon both crop and
101R. noncrop).
Tordon 101 R Control Unclassified
forestry of unwanted
herbicide trees by cut
containing surface
5.4% treatment.
picloram and
20.9% 2,4 D.

Sodium All capsules All uses. Restricted Inhalation hazard
cyanide and ball to humans.

formulations.

Sodium All solu- do do Acute oral toxicity.
fluoro- tions and dry Hazard to nontarget
acetate baits. organisms.

Use and accident
history.

Strychnine All dry do do Acute oral
baits, toxicity.
pellets and Hazard to non-
powder target avain
formulations species. Use
greater than and accident
0.5%0 history.
All dry All uses do Hazard to non-
baits, calling target organisms.
pellets and for
powder burrow
formulations. builders.
All dry All uses do do
baits, and except
pellets subsoil.
and
powder
formulations
0.5% and
below.
do All sub- Unclassified do

soil uses.
*do means
same as above.
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Appendrix 6-1 (continued)

Active Formilation Use Pattern Oasi•ationI Oritwia
rin*ent

Sulfotepp Sprays All uses. Restricted Inhalation hazard
and smoke to humans.
generators.

Tepp Emulsifiable do do Inhalation hazard
concentrate to humans. Dermal
formulations. hazard to humans.

Residue effects
on mammalian
and avian species.

Zinc Phos- All formu- All domestic Unclassified
phide latiom 2% uses and non-

and less. domestic uses
in and around
buildings.

All dry All uses. Restricted Acute inhalation
formulations toxicity.
60% and greater.

All bait Nondomestic Restricted Hazard to nontarget
formulations outdoor uses organisms.

(other than
around buildings).

All dry Domestic Restricted Acute oral toxicity.
formulations uses.
10% and
greater.

*do means
same as above.

NOTES:

1 "Under evaluation" means no classification decision has been made and the use/formulation in

2 question is still under active review within the USEPA.
3 Percentages given are the total of dioxathion plus related compounds.

Note: M-44 sodium cyanide capsules may only be used by certified applicators who have also
taken the required additional training.

This table lists uses of pesticide products containing the active ingredients -pecified that have been
classified for restricted use and are limited to use by or under the direct supervision of a certified appli-
cator.
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SEUION7

POL MANAGEMENr

A. Applicability

This section applies to CDC facilities that store, transport, dispose of, or utilize
petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL). The section presents review action items
that respond to regulations, procedures, and organizational mechanisms
designed to prevent or limit the accidental release of POL materials to surface
water, groundwater, or soils. Procedures designed to review the control of
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) from POL sources are addressed in Air
Emissions Management Management of bulk storage tanks and pipeline
delivery systems are addressed in Aboveground/Underground Storage Tanks
(AST/UST).

EL Federal Legislation

" The Water Quality Improvement Act of 1974. This law was the primary Federal
law governing the discharge of oil into navigable waters. This regulation
prohibits the discharge of "harmful" quantities of oil into navigable waters. 40
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 110, Protection of Environment -
Discharge of Oil, defines "harmful" quantities as those discharges that will
cause a sheen or discoloration of the surface of the water or a sludge or emul-
sion to be deposited beneath the surface of the water.

"* 7he Oil Pollution Act (OPA) of 1990. This law, Public Law (PL) 301-308 (33
U.S. Code (USC) 2701-2761, et al.) as amended, requires the prevention of oil
pollution into navigable waters by tank vessels.

C. State/Local Requirerments

e Many states, and some major metropolitan and regional planning agencies have
developed legislation and implemented regulations that closely parallel the
Federal requirements. Some, however, may differ in important ways, and the
evaluator should obtain copies of the state or local requirements for Oil and
Hazardous Substance Pollution Contingency (OHSPC) and Spill Prevention
Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) plans, where appropriate, and review
them for those differences before conducting the evaluations. In particular, the
evaluator should check for differences in the definitions of reportable quantities
and the specific procedures for reporting spills that may exist in state/local
regulations.
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D. CDC Reuafiomteqluirenents

e This section includes a description of the environmental regulations, policies,
and requirements of the CDC. At this time the CDC has not issued environ-
mental regulations for its components.

L Key Compliance Requirenmts

"* Spill Prevention Planning - 40 CFR 112 requires the preparation of an SPCC
plan. This plan must address the use of pollution prevention equipment, spill
response training of operating personnel, the use of secondary containment, and
an oil spill contingency plan.

"* Spill Response Training - All Corps personnel involved with the management
and handling of oil must take part in periodic spill prevention and response
training programs (40 CFR, 112.7).

"* Facility Design and Inspection Procedures - 40 CFR 112.7 sets forth minimum
design criteria and inspection procedures for aboveground POL facilities and
operations that must be addressed in the SPCC plan.

"* Used Oil - 40 CFR 27f? addresses the storage, handling, transportation, and
burning of used oil.

F. Responsibility for Compliance

* Facilities Operations Branch (Engineering Services Office) - is responsible for
receiving and utilizing petroleum products in a safe and efficient manner, and
for operating and maintaining operational storage tanks.

G. Key Compliance Definitions

These definitions were obtained from the regulations cited previously in this
section.

"* Container - any portable device in which material is stored, transported, treated,
disposed of, or otherwise handled (40 CFR 279.1).

"* Contiguous Zone - the entire zone established or to be established by the United
States under article 24 of the Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous
Zone (40 CFR 110.1).
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e Discharge - when used in relation to section 311 of the Act, includes, but is not
limited to, any spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying, or
dumping, but excludes:

- discharges in compliance with a permit
- discharges resulting from circumstances identified and reviewed and

made a part of the public record with respect to an issued permit and
subject to a condition in the permit

- continuous or anticipated intermittent discharges from a point source,
identified in a permit application that are caused by events occurring
within the scope of relevant operating or treatment systems (40 CFR
110.1).

* Existing Tank - a tank that is used for the storage or processing of used oil and
that is in operation, or a tank for which installation has commenced on, or
before the effective date of the authorized used oil program of the state where
the tank is located (40 CFR 270.1).

e Good Management Practice (GMP) - schedules of activities, prohibitions of
practices, maintenance procedures, and other management procedures to prevent
or reduce the pollution of "water of the United States." GMPs also include the
treatment requirements, operating procedures, and practices to control plant site
runoff, spillage or leaks, sludge or waste disposal, or drainage from raw
material storage.

e Navigable Waters - the waters of the United States, including the territorial seas.
The terms includes (40 CFR 110.2):

- all waters that are currently used, were used in the past, or may be sus-
ceptible to use in interstate or foreign commerce, including all waters that
are subject to the ebb and flow of the tide

- interstate waters, including interstate wetlands
- all other waters such as intrastate lakes, rivers, streams (including inter-

mittent streams), mudflats, sandflats, and wetlands, the use, degradation,
or destruction of which would affect or could affect interstate or foreign
commerce, including any such waters

-that are or could be used by interstate of foreign travelers for recrea-
tional or other purposes

-from which fish or shellfish are or could be taken and sold in inter-
state or foreign commerce

-that are used or could be used for industrial purposes by industries in
interstate commerce

- all impoundments of waters otherwise defined as navigable waters under
this section

- tributaries of waters identified above, including adjacent wetlands
- wetlands adjacent to waters identified above.
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" New Tank - a tank that will be used to store or process used oil and for which
installation has started after the effective date of the authorized used oil pro-
gram of the state where the tank is located (40 CFR 279.1).

"* Offshore Facility - any facility of any kind located in, on, or under any of the
navigable waters of the United States, and any facility of any kind that is sub-
ject to the jurisdiction of the United States and is located in, on, or under any
other waters, other than a vessel or a public vessel (40 CFR 110.2 and 33 CFR
153.103).

"* Oil - when used in relation to section 311 of the Act, means oil of any kind or
in any form, including, but not limited to, petroleum, fuel oil, sludge, oil refuse,
and oil mixed with wastes other than dredged spoil (40 CFR 110.2 and 33 CFR
153.103).

"* Onshore Facility - any facility (including but not limited to, motor vehicles and
rolling stock) of any kind located in, on, or under any land within the United
States, other than submerged land (40 CFR 110.2 and 33 CF'R 153.103).

"* Processing - chemical or physical operations designed to produce products from
used oil or to make used oil more amenable for production of fuel oils, lubri-
cants, or other used oil-derived product. Processing includes, but is not limited
to, blending used oil with Virgin petroleum products, blending used oils to
meet the fuel specification, filtration, simple distillation, chemical or physical
separation, and re-refining (40 CFR 279.1).

"* Sheen - an iridcscent appearance on the surface of the water (40 CFR 110.2).

"* Sludge - an aggregate of oil or oil and other matter of any kind, in any form
other than dredged spoil, with a combined specific gravity equivalent to or
greater than water (40 CFR 110.2).

"* Spill Event - a discharge of oil into or upon the navigable waters of the United
States or adjoining shorelines in harmful quantities (40 CFR 112.3).

"* Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan - the SPCC Plan
shall be a carefully thought-out plan, prepared in accordance with good
engineering practices, that has the full approval of management at a level with
authority to commit the necessary resources (40 CFR 112.3).

"* Tank - any stationary device, designed to contain an accumulation of used oil,
that is constructed primarily of nonearthen materials that provide structural sup-
port (40 CFR 279.1).
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" Used Oil - any oil that has been refined from crude oil or any synthetic oil that
has been used and, as a result of such use, is contaminated by physical or
chemical impurities (40 CFR 279.1).

" Used Oil Aggregation Point - any site or facility that accepts, aggregates, and/br
stores used oil collected only from other used oil generation sites owned or
operated by the owner or operator of the aggregation point, from which used
oil is transported to the aggregation point in shipments of no more than 200
liters (L) (55 gallons (gal)). Used oil aggregation points may also accept used
oil from household do-itryourselfers (40 CFR 279.1).

"* Used Oil Burner - a facility where used oil not meeting the specification require-
ments is burned for energy recovery (40 CFR 279.1).

"* Used Oil Collection Center - any site or facility that is registered/licensed/
permitted/recognized by a statecountyftnunicipal government to manage used
oil and accepts/aggregates and stores used oil collected from used oil generators
who bring used oil to the collection centers in shipments of no more than 209
L (55 gal). Used oil collection centers may accept used oil from household
do-it-yourselfers (40 CFR 279.1).

" Used Oil Fuel Marketer - any person who conducts either of the followingO activities:
- directs a shipment of off-specification used oil from the facility to a used

oil burner
- claims that used oil, that is to be burned for energy recovery, meets used

oil fuel specifications (40 CFR 279.1).

"* Used Oil Generator - any person, by site, whose act or process produces used
oil or whose act first causes used oil to become subject to regulation (40 CFR
279.1).

"* Used Oil Processor/Re-refiner - a facility that processes used oil (40 CFR
279.1).

"* Used Oil Transfer Facility - any transportation related facility, including loading
docks, parking areas, storage areas, and other areas where shipments of used oil
are held for more than 24 hours (h) During the normal course of transportation
and no longer than 35 days (40 CFR 279.2).
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"* Used Oil Transporter - any person who transports used oil, any person who col-
lects used oil from more than one generator and transports the collected oil, and
owners and operators of used oil transfer facilities. Used oil transporters may
consolidate or aggregate loads of used oil for purposes of transportation but,
with the following exception, may not process used oil. Transporters may con-
duct incidental processing operations that occur in the normal course of used oil
transportation (i.e., settling and water separation) but that are not designed to
produce, or make more amenable for production, used-oil-derived products or
used oil fuel (40 CFR 279.1).

"* Vessel - every description of watercraft or other artificial contrivance used, or
capable of being used, as a means of transportation on water, other than a pub-
lic vessel (40 CFR 110.2).

"* Wetlands - those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface water or
groundwater at a frequency or duration sufficient to support and that, under
normal circumstances, do support a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted
for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include playa lakes,
swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas such as sloughs, prairie potholes, wet
meadows, prairie river overflows, mudflats, and natural ponds (40 CFR 110.2).
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POL MANANENE FYROIDOL

GUIDANCE FOR WOKSHFT USERS

R2FiR TO

1VVRKSQHFr CONTACT HESE
ITEMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS:(&)

All Facilities 7-1 through 7-4 (1)(2)(3)

Spill Plan 7-5 through 7-10 (IX2)(3)

Training 7-11 (1)(2)(3)(8)

Discharges/Spills 7-12 and 7-13 (1)(2)(3)

Storage/Containment 7-14 (1)(2)(3)

Used Oil 7-15 (1)(2)(3)(5)

Used Oil Generators
General 7-16 through 7-20 (1)(2)(3)
Containers and Tanks 7-21 through 7-32 (1)(2)(3)

Used Oil Transportation 7-33 through 7-39 (1)(2)(3)

Used Oil Burners 7-40 through 7-46 (1)(2)(3)

Used Oil Dust Suppression 7-47 (1)(2)(3)

(a)CONtACT/LOCAMON CODE

(1) Environmental Program Manager
(2) Facility Supervisor/Director
(3) Facilities Operations Branch
(5) Industrial Hygiene Section
(8) Training Activity

0
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POL MANAGEMENI

Records to Review

"* Records of all spills, leaks, and associated site assessment/cleanup activities (for 3 years (yr))
"* Official correspondence with state implementing agency
"* Spill Prevention and Response (SPR) Plan
"* Records of spill response training programs
"* Facility response plans required by the OPA
"* Records of all spills, leaks, and associated site assessment/kleanup activities (for 3 yr)

FhyuSiCal Festore. to InspeCt

"* Refueling facilities, including:
"* Aboveground and belowground storage tanks and dikes
"* Venting
"• Fill pipes
"• Gauges

"* Washrack areas
"* Vehicle maintenance areas
"* Oil separators
"* Oil and hazardous substance site

. PeopWe to interview

"* Environmental Program Manager
"* Facility Supervisor/Director
"* Facilities Operation Branch
"* Industrial Hygiene Section
"* Training Activity
"* Grounds Maintenance Section
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COMNLIANE CATEGORY:
W1ROLEUM, OIL, AND LUHUCANI (POL) MANAGEMENT

Ciwftm far Dieawe Control and P aevenboc

REXULA1UY REVIEWER CI[ECK&
REQUIREMENT1e

ALL FACILIIME

7-1. Determine actions Examine copy of previous review report to determine if noncompliance
or changes since previous issues have been resolved. (1)
review of POL manage-
ment (GMP).

7-2. Copies of all Verify that copies of the following regulations are available and kept
relevant Federal, C()C, current as needed: (1)(2)
state, and local regula-
tions and guidance docu- - 40 CFR 110, Discharge of Oil.
ments should be available - 40 CFR 112, OI Pollution Prevention.
at the facility (GMP). - 40 CFR 279, Standards for the Management of Used Oil.

- Executive Order (EO) 12088, Federal Compliance with Pollution
Standards.

- Appropriate state and local regulations.

. 7-3. Facilities are Verify that the facility is complying with state and local requirements.
required to comply with (1)(2)
all applicable state and
local requirements (EO Verify that the facility is operating according to permits issued by the
12088, Section 1-1). state or local agencies. (1)(2)

(NOTE: Issues that are typically regulated by state and local agencies
include:

- spill management
- use of product recovery systems
- containment
- used oil.)

7-4. Facilities should Verify that a Management of Recoverable and Waste Liquid Petroleum
have a plan for the Products plan has been prepared. (1)(2)(3)
management of reclaimed
recoverable and waste
liquid petroleum products
(GMP).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

trial Hygiene Section (8) 7raining Activity
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CONHIAYC CATEGORY:
PETROLEUM, OIL, AND LUBUCANr (POL) MANAGEMEr

Cwm fcw IDWmý C zrd =W a Id reventicm

REGUAORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REXQUREW2

SRILL PLAN

7-5. Facilities that store, Verify that the facility has an SPRX plan. (1)(2X3)
transport, or dispense
petroleum products are (NOTE: Facilities are exempt from the requirements outlined in 40 CFR
required to prepare an 112 if:
SPOC plan (40 CFR - the facility, equipment, or operation is not subject to the jurisdic-
112.3). tion of the USEPA as follows:

-onshore and offshore facilities that, due to their location,
could not be reasonably expected to discharge oil into or
upon the navigable waters of the United States or adjoining
shorelines

- equipment or operations of vessels or transportation related
onshore and offshore facilities that are subject to the author-
ity of the Department of Transportation (DOT)

- both of the following criteria are met-
-the underground buried storage capacity of the facility is

159,000 L (42,000 gal) or less of oil
- the storage capacity that is not buried at the facility is 5003 L

(1320 gal) of oil or less and no single container exceeds a
capacity of 2501 L (660 gal) (40 CFR 112.1(d)(2).)

(NOTE: This apples to onshore and offshore facilities, including onshore
and offshore mobile or portable facilities, such as onshore drilling or
work-over rigs, barge mounted offshore drilling or work-over rigs, and
portable fueling facilities.)

7-6. The SPCC plan is Determine if the SPOC plan has been prepared and reviewed for the fol-
required to contain lowing: (1)(2)(3)
specific information (40
CFR 112.7). - command approval

- spill reporting procedures
- prespill planning for major potential spill areas
- spill containment and cleanup equipment/facilities
- oil spill contingency plan
- training procedures
- spill response exercises
- plan review and update procedures.

Verify that the SPOC plan contains: (IX2)(3)

- general information about the facility including:
- name
- type of function
- location of facility drainage patterns
- location maps
- name and title of designated coordinator
- inventory of all storage, handling, and transfer facilities that could

produce a significant spill. For each listing include:
- prediction of direction and rate of flow
- total quality of oil that could be spilled as a result of major

failure.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

traJ Hygiene Section (8) Training Activity
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COMMIANM CATIEGRY-
FETROLEUM, OIL, AND LUHUCANr (POL) MANAGEMENT

C(rters for D mame Confto and Preventiz

REXXTLAORY REVIEWER CEECKS.
RFEARENWNM

7-7. Each SPCC plan Verify that the SPOC plan has been reviewed at least once every 3 yr.
must be reviewed at least (IX2)(3)
once every 3 yr (40 CFR
112.5(b)). (NOTE: Facilities are exempt from the requirements outlined in 40 CFI

112 if:
- the facility, equipment, or operation is not subject to the jurisdic-

tion of the USEPA as follows:
-onshore and offshore facilities that, due to their location,

could not be reasonably expected to discharge oil into or
upon the navigable waters of the United States or adjoining
shorelines

- equipment or operations of vessels or transportation related
onshore and offshore facilities that are subject to the author-
ity of the DOT

- both of the following criteria are met,
- the underground buried storage capacity of the facility is

159,180 L (42,000 gal) or less of oil
- the storage capacity that is not buried at the facility is 5003 L

(1320 gal) of oil or less and no single container exceeds a
capacity of 2501 L (660 gal) (40 CM 112.1(d)(2).)

S7-8. The SPOC plan Verify that the plan was amended if there was a material change in facil-
must be reviewed and/or ity design, construction, operations, or maintenance that alters the poten-
amended under specific tial for an oil spill. (1)(2)(3)
circumstances (40 CFR
112.4 and 112.5(a)). Verify that the plan was sent to the USEPA for review if: (1)(2)(3)

- there was a discharge of more than 3790 L (1000 gal) into navig-
able waters in a single spill event

- oil was discharged in harmful quantities into navigable waters in
two reportable spill events within any 12-mo period.

Verify that the plan was amended and recertified by a professional
engineer. (1)(2)(3)

(NOTE: Facilities are exempt from the requirements outlined in 40 CFR
112 if:

- the facility, equipment, or operation is not subject to the jurisdic-
tion of the USEPA as follows:

- onshore and offshore facilities that, due to their location,
could not be reasonably expected to discharge oil into or
upon the navigable waters of the United States or adjoining
shorelines

- equipment or operations of vessels or transportation related
onshore and offshore facilities that are subject to the author-
ity of the DOT

- both of the following criteria are metz
- the underground buried storage capacity of the facility is

159,180 L (42,000 gal) or less of oil
- the storage capacity that is not buried at the facility is 5003 L

I (1320 gal) of oil or less and no single container exceeds a
capacity of 2501 L (660 gal) (40 CFR 112.1(d)(2).)

(1) Environmental Programn Manager (2) Facility SupervisorDirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

tnal Hygiene Section (8) Training Activity
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COMNIIANCE CATEGORY.
PETROLEUM, OIL, AND LUBRICANr (POL) MANAGEMEr

Cmzters for Dima Control and Prevend

REGLAIMRY REVIEWER CHECKKS

7-9. Each SPOC plan Verify that the SPOC plan has been certifed. (IX2)(3)
and any amendments
must be certified by a (NOTE: Facilities are exempt from the requirements outlined in 40 CFR
professional engineer and 112 if:
the plan and each amend- - the facility, equipment, or operation is not subject to the jurisdic-
ment must be prepared tion of the USEPA as follows:
according to sound - onshore and offshore facilities that, due to their location,
engineering practices (40 could not be reasonably expected to discharge oil into or
CFR 112.3(d) and upon the navigable waters of the United States or adjoining
112.5(c)). shorelines

- equipment or operations of vessels or transportation related
onshore and offshore facilities that are subject to the author-
ity of the DOT

- both of the following criteria are met:
- the underground buried storage capacity of the facility is

159,180 L (42,000 gal) or less of oil
- the storage capacity that is not buried at the facility is 5003 L

(1320 gal) of oil or less and no single container exceeds a
capacity of 2501 L (660 gal) (40 CFR 112.1(d)(2).)

7-10. A copy of the Verify that a copy of the SPCC is available at facilities that have person-
SPOC plan is required to nel onsite at least 8 h per day. (1)(2)(3)
be available at sites that
are normally have person- (NOTE: If personnel are not onsite for 8 h per day the plan may be kept
nel onsite at least 8 h per at the nearest field office and the plan should be made available to the
day, and where there is a Regional Administrator.)
potental for a discharge
40 CFR 112.3(e)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

trial Hygiene Section (8) Traning Activity
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COOMPLIANE CATEGORY:
FETROLEUM, OIL, AND LUBRUCANT (POL) MANAGEMENr

Cintra ftr Disemae Ckntrol and Prevenfim

REGOA1URY REVIEWER CHECKS

TRAIMN

7-11. All facility per- Verify that proper training has been conducted by reviewing training
sonnel involved with the records and interviewing the staff. (1)(2)(3)(8)
management and handling
of oil must take part in Verify that training addresses the procedures to follow when a spill
periodic training in spill occurs, such as: (1 (2)(3)(8)
prevention and response
(40 CFR 112.7(e)(10)). - notification

- containment
- safety practices.

(NOTE: Facilities are exempt from the requirements outlined in 40 CFR
112 if:

- the facility, equipment, or operation is not subject to the jurisdic-
tion of the USEPA as follows:

- onshore and offshore facilities that, due to their location,
could not be reasonably expected to discharge oil into or
upon the navigable waters of the United States or adjoining
shorelines

- equipment or operations of vessels or transportation related
onshore and offshore facilities that are subject to the author-
ity of the DOT

- both of the following criteria are met:
- the underground buried storage capacity of the facility is

159,180 L (42,000 gal) or less of oil
- the storage capacity that is not buried at the facility is 5003 L

(1320 gal) of oil or less and no single container exceeds a
capacity of 2501 L (660 gal) (40 CFR 112.1(d)(2).)

DISCHARGES)SPMLS

7-12. Discharges of oil Determine if the facility has had any discharges or oils. (1)(2)(3)
into or upon the navig-
able waters of the United (NOTE: Discharges of oil are defined as those that violate applicable
States or adjoining shore- water quality standards or cause a film or a sheen upon or discoloration
lines or intro or upon the of the surface of the water or adjoining shoreline or cause a sludge or
waters of the contiguous emulsion to be deposited beneath the surface of the water or upon adjoin-
zone or into areas that ing shores.)
may affect natural
resources belonging to, or Verify that the National Response Center (NRC) was notified as soon as
under the exclusive possible after discovery of a discharge as defined in the above NOTE.
management authority of (1)(2)(3)
the United States must be
reported (40 CFR 110.2 (NOTE: If direct reporting to the NRC is not practicable, reports may be
through 110.10). made to the Coast Guard or USEPA predesignated OSC.)

(NOTE: Discharges of oil from a properly functioning vessel engine are
not considered harmful but, discharges from vessel's bilge are not
allowed.)

_(NOTE: See definition "navigable waters.")

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indis-

trial Hygiene Section (8) Training Activity
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COILANCE CAIErORY:
PETROLEUM, OIL, AND LUEIUCANr (POL) MAN&GEMENr

Cters for Dises Control and Prevenhicim

REXXoLAIMY NEVIEWER CHECKS&
REQYnURM4E

7-13. Facilities awe not Verify that facilities do not add dispersants or emulsifiers to discharges.
allowed to add disper- (1X2)(3)
sants or emulsifiers to oil
to be discharged (40 CFR
110.8).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

trial Hygiene Section (8) IYBaning Activity
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COMHLIACIE CAIEG RY:
PETROLEUM, OIL, AND LU~EICANr (POL) MANAGEMElr

C(mtra for DisaCsoub- and Prevention

REULATORY REVIEWER CIECKS

STORAGE/
CONMTAI4ENr

7-14. Appropriate con- Determine if at onshore facilities one of the following preventive systems
tainment and/or diver- or an equivalent is used: (1)(2)(3)
sionary structures, and
cleanup equipment to - absorbent material
prevent discharged - sand bags/emporary curbing devices
petroleum products from - dikes, berms, or retaining walls sufficiently impervious to contain
reaching navigable water spilled oil
course are required to be - culverting gutters or other drainage system
readily available on the - weirs, booms, or other barriers
facility (40 CFR 112.7 - spill diversion ponds
(c)). - retention ponds.

Verify that at offshore facilities one of the following, or any equivalent,
is available: (1)(2)(3)

- curbing, drip pans

- sumps and collection systems.

(NOTE: See definition of "navigable water.")

(NOTE: Facilities are exempt from the requirements outlined in 40 CR
112 if:

- the facility, equipment, or operation is not subject to the jurisdic-
tion of the USEPA as follows:

-onshore and offshore facilities that, due to their location,
could not be reasonably expected to discharge oil into or
upon the navigable waters of the United States or adjoining
shorelines

- equipment or operations of vessels or transportation related
onshore and offshore facilities that are subject to the author-
ity of the DOT

- both of the following criteria are met
- the underground buried storage capacity of the facility is

159,180 L (42,000 gal) or less of oil
- the storage capacity that is not buried at the facility is 5003 L

(1320 gal) of oil or less and no single container exceeds a
capacity of 2501 L (660 gal) (40 CFR 112.1(d)(2).)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

tria Hygiene Section (8) Training Activity
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COMPLLANE CAIEGORY:
ETROLEUM, OIL, AND LUHICANur (POL) MANAGIEM

Caterm fo. Dimme Control and Prevextin

REPULAARY REVIEWER CIIECK&
REQUHUNIEN

USED OIL

7-15. Depending on the Determine which types of the used oils listed in Appendix 7-1 are gen-
constituents of the used erated at the facility. (1)(2X3)(5)
oil, (see Appendix 7-1),
facilities are required to Verify that used oil is handled according to its classification as one of the
handle used oil as a following: (1)(2)(3)(5)
hazardous waste or
according to specific used - a hazardous waste
oil requirements (40 CF1 - used oil that falls under the requirements of 40 CFR 279
279.10). - used oil that is not subject to the requirements of 40 CFR 279 and

neither is it a hazardous waste unless testing indicates it does con-
tain hazardous constituents.

USED OIL (NOTE: The requirements for used oil generators do not apply to the
GEPEJATORS following:

- household do-it-yourself (DIY) used oil generators
- vessels at sea or at port (in these cases generation occurs when it is

trazsported ashore)
- mixtures of used oil and diesel fuel mixed by the generators for

use in the generators own vehicles
- farmers who generate an average of 25 gal/mo or less of used oil

from vehicles or machinery used on the farm in a calendar year.)

(NOTE: In relation to used oil coming ashore from vessels, the owner or
operator of the vessel and the person removing or accepting used oil
from the vessel are co-generators of the used oil and are both responsible
for managing the waste as used oil once it is ashore.)

General

7-16. Used oil genera- Verify that when a release is detected the following is done: (1)(2)(3)
tors that detect a release
(other than a underground - the release is stopped
storage tank (USTI - the released used oil is contained
release) after the effective - the released used oil is cleaned up and properly managed
date of the authorized - any leaking used oil storage containers or tanks are repaired or
used oil program for the replaced prior to retibming them to service.
state in which the release
is located must meet
specific requirements (40
CFR 279.22(d)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

trial Hygiene Section (8) Training Activity
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COMPLIANCE CAIEGORY:
PT1OLEUM OEL, AND LUERICANN (POL) MANAEM•E4T

Centers for Diase Contro and Prevention

REULATORY REVIEWER QCECKSc
REWREMENM

7-17. Generators are Determine if the facility operates any used oil-fired space heaters.
allowed to bum used oil (IX2)(3)
in used oil-fired space
heaters if specific pararn- Verify that the following parameters are met (1)(2)(3)
eters are met (40 CFR
279.23). - the heater burns only used oil that the facility generates or used oil

received from household do-it-yourself used oil generators
- the heater is designed to have a maximum capacity of not more

than 0.5 million British thermal units (MBtu)/h
- the combustion gases from the heater are vented to the ambient air.

7-18. Except in specific Determine if the facility is transporting used oil or contracting the tran-
circumstances, used oil sportation of used oil. (1)(2)(3)
generators must ensure
that their used oil is tran- Verify that the transporter has a USEPA ID No. except when: (1)(2)(3)
sported only by transport-
ers who have a USEPA - the generator does not transport more than 55 gal at any time, the
ID No. (40 CFR 279.24). vehicle used is owned by the generator or an employee of the

generator, and the used oil is going to a used oil collection center
that is permitted

- the generator is transporting the used oil to an aggregation point
owned and/or operated by the same generator in a vehicle owned
by the generator or an employee and no more than 55 gal is tran-
sported

- the used oil is reclaimed under a contractual agreement and the
reclaimed oil is returned to the generator for use as lubricant, cut-
ting oil, or coolant and the contract (or tolling agreement) con-
tains the following:

- the type of used oil and frequency of shipments
- that the vehicle used for transportation is owned by the used oil

proce.sorfrefiner
- that reclaimed oil will be returned to the generator.

7-19. Used oil genera. Verify that the facility does not mix hazardous waste with used oil
tors are not allowed to unless: (1)(2)(3)
mix hazardous waste with
used oil unless specific - the resulting mixture does not exhibit any characteristics of hazar-
parameters are met (40 dous waste
CFR 279.21(a)). - the waste is hazardous solely because it exhibits the characteristic

of ignitability and is not a listed hazardous waste.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

trial Hygiene Section (8) Training Activity
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CX)MH.IANE CATEGORY:
PFEROLEUM, OIL, AND LUNICANr (POL) MANAGEMENr

Center for Dia Control and Prevention

REX1•UIATORY REVIEWER CIECKS
REXLURE7NENM

7-20. The label USE1) Verify that containers, aboveground storage tanks (ASTs)and fill pipes
OIL must be clearly used to transfer used oil ae clearly marked with the phrase USED)OIL.
marked on containers and (IX2)(3)
aboveground tanks used
to store used oil and fill
pipes used to transfer
used oil into underground
storage facilities (40 CFR
279.22(c)).

Containers and Tanks

7-21. Containers and Verify that containers and tanks are not leaking, bulging, rusting, dam-
tanks used to store used aged or dented. (1)(2)(3)
oil at used oil generators
must be in good condi- Verify that used oil is transferred to a new container or managed in
tion and not leaking (40 another appropriate manner when necessary. (1X2)(3)
GFR 264.171, 265.171,
and 279.22(a) through
279.22(b)).

7-22. Containers used at Verify that containers are compatible with used oil. (1)(2)(3)
used oil generators must
be made of or lined with
materials compatible with
the used oil stored in
them (40 CFR 264.172,
265.172, and 279.22(a)).

7-23. Containers at used Verify that containers are closed except when it is necessary to add or
oil generators must be remove used oil (check bungs and look for open funnels). (1)(2X3)
closed during storage and
handled in a safe manner Verify that handling and storage practices do not cause damage to the
(40 CFR 264.173, containers or cause them to leak. (1)(2)(3)
265.173, and 279.22(a)).

7-24. Containers of Inspect containers and storage areas to determine the following: (1)(2)(3)
used oil at used oil gen-
erators should be - containers are not st',red more than two high and have pallets
managed appropriately between them
(GMP). - at least 3 ft of aisle space is provided between rows of containers.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

tral Hygiene Section (8) Taining Activity
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY;
PETROLEUM, OUL, AMN LURIUCANT (POL) MANAGEMEYJ

Omxift ftr Dimsea Cxtroll and P!eventim

PJDULA1UoY REVIEWER CHECKSc
REQUIIREMEN1M

7-25. Secondary con- Verify that the following types of tanks used to store or treat used oil
tainment is required for have secondary Containmentz (1)(2)(3)
specific types of tank sys-
tems used to store or treat - all new tank systems or components
used oil at used oil gen- - existing tank systems of known documented age that are 15 yr of
erators (40 CFR age.
264.1 a, 264.190(b),
264.193(a:, 265.190(a), Verify that existing tank systems for which the age cannot be determined
265.190 b, 265.193(a , within 8 yr of 12 January 1987 and ar at a facility that is older than 7 yr
and 279.22(a)). old are provided with secondary containment by time the facility reaches

15 yr of age or 12 January 1989, whichever comes later. (1)(2)(3)

7-26. Secondary con- Verify that secondary containment meets the following criteria: (1)(2)(3)
tainment on tank systems
at used oil generators - it is designed, installed, and operated to prevent the migration of
must meet specific liquid out of the system
requirements (40 CFR - it is capable of detecting and collecting releases and accumulated
264.190(a), 264.193(b) liquids until removal is possible
through 264.193(d), - it is constructed of or lined with materials compatible with the
265.190(a), 265.193(b) used oil
through 265.193(d), and - it is placed on a foundation or base that can provide appropriate
279.22(a)). support and prevent failure due to settlement, compression, or

upset
- a leak-detection system is present that is designed and operated to

detect the failure of either the primary or secondary containment
structure or the release of any used oil within 24 h or the earliest
practicable time

- it is sloped or designed to drain and remove liquids from leaks,
spills, or precipitation.

Verify that spilled or leaked used oil are removed from secondary con-
tainment within 24 h or as timely as possible. (1)(2)(3)

Verify that secondary containment for tanks includes one or more of the
following: (1)(2)(3)

- a liner (external to the tank)
- a vault
- a double-walled tank
- an equivalent approved device.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

triaj Hygiene Section (8) Training Activity
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COMIPLIANC CA'IEGORY:
PM'ROLEUM, OIL, AND LU[IUCANr (POL) MANAGEMEWF

CGf. fn Dieamý U rol ad Preventicm

REULA1TORY REVIEWEl ECKSc

7-27. External liners, Verify that external liner systems meet the following requirements:
vaults and double-walled (IX2)(3)
tanks at used oil genera-
tors are required to meet - it is designed and operated so that 100 percent of the capacity of
specific standards (40 the largest tank within the boundary would be contained
CFR 264.190(a), 264.193 - it prevents run-on and infiltralion of precipitation into the secon-
(e), 265.190(a), 265.193 dary containment unless the collection system has sufficient capa
(e), and 279.22(a)). city to handle run-on or infiltration

- it is free of cracks or gaps
- it surrounds the tank completely and covers all surrounding earth

likely to come into contact with the used oil if there is a release
- capacity is sufficient to contain precipitation from a 25-yr, 24-h

rainfall event.

Verify that vault systems meet the following criteria: (1)(2X3)

- it will contain 100 percent of the capacity of the largest tank
within its boundary

- it prevents run-on and infiltration of precipitation unless there is
sufficient excess capacity

- it is constructed with chemical-resistant water stops at all joints
- it has an impermeable inturi'n coating that is compatible
- it has a means to protect against the formation of and ignition of

vapors within the vault if the waste is ignitable or reactive
- it has an exterior moisture barrier or otherwise operated to prevent

migration of moisture into the vault

Verify that double-walled tanks meet the following criteria: (1)(2)(3)

- it is designed as an integral structure so that any release is con-
tained by the outer shell

- it is protected from both corrosion of the primary tank and the
external surface of the outer shell if constructed of metal

- it has a built-in continuous leak detection system capable of detect-
ing a release within 24 h.

7-28. Tank ancillary Verify that ancillary equipment, except for the following, has secondary
equipment at used oil containmentz (1)(2)(3)
generators must also be
provided with secondary - aboveground piping that is visually inspected for leaks on a daily
containment (40 CFR basis
264.190(a), 264.193(f), - welded flanges, welded joints, and welded connections that are
265.190(a), 265.193(f), visually inspected for leaks on a daily basis
and 279.22(a)). - sealless or magnetic coupling pumps and sealless valves, that are

visually inspected for leaks on a daily basis
- pressurized above ground piping systems with automatic shutoff

valves that are visually inspected for leaks on a daily basis.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

trial Hygiene Section (8) TYaimng Activity
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COMIPLANCE CAIEGORY"
F ROLEUM, OIL, AND LUEEUCANr (POL) MANAGEME~ r

CQxtei fr Diseae Control and Prevenion

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REX"PJD_ __ _ _ __ _ _

7-29. Tank systems at Verify that tank systems without secondary containment meet the follow-
used oil generators that ing: (1)(2)(3)
are required to have
secondary containment - for nonenterable underground tanks a leak test is conducted annu-
that do not have secon- ally
dary containment must - for other than nonenterable underground tanks either a leak test is
meet specific require- done annually or the facility develops a schedule and procedure
ments (40 CFR for an assessment of the overall condition by an independent,
264.190(a), 264.191(a) qualified, registered professional engineer
through 264.191(c), -for ancillary equipment a leak test or other approved integrity
264.193(i), 265.190(a), assessment at least annually.
265.191(a) through
265.191(c), 265.193(i), Verify that the facility maintains a record of the results of testing and
and 279.22(a)). assessments. (1)(2)(3)

7-30. Used oil genera- Determin, if the used oil generator has any new tank systems. (1)(2)(3)
tors with new tank sys-
tems must submit to the Verify that when the tanks are installed they are handled so as to prevent
Regional Administrator a damage to the tank and any backfill material that is used is a noncorro-
written assessment review sive, porous, homogeneous substance. (1)(2)(3)
certified by an indepen-
dent, qualified, registered Verify thak th- tacility keeps on file the written assessments from the
professional engineer and individuals rc 1uir,,d to certify the tank and supervise the installation of
install the tank according the tank. (1)(2) ;3)
to specific standards (40
CF` 264.192, 265.192,
and 279.22(a)).

7-31. Tanks used for Verify that used oil is not placed in tanks if it could cause the tank sys-
used oil treatment or tem (including ancillary equipment, or containment system) to fail.
storage at used oil gen- (IX2)(3)
erators must follow cer-
tain operating require- Verify that appropriate measures are taken to prevent overfill, including:
ments (40 CFR 264.194, (1)(2)(3)
265.194, and 279.22(a)).

- spill prevention controls
- overfill prevention controls
- maintenance of sufficient freeboard to prevent overtopping by

wave, wind action, or precipitation for uncovered tanks.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

tnal Hygiene Section (8) Training Activity
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COfMPLIANE CATEGORY:
PETROLEUM, OIL, AND LUEIJCANr (POL) MANAGEMENT

Cxterm for Diaeme Ccsbd and irevention

REGSt'ATORY REVIEWER CHECK&

7-32. Tank systems at Verify that ignitable or reactive wastes are not placed in a tank system,
used oil generators must unless one of the foilowing is met (1)(2)(3)
comply with requirements
for ignitable, reactive, or - the waste is treated, rendered, or mixed before or immediately after
incompatible wastes (40 placement in the tank system so that it is no longer reactive or
CFl 264.198 264.199, ignitable and the minimum requirements for reactive and ignitable
265.198, 265.199, and wastes are met
279.22(a)). - the waste is treated or stored in such a way that it is protected

from any material or conditions that may cause the waste to ignite
or react

- the tank system is used solely for emergencies.

Verify that the minimum protective distances between waste management
areas and any public ways, streets, alleys, or an adjoining property line
that can be built upon as required in Tables 2-1 through 2-6 of the
National Fire Protection Association's (NFPA) Flarmmable and Combswti-
ble Liquids Code are maintained. (1)(2)(3)

Verify that incompatible waste, or incompatible wastes and materials, ame
not placed in the same tank system unless minimum safety requirements
are met. (1)(2)(3)

Verify that .sed oil is not placed in a tank system that has not been
decontaminated and that previously held an incompatible waste or
material unless minimum safety requirements are met. (1)(2)(3)

USED OIL (NOTE: These requirements concerning transportation and transfer of
"r1ANSIPRTATION used oil do not apply to the following:

- onsite transportation
- generators who transport shipments of used oil totaling 55 gal or

less from the generator to a used oil collection center
- generators who tiransport shipments of used oil totaling 55 gal or

less from the generator to a used oil aggregation point owned by
the generator

- transportation of used oil generated by household do-ityourselfers
the initial generator to a regulated generator, collection center,
aggregation point, processor/iefiner, or burner.)

7-33. Transporters who Verify that if used oil that is contaminated with hazardous waste is deter-
put used oil in a truck mined to be a hazardous waste, it is transported as a hazardous waste.
that has previously tran- (IX2)(3)
sported hazardous waste
without emptying and (NOTE: Facilities that transport used oil imported from abroad or
cleaning the truck are exported outside of the United States must meet these requirements while
required to transport and in the boundaries of the United States.)
handle the used oil as a
hazardous waste (40 CFl
279.40(b) through
279.40(c)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

trial Hygiene Section (8) Training Activity
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COMPLLHICE CAIEGORY:
PETROLEUM, OIL, AND LUEIUCANT (POL) MANAGEMENT

Cmters for Disease Couol and Preventbon

RE(GJLATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

7-34. Used oil tran- Verify that tanporters conduct only incidental processing oe~aluis
sporters can consolidate such as settling and water separation unless they also comply with the
or aggregate loads of requirements for processors and refiners. (1)(2X3)used oil (40 CFR 279.41).

7-35. Used oil tran- Verify that if the facility is transporting used oil, it has a USEPA ID No.
sporters are required to (1)(2)(3)
have a USEPA ID No.
(40 CFR 279.42).

7-36. Transporters must Verify that all used oil is delivered to: (1X2)(3)
meet specific require-
ments for deliveries and - another used oil transporter if the transporter has a USEPA ID No.
shipments of used oil (40 - a used oil processing/6-refining facilities with a USEPA ID No.
CFR 279.43(a) through - an off-specification used oil burner facility with a USEPA ID No.
279.43(b)). - an on-specification used oil burner facility.

Verify that DOT labeling, packaging, and placarding requirements are
met (1)(2)(3)

(1) En,-iroimentaJ Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorOirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) lndus-
tnal Hygiene Section (8) Training Activity
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COMLIANIA CAI3ORY:
ETIROLEUM, OIL, AND LURIUCANT (POL) MANAGEMEWr

Centers for Diseme Control and Pev'entic

EDGtLAIORY REVIEWER CHEK&
REQUIRDEME _ __ __ __

7-37. Transporters are Verify that if there is a discharge the following are done: (IX2)(3)
required to take specific
actions if there is a . notification of authorities (NRC)
discharge of used oil dur- - containment of the discharge
ing transportation (40 - submit a written report to the DOT
CFR 279.43(c)). - cleanup.

7-38. Transporters are Verify that the transporter determines the total halogen content of the
required to determine if used oil by one of the following methods: (1)(2)(3)
the total halogen content
of used oil being tran- - testing the used oil
sported or stored at a - applying knowledge of halogen content of the used oil in light of
transfer facility is above the materials or processes used.
or below 1000 ppm (40
CFR 279.44). Verify that records of analyses are kept for 3 yr. (1)(2)(3)

7-39. Used oil tran- Verify that the following records are kept for each shipment accepted for
sporters are required to transportz (1)(2)(3)
keep records for used oil
shipments and deliveries - name and address of the generator, transporter, or processorfre-
(40 CFR 279.46). refiner who provided the used oil for transport

- USEPA I) No.
- the quantity of oil accepted
- the day of acceptance
- signature of receipt,

Verify that the following records are kept for each delivery to another
used oil transporter, or to a used oil burner, processor/se-refiner, or dispo-
sal facility and for exporthmport activities: (1)(2)(3)

- the name and address of the receiving facility or transporter
- the USEPA ID No. of the receiving facility or transporter
- the quantity of used oil delivered
- the date of delivery
- the signature, dated upon receipt of the used oil, of a representative

of the receiving facility or transporter.

Verify that records are maintained for 3 yr. (IX2)(3)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilites Operations Branch (5) Indus-

trial Hygiene Section (8) Training Activity
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COMPLIANCE CAIEGORY:
PE'IROLEUM, OIL, AND LUERCANT (POL) MANAGEMEr

Centers for Disease Coutrol and Prevention

RE(GJLA1UY REVIEWER CITECK&c
REQARENWN1M

USED OIL BURES

7-40. Offi-specification Determine if the facility burns use oil fuel for the purpose of energy
used oil fuel may be recovery. (1)(2)(3)
burned for energy
recovery in industrial fur, Verify that off-specification used oil fuel is only burned for energy
naces and boilers (40 recovery in one of the following: (1)(2X3)CFR 279.12(c), 279.60(a),
and 279.61(a)). - an industrial furnace- a boiler that is identified as one of the following:

- industrial boilers that are located on the sito- of a facility engaged
in a manufacturing process where substances are transformed into
new products by mechanical or chemical processes

- utility boilers used to produce electric power steam, heated or
cooled air, or other gases or fluids for sale

- used oil-fired space heaters
- hazardous waste incinerators.

(NOTE: The following are exempt from meeting these requirements:
- the burning of used oil by a generator in an onsite space heater
- the burning of used oil by a processor/re-refiner for purposes of

* processing.)

7-41. Used oil burners Verify that the facility has a USEPA ID No. (1)(2)(3)
are required to have a
USEPA ID No. (40 CFR (NOTE: The following are exempt from meeting these requirements:
279.60(a) and 279.62). - the burning of used oil by a generator in an onsite space heater

- the burning of used oil by a processor/re-refiner for purposes of
processing.)

7-42. Used oil burners Verify that the used oil is either tested or the used oil burner applies their
are required to determine knowledge of the halogen content of the used oil in light of the materials
if used oil is a hazardom or processes used, or using information from another source. (1)(2)(3)
waste (40 CFR 279.60(a)
and 279.63). Verify that copies of analyses are maintained for 3 yr. (1)(2)(3)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

trial Hygiene Section (8) Training Activity
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COMNPLIA CAlEORY:
PEnROLEUM, OIL, AND LUHNUCANT (POL) MANAGE•4ENI

Cextea for Daý Cbntrol and Prevemntic

REGULATInY REVIEWER CIECKSc

7-43. Used oil burners Verify that the tanks and containers at used oil burners meet the require-
are required to store used ments outlined in the checklist section titled USED OIL GENERATORS
oil in tanks and con- - Containers and Tanks. (1)(2)(3)
tainers that meet specific
requirements (40 CFR Verify that containers and ASTs used to store used oil have secondary
279."0(a) and 279.64(a) containment that meets the following minimum requirements: (1)(2)(3)through 279.64(f)).

- dikes, berms, or retaining walls
- a floor that covers the entire area within the dikes, bernm, or

retaining walls
- the system is impervious.

Verify that containers and ASTs are labeled with the phrase USED OIL.
(IX2)(3)

Verify that fill pipes used to transfer used oil into underground storage
tanks at used oil burners are labeled USED OIL. (1)(2)(3)

(NOTE: The following are exempt from meeting these requirements:
- the burning of used oil by a generator in an onsite space heater
- the burning of used oil by a processor/re-refiner for purposes of

processing.)

7-44. Specific steps Verify that the following steps are taken: (1)(2)(3)
must be followed in
response to a release at a - the release is stopped
used oil burner facility - the release is contained
(40 CFR 279.60(a) and - the release is cleaned up and properly managed
279.64(g)). - necessary repairs and replacements are done.

(NOTE: The following are exempt from meeting these requirements:
- the burning of used oil by a generator in an onsite space heater
- the burning of used oil by a processor/ie-refiner for purposes of

processing.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

trial Hygiene Section (8) TIarning Activity
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COMPLIANCE CATE-GORY:

FE-ROLUM•, OIL, AND LUEPUCANr (POL) MANAGEMENr
Cnters for Dwiess Controi and N enion

RETULAIMY REVIEWER CUECK&
REW~RIEWNM___ ___

7-45. Used oil burners Verify that some form of records are kept that documents the following:
are required to keep a (1)(2)(3)
record of each used oil
shipment accepted for - the name and address of the transporter who delivered the used oil
burning (40 CFR - the name and address of the generator or processor or re-refiner
279.60(a) and 279.65). from whom the used oil was sent to the burner

- the USEPA ID No. of the transporter or if applicable the generator
or processor/re-refiner

- the quantity of used oil accepted
- the date of acceptance.

Verify that records are maintained for at least 3 yr. (1)(2)(3)

(NOTE: The following are exempt from meeting these requirements:
- the burning of used oil by a generator in an onsite space heater
- the burning of used oil by a processorjfe-refiner for purposes of

processing.)

7-46. Before a burner Verify that the burner issued a notice to the USEPA stating the location
can accept the first ship- and description of the activity and certifying that the used oil will only.ment of off-specification be burned in an industrial furnace or boiler. (I)(2)(3)
used oil fuel from a gen-
erator, transporter, or Verify that the certification is maintained for 3 yr from the date of the
processor/re-refiner, the last shipment received. (1)(2)(3)
burner must provide a
one-time written notice (NOTE: The following are exempt from meeting these requirements:
(40 CFR 279.60(a) and - the burning of used oil by a generator in an onsite space heater
279.66). - the burning of used oil by a processor/re-refiner for purposes of

processing.)

USED OIL
DUST SUPPRESSION

7-47. Used oil cannot Verify that used oil is not used for dust suppression at the facility.
be used for dust suppres- (I)(921(3)
sion unless allowed by
the state (40 CFR
279.82).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (5) Indus-

trial Hygiene Section (8) Training Activity
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Appendix 7-1

Used Oil Classifications
(40 CFR 279.10 and 279.11)

Used Oils Which Are Required to be Handled According to the Requreznts in
40 CMR 279 (40 CMR 279.10(b)(2X*1ii), 279.10(b)(2)(iii), 279-10(b)(3), 279.10(cX2),
279.10(d), 279.10(e)(2), and 279.10()).

1. Used oil containing more than 1000 ppm of total halogens when the generator has demon-
strated that the used oil does not contain hazardous waste.

2. Used metalworking oils/fluids containing chlorinated paraffins when they are re..ycled or
disposed of and the generator has demonstrated that the used oil does not contain hazardous
waste.

3. Used oils contaminated with CFCs that have been mixed with used oil from sources other than
refrigeration units and the generator has demonstrated that the used oil does not contain hazar-
dous waste.

4. Materials produced from used oil that are burned for energy recovery.

5. Mixtures of used oil and hazardous waste if the resultant mixture does not exhibit any charac-
teristics of hazardous waste.

0 6. Mixtures of used oil and a waste that is hazardous solely because it exhibits the characteristic
of ignitability and is not a listed waste.

7. Mixtures of used oil and conditionally exempt small quantity generator hazardous waste.

8. Mixtures of used oil and fuels or other fuel products except those marked onsite by the genera-
tor for use in the generators own vehicles if the used oil and the diesel fuel have been mixed.

9. Used oil burned for energy recovery and any fuel produced from used oil that exceeds the fol-
lowing allowable limits:

Arsenic 5 ppm maximum
Cadmium 2 ppm maximum
Chromium 10 ppm maximum
Lead 100 ipm maximum
Flash Point 100 LT minimum
Total halogens 4,000 ppm maximum.

10. Materials containing or otherwise contaminated with used oil that are burned for energy recovery.

11. Used oil drained or removed from materials containing or otherwise contaminated with used oil.

12. Used oil at marketers or burners with any quantifiable level of PcBs (the standards in 40 CFR
761.20(a) must also be met for this type of oil).

0
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- 7-1 (cm~mwd)

Used Oil that is Required to be Handled as a Hazardous Waste (40 CFR 279.10(b)).

1. Mixtures of used oil and listed hazardous waste.

2. Used oil containing more than 1000 ppm total halogens.

3. Used metalworking oils/fluids containing chlorinated paraffins if processed through a tolling agreement,

4. Used oil contaminated with CFCs removed from refrigeration units where the CFCs are destined for
reclamation.

5. Mixtures of used oil and hazardous waste if the resultant mixture exhibits characteristics of a hazardous
waste.

Used Oil that is not Subject to the Requirements of 40 CFR 279, Nor is
it to be Handled as a Hazardous Waste Unless Testing Indicates Hazardous
Constituents (40 CFR 279.10(c)(1), 279.10(d)(2), 279.10(e)(1),
279.10(e)(3), 279.10(e)(4), and 279.10(o through 279.10(i)).

1. Mixtures of used oil and diesel fuel mixed onsite by the generator of the used oil for use in the
generator's own vehicles.

2. Materials that are reclaimed from used oil that ate used beneficially and are not burned for energy
recovery or used in a manner constituting disposal.

3. Materials derived from used oil that are disposed of or used in a manner constituting disposal.

4. Used oil re-refining distillation bottoms that are used as feedstock to manufacture asphalt products.

5. Wastewater discharges with de rnnimia quantities of used oil.

6. Used oil within a crude oil or natural gas pipeline.

7. Used oil on vessels.

8. Materials containing or otherwise contaminated with used oil from which the used oil has
been properly drained or removed so that no signs of visible free-flowing remains.
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SECfON8

SOLID WASIE MANAGEZAENr

A. Applicability

This section addresses the collection, storage, and disposal of solid waste at
CDC facilities.

Solid waste is considered to be nonhazardous trash, rubbish, garbage, bulky
wastes, liquids or sludges generated by any facility's operations and activities.
The handling and disposal of asbestos waste materials are addressed in Special
Pollutants Management.

Recycling and resource recovery activities are also included in this section
because they are considered a form of solid waste management

Minimum solid waste management regulations have been established at the
Federal level. However, state and local governments are responsible for
managing and enforcing their solid waste management programs. The checklist
items in this protocol represent the minimum Federal standards. Since some of
these standards may differ from state standards, a previsit analysis of specific
state wid local solid waste regulations is required to conduct a thorough review
of this area.

R Federal Legislation

e Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976, as amended. This is
the Federal law that governs the disposal of solid waste. Subtitle D of this Act,
i.e., State or Regional Solid Waste Plans, as last amended in November 1984,
Public Law (FP) 98-616, 42 U.S. Code (USC) 6941-6949a, establishes Federal
standards and requirements for state and regional authorities respecting solid
waste disposal.

The objectives of this subtitle are to assist in developing and encouraging
methods for the disposal of solid waste that are environmentally sound and that
maximize the utilitzation of valuable resources recoverable from solid waste.
These objectives are to be achieved through Federal technical and financial
assistance to states and regional authorities for comprehensive planning (42
USC 6941).
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" The Solid Waste Disposal Act (Si4DA) of 1965, as amended. This Act requires
that Federal facilities comply with all Federal, state, interstate, and local
requirements concerning the disposal and management of solid wastes. These
requirements include permitting, licensing, and reporting. 40 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) 240 regulates incinerators processing a minimum of 50
tons/day. 40 CFR 241 covers the land disposal of solid wastes. 40 CFR 243
addresses the requirements for the storage and collection of solid waste materi-
als. 40 CFR 244, 245, and 246 deal with beverage containers, resource
recovery, and source separation, respectively.

" The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 are the most recent addi-
tion to the bank of Federal laws regulating the disposal of solid wastes. These
Amendments added a number of previously unlisted materials to the growing
list of materiais defined as hazardous. Some of these included chlorinated
dioxins and dibenzofurans, solvents, refining wastes, chlorinated aromatics,
lithium batteries, paint production wastes, and a large number of similar com-
pounds and waste materials.

C. State/Local Requirements

The Federal government sets minimum national standards for municipal solid
waste disposal in 40 CFR 258, but state and local governments are responsible
for implementing and enforcing waste programs. States are required to develop
their own programs based on the Federal regulations. Most states and munici-
palities have already developed their own regulations governing the permitting,
licensing, and operations of landfills, incinerators, and source
separation/recycling programs.

States are required to incorporate revised criteria for municipal solid waste
landfills (MSWLFs) into their permit programs and to gain approval from the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). States that apply for and
receive USEPA approval of their programs have the opportunity to provide
significant flexibility in implementing the regulations. This flexibility allows
states to take local conditions into account and gives them the authority to alter
some of the requirements. Evaluators will need to determine if a state has been
granted approval for the 40 CFR 258 Program in order to accurately assess an
installation's compliance with the criteria.

Many states have also instigated categories of special wastes that cannot be
placed in landfills or dumps, or may only be disposed of under specific cir-
cumstances.
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.D. CDC Regulatior4Requirerents

e This section includes a description of the environmental regulations, policies,
and requirements of the CDC. At this time, the CDC has not issued environ-
mental regulations for its components.

E. ey Cormpliance RequirerrentB

e Permits and Licenses for Landfills - CDC facilities must obtain applicable state
or local permits and licenses for the site location and operation of landfills.

e Waste Source Separation and Recycling - CDC facilities are required to comply
with state and local regulations and requirements governing the separation of
wastes into residual value and the recycling of those materials.

e Use of Properly Permitted Offsite Landfills - CDC facilities have the responsibil-
ity for the proper disposal of solid waste generated by CDC operations. This
responsibility includes assurance that offsite landfills that receive CDC solid
wastes are licensed and operated in compliance with the conditions of those
permits.

F. Responsibility for Compliance

e Sanitation Maintenance (Facilities Operations Branch) - responsible for the
disposal of solid waste. No CDC facility runs its own solid waste collection
system; contracted firms come to the facility and collect the waste for disposal.

G. Key Cormpliance Definitions

* Aquifer - a geological formation, group of formations, or a portion of a forma-
tion capable of yielding significant quantities of ground water to wells or
springs (40 CFR 258.2).

e Blood - human blood, human blood components, and products made from
human blood (29 CFR 1910.1030(a)).

e Bottom Ash - the solid material that remains on a hearth or falls off the grate
after thermal processing is complete (40 CFR 240.101(b)).
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"* Bulky Wastes - large items of solid waste such as household appliances, furni-
tUre, large auto parts, trees, branches, stumps, and other oversize wastes whose
size precludes or complicates their handling by normal solid waste collection,
processing, or disposal methods (40 CFR 243.101).

" Collection - the act of removing solid waste (or materials that have been
separated for the purpose of recycling) from a central storage point (40 CFR
243.101).

"* Commercial Solid Waste - all types of solid waste generated by stores, offices,
restaurants, warehouses, and other nonmanufacturing activities, excluding
residential and industrial wastes (40 CFR 243.101).

"* Construction and Demolition Wastes - the waste building materials, packaging
and rubble resulting from the construction, renovation, repair, and demolition
operation on pavements, houses, commercial buildings, and other structures (40
CFR 243.101).

"* Contaminated - the presences of the reasonably anticipated presence of blood or
other potentially infectious materials on an item or surface (29 CFR
1910.1030(a)).

"* Contaminated Sharps - any contaminated object that can penetrate the skin,
including but not limited to, needles, scalpels, broken glass, broken capillary
tubes, and exposed ends of dental wires (29 CFR 1910.1030(a)).

* Corrugated Container Waste - discarded corrugated boxes (40 CFR 246.101).

* Decontamination - the use of physical or chemical means to remove, inactivate,
or destroy bloodborne pathogens on a surface or item to the point where they
are no longer capable of transmitting infectious particles and the surface of item
is rendered safe for handling, use, or disposal (29 CFR 1910.1030(a)).

"* Fly Ash - suspended particles, charred paper, dust, soot, and other partially oxi-
dized matter carried in the products of combustion (40 CFR 240.101).

"* Food Waste - the organic residues generated by the handling, storage, sale,
preparation, cooking, and serving of foods; commonly called garbage (40 CFR
243.101).
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"" Garbage - in relation to solid waste coming from outside the continental United
States, it is all waste material derived in whole or in part from fruits, veget-
ables, meats, or other plant or animal material, and other refuse of any charac-
ter whatsoever that has been associated with any such material on board any
means of conveyance, and including food scraps, table refuse, galley refuse,
food wrappers, or packaging materials, and other water materials from stores,
food preparation areas, passengers; or crews quarters, dining rooms, or any
other areas or means of conveyance. It also means meals and other food that
were available for consumption by passengers and crew on an aircraft but were
not consumed (7 CFR 330.400(b)).

"* Good Management Practice (GMW) - practices that, although not mandated by
law, are encouraged to promote safe operating procedures.

"* Groundwater - water present in the unsaturated zone of an aquifer (40 CFR
241.101).

"* High-grade Paper - letterhead, dry copy papers, miscellaneous business forms,
stationary, typing paper, tablet sheets, and computer printout paper and cards,
commonly sold as white ledger, computer printout, and tab card grades by the
wastepaper industry (40 CFR 246.101).

e Household Waste - any solid waste, (inclucLng garbage, trash, and sanitary waste
in septic tanks) derived from households (including single and multiple
residences, hotels and motels, bunkhouses, ranger stations, crew quarters, camp-
grounds, picnic grounds, and day-use-recreation areas) (40 CFR 258.2).

"* Industrial Solid Waste - the solid waste generated by industrial processes and
manufacturing that is not a hazardous waste (40 CFR 243.101).

"* Infectious Waste -
1. equipment, instruments, utensils, and fomites of a disposable nature from

the rooms of patients who are suspected to have or have been diagnosed
as having a communicable disease and must, therefore, be isolated as
required by public health agencies

2. laboratory wastes such as pathological specimens and disposable fomites
(any substance that may harbor or transmit pathological organisms)

3. surgical operating room pathological specimens and disposable fomites
attendant thereto, and similar disposable materials from outpatient areas
and emergency rooms (40 CFR 240.101).

"* Institutional Solid Waste - solid wastes generated by educational, health care,
correctional and other institutional facilities (40 CFR 243.101).
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"* Medical/Pathological Wastes - any solid waste that is generated in the diagnosis,
treatment, or immunization of human beings or animals, in research pertaining
thereto, or in the production or testing of biologicals. This does not include
hazardous waste or household waste (40 CFR 259.10).

"* Open Burning - burning of solid wastes in the open, such as in an open dump
(40 CFR 240.101(r)).

"* Open Dump - a land disposal site at which solid wastes are disposed of in a
manner that does not protect the environment, are susceptible to open burning,
and are exposed to the elements, vectors, and scavengers (40 CFR 240.101).

"* Recoverable Resource - materials that still have useful physical, chemical, or
biological properties after serving their original purpose and can, therefore, be
reused or recycled for the same or other purposes (40 CFR 245.101).

"* Recycled Material - a material that is utilized in place of a primary, raw, or vir-
gin material in manufacturing a product (40 CFR 245.101).

"* Recycling - the process by which recovered materials are transformed into new
products (40 CFR 245.101).

"* Regulated Wastes - liquid or semi-liquid blood or other potentially infectious
materials, contaminated items that would release blood or other potentially
infectious materials in a liquid or semi-liquid state if compressed; items that are
caked with dried blood or other potentially infectious materials and are capable
of releasing these materials during handling, contaminated sharps, and patholog-
ical and microbiological wastes containing blood or other potentially infectious
materials (29 CFR 1910.1030(a)).

"* Separate Collection - collection of recyclable materials that have been separated
at the point of generation and keeping those materials separated from other col-
lected solid waste in separate compartments of a single collection vehicle or
through the use of separate collection vehicles (40 CFR 246.101).

"* Solid Waste - garbage, refuse, sludge, and other discarded solid materials result-
ing from industrial and commercial operations and from community activities.
It does not include solids or dissolved materials in domestic sewae or other
significant pollutants in water resources (40 CFR 240.101).

"* Source Separation - the setting aside of recyclable materials at their point of
generation by the generator (40 CFR 246.101).

"* Special Wastes - nonhazardous solid wastes requiring handling other than that
normally used for municipal solid wastes (40 CFR 240.101).
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"" Universal Precautions - an approach to infection control. According to the con-
cept of Universal Precautions, all human blood and certain human body human
blood and certain human body fluids are treated as if known to be infectious for
H1V, HBV, and other bloodborne pathogens (29 CFR 1910.1030(a)).

"* Vector - a carrier, usually an arthropod, capaole of transmitting a pathogen from
one organism to another (40 CFR 240.202).
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SOLID WASTE MANA02VUNT PROIDOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TIO
WOPRKSHEET CONTACT THESE
ITEPMS: RSON OR GROUPS:(&)

All Facilities 8-1 through 8-4 (1)(2)

StorageyCollection 8-5 through 8-12 (1)(2)(5)(10)(17)

Recycling 8-13 through 8-15 (1)(2)(17)

Medical Waste 8-16 through 8-21 (1)(2)(9)(10)(17)

(&)CONL4CTALOCAIION CODF~A

(I) Environmental Program Manager
(2) Facility Supervisorpirector
(5) Industrial Hygiene Section
(9) Medical Services

(10) Biosafety Branch
(17) Sanitation Maintenance Section (Facilities Operations Branch)
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SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENr

Records to Review

"* Record of current nonhazardous solid waste management practices
"* Records of operational history of all active and inactive Treatnent Storage Disposal Facilities

(ISDFs)
"* State and Federal inspection reports
"* Environmental monitoring procedures or plans
"* Records of resource recovery practices, including the sale of materials for the purpose of

recycling
"* Solid waste removal contracts and inspection records

Pbysical Featres to Inspect

"* Resource recovery facilities
"* Incineration and land disposal facilities (active and inactive)
"* Areas where nonhazardous waste is disposed of
"* Construction debris areas
"* Waste receptacles
"* Solid waste vehicle storage and washing areas
"* Compost Facilities

FPople to Inerview

"* Environmental Program Manager
"* Facility Supervisor/Director
"* Industrial Hygiene Section
"* Medical Services
"* Biosafety Branch
"* Sanitation Maintenance Section (Facilities Operations Branch)
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COMPILIACE CAlEGORY:
SOLID WASTE MANACa2*MU

CnAr.r forr Daem Clorol and Preventio

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKSc
REQLWREM

ALL FACILIMIES

8-1. Determine actions Determine if noncompliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since previous copy of the previous report. (1)
review of solid waste
management (OM).

8-2. Copies of all Verify that copies of the following regulations are available and kept
relevant Federal, CDC, current, as needed: (1)(2)
state, and local regula-
tions and guidance docu- - 7 CFR 330, Federal Plant Pest Regulations, General, Plant Pests,
ments on solid waste Soil, Stone and Quarry Products, Garbage.
management should be - 29 CFR 1910.1030, Bloodborne Pathogens.
available at the facility - 40 CFR 243, Guidelines for the Storage and Collection of Residen-
(GMP). tial, Coinareial, and Institutional Solid Waste.

- Executive Order (EO) 12088, Federal Compliance Wth Pollution
Control Standards.

(NOTE: A consolidated listing of approved test methods should also be
maintained at the facility:

-Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chernieal
Methods, USEPA Publication SW-846, Document No. PB87-120-
291.)

8-3. Facilities are Verify that the facility is abiding by state and local solid waste require-
required to abide by state ments. (1)(2)
and local solid waste
regulations (EO 12088, Verify that the facility is operating according to permits issued by the
Section 1-1). state or local agencies. (1)(2)

(NOTE: Issues typically regulated by state and local agencies include:
- license or permit requirements for existing onsite landfills
- requirements for filing a closure plan for onsite landfills specifying

monitoring and inspection procedures
- design and operation specifications for solid waste receptacles
- disposal of sol' waste off site only at licensed or permitted facili-

ties
- design and policy procedures of thermal processing of solid waste
- analysis for hazardous properties of ash residues and sludge from

air pollution control devices at coal-fired facility heating plant
operations before sale or disposal

- handling and disposal of medical, pathological, and infectious
waste

- recycling requirements
- disposal of household wastes
- yard waste
- used tires.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (9) Medical

Services (10) Biosalety Branch (17) Sanitation Mainienance Section (Facilities Operations Branch)
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COMML1ANIE CATEGORY:
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

CbtAM fAN Dium Coib-ol and Prevention

REGLYLA1URY REVIEWER CBECKSc
REQA R E M E1F____

8-4. Facilities will meet Determine if any new regulations concerning solid waste have been
regulatory requirements issued since the finalization of the manual. (1)(2)
issued since the finaliza-
tion of the manual (A Verify that the facility is in compliance with newly issued regulations.
finding under this check- (IX2)
list item will have the
citation of the new regu-
lation as a basis of
finding).

STORAGE/
COLLECTION

8-5. Facilities are (NO(IE: Federal agencies that have decided not to adopt the require-
required to store all solid r -nts contained in 40 CFR 243 are required to provide a report of the
wastes and materials analysis and rationale used.)
separated for recycling
according to specific Verify that all solid wastes are stored so as not cause a fire, health or
guidelines (40 CFR safety hazard. (IX2)(17)
243.200-1). Verify that all solid waste containing food wastes are stored in covered

or closed containers that are nonabsorbent, leakproof, durable, easily
cleaned, and designed for safe handling. (1)(2)(17)

Verify that solid waste containers are of an adequate size and number to
contain all waste generated between collections. (1)(2)(17)

Verify that bulky wastes are stored so as not to create a nuisance and to
avoid the accumulation of solid waste and water in and arund the bulky
items. (IX2)(17)

Verify that reusable containers are capable of being serviced without the
collector coming into contact with the waste. (1)(2)(17)

8-6. All facilities are Verify that collection system is operated safely. (IX2)(17)
required to operate their
collection systems in a
manner to protect the
health and safety of per-
sonnel associated with the
operation (40 CFR
243.201-1).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/irector (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (9) Medical

Services (10) Biosafety Branch (17) Sanitation Maintenance Section (Facilities Operations Branch)
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COMLIANICE CATEGORY:
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENr

Centers for Disease Contro and Preventim

REGULAIDRY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENT__ ___ __

8-7. Facilities are Verify that all vehicles used for the collection and transportation of of
required to maintain col- solid waste meet all applicable standards established by the Federal
lection equipment accord- Government including: (1)(2)(17)
ing to certain standards if
such equipment is con- - Motor Carrier Safety Standards (49 CFR 390 through 396)
sidered to be operating in - Noise Emission Standards for Motor Carriers Engaged in Inter-
interstate or foreign corn- state Conmmerce (40 CFR 2C2)
merce (40 CFR 243.202- - Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (49 CFR 500 through 580)
1(a)) (Federally owned collection equipment only).

8-8. All collection Verify that all vehicles used for collection and transportation of solid
equipment is required to wastes or materials separated for recycling are enclosed and have suitable
meet specific criteria (40 cover to prevent spillage. (1)(2)(17)
CFR 243.202-1(b) and
243.202-1(c)). Verify that equipment used in the compaction, collection, and transporta-

tion of solid waste or materials separated for recycling are constructed,
ojerated, and maintained adequately. (1)(2)(17)

Verify that the following types of equipment meet that standards esta-
blished by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI): (1)(2)(17)

- rear-loading compaction equipment
- side-loading compaction equipment
- front-loading compaction equipment
- tilt-frame equipment
- hoist-type equipment
- satellite vehicles
- special collection compaction equipment
- stationary compaction equipment.

8-9. All facilities are Verify that solid wastes that contain food w-stes are collected at a
required to collect solid minimum of once during each week. (1)(2)(17)
wastes or materials
separated for recycling Verify that bulky wastes are collected at a minimum of once every 3
according to a certain months (mo). (1)(2)(17)
schedule (40 CFR
243.203-1). Verify that all wastes are collected with sufficient frequency to inhibit the

propagation or attraction of vectors and the creation of nuisances.
(1)(2)(17)

8-10. Facilities are Verify that solid wastes or materials separated for recycling are collected
required to collect solid in a safe efficient manner. (1)(2)(17)
wastes in a safe, efficient
manner (40 CFR Verify that the collection vehicle operator immediately cleans up any
243.204-1). spillage caused by his/her operations. (1)(2)(t7)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industriai Hygiene Section (9) Medical

Services (10) Biosalety Branch (17) Sanitation Maintenance Section (Facilities Operations Branch)
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COMPLIANCE CA[EGRY:
SOLID WASIE MANAGEMEWr

Centers for MIemw Cbntro and Flr nm

REGJLATORY REVIEWERCHCK&
REQUIREMEM1s

8-11. Facility industrial Verify that receptacls were inspected by reviewing records and inter-
shop waste receptacles viewing personnel. (1)(2X5)(10)(17)
should be inspected quar-
terly to verify that hazar- Verify that corrective actions were taken where indicated.
dous wastes are not being (1)(2)(5X10)(17)
deposited (GMP).

Verify by a visual check that hazardous waste is not present in the solid
waste receptacles at shops. (1)(2)(5)(10)(17)

8-12. Facility personnel Verify that a program exists at the facility to keep personnel informed
should be periodically about proper waste disposal practices. (1)(2)(5)(10)(17)
informed about materials
that are prohibited from
disposal in solid waste
receptacles (GMP).

RECYCLING

8-13. Facilities should Verify that a solid waste reduction program exists. (IX2)
participate in any state or
local recycling programs Verify that recycling programs are in compliance with applicable state or
and reduce the volume local requirements. (1)(2)
of solid waste materials
at the source whenever Verify that reusable or marketable materials are collected at regular inter-
practical (GMP). vals. (1)(2)

8-14. Facilities with Determine if the facility has more than 100 office workers. (1)(2)
office facilities of more
than 100 office workers Verify that high-grade paper is separated at the source of generation.
are required to recover (1)(2)
high-grade paper (40 CFR
246.200-1). Verify that high-grade paper is separately collected. (1)(2)

Verify that high-grade paper is recycled. (1)(2)

8-15. Any facility gen- Determine if the facility generates 10 or more tons of waste corrugated
erating 10 or more tons containers per month. (1)(2)(17)
of waste corrugated con-
tainers per month are Verify that waste corrugated containers are collected separately.
required to segregate/ (IX2X17)
separately collect them
for recycling or alterna- Verify that waste corrugated containers are recycled or used as an alter-
tive energy use (40 CFR native energy resource. (1)(2)(17)
246.202-1).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (9) Medical

Services (10) Biosafety Branch (17) Sanitation Maintenance Section (Facilities Operations Branch)
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COOMNLLANCE CAIEGRY:
SOLID WASTE MANAGEME

Centers fr )ise1m Cxb-ol and Prevention

REGULAluftY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REUREME~ME~___

MEDICAL WASIE

8-16. Contaminated Verify that contaminated reusable sharps am placed in containers that
reusabe sharps are a:()(2)(9)(1)(17)
required to be placed in
containers that meet - puncture resistant
specific requirements as - labeled or color coded
soon as possible after use - leakproof on the sides and bottom.
until properly reprocessed
29 CFR 1910.1030(d) Verify that reusable sharps contaminated with blood or other potentially
2)(viii) and 1910.1030(d) infectious materials are not stored or processed in a manner that requires
4)(ii)(E)). employees to reach by hand into the containers. (IX2)(9)(10)(17)

8-17. Specimens of Verify that containers are: (1)(2)(9)(10)(17)
blood or other potentially
infectious material are - labeled and color coded
required to be placed in a - closed prior to being stored, transported or shipped.
container that prevents
leakage during collection, (NOTE: When the facility utilizes Universal Precautions in the handling
handling, processing, of all specimens, the labeling/color-coding of specimens is not necessary
storage, tranport, or ship- if the containers are recognizable as containing specimens.)
ping and specific labeling
and handling require- Verify that if outside contamination of the primary container occurs, it is
ments followed (29 CFR placed in a second container. (1)(2)(9)(10)(17)
1910.1030(d)(2)(xiii)).

Verify that if the specimens can puncture the primary container, the pri-
mary container is placed in a secondary container that is puncture resis-
tant. (1)(2)(9)(10)(17)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (9) Medical

Services (10) Biosafety Branch (17) Sanitation Maintenance Section (Facilities Operations Branch)
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COMPLIANCE CATIGORY:
SOLID WASTE MANAIGEMEW

Cmtier fc" Dmiease Ccolon and Prevention

REGXaLAIMY REVIEWER CHECKSr
REX"PAEN_ __ __ __ _

8-18. Contaminated Verify that contaminated sharps are placed in containers that are:
sharps are required to be (1X2)(9)(10)(17)
discarded immediately in
containers meeting sp- - closeable
cific requirements (29 - puncture resistant
CFR 1910.1030(d)(4)(iii) - leakproof on sides and bottoms
(A)). - labeled or color coded.

Verify that, during use, containers for contaminated sharps are:
(IX2)(9)(10)(17)

- easily accessible
- maintained upright throughout use
- replaced routinely and not allowed to overfill.

Verify that when the containers of contaminated sharps are being moved
from the area of use, the containers: (1)(2)(9)(10)(17)

- are closed
- placed in a secondary container if leakage is possible.

Verify that reusable containers are not opened, emptied, cleaned manu-
ally, or handled in any other manner that would expose employees to
risk. (1)(2)(9)(10)(17)

8-19. Regulated wastes Verify that regulated wastes are placed in containers that:
(see definitions) are (1)(2)(9)(10)(17)
required to be handled
and placed in containers - are closeable
that meet specific stan- - constructed to contain all contents and prevent leakage of fluids
dards (29 CFR 1910.1030 - labeled or color coded
(d)(4)(iii)(B)). - closed prior to removal.

(NOTE: Regulated wastes that have been decontaminated need not be
labeled or color coded.)

Verify that if outside contamination of the regulated waste occurs, it is
placed in a second container. (1)(2)(9)(10)(17)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorDirector (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (9) Medical

Services (10) Biosafety Branch (17) Sanitation Maintenance Section (Facilities Operations Branch)
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COMLIANCE CAEGORY:
SOLID WASIE MANAGEMENr

Centers for Disease Coafrol ad Prevention

REGULAIORY REVIDWR CIEGX&
REQUIREMNT& __ ____

8-20. All bins, pails, Verify that receptacles with the potential for contamination are regularly
cans, and similar recepta. inspected and decontaminated. (1)(2)(9X10)(17)
cles intended for reuse,
that have the likelihood
of becoming contam-
inated with blood or other
potentially infectious
materials are required to
be inspected and decon-
taminated on a regularly
scheduled basis (29 CFR
1910.1030(d)(4)(ii)(C)).

8-21. Labels affixed to Verify that the labels: (1)(2)(9)(10)(17)
containers of regulated
wastes, refrigerators and - include the biohazard symbol
freezers containing blood - are fluorescent orange or orange-red, or predominantly so, with
or other potentially infec- lettering and symbols in contrasting color
tious materials, and other - are affixed as closely as possible to the container to prevent loss or
containers used to store, removal.
transport, or ship blood or
other potentially infec- (NOME: Red bags or containers may be used as a substitute for labels.)
tious materials, must
meet specific standards (NOIE: The following are exempt from labeling requirements:
29 CFR 1910.1030(g) - containers of blood, blood components, or blood products that ar
1)(i)). labeled as to their contents and have been released for transfusion

or other clinical use
- individual containers of blood or other potentially infectious

materials that are placed in a labeled container during storage,
transport, shipment, or disposal.)

NOIE: Regulated waste that has been decontaminated need not be
abeled and color coded,)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (9) Medical

Services (10) Biosafety Branch (17) Sanitation Maintenance Section (Facilities Operations Branch)
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SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
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. (1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (9)
Medical Services (10) Biosafety Branch (17) Sanitation Maintenance Section (Facilities Operations
Branch)



Section 9

Special Pollutants Management

(Radon, Asbestos, PCBs and Noise)



SEMJON 9

SPECIAL POLLUTANIS MANAGE7 r

A. Applic" ty

This section applies to all CDC facilities. Currently this section contains
checklists for polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), asbestos, radon gas, and
environmental noise. PCBs and asbestos are regulated on the Federal level by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), though in some cases
states have also promulgated regulations.

The Special Pollutants Management section is used to determine the compli-
ance status of the management activities associated with:

- PCBs and in-service and out-of-service POB Items
- the removal of asbestos from buildings and its ultimate disposal
- testing for potential radon exposure
- limiting environmental noise.

eR Federal Leglation

This section contains information on four special pollutants: Asbestos, Noise,
PCBs, and Radon.

(NOTE: Additional pollutants may be added as the USEPA regulates other
specific pollutants.)

9 Noise Control Act of 1972. This Act, Public Law (PL) 92-574 (42 U.S. Code
(USC) 4901-4918), as amended:

1. establishes a means for effective coordination of Federal research
and activities in noise control

2. authorizes the establishment of Federal noise emission standards for
products distributed in commerce

3. provides information to the public respecting the noise emission and
noise reduction characteristics of such products.

i
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The following categories of products which produce noise are covered by the
Act-

1. Construction equipment
2. Transportation equipment (including recreational vehicles and related

equipment).
3. Any motor or engine (including any equipment of which an engine

or motor is an integral part).
4. Electrical or electronic equipment.

The following articles are not covered by the Act (42 USC 4902 (3)):

1. Aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers, or appliances.
2. Military weapons or equipment designed for combat use.
3. Rockets or equipment designed for research, or experimental or

developmental work to be performed by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA).

4. Any other machinery or equipment designed for use in experimental
work done by or for the Federal Government,

The manufacturer of a product is required to give notice to the prospective user
about the level of the noise the product emits, or its effectiveness in reducing
noise (42 USC 4907 (b)). Such notice may not be removed from the product
or its container (42 USC 4900 (4)). The manufacturer is prohibited to remove
or render ineffective any device or element of design incorporated into the pro-
duct to control noise (42 USC 4909 (2)).

"* 7he Toxic Substances Control Act (7SCA). This Act, as last amended in 1986,
15 USC 2601-2671, is the Federal legislation that deals with the control of
toxic substances. The Act consists of three subchapters, one of which regulates
the control of toxic substances, another that governs asbestos hazard emergency
response, and another that regulates indoor radon abatement

"• Toxic Substances (including PCBs)

The policy of the United States developed in TSCA on chemical substances is
as follows:

1. Adequate data should be developed with respect to the effect of
chemical substances and mixtures on health and the environment, and
the development of such data should be the responsibility of those
who manufacture and process such chemical substances and mixtures.
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2. Adequate authority should exist to regulate chemical substances and
mixtures that present an unreasonable risk of injury to health or the
envirownent, and to take action regarding chemical substances and
mixtures.

3. Authority over chemical substances and mixtures should be exercised
in such a manner as not to unduly impede, or create unnecessary
economic barriers to, technological innovation while fulfilling the
primary purpose of this Act to ensure that such innovation and com-
merce in chemical substances and mixtures do not present an unrea-
sonable risk of injury to health or the environment (15 USC 2601(b)).

Upon request by the USEPA, each Federal department and agency is authorized
to:

1. make its services, personnel, and facilities available (with or
without reimbursement) to the USEPA to assist the USEPA in the
administration of this Act

2. furnish the USEPA with such information, data, estimates, and
statistics, and allow the USEPA access to all information in its
possession as the USEPA may reasonably determine to be necessary
for the administration of this Act (15 USC 2625(a)).

e Asbestos

The purpose of the Act regarding asbestos hazard is to:

1. provide for the establishment of Federal regulations that require
inspection for asbestos-containing material (ACM) and implementation
of appropriate response actions with respect to ACM in the Nation's
schools in a safe and complete manner

2. mandate safe and complete periodic reinspection of school buildings
following response actions, where appropriate

3. require the USEPA to conduct a study to find out the extent of the
danger to human health posed by asbestos in public and commercial
buildings and the means necessary to respond to any such danger
(15 USC 2641(b)).

The Secretary of Defense, in cooperation with the USEPA, must, to the extent
feasible and consistent with the national security, take such action as may be
necessary to provide for the identification, inspection, and management (includ-
ing abatement) of asbestos in any building used by the Department of Defense
(DOD) as an overseas school for dependents of members of the Armed Forces.
Such identification, inspection, and management (including abatement) must,
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subject to the preceding sentence, be carried out in a manner comparable to the
manner in which a local educational agency is required to carry out such activi-
ties with respect to a school building under this Act (15 USC 2643(L)(2)).

e Radon

Thle national long-term goal of the United States with respect to radon levels in
building is that the air within buildings in the United States should be as free of
radon as the ambient air outside of buildings (15 USC 2661).

The head of each Federal Department or Agency that owns a Federal building
must conduct a study for the purpose of determining the extent of radon con-
tamnination in such buildings. Such study must include, in the case of a Federal
building using a nonpublic water source (such as a well or other groundwater),
radon contamination of the water. The study must be based on design criteria
specified by the USEPA.

The study must be completed and reported by the head of each Federal Depart-
ment or Agency to the USEPA no later than 1 June 1990 (15 USC
2669(a)(c)(e)).

The Hazardous Materials Transportation Act as amended in 1978 regulates the
transport of asbestos materials. The regulations are contained in 49 CFR 172-
177. In particular, 49 CFR 177 requires that asbestos must be loaded, handled,
and unloaded in a manner that will minimize occupational exposure to airborne
asbestos. Asbestos wastes that are transported for disposal at a landfill or other
disposal facility must meet all applicable requirements.

C. State/Local Requirernnts

"* Asbestos

Many state and local governments have enacted standards more stringent than
the Federal requirements concerning certification of asbestos workers and dispo-
sal of asbestos waste. If the facility is engaging in asbestos removal or dispo-
sal, contact the appropriate state and local agencies.

"* Noise

State, regional and local governmental agencies may develop zoning and plan-
ning ordinances that have the potential to effect Agency facilities and their
operations. As a general rule, states tend to treat environmental noise as a
source-specific pollutant whose emissions will be controlled by the locally
affected community.
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*PCBs

According to the general structure of Federal regulatory programs, any state
regulations must adopt the Federal regulations as a minimum set of require-
ments. In some cases, state regulations have been developed that regulate
PCBs more stringently than the Federal program. State PCB regulations may
provide additional regulatory requirements beyond the Federal program to
address a specific concern or sensitive activity in that state. State regulations
may supersede the Federal regulations in areas including the following:

"* PCBs may be regulated as a hazardous waste.
"* PCBs may be regulated to a lower concentration (i.e., regulated

PCBs in one state are defined to be materials and fluids that contain
PCBs at a concentration greater than 7 parts per million (ppm)).

"* Shipments of PCBs may require manifest documents.
"* Analysis may be required to quantify the PCB concentration in all

PCB Items.
"* Additional inspections of select PCB Items and specific disposal

requirements for PCBs and PCB Items may also be required.
"* Generators of PCBs and PCB Items may be required to obtain disposal

permits.

* *Radon

State and local governments may enact radon control standards.

D. CDC Reuations/equirements

e This section includes a description of the environmental regulations, policies,
and requirements of the CDC. At this time, the CDC has not issued environ-
mental regulations for its components.

L. Key Conpliance Requirements

9 PCBs

The Federal PCB regulations allow PCB equipment (transformers and capaci-
tors) that are in service to remain in service. While in service, they must be
labeled, inspected, and any leaks detected must be corrected. Once taken out of
service, PCB equipment can be stored for disposal for 1 year (yr) in a specially
designed storage area. PCB fluids must be disposed of by incineration in a spe-
cially licensed incinerator and PCB equipment (less the fluid) must be disposed
of in a specially licensed landfill.
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"* Asbestos

National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) regula-
tions apply to existing and new stationary sources. The regulations are based on
health effects and a strong reliance on technological capabilities. CDC Facilities
involved in the demolition or renovation of buildings that contain asbestos are
affected by these regulations. USEPA notification must be given if renovation
or demolition is planned. Facilities that are involved in these activities must
control the emissions that are caused by the removal of friable asbestos. Once
the asbestos has been removed it must be disposed of in accordance with the
Clean Air Act (CAA) and the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act. The
asbestos waste products must be disposed of in leak-proof containers with
proper hazard labeling.

"* Radon

SIJGGES'ID MITIGATION MIME FRAME

Radon Level (pico~uries~iter (pCIL)) Nfltgate:

Greater than 2001 1 mo or move the occupants
200-20' 6 mo
20-82 1-4 y?
&42 5 yr
4 or les' No action required

'Deternine by 90-day screen or a 1-yr rmesurerent in the case of Priority 2 and 3 sructuires.
2Annual average determinef! by 1-yr measurement. Screen!:g measurementa in this range

will not be used as the basis for initiating nitigation actions.
SDepending on the level of the measurement.

F. Responsibility for CoinpiLance

"* Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) - responsible for the mainte-
nance of all electrical equipment on CDC properties, including testing for the
presence of PCBs, and maintaining PCB records.

"* Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section) - responsible for the
asbestos program on CDC properties.

G. Key Cmnpliance Defidtlions

"* Adequately Wetted - sufficiently mixed or penetrated with liquid to prevent the
release of particulates (40 CFR 61.14).

"* Asbestos - substances composed of or derived from actinolite, amosite, antho-
phyllite, chrysotile, crocidolite, or tremolite (40 CFR 61.14).
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"" Asbestos-containing Waste Materials - means mill tailings or any waste that con-
tains commercial asbestos and is generated by a source subject to the provisions
of 40 CFR 141. This term also includes filters from control devices, friable
asbestos waste material, and bags or other similar packaging contaminated with
commercial asbestos. However, as applied to demolition and renovation opera-
tions, this term includes regulated ACM waste and materials contaminated with
asbestos including disposable equipment and clothing (40 CFR 61.141).

"* Asbestos Material - asbestos or any material containing asbestos (40 CFR
61.141).

"* Asbestos Waste from Control Devices - any waste material that contains asbestos
and is collected by a pollution control device (40 CFR 61.141).

"* Capacitor - a device for accumulating and holding a charge of electricity and
consisting of conducting surfaces separated by a dielectric. Types of capacitors
are as follows (40 CFR 761.3):

1. Small Capacitor - a capacitor that contains less than 1.36
kilograms (kg) (3 pounds (lb)) of dielectric fluid.

2. Large High-voltage Capacitor - a capacitor that contains 1.36
kg (3 lb) or more of dielectric fluid and that operates at 2000 volts
(V) (ac or de) or above.

3. Large Low-voltage Capacitor - a capacitor that contains 1.36
kg (3 lb) or more of dielectric fluid and that operates at 2000 V
(ac or dc).

" Category I Nonfriable ACM - asbestos-containing packing, gaskets, resilient
floor covering, and asphalt roofing products containing more than 1 percent
asbestos (40 CFR 61.141).

" Category II Nonfriable ACM - any material including Category I nonfriable
ACM containing more than one percent asbestos that, when dry, cannot be
crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder by hand pressure (40 CFR 61.141).

"* Chemical Waste Landfill - landfill at which protection against risk of injury to
health or the environment from mitigation of PCBs to land, water, or the atmo-
sphere is provided from PCBs and PCB Items deposited therein by locating
engineering, and operations, the landfill as req ired (40 CFR 761.3).

"* Commercial Asbestos - any material containing asbestos that is extracted from
ore and has value because of its asbestos content (40 CFR 61.141).
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* Commercial Storer of PCB Wadte - the owner or operator of each facility that is
subject to the PCB storage facility standards of 40 CFR 761.65, and who
engages in storage activities involving PCB waste generated by others, or PCB
waste that was removed while servicing the equipment owned by others and
brokered for disposal. The receipt of a fee or any other forms of compensation
for services is not necessary to qualify as a commercial storer of PCB waste. It
is sufficient under this definition that the facility stores PCB waste generated by
others or the facility removed the PCB waste while servicing equipment owned
by others. If a facility's storage of PCB waste at no time exceeds 1895 liters
(L) (500 gallons (gal)) of PCBs, the owner or operator is not required to seek
approval as a commercial storer of PCB waste (40 CFR 761.3).

"* Cutting - to penetrate with a sharp-edged instrument and includes sawing, but
does not include shearing, slicing, or punching (40 CFR 61.141).

* dBA - sound level in decibels, measured using the A-weighting network of a
sound level meter.

"* dBC - a sound level in decibels, measured using the C-weighting network of a
sound level meter

"* Decibel (dB) - sound is measured in decibels. The zero on the decibel scale is
based on the lowest sound level that a healthy, unimpaired human ear can hear.
Decibels are not linear, but representative points on a sharply rising (exponen-
tial) curve.

"* Demolition - the wrecking or taking out of any load-supporting structural
member of a facility together with any related handling operations or the inten-
tional burning of a facility (40 CFR 61.141).

"* Disposal - intentionally or accidentally to discard, throw away, or otherwise
complete or terminate the useful life of PCBs and PCB Items (40 CFR 761.3).

"* Double Wash/Rinse - a minimum requirement to cleanse solid surfaces (both
impervious and nonimpervious) two times with an appropriate solvent or other
material in which PCBs are at least 5 percent soluble (by weight) (40 CFR
761.123).

"* Emergency Renovation Operation - a renovation operation that was not planned
but results from a sudden, unexpected event that, if not immediately attended
to, presents a safety or public health hazard, is necessary to protect equipment
from damage or is necessary to avoid imposing an unreasonable financial bur-
den. This term includes operations necessitated by nonroutine failures of
equipment (40 CFR 61.141).
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"" Emergency Situations - for continuing use of a PCB transformer exists when (40
CFR 761.3):

1. neither a non-PCB transformer nor a non-PCB-contaminated trans-
former is currently in storage for reuse or readily available within
24 hours (h) for installation

2. immediate replacement is necessary to continue service for power
users.

"* Environmental Noise - noise sources that interferes with desired activities, or
cause annoyance. These desired activities include but are not limited to, sleep,
recreation, and speech. Environmental noise also is the outdoor noise environ-
ment consisting of the noise, including ambient noise, from all sources that
extends beyond the workplace. The noise environment of the workplace is not
considered environmental noise.

"* Facility Component - any part of any facility, including equipment (40 CFR
61.141).

"* Friable Asbestos Material - any material that contains more than 1 percent
asbestos by weight and can be crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder,
when dry, by hand pressure (40 CFR 61.141).

e Fugitive Source - any source of emissions not controlled by an air pollution con-
trol device (40 CFR 61.141).

"* Glove Bag - a sealed compartment with attached inner gloves used for the han-
dling of ACMs (40 CFR 61.141).

"* Good Management Practice (GMP) - practices that, although not mandated by
law, are encouraged to promote safe operating procedures.

"* High Concentration PCBs - PCBs that contain 500 ppm or greater PCBs, or
those materials that the USEPA requires to be assumed to contain 500 ppm or
greater PCBs in the absence of testing (40 CFR 761.123).

"* In or Near Commercial Buildings - within the interior of, on the roof of,
attached to the exterior wall of, in the parking area serving, or within 30 meters
(m) (98 feet (ft)) of a nonindustrial, nonsubstation building (40 CFR 761.3).

"* In Poor Condition - the binding of the materials is losing its integrity as indi-
cated by peeling, cracking, or crumbling of the material (40 CFR 61.141).
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"* Inactive Waste Disposal Site - any disposal site or portion of it where additional
asbestos-containing waste material will not be deposited and where the surface
is not disturbed by vehicular traffic (40 CFR 61.141).

"* Industrial Building - a building directly used in manufacturing or technically
productive enterprises (40 CFR 761.3).

"* Leak or Leaking - any instance in which a PCB article, PCB container, or PCB
equipment has any PCBs on any portion of its external surface (40 CFR 761.3).

"* Low Concentration PCBs - PCBs that are tested and found to contain less than
500 ppm PCBs or those PCB-containing materials that the USEPA requires to
be assumed to be at concentrations below 500 ppm (i.e., untested mineral oil
dielectric fluid) (40 CFR 761.123).

"* Mark - the descriptive name, instructions, cautions, or other information applied
to PCBs and PMB Items, or other objects subject to these regulations (40 CFR
761.3).

"* Marking - the marking of PCB Items and PM storage areas and transport vehi-
cles by means of applying a legible mark by painting, fixation of an adhesive
label, or by any other method that meets the requirements of these regulations
(40 CFR 761.3). i

"* Mineral Oil PCB 7Tansformers - any transformer originally designed to contain
mineral oil as the dielectric fluid and that has been tested and found to contain
500 ppm or greater PCBs (40 CFR 761.3).

"* Non-PCB Transformers - any transformer that contains less than 50 ppm PCB
except that any transformer that has been converted from a PCB transformer or
a PCB-contamninated transformer cannot be classified as a non-PCB transformer
until reclassification has occurred in accordance with the requirements of 40
CFR 761.30(a)(2)(v) (40 CFR 761.3).

"* Non-scheduled Renovation - a renovation operation necessitated by the routine
failure of equipment, that is expected to occur within a given period based on
past operating experience, but for which an exact date cannot be predicted (40
CFR 61.141).

"* Outside Air - the air outside buildings and structures, including but not limited
to, air under a bridge or an open ferry dock (40 CFR 61.141).

"* PCB or PCBs - an chemical substance that is limited to the biphenyl molecule
that has been chlorinated to varying degrees or any combination of substances
that contains such substance (40 CFR 761.3).
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" PCB Article - any manufactured article, other than a PCB container, that con-
tains PCBs and whose surface(s) has been in direct contact with PCBs. This
includes capacitors, transformers, electric motors, pumps, and pipes (40 CFR
761.3).

" PCB Article Container - any package, can, bottle, bag, barrel, drum, tank, or
other device used to contain PCB articles or PCB equipment, and whose
surface(s) has not been in direct contact with PCBs (40 CFR 761.3).

"* PCB-Contamninated Electrical Equipment - any electrical equipment, including
but not limited to transformers, capacitors, circuit breakers, reclosers, voltage,
regulators, switches, electromagnets, and cable, that contain 50 ppm or greater
PCB, but less than 500 ppm PCB (40 CFR 761.3).

"* PCB Equipment - any manufactured item, other than a PCB container or a PCB
article container, that contains a PCB article or other PCB equipment, and
includes microwave ovens, electronic equipment, and fluorescent light ballasts
and fixtures (40 CFR 761.3).

"* PCB Item - any PCB Article, PCB Article Container, PCB Container, or PCB
Equipment, that deliberately or unintentionally contains or has as a part of it
any PCB or PCBs (40 CFR 761.3).

"* PCB Transformer - any transformer that contains 500 ppm PCB or greater (40
CFR 761.3).

"* PCB Waste - those PCBs and PCB Items that are subject to the disposal require-
ments of Subpart D of 761 (40 CFR 761.3).

"* Particulate Asbestos Material - finely divided particles of asbestos or material
containing asbestos (40 CFR 61.141).

"* Planned Renovation Operations - a renovation operation, or a number of such
operations, in which the amount of friable asbestos material that will be
removed or stripped within a given period of time can be predicted. Individual
nonscheduled operations are included if a number of such operations can be
predicted to occur during a given period of time based on operating experience
(40 CFR 61.141).

"* Posing an Exposure Risk to Food or Feed - being in any location where human
food or animal feed products could be exposed to PCBs released from a PCB
Item (40 CFR 761.3).
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"* Radon-222 - a naturally occurring, inert, radioactive gas that is formed from the
radioactive decay of uranium.

" Regulated Asbestos-Containing Material (RACM) - includes friable asbestos
material; Category I nonfriable ACM that has become friable; Category I non-
friable ACM that has been subjected to grinding, casting, cutting, or abrading;
and Category II nonfriable ACM that has a high probability of becoming crum-
bled, crushed, or pulverized (40 CFR 61.141).

"* Remove - to take out RACM from any structure (40 CFR 61.141).

"* Renovation - altering in any way one or more structure components. Operations
in which load-supporting structural members are wrecked or taken out are
excluded (40 CFR 61.141).

"* Retrofill - to remove PCB or PCB contaminated dielectric fluid and replace it
with either PCB, PCB contaminated, or non-PCB dielectric fluid (40 CFR
761.3).

"• Rupture of a PCB Transformer - a violent or nonviolent break in the integrity of
a PCB Transformer caused by an overtemperature and/r overpressure condition
that results in the release of PCBs (40 CFR 761.3).

"S Strip - to take off RACM from any part of a facility (40 CFR 61.141).

"* Structural Member - any load-supporting member of a structure, such as beams
and load-supporting walls; or any nonload-supporting member, such as ceilings
and nonload-supporting walls (40 CFR 61.141).

"* Visible Emissions - any emissions that are visually detectable without the aid of
instruments, coming from RACM or asbestos containing waste material, or
from any asbestos milling, manufacturing, or fabricating operation. This does
not include condensed water vapor (40 CFR 61.141).
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SPECIAL POLLUTANTS MANACEMEFr

GUDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

WVORKSHEET CONrACT TI
I1EMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS:(&)

All Facilities 9-1 through 9-4 (1)(2)

PCBs
General 9-5 through 9-9 (1)(2)(5)(9)(18)
Records 9-10 and 9-11 (1)(2)(5)(18)
Transformers 9-12 through 9-19 (1)(2)(5)(6)(18)
Spills 9-20 through 9-22 (1)(2)(5)(18)
PCB Items 9-23 through 9-26 (1)(2)(5)(18)
Research 9-27 (1)(2)(5)(18)
Storage 9-28 through 9-32 (1)(2)(5)(18)
Transportation 9-33 and 9-34 (1)(2)(5)(18)
Disposal 9-35 through 9-46 (1)(2)(5)(18)

Asbestos
General 9-47 (1)(2)(19)
Renovation and Demolition 9-48 through 9-57 (1)(2)(19)
Disposal 9-58 and 9-59 (1)(2)(19)

Radon 9-60 through 9-62 (1)(2)(6)

Noise 9-63 and 9-64 (1)(2)(5)

(a)C0NrACT•LCATION CODMF

(1) Environmental Program Manager
(2) Facility Supervisor)birector
(5) Industrial Hygiene Section
(6) Radiation Protection k Fire Safety Section
(9) Medical Services

(18) Electzical Section (Facilities Operations Branch)
(19) Asbestos Progran Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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SPECIAL POLLUTANrh MANA4GEvENr

Recor& to Review

"* Inspection, storage, maintenance and disposal records for PCB-rsB Items
"* PCB equipment inventory and sampling results
"* Correspondence with regulatory agencies concerning PCB noncompliance situations
"* Annual reports
"* Asbestos management plan and operating plan
"* Notifications to regulators concerning asbestos disposal
"* Records of onsite disposal and transportation and offsite disposal of asbestos
"* Regulatory inspection reports
"• Documentation of asbestos sampling and analytical results
"* Documentation of preventive measure or action
"* Results of air sampling at the conclusion of response action
"* Records of asbestos training program
"* List of buildings insulated with asbestos or housing ACMs
"* Record of demolition or renovation projects completed in the past 5 yr that involve friable asbestos
"• Decision documents /Records of Decision (ROD)
"* Administrative Record
"* A-106 Pollution Abatement Plan
"* Facility Master Plan Document
"* Complaint log from local community
"* Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures (SPOC) plan

* . Installation Spill Cleanup Plan (ISOP)
* Copies of any state regulations on the use and/or disposal of special pollutants (if applicable)

Phyeal Featumes to Inspect

" PFB storage areas
"* Equipment, fluids and other items used or stored at the facility containing FOBs
"* Pipe, spray-on, duct, and troweled cementitious insulation and boiler lagging
"* Ceiling and floor tiles
"* Power generating or other noise
"* Emergency generators

People to Intrview

"* Environmental Program Manager
"* Facility Supervisor/Director
"* Industrial Hygiene Section
"* Radiation Pirotection & Fire Safety Section
"* Medical Services
"* Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch)
"* Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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COxMfLIAr4E CAIEGORY:
SPEBUAL POLLUTANTS MANAGE2NlENr
Crrbers for Duine Cuianol and I' tcun

REGULAIMJY REVIEWER CECK&
RPREQUBNN___

ALL FACILITIES

9-1. Determine actions Determine if noncompliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since previous copy of the previous report. (1)
review of special pollu-
tants management (GMP).

9.2. Copies of all Verify that copies of the following regulations are available and kept
relevant Federal, CDC, current, as needed: (1)(2)
state, and local regula-
tions and guidance docu- - 40 CFR 61, Subpart M, National Emission Standards for Hazar-
ments on PCB, Asbestos, dous Air Pollutants.
Radon Gas and Noise -40 CFR 761, PCB Manufacturing, Processing, Distribution in
management should be Commerce and Use Prohibitions.
available at the facility -Executive Order (EO) 12088, Federal Compliance 111th Pollution
(GMP). Control Standards.

9-3. Facilities are Verify that the facility is abiding by state and local requirements. (1)(2)
required to abide by state
and local regulations (EO Verify that the facility is operating according to permits issued by the
12088, Section 1-1). state or local Agencies. (1)(2)

(NOTE: Issues typically regulated by state and local agencies include:
- definitions of POB-contaminated
- PCB storage, labeling, and disposal requirements
- certification of individuals sampling and/or working with asbestos
- renovation and demolition procedures
- asbestos handling and disposal procedures
- motor vehicle noise
- construction noise.)

9-4. Facilities must Determine if any new regulations concerning special programs issues
meet regulatory require- have been issued since the finalization of the manual. (1)(2)
ments issued since the
finalization of the manual Verify that the facility is in compliance with newly issued regulations.
(A finding under this (1X2)
checklist item will have
the citation of the new
regulation as a basis of
finding).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorDirector (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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CoMaPLANCE CA 1EGORY-:
SPECIAL POLLUTANMS MANAQIMENT
Cuiter for Daisse Cb v and Preventio

REG.ULA1URY REVIEWER CIIECK&
REQUWEMEMN__ ___ __

PC~ls'

General

9-5. Certain regulations Verify that personnel are instructed to practice the following:
and practices should be (IX2)(5)(18)
followed to ensure the
health of personnel who - wash hands and exposed skin during workshift before:
come in contact with - eating
PCBs (GM) - drinking

- smoking
- using toilet facilities

- shower thoroughly before changing into street clothes.

Verify that protective clothing is provided and worn when working with
PCBs: (1)(2)(5)(18)

- gloves
- boots
- overshoes
- coveralls
. safety glasses
- face shields.

9-6. Airborne contami- Determine if measurements are made of air in the workplace to deter-
nation of PCBs should be mine if airborne PCB contamination is present, (1)(5)(18)
assessed and certain pre-
cautionary practices to Verify that if the contamination level is at or above 0.5 milligram (mg)
protect personnel must be PCB/cubic meter. (1)(5)(18)
followed (GMP).

- respirators are worn by all personnel
- nondisposable equipment and clothing are thoroughly washed

before being stored for reuse.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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OCOMH 4IANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL POLLUTANIS MANAGEMENT
Celtes for Dmme Cnto mand Fevent

RE(LAMORY REVIEWER CIIECKS
RQREANU R EENN_ __

9-7. Certain records and Verify that employees with potential exposure to FCBs are given medical
practices should be examinations that include: (1)(5)(9)(18)
enacted ior employees
exposed to PCBs (GMP). - medical history

- physical examination emphasizing liver function and skin condi-
tion.

Verify that the liver function tests include: (1)(5)(9)(18)

serum glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase (SGOT)
serum glutamic pyruvic transaminase (SGM
gamma glutamyl transpepfidase (GG'P).

Verify that if respirators are used, each employee is checked annually for
ability to work using such equipment (1)(5)(9)(18)

Verify that records and results of medical examinatious are maintained
for at least 40 yr after the termination of employment. (1)(5)(9)(18)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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COPAMIANC CAIEGORY:
SPECIL POLLUTANI MANAGEMENr
Centers ft Diseae Co ol and Prevenfim

REGcILATIY REVIEWER I CEOKS:

g-& Certain equipment (NOTE: Marking Format Large PCB Mark (MT) letters and striping, on
that contains PCBts must a white or yellow background, sufficiently durable to equal or exceed the
be marked with an M life of the PCB Article. 'The size shall be 15.25 centimeter (cm) (6
marking (40 CFR 761.41 inches (in.)) on each side. If the article is too small to accommodate this
and 761.45). size, a smaller label (M.) may be used.)

Inspect equipment containing PCBs and verify that they are marked with

an ML marking easily read by any person inspecting or servicing the

euipment (See Appendix 9-1 for a sample of the marking):(1X2)(5)(1s)

- PCB Containers with PCBs in concentrations of 50 to 500 ppm
- PCB Transformers (500 ppm or greater)
- PCB Large High Voltage Capacitors
- equipment containing a P-B Transformer (500 ppm or greater) or

a PCB Large High Voltage Capacitor at the time of removal from
service

- PCB Large Low Voltage Capacitors at the time of removal from
service

- electric motors using PCB coolants with a concentration of 50 to
500 ppm

- hydraulic systems using PCB hydraulic fluid with concentrations of
50 to 500 ppm

- heat transfer systems (other than PCB Transformers) using PCB
concentrations of 50 to 500 ppm

- PCB Article Containers containing any of the above
- each storage area used to store PCBs and PCB Items for disposal
- transport vehicles loaded with PCB Containers that contain more

than 45 kg (99 lb) of PCBs in the liquid phase with PCB concen-
trations of 50 to 500 ppm or one or more P08 Transformers with
PCB concentrations of greater than 500 ppm are marked on each
end and side

- vault doors, machinery room doors, fences, hallways, or means of
access, other than a manhole or grate cover, to a PCB
Transformer (500 ppm or greater).

Verify that if one or more PCB Large High Voltage Capacitors is
installed in a protected location such as a pole, structure, or behind a
fence, the pole, structure, or fence is marked and a record or procedure
identifying the PCB Capacitor is maintained by the facility. (1)(2)(5)(18)

(NOTE: Marking of PCB-contaminated Electrical Equipment (50 - 500
ppm) is not required.)

(NOM: Appendix 9-2 contains a list of manufacturers that produced
contaminated dielectric fluid.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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O COMPLICNE CA[EGORY:
SPECIAL POLLLTrANIS MANAGMENIr
Cuxtem for Disease Q trel end rkeventicn

REGULA1URY REVIEWER CECs-
REWP~MEWt_ ___ ___

0-9. Generators, tran- (NOTE: Some facilities are exempt from the notification requirement
sporters, and disposers of and do not have a specified KCB storage area as regulated by 40 CFR
PCB waste are required 761.65 and just temporarily store before they tranport for disposal.)
to have a USEPA ID No.
(40 CFR 761.202 through Determine if the facility is a generator, transporter, or disposer of PCB
761.205). waste. (1)(2)(5)(18)

Verify that facilities that generate PCB waste have a USEPA ID No.
before processing, storing, dispensing, transporting, or offering for tran-
sport PCB waste. (1X2)(5)(18)

Verify that facilities that transport or disposed of PCB waste have an
USEPA ID No. (1)(2)(5)(18)

(NOTE: If the facility must file, check that Form 77i0-53, Notification
of PCB Waste Activity, was filed with the USEPA by 4 April 1990 and a
USEPA ID No. obtained.)

S

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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COMIFLUArL CAIEGORY:
SPECIAL IPOLLUTANIS MANA.CEMEN
QuIters for Dism Control and Prevention

REXXJLATORY REVIEWER CHEECKSc
REQA REnN1W___

9-10. A written annual Verify that the annual document log and annual records (manifests
document log must be certificates of disposal) are kept for at least 5 yr after the facility stops
prepared by I July of using or storing PC1 s and POB Items in the listed quantities.
each calendar year, coy- (lX2)(5)(18)
ering the previous year
for all facilities that use Review the written annual document log for the following: (1)(2)(5X18)
or store at any time at
least 45 kg (99 lb) of -identification of facility
PC~s contained in PO" - calendar year covered
Containers or one or - manifest number for every manifest generated
more PCB Transformers - total number (by type) of POE Articles, PCB Article Containers,
(500 ppm or greater, or and PCB Containers placed into storage for disposal or disposed
50 or more POE Large, of during the calendar year
High, or Low Voltage - total weight placed into storage for disposal or disposed of during
Capacitors (40 CFT the calendar year of:
761.180(a)). - PCBs in PCB Articles

- contents of PCB Article Container
- contents of PCB Containers- bulk PCB Waste

- a list of P and PCB Items remaining in-service at the end of
the calendar year. The total weight of any P and PCB Items
in containers, including identification of the container contents and
the total number of PCB Transformers, PCB Large, High- and
Low-Voltage Capacitors, and the total weight of PC•s in PCB
Transformers

- a record of each telephone call or other form of verification to
confirm the receipt of PCB Waste transported by independent
transport

Verify that the annual document log contains the following for each man-
ifest, for unmanifested waste, and for any PCBs or PCB Items received
or shipped from another facility owned or operated by the generator-
(1)(2)(5)(18)

- date removed from service for disposal (first date material placed
in PCB Container)

- date placed into transport for offsite storage/disposal
- date of disposal (if known)
- weight of PCB Wastes

- total - bulk PCB Wastes
- in each article - PCB Transformers or Capacitors
- total in each container- PCB Containers
- total weight of contents and of the PCB Article (in kilograms)

in each PCB Article Container
- serial number or other unique ID No. (except for bulk wastes)
- description of the contents for PCB Containers and Article Con-

tainers.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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COM14FIA rC CA'T ORY:
SPEXIAL POLLUTrANI MANAGEMENT
Q ft(rm for Diuie Contro ad Prevwdm

REGULA1oY REVIEWER CHECK&

9-10. (continued) Review the annual record and determine if the following information is
provided: (1)(2)(5)(18)

- all signed manifests generated or received at the facility during the
calendar year

- all certificates of disposal that have been generated or received
during the calendar year.

9-11. Storage and Verify that facilities that store or dispose of PCBs collect and maintain
disposal facilities for the following records for 3 yr. (1)(2)(5)(18)
PCBs shall maintain
specific records for 3 yr - all documents and correspondence and data that have been pro-
(40 OFR 761.180(f)). vided by any state or local government

- all documents, correspondence, and data provided to the state or
local governments by the facility

- any applications and related correspondence concerning wastewater
discharge permits, solid waste permits, building permits, or other
permits and authorizations.

. Transfrmers

9-12. PCB Trnsformers Review PCB inventory for any PCB Transformers on the facility, in use
with PCBs of 500 ppm or or in storage for reuse, that pose an exposure risk to food and feed.
greater that are in use or (1)(2)(5)(18)
in storage for reuse shall
not pose an exposure risk
to food and feed (40 CFR
761.30(a)(1)(i)).

9-13. PCB Transformers Verify that all PCB Transformers, including those in storage for reuse,
with concentrations of are registered with facility fire department, or the fire department with
PCBs of 500 ppm or jurisdiction, with the following information: (1)(2)(6X18)
greater are subject to cer-
tain registration require- - physical location of PCB Transformer(s)
ments (40 CFR 761.30(a) - principle constituent of dielectric fluid (i.e., PFBs, mineral oil, sil-
(1)(vi)). icone oil, etc.)

- name and telephone number of contact person knowledgeable of
FOB Transformer(s).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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COMFLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPEXIAL POLLUTANtS MANAGIEMENr
Citeis for Dmeine Camtol ad Preientkm

REX4ATORY REVIEWER CHECKI

9-14. Combustible Verify that all combustible materials have been removed from the area
materials, including but within a PCB Transformer enclosure (i.e., vault or partitioned area) and
not limited to paints, sol- the area within 5 m (16 ft) of a PC-B Transformer or PCB Transformer
vents, plastics, paper, and enclosure. (1)(2)(6X18)
sawn wood, must not be
stored by a PCB
Transformer (40 CFR
761.30(a)(1)(viin)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (6) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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COMFELIANCE CAMGORY:
SPECAL POLLUTrANS MANACEMENr
Crante for Diine Cbdzd and Preventkm

REAJL•4IRY REVIEWER CHECKSc

9-15. PCB Transformers Review PCB inventory for any transformers located in or near commer-
of concentrations of 500 cial buildings. (1)(2)(5)(18)
ppm or greater in use in
or near commercial build- Verify procedure/policy exists prohibiting installation of PCB Transform-
ings are subject to certain er that have been placed into storage for reuse or that have been
requirements (40 CFR removed from another location. (1)(2)(5)(18)
761.30(a) 1) ii) through
761.30(a)l)(v) and Verify that there are no network PM Transformers with higher secon-
761.30 a 1 vii)). dary voltages (equal to or greater than 430 volts (V), including 480)277

V systems) in or near commercial buildings. (1)(2)(5)(18)

Determine where any of the following PCB Transformers are in use in or
near commercial buildings or located in sidewalk vaults and if plan exists
to equip such P08 Transformers with electrical protection to avoid
transformer failure that would result in release of PCBs: (1)(2)(5)(18)

- Radial PCB Transformers and lower secondary voltage network
PCB Transformers (voltage less than 480 V)

- Radial PCB Transformers with higher secondary voltages (greater
than or equal to 480 V including 480/277 V system).

Determine if lower secondary voltage network P08 Transformers that
have not been electrically protected are registered with the USEPA
regional administrator and plans are being made to remove them from
service by 1 October 1993. (1 )(2)(5)(18)

Verify that all higher secondary voltage radial PCB Transformers, in use
in or near commercial buildings, and lower secondary voltage network
PCB Transformers not located in sidewalk vaults in or near commercial
buildings are equipped with: (1)(2)(5)(18)

- electrical protection such as current-limiting fuses to avoid
transformer ruptures

- disconnect equipment to insure complete deenergization of the
transformer in case of a sensed abnormal condition.

Verify that all lower secondary voltage radial PCB Transformers, in use
in or near commercial buildings are equipped with electrical protection
such as current limiting fuses or equivalent technology and provide for
the complete deenergization of the transformer or complete deenergiza-
tion of the faulted phase of the transformer within several hundredths of
a second. (1)(2)(5)(18)

If PCB Transformers are in use in or near commercial buildings, confirm
that they have been registered with the Directorate of Engineering and
Housing (DEH) and the following information provided: (1)(2)(5)(18)

- specific location of PCB Transformer(s)
- principal constituent of dielectric fluid (i.e., PCBs, mineral oil, sil-

icone oil, etc.)
- type of transformer.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Secton (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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CO00MLANCE CATEGORY:
SPLAL POLLUTANIS MANA.(IMENr
Cntebr for DIinee Control and Prevention

RECGAATORY REVIEWEI CFHEC&
REQUMEHM~

9-16. PCB Transformers Verify that servicing activities are properly conducted as follows:
are required to be prop- (IX2)(5)(18)
erly serviced (40 CFR
761.30(a)(2)). - transformers classified as PCB-contaminated Electrical Equipment

(50 - 500 ppm PCBs) are only serviced with dielectric fluid con-
taining less than 500 ppm PCB

- the transformer coil is not removed during servicing of PCB
Transformers with PC concentrations of 500 ppm or greater

- PCBs removed during servicing are captured and are either reused
as dielectric fluid or disposed of properly

- the PCs from a PCB Transformer with PCB concentrations of
500 ppm or greater are not mixed with or added to dielectric fluid
from PCB-contiaminated Electrical Equipment (50 - 500 ppm
POBS)

- dielectric fluids containing less than 500 ppm PCBs that are mixed
with fluids containing 500 ppm or greater are not used as dielec-
tric fluid in any transformers classified as PCB-contaminated
Electrical Equipment (50 - 500 ppm PCBs).

(NOTE: PCB Transformers may be serviced with dielectric fluid at any
concentration.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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COMFUIANCE CAIEGORY-
SPECAL POLLUrTAMS ANA•ENIENr
Cuxters for Di Cbboviat d JeveCntiC

REKARAToY REVIEWVER CHECKS:

9-17. Inspections must Review inspection records to verify that applicable transformers are
be performed once every inspected at least once every 3 mo. (1)(2)(5)(18)
3 mo for all in-service
PCB Transformers with Determine whether any PCI3 Transformers have been leaking.
greater than 500 ppm (1X2)(5)(18)
PCB (40 CFR 761.30(a)

Ir)(ix) and 761.30(a)(1) Verify that proper reporting procedures have been followed if any leaking
(xii) through 761.30(a) 1) transformers have been discovered. (1)(2)(5)(18)
(xiv)).

Verify that the following information is recorded for each PCB
Transformer inspection: (1)(2)(5)(18)

- location of transformer
- dates of each visual inspection
- date when any leak was discovered
- name of person conducting inspection
- location and estimate of the dielectric fluid quantity for any leaks
- data and description of any cleanup, containment, or repair per-

formed
- results of any daily inspections for transformers with uncorrected

active leaks.

(NOME: Reduced visual inspections of at least once every 12 ma is
allowed for PC03 Transformers with impervious, undrained secondary
containment capacity of 100 percent of dielectric fluid and for PCB
Transformers tested and found to contain less than 60,000 ppm PCBs.)

(NOTIE: Increased visual inspections of once a week is required for any
P0I3Transformer in use or stored for reuse that poses an exposure risk to
food or feed.)

Verify that records of inspection and maintenance are kept for 3 yr after
disposal. (1)(2)(5)(18)

(I) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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COMLIANCE CATIEGRY:
XXAL POLLUTANrS MANA&(ETJ

OmiCtm for Duinms Cbanb- and Prewndcn

REXXJIAcTRY REVIEWEAR HECKS

9-18. PCB Transformers Determine if cleanup and/or containment of released FOBs has been ini-
with PCB concentrations tiated within 48 h of its detection or as soon as possible. (1)(2)(5X18)
of 500 ppm or greater
found to be leaking dur- Verify that leaking PCB Transformers are inspected daily. (IX2)(5)(18)
ing an inspection must be
repaired or replaced to Determine if plans exist to repair or replace transformers to eliminate the
eliminate the source of source of the leak. (1)(2)(5)(18)
the leak (40 CFR
761.30(aX1)(x)). Verify that cleaned up material is disposed of according to appropriate

requirements. (1)(2)(5)(18)

9-10. When a PCB Determine if any PCB Transformers have been involved in any incident
Transformer with concen- where sufficient heat and/or pressure was generated to result in the
t-ations of FCBs 500 ppm violent or nonviolent rupture of a PCB Transformer and the release of
or greater is involved in a FPBs. (1)(2)(5X18)
fire, the facility is
required to immediately Verify that the NRC was notified and the following measures were taken:
report the incident to the (1)(2)(5)(18)
National Response Center
NR) (40 CFR 761.30 - floor drains were blocked

- water runoff was contained.

Spills

9-20. Facilities are Verify that when a spill of 4.5 kg (10 lb) or more directly contaminates
required to report spills surface water, sewers, or drinking water the facility notifies the regional
of more than 4.5 kilo- USEPA office within 24 h after discovery of the spill and acts on the gui-
grams (kg) (10 lb) of dance given by the USEPA. (1)(2)(5)(18)
PCBs of concentrations of
50 ppm or greater (40 Verify that if a spill of 4.5 kg (10 lb) or more directly contaminates graz-
CFR 761.120(a)(1), ing land or a vegetable garden, the facility notifies the USEPA regional
761.123(jd)(2), and office within 24 h after discovery and begins the spill cleanup.
761.125(a1. (lX2)(5)(18)

Velify that when a spill of 4.5 kg (10 lb) or more occurs that does not
directly contaminate surface waters, sewers, drinking water supplies,
grazing land, or a vegetable garden the facility notifies the USEPA
Regional office within 24 h after discovery of the spill and begins decon-
tamination of the spill area. (1)(2)(5)(18)

(NOTE: Spills of greater than 0.45 kg (1 lb) are required to be reported
to the NRC under 40 CFR 302.1 through 302.6. See applicable checklist
items in Hazardous Materials Management.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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9-21. Cleanup of low Verify that solid surfaces are double washedfrinsed and all indoor,
concentration spills of residential surfaces other than vault areas ae cleaned to 10 micrograms
less than 0.45 kg (1 lb) of (pg)/100 cm2 by standard commercial wipe tests. (1)(2X5)(18)
PCBs (less than 1023 L
(270 gal)) of untested Verify that all soil within the spill area (visible traces of soil and buffer
mineral oi) must be done of 0.30 lateral m (1 lateral ft) around the visible traces) is excavated and
according to specific the ground restored to its original status by backfilling with clean soil
requirements (40 CFR (soil with less than 1 ppm PCBs). (IX2)(5)(18)
761.120(a)(2), 761.120(b),
761.120(c), and 761.125 Verify that the above cleanup requirements are done within 48 h after
(b)). identifying the spill unless an emergency or adverse weather delays the

process. (1)(2)(5)(18)

Verify that the cleanup is documented with records and certification of
decontamination and the records are maintained for 6 yr. (1)(2X5)(18)

(NOIE: The final numerical cleanup standards do not apply to spills
directly into surface waters, drinking water, sewers, grazing lands, and
vegetable garden.)

(NOTE: The USEPA may impose more stringent or less stringent
cleanup requirements on a case by case basis depending on conditions
such as possibility of groundwater contamination.)

9-22. Cleanup of high- Verify that the following actions are taken within 24 h (or within 48 h
concentration spills and for PCB "ansformer with PCB concentations of greater than 500 ppm)
low concentration spills of discovery of the spill: (1)(2)(5X18)
involving 0.45 kg (1 lb)
or more of PCBs by - notification of the USEPA regional office and the NRC
weight (1023 L (270 gal)) - the area of the spill is cordoned off or otherwise identified to
or more of untested include the area with visible traces of the spill and a 0.6 m (2 ft)
mineral oil) must be done buffer zone. If there are no visible traces the area of the spill
according to specific may be estimated
requirements (40 CFR - clearly visible signs am placed advising persons to avoid the area
761.120(a)(2), 761.120(b), - the area of visible contamination is recorded and documented,
761.120(c), and 761.125 identifying the extent and center of the spill
(c)). - cleanup of visible traces of the fluid from hard surfaces is initiated

- removal of all visible traces of the spill on soil and other media
such as gravel, sand, etc., is started.

Verify that if the spill occurs in an outdoor substation: (1)(2)(5X18)

- contaminated solid surfaces are cleaned to a FCB concentration of
100 pgAm 2 (as measured by standard wipe tests)

- soil contaminated by the spill is cleaned to either 25 ppm PCBs by
weight or 50 ppm PCBs by choice of the facility if a label to
notice is placed in the area indicating the level of cleanup

- post-cleanup sampling is done.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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9-22. (continued) Verify that if the spill occurs in a restricted access area other tha an out-
door subsaton: (IX2X5X18)

- high-contact solid surfaces are cleaned to 10 pg/ 100 cm 2 (as
measured by standard wipe tests)

- low-contact, indoor, impervious solid surfaces are decontaminated
to l0 pg/100 cm2

- low contact, indoor, nonimpervious surfaces are cleaned to either
10 pg or 100 pg/ 100 cm2 and encapsulated at the option of the
facility

- low-contact, outdoor surfaces (both impervious and non-impervious
are cleaned to 100 pg/ 100 cmo

-soil contaminated by the spill is cleaned to 25 ppm PCBS by
weight

- post~cleanup sampling is done.

Verify that spills in nonrestricted access locations are decontaminated as
follows: (1)(2)(5)(18)

- furnishings, toys, and other easily replaceable household items are
disposed of and replaced

- indoor solid surfaces and high-contact outdoor solid surfaces are
cleaned to 10 pg/ t0 cm2 (as measured by standard wipe tests)

- indoor vault areas and low-contact, outdoor impervious solid sur-
faces are decontaminated to 10 pg/ I00 cm

- at the option of the facility, low-contact, outdoor, nonimpervious
solid surfaces are cleaned to either 10 or 100 pg/ 100 cm2 and
encapsulated

- soil is decontaminated to 10 ppm PCBs by weight provided that
the soil is excavated to a minimum depth of 25 cm (10 in.) and
replaced with clean soil

- postrcleanup sampling is done.

Verify that records documenting all cleanup and decontamination are
maintained for 5 yr. (IX2)(5)(18)

(NOIE: 'The occun'ence/discovery of the spill on the weekend or over-
time costs are not considered acceptable reasons to delay response.)

N(NO'IE: The final numerical cleanup standards do not apply to spills
diectly into surface waters, drinking water, sewers, grazing lands, and
vegetable gardens.)

(NOTE: The USEPA may impose more stringent or less stringent
cleanup requirements on a case by case basis depending on conditions
such as possibility of groundwater contamination.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorA)irector (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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9-23. PCBs may be Determine if testing has been conducted to demonstrate that heat transfer
used in heat transfer and or hydraulic systems, that formerly contained PCBs at a concentration
hydraulic systems in a greater than 50 ppm, now contain less than 50 ppm PCBs. (1)(2X5X18)
manner other than a
totally enclosed manner Verify that no fluid containing greater than 50 ppm PCB is added to heat
at concentrations less transfer or hydraulic systems. (1)(2)(5X18)
than 50 ppm if specific
requirements are met (40 Verify that results from analyses, which are performed to demonstrate
CFR 761.30(d) through presence of less than 50 ppm PCB, are retained for confirmation for at
761.30(e)). least 5 yr. (1)(2)(5)(18)

Verify that heat transfer or hydraulic systems are free from leaks of
dielectric PCBs. (1)(2)(5)(18)

9-24. Electromagnets, Verify that no electromagnets are used or stored at the facility that con-
switches, and voltage tain greater than 500 ppm PCB and pose an exposure risk to food or
regulators may contain feed. (1)(2)(5)(18)
PCBs at any concentra-
tions if certain require- Verify that electromagnets that contain greater than 500 ppm PCB and
ments are met (40 GFR that pose an exposure risk to food or feed are inspected at least weekly to
761.30(h)). determine if they are leaking. (1)(2)(5)(18)

Verify that electromagnets, switches, and voltage regulators, that contain
500 ppm or greater PCB, are not rebuilt and no removal or reworking of
internal components is done during servicing. (1)(2)(5)(18)

Verify that electromagnets, switches, and voltage regulators that contain
between 50 and 500 ppm PCB (PCB-contamninated Electrical Equipment)
are only serviced with dielectric fluid with concentration less than 500
ppm PCB. (IX2)(5)(18)

Verify that PCBs removed or captured are either reused as dielectric fluid
or disposed of properly. (1)(2)(5)(18)

Verify that dielectric fluid containing a mixture of fluids with less than
500 ppm PCBs are not used as dielectric fluid in any electrical equip-
ment, (1)(2)(5)(18)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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9-25. Capacitors may Verify that all PCB Large, High- and Low-Voltage Capacitors that pose
contain PCs at any con- an exposure risk to food and feed have been removed. (1)(2X5X18)
centration subject to cer-
tain requirements (40 Verify that all PCB Large, High- and Low-Voltage Capacitors are in use
CFR 761.30(l)). only in restricted-access electrical substations, or in a contained and

restricted-access indoor area, (1X2X5X18)

Verify that Capacitors have been free from leaks of dielectrical PCIBs.
(IX2)(5)(18)

9-26. Circuit breakers, Verify that any circuit breakers, reclosers, and cables used at the facility
reclosers, and cable may are serviced using only dielectric fluid that contains less than 50 ppm
contain PCBs at any con- PCB and have been free from leaks. (1)(2)(5)(18)
centration for remainder
of their useful lives sub-
ect to certain conditions.
40 CFR 761.30(m)).

9-27. The use of pig- Verify that pigments used at the facility contain PCBs in concentrations
ments containing PCBs in less than 50 ppm. (1)(2)(5)(18)
research or microscopy or
in miscellaneous items is Verify that pigments are handled in enclosed conditions. (1)(2)(5X18)
subject to certain condi-
tions (40 CFR 761.30(g),
761.30(j), and 761.30(k)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisorpirector (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection k Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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0-28. PCBs and PCB Verify that the following provisions are present by inspecting the PCB
Items at concentrations storage area: (1)(2)(5)(18)
greater than 50 ppm that
are to be stored before - the roof and walls of the building in which the PCBs are stored
disposal must be stored in must be constructed so as to exclude rainfall from contacting
a facility that will assure FCBs and PCB Items
the containment of PCBs - a 15-cm(6 in)-tall containment curb circumscribing the entire area
(40 CFR 761.65(a) in which any PCBs or PCB Items are stored. Such curbing shall
through 761.65(b)). effectively provide containment for twice the internal volume of

the largest PCB Article or 25 percent of the total internal volume
of all PCB Articles or Containers stored, whichever is greater

- drains, valves, floor drains, expansion joints, sewer lines or other
openings that would allow liquids to flow from the curbed area,
are not present

- floors and curbing are constructed of continuous, smooth, and
impervious material

- location is not below a 100-yr flood water elevation.

Verify that POE Articles or PCB Containers are removed from storage
and disposed of within 1 yr from the date they were placed in storage.(I X2)(5)(18)

9-29. PCB Items may Verify that only the following items are properly marked and stored in
also be stored in other areas used as a 30-day storage are& (IX2)(5)(18)
areas tlat do not comply
with the storage area - nonleaking POE Articles and PCB Equipment
requirements when such - leaking PCB Articles and PCB Equipment placed in a nonleaking
storage is for a period of POB Container tiht contains sufficient material to absorb liquid
less than 30 days and contained on the POE Article or Equipment
when any such POE - PCB Containers in which nonliquid PCBs have been placed
Items are marked with - PCB Containers in which liquid FCBs at a concentration between
the date of removal from 50-500 ppm have been placed when Containers are marked to
service (40 OFR 761.65 indicate less than 500 ppm PCB.
(c)(0)).

Verify that area has been included in the facility SPCC plan.
(1X2)(5)(18)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorDirector (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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9-30. Nonleaking and Determine if available unfilled storage space in the storage area is is
structurally undamaged equal to at least 10 percent of the volume of capacitors and electrical
PCB Large, High-Voltage equipment stored outside. (IX2X5X18)
Capacitors and PCB-
contaminated Electric Verify that capacitors and equipment stored outside the storage facility
Equipment that have not are on pallets and inspected at least weekly. (1)(2)(5x 18)
been drained of
freeflowing dielectric
fluid may be stored on
pallets next to a storage
area that complies with
the storage area require-
ments (40 CFR
761.65(cX2)).

9-31. Specific opera- Verify that the following practices are conducted at any areas where
tional procedures are POBs or PCB Items are stored: (1)(2)(5)(18)
required at PCB storage
areas (40 CFR 761.65 - movable equipment used for handling PCBs and PCB Items that
(c)(4), 761.65(c)(5), and directly contact PCBs is not removed from storage area unless
761 65(cX8)). decontaminated

- inspections for leaks of all PCB Articles and P Containers in
storage are done at least once every 30 days

- any leaked PCBs are immediately cleaned up and any spill-
absorbent material properly disposed

- PCB Articles and Containers are marked with the date when
placed into storage

- FCB Articles and PCB Containers are positioned so that they can
be located by the date they were placed into storage

- containers in which FOBs are accumulated have a record that
includes quantity and date of each batch.

9-32. Containers used Inspect FO storage area for containers. (1)(2)(5)(18)
for the storage of POBs
must comply with the Verify that DOT specifications are on drums/containers. Typical
shipping container specifications are 5, 5B, 17C. (1)(2)(5X18)
specification of the
Department of Tr&nspor- (NOTE: Containers larger than those specified in DOT Specs 5, 5B, or
tation (DOT) (40 CFR 17C may be used for nonliquid FCBs when such containers will provide
761.65(cX6) and as much protection against leaking and exposure to the environment as
761.65(cX7)). the DOT-specified containers.)

Verify that containers used for storage of liquid PCBs are containers
without removable heads. (1)(2)(5)(18)

Verify that if the facility uses containers larger than DOT-approved con-
tainers, that it has prepared an SPOC plan covering the containers storing
FOBs. (1)(2X5X18)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) FJectrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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9-33. A generator who (NOIE: This applies to "U8 wastes as defined in 40 CFh 761.3, and that
off eta a PCB waste for contain greater than 50 ppm PCB unless the concentration was reduced
transport for commercial below 500 ppm by dilution.)
off site storage or off site
disposal must prepare a Verify, using USEPA Form 8700-22 that a manifest has been prepared
manifest (40 CFR when needed and that it contains: (1J2)(5)(18)
761.207 through
761.210). - the identity of PCB waste, the earliest date of removal from ser-

vice for disposal and the weight in kg of the waste for bulk load
of PCBs

- the unique IID No. of each FCB Article Container, the date of
removal from service, type of waste, and the weight of PCB waste
contained

- the serial number if available or other identification for each I CB
Article not in a POB Container or PCB Article Container, the date
of removal from service for disposal, and weight in kg of the PCB
waste in each POB Article.

Verify that sufficient copies are prepared to supply the generator, the ini-
tial transporter, each subsequent transporter, and the owner or operator of
the disposal facility with one legible copy each for their records, and oneadditional copy to be signed and returned to the generator by the owneror operator of the disposal facility. (1)(2X5)(18)

Verify that the generator maintains a copy of the signed manifest for at
least 3 yr after receipt of waste by the initial transporter. (1)(2)(5)(18)

9-34. If the generator Verify that a procedure is in place so t&at if the generator does not
does not receive a signed receive a copy within 35 days of the date the waste was accepted by the
copy of the manifest initial transporter, an Exception Report was filed with the USEPA con-
within 35 days of the taining the following information: (1)(2)(5)(18)
date the waste was
accepted by the initial - a legible copy of the manifest for which the generator does not
transporter, the generator have confirmation of delivery
should immediately con- - a cover letter signed by the generator or his authorized represent&-
tact the transporter and/or tive explaining the efforts taken to locate the PFB waste and the
owner or operator of the results of those efforts.
designated facility to
determine the status of
the PCB waste (40 CFR
761.215(a) and 761.215
(b)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operatiom Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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9-35. For each shipment Verify that a Certificate of Disposal has been prepared containing the fol-
of manifested PCB waste lowing information: (1)(2)(5)(18)
that a disposal facility
accepts, the owner or - the identity of the disposal facility: by name, address, and US]PA
operator of the disposal ID No.
facility must prepare a - the identity of the PCB waste affected by the Certificate including
Certificate of Disposal reference to the manifest number for the shipment
(40 CFR 761.218). - a certification as defined in 40 CFR 761.3.

Verify that a copy of the Certificate was: (1)(2)(5)(18)

- sent to the generator identified on the manifest within 30 days of
the date that disposal of the PCB waste was completed

- retained at the facility with the annual report,

(1) Environmental Progran Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) lndustrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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9-36. PCB-contami- Determine if any PCB fluids meeting these criteria were processed for
nated fluids other than disposal in the last year. (1)(2)(5)(18)
mineral oil dielectric fluid
of concentrations greater Verify that disposal was done at: (1)(2)(5)(18)
than 50 ppm but less than
500 ppm are required to -a USEPA-approved incinerator
be disposed of according - a USEPA-approved chemical waste landfill
to specific requirements - a high efficiency boiler.(40 CFR 761 .60(a)(3)). Verify that if the fluid is burned in an high efficiency boiler. (1)(2)(5)(18)

- the boiler is rated at a minimum of 50 MBTl/k
- the carbon monoxide (CO) concentration in the stack is 50 ppm or

less and the excess oxygen is at least 3 percent when PCBs are
being burned and the boiler uses natural gas or oil as the primary
fuel

- the CO concentration in the stack is 100 ppm or less and the oxy-
gen content is at least 3 percent when PCBs are being burned and
the boiler uses coal as the primary fuel

- the waste does not compromise more than ten percent (on a
volume basis), of the total fuel feed rate

- the waste is not fed into the boiler unless the boiler is operating at
its normal operating temperature

- the operator of the boiler does one of the following:
- continuously monitors and records the 00 concentrations and

excess oxygen percentages in the stack gas while burning the
waste fluid

- measure and records the CO concentration and excess oxygen
percentage in the stack gas at regular intervals of no longer
than 60 minutes (min) if the boiler will burn less than
113,700 L (30,000 gal) of waste fluid per year

- the primary fuel feed rates, the waste fluid feed rates, and
total quantities of both primary fuel and waste fluid fed to
the boiler are measured and recorded at regular intervals of
no longer than 15 min

- the CO concentration and the excess oxygen percentage are
checked at least once every hour and if either measurement
falls below the specified levels, the flow of the waste fluid to
the boiler stops immediately.

Verify that before burning waste fluid, approval has been obtained from
the USEPA Regional Administrator. (1)(2)(5X18)

Verify that the following information is obtained by persons burning
waste fluid in a boiler and kept at the boiler location for 5 yr:
(I X2)(5)(18)

- emissions data
- the quantity of waste fluid burned in the boiler each month
- a waste analysis.

Verify that such PCB fluids were disposed of by an approved method at a
properly licensed facility. (1)(2)(5)(18)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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9-37. PCB liquids Verify that all shipments were made to USEPA-licensed FOB incinerators
greater than 50 ppm must by reviewing manifests for PCB shipments over the past 3 yr. (1)(2)(18)
be disposed of in an
incinerator approved by (NOTE: Other disposal provisions apply to:
the USEPA for incinerat- - mineral oil dielectric fluid from PCB-contaminated Electrical
ing FCBs (40 CFR Equipment with a concentration greater than 50 ppm but less than
761.60(aXl)). 500 ppm

- liquids, other than mineral oil dielectric fluids, with PCB concen-
trations between 50 and 500 ppm

- rags, solids, and other debris contaminated with FO at concentra-
tions greater than 50 ppm

- PCB Articles.)

9-38. Mineral oil Verify that mineral oil dielectric fluid as described is disposed of in one
dielectric fluid from of the following ways: (1)(2X18)
PCB-contaminated Electr-
ical Equipment containing - an USEPA approved incinerator
a PFB concentration - an approved chemical waste landfill if written information proves
greater than 50 ppm but that the fluid is not contaminated at greater than 500 ppm and is
less than 500 ppm is not an ignitable waste
required to be disposed of - an approved high efficiency boiler that is rated at a minimum of 50
according to specific MBtu/h.
methods (40 CFR
761.60(a)(2)). Verify that if the fluid is burned in an high efficiency boiler. (1)(2)(18)

- the boiler is rated at a minimum of 50 MBA/b
- the CO concentration in the stack is 10 ppm or less and the excess

oxygen is at least 3 percent when FOBs are being burned and the
boiler uses natural gas or oil as the primary fuel

- the 00 concentration in the stack is 100 ppm or less and the oxy-
gen content is at least 3 percent when PCBs are being burned and
the boiler uses coal as the primary fuel

- the mineral oil dielectric fluid does not compromise more than ten
percent (on a volume basis), of the total fuel feed rate

- the mineral oil dielectric fluid is not fed into the boiler unless the
boiler is operating at its normal operating temperature

- the operator of the boiler does one of the following:
- continuously monitors and records the CO concentrations and

excess oxygen percentages in the stack gas while burning
mineral oil dielectric fluid

- measure and records the 00 concentration and excess oxygen
percentage in the stack gas at regular intervals of no longer
than 60 min if the boiler will bum less than 113,700 (30,000
gal) of mineral oil dielectric fluid per year

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection k Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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9-38. (continued) - the primary fuel feed rates, the mineral oil dielectric fluid feed
rates, and total quantities of both primary fuel and mineral oil
dielectric fluid fed to the boiler are measured and recorded at reg-
ular intervals of no longer than 15 min

-the 00 concentration and the excess oxygen percentage are
checked at least once every hour and if either measurement falls
below the specified levels, the flow of the mineral oil dielectric
fluid to the boiler stops immediately.

Verify that 30 days before burning mineral oil dielectric fluid, a written
notice of the burning is given to the USEPA Regional Administrator.
( X2)(18)

Verify that the following information is obtained by persons burning
mineral oil dielectric fluid in a boiler and kept at the boiler location for 5
yr: (1)(2)(18)

- emissions data
- the quantity of mineral oil dielectric fluid burned in t0 ooiler each

month.

9-39. Rags, soils, and Determine if any contaminated soil or debris has been disposed of, and
other debris contaminated verify that disposal was conducted at a properly licensed facility.
with PCBs at concentra- (1)(2)(18)
tions greater than 50 ppm
must be disposed of in a
PCB incinerator or in a
chemical waste landfill
(40 CFR 761.60(a)(4)).

9-40. PCB Transformers Determine if the P1C Transformers are being disposed of at a USEPA-
with PCB concentrations approved incinerator or a chemical waste landfill. (1)(2)(18)
of 500 ppm or greater
shall be disposed of in Verify that if disposal is being done at a chemical waste landfill the
either a USEPA approved transformer is drained of all free-flowing liquids, filled with solvent,
incinerator or a chemical allowed to stand for at least 18 h, and then drained thoroughly.
waste landfill (40 CFR (1)(2)(18)
761.60(b)( )).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operatiom Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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9-41. PCB C acitors Verify that disposal of FCB Capacitors was done as follows: (1)(2)(18)must be disposed of in
accordance with certain - PCB Small Capacitors (less than 1.4 kg (3 lb) of PCBs) ame
facility regulations (40 disposed of in a solid waste landfill
CFR 761.60(b)(2)). - PCB Large, High- or Low-Voltage Capacitors (greater than 1.4 kg

(3 lb) of PFBs) containing more than 500 ppm are incinerated in
a USEPA approved incinerator.

(NOTE: The large, high, or low-voltage capacitors may be disposed of
in a chemical waste landfill upon approval of the USEPA.)

Verify that capacitors in storage are placed in DOT containers with
absorbent material. (1)(2)(18)

9-42. FOB hydraulic Verify that the machines are drained of all free-flowing liquid. (1)(2)(18)
machines containing
FOBs at concentrations Verify that if the machine contained FOB liquid of 1000 ppm FOB or
greater than 50 ppm may greater, it is flushed prior to disposal with a solvent containing less than
be disposed of as munici- 50 ppm PCB. (1)(2)(18)
pal solid waste if specific
conditions are met (40
OFR 761.60(b)(3)).

9-43. PFB-contami- Verify that the free-flowing liquid is drained from electrical equipment
nated Electrical Equip- prior to disposal. (1)(2)(18)
ment (50 - 500 ppm
PCB), except for capaci-
tors, shall be disposed of
by draining off the free-
flowing liquid (40 MF
761.60(b)(4)).

9-44. PCB Articles shall Verify that PCB Articles with concentrations at 500 ppm or greater are
be disposed of properly disposed of in either: (1)(2)(18)(40 OFR 761.60(b))(5)).

- a USEPA-approved incinerator
- a chemical waste landfill if all free-flowing liquids have been

removed.

Verify that FOB Articles with PCB concentration between 50 and 500
ppm are drained of all free-flowing liquid. (1)(2)(18)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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SCOMIPLIANE CAIEGORY:
SPECIAL POLLUTAMNI MANAGEENr
Centers fcw Diease Coubvo and Pied tic

REGULATORY REVEVWR CHECKS

0-45. FOB Containers Verify that PCB Containers with concentrations of 500 ppm or greater
shall be disposed of prop- am disposed of in one of the following ways: (1)(2)(18)
erly (40 CFR 761.60(c)).

- in a USEPA-approved incinerator
- in a chemical waste landfill if first the container is drained of any

liquid POBs.

Verify that PCB Containers used to contain only POBs at concentrations
less than 500 ppm are drained of FOB liquid prior to disposal as munici-
pal solid waste. (1)(2)(18)

0-40. PCB-contami- Determine if any POB fluids meeting these criteria were processed for
nated fluids other than disposal in the last year. (1)(2)(18)
mineral oil dielectric fluid
of concentrations greater Verify that disposal was done at: (1)(2)(18)
than 50 ppm but less than
500 ppm shall be - a USEPA-approved incinerator
disposed of properly (40 - a USEPA-approved chemical waste landfill
CFR 761.60(a)(3)). - a high efficiency boiler, if:

- the boiler is rated at a minimum of 50 MBtu/,h
- the boiler uses natural gas or oil.

Verify that such PCB fluids were disposed of by an approved method at a
properly licensed facility. (1)(2)(18)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operaions Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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COMLANCE CAIEGORY:-
SPECAL POLLUrANIS MANACEME1r
Cmters fAN Dmsem Coubol and Preventam

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKSC
REAQUHUENMN

ASOESTOS

All Facilities

9-47. Facility buildings Verify that an asbestos survey has been done. (1)(2)(19)
should be surveyed for
asbestos and friable Determine if there is friable insulation, roofing, or flooring at the facility
material with the poten- by inspection. (1)(2)(19)
tial to be contaminated
with asbestos should be Verify that friable materials with the potential for asbestos contamination
tested (GMP). that are located in areas of worker exposure are tested. (1)(2)(19)

Renavation and
Demolition

9-48. Facilities that Determine if the USEPA has been provided with written notice of intent
demolish structures con- to demolish or renovate at least 10 days before demolition begins and as
taining at least 80 linear early as possible before renovation begins. (1)(2)(19)
meters (260 linear feet)
of RACM on pipes, or at Verify that the written notice contains the following information:
least 15 m2 (160 square (1)(2)(19)
feet (sq ft)) of RACM on
other facility components, - name and address of facility
or at least 1 m3 off facil- - description of facility being renovated or demolished (size, age,
ity components, and facil- prior use)
ities renovating structures - estimates of approximate amount (linear feet or surface area) of
and stripping or removing asbestos present in the facility
at least 80 linear meters - location of the facility
(260 linear feet) of - scheduled start and completion dates of renovation or demolition
RACM on pipes, or at - nature of planned demolition or renovation methods to be used
least 15 m2 (160 sq ft) of - procedures for asbestos emissions control
friable asbestos on other - name and location of waste disposal site where asbestos will be
facility components and disposed)
at least 1 m' off facility - whether or not it is a revised notification
components must meet - after 20 November 1991, certification that at least one trained per-
certain notification son will supervise.
requirements (40 CFR
61.145(a)(1), 61.145(a) (NOTE: Facilities are also required to submit notifications following
(3), and 61.145(b)). these guidelines for facilities being demolished under an order of a state

or local governmental agency because the facility is structurally unsound
and in danger of imminent collapse.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electfical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industral Hygiene Section)
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COMPLIANE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL POLLUTANTSI MANA&MENr
Cuilms fcr Dlm e Cintaro and Preventim

REGU•LA1RY REVIEWER CRECKSC
REURE Q UE MN1 __ _

9-49. Facilities demol- Verify that a written notice of intent to demolish has been submitted to
ishing a facility with the Administrator at least 10 days before demolition and includes:
RACM of less than 80 (1X2X19)
linear meters (260 linear
feet) on pipes and less - the name and address of owner and operator
than 15 m2 (160 sq ft) on - description of the facility being demolished including the size, age,
other facility components and prior use
and less than 1 m3 off - estimate of the approximate amount of friable asbestos present
facility components are - location of the facility
required to submit - schedule
notification of demolition - procedures to be used.
(40 CFR 61.145(a)(2) and
61.145 (b)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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COWIAPM CAMGORY:
SPECIAL POLLUTAMS MANAGEIENT
Centers for Diseam Conrol and ltevhoan

RX AIY REVIEWER CIECKS

9-50. Facilities that Inspect facility during demolition or renovation operations for procedures
demolish structures con- to prevent emissions of particulate asbestos to outside air. (1)(2)(19)
taining at least 80 linear
meters (260 linear feet) Verify that all RACM are removed from facilities being demolished or
of RACM on pipes, or at renovated before any wrecking or dismantling unless: (IX2)(19)
least 15 m2 (160 sq ft), of
RACM on other facility - it is a Category I nonfriable ACM that is not in poor condition and
components, and facilities is not friable
renovating structures and - the RACM is on a facility component that is encased in concrete
stripping or removing at or other similar material and is adequately wetted whenever
least 80 linear meters exposed during demolition
(260 linear feet) of friable - it was not accessible for testing and not discovered until after
asbestos on pipes, or at demolition began, and, as a result of demolition, the materials
least 15 m2 (160 sq ft) of cannot be safely removed
friable asbestos on other - it is Category II nonfriable ACM and the probability is low that
facility components, or I the materials will become crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to
m3 or more off facility powder during demolition
components, must meet
certain emission control
requirements (40 CFR Verify that when a facility component that contains, is covered by, or is
61.145(a)(1) through coated with RACM, is being taken out of the facility in units or sections:
61.145(a)(3) and 61.145 (1)(2)(19)

ýcj 11 gh 61.145
c ý3 - the units or sections are adequately wetted when the RACM is

exposed during cutting and disjointing operations
- the units or sections are carefully lowered to ground level.

Verify that RACM is adequately wetted when it is being stripped from
facility components while it remains in place in the facility except in
renovation operations where wetting would unavoidably damage equip-
ment, and the facility: (1)(2)(19)

- requests a determination from the Administrator as to whether una-
voidable damage would occur and supplies the Administrator with
the information needed to make the decision

- uses one of the following emission control methods:
- a local exhaust ventilation and collection system
- a glove bag system
- leaktight wrapping to contain all RACM.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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COMFLIACEE CATEGORY:
SPECAL POLLUTANIS MANAGEMENt
Ceners for Dme Conrol and Prevention

REGLATORY REVIEWER CECK&
REAQUHUMMENM

0-51. Emissions from Verify that facility components are either stripped or contained in leak-
facility components that tight wrappings. (1)(2)(19)
have been taken out in
units or in sections from Inspect facility components removed from facility as units or in sections
facilities being demol- for stripping to observe that- (1)(2)(19)
ished under state or local
orders, or facilities being - RACM is adequately wetted during stripping operations
demolished or renovated - a local exhaust ventilation and collection system designed and
with at least 80 linear operated to capture emissions is in use
meters (260 linear feet) - the exhaust system exhibits no visible emissions to outside air.
of RACM on pipes, or at
least 15 m2 (160 sq ft) of Verify that when wetting operations are stopped because of the tempera-
RACM on other facility ture, a record of the temperature is made and kept on file for 2 yr.
components, or at least 1 (IX2)(19)
m3  off facility com-
ponents, must be con- (NOTE: For large facility components such as reactor vessels, large
trolled (40 CFR 61.145 tanks, and steam generators, but not beams, stripping is not required if
(c)(4) and 61.145(c)(5)). the following standards are met:

- the component is removed, transported, stored, disposed of, or
reused without disturbing the RACM

- the component is labeled and encased in leaktight wrapping.)

0-52. Emissions from Verify that asbestos materials that have been removed or stripped meet
RACM that has been the following standards: (1X2)(19)
removed or stripped from
facilities being demol- - materials are adequately wetted, and remain wet until collected for
ished under state or local disposal
orders, or facilities being - materials are carefully lowered (not dropped or thrown) to the
demolished or renovated ground or lower floor
with at least 80 linear - materials not removed as units or in sections are transported to the
meters (260 linear feet) ground via dust-tight chutes or containers if they are removed
of RACM on pipes, or at more than 15 m (50 ft) above ground level.
least 15 0 2 (160 sq ft) of
RACM on other facility
components, or I m2 or
greater off facility com-
ponents, must be con-
trolled (40 CFR 61.145
(c)(6)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/tirector (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operatios Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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COMHLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECEAL POLLUTANIS MANAGEMENI
cmtem for Diease CQxtroi and Prev n

REXGLAIMY RWER CEECSc
RFAXAREMENM

9-5& When the tern- Verify that facility components coated or covered with RACM materials
perature at the point of are removed as units or in sections to the maximum extent possible.
wetting is below 0 (1X2)(19)
0 Centigrd (0 (32
"GFahrenheit (F)), and (NOTE: Wetting is not required at this temperature.)
facilities are being demol-
ished under state or local Verify that when wetting operations are stopped because of freezing tem-
orders, or facilities with peratures, the temperature is recorded in the areas containing the facility
at least 80 linear meters components at the beginning, middle, and end of each work day.
(260 linear feet) of (IX2)(19)
IRACM on ipes, or at
least 15 m -60 sq ft) of Verify that temperature records are kept for 2 yr. (IX2)(19)
RACM on other facility
components, or at least 1
m2  off facility com-
ponents, are being demol-
ished or renovated,
specific exemptions and
requirements apply (40
CFR 61.145(c)(7)).

9-54. Facilities being Verify that, in facilities being demolished under state or local govern-
demolished under state or mental agency orders, the portion of the facility that contains friable
local governmental agen- asbestos materials is adequately wetted during the wrecking operation.
cy orders shall have the (IX2)(19)
portion of the facility
containing friable asbes-
tos adequately wetted
during the wrecking
operation (40 CFR 61.145
(c)(9)).

9.55. When a facility is Verify that complex removal is done before burning. (1)(2)(19)
demolished by intentional
burning, all RACM,
including Category I and
II nonfriable ACM, must
be removed (40 CFR
61.145(c)(10)).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Prograrn Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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SCOWMLLAN CATEGORY:
SPEUAL POLLUTMANIS MANAGENME~r
Cmters for Diseae Contol and Prevention

REGULATORY REVIEWER CEECKS:
REQURE4EYM ______

9-56. As of 20 Verify that a trained person is present. (1X2)(19)
November 1991, no
RACM shall be stripped, Verify that the individual receives refresher training every 2 yr.
removed, or otherwise (IX2)(19)
handled or distributed
unless at least one onsite
representative trained in
asbestos removal is

resent (40 CM 61.145c)(8))-

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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COMPA1kNCE CAATEGORY:
SPEUAL POLLUTANTS MANAGWENr
CA=Wm fcr Dismas Corol and Pention

REJLAIU•Y REVIEWER CIIFAX
REQUflUWNV

9-57. When air cleaning Verify that fabric filter collection systems meet the following require-
is used as a method for ments: (1)(2)(19)
controlling emissions of
asbestos to the outside - the device is operated at a pressure drop of no more than .995
air, the fabric filter col- kilopascals (kPa) (4 in. water gage), as measured across the filter
lection systems are fabric
required to meet specific - airflow permeability does not exceed 9 m3 n/min/m2 (30 cu ft/mnsq
standards unless alterna- ft) for woven fabrics or 11 mn3tintn2 (35 cu ft/minbq ft) for
rive equipment is author- felted fabrics
ized for use by the - the felted fabric weighs at least 475 grams (g)/m 2 (14 ounce
USEPA (40 CFR 61.152). (oz)•Aquare yard (sq yd) and is at least 1.6 millimeters (mm) (1A6

in.) thick throughout
- the use of synthetic fabrics containing fill yarn, other than spun fill

yam, is avoided.

Dispoawl

9-58. Asbestos-contain- (NOTE: These requirements do not apply to Categories I or II nonfriable
ing waste materials are ACM that did not become crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder.)
required to be disposed of
properly (40 CFR 61.150 Verify that no visible emissions are discharged to the outside air during
(a) through 61.150(b)). the collection, processing, packaging, transporting, or depositing of

asbestos-containing waste material, or that the facility uses one of the fol-
lowing methods: (1)(2)(19)

- the asbestos-containing waste is adequately wetted
- the asbestos-containing waste is processed into nonfriable forms
- an alternative method approved by the USEPA.

Verify that if the waste is wetted: (1)(2)(19)

- asbestos waste from control devices is mixed with water to form a
slurry, and the other materials are adequately wetted

- no visible emissions are discharged, or air cieaning is used to con-
trol the emissions

- the wetted materials are sealed in leaktight containers while wet
and labeled with the phrase CAUTION, Contains Asbestos -
Avoid Opening or Breaking Container, Breathing Asbestos is
Hazardous to Your Health, or a label approved by the Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Adminst-ation (OSHA)

- materials that do not fit into containers are placed in leaktight
wrapping.

Verify that the waste generator deposits all ACM as soon as possible at
one of the following locations: (1)(2)(19)

- a properly operated waste disposal site
- a USEPA-approved site that converts RACM and asbestos-

containing waste material intro asbestos-free material.

(1) Environmental Prograrn Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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SOOMPLIAE CATEGORY.
SPECIAL POLLUrANIaS MANAGEMENr
Ceters for Disease Control and Prevention

REGULAlOY REVIEWER CHECKS
REQUIRMENIErS

9-50. Asbestos-contain- Verify that vehicles used to transport asbestos-containing waste material
ing waste must be tran- are marked to indicate an asbestos dust hazard. (1)(2)(19)
sported according to
specific parameters (40 Verify that for all ACM transported off the facility, waste shipment

CFR 61.150(c) through records are maintained for at least 2 yr, and a copy is provided to the

61.150(e)). waste disposal site. (1)(2X19)

Verify that a procedure is in place to notify the local, state, or USEPA
regional office if a copy of the waste shipment record is noL returned to
the waste generator within 45 days alter the waste was accepted by the
initial transporter. (1)(2)(19)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation

Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)

Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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CONHAA:C CATEGORY:
SPEUAL POLLUTANIS MANAGIAENF
C.1 sm fcr Diamw Cotrol and Prevention

R• TOLAMRY REVIEWE2I CFHEOK

REQUIREMNIFAI

RADON

9-60. Studies have Determine whether a geological survey has been conducted of the facility
shown a linkage between area and if any of the strata are composed of one or more of the follow-
continuous exposure to ing: (1)(2)(6)
radon gas and increased
incidence of lung cancer. - granite
Awareness of this poten- - phosphate
tial problem and precau- - shale
tions, if necessary, is a - uranium.
good management prac-
tice (GMP).

9-61. A survey for Determine if radon gas survey has been done at the facility. (1)(2)(6)
radon should be con-
ducted for all CDC facili- Determine if the facility has had any radon gas measurements exceeding
ties (GMP). 4 pCi/L in an occupied building and if preventive measures are being

taken to reduce exposure. (1)(2)(6)

9-62. Primary mode of Determine whether any radon gas measurements exceeding 4 pCi/L have
entry of radon gas into been found in any underground facilities or any other structures occupied
occupied space is through for 80 manhours or more per year. (1X2)(6)
migration of soil gases.
Lengthy, continued expo-
sure is especially dan-
gerous and most likely to
occur in family housing
units and underground
command centers (GMP).

NOISE

9-63. Facilities that Determine if the facility generates noise that may affect neighboring pro-
generate noise should be perties. (1)(2)
sensitive to noise corn-
plaints (GMP). Verify that the facility refers all noise complaints to the Environmental

Program Manager. (1)(2)

9-64. Protection against Confirm that protective devices are provided for personnel if the sound
the effects of noise level: (1)(2)(5)
should be provided to
personnel under certain - exceeds 85 dB(A) continuous
conditions (GMP). - exceeds 140 dB impulse.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6) Radiation
Protection & Fire Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electncal Section (Facilities Operations Branch) (19)
Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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Appendix 9-1

PCB Label Format

• .a• .dr ad ad ad ad .d ad adr ad .dr ad. a a

0 CAUTION 0
0 CONTAIN8

# PCBS
0(POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS)

# A toxic environmental contaminant requiring
0 special handling and disposal in accordance

with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Regulations 40 CFR 761. For Disposal
Information contact the.

S.. .. or nearest0

0 U.S. EPA ottice. o
0 in case of accident or spill, call the or the

U.S. Coast Guard National Response Center: 0
800:424-8802

.,o a A o pV la r Ar O pV J
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Appendix g - 2

Dielectric Fluid Trend Nnes and Manufacturers

1. U.S. Manufactured Dielectrics:

Nae Manuftacure

Aroclor Monsanto
Aroclor B Mallory
Sbestol American Corporation
Askarel Hevi-Duty Hevi-Duty Corporation
Askarel * Ferranti-PackardLtd.
Askarel Universal Mfg. Co.
Chlorextol Allis-Chalmers
Chlorinol Sparagoe Electric
Chlorphen Jard Company
Diaclor Sangamo Electric
Dykanol Cornell Dubilier
Elemex McGraw Edison
Eucarel Electric Utilities Co.
Hyvol Aerovox
Inerteen Westinghouse Electric
No-Flamol Wagner Electric
Pyranol General Electric
Saf-T-Kuhl Kuhlman Electric

• Generic name used for insulating liquids in capacitors and transformers.

2. Foreign Manufactured Dielectrics:

Namre Manufacturer

Clophen Bayer (Germany)
Fenclo Caff aro (Italy)
Kennechlor Mitsubishi (Japan)
Phenoclor Prodelec (France)
DK Caffaro (Italy)
Pyralene Prodelec (France)
Solvol USSR
Santotherm Mitsubishi (Japan)

3. Transformers that list other dielectrics or do not bear a manufacturer's identification or service
plate on the transformer: if the transformer contains any of the dielectrics (commonly referred to
as askarels), it is to be certified as a PCB Transformer containing in excess of 500 ppm PCB, and
no laboratory testing is necessary.
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. ITDEALLATION: COMLIANCE CAIEGORY: DATIE REVEMWTSý

SPECIAL FOLLUTrA.NI MANAGEMENT
Centm for Dmwe Control and Prevention

STAIUS
NA C RMA REVIEWER CONOfENl

. (1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (5) Industrial Hygiene Section (6)
Radiation Protection & FMre Safety Section (9) Medical Services (18) Electrical Section (Facilities
Operations Branch) (19) Asbestos Program Manager (Industrial Hygiene Section)
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SEC-ION 10

WATER QUALITY MANAkEME7r

A. Applicability

This section includes regulations, responsibilities, and compliance requirements
associated with wastewater discharge at CDC facilities. Wastewater discharge
can include any of the following:

- Sanitary wastewater discharged directly to a receiving stream or through
a CDC treatment facility.

- Sanitary or industrial wastewater discharged to a Publicly Owned Treat,
ment Works (POTW) or other non-CDC facility.

- Stormwater runoff from operational areas of the facility to a receiving
stream or waterbody.

- Industrial or storm wastewater drained to an industrial waste reservoir.

Most CDC facilities have wastewater discharge of one kind or another, and
therefore this section will be applicable to most facilities.

.. Federal Legislation

* The Federal Water Pollution Control Act, commonly known as the Clean Water
Act (CWA), as amended 4 February 1987, 33 U.S. Code (USC) 1251-1387,
Public Law (PL) 100-4, governs the control of water pollution in the nation.
The objective of the CWA is to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and
biological integrity of the nation's waters. To achieve this objective, the fol-
lowing must be done:

- the discharge of pollutants into the navigable waters be eliminated by
1985

- wherever attainable, an interim goal of water quality that provides for
the protection and propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife, and for
recreation in and on the water be achieved by 1 July 1983

- the discharge of toxic pollutants in toxic amounts be prohibited
- Federal financial assistance be provided to construct publicly owned

waste treatment works
- areawide waste treatment management planning processes be developed

and implemented to assure adequate control of sources of pollutants in
each state
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- a major research and demonstration effort be made to develop technol-
ogy necessary to eliminate the discharge of pollutants into the navigable
waters, waters of the contiguous zone, and the oceans

- programs for the control of nonpoint sources of pollution be developed
and implemented in an expeditious manner so as to enable the goals of
this act to be met through the control of both point and nonpoint sources
of pollution (33 USC 1251).

Each department, agency, or instrument of the executive, legislative, and judi-
cial branches of the Federal Government, and each officer, agent, or employee
of such organizations, must comply with all Federal, state, interstate, and local
requirements, administrative authority, and process and sanctions regarding the
control and abatement of water pollution in the same manner and to the same
extent as any nongovernmental entity, including the payment of reasonable ser-
vice charges (33 USC 1323(a)).

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) will coordinate with the
head of each department, agency, or instrument of the Federal Government to
develop a program of cooperation for utilizing wastewater control systems
using innovative treatment processes and techniques. Such a program will
include an inventory of property and facilities that could use such processes and
techniques (33 USC 1323(b)(1)).

C. State/Local Requirements

e States normally have wastewater discharge legislation and regulations which
require permitting similar to the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination Sys-
tem (NPDES) program. A state is often delegated authority to administer the
NPDES permits for discharges in that state. These permits are often joint per-
mits issued pursuant to both Federal CWA and state legislation. In some cases,
the state will not administer the NPDES program and will issue a state permit
even though an NPDES permit has been issued by the USEPA. This dual per-
mitting is common. The states and the USEPA normally cooperate in the per-
mit issuance process to ensure that the two permits are consistent, but there
may be differences in monitoring requirements and the number of pollutants
that are restricted. These requirements normally do not conflict, but may
require additional sampling and dual reporting.

States also have more stringent requirements for wastewater treatment plant
operations. Many states have Sanitary Treatment Plant (SIP) operator licens-
ing and certification programs that require an operator to pass an exam and
have a requisite amount of experience.
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Local entities (counties and cities) may also have enforceable wastewater
discharge limitations that regulate discharges to a POTW. Local limitations
often include pH, temperature, and concentrations of various organic and inor-
ganic compounds. Major industrial operations that discharge to an offsite
POTW will be subjected to pretreatment permits issued by the P01W, state, or
USEPA as appropriate.

D. CDC RegulationsAlequirements

* This section includes a description of the environmental regulations, policies,
and requirements of the CDC. At this time, the CDC has not issued environ-
mental regulations for its components.

E. Key Compliance Requirements

"* Discharge Permits - NPDES permits are required for point, source discharges to
"navigable waters." Discharges shall comply with all terms and conditions of
an USEPA or state issued permit.

"* Monitoring, Recordkeeping, and Reporting - Discharge permits usually require
monitoring that may include the facility use and maintenance of equipment for
influent, effluent, and receiving water sampling. Recordkeeping and reporting
that may include scheduled discharge monitoring reports (DMRs) are also
required.

"* Discharges to POTWs - Discharges to equal public treatment facilities shall meet
all applicable general and categorical pretreatment standards in 40 Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) 401 through 471. Agency facilities that discharge
to public treatment facilities must adhere to the discharge limitations that are
stipulated in local ordinances. However, many local POTW authorities have
not yet developed pretreatment programs.

"* Industrial Pretreatment - The USEPA has set effluent standards for many indus-
tries which discharge to POTWs. These categorical standards are contained in
40 CFR 404 through 471 and are implemented through local pretreatment pro-
gramis established by POTWs. In some instances, a state may assume this local
responsibility. Industrial discharge limitations are also stipulated in local ordi-
nances.

"* Operator Certification/Training - State regulatory agencies require all superinten-
dents and operators of waste treatment facilities to be certified by the state.
Periodic refresher training is also required of treatment plant personnel in order
to maintain their certification.
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F. Respomibility for Compliance

e Biosafety Branch - responsible for the operation of the wastewater treatment
facilities associated with Building 15 at the Clifton complex. This treatment
facility is operated by a contractor.

G. Key Compliance Definitions

" BRowdown - the minimum discharge of recirculating water for the purpose of
discharging materials contained in the water, the further buildup of which
would cause concentrations in amounts exceeding limits established by best
engineering practice (40 CFR 401.11(p)).

"* Chemical Metal Cleaning Waste - any wastewater resulting from the cleaning of
any metal process equipment with chemical compounds, including, but not lim-
ited to, boiler tube cleaning (40 CFR 423.11).

"* Continuous Discharge - a discharge that occurs without interruption throughout
the operating hours of the facility, except for infrequent shutdowns for mainte-
nance, process changes, or other similar activities (40 CFR 123.3).

"* CNA - cyanide amenable to chlorination (40 CFR 413.02).

"* CNT- cyanide, total (40 CFR 413.02).

"* Daily Discharge - the discharge of a pollutant measured during a calendar day
or any 24-hour (h) period that reasonably represents the calendar day for pur-
poses of sampling (40 CFR 122.2).

"* Direct Discharge - the discharge of a pollutant (40 CFR 122.2).

"* Discharge of Pollutant - the addition of any pollutant to navigable waters from
any point source and the addition of any pol!utant to the waters of the contigu-
ous zone, the ocean zone, or the ocean from any point source other than a
vessel or other floating craft (40 CFR 401.11(h)).

"* Effluent Limitations - any restriction established by the Administrator on quanti-
ties, rates, and concentrations of chemical, physical, biological, and other con-
stituents that are discharged from point sources, other than new sources, into
navigable waters, the waters of the contiguous zone, or the ocean (40 CFR
401.11(i)).

"* Environmentally Sensitive Area - an area of environmental importance in or
adjacent to navigable waters (49 CFR 194.5).
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e Good Management Practices (GMP') - methods, measures, or practices to
prevent or reduce water pollution, including, but not limited to, structural and
nonstructural controls, and operation and maintenance procedures. GMPs may
be applied before, during, or after pollution-producing activities in order to
reduce or eliminate the introduction of pollutants into waterbodies.

e Indirect Discharge - the introduction of pollutants into a POTW from any non-
domestic source regulated under section 307(b), (c), or (d) of the Act (40 CFR
403.3(g)).

e Industrial Activities - in relation to stormwater runoff, industrial activities
include:

1. facilities subject to stormwater effluent limitations guidelines or new
source performance standards under 40 CFR subehapter N

2. facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification 24 (except 2434),
26 (except 265 and 267), 28 (except 283), 29, 311, 32 (except 323), 35,
344, and 373

3. facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classifications 10 through 14
(mineral industry), including active or inactive mining operations and oil
and gas explorations, production, processing, or treatment operations, or
transmission facilities that discharge stormwater contaminated by contact
with, or that has come into contact with, any overburden, raw material,
intermediate product, finished products, byproducts, or waste products
located on the site of such operations

4. hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities, including those
that are operating under interim status or a permit under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, Subtitle C (RCRA-C)

5. landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that receive or have
received industrial wastes, including those sites that are subject to
Federal regulation

6. facilities involved in the recycling of materials, including metal scrap-
yards, battery reclalmers, salvage yards, and automobile junkyards,
including, but not limited to, those classified as Standard Industrial
Classifications 5015 and 5093

7. steam electric power generating facilities, including coal handling sites
8. transportation facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classifications

40, 41, 42 (except for 4221 through 25), 43, 44, 45, and 5171, which
have vehicle maintenance shops, equipment cleaning operations, or air-
port de-icing operations

0. treatment works treating domestic sewage, or any other sewage sludge
or wastewater treatment device or system, used in the storage treatment,
recycling, and reclamation of municipal or domestic sewage, including
land dedicated to the disposal of sewage sludges that are located within
the confines of the facility with a design flow of 1.0 milligrams per day
(mg/day) or more, or required to have an approved pretreatment
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program. Not included are farmlands, domestic gardens, or lands used
for sludge management where sludge is beneficially reused and which
are not physically located in the confines of the facility, or areas that are
in compliance with section 405 of the CWA

10. construction activity including clearing, grading, azd excavation activi-
ties except for operations that result in the disturbance of land less than
five acres of total land area, which is not part of a larger common plan
of development or sale

11. facilities under Standard Industrial Classifications 20, 21, 22, 23, 2434,
25, 265, 267, 27, 283, 285, 30, 31 (except 311), 323, 34 (except 3441),
35, 36, 37 (except 373), 38, 39, and 4221 through 25, and which are not
otherwise included in categories 1 through 10 (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(i)
through 122.26(b)(14)(xi)).

"* Industrial User - a source of indirect discharge (40 CFR 403.3(h)).

"* Integrated Facility - a facility that performs electroplating as only one of several
operations necessary for the manufacture of a product at a single physical loca-
tion and has significant quantities of process wastewater from nonelectroplating
sources (40 CFR 413.02).

"* Interference - a discharge which, alone or in conjunction with one or more
discharges from other sources inhibits or disrupts the PO1W and causes a vio-
lation of any requirement of the POT'Is NPDES permit (40 CFR 403.3(i)).

"* Metal Cleaning Wastes - any wastewater resulting from cleaning (with or
without chemical cleaning compounds) any metal process equipment including,
but not limited to, boiler tube cleaning, boiler fireside cleaning, and air
preheater cleaning (40 CFR 423.11).

"* National Pretreatment Standard - any regulation containing pollutant discharge
limits promulgated by the USEPA (40 CFR 403.3(j)).

"* Navigable Waters - all navigable waters of the United States, tributaries of
navigable waters of the United States, interstate waters, intrastate lakes, rivers,
and streams utilized by interstate travelers for rivers, recreation, or other pur-
poses, intrastate lakes, rivers, and streams from which fish or shellfish are taken
and sold in interstate commerce, and intrastate lakes, rivers, and streams util-
ized for industrial purposes by industries in interstate commerce (40 CFR
401.11(1)).

0
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* New Source - in relation to NPDES permits, any building, structure, facility, or
installation from which there is or may be a "discharge of pollutants" the con-
struction of which commenced:

- after promulgation of standards of performance under section 306 of the
CWA that are applicable to such sources, or

- after proposal of standards of performance in accordance with section
306 of the CWA which are applicable to such source, but only if the
standards are promulgated in accordance with section 306 within 120
days of their proposal.

The following are the criteria for new source determination:
- it is constructed at a site at which no other source is located
- it totally replaces the process or production equipment that causes the

dischargc .;, pollutants at an existing sources
- its processes a . substantially independent of an existing source at the

same site (40 CFR 122.2 and 122.29(b)).

"• New Source - any building, structure, facility, or installation from which there is
or may be the discharge of pollutants, the construction of which is commenced
after the publication of proposed regulations prescribing standards of perfor-
mance under section 306 of the Act, which will be applicable to such source as
such standards are thereafter promuigated in accordance with section 306 of the
Act (40 CFR 401.11 (e)).

"• Non-Contact Cooling Water - the water that is contained in a leak-free system,
i.e., no contact with any gas, liquid, or solid other than the container for tran-
sport. The water shall have no net poundage addition of any pollutant over
intake water levels (40 CFR 401.44(o)).

"* NPDES Permit - a permit granted by the USEPA to a direct discharger, which
permits wastewater discharge to a watercourse in accordance with the condi-
tions of the permit. (40 CFR 403.3(l)).

"* Pass Through - a discharge that exits a POTW into waters in quantities or con-
centrations, which, alone or in conjunction with one or more discharges from
other sources, is a cause of a violation of any requirement of the POTW's
NPDES permit (40 CFR 403.3(n)).

"• Point Source - any discernible confined and discrete conveyance including, but
not limited to, a pipe, ditch, channel, or conduit from which pollutants arm or
may be discharged (40 CFR 401.11(d)).

1
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" Pretreatment - the reduction of the amount of pollutants, the elimination of pol-
lutants, or the alteration of the nature of pollutant properties in wastewater prior
to, or in lieu of, discharging or otherwise introducing such pollutants into a
P01W (40 CFR 403.3(q)).

"* Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTIM - a treatment works owned by the
state or a municipality. This includes any devices and systems used in the
storage, txeatment, recycling, and reclamation of municipal sewage or industrial
wastes of a liquid nature. It also includes sewers, pipes, and other conveyances
only if they convey waste to a POTW (40 CFR 403.3(o)).

"* Stormwater Discharge Associated with an Industrial Activity - the discharge
from any conveyance used for collecting and conveying stormwater and directly
related to manufacturing, processing, or raw materials storage areas at any
industrial piawiL This does not include discharges from facilities excluded from
the NPDES program. For the categories of industries identified in the
definition for Industrial Activities, item numbers 1 through 10, the term
includes, but is not limited to, stormwater discharges from industrial plant
yards; immediate access roads and rail lines used or traveled by carriers of raw
materials, manufactured products, waste material or byproducts used or created
by the facility; material handling sites; refuse sites; sites used for the applica-
tion or disposal of process wastes; sites used for the storage and maintenance of
material handling equipment; sites used for residual treatment, storage, or
disposal; shipping and receiving areas; manufacturing buildings; storage areas
(including tank farms) for raw materials, and intermediate and finished pro-
ducts; and areas where industrial activity has taken place in the past and
significant materials remain and are exposed to stormwater. For item number
11 in the definition for Industrial Activities, the term only includes stormwater
discharges from all the areas (except access roads and rail lines) listed in the
previous sentence where materials handling equipment or activities, raw materi-
als, intermediate products, final products, waste materials, byproducts, or indus-
trial machinery are exposed to stormwater (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)).

"* Strong Chelating Agents - all compounds that, by virtue of their chemical struc-
ture and amount present, form soluble metal complexes which are not removed
by subsequent metals control techniques such as pH adjustment followed by
clarification or filtration (40 CFR 413.02).

"* Total Toxic Organics - TMO (40 CFR 413.02).

"* Total Metal - the sum of the concentrations of mass of copper, nickel,
chromium, and zinc (40 CFR 413.02).
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WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENr PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHIEET USERS

REFER TO
WORKSHEEr CONTACT THESE
HEMSt PERSONS OR GROUPSc(&)

All Facilities 10-1 through 10-4 (1)(2X3)

Drinking Water 10-5 (1)(2)

NPDFS Permits 10-6 through 10-11 (1)(2X15)

Discharges to POTIWs 10-12 through 10-15 (1)(2X3)(4)(15)

Photo Labs 10-16 (1)(2X3)

(&)CONTACTrLOCATION (flDEz

(1) Environmental Program Manager
(2) Facility SupervisorADirector
(3) Facilities Operations Branch
(4) Section Chiefs

(15) Engineering Services Office
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WATER QUALITY MANA&CMENr

Records to Review

"* NPDES permits
"* NPDES permit renewal applications (if expire within 180 days)
"* Discharge monitoring reports for the past year
"* Laboratory records and procedures and USEPA QA results
"* Monthly operating reports for wastewater treatment facilities
"* Flow monitoring calibration certification and supporting records
"* Ash pond volume certification and supporting records
"* Red water inspection records
"* Special reports, certifications, etc., required by NPDES permit
"* Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPOC) plan
"* All records required by the SPOC plan
"* All notices of noncompliance
"* All notices of violations
"* NPDES state or Federal inspection reports
"* Sewage treatment plant operator certification
"* Administrative Orders
"* Sewer and storm drain layout
"* Local sewer ordinance
"* Local service use permit
"* Notification to local POTW
"" Old spill reports
* Stormwater prevention plans
"* Repairftnaintenance records for the wastewater treatment system
"* As-built drawings

Physical Fesmres to hpect

"* Discharge outfall pipes
"* Wastewater treatment facilities
"* Industrial treatment facilities
"* Streams, rivers, open waterways
"* Floor & aink drains (especially in industrial areas)
"* Storm water collection points (especially in industrial areas)
"* Oil storage tanks
"* Oil/water separators

eople to Inmmew

"* Environmental Program Manager
"* Facility Supervisor/Director
"* Facilities Operations Branch
"* Section Chiefs
"* Engineering Services Office
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COMNIFLAN CATEGORY:
WAE•R QUALITY MANAGEMET

Clenter- for Dine cOmbil and Preventkm

REXJAAL' Y REVIEEiTR QEMCK&
REQURUIEN

ALL FACILITIES

10-1. Determine actions Determine if noncompliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since previous copy of the previous report. (1)
review of wastewater
management (GMP).

10-2. Copies of all Verify that copies of the following regulations are available and kept
relXvant Federal, CDC, current: (1)(2)
state, and local regula-
tions and guidance docu- - 40 CFR 122, EPA Administered Permit Programs: The National
ments on wastewater Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
management should be - 10 CFR 136, Guidelines Establishing Test Procedures for the
made available at the Analysis of Pollutants.
facility (aMP). - 40 CFR 403, General Pretreatment Standards for New and Ezist-

ing Sources.
- 40 CFR 413, Eleetroplating Source Category.
- 40 CFR 423, Steam Ecetric Power Generating Point Source

Category.
- 40 CFR 433, Metal Finishing Point Source Category.
- 40 CMR 459, Photographie oint Source Category.
- 40 CFR 460, Hospital Point Source Category.
- Executive Order (EO) 12088, Federal Compliance Wfth Pollution

Control Standards.
- State and local regulations.

10-3. Facilities are Verify that the facility is abiding by state and local water quality require-
required to abide by state ments. (1)(2)(3)
and local water quality
regulations (EO 12088, Verify that the facility is operating according to permits issued by the
Section 1-1). state or local agencies. (1)(2)(3)

(NOTE: Issues typically regulated by state and local agencies include:
- nonpoint sources
- NPDES permits
- wastewater
- monitoring and recordkeeping for NFDES permitted sources
- certification requirements for laboratories analyzing samples
- wastewater treatment plant operator certification
- sludge disposal
- pretreatment standards
- discharges to sewage treatment facilities
- industrial wastewater
- stormwater pollution prevention plans
- septic tanks
- stormwater discharges.)

(1) Environment., Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorDirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (15) Engineering Services Office
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COMLIA.NCE CAIEGORY:
WAiM QUALIMY MANAGEMENr

Ceaifri fc Die Cntrol and Prevention

REGULAIThY REVIEWE R EECKSI
REQUIREMN

10-4. Facilities will Determine if any new regulations concerning wstewater have been
meet regulatory require- issued since the finalization of the manual. (1)(2)
ments issued since the
finalization of the manual Verify that the facility is in compliance with newly issued regulations.
(A finding under this (1X2)
checklist item will have
the citation of the new
regulation as a basis of
finding).

DRIOMN1 WATER

10-5. Drinking water Verify that potable water is provided at the facility. (IX2)
provided at the facility
should be potable (GMP).

NPDES PERMITS

10-6. Facilities with Determine if the facility is located in a state with a USEPA-approved
point source discharges NPDES permit program. (1)(2)
and/or treatment works
treating domestic sewage Verify the facility has obtained the proper permits for point source
are required to have a discharges and/or treatment works treating domestic sewage. (1)(2)
Federal NPDES permit if
located in states without a Verify that the facility is operating according to permit requirements such
USEPA-approved NPDES as: (1)(2)
permit program (40 CFR
122.1(b)(3)). - monitoring/sampling

- concentrations of discharge constituents
- recordkeeping
- reports.

(NO'IE: The Regional Administrator may require the facility to have a
permit for the use/disposal of sewage sludge as necessary to protect pub-
lic health.)

(NOIE: Stormwater runoff may be addressed in the NPDES permit.)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorDirector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (15) Engineering Services Office
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0MHOPLIANCE CAlEORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENr

Clmeftm for Diama Conrol and Prevnticm

PE(CyLAIMY REVIEWER CECKSc

10-7. Facilities that Determine if the facility is discharging stormwater associated with an
discharge stormwater industrial activity. (1)(2)(15)
associated with an indus-
trial activity (see Verify that an application has been submitted for a permit. (IX2)(15)
definitions) are required
to apply for an individual
permit, apply for a permit
through a group applica-
tion, or seek coverage
under a promulgated
stormwater general permit
(40 CFR 122.26(c)).

10-8. Samples required Verify thaL (1)(2)(15)
by the NPDES permit
must be collected in - proper sample containers are used
accordance with proper - samples are refrigerated during compositing
collection, testing, preser- - proper preservation techniques are used
vation, and shipping pro- - flow-proportioned samples are obtained where required by permit
cedures outlined in Stan- - sample holding times prior to analyses conform with requirements
dard Methods for Water - the chain of custody is maintained from sampling point through
Analysis (40 CFR 136.1 analytic testing to results (essential if litigation occurs).
through 136.4).

Determine if monitoring and analysis are performed more frequently than
permits require. (1)(2)(15)

Verify that results are reported in the facility's self-monitoring report
(IX2)(15)

10-9. Analytical testing Determine if: (1)(2)(15)
required by the NPDES
permit must be done in - a USEPA-approved analytical testing lab was used
accordance with USEPA- - proper approval was obtained from the state/USEPA if alternate
approved analytical pro- analytical procedures are used
cedures (40 CFR 136.3). - parameters other than those required by the permit are analyzed

- satisfactory calibration and maintenance of instruments and equip-
ment is done

- quality control procedures ire used
- duplicate samples are analyzed
- spiked samples are used
- a commercial laboratory is used
- the commercial laboratory is state certified (states with formal

certification programs).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (15) Engineering Services Office
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COOIlJAC CATEGORY:
WATMI QUALITY MANAGEMENr

CkMM flr Dsme COruibdl md Flr xm

RXXAJLA4MY REVIEWER CHECK&
REQUHRNI

10-10. Installations with Verify that the facility gives notice to the Director as soon as possible of
NPDES permits are any planned physical alterations or additions to the permitted facility
required to meet specific when: (1)(2)
reporting requirements(40 CFR 122.410m)). - the alteration or addition might meet one of the criteria for deter-

mining if the facility is a new source (see definitions)
- the alteration or addition could significantly change the nature or

increase the quantity of pollutants discharged (this applies to pol-
lutants which are not subject to requirements on the permit or to
other notifications)

- the alteration or addition results in a significant change in the
facility's sludge use or disposal practices.

Verify that the facility notifies the Director of any planned changes at the
permitted facility or of activities that may result in noncompliance with
permit requirements. (1)(2)

Verify that monitoring is reported as required on the permit, (1)(2)

Determine if the facility is monitoring more frequently than required.
(IX2)

Verify that if the facility is monitoring more fre uently than required by
permit, these results are also being reported. (1)(2

Verify that reports of compliance or noncompliance with, or any progress
reports on, interim and final requirements contained in any compliance
schedule on the permit are submitted no later than 14 days following
each specified date. (1)(2)

Verify that noncompliance which might endanger health or the environ-
ment is reported as follows: (1)(2)

- verbally within 24 h from the time the facility becomes aware of
noncompliance

- in writing within 5 days of the time the facility becomes aware of
noncompliance.

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor i rector (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (15) Engineering Services Office
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COMHPLANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

0 itera fcr Dwine Cbnto and lreventian

REGUoLATMY REVIEWER CHECK&
RF~RENWN

10-11. Even where not Determine which drains at the facility are connected to the storm sewer
covered by NPDES per- and the location of all outfalls and discharge points. (1)(2X15)
mits, stormwater dis-
charge on the facility Determine if there is evidence of contamination (oil sheen, discoloration,
should be uncontam- etc.) by physical review of stormwater discharge sites. (1)(2)(15)
inated, and periodic sur-
veillance of these Verify that oil/water separators connected to the storm sewer on the facil-
discharges should be ity am operating and maintained correcdy. (1)(2)(15)
completed (GMP).

Determine if there is evidence of contaminated waste streams discharging
to floor drains connected to the stormwater discharge system by physi-
cally checking major industrial shops or industrial areas, including:
(1)(2)(15)

- battery shop
- corrosion control
- engine shop
- motor pool
- paint shop
- plating shop
- petroleum, oils, and lubricants (POL) area.

DISCHARGES
TO PO1N%

10-12. Facilities must Determine the following: (1)(2)(3)(4)(15)
not discharge into a
P01W any pollutant - which point source discharges are at the facility
which would cause "pass - what drains in the facility lead to the treatment works
through" or "interference" - what substances personnel pour down the drains leading to the
(40 CFR 403.5(a) and treatment works
403.5(c)(2)). - what types of materials are located in areas where spills may reach

the drains to the treatment works.

Verify that the facility is not discharging to a POTW pollutants that
would cause a "pass through" or "interference (see definitions).
(iX2)(3)(4)(15)

Determine if the POTW has imposed any pretreatment standards or
reprting requirements on the facility, and verify that they are being met.
(172)(3)(4)(15)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (15) Engineering Services Office
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COWLLANCE CAIEGORY:
WATIM QUALITY MANAGEDENT

cai•-a fbi Dr e Cxntol mnd Preventm

REDXILAI•1Y REVIEWER CEECKSc

10-13. Facilities shall Verify that pollutants which create a fire or explosion hazard in the
not introduce specific pol- POTW, including, but not limited to, waste streams with a closed-cup
lutants into a P01W (40 flashpoint of less than 140 degrees Fahrenheit (wF) ae not being
CFR 403.5(b)). discharged from the facility to a POTW. (1X2X3)(4)(15)

Verify that pollutants which will cause corrosive structural damage to the
POTW are not being discharged from the facility to a POTW.
(IX2)(3)(4)(15)

Verify that in no case discharges with a pH below 5.0 are released.
(1X2)(3)(4)(15)

Verify that solid or viscous pollutants in amounts that will cause obstruc-
tion to the flow are not being discharged to the POTW. Examples
include: (1)(2X3)(4)(15)

- fish-cleaning stations
- pieces of metal, rubber, and wood from shops
- sand and sediment.

Verify that no pollutants, including oxygen-demand pollutants, are
released at a flow rate or concentration that will cause interference with
the POTW. (1)(2)(3)(4)(15)

Verify that beat in amounts that would inhibit biological activity at the
POTW resulting in interference is not discharged, including:
(IX2)(3)(4)(15)

- scrubber water
- boiler blowdown.

(NOME: In no case will the temperature of discharges result in a tem-
perature at the POTW of greater than 104 'F.)

Verify that petroleum, oil, nonbiodegradable cutting oil, or products of
mineral oil origin is not discharged in amounts that would result in a pass
through or interference (specifically check maintenance areas and
oil/water separators). (1)(2)(3)(4)(15)

Verify that pollutants which would result in the presence of toxic gases,
vapors, or fumes within the POTW in quantities that would cause acute
worker health and safety problenm are not discharged. (1)(2)(3)(4)(15)

Verify that no trucked or hauled pollutants are discharged, except at
discharge points designated by the P01W. (1)(2)(3)(4)(15)

Determine if the facility has been granted any exemptions or variances
concerning its discharges. (1)(2)(3)(4)(15)

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operaions Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (15) Engineering Services Office
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COMNPLUNE CAIEGORY:
WAIER QUALITY MANAGEDMENr

Cetim fbi Diae Cuntrol md IeVen

REGJLAITRY REVIEWER CHECKS:

10-14. Facilities are Verify that personnel at the facility are aware of the need to notify the
required to notify the POTW of any discharge that would cause problems. (IX2)(3)(4)(15)
P0TW immediately of
any discharge, including
slug loading, that could

cause problems to the
POTW (40 CIR 403.12(f)).

10-15. Personnel Determine if periodic refresher training is conducted by interviewing
engaged or employed in operatingfinaintenance staff at plant. (1)(2)(3)(15)
operation and mainte-
nance of water pollution Verify that training is conducted by reviewing operating staff training
control facilities should records. (1)(2)(3)(15)
be trained in safety and
occupational hazards
(GMIP).

10-16. Facilities that Determine if the facility has point source discharges resulting from the
have point source dis- development or printing of paper prints, slides, negatives, enlargements,
charges resulting from the movie film, and other sensitized materials. (1)(2)(3)
development or printing
of paper pnintz, slides, Verify that the photographic processing point source effluent is limited
negatives, enlargements, according to the specifications in Appendix 10-1. (1)(2X3)
movie film, and other
sensitized materials, are (NOTE: Facilities processing 150 square meters (M2) (16,000 square feet
subject to certain limita- (sq ft) per day or less are not covered.)
tions (40 CFR 459.10 and
459.12).

(1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility SupervisorDirector (3) Facilities Operatons Branch (4) Section

Chiefs (15) Engineering Services Office
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Appendix 10-1

Effluent Linritations for Photographic Point Sources

Effluent limitations

EfIluent
characteristic Maximum Maximum average

for any values for 30
1 day consecutive days

Metric units (kg/1000 m2

of product)

Ag 0.14 0.07

C'N 0.18 0.09

pH (1) (1)

English units (lb/100)
sq ft of product)

Ag 0.030 0.015
C N 0.038 0.019
PHt (1) (1)

o 0 Wa51itn the range 6.0-9.0

Fromi 40 (-'F 459.102
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INSTALLAT1ONP CONIJANCE CATEGORY: DATIg REME'AA4S,
WATI QUALITY MANAGEMI!

CentA for Disease Clontrol and Prevention

STATUS
NA C RIMA REVIEWEl 0OM4ENT

0

. (1) Environmental Program Manager (2) Facility Supervisor/Director (3) Facilities Operations Branch
(4) Section Chiefs (15) Engineering Services Office


